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FOREWORD

By Hon. Henry S. Reuss, Chairman
This appendix completes the printed record of hearings conduct-

ed by the Joint Economic Committee during November 1982 on the
subject of "Political Economy and Constitutional Reform." Much
has been written over the years on the flaws in our political
system, particularly on the Constitutional separation of powers be-
tween executive and legislature that has so often stood in the way
of effective government. Many possible changes in our Constitution
have been proposed to bridge the gap. The hearings in November
brought together more than a dozen academics, journalists, and
former Government officials and lawmakers to discuss how we
could improve the performance of our political system, and the per-
formance of our economy, by making changes in the structure of
our Government and, if necessary, in our Constitution. This appen-
dix complements the hearings by making available in one place a
wide variety of other material on these same issues, culled from
books, academic and law journals, popular magazines, and other
sources. I hope these two volumes will be useful to those who be-
lieve that our democracy can be made to work better.

The first part of this appendix looks at the principle of separated
powers, delving first into why the Framers chose this form of Gov-
ernment and then into how well it has worked. All would agree
that the Framers succeeded in achieving one of their primary pur-
poses in splitting the powers of Government among separate
branches-the prevention of tyranny. But, as many of the articles
in this section argue, the result has often been ineffective Govern-
ment, with President and Congress unable to work together and
the Government paralyzed from acting in times of crisis. The eco-
nomic malaise of the past decade is largely attributable to a Gov-
ernment form unable to respond effectively when confronted with
difficult choices.

The second part of the appendix outlines ways in which our Con-
stitution might be changed to make our system of Government
more effective. Some would have us adopt a full-scale parliamen-
tary system, where the Executive is chosen from and shares power
with the legislature. Others would make more limited changes in
our form of Government to improve the working relationship be-
tween President and Congress without sacrificing the protections
against tyranny inherent in our current system. For example, the
Constitution could be amended to allow or require the President to
choose his Cabinet from among Members of Congress without forc-
ing them to relinquish their seats. Or we could permit Congress to
adopt a vote of no confidence in the President, thereby forcing new
Presidential and congressional elections if our Government be-
comes deadlocked or the President loses his ability to lead. This
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section also looks at recent proposals to let Congress impose restric-
tions on election financing.

The selections in part III ask whether or not it is politically pos-
sible to amend the Constitution, and adopt any of these proposals,
without a major crisis of Government to act as catalyst. Their pes-
simism should serve to keep rooted in reality those contemplating
the uphill battle ahead to improve our form of Government.

The final part of the appendix examines the strengths and weak-
nesses of parliamentary government, particularly in Great Britain.
With British reformers arguing that Parliament should adopt por-
tions of our system of government, we must ask whether we should
look to parliamentary forms to solve our own problems of Govern-
ment.

The bicentennial of our Constitution is scarcely 4 years away. We
need a thorough and thoughtful reappraisal of our Constitution,
particularly those sections which impede decisionmaking by the
Congress and the President. Although a small group of Founding
Fathers wrote the Constitution in 1787, the review of the Constitu-
tion between now and 1987 must be a nationwide undertaking,
with results that reflect the deliberations, and command the re-
spect, of all Americans.

The Joint Economic Committee hearings and this appendix are a
first step in this review of our Constitution.

During the next few years, a newly formed private group-the
Committee on the Constitutional System, under the cochairman-
ship of Lloyd Cutler and Douglas Dillon-will conduct studies and
hold public meetings on how our Constitution might be improved.

The events of the past decade-with Congress and the President
at loggerheads over economic policy, and our economy reeling di-
rectionless from one crisis to another-suggest that reform of the
structure of our Government may be in order.

I wish to thank William R. Buechner, senior economist for the
Joint Economic Committee, and Tamara Steere of Amherst College
for their assistance in compiling this appendix volume. Lennea
Tinker provided invaluable secretarial assistance.
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I. SEPARATION OF POWERS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

The Constitution of the United States of America

We the People of the United States, in
Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice,
insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do
ordain and establish this Constitution for the United
States of America.

ARTICLE 1.

SECTION I. All legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested
in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate
and House of Representatives.

SECTION 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed of
Members chosen every second Year by the People of the several
States, and the Electors in each State shall have the Qualifications
requisite for Electors of the most numerous Branch of the State
Legislature.

No Person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained
to the Age of twenty-five Years, and been seven Years a Citizen of
the United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabi-
tant of that State in which he shall be chosen.

[Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among
the several States which may be included within this Union,

[NOTE: This booklet presents the Constitution and all amendments in
their original form. Items which have since been amended or superseded,
as identified in the footnotes, are bracketed.]

[ I]
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according to their respective Numbers, which shall be determined

by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including those

bound to Service for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians not

taxed, three fifths of all other Persons.]*-The actual Enumeration

shall be made within three Years after the first Meeting of the

Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent Term

of ten Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct. The

Number of Representatives shall not exceed one for every thirty

Thousand,** but each State shall have at Least one Representa-

tive; and until such enumeration shall be made, the State of New

Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse three, Massachusetts eight,

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations one, Connecticut five,

New-York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware

one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Caro-

lina five, and Georgia three.

When vacancies happen in the Representation from any State,

the Executive Authority thereof shall issue Writs of Election to fill

such Vacancies.
The House of Representatives shall chuse their Speaker and

other Officers; and shall have the sole Power of Impeachment.

SEcaMON 3. The Senate of the United States shall be composed

of two Senators from each State, [chosen by the Legislature

thereof,]*** for six Years; and each Senator shall have one Vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in Consequence of

the first Election, they shall be divided as equally as may be into

three Classes. The Seats of the Senators of the first Class shall be

vacated at the Expiration of the second Year, of the second Class

at the Expiration of the fourth-Year, and of the third Class at the

*Changed by section 2 of the fourteenth amendment.

**Ratio in 1965 was one to over 410,000.

***Changed by section X of the seventeenth amendment.
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Expiration of the sixth Year, so that one-third may be chosen
every second Year, [and if vacancies happen by Resignation, or
otherwise, during the Reeess\if the Legislature of any State, the
Executive thereof may matte temporary Appointments until the
next Meeting of the Legislature, which shall then fill such
Vacancies.]* t

No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained to the
Age of thirty Years, and been nine Years a Citizen of the United
States, and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that
State for which he shall be chosen.

The Vice President of the United States shall be President of
the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be equally divided.

The Senate shall chuse their other Officers, and also a President
pro tempore, in the absence of the Vice President, or when he shall
exercise the Office of President of the United States.

The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Impeachments.
When sitting for that Purpose, they shall be on Oath or Affirma-
tion. When the President of the United States is tried, the Chief
Justice shall preside: And no Person shall be convicted without
the Concurrence of two thirds of the Members present.

Judgment in Cases of Impeachment shall not extend. further
than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and
enjoy any Office of honor, Trust or Profit under the United States:
but the Party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to
Indictment, Trial, Judgment and Punishment, according to Law.

SECTON 4. The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections
for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State
by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress may at any time by
Law make or alter such Regulations, except as to the Place of
Chusing Senators.

Changed by clause 2 of the seventeenth amendment.
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The Congress shall assemble at least once in every Year, and

such Meeting shall [be on the first Monday in December,]"* unless

they shall by Law appoint a different Day.
SECTION 5. Each House shall be the Judge of the Elections, Re-

turns and Qualifications of its own Members, and a Majority of

each shall constitute a.Quorum to do Business; but a smaller num-

ber may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to com-

pel the Attendance of absent Members, in such Manner, and under

such Penalties as each House may provide.
Each House may determine the Rules of its Proceedings, punish

its Members for disorderly Behavior, and, with the Concurrence

of two thirds, expel a Member.
Each House shall keep a Journal of its Proceedings, and from

time to time publish the same, excepting such Parts as may in their

Judgment require Secrecy; and the 'Seas and Nays of the Members

of either House on any question shall, at the Desire of one fifth of

those Present, be entered on the Journal.
Neither House, during the Session of Congress, shall, without

the Consent of the other, adjourn for more than three days, nor to

any other Place than that in which the two Houses shall be sitting.

SECTION 6. The Senators and Representatives shall receive

a Compensation for their Services, to be ascertained by Law, and

paid out of the Treasury of the United States. They shall in all

Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace, be privi-

leged from Arrest during their Attendance at the Session of their

respective Houses, and in going to and returning from the same;

and for any Speech or Debate in either House, they shall not be

questioned in any other Place.
No Senator or Representative shall, during the Time for which

he was elected, be appointed to any civil Office under the Author-

ity of the United States, which shall have been created, or the

**Changed by section 2 of the twentieth amendment.
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Emoluments whereof shall have been encreased during such time;
and no Person holding any Office under the United States, shall be
a Member of either House during his Continuance in Office.

SECTION 7. All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the
House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose or con-
cur with Amendments as on other Bills.

Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representa-
tives and the Senate, shall, before it become a Law, be presented
to the President of the United States; If he approve he shall sign
it, but if not he shall return it, with his Objections to that House
in which it shall have originated, who shall enter the Objections
at large on their Journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after such
Reconsideration two thirds of that House shall agree- to pass
the Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objections, to the
other House, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if
approved by two thirds of that House, it shall become a Law. But
in all such Cases the Votes of both Houses shall be determined
by Yeas and Nays, and the aames of the Persons voting for and
against the Bill shall be entered on the Journal of each House
respectively. If any Bill shall not be returned by the President.
within ten Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been pre-
sented to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he
had signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment prevent
its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law.

Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the Concurrence
of the Senate and House of Representatives may be necessary
(except on a question of Adjournment) shall be presented to
the President of the United States; and before the Same shall
take Effect, shall be approved by him, or being disapproved by
him, shall be repassed by two thirds of the Senate and House of
Representatives, according to the Rules and Limitations pre-
scribed in the Case of a Bill..

15]
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SECTION 8. The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect
Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide
for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United
States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States;

To borrow money on the credit of the United States;
To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the

several States, and with the Indian Tribes;
To establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization, and uniform

Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies throughout the United
States;

To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign
Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures;

To provide for the Punishment of counterfeiting the Securities
and current Coin of the United States;

To establish Post Offices and post Roads;
To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing

for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to
their respective Writings and Discoveries;

To constitute Tribunals inferior to the supreme Court;
To define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the

high Seas, and Offenses against the Law of Nations;
To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and

make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water;
To raise and support Armies, but no Appropriation of Money to

that Use shall be for a longer Term than two Years;
To provide and maintain a Navy;
To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land

and naval Forces;
To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of

the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions;

[6]
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To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the Militia,
and for governing such Part of them as may be employed in the
Service of the United States, reserving to the States respectively, the
Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of training the
Militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress;

To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over
such District (not exceeding teni Miles square) as may, by Cession
of particular States, and the acceptance of Congress, become the
Seat of the Government of the United States, and to exercise like
Authority over all Places purchased by the Consent of the Legis-
lature of the State in which the Same shall be, for the'Erection of
Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards, and other needful Build-
ings;-And

To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carry-
ing into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers
vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United- States,
or in any Department or Officer thereof.

SECTION 9. The Migration or Importation of such Persons as
any of the States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not
be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one thousand
eight hundred and eight, but a tax or duty may be imposed on
such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

The privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be sus-
pended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public
Safety may require it.

No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.
No capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, unless in Pro-

portion to the Census or Enumeration herein before directed to be
taken.*

Nb Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported from any
State.

* But see the sixteenth amendment.
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No Preference shall be given by any Regulation of Commerce or
Revenue to the Ports of one State over those of another: nor shall
Vessels bound to, or from, one State, be obliged to enter, clear,
or pay Duties in another.

No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence
of Appropriations made by Law; and a regular Statement and
Account of the Receipts and Expenditures of all public Money shall
be published from time to time.

No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States: And
no Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall,
without the Consent of the Congress, accept of any present,
Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any
King, Prince, or foreign State.

SECTION i1. No State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or
Confederation; grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal; coin
Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and silver
Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts; pass any Bill of Attainder,
ex post facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts,
or grant any Title of Nobility.

No State shall, without the Consent of the Congress, lay any
Imposts or Duties on Imports or Exports, except what may be
absolutely necessary for executing its inspection Laws: and the
net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any State on Im-
ports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of the United

States; and all such Laws shall be subject to the Revision and
Controul of the Congress.

No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay any duty
of Tonnage, keep Troops, or Ships of War in time of Peace,
enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or with
a foreign Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in
such imminent Danger as will not admit of delay.

[8]
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ARTICLE I.

SECTION 1. The executive Power shall be vested in a President
of the United States of America. He shall hold his Office during
the Term of four Years, and, together with the Vice-President,
chosen for the same Term, be elected, as follows.

Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature
thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may
be. entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or
Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United
States, shall be appointed an Elector.

[The Electors shall meet in their respective States, and vote
by Ballot for two persons, of whom one at least shall not be an
Inhabitant of the same State with themselves. And they shall make
a List of all the Persons voted for, and of the Number of Votes for
each; which List they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed
to the Seat of the Government of the United States, directed to the
President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in the
Presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the

Certificates, and the Votes shall then be counted. The Person
having the greatest Number of Votes shall be the President, if
such Number be a Majority of the whole Number of Electors ap-
pointed; and if there be more than one who have such Majority,
and have an equal Number of Votes, then the House of Repre-
sentatives shall immediately chuse by Ballot one of them for Presi-
dent; and if no Person have a Majority, then from the five highest
on the List the said House shall in like Manner chuse the President.
But in chusing the President, the Votes shall be taken by States,
the Representation from each State having one Vote; a quorum
for this Purpose shall consist of a Member or Members from two
thirds of the States, and a Majority of all the States shall be neces-
sary to a Choice. In every Case, after the Choice of the President,

[91
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the Person having the greatest Number of Votes of the Electors
shall be the Vice President. But if there should remain two or more
who have equal Votes, the Senate shall chuse from them by Ballot
the Vice-President.]*

The Congress may determine the Time of chusing the Electors,
and the Day on which they shall give their Votes; which Day shall
be the same throughout the United States.

No person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the
United States, at the time of the Adoption of this Constitution,
shall be eligible to the Office of President; neither shall any Per-
son be eligible to that Office who shall not have attained to the
Age of thirty-five Years, and been fourteen Years a Resident within
the United States.

**[In Case of the Removal of the President from Office, or of
his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers and
Duties of the said Office, the same shall devolve on the Vice Presi-
dent, and the Congress may by Law, provide for the Case of Re-
moval, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the President and

Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President,
and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be re-

moved, or a President shall be elected.]
The President shall, at stated Times, receive for his Services, a

Compensation, which shall neither be encreased nor diminished
during the Period for which he shall have been elected, and he
shall not receive within that Period any other Emolument from

the United States, or any of them.
Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall take the

following Oath or Affirmation: -"I do solemnly swear (or affirm)
that I will faithfully execute the Office of President of the United

*Superseded by the twelfth amendment.
"This clause has been affected by the twenty-fifth amendment.
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States, and will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and

defend the Constitution of the United States."
SECTION 2. The President shall be Commander in Chief of the

Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia of the

several States, when called into the actual Service of the United

States; he may require the Opinion in writing, of the principal

Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any subject

relating to the Duties of their respective Offices, and he shall
have Power to Grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offenses against

the United States, except in Cases 2f Impeachment.
He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of

the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two-thirds of the Sena-
tors present concur; and he shall nominate, and by and with

the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors,
other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme Court,
and all other Officers of the United States, whose Appointments

are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be estab-

lished by Law: but the Congress may by Law vest the Appoint-

ment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the
President alone, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of

Departments.
The President shall have Power to fill up all Vacancies that

may happen during the Recess of the Senate, by granting Com-

missions which shall expire at the End of their next Session.
SECTION 3. He shall from time to time give to the Congress

Information of the State of the Union, and recommend to their
Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and

expedient; he may, on extraordinary Occasions, convene both

Houses, or either of them, and in Case of Disagreement between

them, with Respect to the Time of Adjournment, he may adjourn

them to such Time as he shall think proper; he shall receive

Ambassadors and other public Ministers; he shall take Care that

[ I I]
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the Laws be faithfully executed, and shall Commission all the

Officers of the United States.

SECTION 4. The President, Vice President and all civil Officers

of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeach-

ment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other high

Crimes and Misdemeanors.

ARTICLE HII.

SECTION i. The judicial Power of the United States, shall be

vested in one supreme Courtr and in such inferior Courts as the

Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. The Judges,

both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices

during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times, receive for

their Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished

during their Continuance in Office.
SECTION 2. The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in

Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution, the Laws of the

United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be made, under

their Authority;-to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public

Ministers and Consuls,;-to all Cases of admiralty and maritime

Jurisdiction;-to Controversies to which the United States shall

be a Party;-to Controversies between two or more States;-

between a State and Citizens of another State;-between Citizens

of different States;-between Citizens of the same State claming

Lands under Grants of different States, and between a State, or

the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.

In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and

Consuls, and those in which a State shall be Party, the supreme

Court shall have original Jurisdiction. In all the other Cases before

mentioned, the supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction,

both as to Law and Fact, with such Exceptions, and under such

Regulations as the Congress shall make.

[ 12]
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The trial of all Crimes, except in Cases of Impeachment, shall

be by Jury; and such Trial shall be held in the State where the said

Crimes shall have been committed; but when not committed

within any State, the Trial shall be at such Place or Places as the

Congress may by Law have directed.

SECTION 3. Treason against the United States, shall consist only

in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies,

giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be convicted of

Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses to the same

overt Act, or on Confession in open Court.

* The Congress shall have Power to declare the Punishment of

Treason, but no Attainder of Treason shall work Corruption of

Blood, or Forfeiture except during the Life of the Person attainted.

ARTICLE IV.

SECTION I. Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to

the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other

State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the Manner

in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and

the Effect thereof.
SECTION 2. The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States.

A Person charged in any State with Treason, Felony, or other

Crime, who shall flee from Justice, and be found in another State,

shall on demand of the executive Authority of the State from

which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the State having

Jurisdiction of the Crime.

[No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the

Laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in Consequence of any

Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from such Service or
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Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the Party to whom

such Service or Labour may be due.]*
SECTION 3. New States may be admitted by the Congress into

this Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected within the

Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be formed by the

Junction of two or more States, or parts of States, without the

Consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned as well as of

the Congress.
The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make al

needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other

Property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this

Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of

the United States, or of any particular State.

SECTION 4. The United States shall guarantee to every State in

this Union a Republican Form of Government, and shall protect

each of them against Invasion; and on Application of the Legis-

lature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature cannot be con-

vened) against domestic Violence.

ARTICLE V.

The Congress, whenever two-thirds of both Houses shall deem

it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on

the Application of the Legislatures of two-thirds of the several

States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which,

in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as part

of this Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three-

fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in three-fourths

thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may be pro-

posed by the Congress: Provided that no Amendment which may

be made prior to the Year One thousand eight hundred and eight

shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the

Superseded by the thirteenth amendment.
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Ninth Section- of the first Article; and that no State, without its
Consent, shall be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.

ARTICLE VI.

All Debts contracted and Engagements entered into, before the
Adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United
States under this Constitution, as under the Confederation.

This Constitution,. and the Laws of the United States which
shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or
which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States,
shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every
State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and .the

Members of the several State Legislatures, and all executive and
judicial Officers, both of the United States and of the several
States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to support this
Constitution; but no religious Test shall ever be required as a
Qualification to any Office or public Trust under the United
States.

ARTICLE VM

The Ratification of the Conventions of nine States shall be
sufficient for the Establishment of this Constitution between the
States so ratifying the Same.

DONE in Convention by the Unanimous Consent of the States
present the Seventeenth Day of September in the Year of our
Lord one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven and of the
Ihdependence of the United States of America the Twelfth.

In Witness whereof We have hereunto subscribed our Names.

Go WASHINGTON
Presidt and deputy from Virginia

['51
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New Hampshire.

JOHN LANGDON

NICHOLAS GILMAN

Massachusetts.

NATHANIEL GORHAM

RUFUS KING

New Jersey.

WIL: LIVINGSTON

DAVID BREARLEY.

WM PATERSON.

JONA: DAYTON

Pennsylvania.

B FRANKLIN

ROBT. MoRRis

THOS. FITZSIMONS

JAMES WILSON

THOMAS MIFFLIN

GEO. CLYMER

JARED INGERSOLL

Gouv MORRIS

Delaware.

GEO: READ

JOHN DICKINSON

JACO: BROOM

GUNNING BEDFORD jun

RICHARD BASSETT

Connecticut.

WM SAML JOHNSON

ROGER SHERMAN

New York.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON

Maryland.

JAMES MCHENRY

DANL CARROL

DAN: of ST THOS JENIFER

Virginia.

JOHN BLAIR

JAMES MADISON Jr.

North Carolina.

WM BLOUNT
Hu WILLIAMSON

RICED DOBBS SPAIGHT.

South Carolina.

J. RUTLEDGE
CHARLES PINCKNEY

CHARLES COTESWORTH

PINCKNEY

PIERCE BUTLER
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Georgia.

WILLIAM FEW

ABR BALDWIN

Attest:
WILLIAM JACKSON, Secretary.

ARTICLES IN ADDITION To, AND AMENDMENT OF, THE CONSTITU-

TION OF THE UNrrIED STATES OF AMERICA, PROPOSED BY CON-
GRESS, AND RATIFIED BY THE LEGISLATURES OF THE SEVERAL
STATES, PURSUANT TO THE FIFTH ARTICLE OF THE ORIGINAL

CONSTITUTION.*

(The first ro Amendments were ratified December is, 1791, and
form what is known as the "Bill of Rights")

AMENDMENT I

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a re-
dress of grievances.

AMENDMENT 11

A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a
free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not
be infringed.

AMENDMENT m

No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house,
without the consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a
manner to be prescribed by law.

Ainendment XXI was not ratified by state legislatures, but by state
conventions summoned by Congress.

117] -
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AMENDMENT IV

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,
papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon proba-
ble cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be
seized.

AMENDMENT V

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise
infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand
Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the
Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger;
nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put
in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall he compelled in any criminal -
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

AMENDMENT VI

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to
a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and
district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which dis-
trict shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be in-
formed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted
with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for
obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of
Counsel for his defence.

AMENDMENT VU

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall
exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved,
and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise reexamined in any

[ i8]
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Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the
common law.

AMENDMENT VM

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed,
nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

AMENDMENT IX

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not
be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.

AMENDMENT X

The powers not delegated to the United States by the Consti-
tution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the-States
respectively, or to the people.

AMENDMENT XI

(Ratified February 7, z795)

The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed
to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted
against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by
Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.

AMENDMENT XU

(Ratified June z5, z804)

The Electors shall meet in their respective states and vote by
ballot for President and Vice-President, one of whom, at least,
shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with themselves; they
shall name in their ballots the person voted for as President, and
in distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice-President, and they
shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as President, and
of all persons voted for as Vice-President, and of the number of

[19]
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votes for each, which lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit

sealed to the seat of.the government of the United States, directed

to the President of the Senate;-The President of the Senate

shall, in presence of the Senate and House of Representatives,
open all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;-

The person having the greatest number of votes for President,

shall be the President, if such number be a majority of the whole

number of Electors appointed; and if no person have such major-

ity, then from the persons having the highest numbers not exceed-

ing three on the list of those voted for as President, the House

of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the Presi-

dent. But in choosing the President, the votes shall be taken by

states, the representation from each state having one vote; a

quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members

from two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the states shall

be necessary to a choice. [And if the House of Representatives

shall not choose a President whenever the right of choice shall

devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March next follow-

ing, then the Vice-President shall act as President, as in the case

of the death or other constitutional disability of the President.-]*

The person having the greatest number of votes as Vice-President,

shall be the Vice-President, if such number be a majority of the

whole number of Electors appointed, and if no person have a

majority, then from the two highest numbers on the list, the

Senate shall choose the Vice-President; a quorum for the purpose

shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number of Senators, and

a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice.

But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President

shall be eligible to that of Vice-President of the United States.

Superseded by section 3 of the twentieth amendment.
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AMENDMENT X111

(Ratified December 6, z865)

SECTION I. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except
as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly
convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place sub-
ject to their jurisdiction.

SECTION 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation.

AMENDMENT XIV

(Ratified July 9, z868)

SECTION I. All persons born or naturalized in the United States,
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make
or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities
of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws.

SECTION 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the
several States according to their respective numbers, counting the
whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not
taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice
of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States,
Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of
a State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any
of the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of
age,* and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged,
except for participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of

Changed by section i of the twenty-sixth amendment.
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representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which

the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number

of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

SECTION 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representative in

Congress, or elector of President and Vice-President, or hold any

office, civil or military, under the United States, or under any

State, who, having previously taken an oath, as a member of Con-

gress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of any

State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State,

to support the Constitution of the United States, shall have en-

gaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid

or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress may by a vote

of two-thirds of each House, remove such disability.

SECTION 4. The validity of the public debt of the-United States,

authorized by law, including debts incurred for payment of pen-

sions and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection or rebel-

lion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United States nor any

State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of

insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim

for the loss or emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, obliga-

tions and claims shall be held illegal and void.

SECTION 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by

appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

AMENDMENT XV

(Ratified February 3, 1870)

SECTION 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any

State on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude-

SECTION 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this

article by appropriate legislation.

[ 22 ]
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AMENDMENT XVI

(Ratified February 3, 1913)

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on in-
comes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard to any census or
enumeration.

AMENDMENT XVU

(Ratified April 8, z9g3)

The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Sena-
tors from each State, elected by the people thereof, for six years;
and each Senator shall have one vote. The electors in each State
shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most
numerous branch of the State legislatures.

When vacancies happen in the representation of any State in
the Senate, the executive authority of such State shall issue writs
of election to fill such vacancies: Provided, That the legislature
of any State may empower the executive thereof to make tem-
porary appointments until the people fill the vacancies by election
as the legislature may direct.

This amendment shall not be so construed as to. affect the
election or term of any Senator chosen before it becomes valid as
part of the Constitution.

AMENDMENT XVm

(Ratified January z6, r9z9)

[SECTION i. After one year from the ratification of this article
the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors
within, the importation thereof into, or the exportation thereof
from the United States and all territory subject to the jurisdiction
thereof for beverage purposes is hereby prohibited.

[SECTION 2. The Congress and the several States shall have
concurrent power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
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[SECTION 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have
been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legisla-
tures of the several States as provided in the Constitution, within
seven years from the date of the submission hereof to the States
by the Congress.]*

AMENDMENT XIX

(Ratified August 18, 1920)

The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of sex.

Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.

AMENDMENT XX

(Ratified January ?3, 1933)

SECTION I. The terms of the President and Vice President shall
end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the terms of Senators
and Representatives at noon on the 3 d day of January, of the years
in which such terms would have ended if this article had not been
ratified; and the terms of their successors shall then begin.

SECTION 2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every
year, and such meeting shall begin at noon on the 3 d day of
January, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.

SECTION 3. If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the term
of the President, the President elect shall have died, the Vice

President elect shall become President. If a President shall not

have been chosen before the time fixed for the beginning of his

term, or if the President elect shall have failed to qualify, then the

Vice President elect shall act as President until a President shall

have qualified; and the Congress may by law provide for the case

Repealed by section X of the twenty-first amendment.
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wherein neither a President elect nor a Vice President elect shall
have qualified, declaring who shall then act as President, or the
manner in which one who is to act shall be selected, and such
person shall act accordingly until a President or Vice President
shall have qualified.

SECTION 4. The Congress may by law provide for the case of
the death of any of the persons from whom the House of Repre-
sentatives may choose a President whenever the right of choice
shall have devolved upon them, and for the case of the death of
any of the persons from whom the Senate may choose a Vice
President whenever the right of choice shall have devolved upon
them.

SECTION 5. Sections I and 2 shall take effect on the s5 th day of
October following the ratification of this article.

SECTION 6. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have
been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legis-
latures of three-fourths of the several States within seven years
from the date of its submission.

AMENDMENT XXI

(Ratified December 5, z933)
SECTION i. The eighteenth article of amendment to the Con-

stitution of the United States is hereby repealed.
SECTION 2. The transportation or importation into any State,

Territory, or possession of the United States for delivery or use
therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation of the laws thereof, is
hereby prohibited.

SECTION 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have
been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by conventions
in the several States, as provided in the Constitution, within
seven years from the date of the submission hereof to the States
by the Congress.

* t~~25].-
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AMENDMENT XXII

(Ratified February 27, 195z)

SECTION 1. No person shall be elected to the office of the Presi-
dent more than twice, and no person who has held the office of
President, or acted as President, for more than two years of a
term to which some other person was elected President shall be
elected to the office of the President more than once. But this
Article shall not apply to any person holding the office of Presi-
dent when this Article was proposed by the Congress, and shall not
prevent any person who may be holding the office of President, or
acting as President, during the term within which this Article
becomes operative from holding the office of President or acting
as President during the remainder of such term.

SECTION 2. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have
been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legisla-

tures of three-fourths of the several States within seven years from
the date of its submission to the States by the Congress.

AMENDMENT xxm

(Ratified March 29, 196z)

SECTION 1. The District constituting the seat of Government of

the United States shall appoint in such manner as the Congress

may direct:
A number of electors of President and Vice President equal to

the whole number of Senators and Representatives in Congress

to which the District would be entitled if it were a State, but in

no event more than the least populous State; they shall be in

addition to those appointed by the States, but they shall be con-

sidered, for the purposes of the election of President and Vice

President, to be electors appointed by a State; and they shall meet

in the District and perform such duties as provided by the twelfth

article of amendment
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SECTroN 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this
article by appropriate legislation.

AMENDMENT XXIV

(Ratified January -3, 1964)

SEcTroN x. The right of citizens of the United States to vote
.in any primary or other election for President or Vice Presidcent,
for electors for President or Vice President, or for Senator or
Representative in Congress, shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or any State by reason of failure to pay any poll
tax or other tax.

SECTION 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this
-article by appropriate legislation.

AMENDMENT XXV

(Ratified February lo, 1967)

SECTION i. In case of the removal of the President from office
or of his death or resignation, the Vice President shall become
President.

SECTION 2. Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the Vice
President, the President shall nominate a Vice President who shall
take office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both Houses
of Congress.

SECTION 3. Whenever the President transmits to the President
pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives his written declaration that he is unable to discharge
the powers and duties of his office, and until he transmits to them
a written declaration to the contrary, such powers and duties shall
be discharged by the Vice President as Acting President.

SECTION 4. Whenever the Vice President and a majority -of
either the principal officers of the executive departments or of
such other body as Congress may by law provide, transmit to the
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President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives their written declaration that the Presi-
dent is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, the
Vice President shall immediately assume the powers and duties
of the office as Acting President.

Thereafter, when the President transmits to the President pro
tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Represent-
atives his written declaration that no inability exists, he shall
resume the powers and duties of his office unless the Vice Presi-
dent and a majority of either the principal officers of the executive
department or of such other body as Congress may by law pro-
vide, transmit within four days to the President pro tempore of the.
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives their
written declaration that the President is unable to discharge the
powers and duties of his office. Theraupon Congress shall decide
the issue, assembling within forty-eight hours for that purpose if
not in session. If the Congress, within twenty-one days after re-
ceipt of the latter written declaration, or, if Congress is not in
session, within twenty-one days after Congress is required to as-
semble, determines by two-thirds vote of both Houses that the
President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office,
the Vice President shall continue to discharge the same as Acting
President; otherwise, the President shall resume the powers and
duties of his office.

AMENDMENT XXVI

(Ratified July x, 197z)

SECTION I. The right of citizens of the United States, who are
eighteen years of age or older, to vote shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of age.

SECTION 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this

article by appropriate legislation.
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THE FEDERALIST

47
MADISON

THE SEPARATION OF POWERS: I

To the People of the State of New York:

HAVING reviewed the general form of the proposed government
and the general mass of power allotted to it, I proceed to examine
the particular structure of this government, and the distribution
of this mass of power among its constituent parts.

One of the principal objections inculcated by the more re-
spcctable adversaries to the Constitution, is its supposed viola-
tion of the political maxim, that the legislative, executive, and
judiciary departments ought to be separate and distinct. In the
structure of the federal government, no regard, it is said, seems
to have been paid to this essential precaution in favor of liberty.
The several departments of power are distributed and blended
in such a manner as at once to destroy all symmetry and beauty
of form, and to expose some of the essential parts of the edifice
to the danger of being crushed by the disproportionate weight
of other parts.

No political truth is certainly of greater intrinsic value, or
is stamped with the authority of more enlightened patrons of
liberty, than that on which the objection is founded. The accumu-
lation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the
same hands, whether of one, a few, or many, and whether hered-
itary, self-appointed, or elective, may justly be pronounced the
very definition of tyranny. Were the federal Constitution, there-
fore, really chargeable with the accumulation of power, or with
a mixture of powers, having a dangerous tendency to such an
accumulation, no further arguments would be necessary to inspire
a universal reprobation of the system. I persuade myself, however,
that it will be made apparent to every one, that the charge can-
not be supported, and that the maxim on which it relies has been
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totally misconceived and misapplied. In order to form correct
ideas on this important subject, it will be proper to investigate
the sense in which the preservation of liberty requires that the
three great departments of power should be separate and distinct.

The oracle who is always consulted and cited on this subject
is the celebrated Montesquieu. If he be not the author of this
invaluable precept in the science of politics, he has the merit at
least of displaying and recommending it most effectually to the
attention of mankind. Let us endeavor, in the first place, to
ascertain his meaning on this point.

The British Constitution was to Montesquieu what Homer
has been to the didactic writers on epic poetry. As the latter have
considered the work of the immortal bard as the perfect model
from which the principles and rules of the epic art were to be
drawn, and by which all similar works were to be judged, so this
great political critic appears to have viewed the Constitution of
England as the standard, or to use his own expression, as the
mirror of political liberty; and to have delivered, in the form
of elementary truths, the several characteristic principles of that
particular system. That we may be sure, then, not to mistake his
meaning in this case, let us recur to the source from which the
maxim was drawn.

On the slightest view of the British Constitution, we must
perceive that the legislative, executive, and judiciary departments
are by no means totally separate and distinct from each other.
The executive magistrate forms an integral part of the legislative
authority. He alone has the prerogative of making treaties with
foreign sovereigns, which, when made, have, under certain
limitations, the force of legislative acts. All the members of the
judiciary department are appointed by him, can be removed by
him on the address of the two Houses of Parliament, and form,
when he pleases to consult them, one of his constitutional councils.
One branch of the legislative department forms also a great con-
stitutional council to the executive chief, as, on another hand,
it is the sole depositary of judicial power in cases of impeach-
ment, and is invested with the supreme appellate jurisdiction
in all other cases. The judges, again, are so far connected with
the legislative department as often to attend and participate in
its deliberations, though not admitted to a legislative vote.

From these facts, by which Montesquieu was guided, it may
clearly be inferred that, in saying "There can be no liberty where
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the legislative and executive powers are united in the same per-
son, or body of magistrates," or, "if the power of judging be not
separated from the legislative and executive powers," he did
not mean that these departments ought to have no partial agency
in, or no control over, the acts of each other. His meaning, as his
own words import, and still more conclusively as illustrated by
the example in his eye, can amount to no more than this, that where
the whole power of one department is exercised by the same hands
which possess the whole power of another department, the funda-
mental principles of a free constitution are subverted. This would
have been the case in the constitution examined by him, if the king,
who is the sole executive magistrate, had possessed also the complete
legislative power, or the supreme administration of justice: or
if the entire legislative body had possessed the supreme judiciary,
or the supreme executive authority. This, however is not among
the vices of that constitution. The magistrate in whom the whole
executive power resides cannot of himself make a law, though he
can put a negative on every law; nor administer justice in per-
son, though he has the appointment of those who do administer
it. The judges can exercise no executive prerogative, though they
are shoots from the executive stock; nor any legislative function,
though they may be advised with by the legislative councils. The
entire legislature can perform no judiciary act, though by the
joint act of two of its branches the judges may be removed from
their offices, and though one of its branches is possessed of the
judicial power in the last resort. The entire legislature, again,
can exercise no executive prerogative, though one of its branches
constitutes the supreme executive magistracy, and another, on
the impeachment of a third, can try and condemn all the sub-
ordinate officers in the executive department.

The reasons on which Montesquieu grounds his maxim are
a further demonstration of his meaning. "WVhen the legislative
and executive powers are united in the same person or body,"
says lie, "there can be no liberty, because apprehensions may arise
lest the same monarch or senate should enact tyrannical laws to
execute them in a tyrannical manner." Again: "Were the power
of judging joined with the legislative, the life and liberty of the
stibject would be exposed to arbitrary control, for the judge
would then be the legislator. Were it joined to the executive
power, the judge might behave with all the violence of an oppres-
sor." Some of these reasons are more fully explained in other
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passages; but briefly stated as they are here, they sufficiently
establish the meaning which we have put on this celebrated
maxim of this celebrated author.

If we look into the constitutions of the several States, we
find that, notwithstanding the emphatical and, in some instances,
the uiiqualified terms in which this axiom has been laid clown,
there is not a single instance in which the several departments
of power have been kept absolutely separate and distinct. New
Hampshire, whose constitution was the last formed, seems to have
been fully aware of the impossibility and inexpediency of avoid-
ing any mixture whatever of these departments, and has qualified
the doctrine by declaring "that the legislative, executive, and
judiciary powers ought to be kept as separate from, and inde-
pendent of, each other as the nature of a free government will
admit; or as is consistent with that chain of connection that binds
the whole fabric of the constitution in one indissoluble bond of
unity and amity." FHer constitution accordingly mixes these de-
partments in several respects. The Senate, which is a branch of
the legislative department, is also a judicial tribunal for the trial
of impeachments. The President, who is the head of the executive
department, is the presiding member also of the Senate; and,
besides an equal vote in all cases, has a casting vote in case of a
tie. The executive head is himself eventually elective every year
by the legislative department, and his council is every year
chosen by and from the members of the same department. Several
of the officers of state are also appointed by the legislature. And
the members of the judiciary department are appointed by the
executive department.

The constitution of Massachusetts has observed a sufficient
though less pointed caution, in expressing this fundamental
article of liberty. It declares "that the legislative departments
shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers, or either
of them; the executive shall never exercise the legislative and
judicial powers, or either of them; the judicial shall never exer-
cise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them."
This declaration corresponds precisely with the doctrine of Mon-
tesquieu, as it has been explained, and is not in a single poiot
violated by the plan of tile convention. It goes no farther than
to prohibit any one of the entire departments from exercising
the powers of another department. In the very Constitution to
which it is prefixed, a partial mixture of powers has been admit-
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ted. The executive magistrate has a qualified negative on the
legislative body, and the Senate, which is a part of the legislature,
is a court of impeachment for members both of the executive
and judiciary departments. The members of the judiciary depart-
ment, again, are appointable by the executive department, and
removable by the same authority on the address of the two legis-
lative branches. Lastly, a number of the officers of government
are annually appointed by the legislative department. As the ap-
pointment to offices, particularly executive offices, is in its nature
an executive function, the compilers of the Constitution have, in
this last point at least, violated the rule established by themselves.

I pass over the constitutions of Rhode Island and Connecti-
cut, because they were formed prior to the Revolution, and even
before the principle under examination had become an object
of political attention.

Thie constitution of New York contains no declaration on this
subject; but appears very clearly to have been framed with an
eye to the danger of improperly blending the different depart-
ments. It gives, nevertheless, to the executive magistrate, a par-
tial control over the legislative department; and, what is more,
gives a like control to the judiciary department; and even blends
the executive and judiciary departments in the exercise of this
control. In its council of appointment members of the legislative
are associated with the executive authority, in the appoititment of
officers, both executive and judiciary. And its court for the trial
of impeachments and correction of errors is to consist of one
branch of the legislature and the principal members of the
judiciary department.

The constitution of New Jersey has blended the different
powers of government more than any of the preceding. The gov-
ernor, who is the executive magistrate, is appointed by the legis-
lature; is chancellor and ordinary, or surrogate of the State; is
a member of the Supreme Court of Appeals, and president, with
a casting vote, of one of the legislative branches. The same legis-
lative branch acts again as executive council of the governor,
and with huim constitutes the Court of Appeals. The members of
the judiciary department are appointed by the legislative depart-
ment, and removable by one branch of it, on the impeachment
of the other.

According to the constitution of Pennsylvania, the president,
who is the head of the executive department, is annually elected
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by a vote in which the legislative department predominates. In
conjunction with an executive council, he appoints the members
of the judiciary department, and forms a court of impeachment
for trial of all officers, judiciary as well as executive. The judges
of the Supreme Court and justices of the peace seem also to be
removable by the legislature; and the executive power of pardon-
ing in certain cases, to be referred to the same department. The
members of the executive council are made EX-OFFICIO justices of
peace throughout the State.

In Delaware, the chief executive magistrate is annually elected
by the legislative department. The speakers of the two legislative
branches are vice-presidents in the executive department. The
executive chief, with six others, appointed, three by each of
the legislative branches, constitutes the Supreme Court of Ap-
peals; he is joined with the legislative department in the appoint-
ment of the other judges. Tlsroughout the States, it appears that
the members of the legislature may at the same time be justices
of the peace; in this State, the members of one branch of it are
EX-OFFICIO justices of the peace; as are also the members of the
executive council. The principal officers of the executive depart-
ment are appointed by the legislative; and one branch of the
latter forms a court of impeachments. All officers may be removed
on address of the legislature.

Maryland has adopted the maxim in the most unqualified
terms; declaring that the legislative, executive, and judicial
powers of government ought to be forever separate and distinct
from each other. Her constitution, notwithstanding, makes the ex-
ecutive magistrate appointable by the legislative department; and
the members of the judiciary by the executive department.

The language of Virginia is still more pointed on this sub-
ject. Her constitution declares, "that the legislative, executive,
and judiciary departments shall be separate and distinct; so that
neither exercise the powers properly belonging to the other;
nor shall any person exercise the powers of more than one of them
at the same time, except that the justices of county courts shall
be eligible to either House of Assembly." Yet we find not only
this express exception, with respect to the members of the in-
ferior courts, but that the chief magistrate, with his executive
council, are appointable by the legislature; that two members
of the latter are triennially displaced at the pleasure of the leg-
islature; and that all the principal offices, both executive and
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judiciary, are filled by the same department. The executive
prerogative of pardon, also, is in one case vested in the legislative
department.

The constitution of North Carolina, which declares "that the
legislative, executive, and supreme judicial powers of govern-
ment ought to be forever separate and distinct from each other,"
refers, at the same time, to the legislative department, the appoint-
ment not only of the executive chief, but all the principal officers
within both that and the judiciary department.

In South Carolina, the constitution makes the executive
magistracy eligible by the legislative department: It gives to the
latter, also, the appointment of the members of the judiciary
department, including even justices of the peace and sheriffs; and
the appointment of officers in the executive department, down to
captains in the army and navy of the State.

In the constitution of Georgia, where it is declared "that
the legislative, executive, and judiciary departments shall be
separate and distinct, so that neither exercise the powers properly
belonging to the other," we find that the executive department
is to be filled by appointments of the legislature; and the execu-
tive prerogative of pardon to be finally exercised by the same
authority. Even justices of the peace are to be appointed by the
legislature. i

In citing these cases, in which the legislative, executive, and
judiciary departments have not been kept totally separate and
distinct, I wish not to be regarded as an advocate for the particu-
lar organizations of the several State governments. I am fully
aware that among the many excellent principles which they
exemplify, they carry strong marks of the haste, and still stronger
of the inexperience, under which they were framed. It is but too
obvious that in some instances the fundamental principle tinder
consideration has been violated by too great a mixture, and even
an actual consolidation, of the diffcrent powers; and that in no
instance has a competent provision been made for maintaining
in practice the separation delineated on paper. What I have
wished to evince is, that the charge brought against the proposed
Constitution, of violating the sacred maxim of free government,
is warranted neither by the real meaning annexed to that maxim
by its author, nor by the sense in which it has hitherto been
understood in America. This interesting subject will be resumed
in the ensuing paper. PUBLIUS
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MADISON

THE SEPARATION OF POWERS: 11

To the People of the State of New York:

IT WAS shown in the last paper that the political apothegm there
examined does not require that the legislative, executive, and
judiciary departments should be wholly unconnected with each
other. I shall undertake, in the next place, to show that unless
these departments be so far connected and blended as to give
to each a constitutional control over the others, the degree of
separation which the maxim requires, as essential to a free govern-
ment, can never in practice be duly maintained.

It is agreed on all sides, that the powers properly belonging
to one of the departments ought not to be directly and completely
administered by either of the other departments. It is equally
evident, that none of them ought to possess, directly or indirectly,
an overruling influence over the others, in the administration of
their respective powers. It will not be denied, that power is of an
encroaching nature, and that it ought to be effectually restrained
from passing the limits assigned to it. After discriminating, there-
fore, in theory, the several classes of power, as they may in their
nature be legislative, executive, or judiciary, the next and most
difficult task is to provide some practical security for each, against
the invasion of the others. What this security ought to be, is the
great problem to be solved.

Will it be sufficient to mark, with precision, the boundaries
of these departments, in the constitution of the government, and
to trust to these parchment barriers against the encroaching spirit
of power? This is the security which appears to have been princi-
pally relied on by the compilers of most of the Am-rican constitu-
tions. But experience assures us, that the efficacy of the provision
has been greatly overrated; and that some more adequate defence
is indispensably necessary for the more feeble, against the more
powerful, members of the government. The legislative department
is everywhere extending the sphere of its activity, and drawing
all power into its impetuous vortex.

The founders of our republics have so much merit for the
wisdom which they have displayed, that no task can be less
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pleasing than that of pointing out the errors into which they
have fallen. A respect for truth, however, obliges us to remark,
that they seem never for a moment to have turiled their eyes from
the danger to liberty from the overgrown and all-grasping prerog-
ative of an hereditary magistrate, supported and fortified by an
hereditary branch of the legislative authority. They seem never
to have recollected the danger from legislative usurpations, which,
by assembling all power in the same hands, must lead to the
same tyranny as is threatened by executive usurpations.

In a government where numerous and extensive prerogatives
are placed in the hands of an hereditary monarch, the executive
department is very justly regarded as the source of danger, and
watched with all the jealousy which a zeal for liberty ought to in-
spire. In a democracy, where a multitude of people exercise in
person the legislative functions, and are continually exposed, by
their incapacity for regular deliberation and concerted measures,
to the ambitious intrigues of their executive magistrates, tyranny
may well be apprehended, on some favorable emergency, to start
up in the same quarter. But in a representative republic, where
the executive magistracy is carefully limited, both in the extent
and the duration of its power; and where the legislative power
is exercised by an assembly, which is inspired, by a supposed in-
fluence over the people, with an intrepid confidence in its own
strength; which is sufficiently numerous to feel all the passions
which actuate a multitude, yet not so numerous as to be incap-
able of pursuing the objects of its passions, by means which
reason prescribes; it is against the enterprising ambition of this
department that the people ought to indulge all their jealousy
and exhaust all their precautions.

The legislative department derives a superiority in our
governments from other circumstances. Its constitutional powers
being at once more extensive, and less susceptible of precise
limits, it can, with the greater facility, mask, under complicated
and indirect measures, the encroachments which it makes on the
coordinate departments. It is not unfrequently a question of real
nicety in legislative bodies, whether the operation of a particu-
lar measure will, or will not, extend beyond the legislative
sphere. On the other side, the executive power being restrained
within a narrower compass, and being more simple in its nature,
and the judiciary being described by landmarks still less un-
certain, projects of usurpation by either of these departments
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would immediately betray and defeat themselves. Nor is this
all: the legislative department alone has access to the pockets of
the people, and has in some constitutions full discretion, and in
all a prevailing influence, over the pecuniary rewards of those
who fill the other departments, a dependence is thus created in
the latter, which gives still greater facility to encroachments of
the former.

I have appealed to our own experience for the truth of what I
advance on this subject. Were it necessary to verify this expe-
rience by particular proofs, they might be multiplied without
end. I might find a witness in every citizen who has shared in,
or been attentive to, the course of public administrations. I might
collect vouchers in abundance from the records and archives
of every State in the Union. But as a more concise, and at the
same time equally satisfactory, evidence, I will refer to the ex-
ample of two States, attested by two unexceptionable authorities.

The first example is that of Virginia, a State which, as we have
seen, has expressly declared in its constitution, that the three great
departments ought not to be intermixed. The authority in
support of it is Mr. Jefferson, who, besides his other advantages
for remarking the operation of the government, was himself the
chief magistrate of it. In order to convey fully the ideas with which
his experience had impressed him on this subject, it will be neces-
sary to quote a passage of some length from his very interesting
"Notes on the State of Virginia," p. 195. "All the powers of
government, legislative, executive, and judiciary, result to the
legislative body. The concentrating these in the same hands, is
precisely the definition of despotic government. It will be no
alleviation, that these powers will be exercised by a plurality
of hands, and not by a single one. One hundred and seventy-
three despots would surely be as oppressive as one. Let those
who doubt it, turn their eyes on the republic of Venice. As little
will it avail us, that they are chosen by ourselves. An elective
despotism was not the government we fought for; but one which
should not only be founded on free principles, but in which the
powers of government should he so divided and balanced among
several bodies of magistracy, as that no one could transcend
their legal limits, without being effectually checked and restrained
by the others. For this reason, that convention which passed
the ordinance of government, laid its foundation on this basis,
that the legislative, executive, and judiciary departments should
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be separate and distinct, so that no person should exercise thepowers of more than one of them at the same time. But no barrierwas provided between these several powers. The judiciary andthe executive members were left dependent on the legislativefor their subsistence in office, and some of them for their con-tinuance in it. If, therefore, the legislature assumes executiveand judiciary powers, no opposition is likely to be made; nor,if made, can be effectual; because in that case they may put theirproceedings into the form of acts of Assembly, which will renderthem obligatory on the other branches. They have accordingly,in many instances, decided rights which should have been leftto judiciary controversy, and the direction of the executive, dur-ing the whole time of their session, is becoming habitual andfamiliar."

The other State which I shall take for an example is Penn-sylvania; and the other authority, the Council of Censors, whichassembled in the years 1783 and 1784. A part of the duty of thisbody, as marked out by the constitution, was "to inquire whetherthe constitution had been preserved inviolate in every part; andwhether the legislative and executive branches of governmenthad performed their duty as guardians of the people, or assumedto themselves, or exercised, other or greater powers than theyare entitled to by the constitution." In the execution of this trust,the council were necessarily led to a comparison of both the leg-islative and executive proceedings, with the constitutional powersof these departments; and from the facts enumerated, and to thetruth of most of which both sides in the council subscribed, itappears that the constitution had been flagrantly violated bythe legislature in a variety of important instances.
A great number of laws had been passed, violating, withoutany apparent necessity, the rule requiring that all bills of a publicnature shall be previously printed for the consideration of thepeople; although this is one of the precautions chiefly relied onby the constitution against improper acts of the legislature.
The constitutional trial by jury had been violated, and powersassumed which had not been delegated by the constitution.
Executive powers had been usurped.
The salaries of the judges, which the constitution expresslyrequires to be fixed, had been occasionally varied; and casesbelonging to the judiciary department frequently drawn withinlegislative cognizance and determination.
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Those who wish to see the several particulars falling under
each of these heads, may consult the journals of the council,
which are in print. Some of them, it will be found, may be im-
putable to peculiar circumstances connected with the war; but
the greater part of them may be considered as the spontaneous
shoots of an ill-constituted government.

It appears, also, that the executive department had not been
innocent of frequent breaches of the constitution. There are
three observations, however, which ought to be made on this head:
first, a great proportion of the instances were either immediately
produced by the necessities of the war, or recommended by Con-
gress or the commander-in-chief; secondly, in most of the other
instances, they conformed either to the declared or the known
sentiments of the legislative department; thirdly, the executive
department of Pennsylvania is distinguished from that of the other
States by the number of members composing it. In this respect,
it has as much affinity to a legislative assembly as to an executive
council. And being at once exempt from the restraint of an
individual responsibility for the acts of the body, and deriving
confidence from mutual example and joint influence, unauthor-
ized measures would, of course, be more freely hazarded, than
where the executive department is administered by a single hand,
or by a few hands.

The conclusion which I am warranted in drawing from
these observations is, that a mere demarcation on parchment of
the constitutional limits of the several departments, is not a
sufficient guard against those encroachments which lead to a
tyrannical concentration of all the powers of government in the
same hands. PUBLIUS
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CHECKS AND BALANCES

To the People of the State of New York:
To WHAT expedient, then, shall we finally resort, for maintain-ing in practice the necessary partition of power among the severaldepartments, as laid down in the Constitution? The only answerthat can be given is, that as all these exterior provisions arefound to be inadequate, the defect must be supplied, by so con-triving the interior structure of the government as that its severalconstituent parts may, by their mutual relations, be the meansof keeping each other in their proper places. Without presuming
to undertake a full development of this important idea, I willhazard a few general observations, which may perhaps place it ina clearer light, and enable us to form a more correct judgmentof the principles and structure of the government planned by.the convention.

In order to lay a due foundation for that separate and distinctexercise of the different powers of government, which to a certainextent is admitted on all hands to be essential to the preservationof liberty, it is evident that each department should have a will
of its own; and consequently should be so constituted that themembers of each should have as little agency as possible in theappointment of the members of the others. Were this principle
rigorously adhered to, it would require that all the appointments
for the supreme executive, legislative, and judiciary magistracies
should be drawn from the same fountain of authority, the people,through channels having no communication whatever with oneanother. Perhaps such a plan of constructing the several depart-ments would be less difficult in practice than it may in contem-plation appear. Some difficulties, however, and some additionalexpense would attend the execution of it. Some deviations, there-fore, from the principle must be admitted. In the constitution
of the judiciary department in particular, it might be inexpedientto insist rigorously on the principle: first, because peculiar quali-fications being essential in the members, the primary considera-
tion ought to be to select that mode of choice which best securesthese qualifications; secondly, because the permanent tenure by
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which the appointments are held in that department, must soon
destroy all sense of dependence on the authority conferring them.

It is equally evident, that the members of each department
should be as little dependent as possible on those of the others,
for the emoluments annexed to their offices. Were the executive
magistrate, or the judges, not independent of the legislature in
this particular, their independence in every other would he merely
nomional.

But the great security against a gradual concentration of the
several powers ii the same department, consists in giving to those
whlo administer each department the necessary constitutional
meats atiid personal motives to resist encroachments of the others.
The provision for defence utst in this, as in all other cases, be
made commensurate to the danger of attack. Ambition must be
made to counteract ambition. The interest of the man niust be
connected with the constitutional rights of the place. It may be
a reflection on human nature, that such devices should be neces-
sary to control the abuses of government. But what is government L.-

V itself, but the greatest of all reflections on human nature? If men
were angels, no government would be necessary: If angels were
to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on govern-
ment wotmld be necessaryfln framing a government which is
to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies
in this: you must first enable the government to control the
governed; and in the next place oblige it to control itself. A
dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on
the government; but experience has taught mankind the necessity
of auxiliary precautions.3

This policy of supplying, by opposite and rival interests, the
defect of better motives, might be traced through the whole sys-
tem of human affairs, private as well as public. We see it par-
ticularly displayed in all the subordinate distributions of power,
where the constant aim is to divide and arrange the several
offices in such a manner as that each may be a check on the
other - that the private interest of every individual may be a
sentinel over the public rights. These inventions of prudence can-
not be less requisite in the distribution of the supreme powers
of the State.

But it is not possible to give to each department an equal
power of self-defence. In republican government, the legislative
authority necessarily predominates. The remedy for this in-
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conveniency is to divide the legislature into different branches;and to render them, by different modes of election and differentprinciples of action, as little connected with each other as thenature of their common functions an(l their common dependenceon the society will admit. It may even be necessary to guard againstdangerous encroachments by still fturthler precautions. As the weightof the legislative authority requires that it should he thus divided,the weakness of the executive inay require, on the other hand,that it should be fortified. An absolute negative on the legislatureappears, at first view, to be the natural defence with which theexecutive magistrate should be armed. But perhaps it wouldbe neither altogether safe nor alone sufficient. On ordinaryoccasions it might not be exerted with the requisite firmness,and on extraordinary occasions it might be perfidiously abused.May not this defect of an absolute negative be supplied by somequalified connectios between this weaker department and theweaker branch of the stronger department, by which the lattermay be led to support the constitutional rights of the former,without being too much detached from the rights of its owndepartment?

If the principles on which these observations are foundedbe just, as I persuade myself they are, and they be applied asa criterion to the several State constitutions, and to the federalConstitution, it will be found that if the latter does not perfectlycorrespond with them, the former are infinitely less able to bearsuch a test.
There are, moreover, two considerations particularly ap-plicable to the federal system of America, which place that systemin a very interesting point of view.
First. In a single republic, all the power surrendered by thepeople is submitted to the administration of a single government;and the usurpations are guarded against by a division of thegovernment into distinct and separate departments. In the com-pound republic of America, the power surrendered by the peopleis first divided between two distinct governments, and then theportion allotted to each subdivided among distinct and separatedepartments. Hence a double security arises to the rights of thepeople. The different governments will control each other, at thesame time that each will be controlled by itself.

Second. It is of great importance in a republic not only toguard the society against the oppression of its rulers, but to guard
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one part of the society against the injustice of the jOther part.
L-Different interests necessarily exist in different classes of citizens.

If a majority be united by a common interest, the rights of the
minority will be insecure. There are but two methods of providing
against this evil: the one by creating a will in the community
independent of the majority -that is, of the society itself; the
other, by comprehending in the society so many separate descrip-
tions of citizens as will render an unjust combination of a ma-
jority of the whole very improbable, if not impracticable. The
first method prevails in all governments possessing an hereditary
or self-appointed authority. This, at best, is but a precarious
security; because a power independent of the society may as well
espouse the unjust views of the major, as the rightful interests
of the minor party, and may possibly be turned against both
parties. The second method will be exemplified in the federal
republic of the United States. Whilst all authority in it will be
derived from and dependent on the society, the society itself
will be broken into so many parts, interests and classes of citizens,
that the rights of individuals, or of the minority, will be in little
danger from interested combinations of the majority. In a free
government the security for civil rights must be the same as that
for religious rights. It consists in the one case in the multiplicity
of interests, and in the other in the multiplicity of sects. The
degree of security in both cases will depend on the number of
interests and sects; and this may be presumed to depend on the
extent of country and number of people comprehended under
the same government. This view of the subject must particularly
recommend a proper federal system to all the sincere and con-
siderate friends of republican government, since it shows that
in exact proportion as the territory of the Union may be formed
into more circumscribed Confederacies, or States, oppressive
combinations of a majority will be facilitated; the best security,
under the republican forms, for the rights of every class of citizens,
will be diminished; and consequently the stability and inde-
pendence of some member of the government, the only other
security, must be proportionally increased. Justice is the end is
of government. It is the end of civil society. It ever has been
and ever will be pursued until it be obtained, or until liberty
be lost in the pursuit. In a society under the forms of which
the stronger faction can readily unite and oppress the weaker,
anarchy may as truly be said to reign as in a state of nature, where

358
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the weaker individual is not secured against the violence of the
stronger; and as, in the latter state, even the stronger individuals
are prompted, by the uncertainty of their condition, to submit
to a government which may protect the weak as well as them-
selves; so. in the former state, will the more powerful factions
or parties be gradually induced, by a like motive, to wish for
a government which will protect all parties, the weaker as well
as the more powerful. It can be little doubted that if the State
of Rhode Island was separated from the Confederacy and left
to itself, the insecurity of rights under the popular form of
governusent within auch narrow limits would be displayed by
such reiterated oppressions of factious majorities that some power
altogether independent of the people would soon be called for
by the voice of the very factions whose misrule had proved the
necessity of it. In the extended republic of the United States,
and among the great variety of interests, parties, and sects which
it embraces, a coalition of a majority of the whole society could
seldom take place on any other principles than those of justice
and the general good; whilst there being thus less danger to a minor
from the will of a major party, thleie list he less pretext, also,
to provide for the security of the former, by introducing into
the government a will not dependent on the latter, or, in other
words, a will independent of the society itself. It is no less certain
than it is important, notwithstanding the contrary opinions which
have been entertained, that the larger the society, provided it
lie within a practical sphere, the more duly capable it will be of
self-government. And happily for the republican cause, the
practicable sphere may be carried to a very great extent, by a'
judicious modification and mixture of the federal principle.

Puut.1us
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from Can Representative Government Do the Job
by Thomas K. Finletter

APPENDIX A

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SEPARATION

OF POWERS

The doctrine as understood by the authors of the Con-
'stitution. An analysis of the United States government is
blocked at the outset if we accept the strict interpretation
of the doctrine of the separation of powers which is so
commonly regarded today as a fundamental rule of our
constitutional system. This strict interpretation is, first,
that there are three powers of government, the executive,
legislative, and judicial, which, with relatively unimpor-
tant exceptions, are neatly assigned to three branches, the
Executive, Congress and the federal courts. And, second,
that unless this complete separation is rigidly maintained
the safeguards of individual liberty established by the Con-
stitution will be impaired.

In fact the doctrine of separated powers as incorporated
in the Constitution is quite different from the current in-
terpretation of it. The original doctrine was much more
flexible and adaptable to the practical needs of govern-
ment. The principle in which the Philadelphia Convention
believed and which it accepted as the basis of the Consti-
tution was that liberty-would be endangered if any one of
the branches of government were to be wholly dominated
by one or both of the others, but that as long as there was
substantial independence of each of them, any practical
fusion or interconnection which made for good govern-
ment was permissible.

148
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This principle of the substantial independence of the
three branches of government is as valid now as it was in
1787. If our judiciary were not independent we would not
have a free state. If the executive branch were under the
complete domination of Congress no strong government
would be possible. If Congress were subordinated to the
Executive we would have an authoritarian government.
But this is not to say that we should carry the doctrine
of separation to such an extreme that we must have three
sovereign branches which will be so independent that they
will pull in different directions. The history of the doc-
trine and' of its understanding by the Philadelphia Con-
vention makes it clear that no such extreme principle was
intended.

The most powerful philosophic influence on the Con-
vention was Locke, both directly in The Two Treatises of
Government and indirectly through the later writings of
Montesquieu and Blackstone.

The Two Treatises were the rationalization after the
fact of the Revolution of x688. Published after the Revo-
lution, they record this victory in philosophic terms. Par-
liament is supreme. By the social contract the individual
gives up his right to execute the law of nature to the organ
of the state best adapted for the work the Legislature.
But the social contract calls for a workable system, and
Parliament cannot handle all the business of governing.
As a practical matter the total power must be divided into
three parts: first, the legislative power; second, the execu-
tive power of enforcing the laws which the Lcgislature
makes; and third, the "federative" power of war and peace,
leagues and alliances and all other foreign relations. The
judicial power is not mentioned, but presumably Locke
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intended it tp have the independence guaranteed by the

Act of Settlement.
There is no dogma in the Treatises about keeping the

powers separate. The only firmly stated principle is that

Parliament shall not be deprived of its right to deliberate

-that is, to have the final word on-taxes and legisla-

tion. Indeed two of the three powers, the executive and

the federative, are to be combined in one branch for the

practical reason that administration will be more effective

if they are in the same hand. The executive and the legis-

lative powers, however, should be kept separate, again

for practical reasons. The Legislature is in session only

for part of the year and the executive and the federative

powers need a branch of government which is always on

duty. Furthermore, it might be dangerous to let the Legis-

lature enforce its own laws because it might exempt its

members from their operation. It is all a practical matter

of what works best.
The moderation of the Treatises and their concern with

practical considerations unfortunately were not maintained

by the later philosophers whose interpretations of Locke's

doctrine became increasingly rigid and uncompromising.

The interpreters of the Treatises who misunderstood both

the doctrine and the actualities of the British government

were more listened to than the source itself. And the more

dogmatic the pronouncements became, the better they

suited the revolutionary work of the American colonists.

The colonists were fighting the Crown and for their pleas-

ure it could not be said too categorically that the Execu-

tive was separate and should stay separate-that is, not

interfere with the legislatures of the people.

Montesquieu, in his chapter of the Esprit des Lois,
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which purported to be a description of the British gov-
ernment in 1748, when the book was published, put the
doctrine so uncompromisingly that it was an excellent
slogan: Government is to be divided into three clearly
separated legislative, executive, and judicial powers, each
balancing and checking the other. The separation of the
three powers, that is their assignment to three independent
branches of government, must be complete. Specifically,
to confer the executive function on a group of men chosen
from the legislature would destroy liberty, for then the
two powers would be united.' Such a system, Montesquieu
recognized, would normally create deadlock and inaction,
but "the three branches of government would be con-
strained to work together in harmony by the necessary
force of events."'

Blackstone also stated dogmatically the principle that
there were three powers of government which should be
exercised by three entirely independent branches. He left
no room for interrelationship of the branches or joint car-
rying out of any of the powers as they were then defined,
in the interest of a workable government. The doctrine of
Locke that Parliament should be substantially independ-
ent was being converted into the notion that the three
branches of government should be isolated from each other.
Any function that was regarded as executive must be car-
ried out by the executive branch; any power regarded as
legislative must be regarded as the sole property of the
Legislature; and likewise for the judicial power.

' Que s'il n'y avait point de monarque. et que l peissance exicutice fat
confi&e a un certain nombre de personnes Urees du corps legislatif, il n )
auroit plus de libert4 parce que les deux puissances seroient unies." Esprit
des Lois, Xl vi

"Comme, par la mouvement ndcessire des choses, ells sont contraints
daller. elles seront forc6es d'aller de concert." Esprit des Lois, Xl. vL
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This rigidity was of course impractical For the work
of the Legislature and the Executive could not be so neatly
divided. The process of making a law or creating a policy
by executive act involved then as it does now the action
of both the Legislature and the Executive. These two
branches of government could not act in isolated compart-
ments if the work of the State was to be done.

. s ~~~~*

In England the doctrine was confined to the books of
the publicists and was ignored in the practical workings
of government. In America it got into the colonial statute
books and the state constitutions. Locke helped in drafting
the Constitution of North Carolina in i669, which sep-
arated the duties of the Governor and Councillors from
those of the Parliament. Early in 1776 the town meeting
in Boston announced that the executive, legislative, and
judicial powers of government must be as nearly as pos-
sible independent of and separate from each other. In the
decade preceding the Philadelphia Convention, constitu-
tions were adopted by Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Kentucky, Virginia, Maryland, Georgia, and North Caro-
lina, which contained specific statements that the three
powers must be kept extremely separate. The most defi-
nite statement was that of Massachusetts. The first draft
of its constitution had been rejected because it had not
stated clearly enough that the Executive was to have
no part of the legislative power. In the constitution as
adopted, the provision drafted by John Adams left no
doubt as to what was intended. "In the government of this
commonwealth, the legislative department shall never ex-
ercise the executive and judicial powers, or either of them;
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the executive shall never exercise the legislative and ju-
dicial powers, or either of them; the judicial shall never
exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of
them; to the end it may be a government of laws and not
of men."

Locke's statement of Whig dogma that the British
Crown should not interfere with the business of'Parlia-
ment had gone very far indeed. It had developed into the
slogan of legislatures against kings generally, of the colo-
nial assemblies against the British governors in particular,
and it was now the fundamental law of many of the newly
independent colonies. During the period from 1776 to
1787 it was given a new meaning. As a result of the Revo-
lution the state legislatures were rid of the governors and
in a reaction against executives in general took over most
of the total power of government to themselves. Being de-
liberative bodies they were not capable of doing executive
work, and the legislatures soon came into a disrepute which
equaled that of the governors. There was much talk of
legislative tyranny and inefficiency. It was said that the
legislative department was "everywhere extending the
sphere of its activity, and drawing all powers into its im-
petuous vortex." This tendency of the legislatures to take
to themselves all the authority of government was said to
be as despised as the domination of a foreign power.

Accordingly, by the time the Constitutional Conven-
tion met at Philadelphia there were many who wanted
a plague on both the executive and legislative powers. As
the Convention assembled it was faced with a considerable
body of. fundamental state law and of written political
opinion which had extended the original theory of Locke
into the proposition that the separation'-of the powers
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should be complete and that any deviation from that. prin-
ciple made for tyranny. It is in this uncompromising form
that the doctrine is often accepted today.

In the meantime however the cabinet system was de-
veloping in England and was about to prove that there
could be a great deal of interconnection and blending be-
tween the three branches of government without prejudice
to the liberties of the people.. The orthodox three powers
-executive, legislative and judicial-were by no means
strictly separated in the cabinet system. And nevertheless
the resulting form of government did not destroy the
rights of the individual. The cabinet system showed that
while the publicists were denouncing what was being done
as the essence of tyranny, it was possible to have an inter-
relationship of the legislative and the executive branches
which made for good government without violating the
fundamental principle that neither branch should wholly
dominate the other. The new Executive, the Cabinet,
although chosen from among the Legislature was an
independent body separate from the Legislature with a
character and functions of its own. The Cabinet was not
dominated by the Legislature by reason of the fact that the
ministers were chosen from the House of Commons and
the House of Lords. Indeed the charge has been made that
the system set up a dictatorship by the ministers.' But this
is not true, for Parliament had the ultimate power, the
right to dismiss the Cabinet. And the fact that the new
Executive was chosen from the Legislature made for a
close connection between the two branches which did

ajRmy Muir, HOw Britain is Governed.
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away with the hostility which had marked the previous
relationship of Crown and Parliament.
* There was no thorough understanding of the British de-

velopment in either England or America at the time of the
Philadelphia Convention. The few references to the sub-
ject in the debates at Philadelphia emphasized the control
of Parliament by the King through his "friends," and the
ministers were regarded as being dominated by the Crown.
The Federalst considered the King as "the magistrate in
whom the whole executive power resides." But neverthe-
less the Convention rejected the extreme notion that the
branches of government should be completely isolated.
On the contrary the Convention accepted the principle,
of which the growing cabinet system was an example, that
a great deal of interconnection and blending of the func-
tions of government was permissible so long as no one of
the branches exercising them was wholly subordinated to

- either of the others.

4jhe Convention was dominated by practical men, and
e same consideration which had influenced the growth

of the cabinet system-the willingness to use any practical
method of creating good government-led the leaders of
the Convention to disregard the rigid abstractions of the
philosophers and to divide the total power of government
and to interrelate the three branches in any way which
served their purpose best. No provision like those of the
state constitutions stating in terms the principle of the
separation of powers was incorporated in the Constitution.
Indeed, as we have seen, the delegates at Philadelphia were
willing to accept one of the procedures which Montes-
quieu had expressly condemned; for they voted four times
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in favor of the election of the Chief Executive by the na-

tional legislature.
Madison made this very clear.4 It is true, he said, that

"the accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive and

judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or

many, and whether hereditary, self-appointed or elected,

may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny."

But he pointed out that Montesquieu, "the oracle who is

always consulted and cited on this subject" could not have

meant that the powers were to be wholly separated and

distinct. The British Constitution which Montesquieu was

describing did not provide for such complete isolation of

the several powers; on the contrary, there was consider-

able blending of functions in that system. What Montes-

quieu meant when he said that "there can be no liberty

where the executive and legislative powers are united in

the same person" or if "the power of judging be not sep-

arated from the legislative and executive powers" could

amount "to no more than this, that where the whole power

of one department is exercised by the same hands which

possess the 'whole power of another department,, the fun-

damentals of a free constitution are subverted."' /
Moreover, Madison said, if we look at the coistitutions

of the states in 1787, we find that "notwithstanding the

emphatical and, in some instances, the unqualified terms in

which this axiom has been laid down, there is not a single

instance in which the several departments of power have

been kept absolutely separate and distinct." Even in Massa-

chusetts where John Adams' uncompromising doctrine

was a part of the state constitution, the Executive had the

veto, the Senate was a court of impeachment, the judiciary

'Federdist, XLVI.
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was appointed by the Executive and was removable by the
Legislature, and many officials of the government were
appointed by the Legislature. More advanced yet as a de-
parture from the doctrine of strict separation, in New Jer-
sey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North
and South Carolina, and Georgia the chief executive was
elected by the Legislature.

.- ~~*

The authors of the Constitution thus cleared away the
confusion that had distorted the theories of Locke into an
unworkably rigid principle. They defined and arranged
the powers of government in the way best calculated to
achieve the ends they had in mind, whether or not their
arrangement kept the three main powers in entirely sep-
arate hands.

In framing the Constitution, its authors had two main
objectives. The first was the preservation of the political
freedom of the individual, that is the rights of self-rule,
freedom of speech, of worship and association, and the
other specific guaranties which were finally set out in the
Bill of Rights of the first ten amendments to the Constitu-
tion. The second objective was to have a government ap-
propriate for the needs of the American state of the time.

The means of assuring the first objective-political free-
dom-was the principle of the substantial independence of
the three branches of government. And since the present
day objectives of the American state still include political
liberty, this principle is still valid. It is a fundamental doc-
trine of our form of government and is not to be tampered
with in any proposal for change in our governing proce-
dures.
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The second objective-to have a government appropri-
ate for the needs of the American state of the time-was
stated by Hamilton in the following terms: "The means
ought to be proportioned to the end; the persons, from
whose agency the attainment of any end is expected, ought
to possess the means by which it is to be attained." 5

Hamilton recognized that the defense of the Union
required a strong government, for, "it is impossible to fore-
see or define the extent and variety of national exigencies,
or the correspondent extent and variety of the means
which may be necessary to satisfy them." The Constitu-
tion therefore gave the President an authority in foreign
affairs which, except for the right of Congress to declare
war and to deliberate on treaties, was as broad as the Brit-
ish Executive's great prerogative in such matters. In do-
mestic matters, however, the authors of the Constitution
believed that the needs of the time did not require much
power in the federal government. Its domestic powers
were therefore strictly enumerated and restricted. The.
great residual authority on these matters was expressly re-
served to the states or the people.

This second objective-to have a government appropri-
ate for the needs of the time-has of course -been greatly
changed since 1787. The substance and arrangement of the
powers of government which were proper for this purpose
at the time of the Philadelphia Convention are obviously
not adequate for present-day needs. It is not only permis-
sible but necessary to tamper with the procedures which
were intended to create the relatively weak government of
1787. Indeed, there is the danger that if these procedures
are not brought into relationship with the present aims of

5Hamnilton, Federalist XXrIL
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the American State, the first objective of the Philadelphia
Convention, political freedom, may be destroyed. Then
the danger was that ambitious men would enslave the peo-
ple by their vigor. Now the danger is that inaction or in-
effectiveness may destroy self-rule and that impatient
needs will force the concentration of the three powers of
government in one hand.

Any proposal for a change in the federal government
which is appropriate to the present objectives of the
American state and does not destroy the objective of po-
litical liberty by subordinating wholly one of the branches
of government to the others is therefore well within the
limits of the doctrine of the separation of powers as it was
understood by the authors of the Constitution.

*

A description of the'modern powers of government. It
remains to point out that the classical definition of the
three powers of government as executive, legislative and
judicial is no longer adequate and is positively misleading.
The terms executive, legislative and judicial are correct
descriptions of the branches of government but not of its
modern-day powers.

The powers of government of course do not remain
fixed. They vary constantly in their content and in'the
way in which they are assigned to and interrelated be-
tween the branches of government, all in accordance with
the kind of governing which is needed for the purposes
of the time. In a primitive society all power is in the head
of the State and a small group surrounding him. As a na-
tion matures politically the people demand more voice in
the government and some of the total power is taken away

19-549 0-83--5
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from the chief and is put in other hands. The deliberative
function usually breaks off first when the people or some.
powerful group among them refuse to permit the chief
to exercise the total authority of the State and insist on
having a veto on the major policies he proposes. The ju-
dicial power stays as part of the kingly power until a later
stage when some abuse creates the demand that it be set
up in a separate branch free from domination by any other
part of the State.

As a nation matures, the functions of government be-
come more complex. The people insist on an increasingly
greater part in the governing process. Legislation pro-
gresses beyond the stage of being merely a demand that
certain grievances be remedied as a condition to the grant-
ing of supplies to the king. It eventually concerns itself
with all the important interests of the nation. The process
of making the laws becomes refined and is divided' into
several parts which are assigned to different branches for
performance. The work of administering the laws also be-
comes complicated and new types of governmental units
are created for the purpose. And as the problems of the
State become more intricate the work of judging becomes
too much for the traditional law and equity courts. It also
is subdivided and scattered among the regular courts, new
administrative agencies with specialized areas of responsi-
bility, and officials of the executive branch.

Governmental power in a maturing nation thus tends to
be centrifugal. And if the scattered and refined functions
of governing are not bound together by principles and
procedures which keep the whole operation coherent,
there is the danger that the government will become in-
competent and futile. The refinement may be too great
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for the political maturity of the people, especially if the
forms are not indigenous but are borrowed or imposed
from the outside. The scattered powers will then take a
reactionary course and will be reassembled into a lesser
number of units of administration.

A tendency towards reconcentration of the powers of
government in the Executive usually brings with It the use
of the armed forces to enforce political decisions. As long
as the armed forces are kept out of the politicaLscene, and
the Legislature otherwise keeps independent of execu-
tive domination, the centralizing tendency is kept within
proper limits. But if the Legislature has to yield to force
or to a public opinion demanding increased authority in
the Executive, the reaction may go all the way back to the
primitive condition where the total power of 'the State
was centralized in the hands of a chief or leader and a small
group around him. Anson's description of the authority
of the Norman king is equally applicable to the modem
dictator. "He led his people in war, administered their af-
fairs in peace, was their judge in the last resort."

The moving picture of the division and reassembly of'
governmental powers thus portrays a shifting scene, and
no description of the grouping of the functions of govern-
ment will have other than a passing validity.

*

(CWe may, I think, describe the successors to the old ex-
ecutive and legislative powers in our modern repre-
sentative government in the following terms

First, as a positive element, the power of originating the
legislative program. Second, another positive, the power
of party solidarity which provides the saniction to persuade
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the Legisliture to accept the policies of the originators.
Third, again positive, the power to make policy through
purely executive operations. These three powers make up
the affirmative side of government and on their develop-
ment and concentration will depend the aggregate strength
of the federal government.

Then, fourth, the deliberative power whereby Congress
provides debate on and decides whether it will or will not
enact the legislation, treaties, and tax bills which are sub-
mitted to it. This power provides the check on the positive
elements and guarantees the self-rule of the people. With-
out a sufficiently strong deliberative power the positive
elements would create an authoritarian rule.

The objective should be to strengthen the three positive
powers and to concentrate them in the hands of the Ex-
ecutive, but to do so in such a way as not to impair the
deliberative power of Congress. But an examination of
these four powers as they exist today in the United States
will show that they are not either properly developed or
correctly concentrated in the branches of the government.
The positive powers are still immature. And the delibera-
tive power has reached a point where unless it is radically
improved, it and Congress with it will become discredited.

Tbe. originating power. By origination I do not refer
to the original source of the policy contained in a bill, for
the first suggestion may come from individuals or groups
in or out of Congress who have no control over the gov-
ernmental action which will make it into law. Origination
is the act of deciding what bills are to be presented to the
Legislature for its consideration.
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In the earlier simple governments the origination of leg-
islation and taxation was sporadic. When the Executive
needed money he was compelled to remedy the grievances
which the Legislature complained of as a condition to the
grant of the funds. In a laissez-faire state, legislation and
taxation were limited and occasional. But as the business
of government grew more positive and complicated a co-
herent program shaped by consistent policies became nec-
essary. Some branch of government had to assume the
responsibility of planning the programs which were to be
submitted to the Legislature.

In the United States this function of origination is scat-
tered among the Executive and individuals and groups in
Congress acting on their own or on the inspiration of out-
side organized groups. There are no rules or customs
which in practice prevent the members of either House
from originating legislation. Nor is there any practice which
gives the administration the power to block a bill, finan-
cial or otherwise, of which it does not approve. As a result
the total program is less coherent than it should be. And
above all the influence of the organized groups is too
strong.

During the periods of power of the strong Presidencies,
the administration by its energy arrogates to itself the right
to propose the legislative program. As the control of the
President weakens with the time cycle, origination again
scatters. The organized groups reassume their power. And
Congress, by establishing bodies such as the joint commit-
tee of the two Houses on taxation and a great number of
other special committees on particular subjects, acquires
the necessary technical information to enable it to draft
important bills of its own.
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But in general the better organization of the executive
departments and agencies gives them the advantage in this
matter of originating. A legislature is not designed to origi-
nate in an orderly fashion and cannot do so unless it cre-
ates a small body especially for that purpose. And if such
a body were created by our Congress and did assume the
'responsibility of formulating the legislative program, it
would soon tend to separate from the Legislature and be-
come a separate branch of government. In the absence of
such a body in our system and with the growing com-
plexity of the matters to be dealt with, the preparation of
the legislative program tends to fall into the hands of the
executive branch. It is important that this tendency be
encouraged and that the originating power, as well as the
other positive elements of government, be centered in and
regarded as the special function of the Executive.

In Great Britain the originating power is concentrated
in one body, the Cabinet. It has been officially recognized
as a separate function. The Report of the Machinery of
Government Committee of I918 lists the responsibilities
of the Cabinet as "a) the final determination of the policy
to be submitted to Parliament; b) the supreme control of
the national executive in accordance with the policy pre-
scribed by Parliament; and c) the continuous co-ordination
and delimitation of the authorities of the several depart-
ments.of.State." Private members may present bills either
on their own initiative or at the suggestion of outside or-
ganized groups. But the private bill will have no chance
if the Cabinet, with its control over the majority of the
House, wishes t6 stop it.

In Great Britain the private members and the organized
groups are in an even worse position with respect to legis-
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lation which requires a grant of public funds or taxation.
By Standing Orders such bills must be accompanied by a
recommendation from the Crown and therefore in practice
may be proposed only by ministers or must be supported
at a later stage by the Cabinet. "If interests want to dig
their hands into the national money-bag they must per-
suade the Treasury to hold the mouth open. Where log-
rolling takes place the Chancellor of the Exchequer cap-
tains the team. The pork-barrel is kept locked up in i i
Downing Street, and those who want to take part in the
distribution must stand on the door-step and prove their
credentials. Or, to leave metaphors, private interests must
prove that the use of public funds for their benefit is also
for the national benefit.... In the last resort the respon-
sibility for all legislation, especially financial legislation,
rests with the Government; and there is no financial legis-
lation except Government legislation."'

The power of party solidarity. The power of our Ex-
ecutive to originate the legislative program is of no value
if the program will not be accepted by Congress. And un-
less the Executive can direct the course of legislative pol-
icy strong government is impossible.

In the modern democracies, including the United States,
the power of party solidarity is the device which induces
the legislatures to agree to the legislative program origi-
nated by the Executive. By holding party lines together
through the force of party discipline, an Executive of the
same party as the majority in the Legislature is assured of
the acceptance of its policies. The solidarity of the minor-
ity party also is important. When it is highly developed
the policies of the majority are well debated for the bene-

W. Ivor Jennings, Parliament (1939).
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fit of the people, and the democratic principle of opposi-
tion is maintained. In direct proportion to the extent that

the power of party solidarity is strong, the legislative pro-
gram is coherent and the opposition responsible.

The importance of the power of party solidarity cannot
be exaggerated. It is the device which democracy has in-
vented to convert representative government from a nega-

tive force to an affirmative one. Without it government
will remain in the old condition of struggle between the
Executive and the Legislature. With it the two branches
can work together, each in its own function, to solve the

apparently insoluble problem of having strength in the
Executive without sacrificing the ultimate and indispen-
sable authority of the Legislature.

The alternative to party solidarity in the Legislature is

rule by the organized groups. They have their own disci-
pline which will prevail by pressure on members of the
Legislature unless a greater discipline by the national par-
ties can make the public interest prevail over the local in-
terests of the groups.

Party solidarity is not as developed in the United States
as it should be because of the lack of the right of the Ex-
ecutive to dissolve the Legislature. The power of party
solidarity does however exist in the United States. The
President is the head of his national party. The prestige of
his offive enables him to bring pressure in aid of his meas-
ures by the use of patronage and by appeals directly to the
people over the head of Congress. During the early time
of his administration the President's power of party soli-

darity is strong. But it is irregular. And until it becomes
more highly developed our government will lack a neces-
sary element of a strong State.
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Executive policy-making is the third and last of the posi-
tive powers. As we have seen, this authority which the
President has under Article II of the Constitution and
through Jbroad delegations contained in acts of Congress
constitutes a great policy-making power. If this power
were combined in the hands of the Executive with the
right to originate the legislative program and a strength-
ened power of party solidarity, a very strong government
would result. But if such a government were not properly
checked by the people through their representatives in the
Legislature, it would be authoritarian. It is the responsi-
bility of the deliberative power exercised by Congress to
provide this check.

The deliberative power. In political history the delibera-
tive power of the representative bodies has varied greatly.
In early assemblies it consisted of listening to requests of
the Crown for money and of establishing conditions to the
grant. The representatives of the people bought parts of
the royal prerogative. The conditions so enforced were
laws and the act of insisting on them was origination. The
deliberation consisted of granting the funds requested by
the Crown and of enacting the laws which had been origi-
nated by the members of the representative body itself.

In the transition state, the conditional nature of origina-
tion disappears. The originating power and the power of
party solidarity are not yet mature. The former is scat-
tered and the latter weak. The deliberative function be-
comes subject to pressures, either from the Crown or from
powerful individuals or groups representing local or other
limited interests.

If the originating power and the power of party soli-
darity become strong, as has been the case in many of the
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parliamentary governments, the deliberative function is
compelled to develop along with them in order not to be

submerged. The growth of the originating and party soli-

darity powers and their concentration in the hands of the
executive branch (which already possesses the executive
policy-making power) is a threat to the liberties of the

people. The Legislature must therefore shape its delibera-
tive function so that it is capable of resisting usurpation by
this newly powerful executive.

A legislature cannot protect its position merely by block-

ing the Executive's proposals. Such a destructive course
would not be approved by public opinion. The Legislature
therefore must allow the Executive a great measure of au-

thority and must then, first, set up methods of debate
which will expose to the public what the Executive is do-

ing and, second, establish ways of checking the Executive
which will commend themselves to the people. For the

deliberative, power has two objectives: to force the
Executive to conduct its operations in the full light of
public knowledge and opinion, and to stop the Executive
from carrying out policies which the Legislature believes
contrary to the wishes or interests of the people.

A legislature cannot do either of these things properly
unless it has the right to dismiss the Executive from office'

or, what amounts to the same thing, to block effectively
the legislative programs of the Executive and in this way
to force it to resign.

In the United States the originating and party solidarity
powers are growing stronger. Congress is aware of this

growth and very properly wants to take measures to pre-

vent these powers from getting out of hand. It has how-

ever no right to dismiss the Executive in our system. It
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cannot practically assert its power by blocking everything
the Executive proposes. The power of impeachment is of
no value at all because it is too severe. The right of the
Senate to pass on important executive appointments is of
little consequence, and there is no right of Congress to
remove members of the executive branch. And .thy; control
by Congress of the great policies which are made by
purely executive action is inadequate.

Congress therefore is compelled to block the Executive
when it can, opportunistically. It yields with the blow of
the strong periods of presidential power but resiliently.
returns to take advantage of the weak phases of the cycle
of presidential authority to reassert its position.

I have pointed out in the text the danger of continuing
this systenr of nagging checks. I have also tried to point
out that the solution is to substitute one big check for
the multiple, nagging checks-that is, to give to Congress
as part of its deliberative power the right to force the
Executive to call a dissolution. Inevitably the positive ele-
ments in our government will become stronger. The pow-
ers of origination, party solidarity and executive policy-
making will become stronger and more centralized in the
executive branch. The combination. of these positive pow-
ers in the Executive will make it necessary for Congress to
strengthen its deliberative action in order not to be, sub-
merged. If representative government is to be safeguarded,
it is urgent to devise some system whereby Congress can
feel secure in allowing the three positive powers of our
government to grow strong. It can have this sense only if
it has the right to force the Executive to go to the people
for a decision as to how the government is to be run.
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Introduction
After Chief Justice Burger had sworn in

President Ford he is reported to have said
to him: "The system worked." We must,
ho~eve;, distinguish between two sys-
tems, the representative republic which
did work, and the system of divided
powers which made Watergate and other
failures of our 'living Constitution" pos-
sible. The first major ingredient of the
representative republic is the representa-
tive principle which entrusts the govern-
ment to "a small number of citizens
elected by the rest" and thereby excludes
that kind of mob psychology which was
the bane of ancient and medieval repub-
lics. Furthermore, elections held accord-
ing to the majority system enable the ma-
jority to defeat it (a 'faction's") sinister
views by r gular vote, plovided, of course,
that it is a mirority. This has. more often
than not, been the case even on the local
level and always on the national lcvel. A
"faction" thus defeated "may clog the ad-
ministration; it may convulse the society
but it will be unable to execute and mask
its violence under the forms of the Con-
stitution."

These features of our representative
republic sufficed to enable it to weather
the storms of the world economic crisis,
and canalized the radical currents engen-
dered by the racial criss, the Vietnam war
and Watelrate.

The particular tIpe of separated powers
enshrined in the Constitution is, however,
a source of ever-recurring and nowadays
increasing, concertn. Its critics term it a
weakness. I low was this unique system ar-
rived at?

* Edilor'- Afte rhis anile is based upon a
chapter fro . the suthor's torthcoming book on
Ametric-1s 7o PoiiU:!Ti Systems.

1. The logic of exptirence and the
logic of Speculation.

The two American political principles
and systems differ widely, not only in re-
gard to content, but also in regard to the
method by which they were constructed.
With respect to the first, the republican
principle of representation, the Framers
were imbued with the spirit which caused
John Dickinson' to say during the Con-
vention: "Experience must be our guide.
Reason may mislead us. It was not reason
that discovered the singular and admir-
able mechanism of the English Constitu-
tion."

The reference to the English Constitu-
tion makes it clear that Dickinson was not
protesting against reason but against spec-
ulation. Utopian writers have. since the
beginning of recorded history, been busy
drawing up ideal social and political struc-
tures. They paid little attention to the ma-
terial which human nature placed at their
disposal and with which everyone has to
build. Roger Bacon, a typical English-
man, said: "Naturam non winces visi par-
endo"-"You will not vanquish nature
unless you obey it." When the Framers
constructed their highly successful Fed-
eral Union they did accept human mate-
rial as they found it; they carefully heeded
the voice of experience as it had re-
sounded over the centuries. True reason
was gven its due in selecting the facts to
be considered and in ascertaining the les-
sons to be drawn, but speculation was
carefully avoided.

When, however, the Framers came to
the structure of the new republican
government (in particular to the relations
between the executive, the legislature and
the judiciary) the voice of experience was
muted. The nature of the admired British
government had not yet been finally de-

9-
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termined; worse, the aspect under which it
could have provided truly pertinent les-
sons was obscured by false perceptions.

2 The alternativ reijeted.
British cabinet government, so differ-

ent from mere royal government, had be-
gun to emerg shortly after the C'orious
Revolution. The King had lost his right to
create new parliamentary seats and there-
by create majorities to his liking, and his
financial resources were subject to stricter
parliamentary control. Therefore, the
Earl of Sunderland suggested to the King
that he take all of his ministers from the
majority; he would then have a homoge-
neous team capable of securing parlia-
mentary consent to his proposals. The
King agreed, alth ,ugh the result was not
fully activated until 1695. No one was
aware that this was the beginnin3 of the
end for a truly royal executive. A homo-
geneous group of ministers, sure of its
parliamentary backing, was bound to de-
velop its own views and be tempted to
pursue them, if necessary, against the
King, even if the final shape of the new re-
lationship was slow in developing and
slower yet in being understood.2

If the King did not know what he was
doing, neither did Parliament. Deeply
suspicious of the King's motives it passed
the Place Bill, excluding from the House
of Commons all persons holding offices
or receiving pensions from the Crown.
The King's failure to give his assent saved
the Commons from the consequences of
their folly. They came back to do battle
again, however. The Act of Settlement,
passed in 1700, provided "that so soon as
the House of Hanover shall come to the
throne, no person who has an office or
place of profit under the king, or receives
a pension from the crown, shall be capa-
ble of serving as a member of the House
of Commons.") This clause was repeated
five years later, before the House of Han-
over had come to the throne.

The English, then, created their consti-
tution in the same "fit of absentminded-
ness" in which they are said to have col-
lected their empire. For the time being only
the first of the three principles on which
parliamentary government came to rest,

that of homogeneity, had made its ap-
pearance. It did not establish itself imme-
diately as a definite rule; mixed cabinets
returned after a few years. Eventually,
however, Sir Robert Walpole (1721-1742)
established homogeneity and added soli-
darity: when ministers failed to act as part
of his team they would be replaced, and
once a decision had been made all had to
abide by it and defend it in public.4 If they
were unwilling to do so, they were free to
resign, retaining, of course, all the privi-
leges associated with their membership in
Parliament. If they did not leave volun-
tarily, the Prime Minister would advise
the King that they were to be dismissed
and, as Sir Harold Wilson' informs us,
the Prime Minister's advice continues to
be taken to this day.

The third principle characteristic of the
cabinet system is responsibility to Parlia-
ment. Whenever the Pr;me Minister
himself is defeated in an important vote,
which he cannot cause to be reversed, he
and the entire cabinet resign. If an indi-
vidual minister is defeated the same ap-
plies, although exceptions are possible
when the individual minister is deemed to
have been out of step with the rest. Sir
Robert Walpole was the first one to have
to submit to the rule of responsibility. In a
tenure of two decades he had aroused
considerable resentment. The first motion
of censure' which had a real chance ac-
cused him of practices which are now
standard with any prime minister (except
that corruption has since been replaced by
a type of party discipline which did not
then exist). This motion was defeated, but
Walpole resigned the following year when
new elections had greatly reduced his ma-
jority and he lost out on a dispute arising
from a contested election. Walpole's en-
tire cabinet did not follow him into retire-
ment; the principle of solidarity had not
yet fully established itself.

The gears of constitutional develop-
ment were temporarily reversed when, in
1760, George Ill ascended the throne.
This reversal was fatal for the perception
of the British Constitution by the
Framers. George Ill was the first of the
Hanovarian kings to have been, born in
England, and to speak English as his na-
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live language. He ascended the throne as a
handsome young man, popular through-
out his realm, including t.e American col-
onies. He wanted to rule as well as reign.
Many of his subjects, fed up with the way
in which the Whigs had been running the
country in what appeared to be a partisan
spirit, agreed with the designs of the
'patriot King." The King himself exer-
cised most of the functions which Wal-
pole had wielded as First Lord of the
Treasury. He had started out, in the words
of an American historian' as la badly
frightened post-adolescent with absurd
ideas about purifying English society." He
had learned a great deal, however, by the
time that, on January 19, 1774, the news
of Boston's Tea Party reached London.
The Prime Minister of the day was Lord
North, an amiable gentleman who, like
his half-brother, Lord Dartmouth, the
Colonial Secretary, was in favor of peace.
George 111, however, more or less consid-
ered Lord North as his errand boy who
was merely to hold the various depart-
ments in line for the King's policies.' The
means by which George Ill secured the
approval of his policies by both the cab-
inet and the House of Commons go far
toward explaining the feeling of revulsion
which so many Americans had at that
time against English government: 'With
£800,000 a year to spend as he pleased,
the King guaranteed North some 200
votes in the House of Commons, a nice
foundation on which to build a majority.
Bought off, outspent at the polls, the op-
position was reduced to a shadow."' Lord
North himself had to be appealed to on a
different level: 'it was only the earnest so-
licitations of the King not to leave his sov-
ereign again at the mercy of the Whigs
that induced him to defend a war which
from 1779 he knew to be both hopeless
and apolitic.""0

The Americans were to change all of
this at Yorktown. The news of Cornwal-
lis' surrender reached London on Novem-
ber 25, 1781, and there was immediate
pressure on Lord North to resign. He en-
deavored to stay, but by :he end of March
he knew that he had to quit. He found it
harder to make up the King's mind than
his own, and he considered it necessary to

warn his royal master: "The torrent is too
strong to be resisted; Your Majesty is well
appraised that, in this country, the Prince
on the Throne cannot, with prudence, op-
pose the delib-ate resolution of the
House of Commons. . . ." The King
considered the attitude of Parliament as
an affront; he was willing to resign and
actually drafted a-rather pathetic-mes-
sage of abdication.'' Eventually he
yielded, and the Rockingham Ministry
was formed. It contained an innovation
which constituted a further step down the
road to fullfledged cabinet government:
For the first time a 'mass evacuation of
the departments" accompanied the advent
of 'a new administration, a new team,
known by the name of its head." In 1783
the younger Pitt, more acceptable to the
King, became Prime Minister, and in the
general elecaon of 1784 he established the
custom of "appealing to the country,"
asking the people to give him a majority,
which they did.

Clearly, then, the development of a
government within which policy is deter-
mined by the prime minister and the cab-
inet, in accordance with the wishes of a
parliamentary majority, rather than by
the king, made great strides in the 1780's.
It is surprising that John Adams, who
served as the American Minister to Lon-
don from 1785 to 1788, failed to see this.
In his rather voluminous and influential
writings he was somewhat bookish and, as
his grandson and editor was to remark,
not always too careful." Otherwise he
might have provided his countrymen with
a perception of British constitutional real-
ity quite different from the one by which
most of them were guided in 1787. Even
James Wilson, writing shortly after the
Constitution had gone into effect, pre-
sented a picture of British government
which is nothing short of a caricature."

S. Tradition, aecident and the
influenee of Montesqulu.

If the Framers had no clear perception
of British cabinet government as it was
developing at that time neither did the
man whom Madison in The Federalist
No. 471" called 'the oracle who is always
consulted and cited on this subject (the
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separation of powers), the celebrated
Montesquieu." Madison says about him:
'if he be not the author of this invaluable
precept in the science of politics, he has
the merit at least of displaying and recom-
mending it most effectually to the atten-
tion of mankind." This reference to Mon-
tesquieu is so strong that the other factors
which, according to some, I were decisive,
need to be discussed but briefly.

Reference is made to historical experi-
ence. The colonial period was character-
ized by the dualism of the appointed gov-
ernor and the elected legislature, preced-
ing the dualism of the President and the
Congress under the Constitution. But,
since the essence of the Revolution was
discontinuity rather than continuity and
all power was henceforth derived from the
people, would not institutionalized team-
work between executive and the leaders of
the Congress. (the essence of the parlia-
mentary system), have served the country
better than the renewed dualism? In this
case as in others the problem dces not lie
in the different answers given to a par-
ticular question, but in the fact that the
decisive question was not asked."

The argument remains basically the
same when reference is made to the new
constitutions of Massachusetts and New
York, which did influence the delibera-
tions of the Convention. Why did the ex-
ample of the two states have the result
that it did? Part of the answer does seem
to lie in the fact that John Adams deci-
sively influenced the writing of the Massa-
chusetts constitution, and his views, ap-
parently, had a considerable impact on
John Jay, who guided the deliberations
on the New York constitution."9 Adams
was as early cognizant of Montesquieu as
any of the Framers. His Diary20 shows the
first reference to The Spirit of the Laws
d'iring the summer of 1759. On June 26,
1760. Adams notes: "I have begun to read
The Spirit of the Laws, and have resolved
to read that Work thro, in order and with
Attention. I have hit upon a project that
will secure my attention to it, which is to
write on the Margin, a sort of Index to
every Paragraph.""I Adams, then, made
sure that he fully absorbed the thought of
Montesquieu, the validity of which he

took for granted ever afterward. He in-
fluenced his contemporaries in conversa-
tions before he began to write about these
matters.

Adams first expressed his own views on
the structure of republican government in
a letter to Richard Henry Lee, dated No-
vember 15, 1775, which succinctly sum-
marizes the basic ideas of Montesquieu."
He amplified his views in a lengthy letter
to George Wythe, who had asked him to
put down in writing what he had told him
one evening in January 1776. Adams was
able to hand the letter to Wythe the next
day, a fact which demonstrates both the
vast amount of his learning, and a certain
tendency to let the speed of his writing
outrun his capacity for critical thought."
Adams returned to the subject more fully
in his A Defence of the Constitution of
Government of the United States of
America. The first of its three volumes
was available when the Convention met
and was perused with keen attention by its
intellectual leaders. That Adam's explicit
references to Montes-uieu were limited to
excerpts" (which is also the case in regard
to certain other writers) merely means
that he fully identified himself with their
contents.

The overall conclusion can only be that
Adams was, from the outset, a factor to
be reckoned with in American political
thinking on the various powers of govern-
ment. His early discussions with Richard
Henry Lee and George Wythe must have
had their effect on other Virginians who,
like Madison, were to shape so much of
the new Constitution. His influence on
the Convention was such that "Centinel"
placed him at the head of those who, in
his view, perverted sound political think-
ing on the Constitution."5 However,
throughout the crucial period beginning
in 1776 Adams seems to have limited him-
self to preaching Montesquieu without
ever examining the factual and logical va-
lidity of the brilliant Frenchman's views.

Reference must also be made to the part
played by accidents in the shaping of the
Constitution. The members of the Con-
vention worked under pressure during the
hot and humid summer days of 1787; they
kept doors and windows closed in order to
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assure the secrecy of their deliberations.
When, at last, the agony preceding the
Connecticut compromise was over, they
wanted to get done with the rest of their
work as quickly as possible. Among the
decisions made during this period the one
on the election of the executive ranks first
in importance. All major proposals sub-
mitted in the beginning provided for the
election of the executive, whether it was to
consist of one or of several persons, by
the legislature. The Convention endorsed
this mode five times. When, however, the
Committee on Detail stated in its report
that the President "shall be elected by bal-
lot by the Legislature," it had not speci-
fied how this was to be done. If, as pro-
posed by Rutland of South Carolina, the
two Houses were to vote jointly, the deci-
sion would lie with the large states as they
dominated the House. A motion to that
effect was voted by seven states to four,
and Charles Warren" concludes: "The
loss of influence of the small States in the
Legislative election of the President, thus
brought about, probably induced them to
regard favorably some other method of
election of that official." Actually, the
weight of the small states in a presidential
election was the same in a choice by elec-
tors, as later adopted, and the election in
a joint session of House and Senate, but
in the rush of events during the final
weeks of the Convention such matters
could not be carefully scrutinized. The
shift from legislative election to what
soon became popular election did, how-
ever, have a considerable influence on the
overall workings of the new government.
If space permitted, it could be shown how
accidents shaped, or helped to shape,
other parts of the Constitution.

It is likely that in regard to both the pet-
ception of historical precedent, be it colo-
nial or post-colonial, and to the accidents
during the Convention, Montesquieu's
handy formulations played their part.
They had become firmly rooted in
peoples minds and were apt to make deci-
sions veer in the direction of what was, or
seemed to be, indicated by the Frencii
writer's "celebrated maxim."27 Montes-
quieu's views, then, acted as a powerful
.atalyzer, permitting old experiences and

old fears to shape much of the new polit-
ical structure without there acing a fully
rational examination of the country's
needs and the options available for the
promotion of its welfare.

4. Montequleu's reasoning.
Montesquieu's own approach to reality

had one thing in common with that of
John Adams: Both failed to pay attention
to the concrete developments in England
wh;.h took place in their day. For Mon-
tesquieu, in Madison's words:2" 'the
British Constitution was . .. what Homer
had been to the didactic writers on epic
poetry . . . This great political critic ap-
pears to have viewed the Constitution of
England as the standard, or to use his own
expression, as the mirror of political liber-
ty . . ." Montesquieu had been looking for
a practical model which he might oppose
to the absolute government then existing
in France. England seemed to fill the bill.
He visited that country between 1729 and
1731, when Walpole was establishing the
major essentials of parliamentary govern-
ment. He met Walpole but seems to have
been completely unaware of what Wal-
pole was doing-just as John Adams, a
generation later, failed to notice that the
younger Pitt was reaffirming and
strengthening cabinet governmen.

Montesquieu's disregard of the chang-
ing pattern of British politics is all the
more surprising since the crucial sixth
chapter of the eleventh book of The Spirit
of the Laws bears the title, "Of the Con-
stitution of England." The reader could
be forgiven if he wondered whether the
printers had made a mistake and slipped
in the wrong heading, because the refer-
ences to concrete experience which this
chapter contains are extremely brief and
dear with several other countries as well as
with England. Worse still, when English
government is mentioned this is done on
the assumption that the executive was, in
fact as well as in theory, lodged in the
King. Montesquieu went so far as to
write: 'If there were no monarch, and if
the executive power were entrusted to a
certain number of people drawn from the
legislature, there would be no liberty, be-
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cause the two powers would be united
since the same persons would at times,
and always could, have a share in the one
and in the other." 2' This comes fairly
close to being the actual condition of Brit-
ish government as it was in 1748, whcn
The Spirit of the Laws was published.
George 11 was on the throne, but his influ-
ence on events was so slender as to justify,
even for that period, calling England the
"royal republic" which she finally became
during the second half of the 19th cen-
tury. 'A certain number of people drawn
from the legislature" were governing the
country. Still, this is the England which
Montesquieu had in mind when, about to
progress from the fifth to the sixth chap-
ter of the eleventh book, he wrote: "Ther
is also a nation in the world which has po-
litical liberty as the direct object of its
constitution."

Montcsquieu then proceeds to examine
'the principles upon which (English) po-
litical liberty is founded." These principles
are considered identical with those of lib-
erty in general. There follows, however,
not a deduction from the facts of Britain's
"living constitution," but a series of apo-
dictic statements, some of which are high-
ly perceptive whereas others are influ-
enced by an inclination to let a witty aphor-
ism take over where a careful syllogism
would be in order. 30 This approach (so
typical of certain French writers) makes it
necessary to first state, and then critical;y
examine, the propositions advanced by
Montesquieu one by one, and then to ask
to what extent they were accepted by the
Framers.

Montesquieu's first proposition is:
"Constant experience shows us that man
invested with power is apt to abuse it, and
to carry his authority as far as it will go. Is
it not strange, though true that virtue it-
self has need of limits?""3

Second, "To prevent this abuse it is nec-
essary that, by the disposition of things,
power arrests power. A constitution can
be of such a nature that no one will be
forced to do things to which the law does
not oblige him, and not to do those which
the law permits.""2

Third: "When the legislative and execu-

tive powers are united in the same person,
or in the same body of magistrates, there
can be no liberty; because apprehensions
may arise, lest the same monarch or sen-
ate should enact tyrannical laws, to exe-
cute them in a tyrannical manner."

Fourth: "Again there is no liberty if the
judiciary power be not separated from the
legislative and executive." This does not,
however, mean that the judiciary is to be
given a veto over legislative and executive
acts, since "Of the three powers of which
we have spoken, the one to judge is in a
certain way null (nulle)" Montesquieu
concludes that there really are but two
powers, but since they need "a regulatory
power (in the form of two chambers) in
order to temper them., the part of the leg-
islative bodies composed by the nobles is
very suited (propre) to produce this
effect."

Evidently, then, there is no complete
identity between the views of Montes-
quieu and those of the Framers, whose
work was to lay the basis for a powerful
judiciary and who wanted none of an
hereditary second assembly. Differences
also exist in the classification of powers.
Montesquieu states in the first sentence of
the sixth chapter: "There are in every state
three powers: The legislative power, the
executive power pertaining to the affairs
which depend on international law, and
the executive power pertaining to those
which depend on civil law." Thus, there
are separate powers for foreign and do-
mestic policy. For the former Montes-
quieu seems to postulate something simi-
lar to what Locke3" had in mind when he
spoke of a separate "federative power," a
term with implications to which we shall
return.

Still, we can disregard both what
Montesquieu says about the judiciary
power, about an hereditary assembly, and
about the kinds ef executive power. His
theory of the relations between the execu-
tive and the legislature was, in its decisive
aspects, endorsed by John Adams, James
Madison, James Wilson, and the other
leading Framers. What is more impor-
tant, it corresponds to the logic of the
Constitution. The core of the theory of a

19-549 0-83-6
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system of divided (and antagonistic) pow-
ers lies in this area of agreement.

5. 11ontmquiou's originslity.
This applies to practice as well as to

theory. Powers are, under the United
States Constitution, not just divided at
one single point; the division goes straight
through the system:"'

I) The President is elected in one pro-
cess: the two houses of Congress are
chosen each in a process of its own. The
different rules of election mean different
modes of selection; the type of person
who is elected President tends to be differ-
ent from the type elected to House and
Senate.

2) Since "no person holding any office
under the United States shall be a member
of either House during his continuance in
office" neither the President, nor anyone
else serving in the executivc branch can be
a member of the legislature.

3) The Congress cannot force the Pres-
ident, or any member of his administra-
tion. out of office by a vote of censure.
Impeachment is a problem of its own, ju-
diciary rather than political in its nature.
The one case in which it was tried and fail-
ed, that of Andrew Johnson, only serves
to indicate the possibility of political per-
version, and the other one in which its
availability forced Richard Nixon out of
office underlines the judicial as well as the
highly exceptional nature of the process.

4) The President cannot resolve a con-
flict with the Congress by dissolving either
House or both.

5) Both President and Congress are
flanked by the Supreme Court and the
Federal Judiciary. After John Marshall
asserted the right of judicial review its
multiform consequences began to cast a
large shadow over what the President and
the Congress were able to do.

6) All laws, including the budget, re-
quire the consent of both houses. Con-
flicts between House and Senate, which
are not resolved with the help of the con-
ference committee, at best delay and mod-
ify and at worst muddle and paralyze gov-
ernment policy.

7) Certain provisions in the Constitu-
tion which, while not a necessary part of
the system, enhance its effects. The most
important is the need of a two-thirds vote
for the Senate's consent to the ratification
of a treaty.

8) The existence of the State govern-
ments adds to the overall effects of the
separation of powers. This vertical sep-
aration is, however, different from the
horizontal one which pits the various
brancdes of the Federal Government
against each other, and may serve the pur-
poses of constitutional government rather
well.

9) Conditions are not the same at the
end of the Twentieth as they were at the
end of the Eighteenth Century. On the
one hand, the development of political
parties helped mightily to unite what the
Constitution had separated. On the other
hand, during the Twentieth Century first
the development of the popular primary
and then the "reforms" of the 1960's and
1970's weakened the integrating forces of
party.-

It is time to return to the theoretical un-
derpinning of the separation of powers by
Montesquieu. We must begin by distin-
guishing its major characteristics from
those of its predecessors. As Herman
Finer33 put it: "The separation of powers
was invented (italics supplied) by Montes-
quieu .. ." It does not matter that Finer in
a later edition of his book3" says that that
theory "was first fully fornulated (italics
supplied) 'y Montesquieu." Between
Montesquieu and his predecessors there is
a difference of quality, and it is decisive.

The list of the pertinent authors begins
with Aristotle,3 ' who clearly distinguishes
between first, the "deliberative" elemeitt,
second, "the one that is concerned with
the magistracies." and third, the one
'which has judicial power." Aristotle's
emphasis is, however, on distinction
rather than separation. Thus, the "delib-
erative" element also exercises judicial
functions, as it "inflicts death, exile and
confiscatio-i." Further, it is 'the supreme
element in states"-there are no balances.
The overall approach is pragmatic. In
what one ct uld call an Anglo-Saxon man-
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ner Aristotle constantly regresses from
abstract theory to the practice of various
states with which he is familiar, and does
so without any dogmatism.

When considering other writers it is
well to disregard most of those listed by
John Adams,J' who tar.,ely confines him-
self to quoting pages of undigested ex-
cerpts." The first writer to be truly rele-
vant for both English and American polit-
ical thinking was John Locke.40 Locke's
approach is rather casual and as undog-
matic as that of Aristotle. There is a 'leg-
islative power" whose members make the
laws, and since that "does not take much
time," they adjourn. Thus there arises the
need for "a power always in being", the
task of which is to 'see to the execution of
the laws." For this reason "the legislative
and executive prcwer come often to be sep-
arated." Locke, then, when speaking of
the separation between the legislative and
the executive power is more intent on stat-
ing a fact than on laying down a principle.
More surprisingly, and of considerable
significance for what has to be said in re-
gard to American government is that
Locke's third power is not the judiciary,
but the "federative" power, which decides
on "war and peace, leagues and alliances,
and all the transactions which all persons
and communities without the common-
wealth." The need for this power arises
from the fact that "what is to be done in
reference to foreigners depending much
upon their actions, and the variation of
designs and interests must be left in great
part to the prudence of those who have
this power committed to them, to be man-
aged to the best of their skill for the ad-
vantage of the commonwealth." In this
important area there can, even for Locke,
not be an 'executive" power which simply
"executes" the laws passed by the legisla-
ture. In general, however, the legislative is
the supreme power, and in one passage
Locke says that the executive "may be at
pleasure changed and displaced" (by the
legislature)."1

Not much has to be said about Black-
stone, who wrote after The Spirit of the
Laws had become a "classic" to which
homage had to be paid. Blackstone, too,

is sufficiently pragmatic to limij his trib-
ute largely to terminology, retaining the
flexibility needed to make the accommo-
dations required by practice. It is precisely
such flexibility that Montesquieu quite
consistently excludes. His assertions are
so bold and impa.ssive that they consti-
tute a whole, the logic of which is not al-
ways dear. The basic premise which caused
Montesquieu to go so much farther than
Locke was stated by him in these words:
"But it is an eternal experience that every
man who has power is apt to abuse it; he
goes to the point at which he encounters
limits."42 If this is a fact it is natural to as-
sume that liberty can be protected only by
pitting one holder of power against an-
other one, and permitting no action unless
the two (or three, or more) agree.

The assumption implies a basic pessi-
mism in regard to the holders of power,
and it has frequently (though not quite
correctly) been assumed that behind it
there hides a deep-rooted pessimism in re-
gard to human nature in general. The link
to the Framers is clearly established in
Madison's No. 5I of The Federalist: "Am-
bition must be made to counteract ambi-
tion. The interest of the man must be con-
nected with the constitutional rights of the
place. It may be a reflection on human na-
ture that such devices should be necessary
to control the abuses of government. But
what is government itself, but the greatest
of all reflection on human nature? If men
were angels, no government would be nec-
essary.""3 This far-reaching anthropolog-
ical pessimism has been explained against
the background of Puritanism. Whatever
its origins, the type of separation of powers
embodied in the Constitution calls for it.
Rational analysis does not sustain this
pessimism; it points to an intermediate
position between the optimism of the an-
archists and the pessimism of a Hobbes.

Madison and his associates could have
found different answers to their prob-
lems. If they wanted to refer to angels,
they might have gone back to a theologian
such as Thomas Aquinas, who felt that
even angels needed a government. While
perfectly virtuous they might yet dis-
agree-questions pertaining to their com-
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munity could not, then, be decided except
by authority. As a good theologian,
Thomas supplemented the argument from
reason with one drawn from authority,
the Bible referring to the existence of
'powers" among the angels."4

Americans could also rely on their own
personal and political observations. Were
not most of the colonists willing to "live
and let live"? In their day conditions were
not dissimilar to those of what later came
to be called the West, where the maxim
was "live and help live." Neighbors de-
pended upon one another for survival,
and enough of them were willing to give
that help to make survival possible. In ad-
dition, the Framers took it for granted
that the type of government under which
they were to live was one not based on
force, as Machiavelli and Hobbes deemed
inevitable, but one which "derived its just
powers from the consent of the governed."
Whatever authority was established was,
then, based on voluntary cooperation;
this was hardly possible except on the
basis of a measure of mutual trust.

6. Montesquleu's mistakes: Cooperation,
deadlock ard domination

The time has now come to emphasize
the vital difference between checks and
balances. Checks act like a brake. The
forward movement is taken for granted,
but if it threatens to get out of control, it
can be slowed or stopped. In political life
checks clearly presuppose leaders willing
and able to act. The checks, however, re-
quire the compliance with certain rules,
the first purpose of which is to make peo-
ple think before they act: having to clarify
matters for others they must begin by
clarifying them in their own minds. Then,
consultation with qualified people, and
the publicity for their intended action
which sets in at a certain stage, promote
the purposes of a government based on
consent.

There are sanctions for these rules.
Thus, under a parliamentary system a
prime minister needs the support of his
cabinet to prevail in parliar.cnt. Even
when prime minister and cabinet agree the
votes of a parliamentary majority cannot

be taken for granted; if a significant
number of them disagree they can com-
bine with the opposition and topple the
government. The threat of such action
will, as a rule, suffice; this is, to take an
extreme case, the way in which Neville
Cnamberlain was induced to resign in
1940. Furthermore, if a political leader
treats his parliamentary followers with
less respect than they consider their due,
he may have to pay the price even after his
party has lost power, as did Edward
Heath when he was replaced by Mrs.
Thatcher.

All of this includes, of course, that in-
centive to rationality which the need for a
free and frank discussion with equals im-
plies. The prime minister of the electronic
age may occupy a more eminent position
than those of the past, but a recent event
demonstrates the influence which cahinet
members may exert on their chiec: When
Mrs. Thatcher did not, as fo-eshadowed
in the Conservative elect',)n manifesto to
recognize the government of Bishop Muz-
orewa in Rhodesia, she bowed to the ad-
vice of Lord Cal rington, her Foreign Sec-
retary. Similarly, she had to yield to
substantial Cabinet pressure in regard to
Uritain's contributions to the EEC when
the Foreign Office ministers accepted
"three-quarters of a loaf" rather than the
whole loaf to which she had committed
herself. No two issues could have been
more important and more sensitive.

If these are the attributes of checks,
balances are something else again. When
the term "balances" is applied to politics a
conclusion is drawn by analogy. Such
conclusions usually appear highly plaus-
ible, but they easily turn into tht high
road to fallacy.

Thc term "balance" belongs to the field
of physics. When we place differert
weights on a scale we do want a balance; it
makes it possible to determine an un-
known weight by one that is known. In
politics, however, the proper term for
"balance" is deadlock.'" Montesquieu
wants two or more equal powers to op-
pose one another in such a way that none
can act without the concurrence of the
others-any power's "no" is final.
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Montesquieu is too intelligent not to see
that the possibility of deadlock is implied
in the system: 'These three powers should
form a condition of rest or inaction."
Without hesitating a moment, however,
he continues: "But since through the
necessary movement of things they are
constrained to move, they will be forced
to move in concert.""

Is not that a logical salto mortale? Ac-
tually, where Montesquieu sees but one
possibility, there are three. First, move-
ment "by concert" may occur. Those
placed in a position of rivals may realize
that when everyone insists on his own po-
sition he endangers the welfare of all. Had
action on the basis of this insight not been
frequent the Constitution could not have
lasted as long as it has. Cooperation is
possible, in the first place, because man,
even political man, is not "evil" in the
sense presupposed by the logic of a hostile
separation of powers; some kind of sepa-
ration is, of course, necessary so that one
group of people can check the other with-
out both having to face the danger of
deadlock. In the second place, when par-
ties developed they could at least en-
deavor to unite what the Constitution
separated. The Framers, viewing matters
in the context of their time, saw only the
antagonistic aspects of party, not the fact
that party in itself involves a vast measure
of cooperation which can, under favor-
able conditions, establish an acceptable
relationship between the legislative and
the executive branches.

Still, a tendency to deadlock is imma-
nent in our constitutional structure, no
matter how often it is over-compensated.
We cannot agree with Charles A. Beard
when, in a persuasively formulated pas-
sage,"7 he tries to explain the problem
away by speaking of a "dynamic equili-
brium." That is a contradiction in terms,
and what Beard says to explain useful im-
pediments to what might be hasty political
action clearly belongs under the heading
of "checks" rather than of 'balances."

As an illustration, brief reference may
be made to the two cases in American his-
tory which demonstrate a deadlock in al-
most "pure" form. The first is the conflict
between Woodrow Wilson and the Senate

which kept the United States out of the
League of Nations. It could have been re-
solved, but neither Wilson nor Hernry
Cabot Lodge did what was necessary for
that purpose. The forces which pulled
them apart did not only arise from their
respective character traits, although these
played their pan. Both operated under a
system which encouraged conflict and,
when conflict developed, provided for no
institutional mechanism by which it could
be resolved.

The second major case of an open and
unresolved deadlock concerns domestic
developments. As Senator Fulbright put
it:

I think in Hoover's later years, the
severity of the depression was vastly ac-
centuated by the 2 years between 1930
and 1932 in that Congress would not go
along with him. We could not do much.
We just sat there and things got much
worse in that period. You had a 2-year
period in which perhaps something
should have been done to prevent or
lessen the severity of that situation.

When Representative Cox asked: "Is that
a criticism of Mr. Hoover or of the Con-
gress?" Senator Fulbright answered: "I
think it is a criticism of the system. There
was no way out of the situation."" What
Senator Fulbright meant to say hardiy
was that there was absolutely no way out
of the situation, but rather that to find
such a way went "against the grain." Our
leaders were confronted with what the
medieval theologian would have desig-
nated as a call for 'works of supereroga-
tion." Conceivably, such works might be
performed, but in the ordinary course of
events this will not easily be done by ordi-
nary men. On such ordinary men we
must, however, rely.

There exists, in addition to the possi-
bilities of cooperation and of deadlock,
the- one of domination. First. the Con-
gress might ride roughshod over the ex-
ecutive and the judiciary. This Is what the
Framers, including the absent Jefferson,
feared the most. As we shall see shortly,
they did not do so because they were anti-
democratic, but on account of what they
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had observed both during the war and the
following years.

More recently, however, and in particu-
lar since the New Deal and the Second
World War, events have tended to favor
executive rather than legislative domina-
tion. The authors of The Federalist could
not foresee details, but in Madison's the
Federalist No. 4949 we read:

It might, however, sometimes happen,
that appeals would be made under cir-
cumstances less adverse to the executive
and judiciary departments. The usurpa-
tion of the legislature might be so fre-
aoent and so sudden, as to admit of no
speaous coloring. A strong party
among themselves might take sides with
other branches. The executive power
might be in the hands of a peculiar
favorite of the people. In such a posture
of things, the public decision might be
less swayed by prepossessions in favor
of the legislative party.

Madision was aware of the fact that exec-
utive usurpation is no more conducive to
the general welfare than its legislative
counterpart. In his words: "The passions,
therefore, not the reason of the public will
sit in judgment," though "the passions
ought to be controlled and regulated by
the government."

A domination of the other branches by
the judiciary is a different matter. Judges
will not deliberately seek it; if they did
and won out they would not have the
means to establish an effective control of
the government. Still, of late there have
been repeated complaints about an "im-
perial judiciary"; actually, a French
author wrote a well-known book with the
title, The Government of the Judges,
more than a generation ago.5 0

In any case, Montesquieu's assumption
that the three powers would have to
,move in concert" runs up against logic as
well as against the verdict of history. F~ur-
thermore, we shall have repeated occasion
to see that where there is cooperation it is
fraught with problems of its own.

7. Did the Framere mean It?
The Framers would have thought twice

had they foreseen such results, all the

more so since their intellectual leaders at
times clearly rejected its major premise,
anthropological pessimism. They were fa-
miliar with its radical version, as set forth
by Machiavelli and Hobbes, and wanted
none of it. John Adams expressed himself
most clearly when he said about men:
'They were intended by nature to live in
society, and in this way to restrain one
another and in general they are a very
good kind of creature; but they know
each other's imbecility so well that they
ought never to lead one another into
temptation."" That reads like a per-
suasive justification for checks; it dioes
not warrant balances.

Similar considerations apply to James
Madison, who had termed the need for
government 'a reflection on human na-
ture." The theory of "countervailing
powers" which he developed in The
Federalist No. 10 does not call for
balances. Similarly, in The Federalist No.
51 he says that 'the compound republic of
America" comprehends" in the society so
many separate descriptions of citizens as
will render an unjust combination of the
majority of the whole very improbable if
not impracticable." He does, in the same
essay, endorse the separation of powers,
though the reader may be forgiven if he
wonders why. That question also arises on
the basis of his earlier analysis of "The
Vices of the Political System of the United
States."" Protection against the abuse of
power is once again seen in terms of "con-
tervailing forces," in particular in a large
country. The only additional reason for
hope "is such a process of elections as will
most certainly extract from the mass of
the Society the purest and noblest charac-
ters which it contains . . ."" No reference
is made to Montesquieu and his pro-
posals. Such references do occur quite
consistently in The Federalist nos. 47-51,
but we must remember that these essays
were to defend the Constitution against
the charge that it did not go far enough in
providing for a separation of powers.
Madison, then, was on the defensive; he
;vas not the first one to overstate his views
in such a situation.

The crucial statement of Madison's
views on power is to be found in a letter to
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Thomas Jefferson of October 17, 1788, in
which he could explain himself in all free-
dom to a trusted friend:"

It has been remarked that there is a
tendency in all Governments to an aug-
mentation of power at the expense of
liberty. But the remark as usually
understood does not appear to me well
founded. Power when it has attained a
certain degree of energy and indepen-
dence goes on generally to further
degrees. But when below that degree,
the direct tendency is to further degrees
of relaxation, until the abuses of liberty
beget a sudden transition to an undue
degree of power. With this explanation
the remark may be true; and in the lat-
ter sense only is it in my opinion appli-
cable to the Governments in America.
It is a melancholy reflection that liberty
should be equally exposed to danger
whether the Government have too
much or too little power, and that the
line which divides these extremes should
b" so inaccurately defined by experi-
ence.

This statement differs from Montesquieu
first in regard to the historical back-
ground. While Montesquieu did reject a
concentration of power under any form
of government his personal thrust was
directed against the absolute monarchy of
his day. Madison was confronted with
legislative domination, and this made him
appreciate the positive aspects of execu-
tive action.

Madison was equally appreciative of
the positive aspects of power in general.
Power may, "when it has attained a cer-
tain degree of energy and independence,"
go "on generally to further degrees." But
Madison also says that "when below that
degree, the direct tendency is to further
degrees of relaxation, until the abuses of
liberty beget a sudden transition to an un-
due degree of power." Too little power,
then, is 7s dangerous as too much. The
Framers agreed with the view that the ori-
gin of tyranny lies, as Pi,.to was the first
to emphasize, in an excess of freedom.
This destroys authority and calls forth a
'leader" who rules by brute force. For

Madison power was a national resource,
needed badly to restrain those elements in
society which are strong enough to op-
press the weak, and thus secure the free-
dom of all.

Alexander Hamilton followed the same
line of thought, though he of all the
Framers, painted human weaknessess in
the darkest colors. In The Federalist No.
26 he almost turns into an advocate of
"positive thinking.": "Confidence must be
placed somewhere . . . it is better to
hazard the abuse of that confidence than
to embarrass the government and en-
danger the public safety by impolitic
restrictions on the legislative authority.""
He continues by anticipati..n the results of
parties: ". . . the spirit of party . . . must
be expected to infect all political bodies."
Therefore, there will always be people in
the Congress "willing enough to arraign
measures and criminate the views of the
majority." He concludes: "If the majority
should be really disposed to exceed the
proper limits, the community will be
warned of the danger and will have an op-
portunity of taking measure against it."'*
Hamilton, then, refers to the checks of
the kind which a parliamentary opposi-
tion brings to bear on a government; it is
frequently more potent, and always more
constructive, than are the balances of
mutually hostile powers.

There is no more fitting way of con-
cluding this discussion than by quoting
from The Federalist No. 55", for since
authorship was claimed by both Madison
and Hamilton it must reflect the views of
both:

As there is a degree of depravity in
mankind which requires a certain de-
gree of circumspection and distrust, so
there ate other qualities in human
nature which justify a certain portion
of esteem and confidence. Repubiican
government presupposes the existence
of these qualities in a higher degree
than any other form. Were the pictures
which have been drawn by the political
jealousy of some among us faithful
likenesses of the human character, the
inference would be, that there is not
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.ufficient virtue among men for self-
tovernment; and that nothing less th .n
the chains of despotism can restrain
hem from destroying and devouring

cat another.

f' Framers rejected not only the an-
.hropciogical foundation of Montes-
quieu's system, they clearly intended to
avoid some of the results which their ver-
sion of that system was to produce. Theirs
.vas not a separation of powers in the ab-
tract; it was a separation against. Actual-
y, in this they followed the example of
4ontesquieu, who in theory rejected the
concentration of power under any form
of government but who in fact protested
against the absolute monarchy prevailing
in the France oF his day. The Framers, in
their turn, protested against the concen-
tration of power in the legislature. The
early state constitutions reflected the
memory of the battles fought against
royal authority. As has happened in such
cases throughout history' the executive
was distrusted and its powers minimized.
Governors were mere figureheads. The
Governor of Virginia, for example, was
elected by the legislature for at most three
one-year terms. The legislators considered
themselves the only true representatives of
the people: they assumed certain executive
functions which they were ill-equipped to
exercise, and trespassed on the judiciary.
When Madison complained that "The leg-
islative department is. . . . drawing all
power into its impetuous vortex""' he was
merely echoing Jefferson's60 statement
that "all powers, legislative, executive,
and judiciary" were resulting to "the legis-
lative body," leading to the conclusion
that "173 despots would certainly be as
oppressive as one," and some of the legis-
lators were starkly illiterate. Therefore,
when the Framers expressed fear of
legislative domination this was not a
result of anti-democratic tendencies but a
simple reaction to an all but universal
fact.

John Adams, once again, status the
Framers' intentions most lucidly. In the
very preface of his "Defense" 6 ' we read:
"If there is one certain truth to be col-

lected from the history of all ages, it is
this; that the people's rights and liberties,
and the democratical mixture in a consti-
tution, can never be preserved without a
strong executive, or, other words, without
separating the executive from the legisla-
tive power."6"

The separation of powers, then, was to
provide for, rather than forestall, a strong
executive. However, Adams' logic broke
down when it came to linking the means
to the end. The constitution did give the
President a much broader sway of power
than was held by any governor. But it also
made Adams wonder from the first
whether the executive was going to be as
strong as the situation required. He even
lost himself in pettyness when endeavor-
ing to save what he could. Thus, when
President Washington had delivered his
first address to the newly convened Con-
gress, Adams, as tne presiding officer of
the Senate, spoke of 'his most gracious
speech." When the minutes were read and
the phrase was repeated, the dour Scot,
Senator William Maclay6' exploded: the
Revolution had seen a struggle against
"kingly authority," and 'everything
related to that species of government is
odious to the people." Therefore, no
.most gracious"! Adams excitedly stood
up and spoke of the need for "dignified
and respectable government." He had
been one of the first to join in the Revolu-
tion but "if he could have thought of this,
he would never have drawn his sword."
Maclay had his way, however; the offend-
ing words were stricken from the recnrd.
After the session had adjourned Adams
took Maclay aside and reemphasized his
wish for an efficient government. Accord-
ing to Maclay: "He got on the subject of
checks to government and the balances of
power.... I caught at the last word, and
said undoubtedly without balance there
could be - equilibrium, and so left him
hanging it geometry."

It is difficult not to think of John
Adams when reading what James A.
Michener6" writes about one of his
characters:

He speculated on this (society's need for
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a compromise between radicals and
conservatives) for some minutes, and
true to habit, whenever he dealt with
large concepts such as society, mankind
and change he began to think in
French, and this was the fatal canker in
his character; by every external sign he
was fitted to be an English gentlemen.
except that he had learned to read
French books, and these had corrupted
him.

He was enormously captivated by
Montesquieu and had spent one sum-
mer evaluating the Frenchman's chal-
lenging theory thaL the governance of
man is best served by dividing authority
into three insulated compartments: ex-
ecutive, legislative, judicial. It had
never occurred to him that those were
the functions of government, but under
Montesquieu's exquisite tutelage he saw
that this was the case.

There follows a happy ending which,
however, was not to be that of John
Adams:

But as soon as he reached this conclu-
sion, he drew back from its logical con-
sequences: The best way to attain this
balance is by following the English
system. A just king, a stalwart Parlia-
ment, a wise group of judges.

S. Some strong points from the
"Men of Little Faith."

It was left to one of the Anti-Federalists
to take a critical look at the very essence
of the separation of powers. "Centinel."
whose "letters" according to John Bach
McMaster and Frederick D. Stone" ex-
celled as much among the writings oppos-
ing the Constitution as The Federalist did
among those defending it. Significantly,
"Centinel" concentrates his fire on John
Adams, according to whom "the adminis-
trators of every government will ever be
actuated by views of private interest and
ambition, to the detriment of the public
good. . . . therefore, the only effectual
method to secure the rights of the people
and promote their welfare, is to create an
opposition of interests between members
of two distinct bodies.. ." "Centinel" asks

"how is the welfare and happiness of the
community to be the result of such jarring
adverse interests?"" There at least ought
to be "a corresponding weight in the com-
munity" to tilt the balance in the proper
direction, but Adams had not shown
where it was, nor had he been able to refer
to any government where such conditions
actually existed.

"Centinel" also feels that government,
in order to be responsible, must be simple:
'If you complicate the plan by various
orders, the people will be perplexed and
divided in their sentiment about the
source of abuses or misconduct. Further-
more, the "great body of the people never
steadily attend to the operations of the
government." Having their task made un-
duly difficult, they will, it is implied,
display even less interest, with the result
"that the interposition of the people may
be rendered imperfect or perhaps wholly
abortive."

With all of this it is not too difficult to
agree. "Centinel" is, however, less convinc-
ing in his alternative. He sees it in the con-
stitution of his native Pennsylvania with
its unicameral legislature, "elected for a
short period, and necessarily excluded by
rotation from permanency. .." There was
not much of an executive, and it is hard to
see how responsibility could be clearly fixed
with most powers concentrated ir the leg-
islature. On the federal level this arrange-
ment could hardly have failed to lead to
the capriciousness and the futility charac-
teristic of "government by assembly."

"Centinel's" points in regard to the
separation of powers" are nevertheless
well taken, and much in subsequent ex-
perience has justified them. That the
strength of "Centinel's arguments was not
perceived at the time is largely due to that
"parade of imaginable horrors" in which
he joined his fellow Anti-Federalists.
Thus, he would "make it appear to the
meanest capacity .. . that it (the Constitu-
tion) is a most daring attempt to establish
a despotic aristocracy among freemen,
that the world has ever witnessed.""

Similar considerations apply to George
Mason. He was one of the most active and
constructive debaters of the Constitution-
al Convention, but in the end he joined
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two other members in refusing to sign.
His cbjections" cover a number of points
but the most important one concerns the
failure to provide for an executive coun-
cil, which Mason regretted even more
than several others, including Benjamin
Franklin and Edmund Randolph. Its ab-
sence was 'a thing unknown in any safe
and regular government." The result
would be "the lack of proper information
and advice." The President would "gener-
ally be directed by minions and favorites."
He might also become "a tool of the Sen-
ate," or listen to a council composed of
"the principal officers of the great depart-
ments-the worst and most dangerous of
all ingredients for such a council, in a free
country."'7 Mason's objection was that
the members of such a council "may be in-
duced to join in any dangerous or oppres-
sive measures, to shelter themselves, and
to prevent an inquiry into their own mis-
conduct in office."

The only part of this argument which is
valid consists in the reference to the pos-
sibility that the President might 'generally
be directed by minions and favorites."
Cabinet members appointed by the Presi-
dent and liable to dismissal at will could
not provide their chief with the truly inde-
pendent advice which he needs. In this
respect it is particularly surprising that the
alternative of a British-type cabinet sys-
tem was not considered, although James
Iredell, in his reply to Mason, at least
managed to describe it in recognizable
terms."' With such an institution there
was no need for a separate process in
order to elect independent men represent-
ing the various parts of the country. A
cabinet will be constituted so as to include
people from more than one region, and all
of them have a true political standing of
their own.

Such a cabinet, too, is the logical place
to unite policy and politics. Whoever is in
charge of a department will, if he is com-
petent, be aware of its problems. Having
been elected to his seat in the House, and
knowing that the survival of the govern-
ment depends upon the next election, he
will pay attention to the need to mai'e the
voters understand what is being done and
why.

Lastly, such a cabinet is the natural
place in which to overcome departmental
egotism and shortsightedness. Its mem-
bers will remind each other that the peo-
ple will judge them on the basis of their
overall record; the prime minister will do
his best to overcome what remains of the
inevitable centrifugal tendencies. An
American President will do the :ame, but
will have to operate under a setup' about
which Woodrow Wilson wrote:

The Makers of the Constitution con-
structed the Federal Government upon
a theory of checks and balances which
was meant to limit the operation of
each power and to allow to no single
part or organ of it a dominating force;
but no government can be successfully
conducted upon so mechanical a
theory. Leadership and control must be
looged somewhere; the whole art of
statesmanship is the art of bringing the
severE; parts of government into effec-
tive cooperation for the accomplish-
ment of particular common objects ...

In conclusion we must return to a main
concern which animated George Mason
and several of his prominent contem-
poraries: the fear of the irrational tenden-
cies which were bound to assail a single-
person executive. A few years later
Thomas Paine" was to write:

An individual by election is almost as
bad as the hereditary system except
there is always a better chance of not
having an idiot. (Paine thought of
George 111) . .. He will have no person
to consult with of a standing equal with
himself, and consequently be deprived
of the advantages arising from "discus-
sion."
Those whom he admits in consultation
will be ministers of his own appoint-
ment, who, if they displease by their ad-
vice, must expect to be dismissed. The
authority also is too great, and the
business too complicated, to be en-
trusted to the ambition or the judgment
of an individual . ..

In subsequent American history attention
to this warning has been rare, but Water-
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gate constituted a powerful reminder of
its validity. The strange events associated
with that name had, however, their pre-
cedents, although these have hardly ever
been analyzed as vigorously as was done
by George Reedy" in the case of the
Johnson presidency.

George Mason and other outstanding
men of the constitutional period did sense
a real danger. They condemned themselves
to futility, however, when they advocated
such alternatives as a multiple executive
or an executive council, the drawback of
which their opponents could easily dem-
onstrate. The two sides could have recon-
diled their differences had they been
aware of what was then being developed
in England. The cabinet system provides
for the unity of action dear to Hamilton
and Madison, and it contains an effective
council for the chief executives, as desired
by Mason, 'Centiner and Paine.
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from President and Congress: Power and Policy
by Louis Fisher

PRINCIPLE OF

SEPARATED POWERS

The President and Congress frequently collide when exercis-
ing the legislative, spending, tax, and war powers. When
they do, it is customary to charge one another with having
violated a central tenet of American government: the separa-
tion of powers. Although this principle is considered the cor-
nerstone of our system and an article of political faith for the
Founding Fathers, there are wide differences of opinion as
to what the framers of the Constitution meant by it. We are
told that they embraced the doctrine of Montesquieu, yet
there is a good deal of doubt as to what he meant, or
whether they borrowed from him in the first place. More-
over, there remains the question: how should one apply a
principle, adopted in 1787, to the situations facing us today?

SEPARATED POWERS: ORIGIN AND PURPOSE

The pitfalls of communication are nowhere more evi-
dent than in the concept of separated powers. It seems as
though we cannot avoid one misinterpretation without si-

I
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multaneously committing another. If we fail to insist on sep-
aration, then one branch might accumulate too much influ-
ence and either mismanage or abuse its powers. On the other
hand, if separation is interpreted in a literal and strict sense,
this encourages each branch to spin independently and
freely in its own orbit. That too can lead to mismanagement
and abuse.

Separated Powers and Liberty

Students are often taught that powers are separated as a
means of preserving liberties; yet it is equally true that too
much stress on separation can destroy liberties. The historic
antagonism in France between executive and legislature,
characterized by an oscillation between administrative and
representative forms of governme nt, is a classic example of
the danger of extreme separation. The constitutions of 1791
and 1848 represented the most ambitious attempts in France
to establish a pure separation of powers. The consequence,
in the first case, was the Committee of Public Safety, the
Directory, and the reign of Napoleon Bonaparte, while the
second experiment led to Louis Napoleon, reaction, and the
Second Empire. "It is hardly surprising," Professor Vile has
observed, "that this last flirtation with the pure doctrine
ended in the same way as others had ended in France-in
absolutism."

It was just this kind of political fragmentation and pa-
ralysis of power that the framers of the American Constitu-
tion wanted to avoid. Justice Story explained that the fram-
ers accepted a separation of power, but "endeavored to
prove that a rigid adherence to it in all cases would be sub-
versive of the efficiency of the government, and result in the
destruction of the public liberties."

Separated -Powers and Efficiency

That raises a second issue: the relationship between sep-
arated powers and governmental efficiency. In United States
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v. Brown (1965), Chief Justice Warren declared that a sepa-
ration of powers was "obviously not instituted with the idea
that it would promote governmental efficiency. It was, on
the contrary, looked to as a bulwark against tyranny." A
more famous dictum by Justice Brandeis, in the 1926 Myers
case, asserts: "The doctrine of the separation of powers was
adopted by the Convention of 1787, not to promote effi-
ciency but to preclude the exercise of arbitrary power."

According to this view, the framers adopted a separation
of powers essentially to obstruct the process of government
-to slow it down and to frustrate whatever desigls one
branch might have on another, or on the citizens. This im-
pression pervades not merely college textbooks but profes-
sional journals as well.

It is curious that we still identify the framers with a
doctrinaire view of separated powers, instead of placing our
emphasis on the practical considerations that gave rise to
three branches. I would not go so far as to claim that the
framers' search for administrative efficiency, and their adop-
tion of a separate executive for that purpose, represents the
whole truth. Still, it is at least half the truth, and since this
side of the story receives so little attention it should be told.
The evolution of separate branches from 1774 to 1789 will
be traced in detail in this chapter.

Influence of Montesquieu

Although the Articles of Confederation did not provide
for a separate executive and judiciary in 1777, only a decade
later the Federal Constitution included the office of the
Presidency and the Supreme Court. In this interval of ten
years, the political theory of Montesquieu is said to have
gained greater acceptance. Under his influence, the Found-
ing Fathers supposedly agreed upon the need for a separa-
tion of powers. We have it from Woodrow Wilson that the
makers of the Constitution "followed the scheme as they
found it expounded in Montesquieu, followed it with genu-
ine scientific enthusiasm." James Bryce, whose American
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Commonwealth is regarded as one of the great works on the

United States, said that the Constitution was created "de
novo, on the most slender basis of preexisting national insti-
tutions...." The framers, he argued, "had for their ora-
cle of political philosophy the treatise of Montesquieu on
the Spirit of Laws. . . . No general principle of politics
laid such hold on the constitution-makers and statesmen of
America as the dogma that the separation of these three
functions is essential to freedom."

It would seem as if delegates at the Philadelphia Con-
vention took turns exploring the merits and subtleties of ab-
stract theories, arguing the fine points of political power and
human nature. There is, indeed, some evidence to support
that picture. Montesquieu was mentioned several times at
the Federal Convention and at the state ratifying conven-
tions. He was praised in the Federalist Papers as "the cele-
brated Montesquieu" and the "oracle" who was always cited
on the separation doctrine. The idea that the Constitution
was the product of mental gymnastics, derived more from

theoretical principles than from experience and practice,
gained wide currency when William Gladstone described it
as "the most wonderful work ever struck off at a given time
by the brain and purpose of man." One of the most percep-
tive students of representative government, John Stuart
Mill, maintained that the whole edifice of the Constitution
was "constructed within the memory of man, upon abstract
principles."

All of this puts the emphasis more on borrowed theory
than on first-hand experience. It implies that Madison and
the other leading figures used an essentially scriptural ap-
proach to the construction of government, first adopting
Montesquieu's The Spirit of the Laws as the authoritative
text and then extracting from it to fashion their arguments.
The framers did refer to such foreign writers as Montes-
quieu, Hume, and Blackstone, but they did so to embellish
an argument, not to prove it. The argument itself was
grounded on what had been learned at home. Theory played
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a role, but it was always circumscribed and tested by experi-
ence.

To assert that the framers accepted Montesquieu's work
as the "Bible of political wisdom" is to overlook their intel-
lectual debt to earlier writers who had urged that govern-
ment be stabilized by distributing power and by a system of
mixed government. It overlooks also the experiences of colo-
nial government in America prior to the appearance of The
Spirit of the Laws in 1748, as well as the evolving nature of a
separate executive and judiciary under the Articles of Con-
federation. Finally, it ignores the very significant differences
between Montesquieu's conception of tripartite government
and the form it took in our own Constitution.

These are important points, but to develop all of them
here, I think, would prove to be too much of a diversion. If
you are interested in the historical and philosophical back-
ground of the principle of separated powers, and want to
know what this principle actually meant to six of the Found-
ing Fathers, I invite you to read the material in the Appen-
dix.

What I want to do at this point is trace the evolution of
a separation of powers under the Articles of Confederation.
During that period, the Continental Congress demonstrated
its inability to discharge legislative duties and at the same
time tend to administrative and judicial matters. This his'
tory will help undercut the notion that the framers were in-
fluenced primarily by Montesquieu. More important, it will
show that the shift of power away from Congress began long
before the drafting of the Constitution or the appearance of
our more assertive Presidents.

In the years before the Philadelphia Convention, funda-
mental economic and political forces were at work. The ex-
isting governmental structure was gradually discredited, and
in its place there appeared new forms and new distributions
of power. Shortly after the Constitution had set up the three
departments of government, George Washington observed
that it was "unnecessary to be insisted upon, because it is
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well known, that the impotence of Congress under the for-
mer confederation, and the inexpediency of trusting more
ample prerogatives to a single Body, gave birth to the differ-
ent branches which constitute the present general govern-
ment."

NATIONAL EXECUTIVES, 1774-1789

The Articles of Confederation (1777) did not provide
for a national executive. There was a President of Congress,
but he was merely a presiding officer, without executive
power. Thus the Continental Congress had to handle both
legislative and executive duties. Congress first delegated ad-
ministrative responsibilities to a number of committees.
That failed to work, and so did the subsequent system of
boards staffed by men outside Congress. When departments
run by single executives were finally established, in 1781, it
was not until delays and makeshift arrangements had imper-
iled the war effort. "It is positively pathetic," wrote Jay Cae-
sar Guggenheimer, "to follow Congress through its aimless
wanderings in search of a system for the satisfactory manage-
ment of its executive departments."

Administration by Committee

Instead of setting up a separate executive body, the Ar-
ticles of Confederation authorized the Continental Congress
to appoint a committee to sit during a recess of Congress. In
addition, Article 9 permitted Congress to appoint "such
other committees and civil officers as may be necessary for
managing the general affairs of the United States." Commit-
tees of that character had been operating for several years
prior to the drafting of the Articles. In 1774, for instance,
committees were established to petition the King, to exam-
ine matters relating to trade and manufacture, and to pre-
pare addresses to the people of Great Britain and Quebec.

After the battles at Lexington and Concord in April
1775, Congress appointed a committee to consider ways and
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means of securing ammunition and military supplies. A com-
mittee was also appointed to maintain regular correspon-
dence with friends in Great Britain, Ireland, and other
countries. First called the Committee of Secret Correspon-
dence, it later became the Committee for Foreign Affairs.
With the outbreak of the war of independence, Congress
formed other committees to handle military preparedness:
the Committee of Commerce, to oversee the importation of
gunpowder and munitions; the Marine Committee, to con-
struct armed vessels; and the Board of War and Ordnance.
In a technical sense these were legislative committees; but in
the context of what actually took place, they are best remem-
bered as forerunners of the executive departments of state,
commerce, navy, and war.

A rapid proliferation of committees prevented members
of Congress from carrying out their deliberative functions.
John Adams was kept busy from four in the morning until
ten at night, serving, by his own count, on close to ninety re-
corded committees, as well as on a great number of others
that were unrecorded. The appearance of literally hundreds
of committees was in part a reflection of factional struggles
within Congress. When members failed to gain dominance
over one committee, they were often successful in setting up
special committees which they could control. Matters having
to do with foreign affairs, for instance, were sometimes re-
ferred to special committees. The Committee for Foreign Af-
fairs was periodically reduced to the status of an investigat-
ing body, or "a mere burial vault for questions which the
parent body did not care to face."

Committee work was further hampered by a failure to
select members on the basis of special ability. According to
one contemporary, most committee members owed their ap-
pointment more to zeal and patriotism than to ability:
"Competent merchants, therefore, are placed on the Com-
mittee for Foreign Affairs. Many colonels and generals are in
Congress. but none of them are on the Board of War." Of
the Marine Committee, John Jay said that "few members
understand even the state of our naval affairs, or have time
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or inclination to attend to them." Furthermore, fluctuations
in the membership of Congress would produce comparable
shifts in committee policy. Under these conditions, it was
impossible to achieve any coherence or consistency in com-
mittee work.

A System of Boards

As a compromise between the committee system and a
single executive, Congress tried to relieve delegates of mana-
gerial details by establishing boards composed of men from
outside Congress. In March 1776, one of the delegates sug-
gested setting up a Board of Treasury, a War Office, a Board
of Public Accounts, and others boards. When nothing came
of this idea, members of Congress continued to press for bet-
ter means of execution.

Early in November 1776, Congress authorized the ap-
pointment of three commissioners to execute the business of
the navy, subject to the direction of the Marine Committee.
This body came to be known as the Navy Board. On Decem-
ber 26, Congress appointed a committee to look into the
plan of establishing executive boards composed of persons
who were not members of Congress. Delays set in again, de-
spite the belief of some members of Congress that the coun-
try's safety required immediate reform. William Hooper
wrote Robert Morris in February 1777 that the country
would be ruined unless competent officers were appointed to
manage the nation's funds: "from a false parsimony in saving
hundreds in salaries of proper Officers we are sporting away
millions in the want of them."

A plan was reported in April 1777 for a board of war
and ordnance. Deliberation was postponed and the motion
sent back to committee. Another plan appeared in July. Ap-
pointments for the board were shelved several times and the
matter eventually lost in the shuffle of congressional busi-
ness. Action finally came in October. The committee report
in favor of a board composed of members outside Congress
was adopted with some amendments, and appointments to
the Board of War were announced the following month.
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The introduction of outside personnel helped relieve
legislators of some committee work, but it did not noticeably
improve the efficiency and dispatch of the war effort. A new
Board of War and Ordnance was reconstituted to include
members of Congress. Financial administration was divided
between a Board of Treasury and the Committee of Finance.
When mistakes by the boards occurred, or when the work
proceeded at too slow a pace, no single party could be held
responsible. Moreover, the boards could not execute legisla-
tive business unless Congress disciplined its own activities
and expedited matters. There is ample evidence that much
of the time saved by delegating matters to the boards was
subsequently lost in trifling debate. Members of Congress
were especially irritated by proceedings during 1778.

A'delegate from Maryland reported that "The Congress
do worse than ever: We murder time, and chat it away in
idle impertinent talk." Washington learned from Gouver-
neur Morris that legislative business could have been com-
pleted, except that "our superior Abilities or the Desire of
appearing to possess them lead us to such exquisite Tedious-
ness of Debate that the most precious Moments pass un-
heeded away like vulgar Things." One delegate begged to be
relieved of his legislative duties, exclaiming that "I'll be
dam'd if you ever catch me here again. Those who have dis-
positions for Jangling, and are fond of displaying their Rhe-
torical abilities, let them come. I never was so sick of any-
thing in my life." Other letters, equally caustic of congres-
sional behavior, could be cited.

Not until 1781 did Congress take the next step in effi-
cient administration: the appointment of single officers. In
the meantime, power fell into the hands of the more ener-
getic and able public officials.

"Democratical Forms, Monarchical Substance"

The reluctance of Congress to entrust power to single
executives might seem understandable in view of the linger-
ing enmity toward colonial governors. But when Samuel
Adams praised the standing committees of Congress for their
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democratic qualities, the compliment applied more to ap-

pearances than to the existing state of affairs. On an infor-
mal level, committee chairmen found that the actual work-
necessarily fell into their hands, regardless of the number of

men on the committee who officially shared power with
them.

Gouverneur Morris explained how the lion's share of

the work fell on him: "You must not imagine that the mem-
bers of these committees took any share or burden of the af-

fairs. Necessity, preserving the democratical forms, assumed
the monarchical substance of business. The Chairman re-

ceived and answered all letters and other applications, took

every step which he deemed essential, prepared reports, gave

orders, and the like, and merely took the members of a com-
mittee into a chamber and for form's sake made the needful
communications, and received their approbation which was
given of course."

Robert Morris became a single executive, in effect, as

early as December 1776. He had informed Congress that his

powers on the Marine Committee fell short of his responsi-
bilities. Congress subsequently authorized him, in conjunc-
tion with his two associates, to adopt whatever measures he

deemed proper, not only in marine matters but "in all oth-

ers, as you shall think necessary, and most conducive to the

public Good...." Thus, Morris used his discretionary au-

thority to execute matters specifically related to the navy, as

well as to other areas touched by the Marine Committee.
A single executive also emerged in the Committee of

Foreign Affairs-not as a result of congressional policy, but

because of attrition. Originally staffed with five members of

Congress, by the summer of 1779 it had dwindled to one
man: James Lovell. To explain why things were not cared

for promptly, he wrote to Arthur Lee that "there is really no

such Thing as a Com'tee of foreign affairs existing-no Sec-

retary or Clerk-further than that I persevere to be one and
the other."

The powers of Benjamin Franklin were of formidable
dimensions. In seeking new sources of funds in Europe, as
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the fiscal agent of Congress, he exercised the duties of a sec-
retary of state and a secretary of the treasury. He also had to
function as a secretary of war in selecting and forwarding
supplies, as a secretary of the navy in supervising a system of
privateers in the European waters, and as a supreme admi-
ralty judge in settling the prize questions that arose from
privateering.

Though Gouverneur Morris, Robert Morris, Lovell,
and Franklin all possessed the responsibilities of single exec-
utives, other duties prevented them from discharging their
administrative workloads with the proper speed and, atten-
tion. Gouverneur Morris described the war years as unimag-
inably laborious: "Not to mention the attendance from 11
to 4 in the house, which was common to all, and the ap-
pointments to committees, of which I had a full share, I was
at the same time Chairman, and of course did the business,
of the Standing Committees; viz., on the commissary's, quar-
termaster's and medical Departments."

The strain of discharging both legislative and executive
duties, and the inevitable delays associated in carrying this
double burden, produced strong demands for administrative
reform. A delegate from Maryland wrote to his Governor, in
the spring of 1779, that "If we talked less, and thought more
than we do in Congress, our business in my opinion would
be better conducted. I wish with all my heart that we had an
Executive." During the fall of 1780 James Madison heard
from Joseph Jones of the reforms being contemplated for the
civil departments. Jones hoped that single executives would
be chosen: "We shall never have these great departments
well managed untill something of this kind is done."

Single Executive Officers
Congress had meanwhile taken some cautious steps to-

ward the creation of executive bodies. Early in 1779, Ameri-
can representatives in Europe were instructed to obtain cop-
ies of the "arrangements and forms of conducting the
business of the treasury, war office, marine, and other offices
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of government" in France or Great Britain, and in any other
kingdoms and republics to which they were accredited. In
May 1780, James Duane proposed that a committee be ap-
pointed to consider improvements in the Department of For-
eign Affairs. The committee report was submitted to Con-
gress the following month. Robert Livingston made a similar
motion on August 29 to bring about reform in the other
civil departments.

Finally, on January 10, 1781, Congress heard the com-
mittee on the Department of Foreign Affairs recommend the
establishment of a permanent office "as a remedy against the
fluctuation, the delay and indecision to which the present
mode of managing our foreign affairs must be exposed." Re-
sponsibility for the overall direction of the Department was
to fall on a Secretary for Foreign Affairs. Congress adopted
the proposal and delineated the duties for the new office.
Three days later Congress heard the report of the committee
on the other civil departments.

On February 7, Congress adopted a resolution for the
creation of three new executive officers: the Superintendent
of Finance, the Secretary at War, and the Secretary of Ma-
rine. The office of Attorney General was created on Febru-
ary 16 to prosecute all suits on behalf of the United States
and to advise Congress on all legal matters submitted to him.
This separation of power-the result of a painfully slow evo-
lution of executive departments-stands as a victory not for
abstract doctrine but for force majeure. In a striking phrase,
Francis Wharton said that the Constitution "did not make
this distribution of power. It would be more proper to say
that this distribution of power made the Constitution of the
United States."

Having taken five years to establish executive depart-
ments, Congress let several months go by before choosing
their Secretaries. Robert Morris, unanimously elected Super-
intendent of Finance on February 20, refused to take the
post unless Congress strengthened it according.to his instruc-
tions. The chairman of the committee formed to study these
demands confessed anxiety at this increase in executive
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power, but no alternative seemed possible: "Those Powers,
or similar ones, must be vested in some one Person, in Order
to extricate our Affairs from the Confusion in which they
are at present involved. The Board of Treasury only make
bad, worse. To go in the present Train is absolutely impossi-
ble. A total Stagnation must soon take Place, and Ruin can-
not be far off. Were our Affairs in a State of Beginning,
Powers so extensive would not be necessary; but perplexed,
deranged and clogged with Abuses and Mismanagements as
they are at present, it really appears to me that less Powers
would be altogether unavailing." The committee agreed to
Morris' terms and he accepted the position.

Alexander McDougall was elected Secretary of Marine
on February 27, only to decline the offer. The position was
left permanently vacant, with naval matters transferred to
the new Superintendent of Finance. Rivalries within Con-
gress postponed the selection of the Secretary for Foreign Af-
fairs for over six months; Robert Livingston was eventually
chosen. Election of the Secretary of War took over eight
months, until the reluctance of members of the Board of
War to surrender their influence was finally overcome, and
the open opposition of Samuel Adams and those who pre-
ferred administration by committees was defeated.

Ironically, just at the point when Congress had finally
consented to appoint single executives, changing events un-
dermined their positions of-responsibility. The surrender of
Cornwallis in the fall of 1781, and the subsequent initiation
of negotiations for peace, removed the chief incentive for
stronger national powers and more vigorous executives.
Since no external enemy existed to push power to the center,
the centrifugal pull of state sovereignty reasserted itself.

The single executives appointed in 1781 became pro-
gressively disenchanted with their offices. Livingston com-
plained that his correspondence with foreign nations was re-
stricted to what Congress had declared in a public act,
although effective communication required that he be per-
mitted to say things that it would be impolitic for Congress
to publicly discuss. Moreover, some matters were important
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to Livingston but too trivial for legislative attention.
Livingston-attracted by a more lucrative position in New
York, and claiming that his expenses in office were almost
double his salary -offered his resignation after serving little
more than a year. He remained in office at the request of
Congress until June 1783, at which point the position was
filled temporarily by the Secretary of Congress and the Un-
der-Secretary.

Robert Morris had helped bring order to the confused -
financial condition of the general government. To hasten the
progress, Congress delegated still further authority to him.
Yet when he tried to tax the states to pay off interest on for-
eign and domestic debts and to pay soldiers' arrears, his sup-
porters stepped aside. Morris bitingly observed that the Arti-
cles conferred on Congress the privilege of asking for
everything, while reserving to each state the prerogative of
granting nothing. Without power to effect financial reform,
and subjected at the same time to malicious charges, he of-
fered his resignation in January 1783. Upon his official re-
tirement in November 1784, the management of finances fell
back to the board system.

Benjamin Lincoln had accepted the position of Secre-
tary at War. Faceld as he was with insufficient funds for the
army and for his own department, and harassed by actual
and potential mutinies, it was an achievement on his part to
keep the department intact. The army was in process of
being disbanded after Cornwallis' surrender, while the evac-
uation of British troops from New York City, during the
final months of 1783, removed the last trace of British au-
thority from the continent-or so it was assumed at the
time. Lincoln offered his resignation on October 29, 1783,
whereupon the Department of War nearly passed out of exis-
tence, with only the chief clerk left in charge.

Transition to the Presidency

The illusion of national security was gradually dispelled
by the presence of Indians in the Ohio Valley, British forces
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in the Northwest, and the Spanish in Florida and the lower
Mississippi. The domestic depression that set in after 1785
provided yet another impetus for centralization. In the three
years from 1784 to 1786, America purchased large quantities
of British goods. An unfavorable balance of trade drew gold
and silver toward Britain, and restrictive trade practices by
Britain frustrated American efforts to increase her exports.
Congress could not enact retaliatory tariffs, embargoes, or
navigation laws, for it lacked the power to exclude or tax
commerce coming into state ports.

Disputes over the Potomac River led to negotiations be-
tween Virginia and Maryland. A conference was held in
March 1785 at the home of George Washington. Commis-
sioners from the two states decided that an interstate pact
would be of less value than an agreement that would include
Pennsylvania, since this would open the way for water com-
munication between the Chesapeake and Ohio Rivers. More-
over, if the commercial complex took in the region around
the Chesapeake, invitations should also be sent to New York,
New Jersey, and Delaware.

Under Madison's leadership, the Virginia legislature
passed a resolution in January 1786, inviting all states to dis-
cuss commercial problems at a conference to be held in An-
napolis, Maryland. Only five states sent commissioners. The
incomplete representative, the complexity of the issues and
their implications for aspects other than commerce, per-
suaded the delegates to adjourn in favor of a convention to
be held at Philadelphia the following May, to devise "such
further provisions as shall appear to them necessary to ren-
der the constitution of the Federal Government adequate to
the exigencies of the Union."

The period from 1774 to 1787 demonstrates the degree
to which the idea of a separation of powers was based on the
search for administrative efficiency. Nothing illuminates the
practical evolution of separated powers so well as the experi-
ences of John Jay and Henry Knox as single executives; the
continuity in administrative departments from the confeder-
ation to the federal government; and the manner in which
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the Supreme Court evolved out of its predecessor, the Courts
of Admiralty.

In taking over as Secretary for Foreign Affairs in Sep-
tember 1784, Jay strengthened the powers of the office. Con-
gress passed a resolution in 1785, directing that all communi-
cations relating to foreign affairs be channeled through the
Secretary rather than to the committees vying for control.
The treaty power of the President was anticipated in an-
other legislative authorization in 1785, giving Jay full power
to negotiate a treaty with Spain. A French minister reported
that the "political importance of Mr. Jay increases daily.
Congress seems to me to be guided only by his directions."
Jay then served throughout the remaining years of the Con-
tinental Congress, and even continued in that same capacity
as Acting Secretary of State under Washington's first admin-
istration, until Jefferson assumed the duties of Secretary of
State in March 1790.

The need to administer and protect the Western Terri-
tories led to the rejuvenation of the War Department. Gen-
eral Henry Knox was elected Secretary at War on March 8,
1785, and remained in that post until the final days of 1794.
Knox, even more than Jay, exemplifies the continuity of ex-
ecutive structures between the old government and the new.
Still another example of administrative continuity is the ser-
vice of Joseph Nourse as Register of the Treasury from 1779
to 1829.

The Supreme Court also has part of its roots in the pre-
1787 period. The Continental Congress set up Courts of Ad-
miralty to decide all controversies over captures and the
distribution of prizes. Provisions were made in January 1777
for appeal to a standing committee. This committee handled
56 cases over a three-year period. In January 1780 a separate
and permanent court was establishing to try all appeals: the
Court of Appeals in Cases of Capture. Pending cases were
transferred from Congress to this new court. Following the
conclusion of the war with England and the signing of the
peace treaty, the business of the Court declined, and in Feb-

*ruary 1786 Congress resolved that the salaries of the judges
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be terminated. Financed on a per diem basis, the Court con-
tinued to function until its last session on May Hi, 1787, at
the State House in Philadelphia, across the hall fi-om the
room in which delegates were assembling for the Constitu-
tional Convention.

CONVEN710N AND RA TIFICATION

When George Mason reached Philadelphia id May
1787, he had a fairly accurate impression of the changes to
be considered. The most prevalent idea, he told his son, ap-
peared to be a total alteration of the federal system. In addi-
tion to a national legislature composed of two houses, with
full legislative powers over the subjects of the Union, there
would be a national executive and a separate judiciary sys-
tem. As a statement of general principles that would do; but
the extent of the separation and the relationship among the
three branches were issues that would prove much harder to
resolve.

The framers had had the good fortune to watch state
governments function over a ten-year period. They saw that
paper barriers in the state constitutions were not sufficient
to prevent legislatures from usurping executive and judicial
powers. They also came to appreciate the administrative bot-
tlenecks in the Continental Congress. Faced with the ex-
tremes of an artificial and unreliable separation of powers at
the state level, and no separation at all at the national level,
the framers offered a subtle formulation: there had to be an
overlapping of powers so as to guarantee the continued sepa-
ration of the departments.

That is not to say that Madison and the other leading
figures possessed a clear conception of the separation doc-
trine. On the contrary, no other principle gave them such
trouble. The concept seemed to defy definition, since the
problems for which the framers were seeking structural rem-
edies were constantly changing. In the sections that follow,
we shall examine more closely the conception of executive
and legislative power; the various proposals to shield the
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President from legislative encroachments; and the unsuccess-
ful attempt to include a formulation of the separation doc-
trine in the Constitution itself and later in the Bill of
Rights.

Attitude toward Executive Power

According to textbooks, speeches on the floor of Con-
gress, and even Supreme Court decisions, the framers held
executive power in distrust. Justice Black, for instance, in
striking down President Truman's seizure of the steel mills
in 1952, declared that "The Founders of this Nation en-
trusted the lawmaking power to the Congress alone in both
good and bad times. It would do no good to recall the histor-
ical events, the fears of power and the hopes for freedom that
lay behind their choice."

This suggests an antagonistic relationship between exec-
utive power and individual liberties, yet one does not find
such attitudes in the writings of John Adams, Madison, Jef-
ferson, Jay, and others, at least not before 1789. True, the at-
titude did prevail during the colonial period, when it was
automatically assumed that the public interest was enhanced
whenever the legislature gained new power from the royal
governor, and such distrust of the executive persisted for a
few years after independence. But an accumulation of legisla-
tive abuses on the state level, combined with a demonstra-
tion of legislative incompetence on the national, had created
by this time a new outlook toward executive power.

Some of the early precedents for judicial review were in
response to legislative encroachments. In 1780, the supreme
court of New Jersey refused to carry out an act of the state
legislature that limited the jury to six for certain offenses;
the court held that the state constitution had intended the
common law jury of twelve. In 1782, the Virginia supreme
court of appeals reviewed a state act that withdrew from the
governor his constitutional right to grant pardons. Without
deciding the case in question, the court warned the legisla-
ture to stay within its bounds. Judge George Wythe main-
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tained that it was his duty to protect one branch against
usurpations by another. If the legislature should attempt "to
overleap the boundaries prescribed to them by the people, I,
in administering the justice of the country, will meet the
united powers at my seat in this tribunal, and, pointing to
the constitution, will say to them, here is the limit of your
authority; hither shall you go, but no further."

A 1784 study of the Pennsylvania government disclosed
numerous examples of legislative violations of the state con-
stitution and bill of rights. The assembly had made uncon-
stitutional invasions of the rights of property, entered homes
in the daytime without warrants, deprived persons of trial by
jury, and restrained the full operation of the writ of habeas
corpus. The legislature intruded upon the judicial branch
by dissolving marriages, and infringed upon the executive by
granting pardons, making appointments, and transferring ex-
ecutive powers to commissioners selected by the house.

In 1785, when Madison was asked for his ideas on a
constitution for Kentucky, he said that while it would be
impractical to spell out all the legislative powers, the
legislature should be told what it could not do. He then
ticked off those areas in which legislatures were noted for in-
truding. The state constitution should expressly prohibit the
legislature from "medling with religion-from abolishing
Juries-from taking away the Habeas corpus-from con-
trouling the press-from enacting retrospective laws at least
in criminal cases, from abridging the right of suffrage, from
taking private property for public use without paying its full
Value [,] from licensing the importation of Slaves, from
infringing the confederation, &c &c." The Virginia execu-
tive, he said, was the "worst part ofa bad Constitution. The
Members of it are dependent on the Legislature not only for
their wages but for their reputation and therefore not likely
to withstand usurpations of that branch."

At the Virginia ratifying convention in 1788, Edmund
Randolph told how the legislature of his state had sentenced
to death one of its citizens on the basis of vague reports sub-
mitted by a member of the House of Delegates. The citizen
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-who did not have the opportunity to confront his accusers

or to call for evidence-was put to death. Patrick Henry,

that great champion of liberty known to every schoolboy,
brushed aside the suggestion that there had been arbitrary

taking of life: "That man was not executed by a tyrannical

stroke of power. Nor was he a Socrates. He was a fugitive
murderer and an outlaw. . . . He was an enemy to the

human name. Those who declare war against the human

race may be struck out of existence as soon as they are appre-

hended." And there you have a standard of civil liberty pro-
moted on the state levell

The historical record of legislatures convinced John

Adams that a strong executive was needed to protect human
liberties. "If there is one certain truth," he wrote, "to be col-

lected from the history of all ages, it is this; that the people's
rights and liberties, and the democratical mixture in a con-

stitution, can never be preserved without a strong executive,
or, in other words, without separating the executive from

the legislative power." Executive power in the hands of an

assembly of men would "corrupt the legislature as necessarily
as rust corrupts iron, or as arsenic poisons the human body."

He deplored the "thoughtless simplicity" that characterized
executive power as an enemy of the people.

Shielding the ]'resident

In the months prior to the Philadelphia Convention,
Madison itemized for Jefferson the essential elements of the

new national government, including a reorganization to pro-
vide for separate branches. Madison's interest in three

branches was drawn more from administrative necessities

than from the writings of Montesquieu. Congress had mis-

managed its power under the confederation, he told Jeffer-

son, while administrative responsibilities under the new gov-

ernment would be even more demanding. Madison confided
to Edmund Randolph his uncertainty as to the details of sep-

arated powers, admitting that he had not decided on either
the manner in which the executive should be constituted or
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"of the authorities with which it ought to be clothed." Writ-
ing to George Washington shortly before the Convention
began, he still had not resolved these questions about execu-
tive power.

The Virginia Plan, presented to the Convention on
May 29, 1787, provided for three branches but made no ref-
erence to "separate and distinct" or to any other formulation
of the separation doctrine. In fact, the executive was to be
chosen by the legislature and joined with the judiciary so as
to form a council of revision. Late in July, the Convention
adopted a resolution explicitly affirming the separation doc-
trine, stating that the three national departments were to be
kept distinct and independent, except in specified cases.
However, the version presented to the Convention on Au-
gust 6 by the Committee of Detail omitted the separation
clause, and the Constitution was adopted in September with-
out reference to it.

On the relationship between Congress and the Presi-
dent, Madison reminded the delegates that experience had
proved "a tendency in our governments to throw all power
into the Legislative vortex. The Executives of the States are
in general little more than Cyphers; the legislatures omnnipo-
tent." The separation set up in the state constitutions had
turned out to be a matter of mere parchment barriers, which
were incapable of preventing legislatures from drawing other
branches into their orbit. The principal anxiety in 1787 was
not over executive power, the threat of a dictator, or the
emergence of a George III at home, even if some delegates
did warn that a single executive would be the "foetus of
monarchy." The people of America, James Wilson said in re-
buttal, did not oppose the British King "but the parliament
-the opposition was not agt. an Unity but a corrupt multi-
tude."

The chief and overriding fear for Wilson was that the
"natural operation of the Legislature will be to swallow up
the Executive." Gouverneur Morris maintained that the
"Legislature will continually seek to aggrandize & perpetu-
ate themselves," while John Mercer of Maryland took it as
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an axiom that careful construction of the Constitution could
obviate "legislative usurpation and oppression."

The veto represented one means of self-defense for the
federal executive. Some of the Antifederalists, taking the
doctrine of separated powers in its most rigid form, consid-
ered the executive veto an encroachment of legislative pow-
ers. One critic of the Constitution called it "a political error
of the greatest magnitude, to allow the executive power a
negative, or in fact any kind of control over the proceedings
of the legislature."

Delegates at Philadelphia did more than accept the ex-
ecutive veto as a necessary check on legislative ambitions;
they also proposed that it be shared with the judiciary. To
those delegates who denounced this as a patent violation of
the separation doctrine, Wilson replied that the executive
and judiciary should share the negative, for "they cannot
otherwise preserve their importance against the legislature."
Madison agreed, urging that the judiciary be introduced in
"the business of Legislation-they will protect their Depart-
ment, and uniting wh. the Executive render their Check or
negative more respectable."

Later, when the proposal for joint revisionary power
was still under consideration, Madison argued that a blend-
ing of the two departments would operate as an "auxiliary
precaution" in preserving a lasting and durable separation.
That line of reasoning must have baffled those who adhered
to strict separation, but Madison preferred to assure separa-
tion in practice by deviating from it in theory whenever nec-
essary. Merely to declare a separation of powers, he said, was
not sufficient, since experience demonstrated the need for in-
troducing "a balance of powers and interests, as will guaran-
tee the provisions on paper."

Ratification

After the convention had adjourned, Madison confided
to Jefferson that the boundaries between the executive, legis-
lative, and ludicial powers, "though in general so strongly
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marked in themselves, consist in many instances of mere
shades of difference." He set out in the Federalist Papers to
contrast the overlapping of powers in the Constitution with
the abstract and impracticable partitioning of powers advo-
cated by some of the Antifederalists. Few men can compete
with Madison in lucidity and precision of expression, yet he
reflected in Federalist 37 on the inherent shortcomings of
our language. Just as naturalists had difficulty in defining
the exact line between vegetable life and the animal world,
so was it an even greater task to draw the boundary between
the departments of government, or "even the'privileges and
powers of the different legislative branches. Questions daily
occur in the course of practice, which prove the obscurity
which reigns in these subjects, and which puzzle the greatest
adepts in political science."

The bulk of Madison's analysis of the separation doc-
trine appears in Federalist 47. He upheld the basic principle
of the maxim that tyranny resulted whenever three branches
were concentrated in the same hands, but he charged that
the maxim had been "totally misconceived and misapplied."
Montesquieu, he said, could not possibly have meant that
the three powers of the British government were actually
separate. The executive magistrate formed a part of the legis-
lative power by making treaties with foreign sovereigns, and
he had a share in the judicial power by appointing the menil-
bers of the judiciary, as well as having power to remove
them. Moreover, one house of the legislature formed a con-
stitutional council for the executive, had judicial power in
the impeachment process, and was invested with the su-
preme appellate jurisdiction in all other cases. The judges
could not vote in legislative actions, but were permitted to
participate in the deliberations.

Madison then turned to the state constitutions for fur-
ther support, pointing out that in no instance were the sev-
eral departments of power kept absolutely separate and dis-
tinct. The intent of Montesquieu, Madison concluded, could
be no more than this: "that where the whole power of one
department is exercised by the same hands which possess the
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whole power of another department, the fundamental princi-
ples of a free constitution are subverted." As we shall see,
the broadness of that definition did not satisfy Madison for
long.

By the late 1780s, the concept of checks and balances
had gained dominance over the doctrine of separated pow-
ers, which one contemporary pamphleteer called a "hack-
neyed principle" and a "trite maxim." Yet several delegates
at the state ratifying conventions expressed shock at the de-
gree to which the Constitution had mingled the depart-
ments.

"How is the executive?" cried one delegate at the Vir-
ginia ratifying convention. "Contrary to the opinion of all
the best writers, blended with the legislative. We have asked
for bread, and they have given us a stone." The Constitution
was attacked at the North Carolina ratifying convention for
violating the maxim whereby the three branches "ought to
be forever separate and distinct from each other." Overlap-
ping of departments also provoked criticism in Pennsyl-
vania. Opponents of the Constitution maintained that the
Senate's judicial power in impeachment, as well. as the execu-
tive's legislative power in making treaties, constituted an
"undue and dangerous mixture of the powers of govern-
ment." A lengthy quotation from Montesquieu was intro-
duced to demonstrate the dependence of freedom and liberty
on a separation of powers.

These three states insisted that a separation clause be
added to the national bill of rights. Virginia's recommenda-
tions in June 1788 included the clause: "legislative, execu-
tive, and judiciary powers of Government should be separate
and distinct," while Pennsylvania and North Carolina of-
fered their own versions of a separation clause. Congress
compiled a tentative list of restrictions on the national gov-
ernment, among which was the following: "The powers dele-
gated by this constitution are appropriated to the depart-
ments to which they are respectively distributed: so that the
legislative department shall never exercise the powers vested
in the executive or judicial [,] nor the executive exercise
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the powers vested in the legislative or judicial, nor the judi-
cial exercise the powers vested in the legislative or executive
departments."

Surprisingly, Madison supported that clause, but this
does not mean that he had suddenly embraced the notion of
pure separation. What he feared was that additional blend-
ing, resulting from encroachment, would benefit the legisla-
ture and weaken the executive. In the House debates in
1789, he opposed Senate participation in the removal power
because that might reduce Presidential power to a "mere
vapor." The unity and responsibility of the executive, he
said, were intended to secure liberty and the public welfare.
Join the President with the Senate in the removal power,
and the executive becomes a "two-headed monster," de-
prived of responsibility.

So concerned was Madison about the independence of
the executive branch that he began to use the kind of ab-
stract phrases he had earlier rejected. For now he was to say,
"if there is a principle in our constitution, indeed in any
free constitution, more sacred than another, it is that which
separates the legislative, executive, and judicial powers."
However, from the context of this remark, we know that
Madison was presenting separation of powers not in its rigid
form, but was using it rather for the explicit purpose of op-
posing legislative participation in the designation of officers.
Once again he expresses his concern for the independence of
the executive branch: "The Legislature creates the office, de-
fines the powers, limits its duration, and annexes a compen-
sation. This done, the legislative power ceases. They ought
to have nothing to do with designating the man to fill the of-
fice. That I conceive to be of an executive nature." '

These debates in the House help explain Madison's
support for the separation clause in the bill of rights. The
Senate journal, unfortunately, tells us very little about the
discussion on that clause. It was among seventeen constitu-
tional amendments sent to the Senate. The members struck
it from the list of proposed amendments on September 7,
1789. A substitute amendment (to make the three depart-
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ments "separate and distinct," and to assure that the legisla-
tive and executive departments would be restrained from op-
pression by "feeling and participating the public burthens"
through regular elections) was also voted down. Three mem-
bers of the House, Madison among them, met with the Sen-
ate in conference to reconcile their different lists of amend-
ments. In the days that followed, the list of seventeen was
cut to twelve. Among the deleted amendments was the sepa-
ration clause.

It is widely argued that the separation doctrine, while
not explicitly stated in the Constitution, is nevertheless im-
plied. Perhaps so, but that does not take us a step closer to
understanding exactly what is implied or to what degree the
departments must remain separate. Similar questions are
raised when one states that the framers believed in a separa-
tion of power. No doubt they did, but for what purpose?
With what objective in mind?

From the discussion here, and the material presented in
the Appendix, it seems fair to say that the framers shared a
desire for greater administrative efficiency and more reliable
governmental machinery. Direct experience with state gov-
ernment and the Continental Congress convinced them of
the need for a separate executive and interdepartmental
checks. Chief among their concerns was the need to protect
against legislative usurpations and to preserve the indepen-
dence of the executive and judicial branches. Those were the
dominant thoughts behind the separation of powers, not the
doctrine of Montesquieu, fear of executive power, or a basic
distrust of government. If the framers had wanted weak gov-
ernment, they could have had that with the Articles of Con-
federation.

Had the separation clause been accepted by Congress
and ratified by the states, its primary effect would have been
a warning against departmental encroachments. It would not
have affected the blending of departments and powers al-
ready sanctioned by the Constitution, nor would. it have pro-
hibited the delegation of legislative powers to the President.
Congress was no more capable in 1789 of administering the
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nation's business than it had been during the previous dec-
ade. The complexities of national growth, the need for eco-
nomic regulation, and new international responsibilities all
provided fresh incentives for granting new powers to the ex-
ecutive branch.
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JOHN CHARLES DALY, former ABC News chief and forum mod-
erator: This public policy forum, part of a series presented by the
American Enterprise Institute, is concerned with whether the historic
separation of powers among the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches of the government, enshrined in our Constitution, en-
courages stalemate and inefficiency and is potentially disastrous in
this modern world. Our subject, "President vs. Congress: Does the
Separation of Powers Still Work?"

Nearly 200 years ago, our Founding Fathers argued in the Federalist
Papers that "the accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive,
and judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many,
and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may justly be
pronounced the very definition of tyranny. . .. The preservation
of liberty requires that the three great departments of power should
be separate. . .. "

The underlying argument elsewhere in the Federalist Papers states,
"The great security consists in giving to those who administer each
department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives
to resist encroachments of the others. Ambition must be made to
counteract ambition."

Nearly 100 years ago, the Federalist concept was hotly challenged
by one who would later be president of the United States, Woodrow
Wilson. Wilson, denouncing the almost absolute power of the stand-
ing committees of the Congress and the overriding discipline of an
external authority-the political party to which the majority of the
Congress owed allegiance-called for cabinet government. He de-
fined "cabinet government" as simply giving the heads of the ex-
ecutive departments, the members of the cabinet, seats in the Con-
gress with the privilege of initiating legislation, and, he added acidly,
"some part of the unbounded privileges now commanded by the
standing committees."

I
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In addition, Wilson argued that cabinet government necessarily
involves the principle of ministerial responsibility. "According to
their policy, and how it stands or falls," he said, "the ministers stand
or fall. If defeated in both houses, he, the minister, would naturally
resign, and resignation upon defeat is the essence of responsible
government."

Still, in this parliamentary design, he, who was to be president,
yet bent a knee to the principle of separation. He noted that it would
be plainly at variance with republican principles to allow the presi-
dent to choose whomever he pleases to the cabinet, thus making
them ex officio members of the Congress, because it would give him
the power to appoint members of Congress. "Rather," he said, "the
highest order of responsible government could then be established
in the United States only by laying upon the president the necessity
of selecting his cabinet from among the number of representatives
already chosen by the people, who would, of course, retain their
seats."

Thus, in essence, was launched the debate in modern times on
reform of our system of government toward the British parliamentary
system, modifications of which are general in Western Europe and
in Japan. The turmoil and frustrations of these past years, both in
the domestic and foreign affairs areas, and urgent demands for more
effective and efficient government, have renewed debate on the ques-
tion of whether the separation of powers still works.

To lead us through this labyrinth, we have a highly expert panel:
Mr. Henry 0. Brandon, foreign correspondent, war correspondent,
diplomatic correspondent, and now Washington bureau chief and
associate editor of the London Sunday Titnes. Mr. Lloyd N. Cutler is
a distinguished Washington attorney with broad experience on gov-
ernment and academic boards and commissions, capped by service
in the White House as counsel to President Carter. Mr. Laurence H.
Silberman, also a distinguished Washington attorney, has served as
deputy attorney general of the United States, ambassador to Yugo-
slavia, undersecretary of labor, and was formerly a senior fellow at
the American Enterprise Institute. Mr. Silberman is now an executive
vice-president of the Crocker National Bank in San Francisco. Dr.
James Q. Wilson, former director of the Joint Center for Urban Stud-
ies of MIT and Harvard, is a member of AEI's Council of Academic
Advisers and is the Henry Lee Shattuck Professor of Government
at Harvard.

Gentlemen, I will pose the same question to each of you: Is our
traditional 200-year-old separation of powers an anachronism, made
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obsolete by the technology, mass, and speed of communications in
modem society?

LLOYD N. CurLER, counsel to President Carter: The separation of
powers is an anachronism, and one in need of some revision. Along
with Woodrow Wilson, I believe we do need to do a better job of
forming a government in the parliamentary sense-one that can
legislate and execute a balanced program for governing. With every
succeeding administration, this need is becoming more acute.

The fault is not personal to any president or legislator. It is the
structure of our Constitution and, in particular, the rigid separation
between the legislative and the executive branches that prevent us
from doing significantly better. It is time for all of us to start pon-
dering and debating, in forums like this one, whether to correct this
structural fault, and if so, how.

LAURENCE H. SILBERMAN, former deputy attorney general, ambas-
sador to Yugoslavia, and undersecretary of labor: I disagree. I believe
today, as people believed 200 years ago, that the separation of powers
doctrine is an enormously important protection for American citi-
zens. The separation of powers among the three branches of gov-
ernment makes it very difficult for the government to accrue power,
and it is as desirable today as it was 200 years ago to make it difficult
for the government to accrue power, because that is a potential threat
to the well-being of citizens.

HENRY 0. BRANDON, Washington bureau chief, London Sunday
Times: I want to make it clear from the start that I do not mean to
propose the imposition of the British monarchy or the British par-
liamentary system here. I am in favor of reforms of the present
American political system. It is a system that is today the oldest and
the least changed in the world. The office held today by the American
president is far more like the office held by President Washington
than that held by Queen Elizabeth II is like that held by George III.

The United States today is the leader of the free world. As such,
it has to undertake some very major and important commitments.
If the president cannot be sure that he can adhere to those commit-
ments, it becomes very difficult for the United States to be recognized
as a world leader.

JAMES Q. WILSON, Henry Lee Shattuck Professor of Government,
Harvard University: To paraphrase Winston Churchill, the separation
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of powers is a poor philosophy of government, except in comparison
with all others. It has its defects. Those will probably come out in
our discussion, perhaps notably with respect to the conduct of for-
eign affairs, but it has the virtues of those defects, as well. It facilitates
scrutiny, sometimes at the expense of action; it protects the particular
and the individual, sometimes at the expense of the general. But it
has brought about the capacity to engage in great national commit-
ments when important national emergencies arise, and above all it
has permitted a union to be created out of great diversity by pro-
viding separate constitutional places on which individuals could fo-
cus their loyalties.

MR. DALY: Mr. Cutler, your article in Foreign Affairs in the dosing
months of 1980, entitled "To Form a Government," has brought
debate on the separation of powers to center stage. You wrote par-
ticularly of the separation of powers between the legislative and
executive branches. You said, "The separation of powers between
these two branches, whatever its merits in 1793, has become a struc-
ture that almost guarantees stalemate today."

In very broad brush, you suggested that we should have candi-
dates for president, vice-president, and Congress run as a team in
all election districts; require, or allow, half of the cabinet to be mem-
bers of the Congress; establish a six-year term for the president, the
vice-president, and the members of the Senate and the House; and
establish procedures for the president or Congress to be able when
stalemates set in to call for general elections for the remainder of the
current term, this election process to take no more than 120 days.
Would you now develop these ideas?

MR. CUTLER: I did not advocate any of those constitutional revisions
you enumerated-I simply tabulated them as ideas that had come
to the fore. My central proposition is that we need to study and
appreciate, more than we have, the costs of the separation of powers
between the legislative and the executive branches. These costs need
to be weighed alongside the admitted benefits. In 1980 and in the
decades ahead, if not at some earlier time, we need a balanced
program for governing, rather than a hodgepodge program for gov-
erning. Government has any number of important social and eco-
nomic goals: controlling inflation, providing jobs, increasing pro-
ductivity, ensuring social justice and social welfare, providing for
our national defense, accepting America's role today as the guardian
of the entire free world, protecting the environment. Not all of those
goals can be pursued in full vigor at the same time, even in a country
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as rich as this one, and -the art of governing has become one of
striking the proper balance among those goals. This would happen
if a balanced program were presented to the electorate by candidates
who, if elected, could then proceed to legislate and execute that
balanced program.

My thesis is that today it is impossible for the elected president
or the elected majority in either house or both houses of Congress
to legislate and execute a balanced program. Given the structure of
the presidency and the Congress and the many things that have
happened to our party system-the growth of single-interest political
groupings, the well-meant reforms of Congress-there is no way the
policies adopted can be a balanced set of policies that anyone elected
will endorse. The president does not endorse the package that
emerges; it is not his program. It is not the program of a legislative
majority. It is a program resulting from a series of individual, ad hoc
majorities, each pursuing its own policy on each particular issue as
it anses.

As a result, when failure comes, when the effort to pursue these
various policies gets out of balance, we have no one to hold ac-
countable. The president cannot fairly be blamed, because his pro-
gram has not been adopted. The majority of Congress, or the mi-
nority, cannot fairly be blamed; the majority differs from one measure
to another, and the minority does not have any particular program
of its own.

This is a basic problem of American government, not shared by
parliamentary governments, including those with writtten constitu-
tions. Ironically, we helped to write many of those-notably the
constitutions of Germany and Japan-in the postwar era. It may be
that some of the deficiencies that have resulted-that is, the lack of
power in any one official or in any group of elected officials to enact
a balanced program and execute it-could be cured by nonconsti-
tutional measures. Nevertheless, they are structural problems that
every president elected in this century has had to endure and that
every president, with the possible exception of FDR in the face of
two great national crises that helped to bring us together, has been
unable to solve.

MR. SILBERMAN: Given one axiom or one hypothesis, I would agree
entirely with Mr. Cutler. If we could find the balanced program that
we could all agree upon, he would be absolutely right. In fact,
however, there is no such thing as a balanced program. There is one
program, another program, and still another program.

Mr. Cutler cites in his article an example of an "excellent" piece
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of legislation, the SALT -treaty, which all people would recognize
was "balanced." Yet, a significant minority, perhaps a majority, in
this country thought it was awful and thought the president behaved
imprudently in negotiating it. He had been signaled at the very
outset, when forty senators voted against the confirmation of his
arms control negotiator, that he was going to have a very difficult
time getting the SALT treaty through the Senate. Had he been more
prudent, he might have come up with a different treaty and might
have gotten it through.

We cannot accept the proposition that what President Carter
thought was balanced-a treaty that was worked out through a bu-
reaucratic clash between various executive branch agencies-was su-
perior in any way to legislation or treaties that would come out of
the process of the executive proposing and the Congress compro-
mising and legislating. In other words, there is no validity to Mr.
Cutler's assertion that some magic kind of balanced program will
come forth from an executive or a president if you just leave him
alone.

DR. WILSON: Mr. Cutler has a philosophy of governance that is at
odds with what the framers of the Constitution embodied in that
document. To Mr. Cutler good policy or good government is the
product or the act of a single will. It is an act of management, of
allocation, of balance. The framers, by contrast, thought that good
policy could be recognized when it appeared, but to achieve it in
the real world required a process of ambition counteracting ambition,
leading thereby to the formation of coalitions-coalitions of partial,
self-interested groups. They hoped the Constitution would lead these
coalitions to emerge only on the principle of the common good.

This has not always happened, but it is a first approximation of
their effort. The difficulty and magnitude of our problems are ad-
mittedly great, but no greater than the problems other presidents in
past centuries have had to deal with, and intellectually it is unlikely
that we can devise a program that corresponds to a theory of gov-
ernance based on the act of a single will or intelligence. Politically,
it is unlikely that we can devise institutions that could translate that
will, if formulated, iito a desirable result.

Consider Great Britain. With due respect to Mr. Brandon, I do not
see that great steady hand, that even philosophy of governance, that
striking for balances emerging from the parliamentary system. Great
Britain has nationalized and denationalized industry at a dizzying
rate. It has perhaps the worst labor-management relations of any
western democracy. It has had extraordinary difficulties in deciding
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whether it will remain part of the European Community. I have
profound sympathies with Britain's difficulties, because we would
have had as many; those difficulties do not suggest that, once the
appropriate parliamentary devices are in place there is a will, which,
when revealed, will produce altogether good effects.

MR. BRANDON: First of all, I want to take issue with those who have
blamed President Carter for these constitutional difficulties. It is also
often said that the problems that have arisen are all the aftermath
of Vietnam and Water ate. Neither is the case. As a practical ex-
ample, in 1962, President Kennedy asked Congress for a tax cut; he
labored for months, but he could not get it. It happened that I saw
Prime Minister Macmillan at the time, in London, and he said to me,
"You mean to say that if the American president wants a tax cut,
he can't get a tax cut?" I said, "Yes, that's the case." He said, "You
know, if I need a tax cut, I can get it within a month."

If a president decides that a tax cut is the right thing for this
country, but he cannot get a tax cut, how on earth can he do the
best for his country? How will Mr. Reagan be able to govern if he
finds himself in a similar position? I do not know whether he will
get his tax cut, and you cannot tell me whether he will get that tax
cut.

It is very difficult for any government in this country to plan ahead.
The country may want a long-term policy that stretches over two,
three, or four years, particularly in the economic field, but if presi-
dents cannot set and accomplish long-term goals, how can they
govern?

MR. DALY: Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman-despite election year
invective-Dwight Eisenhower, and Lyndon Johnson all managed
to work effectively with Congress under varying conditions. There
is no intent here to focus on President Carter, because we are really
talking about the problems of the presidency with respect to the
issue of separation of powers. Is it possible; however, that policy
failure and stalemate, as we have identified it in our times, depend
to a high degree on the incumbent in the White House?

MR. SILBERMAN: Of course. I hestiated to take up Mr. Cutler's ex-
ample of President Carter's governance during the last four years,
because the election is over and we should not be partisan anymore.
I do believe, however, that President Carter brought a good part of
his problems upon himself.
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MR. CUTLER: I just hope we can have a repeat of this forum three
and a half years from now, or perhaps earlier. [Laughter.]

MR. SILBERMAN: You have a guarantee. Incidentally, President Rea-
gan's proposal for a tax cut is a balanced program. You will accept
that, won't you? [Laughter.]

MR. CUTLER: I would like to see President Reagan and the elected
majority-although unfortunately one does not exist-have the op-
portunity to carry out the Reagan programs, or the Republican plat-
form programs.

MR. SILBERMAN: I understand your point. President Carter, however,
governed very much in the philosophy of Lloyd Cutler's article. He
took each problem by itself, like an ad hoc engineering problem, and
felt there was a "right" solution, or to use Mr. Cutler's word, a
"balanced" solution. He would arrive at this solution and spring it
on the Congress, and then watch with astonishment when the Con-
gress either rejected it, chewed it up by amendment, or ignored it.

The fact is that we want something more from a president than
an intellectual will or the ability to promulgate messages. We want
a savvy politician who can form consensus and who also comes to
the presidency with some kind of coherent notion of what he wants
to do with the presidency. After all, that is all he has, the presidency.
If anyone goes back and looks at Jimmy Carter's campaign promises,
despite some of the allusions in Lloyd Cutler's article, it will be very
difficult to find that coherent program. He. came to office without a
clear idea about doing anything except reorganizing the government
and moving boxes around and theoretically creating fewer agencies,
and he ended up creating more. Because he had no coherent idea
of what he wanted to do and because he disdained the political
process-the process by which you build consensus-it was inevi-
table that he would fail. Finding solace for that failure in the structure
of the Constitution seems to me to be whistling in the dark.

MR. CUTLER: If we are going to get political, I am surprised, Mr.
Silberman, that as a veteran of an administration of one president
who was unable to complete his term, the only one who resigned
in history, and another president who was unable to win an election,
you would make remarks of that kind. The issue is whether anyone's
program or any majority's program can be adopted. Is there anyone
you know who served in the Ford or the Nixon administration who
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would totally endorse the programs that were followed during his
administration? I submit that you will not find anyone. President
Ford, again and again, was ready to criticize the Democratic Congress
that did not allow him to carry out his programs.

One of the oddest things, one that helps to prove my point, is
that we have a system not only in which the presidency and the
majority in the Congress have been held by opposite parties for half
of the last eight administrations-and this is also true for the new
administration-but even when they are held by the same party, it
does not seem to make any difference.

The opponents of SALT II had no balanced program of their own
for governing. They might have had a way to go about controlling
the arms race that they thought was best, but they had no solution
as to how that was to be balanced with the other problems of the
budget and unemployment and social justice and social security. No
one is prepared to endorse the outcome of what our combined
melange of legislators and president comes up with. Essentially, it
goes back, as I mention in my article, to old Joe Jacobs, the fight
manager, who said, "It's every man for theirself."

As discussed in a recent AEI book, Presidents and Prime Ministers,
when we speak of how the president ought to be able to manage

-the government, there is no one government to manage. There is a
series of subgovernments pursuing single interests of one kind or
another, and a new majority has to be formed on every single issue.

I would like to come back to Dr. Wilson's point that my thesis is
at odds with that of the framers. I would agree with that, because
the framers did not want a government that could manage our lives
and manage all the problems we face in the world. If we believe that
government should do the very least possible, not only in domestic
affairs but in foreign affairs as well, the framers had a very good
system for doing that.

I am not speaking of the act of a single will. I am not urging more
power for the president and less power for the Congress. What I am
urging is that the president and the elected majority in the Congress,
in one way or another, be made to share the same political fate and
take joint responsibility for forming a balanced program, carrying it
out, and living or dying politically by the results. That is the central
thesis.

How to accomplish that is a very, very difficult proposition, I
admit. Unless it is accomplished, however, we will have stalemate
and a continued melange of policies that no elected official will
endorse. This is an unsatisfactory method of governing ourselves in
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this century, especially with our need to react promptly to new

events and crises all over the world that are no longer within the
reach of American military power.

DR. WILSON: I grant some force to your argument with respect to

the conduct of foreign affairs, but in general it does not correspond
to what the American people expect. They do not wish to have an

opportunity to vote yes or no on a party's cohesive performance in

office, in which it takes responsibility for the policies that have been

put in place, because the American public does not exist as a public.
It is a collection of separate publics that have discovered, or would
readily admit if it were pointed out, that if they have to vote yes or

no on a comprehensive set of policies, they cannot do so. They are
torn with too many internal contradictions.

During the last 200 years, the people more or less successfully
have modified policies by taking up the various constitutional op-
portunities presented to them-off-term elections for the House, six-

year terms for the Senate, presidential elections, the congressional
oversight process, the lobbying process, campaign contributions-as
a way of giving expression to particular preferences, which the un-
lucky folk in Washington must cope with and try to put together
into a coalition around each issue. This creates great difficulties for

those who govern, difficulties so great that many persons, especially
those associated with activist presidents, have regularly published
books about "the deadlock of democracy." Whenever the deadlock
is broken, however, as they allege it has been in recent years, they
then write about the imperial presidency. That does not seem to be

desirable, either. I agree that an imperial presidency is a mistake,
but we have not had an imperial presidency, with perhaps a few
exceptions.

The deadlock of democracy is not a deadlock at all; in the 1930s,
the 1960s, and the 1970s, our system produced an extraordinary
outpouring of legislative innovation because certain ideas were suf-
ficiently coherent to permit change to occur.

The people are unwilling to vote simply yes or no in a national
referendum about the record of a party because the people are too
various. They want these diverse opportunities to peck and chip and

constrain in order to moderate policy. If we compare American policy
with that of most parliamentary democracies, its leading character-
istic is its moderation. There are many policies I do not approve of
and regularly call immoderate. Taken as a whole, however, we tend
to temper the enthusiasm of temporary majorities by the need con-
stantly to reformulate that majority.
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MR. DALY: Mr. Brandon, to get to the possibility, which Mr. Cutler
raised himself, that the reforms-if reform is needed-may be
achieved without constitutional change, you have expressed ap-
proval of Senator Fulbright's argument that the method of selecting
the American president reinforces the belief held around the world
that our society is doomed by its internal contradictions. Senator
Fulbright's major reform proposal is for the legislature to select the
executive from among its own members.

Senator Moynihan and Representative Reuss, two congressional
Democractic leaders, espoused putting members of Congress in the
cabinet, which is something Mr. Cutler put out for debate and dis-
cussion. For the executive branch to become part of the legislative
function would require a constitutional amendment. It has been sug-
gested, however, that if they were unpaid members of the cabinet,
with no specific portfolio, members of the Congress could be in the
cabinet without any violation of the Constitution.

Do you see in these proposals any cure for what you consider our
problems of conflict between the powers of the two relatively great
branches of government?

MR. BRANDON: If there were a cure, it would create an imbalance.
So, again, we have to assume that whatever reforms are introduced
will improve the situation, but they will not solve it.

I have not actually endorsed Senator Fulbright's ideas. I would
like to see, for the beginning at least, reforms introduced that can
be achieved without constitutional amendments. If the leaders of the
House and the Senate were brought into the policy-making process
at a very early stage and made participants, that in itself would give
the government's policy, and the impression that the policy-making
creates for the public or for the world, a much greater stability and
predictability.

I do not want to defend the parliamentary system, because that
-system- would not work in this country. Nevertheless-I am so
tempted by Dr. Wilson's needles-the British government accepted
membership in the European Community and, although there has
been plenty of opposition to it, it is still a member of the European
Community. The British government signed a treaty and then acted
on it. The American president signed, say, the SALT treaty, but
cannot act on it. Unless the word of a president can be relied on
and can be reinforced by the support of the principal leaders in
Congress, it will be very difficult for the United States to carry out
the kind of world leadership that everybody expects from it today.
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MR. SILBERMAN: Mr. Cutler accurately stated the fundamental ques-
tion, which lies at the heart of this issue. If we want government,
all of government, to have greater power, then his suggestion makes
sense. It is quite clear that if we move toward fusing aspects of the
executive and legislative branches, as he wishes, we would create
greater power for the government, as a whole. This is fundamental
to the separation of powers. The American democracy, unique in the
world, makes it very difficult for government to accrue power. The
only way the government can accrue power, at least theoretically
under our Constitution, is by legislation, by treaty, or by constitu-
tional amendment.

Now, let us put judicial imperialism aside for a moment. It is a
problem I talk about a lot, but it is not really the focus of this
discussion. I would note, parenthetically, that Mr. Cutler calls for
a constitutional convention on separation of powers; and although
I totally disagree with him on his concern about the executive and
the legislature, I agree that such a convention would be a good thing,
because the judiciary has behaved in imperial fashion. Going back
to my point, however, the American democracy was set up with the
deliberate intention of making it very difficult for the government
to accrue power. Government cannot get power without a consensus
in the United States. Mr. Cutler thinks government ought to be able
to get the power with a bare majority of some group, but I think the
founders were right that the thing to worry about is governmental
power, for the most part. Therefore, we should make it difficult for
the government to accrue power.

The one area in which Mr. Cutler.argues most strongly is in foreign
affairs. He says the government-and by the government he means
the executive branch-at least ought to be able to move more rapidly
and without the constant trouble that a treaty ratification process
causes. I go back to the point I made earlier on the SALT treaty,
which is his major foreign policy example. If President Carter had
negotiated a SALT treaty that he knew would command a consensus
in the country and a majority of the Senate, he could have had it
ratified. Instead, he chose to negotiate what he perceived to be a
balanced p~rogram-that is to say, one that sprang from his mental
processes and that the Senate should have taken because it was
"right." That is just not politics; that is not American democracy.

MR. CUTLER: When you say the president had a choice between
negotiating a SALT treaty that a majority of the Congress would
support and the one he did negotiate, you are assuming that Mr.
Brezhnev would sign whatever Mr. Carter proposed. I leave that
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aside. I also leave aside that the SALT treaty was 85 percent-Mr.
Reagan said, in this campaign, 90 percent-negotiated by Secretary
Kissinger and President Ford.

MR. SILBERMAN: It was the other 10 percent that was obnoxious.
[Laughter.]

MR. CUTLER: It was the 10 percent that Ford could have finished in
1976. He did not because he feared the Reagan attack in the con-
vention. That is the fact of the matter.

But let's go on to something that everybody in this audience would
agree on, and that is the budget. If there is any critical element to
running a -government or running an economy, it is a budget. We
are the only democracy in the world, that I know of, in which the
legislature is able to enact an aggregate budget and appropriations
greater than the amount proposed by the leader of the government.
We consistently have a budget with a higher deficit than the presi-
dent wants, than the majority leaders want, than every member of
Congress wants, because we cannot get together on a single budget.

The result of the melange of interests that has been described
makes us essentially ungovernable. We cannot have a budget-the
central feature of modern government and of a modern economy
today-for which either the elected president or any of the 535 elected
members of the Congress will take responsibility. They all want a
lower budget, but with more for their programs and less for some-
body else's programs. That is not a government and that is not a
responsible way of conducting ourselves in this latter half of the
twentieth century.

MR. BRANDON: It comes down to the simple fact that there has to
be someone who can define and determine the national interest. A
body like Congress, in its composition today-not as it was about
100 years ago-cannot do that. It cannot formulate, for instance, i
foreign policy. It cannot formulate a budget. A nation must have
someone it can trust, and after all the president is elected by the
people and has a vast variety of counselors. Assume that he can
make mistakes, but maybe his mistakes, in the end, are less perilous
than having no policy or having a hodgepodge of policies.

DR. WILSON: I wish we would not agree so readily that America has
a foreign policy that is a hodgepodge. I disagree with many elements
of it and certain tendencies of it, but we are speaking now of a
country that won World War II, that put in place European recon-
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struction, that rearmed the West, that created the NATO alliance,
that gave aid to Greece and Turkey, that established a ring of alliances
that gave some hope to democratic regimes in all parts of the world,
and that fought Communist interventionism when it was not in our
material interests to do so. Although we have surely made mistakes
in the pursuit of all these objectives, that is not such bad policy.
Would a stronger president have been a better one? Did General de
Gaulle have a better policy when he was president of France, with
certainly all the power he could have wished?

With respect to the budget, I agree that the budget cycle, which
Mr. Cutler accurately describes, proves conclusively that the public
interest differs from the summation of private wants (something that
my colleagues in political science like to deny, but this fact establishes
it). The question is, How do we deal with that? I am not sure it is
by having a stronger president who can say, "This is my budget,
take it or leave it." President Johnson did this during the Vietnam
war and decided to print money to finance the deficit.

Perhaps we must have a sharper restriction on the budget. Though
we have not mentioned it so far, if constitutional revision is to occur,
perhaps we should consider a budget limitation linked to gross na-
tional product and public expenditures.

MR. DALY: We can all agree that the proposals Mr. Cutler put up for
debate-and I stress "that he put up for debate"-would require
constitutional change. Let us examine further the changes that might
work but do not require amendment of the Constitution. Senate
Republican leader Howard Baker, for instance, would like to see an
official liaison presidential office on Capitol Hill and the appearance
by the members of the cabinet before one or both houses of Congress
at regular intervals to answer questions about executive policy. This
proposal in years past has been generally endorsed by both President
Carter and Vice President Mondale. Could that be a way to get
consensus on a presidential program and, ultimately, its passage?

MR. CUTLER: All of these proposals are improvements, but they fall
short of reaching the heart of the problem, which is shared political
fates and responsibility for the majority of the legislature and the
president. We need a way of doing that. In this election, of course,
it is true that some of the Democratic senators shared the same
political fate as the president. Nevertheless, it remains a fact that the
president was defeated by some 6 million or 7 million votes, and a
Democratic House was elected by a comfortable majority. -
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MR. SILBERMAN: Yes, but an important point to keep in mind is that
a majority of people who voted for members of the House of Rep-
resentatives voted Republican-50 or almost 51 percent. It is because
of districting, gerrymandering-and I do not mean to use this in a
pejorative way-that the House has a Democratic majority.

MR. CUTLER: Take a broader sweep of history. We do this again and
again. For half the time of the last seven, now eight, administrations,
we have put the Congress in the hands of a different party than the
presidency.

One suggestion that has been made, one that could be accom-
plished without a constitutional amendment, is that, either by the
will of one or both parties or by a congressional preemptive statute,
there should be a single primary or state convention time for the
nomination of candidates to the House and Senate. Once nominated;
those candidates, together with the holdover senators of the same
party, would meet in a convention to nominate candidates for pres-
ident and vice president, who might very well come from among
their number.

That suggestion is very close, as I understand it, to the original
development of the parties when the Democratic-Republican, Fed-
eralist, or Whig, members of the sitting House and Senate met to-
gether to choose the candidates for president and vice president of
the party.

MR. DALY: I believe we have broadly presented the subject
and also the issues concerned, and that it is now time to go to the
question and answer session. May I have the first question, please?

MEL ELF.IN, Newsweek magazine: Mr. Cutler suggested that if the
president and the Congress reach a stalemate, under his system,
they would necessarily have to resign and have new elections. How
would that contribute to the efficiency of government and speed in
dealing with foreign policy issues? Would it not put us under a kind
of Fourth Republic?

MR. CUTLER: I did not suggest any of the proposals that are listed.
I simply tried to catalog them. The present French constitution, as
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you may know, empowers the president to call for new elections in
the Parliament, not the other way around.

One possibility that has been suggested is a two-way street. The
president could exercise a constitutional power to dissolve the Con-
gress and call for new elections; a majority, or perhaps two-thirds,
of the Congress, only in that event, could call for a new presidential
election at the same time.

That power is a sort of political nuclear weapon, but its existence
might break many stalemates because of the distaste of the members
of Congress for having new elections. That is the theory of it. Of
course, it could only work if we had an electoral system-and we
would have to adopt it as part of any such change-that could
produce a new government, as in Britain or in the constitutional
parliamentary systems, within thirty to sixty days. The incumbent
government would stay in until the election is held.

DR. WILSON: Once you start unraveling this sweater, it all starts
coming apart. You cannot change one part of the system without,
as Mr. Cutler has indicated, thinking about changing all parts of the
system. If we have the president calling a congressional election or
the Congress forcing a presidential election, we have to change the
party system. This means we have to change the degree of control
the national government has over state governments, because ulti-
mately they control the local party systems. We have to force a
different kind of primary or convention system. This alters the re-
lationship between the state governments and the parties. I cannot,
because I lack the wit, imagine all of the additional permutations
that are implied. My point is simple: There are no simple changes
in the Constitution.

MR. ELFIN: Also, Mr. Cutler, does it not work only in a system where
the party is unified over principle, where there are smaller consti-
tuencies, and in more unified, homogeneous countries? In our coun-
try of 220 million people and so many diverse political interests, our
political parties really could not sit down and subscribe to a single
body of values. Look at the fighting that goes on over a political
platform in a convention, which is the party's least common denom-
inator. It would be hard to find a group of congressmen and a
president of either political party who could sit down and agree on
a balanced program. It would be exceedingly hard and would lead
to incredible instability.

Concerning what Mr. Wilson said, if we look at the separation of
powers, does it not also apply to fifty state governments in our
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country, which also have a comparable kind of system and not a
parliamentary system? Would you suggest that they move to a par-
liamentary system?

MR. CUTLER: To take your last question first, other federal systems-
the German system and the Canadian system-have parliamentary
governments at the top. Of course, they have repetitions of it at each
level. Those governments work quite well.

It is quite true that the federal system is an added complication
for us, one in which the virtues may still outweigh the costs. For
any of these various measures, however, the whole point is to induce
the kind of shared political fate between the majority of legislators,
as a group, and the president that would lead them to agree on a
balanced program. If we are to accept the proposition that we are
so diverse- we cannot agree on a balanced program and, therefore,
we cannot have one, I really fear for what will happen to this country.
If we cannot have a balanced program, we cannot control our budget.

My main thesis, though, is not to advance any one of these so-
lutions. I agree that each one of them has a lot of problems to it. My
main thesis is to try to establish the proposition that we need to do
better in forming a government, that we do not do it well today,
that structural problems stand in the way-particularly the lack of
a shared political fate between the legislators and the president or
the candidate for president-and that this is what we need to focus
on.

MR. SILBERMAN: I do not think we could define a balanced program.
That is a very illusory word. It suggests some kind of objective
standard and there is none. Mr. Cutler's balanced program would
be anathema to me.

To go back to Mr. Brandon's point, we cannot trust anybody, even
the president, to define the national interest--except me, and I do
not think you would give me that constitutional power. [Laughter.]

MR. CUTLER: It is not a question of whether Program A is better than
Program B, whether more defense and less social welfare is better
than less defense and more social welfare, or whether we ought to
lower taxes to increase productivity or have the federal government
do something. It is that somebody's program is given a chance. What
we have today is nobody's program. No one is prepared to endorse
what we have today. I will wager you anything that President Reagan
will not be able to carry out his program, however he chooses to
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define it. He will say, "You can't blame me," and the Congress will
do the same thing.

MR. BRANDON: I only want to add that Mr. Elfin defined the reasons
why the British parliamentary system could not be applied in this
country.

MR. DALY: The diversity of our society?

MR. BRANDON: Yes.

WALTER BERNS, American Enterprise Institute: Mr. Cutler, I have a
question for you, too. It seems to me that you exaggerate the diffi-
culties the president faces, both in foreign policy and in domestic
policy. By that, of course, I mean your suggestion that he faces
difficulties that are part of the system of separated powers and that
these difficulties really prevent him from doing what has to be done
at any particular time.

But take two questions, one of foreign policy, one of domestic
policy, arising during the last administration when you were there.
Could it fairly be said that it was the separation of powers that
prevented President Carter from responding properly at the time the
hostages were seized? And, in the field of domestic policy, when
you complain about the inability to get a decisive national-interest
budget, can it fairly be said that it was the separation of powers that
prevented President Carter from getting a budget adopted? If the
answer to that is yes, which budget do you have in mind?

MR. CUTLER: In the case of the hostage crisis, which united this
country and in which Congress probably would have done anything
the president asked, the separation of powers was not a factor. I
disagree with your conclusions that the president adopted the wrong
policies. I have not heard any other policies put forward, either
before or after the fact, that had much of a chance of achieving any
different result from what we now have.

I will give you some other examples. I will give you the invasion
of Afghanistan and the need, or at least the need perceived by the
president, to provide some additional aid to Pakistan. We ran into
the problems of legislative requirements that neither military nor
various types of economic aid could be given to Pakistan unless
Pakistan had given certain nonproliferation assurances, which could
not be obtained. In the case of draft registration, the president, the
head of our government in foreign policy, determined that one ap-
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propriate signal to the Soviets was that at the very least, we were
going to prepare for the possible need for a draft. The difficulty of
obtaining draft registration approval, even for a $20 million appro-
priation-that is all that was at stake-took so long as to blunt the
message we were trying to send and proved almost insurmountable.

So far as the budgets are concerned, to take a favorite Reagan
subject, defense budgets, it is a fact that for the past ten years,
Congress has legislated a lower defense budget than the president
asked for. It is a fact that for the last ten years no president has
gotten either the net budget results or the mix within a budget that
he wanted, nor has any legislator or legislative leader of either party
gotten the composite mix that he wanted. No one can'be held ac-
countable for our failure, the collective failure, to prevent these
enormous budget deficits over the years.

DR-BERNS: May I respond to that? Your first response is interesting.
That is to say, your response to my first point about the seizure of
the hostages. You said that on that particular occasion it was certainly
not the separation of powers that prevented the president from doing
what might be done, because there was such a unanimity of view
in the country, and that any policy that made sense probably would
have been supported.

MR. CUTLER: Even some that did not make sense.

DR. BERNS: Yes, probably some that would not have made sense.
That is exactly the sort of thing that Mr. Wilson was talking about
earlier. When, indeed, that kind of unanimity behind a particular
policy is understood to be or is present and when' the country agrees
that a particular problem has to be dealt with, the separation of
powers is not an insuperable barrier to the achievement of policy.

MR. CUTLER: That is entirely right.

DR. BERNS: Therefore, I conclude by repeating what I said at the
beginning. You exaggerate the difficulties posed by the separation
of powers.

MR. CUTLER: I tried not to. I tried to point out in my article that
when the system has worked, when we have been able to legislate
and execute a policy for dealing with a situation-such as the Great
Depression and World War II under FDR, the early days of the
Johnson Great Society, and perhaps the early days of Wilson's own
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New Freedom-that when there is a great consensus in the country,
usually brought on by a great crisis, an external shock, the assassi-
nation of a beloved president, whatever it might be, for a while the
system works.

But those are very rare times in this century. When we think of
when the system worked, when we think of great presidents who
accomplished something in their administration, we tend to think
of Wilson, FDR, perhaps Lyndon Johnson, and perhaps Eisenhower,
although he governed successfully for eight years by running the
most limited possible government. Remove Eisenhower from the list,
because his theory was to do as little as possible; although that
worked in 1952, it would not work in the world we live in today.
The economy now is an integral part of a worldwide system, to most
of which the writ of our Constitution and our government just does
not reach at all. It is not possible any longer to let our little free
enterprise system, unmanaged, flower in a world of managed and
competing world economies.

It does seem to me that the fact that the system has worked when
there were great crises and great consensus tends to prove my point.
Most -of the time, we do not have 80-20 or 70-30 majorities; we have
a series of issues on which the public splits 55-45-the environment,
whether to restrict auto imports-and we have to be able to govern
in those situations, as well.

MR. SILBERMAN: I would like to respond to Mr. Cutler's last remark.
His comment about the Eisenhower administration reflects what is
the underlying reality of his thesis. It is posed in tcrms of a procedural
reform, but in fact it is based on certain subjective notions of what
proper policy is. In his article, it is quite clear. He explains all the
things the Carter administration could not get done, which he thinks
should have been done, and then he describes them as balanced.
Then he says because we could not do that, there is a fundamental
defect in American government, and it has to be our Constitution.
It is very difficult, reading his article or hearing him now, to think
of any neutral question that somehow can be described outside of
a subjective policy view.

Earlier, when I said one man's balanced program is another man's
extreme program, he made his second point, which is that there
ought to be political accountability and everybody ought to have to
stand together under a single program-the Congress, the Senate,
the president. As a matter of fact, we had an election in the latter
part of 1980, in which that turned out to be more true than many
thought was likely or possible. A number of senators were turned
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out of office, as well as the president, for voting for and adopting
certain policies that the majority of the American people thought
were wrong.

MR. CUTLER: We shall see whether the majority of the American
people or the majority of Congress thinks the policies are wrong.
Governor Reagan should have the opportunity to carry out his pro-
gram, or at least the Republican party should have the opportunity
to carry out its program.

MR. SILBERMAN: Will you guarantee your support?

MR. CUTLER: I will guarantee to try to give you the chance. It cannot
be a do-nothing program. Programs are now in place. There are
ongoing, continuing drains on the budget in place, which you must
dismantle to carry out your program, and you will not be able to do
it because of a structural fault and the fact that legislators are not
sharing President Reagan's political fate. Both he and they will be
able to say in the end, "Although we didn't get anything done and
inflation is still at the same level, it's not our fault."

RUTH HINERFELD, League of Women Voters: I would like to pursue
this question of a national consensus. As Dr. Wilson said, the public
interest is not necessarily the sum of private interests, and, as Mr.
Cutler has pointed out, national consensus only seems to emerge in
times of great national adversity. What institutional improvements
or changes can there be, short of the kinds of changes Mr. Cutler
advocates, that would help the nation in its search for consensus?
I say "search for consensus," recognizing that consensus, by itself,
may not necessarily be of the highest value. In the absence of the
search for consensus, however, we seem to be afflicted with many
of the problems that have been characterized as difficulties of the
present time-fragmentation, extreme self-interest, single interest
groups. These things, of course, have been blamed on such devel-
opments as the weakening of the parties as institutions for mediation,
changes in legislative and executive relations, changes in the lead-
ership, and so-called reforms in both houses of the Congress.

Are there any alternatives in institution-building that will help us
in that search for a national consensus?

DR. WILSON: I am not confident there are institutional strategies to
achieve that objective. Among the reasons why there is not only
disagreement but in some quarters disaffection about the government
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is that the government has promised more than it could achieve and
has done so at the expense of inflating the currency and harming,
in a very visible way, a style of life that most Americans thought
was their birthright.

The source of my ultimate skepticism about Mr. Cutler's proposal
is doubt that institutional reforms of the sort he proposes would do
anything more than feed this process by enlarging expectations,
enlarging the role of the president as a national leader conducting
not an election but a plebiscite. The president's proposals would be
put forward, based on assembling a coalition by offering as much
as possible to as many as possible. Though this would sound good
in the short run, it would lead to enlarged, and ultimately frustrated,
expectations.

The problem is that government is too large. Although you and
I might not agree-I am not certain about that-I am looking for
ways of making government more modest and, at the same time,
more moderate. Perhaps this can be done by constitutional limita-
tions on spending; perhaps it can be done by other, less drastic
means to force choices. I am not convinced, however, that this proc-
ess will be facilitated by enhancing the power of the executive to ask
for a yes-or-no vote on his program, because those programs that
have received yes votes have produced this problem we now face.

MR. CUTLER: I agree with Dr. Wilson as to what is wise policy for
the federal government. I also would like to see policy that is more
modest and much more forthright in recognizing that we cannot
have energy self-sufficiency and a perfect environment and a pro-
ductive industry at the same time.

My difficulty with what he suggests is that it will be very difficult
for a president elected on a mandate of having more moderate gov-
ernment to carry out that policy. It will be very hard, given our
present system, to defeat the particular single interest groups that
Ms. Hinerfeld referred to. It will be very hard to put into effect any
program that any one of us is prepared to endorse.

In the end, the public will look for the party that will say, "We
do intend to discipline ourselves. If you elect us to office, both the
presidency and the legislature, we will stick together and carry out
this program. If the majority whip goes against the leadership and
the president on a particular matter, he will lose his office of whip,"
something we do not do today in our system.

HERBERT STEIN, American Enterprise Institute: I would like to ask
three short questions.
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Mr. Cutler seems to regard as an essential criterion for a good
policy that one person, the president or even a congressman, regard
it as the best of all possible policies. An alternative position is that
a policy that very many people think is the second best or the third
best might be better than a policy that some one person thinks is
the first best. I wonder why he thinks that the criterion should be
that one person think the policy is the first best.

MR. CUTLER: I did not mean one person, I meant the group that we
elect to govern; and I do not mean one policy in the sense of one
energy policy being better than another policy. I am talking about
the balance to be achieved in going about the pursuit of our very
many conflicting and competing goals, every one of which has a
great deal to be said in its favor. I come back, in particular, to this
issue of the budget.

DR. STEIN: I would like to ask a question about the budget. Most
people would agree that our governing processes have many defi-
ciencies and that many of them focus on the budget. I would like
to hear some comment on the possibilities for reform, other than
such radical, structural ones as have been discussed here.

After all, we did make a very big change in 1974 in the budgetary
process, with which there has been rather limited experience, and
I would be interested in any comments on whether that has improved
the outcome at all. I would suggest that the outcome is not noticeably
better in other countries with structurally different systems. In any
case, the budgetary process still has a lot of room for change. We
made a rather unwise decision in 1974 to take away the president's
power to withhold or impound funds, which would have been a
way to limit things. We could do something about the item veto,
about long-range budgeting-things that seem simpler to me than
a constitutional convention.

MR. CUTLER: Again, I am not proposing a constitutional convention.
Most of the budget reforms you mention probably would require
constitutional reform-unless Congress adopted the habit of putting
in every piece of legislation, every piece of appropriation legislation,
for example, permission for an item veto.

One could think of a provision, which I understand is in the
German constitution, that the legislature may not enact a budget or
a set of appropriations greater than proposed by the cabinet, by the
government. I believe the Canadians have some similar provision in
their constitution. How we would arrive at that, short of constitu-
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tional reform, is very difficult to imagine. A really determined Con-
gress, a party that imposes discipline on its members, a return per-
haps to the tools of power that Lyndon Johnson and Sam Rayburn
possessed, would get us a long way in that direction, but it is very
hard to turn history back on reforms of that type. The congressional
budget process is almost in disintegration today, as you know.

DR. STEIN: Many people thought it would not survive this long; I
would not be so desperate about it. A question I did not hear dis-
cussed has to do with this change in the kin d of thing'that the
government does, which has affected the balance of power between
the executive and the legislative branches in a very fundamental
way. That is the enormous explosion of government regulation,
which the Congress has no possible way of exercising any control
over and which has inevitably made an enormous shift of power
toward the executive. I wonder whether anybody has any sugges-
tions for ways of redressing that imbalance.

MR. CUTLER: I am going to move right over with you and Mr. Sil-
berman on that proposition. I have proposed, myself, that the pres-
ident should assert power over the executive branch regulatory agen-
cies, and even-if the Congress gives him power-over the
independent agencies. Once more, however, to be able to do any of
these things, you need discipline between an executive, even one
so disposed, and the majority in the Congress to accomplish it. Every
regulatory agency, with its single mission, has behind it a single-
mission congressional committee and single-mission constituencies.
It is very hard, even for a determined president, to impose on that
agency the need for balance in considering other national goals.

DR. WILSON: I am ordinarily not cast in the role of reformer, but if
reforms are to be sought, we should seek them from within the
American experience on the basis of those institutional arrangements
to which the American people have become accustomed. We should
not reach overseas for an approximation of the parliamentary system;
we should look at state and city governments in this country and
ask what modifications in federal arrangements already tested at the
city and state levels might commend themselves. Many governors
have, in fact, line-item vetos awarded to them by state constitutions.
Many city charters deny to city councils the right to increase the
executive budget.

None of them, so far as I know, allows the governor or the mayor
to force a new election, or vice versa, nor does any require the
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abolition of the separation of powers. These modest changes, which
would require, as Mr. Cutler says, constitutional change, are the
sorts of changes on which we could focus attention with a greater
confidence that we know what we would get as a result.

MR. SILBERMAN: That is an excellent point.
At one point in Mr. Cutler's article he advocates that the president

have control of executive branch agencies, and he has previously
described that in a more elaborate way. Although we have certainly
indicated a disagreement between Mr. Cutler and me, I thoroughly
agree with the notion that having independent regulatory agencies
is a constitutional anomaly, because in many respects it is in defiance
of democratic theory. These independent agencies are not responsive
to any democratic process-not to the Congress, not to the president.
I would go further on that and suggest, as I did earlier-and here
Mr. Cutler probably would not agree with me-that many of our
problems, including many of the frustrations of the executive, come
about because of avowed and open judicial policy making, which
was not contemplated by the Founders of the Constitution.

MR. CUTLER: Let me cite Paul MacAvoy as an e*:p1efor the prop-
osition that more new regulatory agencies, and some of those with
the greatest impact from the cost-imposing standpoint, were created
during the Republican Nixon and Ford administrations than during
the Kennedy, Johnson, and Carter administrations combined. I has-
ten to say, as you would say, that most of that was done because
there were Democratic Congresses during those administrations, but
that proves my point. We had not formed a government capable of
carrying out a policy during those administrations. That is when the
Environmental Protection Agency was originated by a Nixon exec-
utive order; that is when the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration was originated; that is when the Consumer Product Safety
Commission was originated. They are all children of this bastard
form of government we have, in which the president might go one
way and the legislature, or parts of it, are free to go another.

JOHN FORSTER, Initiative America: My question is directed toward
Mr. Silberman.

Most Americans would agree with you that our system of checks
and balances and separation of powers is one of our strongest assets.
If we can assume, though, that the problems in government today
occur when our branches of government fail to come to a consensus
or when they adopt a policy that the vast majority of Americans
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disagrees with, would you support extending our system of checks
and balances and separation of powers to allowing voters to propose
legislative solutions themselves to keep our branches of government
in balance when they are in paralysis or in disagreement with Amer-
icans?

MR. SILBERMAN: I had always been somewhat hostile to initiative
legislation until Proposition 13 was passed in California. [Laughter.]

Then, I was tempted to change my procedural views in accordance
with the subjective results, as I have accused Mr. Cutler of doing.
I restrained myself, however, and I am still opposed to the notion
of initiative, certainly at the national level. I like the republican form
of government.

DR. WILSON: I agree with Mr. Silberman.

MR. CUTLER: I do not have many such opportunities, so I want to
concur in Mr. Silberman's idea. The principal problem with initiative
legislation is that we lose the benefits of the legislative process-the
possibilities for debate, constructive amendment, and compromise.
We are stuck with the initial wording of the initiative, bad as it may
be.

MR. DALY: Would you like to concur in this also, Mr. Brandon?

MR. BRANDON: Yes. A referendum bypasses the democratic process.

MR. DALY: This concludes another public policy forum, presented
by the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research. On
behalf of AEI, our hearty thanks to the distinguished and expert
panelists, Mr. Henry 0. Brandon, Mr. Lloyd N. Cutler, Mr. Laurence
H. Silberman, and Dr. James Q. Wilson. Our thanks, too, to the
guests in our audience for their participation.
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from Setting National Priorities: Agenda for the
1980s, edited by Joseph A. Pechman

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The Crisis of Competence
in Government
JAMES L. SUNDQUIST

WHE N President Carter came down from Camp David, in July 1979,
to talk of a national "malaise" and warn his countrymen that "a crisis
of confidence" was "threatening to destroy the social and political
fabric of America," he gave his political rivals in both parties an un-
intended issue. As the campaign got under way in the fall, Ronald
Reagan was saying that there was no "failure of the American spirit,"
only "a failure of our leaders," that the people did not lack confidence
in themselves but only in their government. And Senator Kennedy
was throwing Carter's words back at him with, "the malaise is not in
our people but in our leadership."

The implication, of course, was that confidence could be restored
with a change in leadership. But the thesis of this chapter is that the
problems of the U.S. government will not be solved by anything so
simple as a change in leadership-or a return to office of the incum-
bent leadership, depending on one's preference. The American gov-
ernmental system has built-in structural features that have always
presented severe difficulties for any president who would provide the
sought-after leadership. But deep-seated trends have been, and are, at
work that will make effective government even more difficult to at-
tain in the 1980s than it has been in the decade just ended and those
that have gone before.

I am grateful to several colleagues for their comments, especially Joel Aberbach
and Lawrence Brown, and to Jo Ann Pinero for secretarial assistance.
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The Crisis of Confidence

Every poll that has been designed to measure the confidence of the

American people in their government has shown a precipitous decline

in that confidence since the mid-1960s. No one disputes President

Carter on that point. A few figures will illustrate it.

Consider, for instance, the findings of the Center for Political Stud-

ies at the University of Michigan, which has asked some questions in

identical form and at the same time in each presidential election year.

Persons interviewed in its national sample who expressed agreement

with five propositions (chosen from a set of answers in a multiple-

choice format) can be considered to be alienated from their national

government: "you can trust the government in Washington to do

what is right . . . only some of the time"; "the government is pretty

much run by a few big interests looking out for themselves"; "quite a

few of the people running government are a little crooked"; "quite

a few of the people running the government don't seem to know what

they're doing"; and "people in the government waste a lot of money

we pay in taxes." The averages of those who chose these answers

were:
Percent

1964 31
1968 40
1972 47
1976 61

The same general trend appears in answers to the Louis Harris poll

question that asks how much confidence the voters have in "the people

in charge of running" various institutions, both governmental and

private. The percentage of respondents expressing "a great deal of

confidence" has been going down for all institutions. Following are

the percentages for Congress, the executive branch, and what Harris

calls nongovernmental primary institutions (an average of the re-

sponses on medicine, higher education, organized religion, the mili-

tary, major companies, the press, and organized labor) as shown in

polls taken at various times during the years indicated: 1

1. Harris survey data, summarized in Public Opinion, January-February 1979,

p. 24; and ibid., October-November 1979, pp. 30-31.
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Executive Nongovernmental
Congress branch institutions

1966 42 41 49
1971 19 23 30
1973 29 19 37
1974 18 28 31
1976 9 11 24
1977 16 23 29
1978 10 14 29
1979 (February) 18 17 24

And a corresponding trend marks the Harris index of alienation,
which is based on the percentage of the respondents who express
agreement with four propositions: "the rich get richer and the poor
get poorer"; "what you think doesn't count very much anymore"; "the
people running the country don't really care what happens to you";
and "you're left out of things going on around you." Averaging the
four percentages, Harris obtains the following proportions of "disen-
chanted" voters:2

Percent
1966 29
1969 36
1971 40
1972 49
1973 55
1976 59
1977 58

One thing that is clear from the polls is that the steep slide in public
confidence began quite suddenly in the mid-1960s. The year 1965
was a high point by any measure. Congress in 1964 and 1965 had
put aside all doubt and in a spirit of euphoria had passed the pio-
neering, hopeful measures that made up Lyndon Johnson's Great
Society-the Economic Opportunity Act, civil rights legislation,
programs for Appalachia and other depressed areas, medicare, water
and air pollution control, federal aid to education, and the rest. Pres-
ident Johnson was riding the crest of popularity; his approval rating
ranged about 65 to 70 percent all through 1965, figures averaging
well above those of any other postwar president except Kennedy after
the same length of time in office. Congress also received then the high-

2. The Harris Survey, December 8, 1977.
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est approval rating in modem times, according to Harris. Fully 71

percent of the electorate gave it a favorable rating, compared to only

35 percent two years before. So public confidence had been rising.
Then, after 1965, it began its slide.

What were the causes? What has made people angry at their gov-

ernment? The polls have not asked that question directly, but they are

a rich source of random clues, and anyone who lived through the

decade can construct from those clues and from experience and ob-

servation a list of events that have contributed to bringing the compe-

tence and responsiveness of government and its leadership into ques-

tion. Most lists, surely, would include these: the Vietnam War, ghetto
riots, the rise in crime, Watergate and the Nixon resignation, the Ag-

new scandal, the highest unemployment since the Great Depression,
double-digit inflation, the energy crisis and gasoline lines, and set-

backs to the United States in world affairs-in Africa, the Middle
East, and elsewhere.

The list could be extended, but in any case a succession of adverse

events has produced a generalized feeling about government far more

negative than was the case fifteen or twenty years ago-the malaise

about which Carter spoke. There is the general impression that gov-

ernment is wasteful. There is the widely shared conclusion that

government efforts to solve problems do not usually work, that am-

bitious initiatives like the Great Society are bound to fail. There is the

pervasive feeling that the government is too intrusive, oppressing
people and businesses with regulation that brings more burden than
benefit. There is the judgment that government does not deliver on its

promises, that after all the talk about cleaning up the "welfare mess,"
closing tax loopholes, streamlining the bureaucracy, and cutting red

tape, things always remain the same. There is the suspicion that

government looks out mainly for the rich and the "special interests,"
and the conviction that politicians are not as honest as they should be;

corruption and scandal were supposed to have ended with Nixon and
Agnew, but the new administration was barely in office when the Bert

Lance affair splashed in the headlines and on television news, and the

usual quota of Congressmen were caught accepting bribes.
One does not have to share all these negative opinions to reach the

essential conclusion: the performance of the government has fallen

far short of what the people have expected and have a right to expect.
The past fifteen years have seen one long string of mistakes, of com-
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mission or omission. Some of the events, the politicians in power at
the time may claim, were beyond the control of the U.S. government.
But opposing politicians are always around to reject any such at-
tempted alibi and exploit the failure-and the public judgment is not
likely to be generous. The people expect the government to control
events. After all, candidates for office keep promising that it can do so.
They go on insisting that elections make a difference. So each time an
election does not, it adds to the disillusionment. And that, in turn,
appears to be expressed in the decline in voting participation, which
was also precipitate in the 1 970s-as Carter noted in his July speech.

The loss in confidence in the early Carter years, in particular,
was severe. The polling data suggest that the public mood had ex-
perienced some recovery during the brief Ford administration and
through the election and inauguration of Jimmy Carter. If the coun-
try had not returned to the euphoric heights of 1965, it seemed at least
to be puIing out of the doldrums. When Carter was sworn in, the
nation faced the future with a fair measure of the optimism and hope
that has always marked Inauguration Day. But sometime in 1977, the
optimism began to fade, and with it, Carter's standing. By early 1979,
the crisis of confidence was again apparent. To turn to the polls once
again, the responses to two questions asked repeatedly in recent years
measure perhaps as well as any the shifts in the general public percep-
tion of how the government is coping with the nation's problems. The
first is: "[Are] problems ... no worse than at other times, [or is] the
country . . . in deep and serious trouble?" Among those respondents
with an opinion, the percentages choosing each alternative are as
follows:3

Problems Country
no worse than in deep and
at other times serious trouble

March 1974 32 68
January 1975 29 71
August 1976 58 42
September 1976 51 49
July 1977 59 41
April 1979 33 67

The second question was: "Do you feel things in this country are
generally going in the right direction, or do you feel that things have

3. Time-Yankelovich Surveys, reported in Public Opinion, JuneJuly 1979, p, 21.
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pretty seriously gotten on the wrong track?" The percentages are
shown below.4

Right direction Wrong track Don't know
October 1973 16 74 10
October 1975 19 71 9
February 1977 41 44 14
February 1979 20 65 15

The downward trend in 1977-79 paralleled the drop in Carter's
popularity. The percentage of the voters giving him a favorable rating
ranged from 28 to 33 percent in a series of polls between May and
August 1979, down from between 60 and 67 percent two years before
-one of the steepest declines on record. (That was followed by one
of the sharpest surges in a presidential approval rating, after the
seizure of the U.S. embassy in Tehran. Whether this reflects a lasting
reappraisal of Carter's leadership or simply a support-the-president
response to crisis, and whether it is accompanied by any significant
revival of confidence in government generally, are not yet clear.)

Late in 1978, President Carter's own pollster, Patrick H. Caddell,
asked his respondents how much they thought the government could
do to solve certain problems. The percentage that thought the gov-
ernment could do "a lot" was relatively high-46 piercent responded
that it could bring down inflation to acceptable levels; 38 percent,
hold down unemployment to acceptable levels; 52 percent, reduce
taxes significantly; 33 percent, reduce crime significantly; 45 percent,
improve health care. But the percentages of respondents who consid-
ered it "very likely" that the government "will actually be able to do"
those things were 10, 9, 11, 8, and 13, respectively. When only 10
percent of the voters believe their government will solve the public
problem that weighs most heavily on them-inflation-that is a
resounding vote of nonconfidence. And the 10 percent was about
equal to the proportion expressing "a great deal of confidence" in
President Carter and Congress that was reported a few weeks earlier
by Harris.

If all that is the bad news, the good news is that the people have not
given up on the American system-not yet, anyway. Pollster Harris
asked some questions in September 1978 designed to probe the pub-
lic's feelings about government itself, as distinct from the people lead-
ing it. He identified a series of characteristics that people desire in

4. Roper surveys, reported in Public Opinion, June-July 1979, p. 22.
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government, and then asked two questions: "Do we have a govern-
ment that fits these characteristics?" And "Is it possible to have" such
a government? The responses given for some of the characteristics are
as follows:'

Don't Not
Have have Possible possible

Almost wholly free of
corruption and payoffs 10 84 48 45
Best people are attracted
to serve in public life 18 69 68 22
The good of the country
is placed above special
interests 26 61 76 16
Public officials really
care what happens to
people 38 48 81 12

"It is evident," Harris concluded, "that the American people have
not given up hope for a better federal government and better people
to lead it. In fact, despite the shock waves that have visited the public
over the past 15 years ... there has never been much evidence that
most people have gone sour on the system itself and have finally con-
cluded that it is unworkable." So the political gibes that followed
President Carter's July speech had an element of truth in them. To a
great extent, the crisis of confidence has been a crisis of faith in the
people running the government now and their recent predecessors-
in Carter's capacity for leadership and in the capacity of Congress as
his partner in the government.

A Crisis of Governmental Competence

If the patterns of the last decade and a half continue, the election
year of 1980 will see a rise in optimism. Most people will find in one
or another candidate someone in whom to place their trust-more
tentatively than before, perhaps, but if not with the old confidence at
least with hope. The new president-or Carter, if he is reelected-
will then have a year or so during which to demonstrate that the gov-
ernment can cope with what the people perceive to be the country's
problems. If the new burst of optimism is followed by another let-
down, the basic faith in the political system on which the government

5. TheHarrisSurvey,November 13,1978.
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rests is bound to be further undermined, with consequences that can

only be conjectured.
The fundamental question, then, is whether in the next few years

the U.S. government can be made to work-under any leadership.

The crisis of confidence turns out to be a crisis of efficacy, or compe-

tence, in government. After the shocks the country has suffered, can

a series of successes follow?
After what has happened, the day of exaggerated expectations

about what government can accomplish may have passed, and for-

tunately so. Yet, if people are to take the trouble to vote, they must

expect something from the leaders they choose. What is the public

conception of a government that works? At a minimum, I suggest,

the people expect this much: first, that a candidate for president have

a program to address the central problems that concern the people-

not necessarily one with all the answers, but at least a philosophy and

an approach that give promise of succeeding; second, that the win-

ning candidate then proceed to accomplish the program-again, not

in every detail or all at once, but with enough actual achievement to

give the public a sense of progress toward the goals that were pro-

jected in the campaign. In short, a mandate to lead the country in an

indicated direction is sought and given, and then it is expected to be

discharged.
That defines the problem of competence in government. What has

always existed in the United States is a gap, sometimes narrow and

sometimes wide but always present, between the mandate and its

execution. The mandate is granted essentially to one person, the presi-

dent, but it can be executed only through the collaboration of three

separate institutions-the president, the Senate, and the House-

elected from different constituencies and free to exercise their powers

independently. Two-thirds of the senators did not even run in the elec-

tion that chose the president, and hence have no share in the mandate.

And many of those who were elected with the president-even those

of his own party-may have little more in common with him than the

date of their election. They were chosen by much smaller electorates,

and they presented their individual platforms and received their own

distinct and perhaps quite different mandates.
So presidents have always had some trouble getting their programs

through Congress. Yet the public has little patience with presidents

who blame their troubles on the legislature. The people choose a
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president to go to Washington and take charge, and if he fails to
achieve the objectives he set out, that is his fault, in their view. They
may-and usually do-lay the fault on Congress also, but the way-
wardness of Congress is a constant, taken for granted, and one of the
jobs of the president is to "lead" the legislature. If he fails to get his
way with it, then his capacity for "leadership" becomes a political
issue, as it did in the campaign of 1980. He is expected to stop the
incessant bickering, and get things done.

But the degree of harmony among the Senate, the House and the
executive necessary for more than routine and incremental legislation
-except in situations of manifest crisis-is not the rule in the U.S.
government; it is the exception. One can identify only a few brief
periods in the entire twentieth century when relations were close
enough-or presidential leadership strong enough, which is the other
way of describing it-to achieve major innovations in controversial
areas of public policy. The most notable of these were the first two
years of Woodrow Wilson's administration, when the New Freedom
was enacted; the first term of Franklin D. Roosevelt, when the New
Deal took form, and the first two years of Lyndon Johnson, when the
Great Society was founded. Each of these short but frenziedly active
intervals came after a massive presidential landslide, which estab-
lished the president's credential as a leader (or, in the case of John-
son's first year, after the assassination of a president, which had the
effect of unifying the country behind his successor). In each, the legis-
lative agenda was swept clean of long-pending measures; more new
programs were initiated, perhaps, than could be sensibly managed.
In between these periods, the agenda of unfinished business grew, be-
cause few measures could be passed beyond those clearly required
by national emergencies or supported for other reasons by an ex-
traordinarily high degree of consensus in the country.

But the prospects for attaining a sufficient degree of unity among
president, House, and Senate to enable the government to move for-
ward confidently and energetically to cope with the country's prob-
lems are even smaller now than they were in the time of Woodrow
Wilson, or Roosevelt, or Johnson. If attaining governmental compe-
tence has been always difficult in the past, it will be even more ardu-
ous in the future. For in the last decade or two, the political scene
has changed profoundly, and the changes all militate against gov-
ernmental effectiveness.
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Four of the trends, all interrelated, affect the government's ability

to formulate policy: the disintegration of political parties, the pop-

ularization of presidential nominations, the rejection by Congress of

presidential leadership, and fragmentation of authority in Congress

that prevents its development as an alternative source of policy in-

tegration and leadership. A fifth trend is the gradual deterioration
of administrative capability. The remainder of the chapter addresses
these in turn, and then considers what, if anything, can be done to

alleviate the crisis of governmental competence.

Party Disintegration

Political scientists who for generations have pondered the built-in
disunity of the U.S. government have generally sought the solution in

an institution that the Founding Fathers did not contemplate and that

George Washington warned against-the political party. The party,

they found, was the "web" or the "bridge" that bound together the

separate elements of government. As late as the mid-i 960s, the po-

litical party was strong enough to serve that purpose, when circum-

stances were favorable. A Democratic president then could lead the

Democratic House and Senate majorities for a time because all felt

a party bond and a commitment to a party philosophy and program.
But in the past fifteen years, a process of party disintegration, al-

ready under way, has accelerated. By now, the web has lost much of

its tensile strength, the bridge its carrying capacity.
What held American parties together was not so much their ide-

ologies or their programs (except in periods of realignment, like the

1850s or the 1930s, when for a brief time issues predominated) as

two other factors: patronage and the control of nominations for the

elective offices that dispensed the patronage. In the past one hundred
years, these two bonds have eroded almost to the point, now, of non-

existence. Patronage has been diminished by civil service, by the

creation of public agencies to dispense welfare benefits once handled

by the parties, and by the development of the ethic--enforced by

open and quasi-judicial processes of administration monitored by

the media as well as the courts-that partisan favoritism shall be

forbidden in the distribution of governmental benefits. And the con-

trol of nominations has passed almost completely from the party's
leadership to its mass membership-in other words, to the public at
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large-through the direct primary system. At the national level, that
revolution is now complete. Until 1968, party leaders still had some
part in choosing presidents; now a state chairperson or national com-
mittee member has not much more influence than any other individ-
ual voter. Parties are even giving up the business of campaigning;
candidates are marketed through television by advertising specialists.

One can hardly regret the passing of old-style political machines,
with their corruption, bossism, and cronyism. Few persons nowadays
suggest returning to the "smoke-filled room" as the way of selecting
presidents. The new ideal is for open, participatory parties, united by
program objectives rather than by patronage. Yet only in a few places
do such new-style party organizations have cohesion approaching
that of the old machines (and even in those places, their durability
has yet to be proved). Consequently, within what are loosely referred
to as the Republican and Democratic "parties," the trend has been
steadily toward an every-candidate-for-himself kind of campaign.

Today candidates for the House and Senate-sometimes even
presidential candidates-refer to the party platform rarely and re-
serve the right not to be bound by it. The platforms of presidential
candidates are whatever they say they are during the campaign, but
the candidates speak only for themselves, not for those who share the
ticket with them. The latter have their own platforms. So when those
who together carried the standard of the victorious party take office,
they do not necessarily have a common program or even a shared
philosophy. And not since Wilson's first two years, when the House
and Senate Democrats held caucuses to hammer out the party pro-
gram and bind the party members to support it, has there been in
either party even a mechanism for formulating a party program. Dur-
ing the two later periods of historic legislative achievement, under
Roosevelt and Johnson, the party's program was simply announced
by the president, and because he had demonstrated overwhelming
popular support in a landslide election, Democratic senators and
representatives closed ranks behind him. But party cohesion lasted
only as long as popular support for the president remained at its
crest. When it began to fade, legislators again looked to their own
constituencies for their own mandates, and began to go their own
ways. Coalitions, such as the old Republican-southern Democratic
alliance, formed across party lines and often took effective control Qf
one or both houses of Congress.
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The political party has been steadily weakening, then, as a force

for unifying the separate policymaking elements of government-
president, House and Senate-even when all are controlled by the

same party. But with the decline of parties and the concomitant rise

in independent voting has come a new phenomenon of extraordinary
import for governmental competence-divided party control. As

voters pay ever less attention to the party label, picking and choosing

among candidates (for the presidency, at least) as individuals in a

kind of personality contest, straight-ticket voting disappears. In per-

sonality contests, because neither party has any inherent advantage,

the winners are distributed between them on a random basis. The

result in the case of the president and Congress has been for more

than two decades what random selection would be expected, mathe-

matically, to dictate. Half the time the country has had divided gov-

ernment, something rarely known in the days of strong party organi-

zation and identification. During the twenty-six years from 1955

through 1980, the Democrats have continually controlled Congress,

but during fourteen of those years the Republicans have held the

presidency-six years of split control when Dwight Eisenhower was

in the White House and all eight years of the Nixon and Ford ad-

ministrations.
At such times, the normal tendency of the U.S. system toward

deadlock becomes irresistible. Harmonious collaboration, barring na-

tional crisis, is out of the question. The president and Congress are

compelled to quarrel. No presidential proposal can be accepted by

the legislature without raising the stature of the president as leader.

Similarly, no initiative of Congress can be approved by the president
without conceding wisdom to his enemies. The conflict, bickering,

tension, and stalemate that characterized the fourteen years of di-

vided government were inevitable. e

Given the continued predominance of personality as distinct from

party voting, the odds are close to fifty-fifty that in January 1981 the,

country will enter another four years of divided government and its

accompanying incessant conflict. If that happens, confidence in gov-

ernment can only be damaged further. When the president is con-

stantly denouncing Congress as prodigal and irresponsible, and Con-

gress in turn is rejecting his ideas as fatuous and unworthy, will not

the people inevitably come to believe both?
But the bonds of party have proved too weak to bridge the gap
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between the branches even when the president and the congressional
majority are of the same party, as they have been in the four years
since 1977. President Carter's first term has not been one of the rare
historic periods of fruitful collaboration, and the limited legislative
output-as in the case of energy-has disappointed almost everyone.
The effect on public confidence in government has been direct, and
disastrous. To the data on public opinion presented above can be
added one more item: A Washington Post poll in July 1979 found
that two-thirds of the sample believes that President Carter and Con-
gress have not worked well together. Of those, 86 percent said that
lack of cooperation was harmful to the country. They absolved nei-
ther Congress nor the president, although they considered the legisla-
ture somewhat more at fault.

Haphazard Presidential Selection

In all democratic countries, by definition, the people make the final
choice among the parties' nominees for national leadership. But only
in the United States do the people themselves also make the nomina-
tions.

When the state presidential primaries became the mode rather than
the exception after 1968, a basic safeguard in the presidential elec-
tion process was lost. Previously an elite of party leaders performed a
screening function. They administered a kind of competence test;
they did not always exercise that duty creditably, but they could.
More important, however, they could-and did-ensure that no one
was nominated who was not acceptable to the preponderance of the
party elite as its leader. Even if a candidate swept the limited number
of primaries, he could still be rejected, as Senator Estes Kefauver
was in 1952. Usually, then, the nominee was an insider in the political
system, a person who had established some credentials as a politician
or an, administrator, or both, of national stature and of demonstrated
competence. The party leaders who approved the nomination were
then prepared to follow the nominee, and to mobilize the party on
his behalf.

Since 1968, all that is changed. There is no screening mechanism.
A party's nominee for president now is someone who has been able to
devote enough time to shaking hands in the early primary and caucus
states and to forming an effective get-out-the-vote organization there,

19-549 0-83-11
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who has raised enough money to put himself on television throughout
the primary season, and who has proved to have popular appeal. He
may be an outsider to the national political process. He may have no
experience in the federal government he seeks to head. He may be a
neophyte in dealing with complex issues of foreign relations and the
domestic economy. He may be in no sense the natural leader of large
and crucial elements of his own party. If elected, he nay be a stranger
to the people in Congress with whom he has to work, and he may have
little sense of how to get along with them. He may have little idea of
the kind of talent he needs to help him run the executive branch, and
no network of experienced advisers to help him find them. All this
was true of Jimmy Carter.

A president may have the capacity to learn fast, as seems to have
been the case with Carter-at least in some elements of the job. But
that, if true, is pure luck. And in any case, for a country suffering a
crisis of governmental competence, it is perilous to devote the first
year or two of a new administration to little more than on-the-job
training for an inexperienced president and an even more inexperi-
enced entourage, without knowing how much competence will prove
to be there when the training period ends.

Without passing judgment on President Carter's personal capaci-
ties, about which people differ, this much can be said with certainty:
those who find this particular president-or any successor-deficient
as a national leader should look with some urgency to the shortcom-
ings of the system that selected him. Jimmy Carter, the outsider,
would not have been the nominee in 1976 of an organized political
party; he is what can happen when the choice of party leader is taken
entirely out of the hands of the party elite and turned over to the
people.

In this lottery, some future president-if not chosen in 1980, then
in some future year-could conceivably have all of Jimmy Carter's
weaknesses without his strengths. The adverse effect on competence
in government-and public confidence, and national malaise-
would be immeasurable.

Rejection of Presidential Leadership

The theorists who envisaged the majority political party as the
institution that would unify a government of separated powers con-
sidered the president as the leader of the party, the natural leader of
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the government. And this view went beyond the theorists. Thq public
at large has come to look upon presidential leadership as an essential
feature of twentieth century government in the United States. Look-
ing back over history, it is the strong presidents-Washington, Jeffer-
son, Jackson, Lincoln, the two Roosevelts, Wilson-whom Ameri-
cans revere. The presidents of the nineteenth century who limited
themselves to presiding over the executive branch, while letting
Congress direct the nation's policy, are forgotten. And just as the
public came to expect presidents to be strong leaders, so did the
nation's politicians-including those in Congress.

Indeed, the modern powerful presidency could not have been cre-
ated excent by Congress. The presidency did not grow by seizing
power. Rather, statute after statute-many initiated by Congress
itself-bestowed new functions on it. The Budget and Accounting
Act of 1921, a congressional initiative, required the president to lay
out a program for the entire government-which chief executives had
not done before. The Employment Act of 1946 required the president
to have an explicit program for economic prosperity, growth, and
stability-which, until the Great Depression, presidents had not had.
The National Security Act of 1947 affirmed the president's primacy
in foreign and national security affairs. Beginning with Franklin
Roosevelt, Congress expected the president to lay out its legislative
agenda, to plan with the Senate and House leaders the strategy and
tactics to get the legislation passed, and to help gather the votes. In
short, the president was installed as the effective head of the legisla-
tive branch. Congress organized itself to respond, to criticize, and to
follow, but not to lead.

Because this concept necessarily depended on the willingness of the
legislative majorities to accept the presidential leadership, it was
bound to run into serious trouble in the years from 1955 through
1960, the first of the two periods of divided government that mark
this midcentury. In foreign and military matters, the Democrats who
controlled Congress were inclined not to challenge Eisenhower's
enormous prestige, but in domestic affairs he had no equivalent re-
spect. On those matters they refused to follow where he led, and he,
as might be expected, was even less inclined to follow them. So the
government went through six years of stalemate and drift, able to
adopt noncontroversial measures or compromise on incremental
legislation but to accomplish little more. Later, in the second period
of divided government from 1969 through 1976, the model of presi-
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dential leadership and congressional followership collapsed entirely.
Had Nixon been another Eisenhower, benign and somewhat pas-

sive in his dealings with Congress, the model might have survived. But
in Nixon's first term, he became increasingly the aggressive partisan.
By the end of that term, he was pushing his powers to the limit, seem-
ingly determined to impose his program on the country in defiance,
where necessary, of the legislative branch. In doing so, he aroused the
collective anger of Congress and provoked it to fight back.

A series of events converged in the winter of 1972-73 to bring
executive-legislative relations to a crisis and arouse a wholly new
congressional assertiveness. One issue was fiscal policy: Nixon had
humiliated Congress in a struggle over a spending ceiling in the fall;
when Congress failed to come up with the budget cuts he demanded,
he took power into his own hands and impounded $9 billion (by the
narrowest definition of the term), thus unilaterally repealing laws
Congress had enacted. Another issue was the war power, a question
that had been long festering: while Congress was in recess, Nixon
without consultation intensified the bombing of North Vietnam and
mined the port of Haiphong. A third was executive privilege: Nixon
was asserting unlimited power to withhold any information from
Congress, solely at his own discretion.' A fourth was reorganization:
Nixon put into effect the basic features of a plan for reorganizing the
executive departments that Congress had explicitly rejected. /

When the Ninety-third Congress assembled in January 1973, its
members were in a fighting mood. But it was also a mood of great
anxiety. The members sensed that, as Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield put it, "the fault lies not in the Executive Branch but in
ourselves." The problem, they finally admitted to themselves, ran
deeper than just the curbing of the Nixon excesses. Even without
these, Congress had lost what its members repeatedly referred to as
its coequal status under the Constitution. And it had done so con-
sciously and deliberately, in successive abdications. It had built the
presidency, one brick at a time, into the structure that now towered

6. "Statement About Executive Privilege, March 12, 1973," Public Papers of the

Presidents: Richard Nixon (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 184-86;
and testimony of Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst on April 10, 1973, in
Erecutive Privilege, Secrecy in Government, Freedom of Information, Hearings
before subcommittees of the Senate Committee on Governmental Operations and
Committee on the Judiciary, 93 Cong. I sess. (GPO, 1973), vol. 1, pp. 18-52, espe-
cially pp. 45-46, 51.
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over the legislative branch. It had elevated whoever occupied the
White House to become the dominant figure in the government.

In the course of a single Congress, the Ninety-third, of 1973 and
1974, the legislature went a long way toward rectifying the previous
six decades or so of continuous decline. As the Watergate scandal
closed in on Nixon, Congress took advantage of a collapsing presi-
dency to shift the balance. It did all it could by law to recapture the
war power-or at least a partnership role in it-through the War
Powers Resolution, enacted over Nixon's veto. It regained control of
fiscal policy-the power of the purse-through the Congressional
Budget and Impoundment Control Act, accepted by Nixon in one of
his final acts in office. (Meanwhile, President Nixon voluntarily dis-
carded his reorganization scheme, and the Supreme Court stripped
him of his claimed unlimited right of executive privilege-though it
did not define what the limits are.) Beyond those specific statutory
monuments of the new assertiveness, the congressional mood ex-
pressed itself in many diffuse ways. Both houses officially instructed
their committees to exert more effort in overseeing the administration
of the laws, and for the first time the legislature looked closely at
agencies it had earlier let slip out of sight, including the Central In-
telligence Agency. A device that had been used somewhat sparingly,
the legislative veto of contemplated administrative action, was ex-
tended over a new and wide terrain. And Congress entered a phase of
freer intervention in matters of foreign policy.

All these actions enabled a Democratic Congress to assert leader-
ship and control over an executive branch that at the time was in Re-
publican hands. But in 1977, the presidency reverted to the Demo-
crats again. What, then, of the new relationships? In practice, there
was a pronounced easing of tensions. Mutual recrimination largely
ended. Rather than being under compulsion to try to discredit a
president of the opposition party, the congressional majorities found
themselves under pressure to make their own president look good;
party labels had not lost their meaning altogether, and congressional
Democrats had to expect to run on the same ticket with Jimmy Carter
in 1980. By the same token, the president had to be conciliatory be-
cause he knew he would need the support of all those Democrats in
their states and districts. Democrats in both branches had a political
interest in the record on which they all would run.

Nevertheless, the formal balance of power has remained the same
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as it was when Gerald Ford was President. All the innovations of the
Ninety-third Congress have remained in effect-war powers, budget
process, impoundment control, legislative veto, expansion of over-
sight activities. The aggressive and vastly enlarged congressional
staffs that were formed when Congress resolved to reject the leader-
ship of a Republican president and oversee and control executive
activities have not been-disbanded, and they would find scant joy in
working for a passive Congress that followed presidential leadership.
Congress shows little tendency toward relinquishing any of its new
authority; while moderating the tone, it is not giving up the substance
of the new assertiveness.

This would be no problem if Congress had the capacity to set the
country's course, as the substitute for presidential leadership. But
there are severe limitations on the capability of the legislative branch
to develop integrated and coherent policy. If the model of presidential
leadership and congressional followership is to be discarded (or
suspended), no fully satisfactory alternative model of congressional
leadership has yet been designed to take its place. And recent trends
within Congress make it even less likely than before that such a model
can be devised.

Limitations on Congressional Leadership

Whatever else may be said about it, the executive branch is well
organized to prepare a comprehensive and internally consistent gov-
ernmental program. With its hierarchical structure, it can represent
divergent views at the lower levels but blend and reconcile them at
higher levels, with a point of decision at the top. Each autumn the
entire executive branch goes through an elaborate process of policy
integration, out of which emerges "the program of the President."
During this process, contradictions among specific programs and
policies can be worked out, so that their aggregate effect will serve the
broad policy objectives-fiscal, economic, foreign, military, urban,
energy, and so on-that the president has set. The program of the
president-and it is significant that the noun takes the singular form
-is embodied at the beginning of each new year in a'series of state
papers, the State of the Union Message, the Economic Report of the
President, and the budget. These are followed by supplementary
special messages spelling out specific legislative proposals.
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Congress, in contrast, had no mechanism for policy integration

when its era of resurgence began in 1973. Its policy decisions had
traditionally been piecemeal, put forward by separate committees
and considered separately, at different times, by two independent
houses, without benefit of any controlling philosophy or set of policy
objectives for either house, much less for the legislative branch as a
whole. That had worked reasonably well, most of the time, because
Congress had been willing to look to the president to do the inte-
grating. It could then modify and adapt and adjust the elements of the
president's program, without destroying its essential unity. But in the
era of the new assertiveness, Congress insists upon a freedom to re-
ject the president's program outright. During the period of divided
government that ended in 1977, it did just that, and in future such
periods it will surely do so again. In that event, the government's
policymaking process-barring congressional reorganization-will
be left without even a coherent body of policy objectives and pro-
posals acceptable as a basis from which to begin.

The competence of the policymaking processes depends, then,
upon the extent to which Congress, in assuming its new responsibili-
ties, creates new machinery to match. But any effective mechanism
for establishing broad policy objectives and developing a coordinated
and integrated program to support them would require the delegation
of considerable new power to the congressional leadership, or to
powerful centralized committees of some kind, and centralization of
power runs directly counter to the current temper of Congress. Ever
since "Czar" Joseph G. Cannon was dethroned as speaker in 1910,
the trend in the House has been toward dispersal of power, and the
trend gathered new force in the 1970s when committee chairmen
were stripped of much of their power and the seniority system that
protected them was abolished. The same tendencies have been ap-
parent in the Senate. If one characteristic of Congress of the 1970s
has been the new assertiveness, another can be called the new indi-
vidualism. And they are basically incompatible.

Political individualism is both the consequence and the cause of the
decay of parties, which was discussed above. As the old-style
machines faded away, either the vacuum was filled by new-style,
program-oriented party organizations-widely participatory, undis-
ciplined, individualistic-or it was not filled at all. In either case,
from this different political milieu came a new kind of candidate, for
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Congress as well as for other offices. Because these new candidates
did not arise through disciplined organizations, they are individualists
from the beginning of their political careers. As candidates they were
self-selected, self-organized, self-propelled, self-reliant, with no habit
of being deferential to the established and the powerful, and they
will not be so in Congress, either in committee or on the floor. When
there were enough of this type of member in Congress, the nature of
the place was bound to change.

And everyone agrees it has. In both houses new members are seen
as being different from their elders and introducing new modes of
conduct. "Sam Rayburn used to be able to glare people down," said
House Majority Leader Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., in 1974. "These new
members are brighter, better educated, more talented.... You just
don't glare these people down." The House, said O'Neill, was "ex-
tremely difficult to coordinate." Machine politics "is dead" in the
country, he went on, and hence in the House as well.

And that was even before the Watergate class of 1974-the largest
body of newcomers since 1948 and surely the most assertive in many
years. A survey of House members by the Washington Post in 1975
showed that a majority of the members thought the class of 1974 was
indeed different from its elders. The new members were described as
"wild, uninhibited ... feeling their oats," "less willing to go along to
get along," "in a hurry to make a record," "younger, brighter, more
active, involved and vocal," "more questioning of our institutions."
The younger members "resist the idea of elders calling the tune," was
a news magazine's summary in April 1975. But the elders did not
really try-not in the old manner, at any rate. "The 'go along, get
along' idea never has been pressed by the leadership," testified Jerome
A. Ambro, chairman of the freshmen Democrats' organization in
1976. A member of the leadership, Chief Deputy Whip John Brade-
mas put it this way: "1976 is not 1966 and it's not 1956. I don't
think, given the changes in American society, that intelligent and
highly motivated young men and women will sit back and wait for a
few years before speaking out." "The juniors are no longer on their
knees," said Senator Adlai E. Stevenson, in his fifth year in Congress
in 1975. "We're not asking, we're demanding. We're organizing and
using power."

"No one can lead men and women who refuse to be led," com-
plained journalist David S. Broder in 1975 in diagnosing the ills of a
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"floundering" Congress. "The House juniors have overthrown the
old power centers. Yet they consistently refuse to heed even those
they installed in power." The Democratic Study Group that year
found the lowest party unity scores in twenty years.

Speaker O'Neill, who took office in the following Congress, is gen-
erally credited with being the strongest speaker since Rayburn. Yet
the attitude of the membership toward party discipline appears es-
sentially unchanged. "It is ... an atomized House, increasingly re-
sistant to leadership," wrote another newsman, Dennis Farney, in
1979. The members themselves confirmed the judgment. "It's not
enough any more to say to people that the leadership is for something,
so they should be for it," remarked Representative Richard A. Gep-
hardt of Missouri, an influential junior Democrat; "people vote for
things if they want to vote for them."

With so unruly a followership, the tendency of the leadership in
both houses has been to avoid trying to impose its will, or at least to
choose its fights carefully to avoid risking defeat and exposing its
weakness. "I don't twist arms. I shake hands," was Speaker Carl
Albert's way of putting it. "The Senate never wanted a leader," ob-
served Senator Edmund S. Muskie, "and it has seldom had one, at
least not one in the sense of somebody who could mobilize a major-
ity." "I don't feel pressure to go along with the party position," said
Senator Gary Hart, a first-term Democrat from Colorado, in 1979.
But the party position in the Congress is still either the president's
program or none at all. Neither in the House nor the Senate, even in
the periods of divided government, has the majority leadership pre-
sumed to put forward any alternative program of its own; it has not
even made policy pronouncements or assembled a staff that in size
or backgrounds would enable it to do so.

Nevertheless, Congress has experimented with a device for policy
integration more in the pattern of legislative bodies-the committee.
In the important field of fiscal policy, new machinery has been cre-
ated, a budget committee in each house and a Congressional Budget
Office to provide analytical support. That machinery has been re-
markably successful on the whole, far exceeding the expectations of
most observers (if it is judged on its ability to produce a considered
and rational congressional fiscal policy, not if it is judged solely-as
some critics insist on doing-on whether that fiscal policy conforms
to the critics' view of what the policy should be).
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The House and Senate budget committees, through a process
analogous to that of the executive branch, prepare in the early months
of each year their versions of an integrated budget and fiscal policy.
Each house acts on the policy developed in its committee, and after
the two bodies have reconciled their measures in the usual way
through a conference committee, the agreed-upon resolution, adopted
in May, serves as a guide to all committees and to both houses there-
after. In the fall, Congress reviews its earlier decisions and, in the
light of subsequent actions, sets its final policy. With the new process,
the former acknowledgedly irresponsible procedures of Congress
have given way to responsible ones. Assuming that the process con-
tinues to work as it was intended to (which may be open to some
question because, as this chapter is being written, it appears doubtful
that the budget committees will be able to enforce the spending ceil-
ing adopted by the two houses for 1979-80), Congress will have de-
veloped a wholly new policy leadership capacity of its own.

But the happy precedent of the budget process has not been ex-
tended beyond the fiscal field. True, Speaker O'Neill experimented in
1977 with the use of ad hoc committees as integrating devices in two
other fields, energy and welfare. They did serve to overcome juris-
dictional jealousies and bring forward a legislative product with re-
markable dispatch (if only by adopting essentially the administra-
tion's program). But this promising device can at best be used only
on a limited number of issues in any session. And, lacking the statu-
tory deadlines of the budget process, it does nothing to compel the
integration of House and Senate policy. The welfare bill produced by
the House ad hoc committee and passed by the House was not even
seriously considered in the Senate. And the momentum of the House
energy bill was wholly lost in a conference committee deadlock that
was not broken until the end of the next session in the following year.
Since then, O'Neill has not repeated the experiment.

With no continuing integrative devices except in the field of fiscal
policy, Congress cannot prepare a comprehensive program corre-
sponding to that of the president. If the budget process continues to
provide a means for bringing the spending and revenue components
of all its legislation into harmony with a general fiscal policy, Con-
gress will have solved a considerable part of the problem of program
integration, but by no means all of it.

Both Congress and the president have recognized that the many
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policies that have an impact on urban areas should be brought into
consistency with a general urban, or urban growth, policy. The presi-
dent has contended, and Congress appears to agree in principle (as
shown by its ad hoc committees) that the country needs an inte-
grated energy policy. Not all economic policy is encompassed within
budget policy; Congress created the Joint Economic Committee to
consider all elements of economic policy in relation to one another,
but since the committee is strictly advisory, without legislative juris-
diction, it is in no position to produce and implement an integrated
economic policy for Congress.

Most crucial of all is the realm of national security. More than
three decades ago, Congress established the National Security Coun-
cil as the instrument for coordination of foreign and military policy in
the executive branch, and throughout the postwar period (as well as
during the war), the executive branch has been committed to the con-
cept of policy integration in this broad area. Every aspect of foreign
relations and every issue relating to the size, composition, and de-
ployment of the armed forces has been subject to constant examina-
tion in terms of a central strategic question-how the fundamental
competition between the U.S. and Soviet systems would be affected.

Yet Congress, when it set up the National Security Council, orga-
nized no comparable machinery on Capitol Hill. This caused no
great difficulty until the late 1960s, because in national security affairs
presidential leadership was taken for granted. But then came the
schism over Vietnam, and the new assertiveness spread to foreign
policy. With a deep sense that it had been misled, deceived, and be-
trayed by presidential leadership, Congress began to make foreign
policy decisions. And here the new individualism manifested itself in
its most chaotic form. Various committees in the two houses went
their separate ways, and the committees themselves were fragmented.
Leadership began to come from almost anywhere, inside or outside
those committees, unpredictably. On a series of critical issues-aid
to Vietnam, the Greek-Turkish clash over Cyprus, intervention in
Angola, Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union, the Rhodesian
chrome boycott-Congress took it upon itself to reverse the presi-
dential policy. Yet it did so on a piecemeal basis, emotionally, under
the pressure of constituency groups at home, sometimes almost whim-
sically, rejecting presidential strategy without the benefit of any sub-
stitute global strategy of its own. General George S. Brown, Chair-
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man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, remarked that conducting foreign
policy in the United States was like being in a chess game where one
of the players has a kibitzer who "occasionally reaches in and moves
a piece and thereby screws it all up."

People may disagree as to whether the president or Congress, in the
individual instances, proposed the right decision. But to debate that
point is to miss the fundamental question, which is the method by
which decisions are made. Given the present state of congressional
disorganization, the choice is to have a national security and foreign
policy made by the president or not to have a coherent and consistent
policy at all. If one concedes an element of truth to the chess game
analogy, and acknowledges that decisions on Cyprus or Angola or
Indochina need to be taken with full regard for their bearing upon
the central relationship with the Soviet Union, then the new assertive-
ness of Congress without organizational reform to match can only be
cause for deep concern. The new assertiveness compounded by the
new individualism becomes the new anarchy.

Deterioration of Administrative Competence

The discussion thus far has concerned the difficulty of making
policy through the legislative process. But the crisis of competence
extends to administration also. Getting sound and adequate legisla-
tion passed-in the field of energy, say-is only part of the problem.
The other part is achieving the legislative goals with faithfulness,
dispatch, and equity.

That requires administrative skill, at all levels of the executive
hierarchy. But it is the top level that is critical, for improvement of
administrative skill at the lower levels is one of the responsibilities of
top management, which institutes an organization's policies for select-
ing and upgrading the men and women who make up its staff, and
then motivates, directs, and supervises them as they carry out their
duties. And at the top levels of the U.S. government, administrative
capability has been allowed to decline, over a long period, with a re-
sulting loss of capacity throughout the executive branch.

This is necessarily a subjective judgment because there are no
direct measures of administrative capability. But it is a judgment
widely shared by the general public. The people clearly see their gov-
ernment as wasteful, inefficient, and "bureaucratic"-a catchall term
connoting insensitivity, rigidity, and a devotion to procedure for
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procedure's sake. Indeed, the title "civil servant," once p term of
respect, has been replaced by "bureaucrat," usually uttered as an
epithet. An important element in Jimmy Carter's appeal as a candi-
date in 1976 was his promises to reorganize and simplify the govern-
ment and eliminate waste. His civil service reform bill was supported
with enthusiasm by Congress and the public because he presented it
as the way to rid the "bureaucracy" of drones and deadheads. Besides
being a campaign issue, administrative capacity is a legislative issue
when any measure proposing a new program-national health in-
surance, for instance-is advanced. "Would you want the govern-
ment to run that?" is always one of the questions asked, and the op-
position gains support from the pervasive assumption that, if the
government takes on responsibility for anything, it will bungle it.

But even widespread perceptions can be wrong. A conclusion that
the government is in fact administratively weak must rest on other
grounds. I rest my own judgment on several rather elementary propo-
sitions that, I believe, have been proved through the experience over
a long period of many organizations-particularly business organiza-
tions, which prize managerial capability-and are generally accepted
by them. These propositions are:

First, a person selected for a top administrative or managerial post
on the basis of demonstrated administrative or managerial capacity
is more likely to possess that capacity than one chosen for other quali-
ties.

Second, a person with administrative or managerial experience is
not likely to be a fully effective administrator in an organization
highly dissimilar to the one in which the experience was gained until
after a period of acclimatization.

Third, a person's administrative or managerial competence im-
proves with experience, not only administrative experience in general
but experience in a particular organization, until physical and mental
vigor begin to decline.

If these propositions are correct, it is easily demonstrated that the
U.S. government has been losing administrative capability, because
each of the precepts implicit in them has been violated on a growing
scale. Except for a few areas of the government that have been the
domain of elite organizations-the military, the foreign service, some
technical bureaus-management in the U.S. government has been en-
trusted to a steadily increasing number of political appointees. These
are persons who are brought in by each new administration mainly
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from outside the government, who are chosen primarily for qualities
that are distinct from administrative competence-their policy views,
the constituencies they represent, the political services they have
rendered, and so on-and who, for the most part, do not stay in the
government long enough to become skilled governmental managers.
Those who do are replaced in any case whenever the White House
passes from one party to the other.

The United States is unique in this regard. Other countries severely
restrict the number of political appointees placed at the head of ex-
ecutive departments. Those appointees function as policymakers, not
as managers; management is the responsibility of a corps of career
administrators with long experience, who-though doubtless there
are exceptions-have risen to the top on the basis of demonstrated
administrative competence. But in the United States the notion that
there should be a corps of career governmental administrators who
would be politically neutral, serving with equal loyalty whichever
party came to power, has never really taken root (again, with the
exceptions of the military, foreign service, and technical bureaus).
After Andrew Jackson, at least, administrative jobs were seen as
patronage, to be distributed as rewards to party organizations. When
the civil service system was established, top positions were exempted,
and through the years the exempt layer at the top has widened. The
process has been called politicization of the civil service; it could also
be termed amateurization.

The trend has been particularly marked since 1952. The quality
and the capability of the civil service perhaps reached its peak in that
year, for the reason that the country had seen twenty years of control
by the same party, which happened to be the Democrats. This does
not mean that the Democrats are more favorably disposed toward
professional civil servants than Republicans, only that partisan con-
trol of the executive branch had not changed for two decades, and
young persons who entered government service early in the Demo-
cratic era had risen through the ranks to high positions. Managerial
jobs at the "political level" were filled in many cases by careerists, as

the Roosevelt and Truman administrations learned that persons
trained in the government's own bureaus not only were equal to out-
siders in native talent but also had the added advantage of years of
pertinent experience.

The problem was that these civil servants were assumed to be
Democratic sympathizers rather than political neutrals in the tradi-
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tion of a European administrative corps-and, to a large extent, the
assumption was correct. They had been enticed into government
service, in many cases, by the excitement of the New Deal. All their
service had been under Democratic presidents. Their promotions had
come from Democrats. So when President Eisenhower took office in
1953, they were suspect. Some left voluntarily, some were asked to
leave, and the new administration brought in outsiders with Republi-
can credentials to replace them.

Since then, the process has been repeated regularly, at eight-year
intervals, and on a steadily expanding scale. Politicization progressed
downward through the administrative levels, and outward from the
Washington headquarters to regional and field offices, particularly in
agencies administering politically sensitive programs. As it did so,
the ceilings on the aspirations of career civil servants were lowered.
The more enterprising of the careerists tended to leave; others tended
to avoid responsibility and identification with the party in power.
Each incoming administration, finding a career force drained of tal-
ent and enterprise, naturally looked outside. The result was politiciza-
tion of more jobs, thus further damaging the career service, which
provided the incentive for further politicization, and so on, in a
vicious spiral.

No business organization operates that way, or could survive if it
did. But management-by-amateurs is now generally accepted as the
right way to run the government, taken for granted by politicians and
by the general public. Establishing professionalism and continuity in
governmental management, on the European model, is not even on
the agenda of public issues. But it is difficult to see how the crisis of
governmental competence can be overcome without a strong and
conscious effort in that direction.

Searching for Remedies

None of the five interrelated trends discussed in the preceding sec-
tions is easily reversed. They arise from fundamental forces within the
American political culture, and have become more or less established
habits of political thought and action. Traumatic historical events
can set new forces into motion, which in turn can alter the way people
think and act, but between such events existing institutional patterns
remain, and solidify. However, the crisis of confidence in government
the country is now experiencing may prove to be in itself a traumatic
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event. Some change has already occurred, and if the government con-
tinues its record of failure, advocates of more fundamental institu-
tional change will surely gain a growing audience. Even so, consen-
sus on specific remedial measures will be difficult to attain, even if
appropriate measures can be conceived.

The Party System

There is no lack, to return to the first trend, of persons who deplore
the decline of political parties. Leaders of the two parties would
surely like to head stronger organizations, but they have found no
way to bring them into being. People do not identify with parties, join
them, support them, and believe in them as an end in itself (except,
perhaps, in the few places where anachronistic, patronage-oriented
machines survive). Parties are embraced, rather, when people see
them as useful means toward achieving some desired public policy.
Parties have formed, or re-formed, at times when great issues have
seized the country and polarized the voters-as the slavery question
did in the 1850s, or populism and free silver in the 1890s, or relief of
hunger and unemployment in the 1930s. At such times, new parties
spring into being or old parties take on new meaning because they
become instruments for the achievement of goals about which the
voters deeply care. But such powerful issues come and go, and when
they have gone the parties begin to lose relevance. The last period of
polarization, when the current alignment of the two-party system
was shaped, is by now almost half a century past. To young people
in particular, what the parties stand for, what the difference is be-
tween them, why they matter, even why they exist, has become
obscure. Revival, then, depends on something outside the party sys-
tem itself-some kind of crisis that will arouse the people, polarize
them, and impel them to organize politically to attain their ends. In
the meantime, advocates of stronger parties can do little more than
remain alert to the incidental effects on party organizations of par-
ticular legislative measures, specifically those governing elections.
Public financing of campaigns, for example, can help or hurt parties,
depending on whether the money is disbursed to the party that nom-
inates the candidate or directly to the nominee. I

Presidential Selection

Parties would be strengthened, and some of the risk removed from
the presidential selection process as well, if the trend toward prolifera-
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tion of presidential primaries could be reversed. Conceivably, a
retrenchment in the primary system could begin spontaneously in
the 1980s in reaction to the exhaustion and the expense of the long
ordeal that the presidential campaign has become. Such a swing away
from the direct primary occurred early in this century; after the initial
burst of enthusiasm for the new device during the Progressive Era,
some eight states repealed their laws and others made significant
modifications to give the party leadership more control over the
choice of convention delegates. But there are few signs now of any
such reversal. The voters seem to prefer the primary system. Wide-
spread participation, open decisionmaking, and freedom from "boss
control" have become accepted as political ideals. The states that
have the primaries like the attention of the media and the business the
primaries bring in. The party organizations that would be the natural
advocates of a return to less participatory procedures hardly exist to
lead any such struggle. And finally, even if some states discarded
primaries in favor of choosing delegates through caucuses and con-
ventions, the rules that require the caucuses to be open and to en-
courage wide participation, and that serve to discourage the selection
of uncommitted party leaders as convention delegates, would un-
doubtedly remain. So the risks inherent in allowing tens of millions of
voters, rather than party elites, to choose the presidential- nominees
are not likely soon to be eliminated.

Presidential Leadership
In contrast to the changes in the party and electoral systems, the

breakdown of presidential leadership and the accompanying new as-
sertiveness of Congress are the result not of long-term forces but of a
series of events. As the memory of these events fade-if, in other
words, presidents continue to behave in the relatively restrained fash-
ion of Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter and continue to be open and
candid with Congress-it is reasonable to expect that the same funda-
mental forces that brought about the modern strong presidency in the
first place will again assert their influence.

That is not to say that the pre-Nixon balance of authority between
the branches will be restored-nor should it be. The old norms of
presidential dominance and congressional passivity contained dan-
gers that are now clear to everyone, including members of Congress.
In any case, the many profound institutional changes made in the past
eight years to undergird the legislature's new importance will net be

19-549 0-83-12
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undone; Congress will not repeal the War Powers Resolution or the
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act, nor is it likely
to disband the vastly enlarged staffs that enable it to exercise tighter
control over the executive and play a greater role in the legislative
process.

Yet there can be some retreat. Congress seems already to be iden-
tifying what can perhaps be called the excesses of the new assertive-
ness, and to be modifying them. The congressional intervention in
operational decisions of foreign policy that marked the Ford admin-
istration has diminished in the Carter period. And the tide of legisla-
tive veto provisions may have crested; the sheer workload that is im-
posed on an overburdened Congress by each new veto clause is bound
to compel second thoughts about adding any more.

So it is not unreasonable to expect a gradual warming of relations
between president and Congress, a restoration of greater trust in
presidential leadership, and a resultant reinstatement of the efficiency
of the policymaking processes-provided that the lottery of presiden-
tial selection installs in the White House a candidate with a reason-
able measure of the credentials necessary to become accepted as the
leader of the congressional majorities. A look at the field of candi-
dates in 1980 suggests that whoever is elected this fall will have a
strong probability of acceptance as leader of Congress-if it is con-
trolled by his own party. For the Democrats, President Carter is no
longer an outsider and Senator Kennedy has never been one. For the
Republicans, any president elected with Republican majorities in
Congress would take office as a phenomenally powerful leader be-
cause he would take the credit for carrying those majorities into office
with him-and, in 1980, that would mean unseating at least nine
Democratic senators and fifty-nine representatives. In any of these
circumstances, the prospects for progress toward more harmonious
and fruitful relations between president and Congress would be good.

There remains, then, just one circumstance that could severely set
back the progress. That would be a decision by the voters in 1980 to
deny a clean victory to either party-that is, to inflict divided govern-
ment once again upon the country.

In an article that concluded the volume of Setting National Priori-
ties published in 1976, I laid much of the blame for the governmental
ineffectiveness of the preceding years on the incessant, bitter con-
flict between a Republican president and a Democratic Congress.
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Before any improvement in governmental performance could be ex-
pected, I argued, that error would have to be corrected, one way or
the other. Either Congress should be given a Democratic president to
lead it, or a Republican president should be given a Congress of his
party. Let each voter choose whichever party ticket appeared su-
perior, but vote it straight. The message was not received, of course,
and in November, voters split their tickets with as much abandon as
ever. Yet by the random consequence of their choosing among
candidates on the basis of whatever considerations moved them, di-
vided government was in fact ended. Later, when it became clear that
Jimmy Carter was having his own troubles with Congress, I was
chided as having overestimated the difference that undivided party
control of government, in itself, would make.

Yet some improvement in relationships is undeniable. Presidential
proposals have at least been given a hearing in Congress, instead of
being rejected out of hand because they came from the leader of the
opposition party. Congressional initiatives have been accepted by the
president, rather than vetoed automatically. Compromises have been
hammered out more readily among fellow partisans than across the
party lines that previously separated the branches. As noted above,
Congress has shown a marked reluctance to upset Carter's foreign
policy, where it showed no such forbearance in reversing that of
Ford. The tone of communication has changed; where there was loud
recrimination before, there has been in the past four years no more
than quiet grumbling. That in itself must have prevented public con-
fidence from dropping further.

The promise of undivided government was limited, however, by
other factors, some of which have already been suggested. In 1976,
Jimmy Carter was the archetype of the outsider that only in America
can be thrust largely unprepared into the top position of govern-
mental leadership. Rarely has a new president been in a weaker posi-
tion to try to act as the country's legislative leader. But, for the
reasons given earlier, if the voters give the country an undivided
government in 1980, these circumstances are not likely to be re-
peated. Those voters who mark a straight ticket for the national
offices on their ballots can expect to realize in fuller measure than
after 1976 the potential benefits of unified control of the executive
and legislative branches.

If, despite all this gratuitous advice, the voters nevertheless choose
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divided government, Congress will be little better equipped than it
was before its post-1973 resurgence to set the country's course. Frag-
mentation and dispersal of authority within Congress reflect the
disintegration of political parties in the legislature as in the country,
and the new individualism can be expected to prevail until new and
unforeseeable issues arise to bring about the creation of a new party
system or the rejuvenation of the old.

Administrative Competence

As for the improvement of administrative capability, any move-
ment toward a remedy would depend upon a higher degree of con-
sensus than now exists as to the nature of the problem. If the analysis
offered above were accepted, the way to proceed would be clear
enough: the number of politically appointed, amateur managers in
the government would be drastically reduced and a professional corps
of career administrators would be developed to assume enlarged
responsibilities. In essence, the United States would adopt the Euro-
pean model, with a clear distinction between a thin layer of political
policymakers at the top and a neutral permanent civil service re-
sponsible for implementing the policies. The objective would be to
provide each top political appointee-Cabinet member, bureau chief,
and so on-with a deputy from the career service who would have
the necessary experience and training, the knowledge of how to use
the resources of the organization, and the managerial skills to make
the policies effective.

But the decision to move in that direction would have to be made
by the policymakers themselves, and for every politician in the new
administration who would favor an expansion of the role of the career
civil service, there will undoubtedly be many who would seek the
solution to administrative incompetence by moving in the opposite
direction-by supplanting more careerists with transient political a~p-
pointees.

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, however, could conceiv-
ably prove to be a turning point in the enhancement of the status and
responsibilities of the career civil service, even though it was not pre-
sented to Congress and the public as a measure for that purpose. It
was put forward, rather, as a means to discipline the government's
employees and to bring them, through more flexible systems of re-
wards and punishments, under tighter control by political executives.
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And it did nothing to narrow the layers of political appointees at the
top of the government's departments and agencies. Nevertheless, it
did establish for a trial period a Senior Executive Service, which con-
ceivably could evolve, if it is accepted and continued, into a profes-
sional managerial corps on the European pattern. But to move in that
direction would require a conscious, deliberate decision to do so, and
that would demand what does not now exist-a wide measure of
national agreement.

So the crisis of competence in government is not easily resolved.
Many of the trends that have brought about the crisis, and intensified
it in recent years, have roots deep in the traditions of American
political behavior, if not in the constitutional structure itself. To that
extent, incompetence is endemic. Yet there are ameliorative measures
that can be taken, and taking some may lead to creative thought that
may devise still others. What is necessary, first of all, is that those who
decry the shortcomings of governmental performance recognize that
the fault does not necessarily lie in the individuals who happen to
occupy the White House or sit in Congress, and replacing them with
other individuals will not necessarily help. Severe institutional and
structural problems must be addressed. Only when acceptance of
that proposition is wide enough will a concerted attack upon those
problems be possible.
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The United States has the oldest written Constitution in the world. Its

fundamental structure remains as its framers left it two hundred years ago.

Yet, twentieth century conditions have forced the executive to assume powers

that the framers never dreamed of, or that they meant for the legislature to

exercise. The result has been a "constitutional revolution," no less funds-

'mental for being largely unacknowledged.*

Richard Neustadt has called attention to the fact that the framers of

the Constitution, in adopting the separation of powers, gave it an important

twist. They provided us, says Neustadt, with a system of "separated institu-

tions sharing powers."
2

Neustadt's formula, however, obscures a crucial

distinction. The shares of power were not randomly or casually distributed.

They were carefully related to the capacities of each branch, to its consti-

tuency or electoral process, and to its proper role in the system from the

standpoint of republican theory.

*Since I wrote these words, my attention has been called to an essay by Edward
S. Corwin, published in 1948, in which he distinguishes between Constitutional
provisions which delineate the structure the government and those which define
and distribute its powers. Since 1917, he writes, through two world wars and
a severe economic crisis, there have been revolutionary changes in the powers
of government, but the effect of these changes on the structure of government
has been slight, He concludes: "...unless we are prepared to forego altogether
the values of constitutionalism, we need to give some deliberate attention to
that element of the Constitution which has remained relatively unresponsive to
crisis; I mean the structural element." That is the argument of this paper in
a nutshell.
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Thus, the redistribution of functions in the twentieth century has done

more than tamper with the framers' design. It has gravely disturbed its balance.

It has deprived it of its grounding in popular accountability. It has robbed it

of its justification in republican theory.

So the question at the bicentennial of the Constitution is not: should we

revise the Constitution? The question is, can we restore the virtues of the

framers' design? Can we, as a nation, understand what has happened to the

Constitution? Can we make modifications, either in the Constitution itself or

in its unwritten customs, that will restore accountability to our governing

processes?

* -* *

From the beginning, the theory of our Constitution has been that Congress,

the body that represents the people, writes the laws which determine rights,

define crimes, authorize services and public enterprises, and appropriate

funds, while the President, as chief executive, preserves public order, conducts

foreign relations, commands armed forces, and administers public enterprises,

as directed by law. This division of responsibility reflects the composition

of the bodies. Congress by its size and close accountability to the communities

of the nation insures that power is used as the popular will directs, while the

Presidency, centering on a single individual, insures the efficient use of the

nation's resources.

The Constitution's design is not neat. Ever since the First Congress, Con-

gress by law has shaped administrative agencies and monitored the performance of

the executive branch. In addition, the Senate confirms the leading appointments

in the executive branch, and Congress by manipulation of the power of the purse
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has traditionally been able to dictate a large share of patronage appointments.

On the other side, the executive has a Constitutional share of legislative power

in the right to recommend measures and to veto acts of Congress, and some nine-

teenth century Presidents, particularly Thomas Jefferson, were able to exert

considerable influence over the course of legislation by informal political

persuasion.

Nevertheless, for most of the nineteenth century, the Constitution worked

more or less according to the doctrine of separation: Congress by its law-making

powers took the initiative in policy-making. If the performance gave cause for

dismay from the framers' standpoint, it would have been in the weakness and

dependence of the executive during the period of Presidential nomination by

Congressional caucus (1808-1824) and in the corruption that resulted from un-

checked Congressional dominance for much of the period from the end of the Civil

War to the end of the century, especially 1869 to 1892.

During the twentieth century, however, this pattern has decisively changed,

and the result has been a constitutional revolution. Congress continues to play

a major role. It is probably the strongest, most independent legislature in the

world. When it is aroused, it can exact high tribute from other elements of the

system and force them to take its judgment and desires into account. Neverthe-

less, modernity has disturbed the Constitutional balances. Congress rarely

takes the initiative in policy-making any more. In fact, it looks expectantly

to the President for proposals, contenting itself with a reactive role. More-

over, it equips the Presidency to play this role with councils and bureaus and

sven refuses to begin consideration of many issues until the administration has

submitted its proposals.

How did this shift come about?3

It began with the advent of total war. The first in American experience
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was the Civil War. For three months at the beginning of that War, (the "eleven

weeks dictatorship," as Clinton Rossiter called it ), Lincoln governed alone,

raising troops, imposing a blockade, advancing public funds without an appropri-

ation to private agents, buying weapons and supplies, suspending the ancient

writ of habeas corpus. Later, during the War, Lincoln as Commander-in-Chief

directed the union's military effort, defined and redefined the aims of war and

set the terms for ending it. He also took the initiative, toward the War's end,

in developing policies for reunion and reconstruction. In short, he performed

as a forerunner of modern Presidents.

When war came in the twentieth century, Lincoln's precedents were there,

and first Wilson, then Roosevelt, eagerly employed them. Furthermore, particu-

larly with the Second World War, the boundaries of war became fuzzy. By the

lend-lease deal before the war and by the extension of wartime emergency powers

into the postwar period, Presidents assumed power to dispose of property and

direct the economy without statutory authority or with only the broadest emer-

gency powers. By the 1950s, peace had become "cold war," and the President's

vast emergency powers seemed to have become virtually perpetual.

But it was not just war that disrupted the Constitution's balances. The

complexity of the national economy produced a demand for regulation which could

not be satisfied by statutes. The legislative process was too slow, Congress

lacked expertise, and laws could not contain the requisite detail without be-

coming ludicrously long and complex. On the other hand, Congress was unwilling

to delegate its rule-making powers to the executive branch. So it created the

so-called independent regulatory commissions-independent, that is, from the

President, who was forbidden to superintend or discipline commissioners, once

their appointments were confirmed. This Constitutional innovation had its
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precedent with the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1887. It was modified and

strengthened when Congress in 1913 established the Federal Reserve Board to

regulate banking and control the monetary supply, and in 1914 the Federal Trade

Commission, to define and prevent "unfair" commercial practices. In the 1930s

the device was further adapted to regulate trade unions, securities markets and

the communications industry. These commissions, combining "quasi-legislative,

quasi-executive, and quasi-judicial" powers, occupied a space not provided in

the Constitution.

Meanwhile, pressures for governmental services were resulting in further

legislation and a proliferation of agencies in the executive branch itself.

The National Park Service in the Interior Department, the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Animal Husbandry in the Agriculture Department, the Weather Service

and the Census Bureau in the Commerce Department, and the Anti-Trust Division
among countless others,

in the Justice Departmentwere given important functions and attracted public

servants with a high degree of professional standing and commitment. Meanwhile,

Congress, recognizing the temptation to convert this huge bureaucracy into a

political army, created the civil service system.

Gradually, during the first quarter of the twentieth century, elected

officials sensed the need to promote efficiency by a regular accounting of the

federal government's activities.* Congress, concerned primarily to bring dis-

cipline and order to the proliferating operations of the executive branch,

passed the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921,which placed the Bureau of the

Budget in the Treasury Department and required the President to prepare an annual

summary of all planned expenditures of the federal government. Until that time,

*Curiously, the initial impulse for the preparation of a comprehensive govern-
ment budget does not seem to have owed much to concern for fiscal policy as
such. Public finance was still a primitive science. No one seems to have anti-cipated the impact that government spending was beginning to have on the economy
as a whole.
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Congress through its committee structure dealt with governmental activities

piecemeal, and no one anywhere in government examined the fiscal policy of the

government as a whole.

During the 1930s, as the New Deal brought an expanded sense of the govern-

ment's proper role in economy and society, administrative science began to find

a better acceptance for the notion that government ought to be run on a model

analogous to the business corporation, that is, with a pryamid of authority,

centering on the Chief Executive. In 1937, the President's Committee on Admin-

istra~ive Management, chaired by Louis Brownlow, made recommendations for

strengthening the management of the executive branch. Brownlow's group called

for the creation of the Executive Office of the President and urged that the

Bureau of the Budget be brought into the Presidential orbit. Congress accepted

these recommendations and under the same impulse acceded to a modification of

its traditional authority over the shape of the Executive Branch when in the

interests of economy and efficiency it gave the President power to reorganize

the bureaus, subject to a legislative veto.

The culminating shift in the distribution of Constitutional power came with

the gradual emergence of the President as Chief Legislator. In tracing this

development, James Sundquist has noted a series of "firsts." William H. Taft

became the first modern President to present draft legislation to Congress.

Taft's initiative aroused resentment in Congress, but his successor, Woodrow

Wilson, gained acceptance as legislative leader of the national Democratic Party

and instituted the practice of presenting bills to Congress in person. The

press for the first time began to speak of the "administration's bills" in

Congress. President Warren Harding attempted to take the matter another signi-

ficant step when he addressed the Senate from the Vice President's chair urging

defeat for a pending bill on soldiers' bonuses. He accomplished his immediate
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purpose when the bill was recommitted, but an angry debate broke out over the

allegedly "unconstitutional" appearance. Senator Robert H. LaFollette insisted

that the framers were "careful" to withhold from the President "any express or

implied authority to oppose legislation in the making or to participate in the

deliberations and debate of either House in a pending measure." In 1932,

President Herbert Hoover addressed the Senate on a pending revenue bill and-he

too stirred up a partisan hornet's nest. Since then, no President has addressed

either house of Congress on a pending piece of legislation.

With the ccaing of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, however, the modern Presiaency

entered its second period of major legislative influence (the first was under

Wilson), and this time the pattern proved durable. Major portions of the New

Deal program were drafted at the White House or in administrative agencies, some-

times with participation by Congressmen, but on the Executive's turf. Democratic

leaders in Congress acted as the President's lieutenants. And there began to

be an institutionalization of the Presidential role, through the assignment of a

White House aide (Judge Samuel Rosenman) to draft policy speeches and legisla-

tive messages. Under Truman came the first full-time Congressional liaison

specialists, a function that was upgraded by Eisenhower and tied by Kennedy into

a system of departmental legislative liaisons.

As the habit of Presidential initiative in legislative policy became in-

grained, Congress began to provide the Presidency with institutional mechanisms

to discharge the responsibility. Most fundamental, of course, was the Bureau of

the Budget, which under Truman took control over the submission of administration

bills to Congress and the development and presentation of the administration's

position on pending legislation in which it had an interest. The Employment Act

of 1946 established the Council of Economic Advisers. Curiously, this body was

intended by Congressional conservatives as a restraint on liberal Presidents who
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seemed willing to ignore the harsh truths of the "dismal science," but the

plenitude of economists who would tell Presidents whatever they wanted to hear

has made it possible to convert the Council into a useful tool for Presidential

policy-making. In 1949, Ctngress created the National Security Council, which

has assisted the President in the formulation of defense and foreign policy.

The trend continued with the legislative mandate in 1962 for a Manpower Report,

and with the establishment in 1969 of the Council on Environmental Quality and

in 1970 of the Domestic Council. By the 1970s, the expectation that Presidents

would take the lead in proposing national policy in virtually all fields was

fixed and well implemented. In each case, Congress has conspired in looking to

the President for leadership in fashioning national policy and in equipping him

with staff help to perform this role. The President has become Chief Legislator,

not by usurpation, not even by Congressional neglect or passive acquiesence, but

by positive Congressional delegation.

Why did Congress do it? There seem to have been two reasons. First,

Congress lacked the capacity to act quickly and secretly, and particularly in

the fields of economic management and national security, modern conditions

seemed to demand these qualities. Thus, a Democratic Congress gave President

Nixon the authority to impose wage and price controls whenever he deemed them

necessary to control inflation, and it gave a succession of Presidents broad

latitude to use military force to protect American interests in Europe, the

Middle East, Latin America and the Far East.

The unique contribution of Congress lies in deliberation. Its bicameral

.structure and the system of careful consideration by committees insures that

Congress will not act hastily or without consulting interested parties. It

came to be seen as part of the genius of the Constitutional system that, when

action had be be taken quickly, the President was there to do it. In a modern
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economy and in a world full of threatening adversaries headed by dictatorships,

it seemed a blessing and a sign of the framers' prescience that the American

government was equipped with a President capable of decisive, energetic, and if

need be secret action, thereby allowing Congress to maintain its traditional

virtues of openness and deliberation.

The other perceived deficiency of Congress from the standpoint of modern

leadership is that it lacks the ability to integrate the elements of policy

into a national program. Again, this weakness is the other side of a peculiar

strength of Congress, namely, its abi'ity to devote attention through its com-

mittee system to particular areas of policy. In most parliamentary regimes,

bills are assigned to legislative committees randomly, which helps to bring a

general perspective to bear on proposed policies, but preserves the committees'

amateur standing, so to speak, as far as the substance of policy is concerned.

An American legislative committee, as its members and staff accumulate seniority,

becomes a formidable influence in a particular area of policy. But as Congress-

men devote themselves to a particular subject in order to increase their influ-

ence, they diminish their involvement in other areas, partly because of time

constraints and partly in deference to their colleagues. Meanwhile, no one in

Congress devotes much time to developing a general perspective.

There have been repeated attempts to organize Congress for a more integrated

*Some observers argue that another factor militating against broad Congressionalpolicy-making is that the legislative time-span is short. Members of the House
serve just two years; Senators for six. The short House term especially doestend to dictate a shortened horizon for Congress. Members thinking about re-

-election need a record that will bear fruit quickly. But so, to only a slightly
lesser degree, do Presidents. A minor but telling example: it was very difficultto get President Carter to think about the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution.
First elected in 1976 and hoping for reelection in 1980, he assumed that he wouldnot be President in 1987.
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approach to policy-making, by strengthening the partisan steering committees,
7

or appointing ad hoc committees drawn from several related standing committees

to draft legislation for an overarching problem such as energy or welfare reform.

But Sundquist concludes that despite these efforts, there has been "no fundamental

improvement in the integrative capacity of the Congress, with the single--though

major-exception of the budget process." And even there, the costs have been

high. Places of great power have been raided and robbed of their traditional

roles (in the case of the budget process, it was especially the appropriations

sub-committees, but also the standing authorizing committees, that suffered

diminution). And there is little in the primary incentive system, what has been

called "the electoral connection," to encourage Congressmen to yield their per-

sonal leverage over particular policies in favor of greater institutional influ-*

ence over the policy-making process. lost people who vote for Congressmen are

not very interested in what a Congressman has done to preserve the system of

separated and balanced powers.

There are other factors besides the inability of Congress to act quickly

or to aggregate policies into a program that help to account for its loss of

weight in the tug of war with the Presidency. Congress, composed of members of

various wings of both major parties, reaches its decisions through bargaining,

and it is difficult for anyone to give principled reasons for its decisions.

There is bickering in the executive branch on the way to decisions, too, but it

usually takes place behind closed doors, often under the protection of executive

privilege. Once the decision is made, the President can announce it himself,

giving the appearance of unity, decision, vigor. No wonder people look to the

President rather that Congress for "leadership."

Sundquist suggests that President Nixon's triumph in the battle of the bud-

get in October 1972-in which Congress, virtually acknowledging its impotence
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and incapacity, authorized the President to impound funds as he deemed necessary

to achieve fiscal responsibility--marked the nadir in Congressional influence.

Since then, Congress has made a partial recovery, particularly in the field of

budgeting and fiscal management, but also in national security (the War Powers

Act of 1973) and administrative oversight (partly through the use of the legis-

lative veto). But he concludes that Congress has come about as far as it can

come. It can never again assume leadership of the American government. Modern

conditions and modern demands forbid it. Political opposition and plain incom-

petence may cause the President to slip from the driver's stat, but (as Senator

Mansfield put it) 535 members of Congress cannot take his place. As presently

organized, Congress cannot proclaim alternative national objectives and programs,

and it cannot fundamentally reorganize without sacrificing its peculiar contri-

bution to our Constitutional system. Sundquist argues that stronger Congressional

leadership is not the answer. 9
Congress represents the elements of the American

union. It cannot proclaim these interests with one voice. That is why the

Congressional response to a Presidential address is always so weak. Who speaks

for Congress? No one. But a chorus cannot conduct a symphony.

So Congress continues to call on the President to propose policies in energy,

in housing, in care for the elderly, in pursuit of balanced growth. And when the

White House--as in the Carter years--fails to present strong proposals, the gov-

ernment flounders. Congress cannot supply the defect.

* * *

This is the current situation. It means that there must be vigorous Presi-

dential leadership for the Constitution to work under twentieth century condi-

tions. The question then becomes: can we have effective, accountable government

19-549 0-83-13
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under the Constitution if Presidents provide strong leadership?

This question was much on commentators' minds as the Carter Presidency

came to a close. After six or seven years of effort to curb the runaway powers

of the Presidency, the nation seemed to be foundering, unable to "solve" the

energy crisis, curb inflation, or command respect abroad. Was it President

Carter's fault, or was the problem structural? If structural, could it be

solved by reforms in the Executive Office of the President, or would it be

necessary (if possible) to alter the Constitution?

As of 1980, most professional observers seemed to believe that th' apparent

incapacity of American government was mostly President Carter's fault. Two books

that appeared during the transition to the Reagan Administration seemed to sum-

marize the feeling. One, called Politics and the Oval Office, began with a

"Memorandum to President Reagan," written by Arnold J. Meltsner, professor at

the Graduate School of Public Policy of the University of California at Berkeley.

Meltsner's advice to the new President was to "makethingswork" by focusing on a

short list of objectives, being consistent in public actions and using the White

House staff, not to conduct routine government business, but to serve the Presi-

dential agenda. "Select low visibility, low political cost means," Meltsner

advised, "informal over formal, administrative rulings and executive orders over

legislation." Much of the advice in the "Memorandum" seemed a reaction to Presi-

dent Carter's mistakes: Mr. Reagan was advised that he could expect to accomplish

just three or four major objectives in four years, because "for each major policy

initiative, a new coalition will have to be built." He was told "not /toy over-

load Congress" and to "avoid costly reorganization battles," and not to overuse

ns l. ,vventm' herIa;t tihey man backfire and create pubile rynclsm." But over-

all the tone of the document was positive. Meltsner and his collaborators
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"share an optimistic view of the presidency: despite the many difficulties and

problems, you (that is, President Carter's successor) can govern." 10

The other work of this genre was by two former Carter aides, Ben W. Heine-

man, Jr., and Curtis A. Hessler, and it too was in the form of a "memorandum" to
the President. In some ways, it is a far more substantial study. It contains

a detailed analysis of the issues of welfare reform and national health insur-

ance, for instance, suggesting that these are crucial issues upon which Presi-

dent Carter might have been able to make some progress, had he pursued them more
astutely. But the core of Heineman and Hessler's advice is the same as Meltsner's:

Presidents can make the federal government work, especially if they focus their

efforts intently on a short list of objectives.

Toward this end, they offer the dubious counsel that the President-elect

should distinguish sharply between campaigning and governing. During the cam-

paign, they acknowledge, it may be useful to promise all things to all people;

but once in office, it is imperative for the President to concentrate on a few
objectives, for "time is short and change is slow " 2 If he does this, reso-

lutely and doggedly, he may be able to achieve a degree of mastery over events.

In general, the tone of Heineman and Hessler's book Is less upbeat than

Meltsner's. Perhaps they suffer the effects of several years' service in the

Carter administration, and their enthusiasm may have been tempered by the fact

that they are committed to liberal policies, for which the prospects in 1980,

*A considerable part of President Reagan's success in his first two years in officestems from his single-minded pursuit of an economic program, but it has also beenessential to his success that he could claim a popular mandate to lead the govern-ment in that direction. President Carter's problem was not only that his agendawas too long and his leadership mercurial, but that he was unable to claim a popularmandate for anything except honesty and efficiency.
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whoever won the election, did not seem bright. Nevertheless, they accept the

constraints of the given political and Constitutional system. "We have sought

to be.. practical," they write, "and do not recommend that the President spend

much time pursuing dramatic reforms (like revitalizing the party system or

restructuring the federal government through constitutional amendment to make

it more parliamentary) that might help him to do his job better but do not

appear likely (to say the least), however great his effort." Their book, then,

aims to help the President achieve liberal domestic policies within Constitu-

tional constraints. No wonder its tone is weary. In the end, though, despite

its heroic commitment, in terms of assessing the fitness of the Constitutional

system for attaining coherent policy and administration, its catalogue of the

obstacles is far more convincing and memorable than its recommendations.

Perhaps the most significant effort to measure the fitness of the Presidency

for modern governance was a report issued in November, 1980, by the National

Academy of Public Administration, entitled "A Presidency for the 1980s." 4 The

report is noteworthy for its candid assessment of the predicament of American

politics in the last quarter of the twentieth century. It notes that, even

though activities performed directly by the federal government have declined

over the past quarter century and the number of civilian federal employees has

remained stable at roughly three million during that period, there has been a

vast increase in the services cdered by the federal government from states and

localities, private contractors, non-profit organizations, and even foreign gov-

ernments. From the standpoint of public management, this development has been

paralyzing. By 1980, the intergovernmental system had bogged down badly-to the

point that even proponents of &*tive government were beginning to doubt the

capacity of the American system; to deliver social programs. The federal budget

was no longer a means of gaining control over the activities of the government.
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A large portion of the federal budget consisted of transfer payments, grants,

contracts, and loan guarantees, which were mandated by legislation and subject

to alteration only by changes in open-ended statutes. In addition, regulations

and tax provisions that were not even part of the budget process were having a

profound effect on the economy.

In seeking to gain control over the situation, the Report noted that S

succession of administrations had come into office promising to make greater use

of the Cabinet. Yet experience had shown that the Cabinet as presently consti-

tuted is incapable of collective decision-making. The Report traces the reasons

to the Constitution. The Constitution makes the agencies "the battleground on

which many of the struggles between the President and the Congress are waged."

It makes the Congress "the source of all executive authority." Congress has

power "to create, change, or terminate programs; to specify the administrative

arrangements to be employed; and to provide the funds needed to carry them out."

Alongside this legislative power, the President has a "broad and unspecific

mandate of executive power, his strong powers of appointment and veto, and his

formidable base of informal power that rests on the stature and prestige of his

office," The result of this "separation and sharing of power" has been "a tur-

bulent and divisive relationship." 15 Cabinet members are caught in a cross-fire.

They are accountable to Congress for their authority, funds and the performance

of their departments, but they are accountable also to the President who appointed

them, and they presumably share his general policy outlook. Even when the two

branches are controlled by the same party, there are tensions between the aims

of Congressional coumittee members and those of the President and his aides.

These differences are of course greatly exacerbated by partisan bickering, not

to mention opposing Ideological cositments.
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As counterweight to these Constitutional tendencies toward disintegration,

the Executive Office of the President is not very substantial. Public adminis-

tration needs firmness and persistence. Yet impulses from the-Executive Office

vary, not only from one administration to the next, but often during a single

administration as its priorities and political strategies shift. There is no

permanent secretariat at this center of executive branch activity. Modes of

control over the departments and bureaus tend to be adversarial. Within the

Office, separate staffs deal with different sectors; there is little integra-

tion across policy lines. Techniques for evaluating the impact of programs are

not well developed. Exasperation leads to a tendenoy to intervene in line oper-

ations and to neglect the proper concerns of management.

In short, the NAPA Report contains one of the most severe and comprehensive

critiques of the Constitutional "arrangement of the executive." What remedy does

it propose? Its recommendations cover both Institutional design and style.

Like Heineman and Hessler, NAPA argues that amending the Constitution is an

impractical goal, at least for the foreseeable future. It would be terribly dif-

ficult to achieve agreement; we would probably have to be "on the brink of a

breakdown in government" to gain the necessary consensus. Besides, they add,

"basic reforms, however well intentioned, often have unintended adverse conse-

quences...." It is better, they conclude, "to undertake timely reforms.. .within

present constitutional boundaries." 
1 6 They go on to suggest a restructuring of

the Executive Office "to help the President frame and implement his national

agenda in conjunction with the many other participants in our complex government

system." There should be three separate units in the Executive (for economic,

domestic, and international affairs), plus a planning staff and a secretariat.

Above all, the staff should be small, it should seek to provide objectivity,
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it should represent no special interests, and it should strive for collaboration

with the President's partners in government both in Congress and throughout the
Executive Branch. 7

This leads to the central recommendation of the Report, oft repeated. To

realize "our collective national interests," says the NAPA panel, we must

achieve greater coherence and integration in the workings of government. 'We

must abandon our habit of confrontation, cope with the tendencies toward frag-

mentation (the weakening of the parties, the fragmentation of Congressional

leadership, the impulse to litigate), and emphasize collaboration. That is the

key word: collaboration. So much in our political traditions encourages con-

frontation. The Constitutional system reinforces it by separating powers and

inducing ambition to counteract ambition. But the Report says we will "gain

in control" if we try to solve our problems by joint action. The President must

lead the way. He must draw civil servants toward common national purposes. He

must "search out and consult with potential allies in those parts of Congress

that are likely to have an integrating, government-wide perspective.. .givin 37

special attention and serious consideration to the views of the elected leader-

ship of Congress and to ranking members of Congressional budget committees and

other major committees."19 The Report acknowledges the inevitability of clashes
between the branches and even admits that such confrontations "can help to

clarify major public choices," but the clear emphasis throughout is on coopera-

tion. 20

* *a

*In this connection, the Report makes the dubious assertion that, "In dividingpowers among the branches and levels of government, our Constitution deliberatelywas designed to require cooperative unified action......18 Certainly Madison'sdiscussion of the separation of powers in The Federalist, Nos. 48-51, puts adifferent twist on the framers' intent. Whatever the framers intended, "coopera-tive unified action" has been the exception, rather than the rule, in Americanpolitical history.
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During President Carter's last months in office, the White House

Counsel, Lloyd Cutler, published an article in Foreign Affairs, entitled "To

Form a Government."
2 1 Cutler contended that Americans had no process comparable

to that of a parliamentary regime for "forming" a government, and that while the

minimal demands of the American situation might have made this incapacity endur-

able in the past, in the present and future it would be absolutely essential for

the United States to be able to compose a government and grant it authority to

lead.

GCorge Will, a pundit writing in Newsweek magazine, immediately heaped

scorn on Cutler's argument. It was characteristic, he thought, for a Carter aide

to blame the administration's woes on some external factor, rather than ascribe

it to the imcompetence of its chief. Roosevelt and Johnson had made the Consti-

tutional scheme work. It could be made to work again, he said, though not by

someone who lacked popular support, a program, and the respect of his peers. 22

Two years into the Reagan administration, Will (who attracted notice as one

of President Reagan's points of entree into the capital) must look back on that

Newsweek column with satisfaction. Indeed, there is much less talk in the land

about the alleged unworkability of the Constitution, less speculation about the

need for radical reform in the structure and processes of government.

When Reagan was elected, the prospect was for four years of deadlock. As-

tonishingly, the Republicans had captured both the White House and a majority in

the Senate, but the Democrats still had a clear majority in the House. It seemed

reasonable to expect a muddle, four years of vetoes, overrides, and a rain of

partisan recrimination. Instead, we have witnessed a political miracle. It

began with the transformation of the electoral verdict. A decisive rejection of

Carter became a mandate for reordered priorities (from social program to defense)

and a supply-side approach to economic management, including producer-oriented
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tax cuts and deregulation of industry. Then came an adroit use of the Congres-

sional budget process, in which the White House totally outmaneuvered the Demo-

cratic leadership in the House of Representatives. (It was unkind of the Presi-

dent this year to criticize the budget process. Without it, his program would

have been doomed in the House last year.)

Arguments have abounded about the fairness or wisdom of these policies, but

Reagan's performance seems to have quelled concern about the workability of the

Constitution.

In conform'ty with the advice given in the "memorandums," the President

has put forth a radically abbreviated agenda, concentrated his own energies and

his calls for public attention on two or three closely related themes, and

achieved very dramatic political results. Administratively there have been

rumbles about low morale in the bureaucracy, but mostly these have seemed a

case of special pleading by people losing their jobs, whose services we can no

longer afford.

Concern about the Constitution seems largely to have subsided. But has the

Reagan performance truly shown that the Constitution "still works"? To answer

that question, we need to take another look at the "constitutional revolution" of

the twentieth century in light of the framers' intent.

Often we emphasize the framers' sharing of power in the national structure

of government. But we ought not to obscure the main lines of distribution. Con-

gress makes the laws, which incorporate the policy of government. The President

enforces and administers those laws. The branches are set up to have the virtues

appropriate for those differing functions. Congress needs to mirror the complex

society from which it receives the impulses to govern. The Presidency needs

firmness, energy, a certain aloofness from political pressures, and a capacity

for secrecy and quick reactions to emergencies. Congress needs to be a relatively
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large body, so that it can reflect the society's variety, but for the Preai-

dency, plurality was seen as a detriment, because it would have opened the way

for partisan wrangling. What was virtue for one branch was vice for the other,

owing to their differing functions.

The unity of the Presidency worried some of the framers. What if the enor-

mous powers of the executive-command over the armed forces, the right to 'initi-

ate appointments, discretion in enforcing the laws--fell to one party, one region,

one class? The answer was that the President's powers were specific and strictly

limited. He would not have a monarch's prerogative. His primary function was to

"take care that the laws be faithfully executed." The "legislative power," in-

cluding the power to establish offices and appropriate funds, was lodged elsewhere.

To borrow Corwin's phrase again, we have already seen a "constitutional

revolution" in the twentieth century. We need not overstate it to show that it

has left a serious problem. Congress still enacts statutes, and the President

still enforces and administers them. But as we have seen, the executive branch is

now the locus of most active policy-making. More and more, Congress has had to

resort to broad language in statutes, delegating discretion to officials in the

executive branch. Much of the analysis upon which policy is based is done in the

executive branch. Bureaucracy has become, in Carl Friedrich's phrase, "the core

of modern government." It is probably too much to say that Congress now only re-

acts and declares the limits of the people's support and toleration for the schemes

of the administrators. Congress has maintained its independence. There is no

Crown in America. No administration has been able to control Congress by the

*Sometimes it is said that the President shares in the legislative power, as the
King of England did in Blackstone's analysis, by virtue of his veto and his power

to recommend measures.
2 3 But the Constitution clearly vests the legislative power

in Congress, then admits the President to limited, specified participation as an

exception in order to "fortify" him for his own role. See The Federalist, 951.
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manipulation of patronage, as in eighteenth-century England. But in foreign
policy, in national defense, in domestic social policy, in budget-making, in
energy, in economic management, the nation looks to the Presidency to give the
lead. If he fails, the government flounders.

The question is, are the Constitutional arrangements for the Presidency
appropriate for this shift in functions? As the center of gravity in policy-
making has shifted, have the structures of representation shifted, too? Is the
Presidency related to the nation in such a way as to preserve accountability
for this new and all-encompassing source of initiative?

The answer, clearly, is no. In terms of finding an authority to perform
modern functions, the Constitution has been remarkably adaptable. In terms of
changing to preserve electoral accountability, it has been remarkably stubborn.

* * *

Laying aside for the moment (we will return to it) the question of whether
or not it is possible to amend the Constitution, and worth any practical politi-
cian's time to think about it, let us consider what changes in structure and
process might be made to broaden the accountability of the Presidency and integrate
the chief executive office into the rest of the political system.

I accept as given that there are basically two political functions at the
head of government. It is misleading, however, to call them legislative and ex-
ecutive. Certainly in the American system, the President is by now totally im-
mersed in the "legislative" process, and Congress through its oversight functions
has its hands on all aspects of administration. It is better to adopt Walter
Lippmann's terminology from The Public Philosophy, where he speaks of "governing"
and "representing. 24 We cannot expect Congressmen to be pleased about such
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language, which seems to demean their role, but even so sympathetic an analyst as

James Sundquist argues that there are limits to the "resurgence" we can expect

from Congress. Edward S. Corwin concluded that after the New Deal and World War

II, it was vain to hope that Congress might recover its traditional role and that

those who cherished constitutional values must seek structural change. 5 A rep-

resentative body has a crucial role to play in a government based on consent,

but it is not that of leadership.

If leadership must come from the President, how can the composition and

electoral foundation of that office be changed to satisfy the twin demands of

democratic values and effective government? First, it is imperative to broaden

the base of accountability. Hamilton's argument for "unity" in The Federalist,

970, collapses when the President takes charge over matters involving the greatest

discretion in both domestic and foreign policy. Throughout his numbers of The

Federalist on the Presidency, Hamilton is at pains to depict the President's

powers (to receive ambassadors, to command the armed forces, etc.) as merely

ministerial. These arguments were somewhat disingenuous at the time, and by now

they are patently false. The Presidential office exercises political discretion

all the time. It needs to be raised on a broader base of electoral accountability.

Part of the problem is that the President exercises the broadest leadership,

yet we elect just one man, whose views on the range of issues may be only dimly

known at best. The prevailing concern may be to oust Jimmy Carter, but- the voter

also gets radically re-ordered priorities, a bellicose stance toward the Soviet

Union, exploitation of the environment, and a move toward tax breaks for segre-

gating schools.

One way to cope with this problem might be to require parties to nominate a

slate of Cabinet officers, along with candidates for President and Vice President.

If voters could split their ticket for Cabinet officers, we might get greater
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attention to the range of concerns over which the executive presides, but the

cost in terms of integrating the policies of government would be unacceptable.

On the other hand, if voters could cast one ballot for the whole slate, with the

understanding that no officer could be forced from the Cabinet without the con-

currence of the President and a certain number of Cabinet colleagues, nominators

would have to consider the range of issues (as personified by potential Cabinet

officers) before confronting the electorate in the general election campaign.

Pre-election Cabinet-making would lend substance to the work of coalition-building

before the election; it would give a measure of popular authority to Cabinet-

members on the winning slate; and it would mitigate the solitary eminence of the

President as the only nationally elected officer in the government.

The reform could be accomplished without Constitutional amendment, if parties

simply developed the practice of nominating a slate of potential Cabinet officers

as well as Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates and drafting platforms.

But they would have no incentive for doing so, unless the Constitution required

it. And even if the change were made, the popular verdict would still normally

turn, as it does now, on a crude judgment about the performance of the incumbent,

relative to the apparent capabilities of the primary challenger. In other words,

the gain in detailed accountability would probably not be worth the cost in poli-

tical effort to achieve the amendment.

A more promising approach would be to develop the custom of choosing Cabinet

members from Congress. Corwin, who favored this proposal, argued that members of

Congress (Senators or Representatives) who served in the Cabinet would not neces-

sarily have to give up their seats in Congress, despite the provision in Article

I, Section 6, which says that "no person holding any office under the United States

shall be a member of either house during his continuance in office." Corwin

maintained that membership in the Cabinet, even the position of head of a department,
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is not necessarily an "office" within the meaning of the passage cited. Tech-

nically he may have been right. But there would certainly be objections that it

violated the spirit of the Constitution for Cabinet members to retain seats in

Congress, and those objections would probably have the weight of tradition and

public opinion behind them.

If we decide to modify our commitment to the separation of powers and inte-

grate the political forces of the Constitution, we ought to attack the problem

frontally. What keeps the branches separate is that their political fates are

unconnected. In a parliamentary scheme, ordinary members rise and fall with the

success of the government and (at least theoretically) backbenchers are able to

keep the Cabinet responsive by the threat of withdrawing support and forcing new

elections. But in our scheme, legislative and executive candidates run indepen-

dently, never in two consecutive elections at the same time, and they do not hold

the threat of an appeal to the electorate over one another's heads.

Two changes would help to put the President and Congress into the same polit--

ical harness. First, coordinate the elective calendars. Have the President and

members of the House run for concurrent, four-year terms, along with at least half

of the Senators, one from each state. In this way, most of the political forces

of the nation would be responsive to the same political impulses, and it would be

possible for the nation to render a coherent and effective verdict to alternative

approaches.

Second, provide for the possibility of an appeal to the nation before the

conclusion of the four-year term, if a stalemate develops. We now have provision

for Impeaching and removing from office a President who is found guilty of "treason,

bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors." But we have no way to resolve a

*Senators might have eight-year terms, to provide a measure of stability and con-
tinuity to the system, if that were deemed desireable.
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political impasse between Congress and the President. If the President, as the

head of government, finds that he is unable to obtain consent from Congress for

his program, he ought to be able to appeal to the nation for a verdict between

himself and them. And Congress, perhaps by a special majority, ought likewise

to be able to appeal to the nation if it judges that the President has departed

radically from the mandate they jointly received at the preceding election.

Provision for the ensuing special election ought to insure a vote within ninety

days, to allow time for nomination of challengers by primaries, caucuses and

conventions, and for a general election campaign. It should also be made clear

in the Constitution that the "lame-duck" President and Congress remain fully

capable of exercising the authority of their offices until a new government is

inaugurated (which ought not to be delayed until three months after the election,

but should take place within days after a clear verdict has been reached).

Would these changes give the United States a parliamentary system of govern-

ment? No, they would not. The essence of a parliamentary system is that the

legislature chooses the executive, or rather (as it has evolved) the nation

chooses the executive through a competition between the parties for seats in the

legislature. If no party achieves a majority of legislative seats, then party

leaders in the legislature seek to piece together a coalition that can command a

governing majority in the legislature.

*Lloyd Cutler proposes 120 days, to allow 60 days for state primaries and state
conventions, 30 days far a national nominating convention, and 30 days for the
general campaign. I would cut the first 60 days in half. But more important
than these details would be the imposition, by the Constitution, of a strict time-
limit for the whole campaign. The correct way to approach that question is not to
list all the features of the present campaign-the "mentioning" season, months of
primaries, a period of maneuvering, then the national convention, followed by fund-
raising and campaign planning, then finally the general campaign itself, followed
by the electoral balloting and a possible appeal to the House of Representatives-
and on that basis to calculate how long a national election must be. Instead, we
should determine a reasonable time for public consideration of the issues and per-
sonalities and then count on politicians to adjust their operations accordingly.
If Parkinson's Law applied nowhere else, it would be spectacularly confirmed by
the busy calendar of American electoral politics.

**We do suffer for the lack of a ceremonial head of state.
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The essence of the American system is to have separate, popular ballots for

Congress and the President. Presidents represent the whole nation. Legislators

represent districts or states. Their interaction in the saking of policy induces

a dialogue between broad national concerns and the particular concerns of local-

ities and regions.
26

Calls for leadership and coherence in policy-making cannot

obscure the American commitment to interaction between the union and its regions.

The independence of Congress based on a separate electoral process is the best

guarantee that the national government will not neglect local and regional con-

cerns. In keeping the ballot for President and Congress separate, we would retain

this independence.

At the same time, in light of the radical re-definition of the executive

function, we need to fuse the political guidance of the Constitutional system. We

can do this by coordinating their appeals to the nation, giving to each branch

the ability to initiate a new appeal to the nation, encouraging the President to

draw executive leaders from Congress, and building the custom that leaders of the

administration, including the President, enter into the debate of pending measures

in the Congress and submit to questions from legislators on a regular basis.

Is it likely that the nation will make changes in the Constitution in the

foreseeable future? It is not. Reagan's apparent success in getting his program

adopted has dealt a serious blow to any hopes for Constitutional change in this

generation. If Reagan had been unable to get Congress to adopt his program, many

conservatives might have joined the appeal for Constitutional revision. But

Reagan's skill and luck have gravely weakened the appeal of Cutler's argument.

Yet the case for constitutional change is not dead. It needs to be recast.
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A democratic constitution must provide government that is both effective

and accountable. If Reagan's program for economic recovery fails, people will

begin to question whether the 1980 elections gave him a "mandate" for it. In

that case, particularly if the failure of his program produces painful effects

(which Cod forbid!), people may be willing to consider revising the Constitution.

It was a situation like that (economic weakness, unrest, loss of respect abroad)

which enabled the framers of 1787 to overcome the almost prohibitive odds against

their success.

What were the chances that the Church of Rome would liberate its policies

and structures within a few years after the death of Pope Pius XII? Political

scientists should approach their work more like theologians than politicians. It

is better for us to notice and analyze the drift of the American system since 1900

toward radical change in the distribution of functions, and to think carefully

about structural changes that might halp to preserve traditional values in the

midst of these changes, than to try to calculate the odds on achieving these

changes. Political opportunities shift very rapidly. When the furtive chance

comes, it is our job to be ready.

19-59 0-83-14
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II. PROPOSALS FOR REFORM OF THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT

A. CONCERNING PROPOSALS To ADOP'r A PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM

from The New Republic, July

frm Washington. /9
July 20, 1974 _.

Turbulence Ahead
With a parliamentary system like Can-
ada's the United States could haw dealt
with Watergate two months after it was
discovered With our rigid government
we haw insead reached a point of pub-
lic helplessness that is demeaning to a
great nation, It is not merely demeaning
but dangerous. We face extraordinary
shocks on the economic front and the
President evidently does not know what
to do, nor is there any quick way of re-
placing him. There is impeachment, of
course, but that is reserved for high
crimes and misdemeanors and simple
economic muddleheadedness does not
meet the formula. Thee is no lack-of'
confidence vote in our system that can
get an election and oust an inept leadetr
there is no arrangement whereby i pao
litical party itself can readily change
its spokesman as the Progressive Con-
servative party in Canada is now pre-
paring to do with the unfortunate
Robert Stanfield after his defeat in last
week's election No, we are helpless;
as James Sundquist of Brookings put
it, recalling the discredited British
Prime Minister who sought to appease
Hitlen "Under our system, a Neville
Chamberlain would stay in office for
his full term even if that meant losing
a war, and the very freedom of the
ntion."

We need a more flexible system. For,
example. Sen. William Fulbrisht, who
has headed the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee longer than anybody else, is a
national asset. But he was defeated in a
loca primary and must go. Why should
A man like Fulbright-or some equiva-
lent senator in the same fix on the con-
servative side-be lost under a rigid
system, and not run from some other
constituency, from some safe seat, to

20, 1974

give Congress the benefit of his
continuing experience?
It is stunning to cross the line that

separats the United States and Cansda
and find the ides of transferable legis-
lative constituencies anthinkable in the
former and taken for granted in the lat-
ter. Mr. Stanfield has just run from a
district in central Halifax in Nova Scotia
-he doesn't live there. Prime Minister
Pierre Eliott Trudeau is elected from
the Mount Royal district of Montreal-
he doesn't live there either. They are
glad to have famous men to elect

There are two dangers of Watergate,
one that Mr. Nixon will ride out im-
peachment, in which case the great
sword that the Founding Fathers forged
for the Constitution will rust and be
forgotten; the other that he will be im-
peached, and the nation will say, See,
now we have solved the Nixon problem
and we can forget Watergate as soon as
possible" Of the two, the latter possi-
bility could be the more dangerous if it
throws away the experience we have
gained and what might be the last
chance of some permanent reform.
The dominance of the presidency over

Congress and courts eems likely to be
checked now for a while whatever hap-
pens, because Mr. Nixon has over-
reached himlf and been too arrogant
But the same process is apt to begin
again after a while because the nation
needs a strong leader, and will achieve
it in one way or another
Suppose the future man in the White

House had the charisma that Mr. Nixon
lacks, the demagoguery of Huey Long.
the effrontery of Joe McCarthy, the
racism of George Wallace, and pushed
his power in the paths Mr. Nixon has
pointed out- impoundment executive
privilege, national ecurity, warrantless
wiretaps, sale of ambassadorships, fal-
sification of cables, favors forcampaign
funds, burglary, spying and all the rest
Could we depend on the device of im-
peachment alone to handle the matter?
Really, wouldn't it be simpler to adopt
a collectivized parliamentary govern-
ment or some partial adaptation of it?
Half a dozen proposals are now in
Congress.
The United States would never accept

parliamentary "instability,': itis rgued.
like that in Canada it breeds coalition
governments It is odd to hemr the latter
argument advanced. Prime Minister
Trudeau has just been reelected with a
fresh mandate, and presumably he can
govern for the next four years with

collective party responsibilty.
Things are different in Washington. I

do not mean Watergate. One party con-
trols the White House, a rival party con-
trols the legislature and the emphasis is
on negativism. Ah yes, you say, but this
is the exception. Not at all In the last 46
years the control of Congress and the
White House has been split 16 yearxsor
one-third of the time.

Often you hear it said with smug self'
satisfaction, "So what? Divided govern-
ment is good; one party will watch the
other; the sound men of business will
be the real rulers; this means less gov-
ernment interference. The fewer laws
the better"

Business certainly is powerful But in
the real pinch can government act? You
could find no better example than the
terrible problem of inflation at the pres-
ent time. Al aound the world today the
economic warning sigos are flashing:
"Budde seat belts, turbulence ahead!"
It is the most serious international in-
flation in history. How badly America
needs a leader it can trustl
Last week Herbert Stein, chairman of

Mr. Nixon's Council of Economic Ad-
visers, called the American economy
"very strong," but also acted like the
watchful airline hostess who doesn't
want to frighten anybody but wants to
be sore everybody istucked in:
"We have no easy way out of this. I

think we have to be prepared to con-
tinue for a long time. I think in terms of
years, not months-three, four years.
and more or less indefinitely, we have
to follow a policy of much greater
discipline."
In Herbert Hoover's Great Deprenion

there was a Commerce Department
economist named Julius Klein. Mr.
Hoover would see prosperity just
around the comer, and Klein would
explain why. The similarities are rather
striking:

Said Julius l~ein in '29
"I'm confident there's no decline!"
Said Herbert Stein, "Hew to the line,
We'l al be fine by '79"

Dr. Stein says the real blame for infla-
tion is with the American public-they
rejected "tax increases." It is an aston-
ishing statement for the aide of Mr.
Nixon who pledged in 1972: "My goal is
not only no tax increase but no tax
increaseforthenextfouryears"
Tighten your seat belts, turbulence

ahead. Who's at the controls?

(595)
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from The New Republic, August 31, 1974

No Way to Curb the Executive

Parliamentary Government-

by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
The New Republic's TRB is a superb observer of affairs
in Washington. I turn to him first of all when I open
the magazine, read him with care and delight, deeply
admire his felicity of phrase and penetrating flick of
analysis and freely confess my debt to him for the in-
sistence with which through the years he has com-

ARTHUR SCHLESiNGER, JR., is Albert Schweitzer profes-
sor of humanities at City University of New York.

pelted all of us to reflect on the struciure of our political
system. I have only one reservation. That is the way in
which this astute, skeptical, sardonic surgeon of Amer-
ican politics suddenly turns into a hopeless romantic
when he contemplates the supposed advantages of the
parliamentary system.

TRB sees the separation of powers as a primary'
source of our troubles. He favors the unification of
power, as he finds it in England and Canada, on the
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ground that it redresses the balance of power between
the legislative and the executive. "With a parliamen-
tary systemlike Canada's,"hetold us recently Uuly 20),
"the United States could have dealt with Watergate
two months after it was discovered."

I submit that this is a i80 degree misunderstanding
of the advantages of the parliamentary system. I will
waive for the purposes of this discussion the fact, as it
seems to me, that given the nature of American politi-
cal tradition, the parliamentary system is an unrealistic
alternative. Centralized and disciplined parties, with
primaries abolished, mavericks frowned upon. inde-
pendent voting forbidden, are against the genius of
the American party system. The parliamentary altema-
tive would be.unreal enough if the party system were
working. At a time when the parties can hardly keep
afloat in the turbulent sea of voter independence, the
idea of making them more commanding and cohesive
than ever before in American history is an exercise in
political fantasy.

Butlet us assume fora moment that a full- scale break
to parliamentarianism were possible. Is there any rea-
son to suppose it would be desirable? The admiration
for the Anglo-Canadian model derives, it seems to me,
from a profound misconception of the parliamentary
system. Take the question, for example, of the vote of
confidence. The parliamentarists write as if this were
the routine procedure by which one British adminis-
tration gives way to another. In fact the loss of a vote of
confidence has not overthrown a British government
for half a century, and in that case (1924) it was a
minority Labour government whose tenure in office
depended on Liberal support. The last time the loss of
a vote of confidence overthrew a government com.
manding a majority in the House of Commons was
nearly a century ago in 1885. Since the vote of confi-
dence system was not really established until 1841, the
device at best did not have a very long run as a direct
agency of change.

It has had, of course, a potent indirect effect. The
threat of a no-confidence vote has brought about
changes in Prime Ministers, as after Narvik in 1940
and after Suez in 1956. This was done by reshuffling
people inside the government, not by going to the
electorate and eliciting a fresh mandate. It would be as
if the Republican congressional party, seeing that Mr.

THE NEw REPUBuc

Nixon was in difficulty and fearing the loss of a vote of
confidence, had decided to replace him with Melvin
Laini or Elliot Richardson. Such substitution at the
top would be impossible under the present American
Constitution, which means that the no-confidence vote
cannot have the indirect effect in the United States it
has occasionally had in Britain.

But suppose we go all the way and introduce the
ideas of dissolution into the American political order.
Suppose a constitutional amendment gave Congress or
the President the power to dissolve the government-
both the presidency and the Congress-and call for
new elections. The question is: would this strengthen
the executive or the legislative? The British example
leaves no doubt about the answer. The power of disso-
lution would play into the hands of the executive. For
once legislators have to face the electorate themselves,
they will not be likely to force no-confidence votes.
Presidents would be able to use the threat of new elec-
tions to keep rebellious legislators in line-a develop-
ment that, as Samuel H. Beer, the leading American
student of British political institutions, has observed,
"might well shift the balance of power even further to
the side of the Executive. That has certainly been the
story in Britain."

And should legislators decide to vote no confidence
at whatever risk to themselves, they would gain the
dangerous power, which they do not have under the
impeachment clause, to dismiss Presidents on grounds
of disagreement over policy. One has only to reflect
what might have happened, for example, when John
Adams was resisting congressional agitation for war
with France or during the explosion of congressional
wrath after Truman fired MacArthur. Yet in retrospect
those two doughty Presidents never had finer hours.
One cannot suppose that Congress will always be
wiser than Presidents on policy questions. Conceiv-
ably the Founding Fathers were right in not wishing to
make it too easy for Congress to get rid of Presidents.

It might well be true that an incident like Watergate
would have forced out a British Prime Minister long
ago. But that does not mean that Parliament and the
electorate would know what had been going on. As
Woodrow Wyatt, a former member of Parliament and
author of Turn Again. Westminster. a bracing new book
on British government, has written, "Don't think a
Watergate couldn't happen here. You just wouldn't
hear about it." The Suez crisis, for example, produced
a change in Prime Ministers but no parliamentary in-
quiry nor public enlightenment about how the deci-
sion to go to war came about or what went wrong. The
Suez cover-up was still going on nearly 20 years later.
The parliamentary system lends itself most efficiently
to cover-ups.

The romanticism of parliamentarists has to be
checked against the realism of pariiamentarians. Con-
sider the question houi. It must be said that the notion
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of compelling aPresident to defend his policies in

face-to-face confrontation with the opposition strikes
'an American as a useful step in the secularization of
the presidency. But, as it has worked out in the House

of Commons, it has become, in Wyatt's view, a "use-

less privilege," a "charade," a "fake instrument of
democracy," "a Punch and Judy show"; "when a Mi-,

ister has something to hide, Question Time has little'
hope of dragging it into the open." Given congres-
sional obsequiousness toward Presidents, one doubts
whether question hour would be much more effective
in the United States.

The illusion of the partiamentarists is that Parlia-
ment controls the executive. The exact opposite is

closer to the truth. Churchill made the point forcibly to
Roosevelt in a wartime conversation. "You, Mr. Presi-
dent," Churchill said, "are concerned to what extent

you can act without the approval of Congress. You
don't worry about your Cabinet. On the other hand, I
never worry about Parliament, but I continuously have

to consult and have the support of my Cabinet." The
Prime Minister appoints people to, office without
worrying about parliamentary confirmation, concludes
treaties without worrying about parliamentary ratifi-

cation, declares war without obtaining parliamentary
assent, is safe from parliamentary investigation and in

many respects has inherited the authority that once

belonged to absolute monarchs. Congress, pusillani-
mous as it often is, is far more independent of the head
of government, far more open to a diversity of ideas,

far mor capable of affecting executive policies, far
better staffed and paid and far more disposed to check,
balance, challenge and investigate the executive branch
than Parliament. As Wyatt wrote in the first sentence
of his book, "Parliament governs in no more than a
formal sense.".

While American parliamentaiists look with envy at

Parliament, British parliamentarians-some at least-

look with envy at Congress and with particular envy
on the congressional system of standing committees
with professional staffs. Apart from the Public Ac-
counts Committee, the committees of the House of
Commons have little impact. Even the Public Accotints
Committee is empowered only to comment on past ex-

penditure; it cannot, like congressional committees,
criticize next year's budget. "There has never been a
time," Wyatt writes, "when so little effective super-
vision has been exercised over governments as it is

today.",
A strong committee system on the American style

has simply been excluded by the British commitment
to the union of the executive and legislative branches.
Indeed nothing, Wyatt argues, has been more fatal to

parliamentary influence than the principle of the fu-

sion of powers. Confining the selection of ministers to
Parliament drastically restridcts the pool of talent avail-
able to government. It substitutes an irrelevant stand-

ard-facility in debate-for a relevant standard-ability
in policy and administration-as the prerequisite for
appointment. Worst of all, it creates "'a conspiracy of
common interest" to keep the executive strong and the
legislative weak; for about two-thirds of the member-
ship bf the House of Commons either have been or
yearn to be ministers and thereby find it in their per-

sonal interest to depress the influence of the ipdividual
MP and exalt that of the executive. "The presence of
the Prime Minister, Ministers and the machinery of

party discipline in the House of Commons results in

its members being prisoners in their own House."
While American parliamentarists praise the cen-

tralized and disciplined parties of England,.Wyatt
contends that centralization and discipline have re-

duced the individual member of Parliament to a
nonentity. The ordinary backbencher "may be the

greatest orator since Demosthenes, the finest adminis-
trator since Pericles, the'shrewdest judge of men since
Napoleon. It will be all to no avail." Wyatt would there-

fore end designation of candidates, by the party orga-
nization and institute a system of open primaries. He

would give Parliament a fixed term. And while Ameri-
can parliamentarists condemn the separation of powes
as a mischievous and obsolete principle, Wyatt argues
with great cogency that the separation of powers is
what Parliament needs more than anything else if it is
to recover a serious role in the British political order.
The Founding Fathers, Wyatt writes, thought that if

the government were selected from Congress, the
executive would infallibly dominate the legislature
(They did not think this, but no matter.) "If it were to
remain a democratic force in its own right, the Found-
ing Fathers foresaw that Congress . . . must be

independent Of and separate from the President's goyv
emment." The way to give Parliament a serious role,
Wyatt concludes, is to introduce the separation of
powers into England and divorce Westminster from
Whitehall.

In short as Parliament may look better from the

United States, so Congress may look better from En-,
land. There is a tendency in each country to play the

defects of its own legislative body against the charms
of the one across the seas. No one can doubt that,

craven as Congress may be, it is far more recalcitrant
than Parliament-if recalcitrance is what one wants in
legislative institutions. For its part Parliament has
marked superiority in the promptness and efficiency

with which it delivers legislation. But this, of course, is
a function of weakness, not of strength. It flows pre-.

cisely from the fact that under the parliamentary sys-.
tern the executive dominates the legislature. As a
means of making the executive stronger, the parlia-
mentary model has claims on attention. But as a means
of containing an imperial executive-which is the pre-

sumed objective of the post-Watergate reformers in
the United States -the full parliamentary solution is'
absurd,
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from The New Republic, September 28, 1974
T~~~~~~~~~~~_ M _ rns faior keing the subet
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immediate vote of no confidence, n
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n alert snry I find two artides by him' right but it is also true that the osa of

-in The Wail Stret Journal, another in such a vote juat last spring in Canada
The Washingron Post, snd now one in (als a minority government) produced
he Ner Republic taking me to tasL The an elction. The threat of an election is
warning comes at a sensitive moment always present
as Nixon's imperial presidency cot- To get rid of a king you ill him; to get
lpse, and as the same frces that keep rid of d President you impeach, or
Amnerican Presidents out of touch with thranten to impeach, him. But to im-
reality seem to be taking efFct on de- peach you have to pre tr gressions,
cent modest, lightweight Jerry Ford. whereas it is almost as serious for the
The forces are lant in the process of nation to hve an honorable President

making sn idol of the American Priest- in the White Hou.e like Herbert Hoover
President and then of pulling the idol who has lost his authority
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"The candidate for the presidency does resentatives like Henry Reui , Morris
wall to recognise that he is running for Udall and Edith Green want to initiate a
a religious office, sas Miichae Novak presidential recall power in Congress.
in his new book, Choosing O.r King. As Sen. Mondale said last June, "'e
And George Reedy in his splendid little should look carefully at thse aspects of
study The Twlight of the Preiency con- the parliamentary sy which can be
dudes that "some very fundamental creatively adapted to the American
rhanges are needed in the American experience."
political sye"-chrnges that might James Sundquistof Brookings, Charles
be dapted,heSuggests;fromthe pastla- It Hsrdin of the Universityof Cicago.
rnentary system. and others, agree. "Under our system,"
We have seen five Prestidents in this observes Sundquist, "a Neville Chain-
MnMtury who have lost the capacity to beain who sought to appease Hilier
govm-WilsonH ovecTruman.John- would stay in office for his Ful term.
son and now Nixon. Will Mr. Ford be even U that meant losing a war and the
the next? He will, we fear, if he contin- very freedom of the nation.
ues as he has tarted, unilaterally grant- Mr. Sdcieinger say the celebrated
ing uncrnditional pardon to Nixon, question time in Parliament isn't al
making him custodian of the telltale that it is cracked op to be. We have
t , defending the CIA in its plot to heard Canadian riends, too, cal it -
"destabilize" the government of inde- "chrade." Yet we think that if a bacs
pendent Chile, and filingto find a Foot- bencher aid down a written question
hold for dealing with the economy. to Prime Minister Mmudeas demanding,
Leira make mistakes abroad, too is Caada bombng Cambodia? and

Mr. Schlesinger Venda mudh of his if Trudealied (asNiondildhwould
artide waring that the British partia- harvebeenoustedalmost insandywhen
senry s has its own faslt He the tnei came out

We are not tying to make debaters'
points. We agree with Br. Schlesinger
that the parliamentary sy Is no
panacer and that It may be a goden
tllusion fur some idealists. Yet it has
leons that deserve study One mralm
advantage in Canada (and in other par-
riraentary Sysm ) is he separation of
head of govement and head of state.
The ceremonial head of state is Govr-
nor General Jules lager, .orrugate Of
the Queen (aary 550,0); the heed of
government is the secularized prime
minister ( tsaly ard S35co, plus

perqulsites) who has none of the sym-
boliam but all of the power Never un-
derestimate symbols, however. Every
American child is brought up to revere
the presidential do he is as sacred as
the lag; Nixon always wore a totem
enameled fla in his lapel (thank God
Jerry doesn't). If we had our way we
would have some figurehead President.
with a big salary and no power, who
would live in the White House and lay
corerstones to the awe and veneration
df the popuilace, and lead worship and
we would let some shrewd political
lader from Congress head the goverm-
ment, amswer opposition questions,
consuit his cabinet, and fight no-mar-
fidence votes. We would secularize the
chief executive.
Congeess in s year or two, we think, is

going right back to the habit of handing
over Ito problema to the President All
the pressure is in that direction

George Reedy s that he originally
intended to end his book by wring
out "a system of Parliamentary govern-
ment for America. i'e gave It up be-
cue he decided that such a duarue
isn't coming -without a revolution."
He agree with Arthur Schlesinger on
thi, But for him the failure is exa-
ordinarily dager; the system "iso
ites the man who holds the nation's
hihet office and i hinm fom
reai1ty." It cen't hla This former ad-
vier to Lyndon Johnson gloomily pr-
dicta "a man on horsebk... In this
probably lies the twilight of the
Puresidency.'

With all rspect to the optimists, I fMr
we have e little frot Watergate.
if an Americn Faehrer appears 50
yer ee, some enterpriSing reporter
will dig bade in de fies and remember
that it all began in an administration
dedicated to law'-aidorder. and thia
the prent for Imperial p-d Wa
established to splar Richard Nixn a
nen breakdown.
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PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARLIAMENIARY SYSTEM IN
COMPARISON WITH THOSE OF THE AMERICAN

BASIC STRUCTURE: CABINET GOVERNMENT

The identifying characteristic of a parliamentary system is that its

executive is chosen directly by its legislature. In the American system, the

Chief Executive, who "take~s] care that the laws be faithfully executed"

(Art. II, sec. 3), is elected on the basis of votes separate from (though

cast mostly at the same time as) those that determine the membership of Congress.

By contrast, in a parliamentary system, the electorate chooses the members of

the legislature, who in turn elect the executive responsible to direct the

establishment and implementation of government policy.

Several other features common in parliamentary systems follow naturally

from, though they are not strictly required by, this defining characteristic.

In particular, the legislature generally not only selects, but may also at its

pleasure remove, the executive. Removal is normally accomplished through the

device of the "vote of confidence:" whenever legislation embodying a major

policy of the executive is defeated by the legislature, the result is held

to show that the executive has lost the confidence of the legislature, and

is therefore bound to resign. Variations on this practice exist; under the

German Federal Republic's "constructive vote of no confidence," the defeat

of legislation carries the executive with it only if the legislature also

votes for a specific alternative executive.
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In parliamentary systems the immediate responsibility of the executive for

its performance is therefore to the legislature, since in order to retain power,

it must maintain continuing majority suport there. In addition, the executive

responsible to the legislature in this way is usually conceived as including

not only the chief executive (generally called the prime minister or premier),

but also the cabinet, a group of advisors each of whom normally assumes the

direction of one of the major operating departments, or ministries. The cabinet,

collectively, is responsible to the legislature, in the sense that if the

legislative majority is lost, tife entire cabinet falls from power. In many

parliamentary systems, accordingly, and particularly in the British, policy

is determined by, and responsibility for policy is attributed to, the cabinet

acting as a body, and not the prime minister alone. This practice contrasts

with the American pattern of vesting ultimate executive responsibility in

the President individually, not in him and his chief advisors collectively.

This feature of a parliamentary system is generally called "cabinet government."

The cabinet is normally not only responsible to the legislature, but chosen

from among its members. The executive is thus constituted not as a separate

and coordinate branch of government, in the way contemplated by the American

theory of separation of powers, but more nearly as an organ of the legislature.

The consequences of this structural difference will be discussed below. In

addition, the legislative majority to which the parliamentary executive is

responsible is normally composed on the basis of party: the cabinet ministers

are normally leaders of, and receive their support from, a majority party

or coalition of parties in the legislature. When present in a parliamentary

system, this feature generally causes it to be described as "party government."

Its consequences, too, will be developed later.
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It will now already be clear that the relations among the various organs

of government are quite differently conceived under parliamentary than

American principles. In American usage, the institutions through which society

is directed and controlled are called "the government," the incumbent President

and his advisors are often called "the administration," and these together with

the government's operating departments are called "the executive branch."

In a parliamentary system, by contrast, "the government" or "the executive"

will typically refer to the incumbent prime minister and his cabinet, making

these terms mean about what "the administration" does to Americans. For wihat

Americans would call "the government," a parliamentary system would usually

use the term "the state," while the term "administration" would be reserved

only for the operating departments or ministries, bureaucratically organized

and staffed largely by professional civil servants.

In accordance with this terminology, the prime minister in a parliamentary

system is often described as the "head of government," to distinguish this

position from a separate one described as "head of state." The occupant of

the latter position, usually bearing the title of President or of a constitutional

monarch, typically possesses little governing authority, but functions as

symbolic embodiment of the state. The head of state often formally designates

the person who is to "form a government" in the legislature, but is typically

bound to do so on the automatic basis of legislative party strength; and

the resulting government depends for its continuance in office not on his, but

on the legislature's, approval.

Similarly, while in a parliamentary system each ministry of government

will be directed by a cabinet member responsible for implementing party policy,

each ministry will, in many such systems, also have a "permanent secretary," a
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civil servant at the head of its administrative apparatus, who remains in office

and works with ministers from successive differing party administrations.

This system, maintaining the strict separation of policy from administration,

is supposed to provide both flexibility in the former and continuity in the

latter.

In sum, a parliamentary system fosters a sharp distinction between the

roles of "head of government" and "head of state," while in the United States,

the two roles are combined in the President, and not systematically distinguished

in practice. Similarly, a parliamentary system sharply distinguishes the

political executive from the civil administration, whereas American usage

includes both in "the executive branch." On the other hand, whereas the

American system treats the executive and legislative as separate and coordinate

branches of government, the executive in a parliamentary system is drawn from,

and responsible to, the legislature.

The nature of this difference between the two kinds of systems may be

more sharply seen by comparing both, at this point, with the anomalous system

of the Fifth French Republic. There, a President with substantial autonomous

executive power appoints a premier and cabinet, who possess executive authority

of their own over the administrative departments of government. This

arrangement represents a hybrid of American and parliamentary systems.

SEPARATION OF POWERS

The parliamentary system thus lacks the separation of powers, between

legislative and executive, characteristic of the American. The American

President's authority is independent of the will of Congress; the cabinet

is not only appointed by, but removable by, and hence responsible to, the
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President rather than the legislature. The Senate's power to confirm

appointments is a check that does not violate this basic position; Congress's

power to remove by impeachment is an exception, but it is settled doctrine

in the United States that policy disagreement in itself is no grounds for

impeachment. In the typical parliamentary system, by contrast, the executive

is formally dependent on the legislature for the continuance of its authority

to govern; there is no basis of executive authority independent of the

legislature's mandate. 'The parliamentary executive is, accordingly, routinely

subject to the possibility of removal on grounds of-policy disagreement.

This arrangement contrasts with the American in making impossible for

a parliamentary system the phenomenon known in the United States as "divided

Zovernrient," in which the legislature and executive are controlled by different

parties, espousing different programs. The executive in a parliamentary system

will not be installed in the first place unless the policies it proposes to

prosecute can command support of a legislative majority, and if they cease to

command that support, it will cease to be the executive. In the United States,

conversely, neither branch can vitiate the control of the other branch by its

opponents on policy matters; in the case of disagreement, the only ways of

proceeding are either in deadlock or through mutual adjustment.

It is also worth observing that lack of separated powers in parliamentary

systems refers to the legislative and executive powers; it does not preclude

an independent judiciary such as the United States possesses. Although in

Britain, for example, the Law Lords sit in the upper House of Parliament,

such an arrangement is neither requisite to, nor even particularly typical

of, parliamentary systems as such.
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In the same way, a parliamentary system does not preclude a bicameral

legislature. However, since two chambers may differ in their views, the

question arises in a parliamentary system of how to avoid deadlock or power

struggles in the choice of an executive, which could leave the executive either

powerless to act or caught in the middle. The usual solution has been to

make the choice of the executive, in a bicameral parliamentary system, the

prerogative of a "lower" chamber, commonly based on direct popular representation,

which accordingly becomes nuch the more powerful chamber,, while the "upper"

house, often chosen on some other basis, is reduced to a secondary, advisory,

delaying, or symbolic role. The general equality of power existing between

the Houses of Congress finds few parallels in parliamentary systems.

ROLE OF PARTIES

The basic principle of parliamentary government, that the executive is

dependent on the legislature for the continuance of its authority to govern,

is also the force that fosters another feature common in such systems: the

presence of strong, well-defined legislative political parties. "Strong"

here means wel'l-disciplined; that is, a party's legislative representation

will reliably support party positions in legislative voting: the government

party's responsibility is to govern, and the opposition party's to oppose, as

British usage has it. "Well-defined" means that there are explicit and agreed

party positions for its legislative representatives to support.

These two features of parties tend to develop together in a parliamentary

system. The incentive for members of the majority party or coalition to vote

consistently for the government is strong where, in the absence of such voting,

the government may fall and one's own party thereby be swept from power. At
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the same time, legislators will be unwilling to sustain a government in power

that will not pursue the policies for which they installed it in the first

place. By contrast, in the American system, voting against a President, or

a legislative majority, of one's own party, cannot have the effect of bringing

down the administration or altering the party's control of the chamber.

Accordingly there is no comparably compelling reason, either against supporting

whatever policies one prefers, regardless of party, or for adjusting one's

party affiliation to one's policy preferences. Conversely, party leaders

can seek to piece out a policy majority from various factions in both major

parties, rather than having to realize a party majority as a precondition of

policy victory. On this reasoning, one could conclude that the lower levels

of disciplined voting and programmatic coherence in American parties, as compared

with those typical in parliamentary systems, arise in part simply because the

American system does not require otherwise.

A strong and well-defined party is not a necessary feature of parliamentary

government; British Prime Ministers of the nineteenth century survived by

mastering shifting coalitions of factions, only loosely structured into parties,

and independents. However, the political necessity of retaining a majority

on important issues as a prerequisite for retaining power strongly impels the

emergence of disciplined, programmatic parties, and no prominent contemporary

exception could be adduced. There are even historical grounds for concluding

that political parties had their genesis as groups of legislators committed

to the support of a given executive and its program.

Whether the prime minister possesses the power to dissolve the legislature

is also important in this connection. Parliamentary systems differ in this

regard; in some cases, if a cabinet is defeated, a new government must be

19-549 0-8- 15
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constructed from the same legislative alignment, until the stated term of

the legislature runs out. In other cases, a prime minister who has lost a vote

of confidence may declare the legislature dissolved (or ask the head of state

to do so), thus making new elections necessary. This power clearly adds a

further incentive for party discipline, for members of a legislative majority

will be less inclined to vote against the government when doing so risks

bringing on an election in which their majority might be lost. Members of

the minority will be correspondingly more inclined to vote against the

government, in hope of forcing elections in which they might gain a majority.

ELECTORAL CONSEQUENCES

A government with the power of dissolution may, in most cases, also use

that power at its own discretion, to dissolve the legislature at a time it

thinks favorable to its own electoral fortunes. Becuase of the power of

dissolution, terms of office, in parliamentary systems possessing this feature,

are not fixed in terms of years in the same sense as those of elected officials

in the United States. A maximum term for a legislature's life is usually

set (in Britain, five years), but short of that maximum, a new election may

in principle occur at any time.

The power of dissolution also contributes to partisan programmatic coherence,

for an election following the defeat of a government on a given issue will

often turn on that issue and become a kind of referendum. The voters will

be offered a clear choice of policies defined by the actual positions of the

parties in the recent legislative struggle, and will have every reason to expect

that the party returned with a majority will act on the basis of that actual
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position. To the extent that each legislative party is a bloc unified in

support of an avowed general program, elections not brought on by a vote of

no confidence also tend to turn on those programs. Since the nature of the

parliamentary system encourages this legislative programmatic unity, in ways

already discussed, the electorate in a parliamentary system is likely to have

the chance much more frequently to make clear policy choices in casting their

votes.

For the voter in a parliamentary system, accordngly, the choice of party

is likely to be a much larger component of electoral decisions, relative to

the choice of individuals, than in the United States. American voters may

vote for an individual whose character or policies they prefer, with the assurance

that the individual, if elected, will act in accordance with those qualities

or views regardless of party. In the parliamentary system, however, the only

way to promote preferred policies is to vote for the party espousing those

policies, which means voting for the members of that party, who will normally

vote for those policies independently of their personal character or views.

In this sense, at least when two strong parties are present, a parliamentary

system offers a nearer approximation than the American to plebiscitary,

majoritarian democracy, in which the will of a popular majority is directly

reflected in government policy. For in such a system, a majority at the polls

is more or less automatically translated into a government of the same complexion,

which then controls the political resources necessary to carry out its policies.

By contrast, in the American system there are at least three different sets

of electoral results--for the Presidency, House, and Senate--each of which

can claim to be an expression of the popular will, but may differ from the

others, so that policy is more likely to represent an accommodation among
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several coexisting, but competing, majorities. The loose factional structure

of American parties, together with the role played by non-electoral forces,

then makes a single clear-cut majority position even harder to identify, and

moderation, gradualism, and compromise even more necessary.

COINCIDENTALLY ASSOCIATED FEATURES

Other features often associated with the parliamentary system are in

fact not inherently, but only coincidentally, related. British practice, for

instance, permits candidates for Parliament to stand for constituencies away

from their place of residence. This practice allows the national party

leadership to play a role in local candidate selection by making particular

individuals available to local branches. It also allows the parties more

control over composition of their prospective cabinets by ensuring that those

selected for such positions receive safe districts to stand for. Both these

practices augment party coherence by increasing the opportunities for central

control. However, they are not an essential part of a parliamentary system,

and are not entirely different from American arrangements anyway. The Constitution

mandates only residence in the State, not the district, from which elected,

and only by the time when elected (Art. I, sec. 2). Only through practice

has the American system adhered to a stricter standard of residence.

In the same way, the unwritten character of the British Constitution

is in no essential way connected with the parliamentary character of the

system it prescribes. Other parliamentary systems, such as Canada, Italy,

and the Federal Republic of Germany, are all embodied in identifiable single

documents, though not always ones called "Constitutions."
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Again, no necessary association exists between any particular party system

and parliamentary institutions. The United States possesses a deeply rooted

two-party system, but so do Britain, Austria, and increasingly the Federal

Republic of Germany, while the Israeli, Italian and Scandinavian parliamentary

regimes remain associated with multipartism. Where more than two important

parties are present, of course, the possibility exists that no one will command

a parliamentary majority. This situation requires coalition or minority government,

which may be more easily subject to defeat under parliamentary institutions,

but many parliamentary systems, even quite stable ones, have nevertheless

operated in this fashion.

Finally, since in the United States the system of electing single candidates

by plurality vote, district by district, is thought of as standard, proportional

representation is sometimes thought to be associated with parliamentary government.

In such a system, large districts elect several legislators each, and the seats

are divided by party according to the percentage of votes cast for each party.

While this arrangement further emphasizes the importance of party, rather than

individuals, characteristic of a parliamentary system, it is no necessary

feature of such systems, Britain being the obvious counterexample.

SUMMARY; HISTORICAL PARALLEL

The discussion may be summarized by saying that a parliamentary system is

one in which the group of persons collectively possessing the immediate executive

authority of government come to office, and remain in office, by commanding

majority support in the legislature. This group of persons, or cabinet, is

usually drawn from the legislature, comprises leaders of a majority party or

coalition there, and receives its support from that party majority. The

legislative party members typically exercise party discipline in supporting
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an agreed party program, which is carried out by the cabinet, and on the basis

of which the party makes its electoral appeal. If the cabinet is unable to

secure the legislature's adoption of that program, it must in general resign

on a vote of no confidence, which may be followed by dissolution of the legislature

and new elections.

In short, the greatest distinction of the American from the Parliamentary

system is that the executive is immediately dependent on the legislature, rather

than being a separate and coordinate branch of government. The relation between

the two systems might perhaps best be illustrated, in conclusion, by suggesting

that the closest American approximation to a parliamentary system could be found

in the House of Representatives prior to the revolt against Speaker Cannon in

1909-11. At that time the Speaker was chosen (as now) on a strict party basis,

he was generally able to command united party support on important policy issues,

and he selected committee chairpersons on the basis not of seniority, but of

policy and factional considerations. If, in addition, the committee chairpersons

could somehow have established effective control over the operation of the

corresponding executive departments (perhaps by the use of the power of the

purse), so that the President's effective authority became more and more limited,

then something very like a parliamentary system would have existed in the United

States, without anything in the American Constitution having been changed. The

parallel is, of course, not exact; for example, the Speaker of the British House

of Commons not only is not himself the head of government, but is an entirely

impartial presiding officer independent of party discipline (though normally

drawn from the majority party). Yet, if one considers the historic role of the

Constitution of the United States as it approaches its bicentennial in 1987,

these reflections may serve to illuminate its similarities with the constitutions

of other nations as well as its distinctive features and its historic flexibility.
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from Presidents and Prime Ministers, edited by
Richard Rose and Ezra N. Suleiman

8
Government against

Sub-governments
A European Perspective on Washington

Richard Rose

"We must all hang together, or assuredly, we shall all hang
separately."

Benjamin Franklin, at Philadelphia, 4 July 1776

Politics is about the representation of conflicting demands; government
is about resolving these conflicts authoritatively and to a nation's
benefit. In principle, the two activities should be complementary.
In practice, politics and government can be in opposition, for what
people want or what interest groups demand may not be what govern-
ment can (or should) provide. A government must be responsive to
popular demands to maintain political consent. Yet a government
must also make decisions that are unpopular yet necessary to maintain
its collective authority.

NOTE: This was written while the author was a visiting scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C., for the first three months of 1980, a
particularly stimulating time to be in a stimulating environment. Useful com-
ments and criticisms on the ideas expressed herein were received from Bruce
Adams, Dom Bonafede, Colin Campbell, 1. M. Destler, Leon Epstein, Hugh Heclo,
Tom Mann, B. Guy Peters, Michael Pitfield, Austin Ranney, James A. Reichler,
Bert A. Rockman, Harold Seidman, Lester Seligman, James L. Sundquist, Peter
Szanton, and Aaron Wildavsky. The author also benefited from discussing ideas
at seminars of the Kennedy School for Government at Harvard; at a conference on
the Institutionalized Presidency jointly organized by the National Academy of
Public Administration and the White Burkett Miller Center at the University of
Virginia; and at a joint seminar of the American Enterprise Institute and the
Brookings Institution on Giving Direction to Government, organized with con-
siderable efficiency and energy by Bradley H. Patterson, Jr. None of the above
named is responsible for what the author has argued herein.

In view of the particular thrust of the chapter, it shpuld be emphasized that
the author writes from the perspective of a Truman Democrat, albeit a native
Missourian who has "come a long way from St. Louis" since commencing the
study of comparative politics by sailing to England in 1953, and has crossed the
Atlantic many times since to study governments on opposite sides of the Atlanfic.

284
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The fundamental question facing governments on both sides of
the Atlantic todayris: How to combine the best of politics and govern-
ment? Only if this is done can a government be open and responsive
to voices demanding particular and sometimes conflicting policies, yet
simultaneously have sufficient collective authority to make those big
and often hard decisions that sacrifice particular concerns to a collective
interest.

Nations differ substantially in how they meet the common chal-
lenge of giving direction to government. The foregoing chapters have
provided ample evidence of differences among European governments,
as well as major differences between the United States and European
governments. The direction of government in Franco Spain and Italy
differs notably from Britain and Norway. On the great circle tour of
governments, Canada stands between the United States and Europe
politically, combining American-style fragmentation by federalism of
government functions and parties with a British form of Cabinet
government.

Big differences can also be found in the way in which the same
country governs itself at different times. The directing institutions of
the Fifth Republic in France were a conscious reaction against the
experience of the Fourth French Republic. The 1949 Constitution of
the Federal Republic of Germany was even more a conscious reaction
against the faith placed disastrously in leadership (the Faihrerprinzip)
in Hitler's Third Reich.

Because the United States has the oldest continuous Constitution
of any country examined in this book, the practical extent of change
in governance is outstanding. The institutions of government found
in Washington, D.C., today operate very differently from the political
system that the Founding Fathers left as their heritage at Philadelphia.
If scholars of American party politics can point to at least four different
party systems, even more different constitutional "systems" have
existed in America since 1789. The balance as well as the scope of
government have changed greatly in two centuries. The character and
problems of American government today more clearly resemble those
of contemporary European countries than they do the United States
of 200 or 100 years ago.

Within the past two decades we have altered substantially our
appreciation of how and how well America is governed. Concerrr
about "overloaded" government is common to all Western nations and
the mixed economy welfare states of Western Europe have relatively

285
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greater fiscal burdens to carry than the United States.' America has
also had unique problems. The Vietnam conflict and Watergate led
to a dramatic fall in popular trust in public figures in America, extend-
ing well beyond popular disillusionment with Presidents Johnson and
Nixon. Equally important, it led to changes in political parties, in
Congress, and in the Presidency, each intended to strengthen popular
demands against what was perceived as excessive presidential authority.

Changes in world politics have fundamentally altered America's
role in world affairs. In July 1979, the President of the United States
publicly proclaimed a "national malaise," 2 while in many European
countries, signs of material progress have been matched by a rebirth
of political self-confidence. In economic as well as military terms, the
United States can no longer consider itself the world's dominant
nation. America's government must now compete with many nations
that are neither remote nor are they necessarily allies. Involvement
in world affairs, combined with relatively diminishing power, makes
America increasingly vulnerable to events abroad. Cumulatively, these
changes support the description of Washington today as the capital of
The New American Political System.3 The basic political question
facing America today is not whether the world is changing, but how
is it changing?

It is inverted snobbery to claim that the United States is worse
governed than any other nation, just as it is chauvinistic to claim that
the United States must be the best governed country in the world.
The purpose of comparison here is positive, not invidious: to use
examples from European experience as an empirical means of evaluat-
ing America's government today. The first object of this chapter is

I For a variety of European views of "overloaded" government, see Richard Rose,
ed., Challenge to Governance (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1980). On the
causes and consequences of economic difficulties in major Western nations, see
Richard Rose and B. Guy Peters, Can Government Go Bankrupt? (New York:
Basic Books, 1978). For carefully argued discussions of America's distinctive
difficulties, see, for example, James L. Sundquist, "The Crisis of Competence in
Government," Setting National Priorities: Agenda for the 1980s, ed. Joseph A.
Pechman (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1980), pp. 531-63; and
Richard E. Neustadt, "Problems and Prospects for Presidential Leadership: Look-
ing toward the 1980s," duplicated (Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University, 1979).
2 Cf. President Carter's speech of July 15, 1979, in Weekly Compilation of Presi-
dential Documents, vol. 15, no. 29 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, July 23, 1979), pp. 1235-1241; and two articles on "Crisis of Confidence"
by Patrick H. Caddell and Warren E. Miller, Public Opinion, vol. 2, no. 5 (Octo-
ber/November 1979), pp. 2-16, 52-60.
3 The title of a book edited by Anthony King (Washington, D.C.: American
Enterprise Institute, 1978).
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to compare how the United States and European governments give
direction to government. The second object is to "size up" the many
different policies of government in order to evaluate the relative
advantages and disadvantages of contrasting approaches to making
public policies. Attention is then turned to two major contemporary
weaknesses in the direction of American government-the decline of
party and the institutionalization of distrust. There is no intention to
argue that the United States adopt European political institutions
wholesale in some grand but misguided attempt to strengthen govern-
ment by foreign imports. The evidence shows that there is no need to
do so. Government can be improved if Americans are ready to move
back (or forward) to practices that were normal in Washington until
the upheaval of events in the 1970s that altered the unstable distribu-
tion of political power in Washington.

Since the questions raised in the following pages are political
questions, the answers are rightfully matters of dispute. Analysis
cannot by itself determine prescription. Those who wish a weak
government will praise everything in the American Constitution (and
any appropriate European example) that prevents the expansion of
government's activities. Conversely, proponents of active government
are likely to look favorable at European institutions that sustain big
government. While analysis cannot substitute for political values, it
can instruct political values and actions. A fuller understanding of
how other countries are governed can also lead to a more sophisticated
appreciation of the strengths of the American system, as well as a
sharpened awareness of its shortcomings in the potentially more hostile
world of today.

Different Ways of Directing Government

The role of a President differs radically according to the nature of the
political system. A President's powers can approach those of an
Imperial ruler only in an autocracy, that is, a system that so values
the authority of government that it suppresses the representation of
particular interests by competing political parties and pressure groups.
By contrast, a President is almost a bystander in a system of govern-
ment that so values the representation of particular demands that it
provides hardly any institutions to make collective decisions. Where
the institutions of government are so subdivided that few issues can
be resolved in any one place, there is little central direction that a
President can provide, and few central decisions can be made. Writings
about the American Presidency are often flawed because authors con-
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centrate upon the President as if he were endowed with the primary
powers of government.

Contemporary European and American political systems have
contrasting histories. European governments have evolved in political
cultures that emphasize a unitary corporate will, whether it be known
as the Crown in England, the State in France, or the Nation in
Germany, Italy, or Norway. An 6tatiste tradition offers values justify-
ing a government strong enough in its collective authority to make
collective decisions. But this tradition has also justified the suppression
of politics, that is, the legitimate articulation of popular demands.
Of the six European countries examined here, only two-Norway and
Britain-have enjoyed uninterrupted representative government since
before World War II.

America began as a "governmentless" agglomeration of peoples.
There was politics aplenty among the scattered colonies that nominally
owed allegiance to one or another Crown and effectively gave allegiance
to none. Politics as the articulation of demands against government
was carried to the extreme in the American Revolution. But it left the
ex-colonists with the need to establish some sort of government to
provide collectively for their needs. The Articles of Confederation
adopted in 1781 were based on the superiority of the thirteen separate
states. The articles made no provision for an executive branch, or even
a central authority. The system was found to be too weak, even by
indigenous standards, and the Constitution went into force. But the
tradition of putting politics before government remains strong today.

The evolution of government in Europe involved the fostering of
politics, that is, allowing people to make political demands through
competing parties and pressure groups. Making the authority of
government responsive to popular demands began in the seventeenth
century in England and a century later on the continent of Europe with
the French Revolution. Resting government on popular consent as
well as authority took centuries to secure. In Germany, Italy, and
Spain contemporary institutions of representative government have
only been developed since World War II.

By contrast, the great challenge in America has been to create
effective government. The Civil War showed that by 1865 there was
sufficient collective authority to enforce government's will against
rebellious parties. The century since has been a history of attempts,
such as the New Deal, to strengthen government's capacity to reconcile
popular demands with collective policies facing the problems of an
increasingly threatening world.
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In comparative perspective, the American system stands out
because it maximizes politics. The institutions of government incor-
porate the representation of popular demands into the very structure
of governance. Politics starts at the grass roots. Electing councillors
on a citywide'basis-a logical corollary of the idea of a city as a
community-may be challenged in the courts as suppressing the rights
of ethnic (literally, "national") groups to representation. The referen-
dum can give citizens the power to determine their own taxes or
legislation. The institutions of federalism give individual citizens and
groups a multiplicity of points of access to government. In Washing-
ton, too, the policy process is porous; interest groups unite with groups
of congressmen, bureaucrats, and specialist advocates, as well as with
state and local government officials, to establish networks to advance
particular interests.

American politics has produced a system with many sub-govern-
ments.4 For example, one study of local government in the greater
New York area was called 1400 Governments,5 to emphasize the sub-
division of legal authority in one limited metropolitan area. But 1,400,

14,000. or 140,000 sub-governments do not necessarily add up to one
government. The Founding Fathers described the American system of
governance as a system of checks and balances. The checks are easy
to see: the opposition of Congress and the President; the independent
powers of the courts; Washington's need to cooperate with states in
the federal system; the prohibitions of government activity contained
in the Bill of Rights. These checks subdivide political authority and
sub-governments flourish.

The balances are more difficult to discern. Nowhere is there a
single institution to declare the will of the government as a whole.
If any institution can claim this status, it is the Presidency, for only
the President is elected by the nation as a whole. But neither Congress
nor history justify such a claim. The Madisonian model of govern-
ment is a system of institutionalized checks: the balance is meant to
result from these checks harmonizing in a more or less coherent whole.

Any critical review of modern European history is likely to draw
at least one negative lesson: Beware the pretensions of governments

4The term "sub-governments" as a description for a well-established Washington
phenomenon was given currency by Douglass Cater, Power in Washington (New
York: Random House, 1964). For a contemporary modification and restatement,
see Hugh Heclo, "Issue Networks and the Executive Establishment," in New
American Political System, ed. King, pp. 87-124.
5 Robert C. Wood with Vladimir V. Almendinger, 1400 Governments: the Political
Economy of the New York Region (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1961).
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claiming unlimited authority. This is true whether the government is
dressed in the Imperial trappings of a divinely anointed autocrat or
in the pseudodemocratic trappings of a mass mobilization totalitarian
state. The hundreds of millions who have experienced the excesses of
such governments are the first to praise the politics of popular repre-
sentation and consent.

What, if any, is the major negative lesson to be drawn from the
evolution of American government? To suggest that representative
political institutions are too strong risks discrediting democracy by
discrediting the people. The alternative is to suggest that collective
political authority is too weak. This view has been enunciated by
almost every modern study of the Presidency. For example, President
Johinson's Task Force on Government Organization under Ben Heine-
man described the executive branch as an ill-designed feudal regime,
"a collection of fragmented bureau fiefdoms unable to co-ordinate
with themselves intelligently."" A 1975 Trilateral Commission report
questioned whether American government today allows the President
the necessary authority to act in the national defense.7 From a very
different political perspective, a socialist can argue that the multiplicity
of particularistic institutions hobbles effective government action on
behalf of the majority of Americans.'

The challenge to both American and European governments today
is how to combine the politics of representation with the authority of
government. In practice, all of these countries practice some form of
"mixed" government. But the mixture is not the same on opposite
sides of the Atlantic.

Fusing Government and Politics: The Cabinet System. The central
mechanism in European governments is collective, not singular; it is
the Cabinet. A Prime Minister is first among equals in the Cabinet.
But it is the Cabinet, not the Prime Minister that is responsible
collectively for the activities of government.' A European Cabinet,

6 Quoted from the unpublished 1967 report of the Heineman Task Force on
Government Organization in Richard Rose, Managing Presidential Objectives
(New York: Free Press, 1976), p. 145.
7 Conveniently available in Samuel P. Huntington, "The Democratic Distemper,"
Public Interest, no. 41 (Fall 1975), pp. 9-38.
8 L. J. Sharpe, "American Democracy Reconsidered," British Journal of Political
Science, vol. 3, nos. 1-2 (January, April 1973), pp. 1-28, 129-67.
9 The reader should note that the discussion of the Cabinet system concentrates
attention upon an ideal-type system in order to bring out clearly the fundamental
difference between nearly every European nation and the government of the
United States. The first seven chapters of this book provide ample evidence of
particular national variations around this ideal type.
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like its American counterpart, consists of the heads of the principal
government departments: foreign affairs, finance, justice, defense,
commerce, labor, and so forth. Because the range of activities of
European mixed economy welfare states is usually larger and longer
established than in the United States, it might be expected that depart-
mentally based sub-governments would be a greater obstacle to col-
lective authority than in the United States. But this is not the case, for
Cabinet members act on very different terms than their Washington
counterparts.'1

A Cabinet does not govern by meeting together for endless
discussion. Its authority is demonstrated by the behavior of politicians
acting as individual ministers. Most hold their Cabinet position by
virtue of directing a major ministry (that is, a department of govern-
ment). If a Cabinet minister wants to do something, it is normally
done through his ministry, for within his ministry an individual
minister is politically supreme. The Cabinet is important because it
gives the minister his authority to direct departmental affairs. A poli-
tician placed in charge of a ministry, major or minor, has considerable
scope for making decisions within the ministry's defined area of
responsibilities and for carrying out policies supported by the Cabinet
collectively. Moreover, a minister has at hand a cadre of senior civil
servants who are not only experienced in looking after the machinery
of government, but also very experienced in dealing with pressure
groups.

Politics, that is, the articulation of political demands, is first of all
a matter of winning a minister's ear. Pressure groups wish to press
where the power to take effective action is, and in Europe they nor-
mally head for the ministries. Political demands are not suppressed,
but channeled to those with executive responsibility for action. When
major issues affect several ministries, such as unemployment, the
access points for political demands are greatly increased. By contrast
with executive branch officials in Washington, a European minister
deals with pressure groups without intimidation by a legislature with
the powers of Congress; without supervision by courts with the power
and activist inclinations of the United States Supreme Court; and
usually without the constraints of federalism as well.

In a Cabinet system, pressure groups are neither ignored nor are
their wishes necessarily frustrated. Ministers are politicians who wish
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of sub-governments in America.
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to be popular and, partisan values aside, they would rather say yes
than no to a claimant group. Moreover, on both sides of the Atlantic,
civil servants know that it is much easier to administer policies if,
within limits, they are adapted to meet the particular concerns of
affected groups. Cabinet government is consistent with pressure
groups representing business and labor engaging in continuous con-
sultations with a host of ministries. Social welfare ministries too
attract a host of pressure groups. Although members of Parliament
individually have much less influence than do congressmen, they too
can be vocal advocates of particular policies. In short, Cabinet govern-
ment incorporates many sub-governments.

But on any given issue, Cabinet government provides a strong
political counterweight to the particularistic demands of pressure
groups. A minister can terminate negotiations with a pressure group
if the measures it advocates are inconsistent with the policy of the
Cabinet. Whenever money is involved, a minister must defer to a
Cabinet colleague (the budget minister) for spending authority. If a
minister misinterprets the broad lines of Cabinet policy in dealing with
a pressure group, the Cabinet may refuse to sanction the agreement.
Individual Cabinet ministers thus have a positive incentive to take a
broader view of policies than do pressure groups. The pattern of
Cabinet policy establishes guidelines for what is and is not acceptable
action by individual ministers. To be sure of retaining the backing
of the Cabinet, a minister must stay within guidelines applying to
government as a whole.

In Europe as in America, conflicting demands are put forward by
different departments. In the modern mixed economy welfare state,
particular ministries are likely to become spokesmen for groups that
are their prime responsibility, for example, a labor ministry speaking
for organized trade unions; an industry ministry speaking for business;
agriculture for farmers; and so forth. In a European coalition govern-
ment, particular ministries may be awarded to coalition partners
because of the specific interests they represent, for example, a socialist
party awarded the labor ministry and a religious or anticlerical party
assigned the ministry of education. The ministries of government
institutionalize political conflict in Europe as in Washington.

Where the Cabinet system differs from the American system is
in having a single collective authority to reconcile disparate political
demands. Cabinet deliberations bring politics into the center of
government. Ministry is set against ministry, interest group against
interest group, and the ambitions of individual politicians are also at
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war with each other. Political temperatures rise with the importance
of the issue. The authority of Cabinet does not eliminate politics;
instead, the Cabinet permits the fusion of government and politics.

A common bond of collective political interest is the force that
gives a Cabinet the effective authority to make binding decisions
reconciling diverse political demands. Party is the central force behind
Cabinet government. Cabinet members represent the majority party
or parties in Parliament. Because of a strong bond of party loyalty
uniting politicians in the legislature and the executive, the Cabinet can
be confident that Parliament will endorse its actions. Moreover, the
doctrine of the collective responsibility of Cabinet requires that every
politician in Cabinet accept a decision and not criticize it publicly.
Any minister who does not wish to do so is expected to resign from
Cabinet, thus jeopardizing his future political career.

Where there are departures from this "ideal type" model of
Cabinet government, the results are a restriction of government's
authority. Federalism imposes one restriction upon the authority of
Cabinet. In federal systems, a Cabinet must take into account the
powers of other tiers of government. This results in significant differ-
ences in government between the federal systems of Canada and
Germany and such unitary states as Britain and France. Where
divisions within the electorate deny one party a majority of seats in
Parliament, a Cabinet is restricted by the bargains necessary to main-
tain support by a coalition of parties. Even where single-party majority
government is the rule, there are often differences of opinion within a
governing party. Cabinet government permits the representation of
different factions in a Cabinet, and ministers with differing outlooks
must moderate their differences to maintain the Cabinet's collective
authority. Italy is an extreme example of this.

The distinctive feature of Cabinet government is that all of the
participants in a debate are bound politically to collective decisions.
The strongest phrase is not the expression of the volition of an
individual politician, but rather a collective statement: The Cabinet
has decided. A Cabinet decision can be voiced in the language of
command, for all ministers and civil servants are bound to accept the
collective decision or resign. A Cabinet decision will always be argued
as well as arguable. In retrospect, it may even turn out not to have
been the best decision. But the government of the day can and does
produce policies that collectively commit the whole authority of gov-
ernment. In the Cabinet system, there is a government as well as
sub-governments.
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The Domination of Sub-governments: The American System. Ameri-
can government is organized, but not in a way that is easily amenable
to description, let alone direction. There is no single locus of authority,
contrary to the views of authors of classic treatises on sovereignty or
modern-day television image makers. Nor is there a clear hierarchical
relationship between the different parts of American government, as
in a business school organization chart. Nor, for that matter, is there
a stable pattern of power that can be illustrated in a textbook diagram.
The fundamental fact of American government is that political power
is divided among many dozens of sub-governments in Washington,
whose tentacles extend throughout the federal system. The parts are
greater than the whole.

Where sub-governments dominate, there can be no expression
of the collective will of government. Major policies are likely to
emerge gradually as the unintended byproduct of many separate
decisions taken by interested parties comprising different sub-govern-
ments. Congress is the foundation for the politics of sub-governments.
The specific institutions comprising sub-governments differ from issue
to issue. For any given issue, they will normally include officials from
bureaus within the executive branch; congressmen and staff from
committees or sub-committees on Capitol Hill; pressure groups,
including relevant representatives of state and local government and
public employees; and more or less free-floating policy professionals-
academics, consultants, journalists, and articulate spokesmen for single
issues. Although sub-governments are not recognized in the Con-
stitution, they constitute recognizable issue networks. Hugh Heclo
argues that they are increasing in scale, controversy, and political
significance, while simultaneously becoming more remote from direc-
tion by the one representative of collective authority in Washington,
the President.'

Upon entering office, an American President faces a very different
problem from a European counterpart. In the Cabinet system, a Prime
Minister's problem is how to give direction to a government that is
already there, that is, organized and capable of collective action. In
America, by contrast, there is no collective authority ready at hand
for the President's use. "The members of the Cabinet," in the words
of former Vice President Charles G. Dawes, "are a President's natural
enemies," 12 because of their tendency to become a part of a sub-

11 Heclo, "Issue Networks and the Executive Establishment."
12 Quoted by Richard E. Neustadt, Presidential Power: The Politics of Leadership
from FDR to Carter, 3d ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1980), p. 31. All
subsequent citations to this volume are to the 1980 edition.
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government network. Even if a President succeeds in tying particular

Cabinet appointees close to him, they may lose effectiveness by losing

their standing in a sub-government. The President's lonely eminence

may make him a symbol of American government, but in a practical

sense, he is far less a corporeal symbol of government than the Queen

of England. The American political system is a multi-government

system rather than a single collective institution. A President is

required to create government, that is, to discover how to use powers

and institutions at hand in ways that increase his collective authority,

while falling short of that inherited by politicians in a Cabinet system.

The making of the budget is a classic illustration of the funda-

mental difference between policy making in a Cabinet system and in

the United States. In Europe, the budget is decided by Cabinet

ministers. The Cabinet is the arena in which spending ministers press

sub-government claims against the government's minister of finance

in months of bargaining between conflicting ministries. Up to this

point, the process resembles what happens between the President's

Office of Management and Budget and operating agencies of the

executive branch. The difference is that once a European Cabinet

resolves these disputes, legislative approval is almost certain, because

of the Cabinet's collective authority. By contrast, the President's

budget is no more than a set of recommendations to Congress. Within

Congress, different committees then scrutinize particular recommenda-

tions according to criteria of different sub-governments. The budget

of the United States is not what the President recommends, but what

Congress enacts. And what Congress enacts is not so much what it

collectively regards as best for the nation as it is the byproduct of

many different decisions by sub-governments.'3

The strongest phrase in Washington-the President wants this-

is usually voiced as an aspiration. The people whom the President can

immediately command in the White House do not have their hands on

the operating agencies of government. Even those whom the President

appoints to direct the major departments of government are only

overseers of the bureaus that collectively constitute the principal

operating agencies of the executive branch. The President can fire an

appointee, but this is itself an admission of failure to gain satisfaction

from the person appointed. It is not an augur that he can do any

13 The changes induced by the Congressional Budget Office are interesting in

American terms, but do not alter the fundamental trans-Atlantic differences. Cf.
Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary Process, 3d ed. (Boston: Little,
Brown & Co., 1979); and Hugh Heclo and Aaron Wildavsky, The Private Govern-
ment of Public Money (London: Macmillan, 1974).
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better with a successor. Moreover, most of the money that the
government spends is effectively uncontrollable, fixed by statutory
obligations, such as pension payments or interest on the national debt.
In domestic policy, the federal government gives almost as much
money to state and local governments to administer as it manages
itself.'4 In national security affairs, the President's position is rela-
tively stronger as commander-in-chief, but it would be a bad thing if
he spent all his time thinking of war.

By any measure, the responsibilities placed upon the President
have grown greatly since World War II. But in no sense have the
President's capabilities expanded in proportion. Modern technology
has created communications systems by which the President, as com-
mander-in-chief, can literally direct a military operation halfway
around the globe, but it has not created the means to make an enemy
surrender at the sound of the President's voice. The personalizing eye
of the television camera brings news from around the world into the
living room of nearly every voter, but this is a liability to a President
during a controversial war or a scandal such as Watergate. Since
the time of President Eisenhower, who presided over government as
a noncontroversial head of state, each President has found himself a
little less popular on average than his predecessor in opinion poll
ratings."5

Almost every writer about the contemporary Presidency empha-
sizes the widening gap between what a President is required or
expected to do (what Richard Neutstadt calls his "clerkship" functions)
and the resources at hand. Sub-governments fill the gap, dictating
what they think ought to be done from the perspective of their own
particular interests. At the opening of the 1980 edition of his land-
mark study, Neustadt points out that Presidential weakness is the
underlying theme of Presidential Power. At the conclusion, he asks:
"Is the Presidency possible?" 0

In the face of increasing difficulties in giving direction to govern-
ment, Presidents have appointed a number of commissions to review
the operations of the federal government in search of ways to make

14 Cf. Frederick C. Mosher, "The Changing Responsibilities and Tactics of the
Federal Government" (Conference on the Institutionalized Presidency, the White
Burkett Miller Center, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, March 20-21, 1986).
'5 See Hugh Heclo, "Public Expectations and the Presidency," unpublished paper
(Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Public Administration Project on the
Presidency, 1980), p. 5.
16 Neustadt, Presidential Power, pp. xi, 210 ff., and 241. For a related argument-
and prescription, see Aaron Wildavsky, "The Past and Future Presidency,"
Public Interest, no. 41 (Fall 1975), pp. 56-76.
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it more "manageable." The commissions have sat for years and sub-
mitted lengthy reports. Some have emphasized the need for a
President to be businesslike and encourage greater efficiency. Others
have abandoned the rhetoric of the private sector and spoken of the
need for leadership. Predictably, a third prescription is that a Presi-
dent should be both a leader and a manager." None of these prescrip-
tions has been effective. The fundamental point is that American
government is not meant to be managed or led by one person. A Presi-
dent can no more manage the whole of government than he could
manage a herd of wild horses. The President's task is to lasso what is
needed for his purposes and not to attempt the impossible, riding herd
over all the sub-governments of Washington.

The United States has a President, as a university has a President.
But as Harold Seidman remarks, "Universities may have presidents,
but presidents don't have universities."" A university has a single
figure presiding over it, chairing meetings, and representing it to out-
side bodies. The structure of a university, however, is designed to
prevent its nominal head from influencing what goes on inside it,
that is, the work.of faculty in specialized departments. Executive
branch agencies are analogous to departments within a university in
their variety and in their desire for autonomy. The President of the
United States has far more political influence than a university presi-
dent and has levers for acting internationally and sometimes nation-
ally. But the eminence of a President is a lonely eminence. The Presi-
dent does not normally make decisions that determine the direction of
government. Instead, he issues statements that are clear or vague
according to circumstances; these are only one input to a complex
process of bargaining within and among sub-governments.

The President has a hard time getting a handle on government
because there is no handle there. There are a multiplicity of sub-
governments making particular policies by a process of partisan
mutual adjustment. There are few occasions when the President
enjoys a monopoly of power in government. What is often described

17The typology is adapted from Michael McGeary, "Doctrines of Presidential
Management," unpublished paper (Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Public
Administration, 1979). For a more detailed discussion of attempts to make gov-
ernment more manageable, see Harvey C. Mansfield, "Reorganizing the Federal
Executive Branch: the Limits of Institutionalization," Law and Contemporary
Problems, vol. 25, no. 3 (Summer 1970), pp. 461-95; Richard Rose, Managing
Presidential Objectives; and Peter Szanton, ed., "Papers on Government Reorgani-
zation," unpublished (Washington, D.C.: Administrative Conference of the
United States, 1980).
18Harold Seidman, Politics, Position and Power, 3d ed. (New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1980), p. 135.
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as Presidential influence may be better described as the planned (or
fortuitous) conjunction of the interest of the President and the
interests of particular groups within or outside government.

In the United States, there is no equivalent to the authority of a
Cabinet in Europe. The Supreme Court is the one institution that,
under certain limited circumstances, reconciles conflicting political
demands and does so with final authority. The Supreme Court can
do this because it is the custodian of the Constitution, and the Con-
stitution is the ultimate authority in the Amercian political system.
Supreme Court decisions are accepted by politicians and bureaucrats
with an authority denied a Presidential request. But because its powers
of decision are final, the Court is often cautious when it contemplates
a case with major political implications. In the words of one legal
scholar, the justices today "follow the normal Washington tactic of
letting the issue stew for a while so that there is an opportunity for
all to be heard and for the decision maker to absorb what is to be
heard. They often make tentative or partial experiments in new areas
before going the whole way.... When they miscalculate they some-
times retreat a bit." ' Supreme Court action on race relations, when it
ordered fundamental changes "with all deliberate speed," 'illustrates
how the Court can, within fields amenable to judicial action, face up to
sub-governments' conflicts and resolve them with binding decisions.

The authority of the Supreme Court is much less than that of a
Cabinet, however, because a Cabinet can and must be concerned with
the manifold of public policies. By contrast, a court can only be con-
cerned with justiciable issues, which are often procedural rather than
substantive. But in most fields of public policy the Supreme Court
simply sets very broad constitutional parameters for policy makers.
It cannot and does not give positive direction about the major sub-
stantive problems facing the country such as the economy, national
security, or energy.

Lopsided Government. The essential similarity between American and
European governments today is their openness to politics. On both
sides of the Atlantic, institutions of contemporary government give
great scope for individuals and organized interests to press their
particular demands on government. In the United States, the federal
system and the powers of Congress institutionalize this openness to
an extreme degree. In European countries, even in a state without

19 Martin Shapiro, "The Supreme Court: Frpm Warren to Burger," in Neo
American Political System, ed. King, p. 27. 1
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elections such as Franco Spain, interest groups press their demands
upon ministries.

*Nonetheless, there remains an ocean of difference between the
collective authority of a Cabinet and the American political system.
The primary contrast is a matter of balance-or the absence of balance.
The Cabinet provides collective authority sufficiently strong to recon-
cile differences among sub-governments. The force of a Cabinet is
not that of a dictator; instead, it is the force of government based upon
elected politicians with common loyalties and a common need to
secure reelection. Conflicting interests can and do state their case in
Cabinet. But after that is done, there is a government there, that is,
a Cabinet with the political and institutional strength to reconcile
differences.

The American system, by contrast, is best described as lopsided,
because the power of sub-governments is so great in relation to
collective authority. The Supreme Court can make decisions binding
upon other branches of government, but its authority is strong only
when other branches act unconstitutionally. It is far too simple to
dismisc the lopsided strength of sub-governments in the United States
as a consequence of the Constitution, and therefore unalterable.

The Constitution fixes major institutions of government, but it
does not determine their relationships or the bulk of their activities.
The most important changes in modern American politics have oc-
curred independently of constitutional amendments, which since 1920
have been trivial in political significance. Neither the New Deal nor
the global political commitments undertaken by the U.iited States
after World War II required constitutional amendments. The role of
Congress, of political parties, and of the bureaucracy alters without
constitutional amendment. At any given time, there is an "unwritten
constitution" influencing power in Washington. Like any unwritten
document, it is amenable to change.

If the American system is changing, the question follows: How
should it be changing? For more than a decade, the power of sub-
governments has been growing. Without the means of making col-
lective decisions effective, there is no way in which any elected official
can reconcile the conflicting views of many competing sub-govern-
ments. But trends are not immutable, least of all in institutions as
open and responsive as those constituting the unwritten constitution
of the United States. The pages that follow consider ways in which
the American system could alter in the future. None of the changes
considered depends upon constitutional amendment, and none depends
upon a few simple devices of institutional engineering. The structure
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of a nation's politics is not solely a matter of institutions. It is also
determined by how well politicians adapt institutions at hand to the
problems that confront the country.

Sizing Up Public Policies

Problems of public policy come in many different sizes. A decision
about whether to put a stoplight at an intersection or build a com-
munity swimming pool is a decision of government, just as is a
decision about national wage and price controls or building a neutron
bomb. When the impact of public policies differ greatly in size, there
is good reason to want different decisions taken by institutions of very
different scale. Questions of local traffic or recreation can be decided
by a local council or a local referendum, whereas questions of national
impact require effective decisions by a national government. Every
political system requires the capacity of miniaturization, that is, the
ability to make small-scale decisions. Equally, it requires the capacity
to mobilize collective authority to make big decisions for the nation
as a whole.'

A wise nation adapts its political structure to the size of the
problem at hand. We do not need to submit all our problems to the
collective authority of national government, but neither can we do
without the benefits of collective authority. What we need to do is
identify under what circumstances different types of government deal
best with different types of problems-and then consider whether
the American political system is properly sized for major challenges
that confront it today.

The Strengths and Limits of Sub-governments. The American system
of politics is especially good at dealing with a large number of small-
scale decisions. Contrary to the arithmetic logic of democracy as
majority rule, the American system can respond quickly and easily to
the particular concerns of smaller groups because of the existence of
so many sub-governments. The federal system divides substantial
governmental powers among thousands of territorial sub-governments,

20 For favorable discussions of disaggregating decisions, see especially C. E.
Lindblom, The Intelligence of Democracy (New York: Free Press, 1965) and
Mancur Olson, Jr., The Logic of Collective Action (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1965). For this writer's views, see Richard Rose, "Coping with
Urban Change," in The Management of Urban Change in Britain and Germany,
ed. R. Rose (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1974), pp. 5-25, and R. Rose, What
is Governing? Purpose and Policy in Washington (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978), p. 125 ff.
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with populations of anything from a few hundred to California, with
a population larger than all five nations of Scandinavia. The openness
of the political system to popular participation is taken advantage of
by organized groups as well as individuals. In Washington, the
philosophy of giving everybody "a piece of the action" reaches its
ultimate expression in the contemporary Congress, where 535 con-
gressmen each try to represent their small fraction of the American
people and service the demands of individual interests and voters
within their own district.'

The strength of sub-governments in America is rooted in the
political philosophy of pluralism, a celebration of the variety of
American life and a desire to provide institutions that respond to
some needs of every group of citizens.2 2 Fourth-class cities are created
to deal with fourth-class problems, and counties whose boundaries
were determined by travel time in a horse and buggy continue to play
a significant part in the sub-government of America. To decry the
institutional atomization of contemporary American politics is to miss
an important point. An atomized political system should be good at
making small-scale political decisions. Equally, to decry "majorities
of the moment" is to overlook the fact that shifting coalitions enable
individuals to satisfy different political demands by combining in
different ways.2 3 To decry the strength of market forces in American
society is to ignore the extent to which mutual adjustment in the
marketplace can meet some demands far better than centralized
decision making, a proposition that is as true in politics as it is in
economics. 24

The conventional way to resolve the inevitable conflicts between
sub-governments is to rely upon political brokers. Brokers are not
sources of authority. However, they play a critical role in negotiating
agreements between and within the many sub-governments. The
primary function of a broker is to secure a majority for some policy,
whatever its content. If a leader is defined as a politician who influ-

21 See, for example, Morris P. Fiorina, Congress: Keystone of the Washington
Establishment (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), and Richard Fenno,
Home Style: House Members in Their Districts (Boston: Little, Brown & Co.,
1978).
22 See, for example, E. Pendleton Herring, Jr., The Politics of American Democracy
(New York: Rinehart & Co., 1940). Contrast T. J. Lowi, The End of Liberalism
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1969).
23 The complaints are voiced by Anthony King in his conclusion to New American
Political System, pp. 389, 391.
24 Cf. Lindblom, Intelligence of Democracy; Alec Nove, The Soviet Economic
System (London: Allen and Unwin, 1977), and C. E. Lindblom, Politics and
Markets (New York: Basic Books, 1977).
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ences the views of others, then a broker can be defined as a politician
who accepts the views of others for the sake of creating a majority.
If there is not a sufficiently broad consensus to create such a majority,
then inaction is the expected outcome. Sub-government politics often
lead to nondecision making, when the number of more or less autono-
mous groups involved is large, and some refuse to reconcile their
conflict in a brokered consensus.

The advantage of exercising authority on a smaller scale than the
national level is shown by the fact that in the past two decades most
European governments have faced political demands to disaggregate
authority and to provide increased opportunities for popular participa-
tion and regional decision making. The growth of the welfare state has
also led European governments to adopt a variety of devices to reduce
the role of ministries in making or delivering such basic welfare
services as health, housing, and social work. Where responsibility for
policies remains concentrated in national ministries, there is a growing
attention to pressure groups clustering around them. Simultaneously,
demands to decentralize or devolve authority to regions or "nations"
demanding greater autonomy have been voiced, and voiced vigorously,
in Britain, Canada, France, Italy, and Spain. 25

Big issues require decision making by government collectively,
for they raise questions that commit the country as a whole. Inter-
national affairs is the most obvious example, for half a nation cannot
be at war with a foreign power while the other half remains at peace.
An all-or-nothing choice, binding on everyone, must be made. Major
issues of macroeconomic policy also require collective decisions of
government. For example, a government must make central decisions
about monetary policy, for if half of its citizens normally deal in
foreign currencies, then it no longer has effective authority in the
national economy. Energy policy is a third contemporary example of
the need for central decisions. While individuals may decide what
kind of home heating or what type of transportation to consume, only
a government can determine collectively what quantity, price, and
mixture of imported and domestic energy resources will be available
to individual consumers.

The issues of greatest concern to government are aptly described
as collective, for they have a pervasive effect upon society as a whole.
As such, they are appropriate for determination by a government
elected to look after the major concerns of society as a whole. When

25 See, for example, James Cornford, ed., The Failure of the State (London:
Croom-Helm, 1975).
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issues arise that affect all citizens collectively, such as matters of war
and peace, then some part of the nation must decide for the whole.
When inflation arises, collective action offers means of counteracting
inflation that cannot be taken by individuals. When oil is in short
supply, an individual may wish to buy a lot of gasoline cheaply,
below world prices. But if the collective effect of millions of people
doing so is to jeopardize a nation's economic or military security, then
decisions are properly made by government. A popularly elected
government has a better claim than any sub-government or private
organization to determine national policy.

Major collective issues are literally vital because they concern
the defining attributes of the modern state. Modern government
commenced with the creation of authorities strong enough to provide
national security, impose domestic order, and sustain an economy in
the face of tariffs by principalities, baronies, and lesser jurisdictions in
Europe and in dispersed colonies in America. The growth of govern-
ment, particularly in the twentieth century, has added many more
responsibilities. Today, social welfare policies make first claim upon
the government's material resources, but the defining responsibilities
of modern government necessarily remain its first priority.2" Any
modern state must deal effectively with these problems or cease to be
a sovereign state.

Big, pervasive problems have major consequences spilling over
into many areas. For example, energy problems have implications for
the economy and for national security; national security problems
have major economic implications; and economic problems have a
major impact upon money available for social services as well as upon
a country's status in the world. If decisions were only made by
sub-governments, then every sub-government would become the
object (or victim) of decisions elsewhere in government about which
it was not consulted.

Collective problems require a collective response. The politics of
sub-governments is inadequate to resolve conflicts about issues of
pervasive importance to society. Sub-governments come into conflict
with each other, and decision making is made more difficult, as perhaps
it should be when large stakes are involved. Conflicts can only be
resolved by something larger and stronger than particularistic political
networks, namely by the collective authority of government.

26 See RIichard Rose, "On the Priorities of Government: A Developmental Analy-
sis of Public Policies," European Journal of Political Research, vol. 4, no. 3
(1976), pp. 247-89.
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Although important collective issues might be expected to unite
politicians in the name of a putative national interest, their immediate
impact is to generate politics as usual. In default of an authoritative
definition of the "national" interest, different sub-governments are
each free to advocate views that are not so much selfish as they are
narrow and particular. Each department has a different perspective
on multifaceted national problems. For example, a Defense Depart-
ment may see an international issue as a military problem, whereas the
State Department may see it as a diplomatic problem.2 7

In their initial response to complex collective issues, governments
in Europe and America tend to act similarly, for the advocacy of
competing views is built into the policy process. It is welcomed
philosophically, for Europeans and Americans both tend to believe in
the free competition of ideas in the marketplace. It is institutionalized
politically, by rights of free speech and the stimulus to debate given
by party competition. And it is present organizationally by the con-
flicting interests of different government departments or ministries.

Collective problems normally involve a number of different sub-
governments. Everybody wants to get into the act when an issue is
"hot" politically and affects their interests. For example, in addition
to energy agencies, environmentalists, national security agencies, and
treasury officials will have views about the use of natural resources.
A collective problem is disaggregated into its component parts for
consideration separately by different departments, each from its own
point of view. The resulting recommendations will not meet the
requirements of a collective policy. Instead, they will be a laundry
list of particular concerns, requiring reconciliation by the authority of
government. Such conflicts cannot easily be resolved by asking
brokers to intervene. Attempts to arrive at a consensus are likely to
lead to inaction, when major sub-governments disagree about what is
the nation's interest.

By definition, collective problems cannot be resolved by the
conventional method of providing something for everybody. For
example, farmers and motorists cannot be given cheap energy, while
advocates of energy conservation are given higher prices. When col-
lective issues have "zero sum" properties (that is, what one group wins
the other must lose), then there must be sufficient collective authority
in government to enforce decisions upon losers as well as winners.

Giving Government the Priority. The political problem forced forward
by collective issues is: How to get a collective decision? When interests
27 See Graham Allison, Essence of Decision (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1971).
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conflict and departments recommend mutually exclusive alternatives,
a conscious choice is needed. The risks and costs of making a decision
cannot be avoided; that is in the nature of politics. What is variable
is whether a policy is merely the byproduct of separate sub-govern-
ments pursuing particularist interests, or is a conscious and singular
decision about what is good for the country collectively.

The Cabinet system differs greatly from the American system
when confronted with the need to make a collective choice. A Cabinet
can invoke the power of government against politics because there is
a government there. A Cabinet can produce a "shut up" decision,
that is, a decision that must be accepted by all the affected ministries.
The decision may be complex and contain a number of compromises.
But it is nonetheless a political decision, making choices and stating
them in a way that is binding upon sub-governments.2 8 Each member
of the Cabinet must either go along with the decision or resign from
office. That is the price that individual politicians pay for being part
of a Cabinet government.

By contrast, the United States lacks a single institution that can
effectively assert the collective authority of government on major
issues of the day. In the Madisonian system of dispersing power,
there is no assurance that any decision will be made. Whereas a
lawyer would think it odd if, after a lengthy judicial hearing, the
Supreme Court refused to issue any decision or its decision was
ignored by other courts, we do not think it odd when there is no
decision in Washington about a major collective issue.

The benefits of sub-government policy making are real and
continuing, but they are also limited. At a time when the collective
problems facing the United States are both immediate and of great
importance, it is particularly costly to make decisions in bits and
pieces that do not add up to a collective policy. Moreover, it is increas-
ingly difficult to find the extra resources needed to invest (or waste)
in making big decisions in small ways. The price can be just as high
for the United States as the price the Soviets pay for having an over-
centralized economy.

Because the agenda of political issues facing the United States in
the 1980s is dominated by collective problems, there is now a need to
strengthen the collective authority of government as well as maintain
the established authority of sub-governments. The American problem

28 In many circumstances, especially economic policy, a decision may involve
"trade-offs" or compromises. The point here is that there is a big difference
between compromises consciously made by a collective authority and compromises
that are simply the byproduct or result of conflicts between sub-governments.
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is not that the sub-governments are too strong. The opposite is the
case: The countervailing collective force of government is too weak.

The President is the official most concerned with problems of the
nation collectively, because he is elected by the nation as a whole.
The authority of the President to order the dropping of an H bomb is
often cited as proof of the awesome power that one politician can have
over mankind's collective fate. Yet this prompts the question: What
does the President do when he is not dropping H bombs? The answer
was given by President Truman many years ago: "I sit here all day
trying to persuade people to do the things they ought to have sense
enough to do without my persuading them." 29 The President is not so
much the chief decision maker in American politics, as he is the chief
persuader. The institutions to which he applies his powers of per-
suasion are the sub-governments of the United States. He proposes,
but they dispose of most public policies, whether large or small.

The conventional way to recommend strengthening government
is to suggest strengthening the Presidency. The "backlash" against
the White House of the early 1970s appears to have subsided, and
calls for a "strong" President once again resound. The prescriptions
lead in a variety of directions.

The simplest advice concerns the personal character and behavior
of the President. Be wise. Be firm. Be popular. Be good. But such
injunctions, however well intentioned, risk failing through naivete.
Stated negatively, they are unexceptionable. Who would want a
stupid, weak, unpopular, and evil President? If followed literally,
however, they can lead to defects arising from an excess of these
virtues. A President may be handicapped if intelligence leads to
indecision, if firmness leads to stubbornness, if a concern with popu-
larity leads to enslavement to opinion polls, or if goodness is pursued
to the point of self-righteousness.

More meaningful are injunctions about the political behavior that
an individual President should pursue. Particularly relevant here is
the approach of Richard Neustadt, whose theme is the politics of
personal power: "What a President can do to make his own will felt
within his own Administration; what he can do, as one man among
many, to carry his own choices through that maze of personalities
and institutions called the government of the United States." 30 While
Neustadt emphatically declares his allegiance to the cause of promoting

29 Quoted from Neustadt, Presidential Power, p. 9.
30 Neustadt, Presidential Power, p. v.
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Presidential power, the words in which he does so pay tribute to the

power of the sub-governments of the United States.
As government has grown bigger (a process often assumed to

make it less manageable or even unmanageable), Presidents have

turned to the nostrums of management in search of authority: reorga-
nize; plan; coordinate. These prescriptions are typically voiced by
persons who wish the President (or, at least, staff in the Executive

Office of the President) to assert collective authority against a multi-

tude of sub-governments. Logically, the call for coordination is ap-

pealing because it appears to address the problem of reconciling
conflicting views of sub-governments. But as long as sub-governments

are strong, coordination is bound to be weak. Coordination can work

well only after the power of sub-governments is overcome or where
there is little or no conflict about "apolitical" issues. European experi-

ence shows that planning, too, is more attractive in theory than in
practice. Even if (a heroic assumption) useful planning documents

could be produced ih Washington, they would be of limited value with-

out a collective authority that could act authoritatively upon a plan.

The reorganization efforts of Presidents Nixon and Carter have shown
how little scope there is for major institutional change; the people
who have organized the many sub-governments wish to keep things as

they are.""
An easy prescription to accept is that the President should receive

the views of a multiplicity of advocates. 32 By actively soliciting views
from different sources, a President can check one source of information

against another and prescriptions for one policy against another,
incidentally making a virtue of a major feature of sub-governments.
This goal is easy to achieve, for the major problems that the President

considers are by their nature multidimensional. At a minimum, the

White House should have staff sufficiently detached from depart-
mental loyalties and sufficiently committed to the idea of "due process"

in policy making so that the President does in fact receive the views of

all relevant sub-governments before he makes a decision. But the
more the President is given the differing views of multiple advocates,

the harder his job is likely to be. As President Warren Harding once
moaned: "I listen to one side and they seem right and then I talk to

31 For an up-to-date review, see the collection of papers produced by Peter
Szanton, ed., "Papers on Government Reorganization," especially Allen Schick,
"Alternatives to Reorganization"; and Seidman, Politics, -Position, and Power,
chap. 5. .
32 See Alexander L. George, "The Case for Multiple Advocacy in Making Foreign
Policy," American Political Science Review, vol. 66, no. 3 (September 1972), pp.
751-951, including comments by 1. M.,Destler.
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the other side, and they seem just as right, and there I am where I
started. . . . God, what a job!"33

The President's job is not just to listen to the views of sub-
governments but also to resolve disputes betveen them. No procedures
or institutions will be of value to a President in the absence of the
collective authority needed to make decisions binding upon sub-
governments, as can be done by a Cabinet. Reviewing the major
collective problems facing the United States today emphasizes how
difficult it is for the President (or any other part of American govern-
ment) to do that because the American system values sub-governments
more than government.

In international affairs, the United States government has a well-
established set of institutions for making policy under Presidential
authority.3 4 The National Security Council gives institutional expres-
sion within the White House to a large complex .of agencies and
interests. But the circumstances in which the President's authority is
sufficient to make foreign policy are very restricted. That authority
is at its most potent in short-lived international crises, such as the
1962 Cuban missile crisis. But the object of international affairs is to
avoid crises, not to seek international confrontations as compensation
for a lack of power domestically.

The President's representatives can discuss mutual action with
foreign governments, but they usually cannot commit the United
States to endorse an agreement. The concurrence of Congress is almost
invariably needed, whether in the form of legislation, appropriations,
or tacit agreement not to use its considerable powers of oversight to
obstruct or alter the implementation of a given policy. Of course,
European officials often have to refer back to their national govern-
ment for instructions about negotiations and the full force of Cabinet
disagreement may be felt on an important matter, for example, the
terms of an International Monetary Fund loan. But once a Cabinet
has made up its mind, then a European government can quickly
commit the country in international affairs. By contrast, in the United
States most noncrisis decisions approved by the President do not
commit the government until they have also been reviewed and acted
upon by one or more sub-governments."5

33 Quoted by Theodore C. Sorensen, Decision-Making in the White House (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1963), p. 42.
34 See, for example, 1. M. Destler, Presidents, Bureaucrats and Foreign Policy
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972); and Graham Allison and Peter
Szanton, Remaking Foreign Policy: the Organizational Connection (New York:
Basic Books, 1976).
35 On the significant claims of Congress for involvement in foreign policy making
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Presidential endorsement of a foreign policy initiative is not
tantamount to the commitment of the United States government. For
example, there can be no dispute about the national and international
importance of SALT II (Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty). The
inability of President Carter to obtain any binding decision about
America's acceptance or rejection of the treaty months after its nego-
tiation highlights the relative weakness of American government.
The President initially found it easier to agree with America's major
international adversary than with his own party in Congress. To argue
that Congress was wiser than the President on this issue is to defend
the American system in American terms. It is hardly an inducement
to foreign nations to enter into commitments with a President, if
Congress concludes that the President is not even worthy of trust
within Washington!

The management of the economy today presents no easy answers
-but there are nonetheless important decisions to be. made. More-
over, decisions concerning the money supply, the level of public
expenditure, America's relationship with its foreign trading partners,
and national wage and price controls are collective issues. But the
institutions for making economic policy in the United States are much
more fragmented than in any Cabinet system. The very substantial
revenue raising and spending powers of state and local governments
compete with federal decision, and the greater scope of private-sector
economic activity further reduces the scope for federal decision.
Within the federal government, the President consults with at least
three different major economic policy advisers-the Treasury, the
Council of Economic Advisors and the Office of Management and
Budget-as well as such agencies as Commerce, Labor, Agriculture,
and Housing and Urban Development. The Federal Reserve Board
stands at a greater distance from the executive branch than do most
European central banks. The increasing severity and importance of
America's economic problems have led Presidents to seek new means
of managing the flow of economic recommendations coming to their
attention, with mixed success.36

today, see, for example, Thomas M. Franck and Edward Weisband, Foreign Policy
by Congress (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), and such journalistic
comments as Martin Tolchin, "Congress Broadens Its Influence on Foreign Policy,"
New York Times, December 24,1979.
36 Cf. Roger Porter, "Presidential Decisionmaking: the Economic Policy Board"
(Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1978, and forthcoming as a Cambridge University
Press book); and Sidney L. Jones, The Development of Economic Policy: Financial
Institution Reform (Ann Arbor: Graduate School of Business Administration,
University of Michigan, 1980).
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To complicate matters further, there is an increasing need for
American economic policy to balance domestic with international
concerns, for the American economy is now greatly influenced by what
happens elsewhere in the world. The growing interdependence of
international and domestic issues implies a need for collective authority
to reconcile conflicts across an even wider range of concerns than
heretofore. But a careful review by I. M. Destler of the direction of
America's foreign economic policy concludes with a message that is
"predominantly negative." The President is advised to treat inter-
national economic policies through domestic economic policy-making
institutions, but these institutions are relatively weaker than the
President's agencies for national security. Furthermore, the influence
of congressionally based sub-governments is greater in economic
policy than in international affairs.37

The specialization of economic policy institutions is not unique
to the United States. When European governments nationalize major
industries, they create very complex institutions; the case of Italy is
an extreme example. The differentiation of economic institutions is
part and parcel of the complexities of a mixed economy. What dis-
tinguishes governments on opposite sides of the Atlantic is the relative
capacity to resolve differences. A European nation can refer economic
issues to a Cabinet in which the Treasury will control far more of
public-sector spending (and far more of the economy as well) than
the President does, as well as having more collective authority in
Cabinet.

The 1973 OPEC oil embargo has fundamentally altered the char-
acter of the energy issue. Prior to that date, there was no consensus
that the United States needed to have a national energy policy. There
were a plurality of energy policies, mostly made by a process of mutual
adjustments in the marketplace. Individual consumers determined
their use of energy by individual decisions. Producers and suppliers
of energy used the profit motive to guide their actions. Political
decisions affecting energy use were made at local and state as well as
federal levels. The whole apparatus of sub-government politics per-
sists to the present.

Political events of the 1970s, however, have made energy ques-
tions an issue of collective choice. Crucial questions today concern
the total amount of energy that America should seek from domestic
and foreign suppliers in a given year; how much in foreign exchange
it can pay for energy supplies; and how the economy can adapt to

37 See I. M. Destler, Making Foreign Economic Policy (Washington, D.C.: The
Brookings Institution, 1980), chap. 13.
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abrupt changes in oil prices. Questions of collective supply and
demand have supplanted issues of individual supply and demand.
The questions concern government because of the scale of costs
involved and because of the interdependence of energy, economic, and
foreign policies.

Energy policy is intrinsically complex and uncertain; there is no
easy or assured course of action that the United States or any Euro-
pean government can follow. European governments are advantaged
in responding to these complexities because of their greater collective
authority in government. But in the United States, the President's
ability to take any action on major energy issues is hamstrung by
sub-government politics.

In the face of such major collective challenges, it is little wonder
that James Reston described Washington as "a troubled city" as it
entered the 1980s. Reston diagnosed the cause as "structural defects
in our government that must be repaired if we are to deal with our
present and coming problems." 3 8

In international affairs, in the economy, and in energy, there is
great scope for debate about the substance of collective decision. No
institutional mechanism can guarantee that big decisions will always
be made wisely or that their consequences will be widely acceptable.
European governments differ in their ability to stimulate economic
growth or control inflation, notwithstanding similarities in their insti-
tutions for economic policy making. Moreover, a Cabinet government
usually consults pressure groups about major decisions. The impor-
tant point here is that a Cabinet can make a binding decision. By
contrast, in the United States, the need to secure the concurrence of
many different sub-governments tends to deflect attention from the
substantive merits or demerits of decisions and to concentrate atten-
tion upon tactics. In the Washington obstacle race, the crucial
question is not only "how good is this policy?" but also "what sort
of chance does it, or something that still looks like it after a host of
amendments, have of enactment?"

The logic of the foregoing analysis points clearly to the need to
strengthen government against already strong sub-governments. The
next two sections elaborate on ways in which this strategy can be
pursued. Unlike most prescriptive works, no claim is made that the
President is (or can be) greatly strengthened. Being President is a
one man job and the holder of that office is going to remain only one
man-and something less than a superman. Instead attention is given
to ways in which the collective element of government can be strength-
38 James Reston, "Where Are We Going?" New York Times, December 23, 1979.
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ened by altering existing relationships between the President and other
major political figures and by altering relations between the President
and major policy makers nominally under his authority.

These changes may appear to hamper the President by making
him more subject to collective authority, but the opposite is the case.
By comparison with European political leaders, an American President
is weak because of the absence of collective authority. To strengthen
collective authority would impose new restrictions upon the President,
but unlike most post-Watergate changes, those considered here are
intended to strengthen collective authority.

Better a government strong enough even to constrain the Presi-
dent than the present experience of both a weak President and a weak
government. In Europe, taming the collective authority of government
was once the first problem of the makers of constitutions. In America
today, the issue of first importance is how to increase collective
authority. The problems facing America in the 1980s provide justifi-
cation enough for doing so. To make collective policies effectively,
"We may need to give as much attention to reinventing the state and
its institutions as to reinventing the car."3 9

Disciplining Leaders

Ambition is the common element that unites politicians of diverse
views on both sides of the Atlantic. To become a Prime Minister or a
President, an individual must have a strong desire for office and a
willingness to do whatever the system requires to reach the top.
Europe and America differ, however, in what they demand of an
ambitious politician. In Europe, the emphasis usually is upon skills
relevant to running a government; in America, the first emphasis
today is upon running a skillful election campaign.

The Cabinet system disciplines political leaders; their authority
is not derived from followers attracted by their personality but from
an organized party. The party is the organization that selects one of its
members to be its leader. The party can continue without any
particular personality as its leader, but a politician, whatever his per-
sonal attributes, cannot expect to give direction to government with-
out the confidence of a political party.40

39 Bert A. Rockman, "Constants, Cycles, Trends and Persona in Presidential
Governance: Carter's Troubles Reviewed" (Paper delivered to the annual meeting
of the American Political Science Association, Washington, D.C., 1979), p. 48.
40 Since the direct election of the President, the party politics of the Fifth French
Republic constitute an exception in Europe in some respects resembling the Ameri-
can system of "partyless" candidates running personal campaigns, such as the use
of the "run off" ballot in France.
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The Cabinet system is based upon party discipline, for the
Cabinet must be able to rely upon a majority in the Parliament to
sustain its existence. No government can last without a party or
coalition to deliver these votes. The weaker the party discipline (or
the greater the divisions within a party) the more frequent are changes
at the top, as the frequent reshuffling of coalition governments in Italy
illustrates. Political parties do not need a distinctive left- or right-wing
ideology to be a force giving direction to government. The parlia-
mentary cohesion produced by party loyalty is enough; by sustaining
a Cabinet in office, the party maintains the collective authority of
government against sub-governments.

Team Captain or Self-Employed? In Europe, the party makes the
Prime Minister. A European politician must serve a long apprentice-
ship in the party before being elected its leader. The route to the top
is lengthy, commencing when an individual joins the party in a
relatively humble status and at an early age. In Norway, the typical
Labour Prime Minister spends a lifetime in the labour movement.
In Britain, the average postwar Prime Minister has spent more than a
quarter-century as a member of Parliament before entering Downing
Street and joined the party as a youth, some forty years before reach-
ing the top of politics. Decades spent working within the party give
an individual politician a clear idea of what his colleagues think, how
they act, and what they will expect and accept from their leader.
Socialization is a process of disciplining individuals to act in accord
with collective norms. Socialization into the party is a precondition of
election to its leadership.

By contrast, American Presidents are self-selected and self-
employed. Presidential candidates may spend years in building a
political following, but it is first and foremost a personal following.
In the case of the Kennedy brothers and Nelson Rockefeller, family
ties and family wealth sustained a substantial staff and also created a
national network of personally loyal supporters. Dwight D. Eisen-
hower, America's only two-term President since World War II, illus-
trates the weakness of American party loyalties. It was not known
whether Eisenhower was a Republican or Democrat until shortly
before he began to run for the Republican party's nomination for the
Presidency.

To become a party standard-bearer, an American politician must
first of all divide his party by contesting primaries against fellow
partisans. Each contestant must build an organization outside the
party, relying upon professional campaign consultants and individuals
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attracted by his personal appeal or issue stands. A Presidential con-
vention is no longer the grand conclave of the state and local leaders
of the party, but a candidate-centered electoral college whose members
are recruited on grounds of candidate orientation, sex, race, age, or
other criteria. In Austin Ranney's succinct phrase, it is best today to
think of "parties as prizes, not judges.""4

The winner of a Presidential election is in an even stronger
position to maintain a personal party of followers. A President is
likely to distrust the party's own National Committee staff, having
an organization of personal loyalists whom he can discipline, but to
whom he owes no obligations. An incumbent President must have a
good personal political machine because of the threat of a major
primary fight for renomination, as occurred in 1968, 1976, and 1980.
He can use his media prominence to gain publicity and use White
House staff for campaign as well as Presidential purposes. Congress-
men cannot criticize a President for creating his own party, since
individual congressmen are today increasingly inclined to create a
personal following, independent of the party on whose ticket they run.

European countries trust the party caucuses to select their leaders,
and thus to determine who can become Prime Minister. The method
can hardly be described as undemocratic when it is used by parties of
all ideologies, ranging from left to right (and also by conventions
nominating every American President up to the 1970s). While the
methods of caucus choice differ within Europe from party to party
and country to country, there is a common negative factor: open
competition for popular favor through primary elections is rejected.

To become party leader, a European politician must cultivate the
good opinion of persons most involved in the party. The electoral
college is small, but it is also unusually sophisticated for the people
casting the votes have known all the candidates for years, or even a
political lifetime. They will know their personal and political short-
comings, as well as their strengths and have seen how the candidates
perform in adversity as well as in office. Thus, an aspiring party
leader needs to show by actions as well as words that he has what it
takes to give direction to government.

The European system of selecting leaders by party caucus
strengthens party unity, and this in turn strengthens the collective
authority of government against sub-governments. A party leader or
Prime Minister is a team captain leading the team where it is willing

41 Austin Ranney, "The Political Parties: Reform and Decline," in New American
Political System, ed. King, p. 236.
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to follow. A party leader knows what the party expects because he
has spent years working in it, often in subordinate positions that
chasten the ego. Insofar as European parties have some more or less
distinctive principles, a party also offers guidance on policy. To retain
office, a European party leader must maintain the continuing con-
fidence of his political colleagues, some of whom will be looking for
occasions to undermine that confidence to their personal benefit. The
position of a European party leader is that of a politician subject to
party discipline as well as using party discipline to sustain collective
direction of government.

Both European and American parties face the common problem
of winnowing a few national leaders from an electorate of tens of
millions. The European reliance upon the caucus vests the power of
choice in a jury of party peers. By contrast, the American primary
system gives the mass electorate the power to name Presidential candi-
dates. However, millions of primary voters cannot make the same
kind of informed judgment about politicians as can party professionals.
The scale of contemporary primary campaigning makes it impossible
for candidates to be seen in the flesh by most voters, and the style of
campaigning creates a greater concern with a candidate's image than
with the substance of government policies.

In the United States today the mass media are the brokers or
gatekeepers, mediating relations between candidates and voters. The
evaluation of candidates by television and the press has replaced the
endorsements formerly given by old-style party machines. An indi-
vidual voter must rely upon the media to tell him what the candidates

.are like, in the absence of guidance offered by parties in face-to-face
ward or township meetings. Candidates resent the potential influence
of broadcasting mediators and seek to project their image to voters
themselves with all the paraphernalia of modern telecommunications:
television commercials, press advertisements, direct mailings, and
canvassing by phone banks.

An American President is not a team player; he is more like a
golfer who has just won the National Open by playing against and
defeating everyone around him. Contemporary campaign conditions
lead Presidential candidates to stress vacuous symbols that could be
used interchangeably by candidates of either party, such as "strength"
or "goodness" and to make the personality of the candidate the issue.
In the words of Richard Nixon's chief media adviser in 1972: "We
thought that the issue was clearly defined, that there were two choices
-the President (and I meant that distinction-not Richard Nixon, but
the President) and the challenger, the candidate George McGovern.
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We wanted to keep the issue clearly defined that way."4 2 A similar
viewpoint was put forward by a senior aide to Jimmy Carter in 1976:
"Issues are not our problem now-we've got to have good advance,
good and precise targeting, good media, better polling, and a hell of a
lot more on turn-out. We've got one major goal between now and
November: to sell Jimmy and Mondale as leaders whom voters will
trust. They are the issue."4 3

Rootless candidates risk becoming rootless in government. Insofar
as a politician concentrates his attention upon the relatively contentless
concerns of campaigning, distancing himself from any organization
besides his own personal following, he loses a stable commitment of
party to invoke against the sub-governments of Washington. Stephen
Wayne succinctly draws the moral: "The personalization of the presi-
dential electoral process has serious implications for governing. To
put it simply, it makes it more difficult."4 4

European experience shows that it is not important whether a
party elects its leader by a national conference of delegates or by a
parliamentary caucus. Nor is it particularly important whether the
leader is a strong personality (as is often the case in Britain or
Germany), a servant of the party (as in Norway), br the leader of
a temporarily dominant faction (as in Italy). The important point is
that there is a party there, that is, an institution to recruit and socialize
would-be national leaders, so that a leader can be selected who is well
enough known to be trusted by the party and who can govern with
collective support.

What is here called the European method of selecting party
leaders was until very recently the American method as well. Until
the 1960s, the standing of the President and of would-be challengers
for that office was largely determined by the judgment of party
professionals, congressmen, executive branch officials, and journalists.
Since that time, presidential selection has become "in substance, if not
in form, something closely approaching a non-party system."4 5 It is
a system in which critical judgments about the credibility and viability

42 Quoted in Stephen J. Wayne, The Road to the White House (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1980), p. 173.
43 Quoted in Jeff Fishel, "From Campaign Promise to Presidential Performance:
The Carter Administration in Contemporary Historical Perspective" (unpublished
paper prepared for a colloquium of the Woodrow Wilson International Center,
Washington, D.C., June 20,1979), p. 40.
44 Wayne, Road to the White House, p. 246. See also Nelson Polsby, "Presidential
Cabinet Making: Lessons for the Political System," Political Science Quarterly,
vol. 93, no. 1 (Spring 1978), pp. 15-25.
45 Ranney, "Political Parties," p. 245.
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of candidates are made by professional media people who, whatever
their skills in communication, remain amateurs in government.

Because these changes in American politics are both recent and
volatile, it should be practicable to strengthen political parties, making
them once again something more than mere flags of convenience. The
opportunities to strengthen the parties are multiple and recurring-
decisions about primary election laws, campaign finance, Presidential
convention delegations, national party organizations, and procedures in
Congress. To argue that parties cannot be raised from their present
weak state or even that they are doomed to disappear is the counsel
of despair. It would encourage a President to become a loner in a
system of sub-governments in which few things can be accomplished
by a politician on his own.

Experienced Governors or Skilled Campaigners? In any democratic
system the ideal is identical: to give power to politicians who are
successful both in winning office and in giving direction to govern-
ment. The founders of party government in America believed that
"running for office and governing the nation were (and ought con-
sciously to be) indissolubly linked."4 6 With the advent of mass
suffrage in Europe, conservative as well as social democratic politicians
came to realize that only a party with mass appeal could elect caucus
nominees to office. But there is no logical necessity for all politicians
to be equally skilled at campaigning or governing.

European party leaders vary, widely in their native intelligence,
political backgrounds, and programmatic goals. But the great majority
have shared the common experience of an apprernticeship in governing.
In the course of a long political career, an aspiring leader is likely to
serve first as an assistant or deputy to a minister before becoming
entrusted with directing a second-rank Cabinet department. Then, on
the basis of demonstrated skills in office, the politician can be named
to direct a major ministry-the treasury, foreign affairs, or an impor-
tant welfare agency. In the course of a decade or more in office, a
politician will become familiar with the routine of departmental
briefings, Cabinet meetings, and Cabinet battles. It is by conducting
himself well in these principal activities of government that an
ambitious politician gains the stature needed to win election to its
leadership.

46 James W. Ceaser, Presidential Selection: Theory and Development (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1979). Cf. the less optimistic view of James Bryce,
"Why Great Men are Nbt Chosen Presidents," in The American Commonwealth,
3d ed. (London: Macmillan, 1893), pp. 78-85.
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Skill at campaigning is desirable but not essential to become a
senior Cabinet minister. The proportional representation system of
election used widely in Europe concentrates powers of parliamentary
nomination in the hands of the party organization. A talented
politician can find a safe parliamentary seat by work within the party.
Once elected to Parliament, MPs usually find their seat is safe
electorally, because of the strength of voters' party loyalties. Even
where voters can cast a ballot for an individual candidate and not
just for a predetermined party list, MPs find that the party label, not
their personality, is the cause of their continuing reelection.

To become Prime Minister a politician does not need to win a
national election. The post can be gained at short notice during the
life of a Parliament, if the incumbent Prime Minister retires. In
Britain, Winston Churchill, Anthony Eden, Harold Macmillan, Sir
Alec Douglas-Home, and James Callaghan all entered 10 Downing
Street after their party was already in power, and the last two never
led their party to an election victory. A continental variant in
reaching the top is to benefit from the reshuffle of a coalition govern-
ment. When no party has a parliamentary majority, then the choice of
a coalition Prime Minister depends upon negotiations between parties
and not upon popular election. In Italy, the negotiations involve
factions within the ruling Christian Democratic party as well as
interparty bargaining.

Of course, every party must have a leader to head it during a
general election campaign.' In the selection of European party leaders,
attention is increasingly being given to a potential leader's image, as
well as to substantive evidence of capability in government. In many
parties, a leader must be better than passable in his personal image to
secure election. But the need to be better than passable in government
is equally important, thus producing doubly qualified leaders. The
short duration of a European election campaign, relative to American
practice, greatly reduces the amount of attention that a party leader
must give to electioneering.

Typically, an American Presidential candidate solicits popular
support as an act of faith. His previous record is unlikely to cast
much light on how the candidate would act if confronted with the
mammoth challenge of the White House. Unlike a Prime Minister,
a President almost invariably has no previous experience of directing
a major federal agency. No postwar American President has previously
headed an agency in the executive branch, thus learning about the
direction of government at first hand.
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So many accidents have marked the succession of postwar
American Presidents that generalization from the record should be
undertaken with caution. Nonetheless, one clear pattern is present.
Five of the seven postwar Presidents have served in Congress and
four have also served as vice president. Since only one of the four
vice presidents subsequently entered the White House by popular
election (and even then Richard Nixon did so only after being defeated
in an attempt to move directly to the Oval Office from his subordinate
post), it is reasonable to regard congressional experience as the most
characteristic experience, and this has been true throughout American
history. 47

Congress provides all of its members with rich exposure to the
sub-governments of the United States. The particular exposure given
depends upon home-district interests and committee assignments.
Given the greater powers of Congress, particularly in the oversight
of executive agencies, a congressman may learn more about how
agencies work than his counterpart in a Parliament in Europe. On
the other hand, a congressman does not have to accept party discipline
and is free to ignore the problems facing the President and can take
popular positions on issues without any idea of what it means to be
responsible for the policies at stake.48 The great difference between
congressmen and members of Parliament is that the latter do not
jump from being a spectator to being the chief director of government.

The vice presidency is not so much a training ground for the
Presidency as it is an antechamber in which an ambitious politician sits
uncomfortably, wondering whether "lightning" will strike the Presi-
dent. The post gives its incumbent a broad overview of a number of
problems of government, but the vice president is in no sense a deputy
President. White House officials far below the vice president in
formal status see much more of the President and his work. Nor does
the President wish to give the vice president "on the job" training as
his successor. Instead, he is likely to be jealous of very favorable
attention that the vice president receives. The post is "too close for
comfort," and the vice president is the one politician in the executive
branch whom the President cannot dismiss at will. The President
tends to use the vice president for select and limited purposes, to do
things that the President would rather not do. Allison and Szanton
conclude: "The consistent experience of all post-war Vice Presidents
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47 Calculated from data presented in Thomas E. Cronin, The State of the Presi-
dency, 2d ed. (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1980), p. 38 2 .
48 See, for example, David R. Mayhew, Congress: The Electoral Connection (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1974). F
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begins with high expectations based on Presidential promises of a
major role rapidly followed by deep disappointment about being kept
in the closet."49

Historically, the governor's office was once a recruiting ground
for the White House. More than half of all Presidents from Thomas
Jefferson to Franklin D. Roosevelt had previously served in the execu-
tive mansion of a state. In the days when the federal government had
little to do and its problems were domestic problems, the transition
from State House to White House involved limited changes. Today,
however, the transition is more complicated in two respects. The
first is the difference in the types of issues on which Presidents and
governors concentrate. A President is primarily concerned with
collective problems-national security, foreign affairs, and the man-
agement of the economy and energy. By contrast, governors -are
concerned with such state and local issues as education and roads,
services important to individual citizens but remote from the
collective issues confronting the White House. Moreover, the growth
in the complexity of Washington government and politics makes it
much harder for a governor who has not had previous experience
as a congressman or executive branch official to learn the ways of a
town which is infinitely more complex in its politics than any state
capital.

The postwar President with the greatest prior experience in
executive branch politics was Dwight D. Eisenhower. As a career
soldier, Eisenhower had ample opportunities to watch the bureaucracy
at work and to develop skills for dealing with the huge defense estab-
lishment. It was Eisenhower's skill in working with the military
bureaucracy and in interdepartmental and interallied relations, not
battlefield performance, that brought him to the top of the defense
establishment, thus giving him the visibility that led to the White
House.

The American system of selecting a President is now biased
against people who know how the executive branch works. It is
hardly an accident that those who serve a President in a major depart-
ment-State, Defense, or Treasury-do not subsequently become
President themselves. A President will normally wish to keep the
limelight to himself and take credit for major successes. Moreover,
because the holders of major offices are closely identified with the
President in public, they suffer in popular eyes from being tied to a
President whose popularity is likely to wane after years in office.

49 Allison and Szanton, Remaking Foreign Policy, p. 83.
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The extreme contrast between the prior government experience of
a Prime Minister and the campaign demands upon a President raises
the question: Is the government of the United States easier to under-
stand than that of a European nation? Observers on both sides of
the Atlantic would certainly say the opposite. Yet the President and
most of those around him start their governing career in Washington
with far less experience than their European counterparts of how
government agencies work.

For a European political leader, the transition from dealing with
particular issues of departmental politics to broad issues of govern-
ment is gradual. The job of a Prime Minister is not to make, let
alone manage, specific policies of government but to be concerned with
meta-policy, that is, relationships between the particular policies of
different ministries or sub-governments. Having had experience as a
minister of how departmental policies are reconciled by the collective
authority of the Cabinet makes it easier for a party leader to reconcile
policies that collectively concern government.

By contrast, an American President enters office abruptly, with
no pr:or experience of how the concerns of different sub-governments
can or should be balanced against each other in the face of major
collective concerns of government. A President with a congressional
orientation may think the job of the White House is simply a problem
in building coalitions of interests to enact legislation. But in fact it is
very different. The Presideht's primary responsibility today is to
mobilize political forces to countervail against coalitions mobilized by
sub-governments. Only if a President can do this is it possible to
develop major policies in which the collective concerns of govern-
ment take precedence against the particularistic claims of sub-
governments.

Popular election confers legitimacy upon a President, but it
does not confer wisdom about the ways of government. Of course,
any politician skilled enough as a campaigner to be elected President
can pick up some of the skills of governance on the job. But there is a
risk in making this assumption, and the time spent in on-the-job
learning may be costly for the President, for the country, or both.
Moreover, the "hazards" of transition6 0 have increased as political
atomization tends to increase the number and potency of sub-
governments, thus making it more difficult for an inexperienced and
newly installed President to assert the collective authority of
government.

50 See Neustadt, Presidential Power, chap. 11.
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The logic of the foregoing analysis points to a simple, almost
self-evident proposition: government is best strengthened by those
who understand how it works. Equally, the more ignorant a President
is of the government over which he presides, the harder it will be for
him to direct it. The efforts of President Nixon and his staff to alter
fundamentally what they perceived as a hostile executive branch
bear witness to the difficulties of effective change without knowledge.
An insider's account of these uninformed attempts to redirect govern-
ment is aptly entitled The Plot That Failed.5" The slight record of
achievement of President Carter's much trumpeted reorganization
program is also evidence of the difficulties that an outsider faces in
trying to redirect American government. The fact that many people
knowledgeable in Washington's ways do not want to alter their
actions makes it even more important that those who desire change
be the equal of their opponents in understanding government.

Insofar as prior experience in the federal government is an asset,
then the American electorate has a remedy ready at hand. Although
anyone may run for the Presidency, voters should regard with skep-
ticism any candidate who lacks significant previous experience in
Washington. All other things being equal (a necessary and some-
times crucial qualifying phrase), those influencing the choice of
Presidential candidates-whether party stalwarts, media commentators,
or voters in primaries-should look to talent already in Washington.
Washington is a critical political audience, aware of both individual
shortcomings and strengths. Moreover, there is an ample supply of
candidates successful in Washington for each party to choose from.
If this is not done, then the American people risk electing a President
who learns about giving direction to government by making his first
mistakes at the top.

Introverted or Extroverted Leaders. Introverted political leaders give
first priority to what is going on within government. Extroverted
political leaders give first priority to what is going on in the country.
In principle, a President or Prime Minister should be knowledgeable
both about the actions of government and about the mood of the
country. But there is not world and time enough to attend to every-
thing of political importance. The choice a politician makes reveals
as much about a political system as it does about his own personality.

51 See Richard E. Nathan, The Plot That Failed: Nixon and the Administrative
Presidency (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1975). Cf. Frederic V. Malek, Wash-
ington's Hidden Tragedy: the Failure to Make Government Work (New York,
Free Press, 1978).
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The character of government in Europe makes politicians intro-
verted. They are concerned first and foremost with the operations
of government, and those who judge them are an elite of colleagues,
opponents, and political commentators. In Cabinet, politicians judge
each other by how well they handle their departmental affairs and
how readily they secure Cabinet endorsement for their proposals.
A Prime Minister is judged by how well he manages the Cabinet and
by the overall direction he gives the work of government. Parliament
judges ministers by their performance in debate against political
opponents, a far more demanding test than that of public opinion
polls. The party organization judges ministers less in terms of their
personal popularity and more in terms of their performance on issues
of significance in the party.

Of course, European politicians are also judged by the mass media
and, once every four years or so, by the electorate. But these judg-
ments are not a pervasive and persisting influence upon government.
An election tends to be an interruption (or sometimes a termination)
in the career of a government, not the chief or only event to concen-
trate upon. European election campaigns are much shorter than in the
United States and the preparations for a campaign are far less demand-.
ing. If an election need not occur at a fixed date, it can be brief and
called at short notice.

In contemporary Washington, the President is pressed to be
extroverted, to look outward to the national electorate. There is an
established and well argued case for saying that the President should
regard popular communication-the so-called preaching and teaching
functions of the Presidency-as primary responsibilities. The White
House affords a "bully pulpit," as Theodore Roosevelt once said, to
explain the country's problems to the people and to inspire the nation
in the face of difficulties.5 2

The President is constantly pressed to turn his back on Wash-
ington in order to renew his popularity with those who elected him,
even though an American President's fixed term of office gives him
greater job security than most European Prime Ministers. What
makes the American President unique is the need to run a permanent
national popularity campaign as a condition of influencing the gov-
ernment. It is necessary for the President to appear popular in the
nation in order to affect government, for a President's influence in
Washington depends upon how others perceive the President's
popular standing at the moment.

52 On the "preaching and teaching" functions of the Presidency, see Clinton
Rossiter, The American Presidency (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1960).
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As long as the nomination of Presidential candidates (or the
renomination of the President) was in the hands of political profes-
sionals, a President was judged primarily by what he did rather than
by what he said. Periodic consultation with the electorate was
considered necessary but not sufficient to give direction to government.
The electorate was not expected to make any but the most general
judgment about the collective performance of the competing parties
for, as V. 0. Key, Jr., emphasized, "The voice of the people consists
mainly of the words 'yes' or 'no,' and at times one cannot be
certain which word is being uttered."5 3 Judgments on specific actions
were made by political professionals in Washington and reinforced by
the very self-interested judgments of local machine politicians. If the
President met the standards of the professionals, he rose in their
esteem; if not, then the President's status fell, and with it his influence.
The picture of judgment by partisan colleagues that Richard Neustadt
paints of Washington in the 1940s and 1950s is similar to that
existing in Europe today.5'

Today, Presidents tend to distance themselves from Washington,
preferring the continuing judgment of public opinion polls to that
of Washington professionals. The Nixon White House was pervaded
with a spirit of continuous electioneering. Many of the campaign
staff, brought in unprecedented numbers to the White House, had
no background in the federal government and had little or no sub-
stantive knowledge of policies. Henry Kissinger's memoirs are replete
with anecdotes about offensive behavior by brash advance men from
the White House who sought to give orders to officials of sovereign
states in order to extract better coverage on prime-time American
television.5 5 Following victory in the November 1972 election, Presi-
dent Nixon abandoned a plan to conduct an elaborate talent search for
new appointees to his administration in order to make appointments
that would strengthen his appeal to major voting groups.58 It is not
accidental that a majority of Presidential aides convicted as Watergate
conspirators were brought to the White House because of their
campaign expertise rather than their knowledge of government.

53 Politics, Parties and Pressure Groups, 5th ed. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1964), p. 544.

54 Cf. the description of the British Prime Minister in chapter 1, with Neustadt's
argument, especially well set out in "The Constraining of the Presidency: the
Presidency after Watergate," British Journal of Political Science, vol. 4, no. 4
(October 1974), pp. 383-97, and presented diagramatically in Cronin, State of
the Presidency, p. 130.
55 Henry Kissinger, The White House Years (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1979).
56 See Malek, Washington's Hidden Tragedy, pp. 78ff., 259-64.
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President Carter won the 1976 Presidential nomination under a
new primary system that greatly encourages candidates to concen-
trate campaign efforts upon voters at the grass roots, rather than upon
professional politicians and opinion leaders. Upon entering the
White House he was cautioned by his pollster, the youthful Pat
Caddell, "Too many good people have been defeated because they
sought to substitute substance for style."57 President Carter has been
particularly in need of political "plums" to sustain a personal follow-
ing, for he had no particular party following even after winning his
nomination. In making initial appointments to office, President
Carter appears to have gone well beyond his predecessors in his
desire to "reach out" to appoint people previously unidentified with
government or for representativeness of race, sex; or ethnic origin.
His July 1979 request to all senior appointees to submit their resigna-
tions in order to have a "born again" administration was a further
sign that executive agency heads are seen more as symbols to the mass
electorate than as effective executive agency heads. 58

Moreover, the Carter Presidency has opened up the White House
to special interest groups important in the President's campaign
strategy by creating a quantity of special assistants to provide liaison
with Hispanic Americans, blacks, the aged, women, Jews, Italians,
and other ethnic groups. Earlier Presidents have, of course, made a
point of keeping on good terms with leaders of major groups in
American society. But they did not think it necessary (or desirable)
to appoint to their staff individuals whose chief function was to press
the cause of particular interest groups within the White House Office.

In a revealing statement made in Detroit on July 16, 1979, after
a "crisis of confidence" retreat into the mountains of Maryland,
President Carter appeared to draw a stark contrast between his
responsibilities in government and his responsibilities to the nation's
electorate. He confessed:

57 As quoted by James T. Wotton, "Pre-Inaugural Memo Urged Carter to Empha-
size Style over Substance," New York Times, May 4, 1977.
58 For a detailed review of the appointments process in the 1976-1977 transition,
see Bruce Adams and Kathryn Kavanagh-Baran, Promise and Performance:
Carter Builds a New Administration (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1979).
On the Johnson years, compare Matthew B. Coffey, "A Death in the White House:
the Short Life of the New Patronage," Public Administrative Review, vol. 34, no. 5
(September/October 1974), pp. 440-44. For an interpretation of the significance,
see, for example, the ongoing work by Nelson Polsby, "The American Party
System and the Conduct of the Presidency" (Paper delivered to a conference of
the White Burkett Miller Center, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, November
1979).
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Many of the people have said, "Mr. President, you're not out
among the people enough, you don't listen to us enough.
You've been so bogged down managing the government that
you haven't been leading our nation." Well, I listened to
that and I've learned my lesson. So, for the rest of the time
I'm in office, I'm going to spend more time among you.59

In other words, the President promised to give priority to the pastoral
and inspirational task of spending time among people as against
spending time in giving direction to government. No European Prime
Minister would make that choice. They see their job as that of
governing, not quasi-spiritual counseling.

An extrovert President risks confusing appearance with reality.
Even with the most elaborate of mass media or metaphysical efforts,
a President cannot make his presence felt nearly so much outside
Washington as inside the capital. There he occupies a unique office.
Outside, he is but one more source of inspiration or guidance, and a
partisan source at that. To attempt to be the leader of "all the people"
except the two million staff of the federal government is a curious way
to assert political leadership. To try to claim the popularity usually
accorded only a monarchical Head of State is to misunderstand the
reason why Europe's surviving monarchs have remained popular.
Monarchs have maintained popular esteem only by acting apolitically
and avoiding controversy.60

There is nothing wrong with a President seeking publicity from
the Oval Office as long as this can be done at little or no cost to his
powers of governance. But a President urged to "look" Presidential
by signing legislation in the White House Rose Garden may become
more concerned with appearances than with influencing what he signs.
Nor is there anything wrong in asking of a proposed measure: How
will this play in Peoria? Yet if the President is to have influence on
government, he must also subject each of his actions to another test:
How is this playing in Washington? Otherwise, in the words of
Bert Rockman, a President risks becoming "a public relations junky.""

The growth of modern publicity techniques and the international
decline of deference to leaders has affected Prime Ministers as well as
Presidents. But the need for Prime Ministers to look to public opinion

59 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents (July 23, 1979), p. 1257. In
his speeches at this time, President Carter also indicated a desire to flee from
the Washington news media as well, stating a preference for media people
"uncontaminated" by contact with the judgmental standards of Washington.
c Cf. Richard Rose and Dennis Kavanagh, "The Monarchy in Contemporary
Political Culture," Comparative Politics, vol. 8, no. 3 (April 1976), pp. 548-76.
61 Rockman, "Constants, Cycles," p. 46.
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is occasional and intermittent. Their first priority remains exercising
authority within government. Even when a Prime Minister such as
Harold Wilson gives first priority to public relations, he does so as an
agent for his party, and not simply as a self-employed promoter. If
a Cabinet makes a mess of things, then all the clever speeches and
quiet chats with media people will be of little avail to a Prime
Minister who rises and falls with the performance of his party in
government.

To communicate effectively requires deeds as well as words. The
substance of government has more effect upon the lives of ordinary
people than does the style of national leaders, and television offers
more appealing entertainment than do late-middle-age politicians.
In the short run, a President may find that he does well in the polls
because even though "his policies may be wrong, his politics have been
brilliant.'"' But in the long run, it is what government does that
has an enduring impact upon society.

If a President reduces, or even flees from his responsibilities in
government, there is no doubt that America can still be governed. But
in default of collective political authority, it will be government only
by sub-governments.

You've Got To Trust Somebody

Since time immemorial, kings, priests, and warrior chiefs have faced
the challenge of how to extend their power beyond face-to-face
discussions or hand-to-hand combat. The authors of the American
Constitution thought they had resolved the difficulty by creating a
Presidency that Thomas Jefferson praised for providing "unity of
action and direction" in all the branches of government." The Consti-
tution vested executive authority in the President. It did so clearly
and succinctly. It gives no indication, however, of how one person
should conduct the affairs of the United States government, and many
occupants to the office have puzzled about what to do. By contrast,
European countries vest executive authority in a Cabinet collectively
responsible to Parliament.

The idea of one person constituting, let alone directing the whole
of the executive branch of American government is not difficult: it is

62 Jarnes Reston, "Carter's Successful Fallures," New York Times, February 6,
1980. '

63 Quoted approvingly by Louis A. Brownlow, "The Executive Office of the
President: a General View," Public Administration Review, vol. 1, no. 2 (Winter
1941), p. 103.
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merely impossible. The executive branch is not a unitary organiza-
tion, capable of direction from a single place. It is a vast congeries
of disparate institutions. No one could be in charge of all the
departments, agencies, bureaus, and commissions listed in the 717
pages of the United States Government Manual, 1979-1980. Even
more than the checks of the Constitution, the constraints of the clock
are the ultimate limit upon the personal power of a President. The
finiteness of time limits what any President can do in the course of
a day, a week, or a year.

The record of any leader's time in office is, for the most part,
a record of what others do in his name. By himself, a President or a
Prime Minister can do very little. European governments recognize
this. A Prime Minister is referred to as a nondepartmental minister,
that is, a politician who does not have any particular executive re-
sponsibilities. These are in the hands of particular departmental
ministers. Detachment from day-to-day executive responsibilities
gives a Prime Minister time to think about broad questions of govern-
mental direction. It also makes the Prime Minister institutionally
neutral in the inevitable conflicts between ministers representing dif-
ferent sub-governments. A President is nominally the chief executive
officer for the whole federal government. In fact, a President must
make use of others to extend his influence upon government. The
more use a President can make of others, the better he can give
direction to government.

Political relationships ate based upon trust or distrust. Any
national leader-whether President, Prime Minister, or Emperor-
must make some assumptions about how those arovnd him will
behave. This is necessary to make life predictable. A political leader
must decide whether to trust others to cooperate with him, either
because their self-interest coincides with his self-interest or because
of shared loyalties. The more people a political leader can trust,
the better he can multiply his influence upon the government. To
build a critical mass capable of making a major impact upon the
direction of government, a politician must extend trust beyond the
limits of face-to-face contacts and call upon the loyalties of hundreds
of people whose positive cooperation is necessary in the direction of
government.

Government without trust is a jungle in which unmitigated self-
interest rules. A politician who does not trust anyone else risks
becoming alienated from those who should be his political colleagues
and allies. Isolation from others is a sign of political weakness. In
its extreme form, distrust can produce paranoia, in which a politician
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alternates between delusions of persecution and delusions of grandeur.
Anyone who doubts that distrust can be carried to extreme lengths in
politics should read President Nixon's conversations on the Watergate
tapes and study the attempts of the Nixon White House to take over
the executive branch.6 4

Personal loyalty is a political leader's typical criterion for deciding
whom to trust. One approach to human nature, an approach canvassed
by political theorists since the time of Machiavelli, stresses the im-
portance of self-interest as the best guarantor of loyalty."S A political
leader may expect people to be loyal to him only when it is in their
self-interest to do so. A President is often advised to be distrustful,
for not even those he appoints may remain loyal to him. Instead,
they may cultivate favor with others who influence their political
fortunes or claim Presidential authority unduly and go into business
for themselves.

Impersonal loyalty offers another basis for sharing authority.
Impersonal loyalty exists when individuals show loyalty to something
more than self-interest: to the ethic of a profession, be it the military,
civil service, or the law; to the ideology or associations of a political
party; or to the formal and informal responsibilities of an office.
Impersonal loyalty makes collective action much easier because it
encourages cooperation in the direction of government. Elected poli-
ticians may then trust civil servants to do what is expected of them.
Impersonal loyalty also makes for a greater degree of cooperation, or
at least civility, between politicians representing different views within
government.

Ultimately, the question facing any President or Prime Minister is
not whether to delegate responsibilities, but how? The pile of papers
in the In basket would bury a national leader in a week, if he did not
learn to trust others to deal with many major issues. The greater the
number of memorandums, the greater the confusion of conflicting
views that must be confronted and the more intense the claims made
by interested parties and sub-governments. On both sides of the
Atlantic, the question is the same: Whom should you trust? The
answers, however, are different on opposite sides of the Atlantic.

64 Nathan, The Plot That Failed, passim; and The White House Transcripts (New
York: Bantam Books, reprint of Watergate tapes, edited by the New York Times,
1974).
65 For an interesting attempt to compare Machiavelli's approach to the role of
the Florentine prince with Richard Neustadt's approach to the Presidency, see
William T. Bluhm, Theories of the Political System (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1965), chap. 7.
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Collegial Trust. Cabinet government fosters trust. It does this by
requiring that self-interested politicians give loyalty to something
larger than their own careers. First of all, Cabinet members must
be loyal to the party that creates and sustains the Cabinet. It is the
party, not the individual who is in power. A minister (including a
Prime Minister) who loses the confidence of the governing party loses
his office as well. Second, Cabinet members are expected to be loyal
to the Cabinet collectively. Ministers are expected to accept decisions
that go against their wishes when the Cabinet reconciles conflicting
claims of sub-governments. Even self-interest will lead a politician to
show impersonal loyalty as a necessary condition of personal advance-
ment in a career in Cabinet government.

Cabinet government accepts the division of political labor. A
Cabinet institutionalizes the articulation of conflicting political de-
mands by different ministries, and the ambitions of individual minis-
ters amplify the voices of sub-governments. But a Cabinet also main-
tains the collective authority of government. As part of the process
of making policy, individual ministers are expected to show loyalty to
whatever decision is collectively endorsed in the name of the whole.

Cabinet government is collegial. A college is a group of people
bound together in a common fate, like a group of monks in a
monastery or the faculty of a liberal arts college. The members of a
college are not expected to have identical interests. They may be
divided by subject matter in a teaching institution, by territory in an
ecclesiastical body, or by departments in government. Nor are they
all necessarily equal in status or authority; for example, the Roman
College of Cardinals elects a Pope in whom supreme authority is then
vested. The important point about a collegial body is that it creates
a strong sense of solidarity between members who share a common
political fate.

Collegial government does not deny self-interest, but disciplines
it. A Prime Minister expects his colleagues to disagree with each other
and perhaps to covet his job. The party's next leader and quite pos-
sibly the country's next Prime Minister, will sit in Cabinet as a
colleague. Just as an American President brings politicians of
diverse outlooks into his Cabinet, so too a European Prime Minister
regards the making of a Cabinet as an exercise in building a political
coalition, in which the different parts balance each other to mutual
advantage.

In effect, a Cabinet is a team, rather than a collection of poli-
ticians brought together for an all-star game. Each minister wishes
to think of himself as already or potentially the team's most valuable
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player. But a collective interest in the team's victory makes each
individual prepared to cooperate with teammates; politics and govern-
ment are combined in ways that are good for the country and good
for the governing party's own electoral prospects.

A Prime Minister can act either as a playing captain or as a
coach. A playing captain is in the thick of political action and is
expected to justify his position by superior individual performance.
But even a playing captain knows that he cannot score all a team's
goals. The team as a whole must score more goals than any one
member can do. Moreover, every player knows that the total number
of goals that a team will score depends upon cooperation between
players, including the readiness of one to pass the ball to a teammate
who has a better chance of scoring. A Prime Minister may often act
like a coach on the sidelines, a vantage point that saves him from
getting his shins kicked. It also avoids potentially awkward com-
parisons between the performance of individual departmental ministers
and the Prime Minister. A coach cannot call all the plays or score
all the goals, but he is held responsible for the collective performance
of the team. Whether a Prime Minister acts as a playing captain or
coach, he accepts the discipline of loyalty to a collective political fate.

The sources of collegial loyalty are multiple and vary somewhat
from country to country. In Britain, years of living with colleagues in
party and Parliament give each Cabinet member a good idea of the
ways in which colleagues can be trusted. In Germany, a tradition of
legalistic thinking makes formal departmental powers and institutions
of greater importance in regulating relationships between colleagues.
In Norway, a lifetime of continuing involvement in the Labour move-
ment makes colleagues into friends or at least, old and familiar
antagonists. In Canada, the Cabinet has shown an increasing readi-
ness to trust small committees of ministers to make many decisions
in the name of the Cabinet as a whole. In Italy, the very weakness of
trust and loyalty makes even more important the retention of that
minimum collective loyalty that is a precondition of any Christian
Democratic politician enjoying the benefits of Cabinet office. The
history of Franco Spain shows what can happen when there is not a
political structure based upon loyalty and trust: sub-governments
became strong as personalistic loyalties to Franco weakened through
time. In the Fifth French Republic, the directly elected President has
used a Prime Minister and Cabinet to ensure legislative support, while
he also worked closely with a coterie of very senior civil servants.

The relationship between Cabinet colleagues is only half the
story of political administration in a European government. Equally
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important is the relationship between ministers and the permanent
civil service. The most immediate sign of their importance is the
numerical superiority of the higher civil service. A party that has
gained millions of votes at a general election may place only a few
dozen people in major positions of authority within government:
senior civil servants very greatly outnumber the ministers held account-
able by the electorate. Experience is a second cause of the importance
of civil servants; collectively, they are the institutional memory in
government. Civil servants attain high-ranking positions by demon-
strating skills in managing the machinery of government. Because
they serve many governments, officials acquire a fund of knowledge
far beyond that of a politician, whose tenure of office is normally
short-lived. In a very real sense, senior civil servants are the main-
stay of government. At the highest levels, senior civil servants are
very different from rule-bound clerks. They are very political animals,
albeit of a different species than ministers.

Impersonal loyalty is the central value of a civil servant. Civil
servants see themselves as loyal not only to the party in power, but
also to the institutions of government that continue whatever party
the electorate returns to office. The loyalty is to the concept of "the
state," "the Crown," or "the Constitution." It is thus public and
political, but is also far broader than that of a party politician; it
requires a civil servant to distance himself from identification with
individual politicians. The ethic is most familiar in the military.

Just as ministers may pride themselves on party loyalty, so
civil servants pride themselves on their political pliability, that is, a
readiness to serve ministers of different parties. Even if personally
disagreeing with a particular policy, a civil servant should, as the
saying in London's Whitehall puts it, "carry out ordained error with
loyalty and even enthusiasm." Paradoxically, many continental civil
servants would claim that the fact that national laws allow them to
stand for elective office while a civil servant is proof of their profes-
sional capacity to distinguish between different political roles, some-
times showing impersonal loyalty to government and, at other times,
acting as a party loyalist.6 6

The doctrine of impersonal loyalty is sustained in European
governments by the civil service. As a distinct and honored status
group within society, it recruits from the ablest university graduates
and offers a permanent career. In the first few years of office a civil

66 For surveys comparing the relations of European politicians and civil servants,see, for example, Mattei Dogan, The Mandarins of Western Europe (New York:
Halsted Press, 1975).
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servant learns the ethic of impersonal loyalty and to suppress
individual opinions in favor of views consistent with the impersonal
values of the service. Because the higher civil service to a large
extent regulates its own promotions, younger civil servants seek to
demonstrate skill in serving impersonal ideals as a means of pro-
motion to the higher ranks of their chosen career.

Ministers usually develop a trusting relationship with civil
servants, because their roles are complementary. Ministers are or
ought to be skilled at voicing political demands and bargaining in
Cabinet on behalf of their ministry. While a minister is concerned
with the "external" relations of a ministry, senior civil servants can
manage the direction of its continuing activities. At the highest
levels, civil servants should also be expert in advising their minister
about the conflicts that can arise between what a politician may desire
and that which is administratively "do-able." By trusting civil service
advisers, ministers expect to gain ideas and policies designed to antici-
pate major political criticisms and capable of implementation with
a minimum of administrative difficulty. When a minister is under
attack, he can turn to civil servants for ammunition to use in self-
defense. In return, a civil servant trusts that the minister will take
responsibility for everything the ministry does-including civil
servants' mistakes. Civil servants do not mind letting their political
superior take the credit-as long as he will also take the blame. What
they value is security and anonymous influence.

Because civil servants have a long career in government, they
are a force for continuity from election to election. This may lead some
ministers newly returned to office to look at their advice with
skepticism. A good civil servant will react by welcoming the stimulus
of a new set of political masters. If a minister refuses to trust his
civil servants, he is in difficulty. He will not know what to make of
the mountains of information and advice sent to him. Nor will he
have an alternative source of advice or a network of sub rosa contacts
within the ministry. To implement policies without involving ministry
staff is virtually impossible. Hence, a minister distrustful of his
impersonal advisers can rarely give effective direction to government.
Trust is a necessary condition of effective political action by a minister.

The reciprocal trust of ministers and civil servants tends to
strengthen the collective voice of government against sub-governments.
Just as ministers have a collective loyalty to their party and Cabinet,
so civil servants have a collective loyalty to enduring institutions of
government. Moreover, this loyalty is reinforced by their own career
ladder. The result is that politicians in a Cabinet can normally assume
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when making decisions that the alternatives from which they choose
have been formulated by civil servants with an eye to ready imple-
mentation and that an experienced and skilled career service is ready
to carry out the choice that the Cabinet collectively makes.

Institutionalized Distrust. The President's position is unique, but he
pays a price in distrust for his lonely eminence. In the absence of the
solidarity of Cabinet government, a President's appointees are likely
to identify with the agency in which they serve. In the absence of
strong party loyalties, congressmen may identify with particular
constituency or subcommittee interests. Given the strength of Ameri-
can sub-governments, a civil servant may put loyalty to his sub-
government ahead of loyalty to government in the abstract. The
President may conclude that he cannot trust anyone else in "his"
administration to see problems from the perspective of the Oval
Office.0 7

In such circumstances, the President tends to see loyalty as a
chimera at worst and a one-way street at best. He would like those
he appoints to be loyal to him, whether they serve in the White House
or elsewhere in government. But even a cursory reading of the litera-
ture about the Presidency will remind him that even close Presidential
aides, not to mention remote departmental officials, have a tendency
to identify the President's interests with their own personal interests,
and he cannot hope to have enough influence to prevent this happen-
ing frequently. In fear of being captured by subordinates invoking
his authority for their goals, a President may refuse to trust those he
appoints. Whereas a Prime Minister has no choice but to defend
decisions made by other ministers, since he too is bound by collective
responsibility, a President may limit the backing he gives to projects
of others for fear of becoming a captive of a particular sub-government
or adviser.

However great a President's distrust of others in government, he
nonetheless must have some trust in others as a necessary condition
of extending his influence in government. A President looks first to
White House staff for loyalty. The people appointed to posts there
ought to be loyal to the President, for their jobs depend on the Presi-
dent retaining office and on the staffers retaining the personal con-
fidence of the President. White House staff are typically assigned

67This prescription is part of the conventional wisdom of Presidential advice
today and has been particularly stressed by Richard Neustadt. For an insider's
account of how even honest staff may become deluded by their position, see
George Reedy, The Twilight of the Presidency (New York: Mentor Books, 1970).
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functional rather than program responsibilities; they look after press
relations, or congressional relations, or are involved on an ad hoc basis
with issues of Presidential interest.

A President has no difficulty in finding staff personally loyal to
him. In running for office, a President accumulates a substantial
personal retinue and the most senior of his campaign aides tend to
move into positions in the White House. An unintended consequence
of recruiting campaign staff for White House posts is that it enhances
the pressures there to run a continuing campaign rather than a
government. Campaign staff typically have little or no previous
experience in the intricacies of executive branch operations. The skills
required to be an advance man, to write campaign speeches, or to
organize state primary races are very different from those required to
put together a budget or review complex disputes about energy
policy. While a President can continue to trust campaign staff to look
after the electorate, he is ill advised to rely upon them to look after
many problems of government.

The biggest questions of loyalty and trust concern the hundreds
of people whom the President appoints to take leading positions in
federal agencies. In contrast with Europe, a President is not restricted
to appointing congressmen to office as a Prime Minister may be
restricted to appointing MPs as ministers. Potentially, the hundreds
of Presidential appointees can greatly multiply the influence of the
President. As Hugh Heclo asserts: "In affecting the everyday work
of government, these hundreds of personal selections add up to a
cumulative act of choice that may be at least as important as the
electorate's single act of choice for President every four years." GI

In making appointments a President employs a multiplicity of
criteria: personal friendship, loyalty, and campaign contributions;
representation of voting blocs and interest groups; previous evidence
of management abilities or intellectual achievement outside Washing-
ton; or previous success in an administrative position within govern-
ment. Often, the criteria are seen to be in conflict, as in the simple
judgment of one Presidential personnel adviser that the task was to
achieve "the marriage of two opposing objectives: quality appoint-
ments and political reward." 69 But there is no necessary conflict
between these objectives: talented people can also be enthusiastic
supporters of a President. The real difficulty in making appointments

68Hugh Heclo, A Government of Strangers (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings
Institution, 1977), p. 88, and see pp. 38 and 85 for Heclo's estimate of the numbers
involved.
69 Quoted in Adams and Kavanagh-Baran, Promise and Performance, p. 24.
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is that a President is unlikely to know (or to care) much about the
second, third, and fourth echelon posts or the people who receive
White House commissions to fill them.

A President wants immediate support from executive branch
officials-as and when his business and theirs intersect. The Cabinet
does not secure the closure of conflict, as in a European system of
government. Presidential appointees in the agencies have divided
loyalties. Although the President gives them their commission, the
pressures that go with the job tend to give precedence to the political
demands of sub-governments. These pressures come from Congress
through its oversight of the agency; from the bureaucrats within the
agency; from pressure groups that are clients of the agency; and from
a host of other influences that loom far larger to a Presidential ap-
pointee than to the President himself.70

The irony (or tragedy) is that while a President may sacrifice
competence to secure loyalty, he may not gain loyalty in return.
After working in the White House for President Lyndon Johnson,
Joseph Califano described the relationship between the President
and Presidential appointees thus:

From his window in the Oval Office, the President looks
out on a jumble of irrationally organized departments and
agencies. Politics teaches him about the inherently divided
loyalties of Cabinet and agency heads who must testify
before Congressional oversight and appropriations com-
mittees and live with cross-pressures from their peers,
their constituencies and the bureaucracies they administer.71

Two years later Califano had the opportunity to view the Presidency
from a different perspective, when appointed Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare in 1977. He promptly acted in accord with
his new position. After prolonged friction with the White House,
the President decided he was not securing enough of Califano's
divided loyalties and fired him in 1979.

Even though both Republican and Democratic Presidents endorse
the idea of "Cabinet" government, it has failed in practice in Wash-
ington. By Thomas Cronin's reckoning, less than one-quarter of the
officials in a President's Cabinet are likely to be both loyal and expert.
Those who are both disloyal and amateurish can easily be fired. Those
who are loyal but inexpert cannot easily be dismissed. And those
70 See Bradley H. Patterson, Jr., The President's Cabinet (Washington, D.C.:
American Society for Public Administration, 1976), chaps. 2 and 3. -

71 Quoted by Bradley H. Patterson, Jr., in "White House Staff: the Bashful
Bureaucracy" (Unpublished paper, Washington, D.C., c.1977), p. 4.
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who are disloyal but capable politicians must be handled with care;
if fired, this is best done at a moment of their temporary vulnerability.
No wonder a White House aide lamented, "Everybody believes in
democracy until he gets to the White House and then you begin to
believe in dictatorship."7 2

The President's distrust of his own appointees is compounded
by an increasing tendency to distrust the highest-ranking civil servants.
The distrust was initially fostered by the Eisenhower administration's
suspicion that career officials administering many agencies spawned
by New Deal and Fair Deal legislation were of "a distinctly Demo-
cratic cast." In the words of one of them, "The line between the
career service and the political appointees was a blurred one and
relationships were close and trusting, based on the assumption-
and for the most part, the fact-of a shared political philosophy."7 3

The Eisenhower administration sought to induce change in the
career grades by forcing out individuals closely identified with some
New Deal programs and bringing in new appointees sympathetic
to the Republican outlook. This could be done in two ways: giving
civil service status to partisan recruits and increasing the number of
Presidential appointees at the top of agencies.

With changes of party in 1960, 1968, and 1976, the number of
political appointees has grown, and the layers of Presidential ap-
pointees at the top of agencies has more than doubled in two decades.
A post held by a Presidential appointee is assumed to be a post
"captured" from the bureaucrats and "won" for the President's will.
Successive Presidents have increasingly devalued the expert knowledge
of their own career budget staff in the Executive Office of the Presi-
dent, even though there is no one but the President to whom this
staff could be loyal.7 4 An extreme example is in the change in the
direction of the Office of Management and Budget (formerly the
Bureau of the Budget), a crucial agency in the Executive Office of

72 Quoted from a Kennedy aide by Cronin, State of the Presidency, p. 223; esti-
mates of loyalty and competence of Cabinet ministers also from Cronin, p. 261.

73 James L. Sundquist, "Jimmy Carter as Public Administrator: an Appraisal at
Mid-Term," Public Administration Review, vol. 39, no. 1 (January/February
1979), p. 7; see also, Joel D. Aberbach and Bert A. Rockman, "Clashing Beliefs
within the Executive Branch," American Political Science Review, vol. 70, no. 2
(June 1976), pp. 457-68; and Richard L. Cole and David A. Caputo, "Presidential
Control of the Senior Civil Service: Assessing the Strategies of the Nixon Years,"
American Political Science Review, vol. 73, no. 2 (June 1979), pp. 399-413.

74 Cf. Hugh Heclo, "OMB and the Presidency-the Problem of 'Neutral Com-
petence'," Public interest, no. 38 (Winter 1975), pp. 80-98. See also Louis Fisher,
Presidential Spending Power (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), chap.
2.
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the President. By 1980, the top ten staff were political appointees.
Of the ten top OMB officials that President Carter initially appointed,
nine were without any previous experience in the executive branch
that they were meant to monitor on his behalf.

The 1976 election of a President without any previous Wash-
ington experience can be dismissed as the freak outcome of public
reaction to a "mess" in Washington. But the readiness of the Carter
administration to appoint inexperienced people to key positions
(albeit modified by its readiness to appoint some old hands, too) is
indicative of a longer-term trend.

The first consequence is the reduction in the collective memory
of public officials. Newly appointed directors of agencies do not wish
to ask about the past, for the past is a record of agency defeats as
well as victories. Because they are determined to ignore the lessons
from the past, each fresh flight of appointees runs the risk of
rediscovering rather than learning from past mistakes.

A second consequence is the progressive "amateurization" of
the central direction of government. Most Presidential appointees
now have limited previous knowledge or no knowledge of Wash-
ington. It takes a year or two for a Presidential appointee to come
to grips with the complexity of the institutions and programs under
him. Yet most appointees only stay in a particular office for one or-
two years. By contrast, the European system of appointing ministers
from within Parliament (or even, from the civil service) puts a
premium upon prior knowledge of how government works. This
greatly reduces the time needed to learn the specific operations of a
department and most ministers are likely to remain in a given office
longer than two years.

Estrangement is a third consequence of increasing the number
of Presidential appointees at the top of an agency. Most agencies
are staffed at the top by individuals appointed for a wide variety of
political considerations, and who have not met before. There is no
Presidential team. Instead, there is "a government of strangers,"
most of whom leave town or take another job before they become
friends or working partners.Jp There is also estrangement between
career civil servants and Presidential appointees. The former believe
their chances for promotion are blocked unless they too become
partisans. Some do, but others quit for better-paying jobs elsewhere
in Washington; retreat into defensive positions that give them con-
siderable autonomy; or collaborate with congressional subcommittees

75 See Heclo, A Government of Strangers.
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to direct particular programs as they, rather than the White House,
think best.

Demoralization as well as distrust flourishes in such an environ-
ment. In the words of one former assistant secretary of the Treasury:

The operating agencies and departments feel that White
House aides unwisely isolate the President and influence
his decisions without considering the technical advice that
others have provided. White House assistants retort that
Cabinet officials are immersed in operating details and
become captives of institutional goals rather than concen-
trating on the needs of the President. Political appointees
are placed in a no win situation: the career employees re-
sponsible for their programs resent pressures they believe
are politically motivated and White House officers argue
that the appoir.ted officials should be better team players.76

Directing Government as a Cooperative Task. The President's title of
chief executive is a misnomer; he can more accurately be described
as a nonexecutive chief." To visualize the President as in command
of a hierarchical organization is misleading in the extreme. Insofar as
a President is viewed as the man on top, this only emphasizes his
remoteness from what is going on in the ranks of government. The
powers of American government are divided among many institutions
and individuals. The political questions of greatest importance to the
President concern his nonhierarchical relationships with the rest of
American government.

Governing is a cooperative task. Politicians in a Cabinet system
recognize and welcome this. Each minister is given a measure of trust
by his colleagues and allowed to proceed with matters of immediate
concern within his department. In turn, each minister trusts his
colleagues to meet common political responsibilities. When disputes
arise between colleagues, each is expected to fight his case staunchly.
But once the Cabinet resolves the dispute, they are expected to
cooperate with each other. In the background, senior civil servants
strengthen cooperation because their impersonal loyalty to the Cabi-
net reduces the animus that conflicts of personal loyalties can
generate.
76 Jones, Development of Economic Policy, p. 284. The complaint is not unique
to Jones's experience in the Nixon and Ford administrations. Cf. Robert Wood,
"When Government Works," Public Interest, no. 18 (Winter 1970), p. 95.

77See Richard Rose, "The President: Chief but not an Executive," Presidential
Studies Quarterly, vol. 7, no. 1 (Winter 1977). On the significance of "chieftain-
ship" as a form of leadership, see Brian Farrell, Chairman or Chief? The Role
of the Taoiseach in Irish Government (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1971).
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Prime Ministers accept without hesitation the self-restraints of
cooperative government. It is part of the job description. A Prime
Minister is not expected to become closely involved in formulating
or carrying out policies for which particular ministers have opera-
tional responsibility. A Prime Minister expects to be consulted about
the formulation of major policies, and expects Cabinet colleagues to
cooperate when changes are suggested in departmental policies for
the sake of broader considerations of government. Moreover, in
hidden and not so hidden ways, the Prime Minister's hand can influ-
ence these policies. But he usually has neither the staff nor the
inclination to distrust colleagues or to try to shadow, second-guess,
or overrule their actions. By giving trust a Prime Minister secures
sufficient detachment so that, when troubles arise, he is not primarily
responsible; that dubious privilege is given to a Cabinet colleague.

Governing is a cooperative task in Washington as well. The
reality of the Presidency is that in almost every field a President
depends upon cooperation with others. Insofar as a Presidential
proposal requires legislation or appropriations, Congress must co-
operate if the President's wishes are to be made into government
policy. Insofar as a government policy requires administrative action,
public officials-often in state and local as well as the federal gov-
ernment-must cooperate if it is to be implemented. Insofar as
implementation requires a positive response from citizens, the
intended beneficiaries must also cooperate, whether business firms or
unions encouraged to fight inflation, or people in poverty encouraged
to better themselves. The President has far greater scope for inde-
pendent action in international affairs, but American foreign policy
depends upon the willing or unwilling cooperation of other nations
to produce desired effects.

When enunciating policy proposals, a President gives guidance,
not orders. The President is expected to indicate, from his unique
perspective, what he thinks ought to be done in the name of the
government of the United States. But he is also expected to take the
views of other significant actors in the policy process into account.
For this reason, a President may delay giving any indication of what
he thinks the government should do until reasonably confident that
Congress, executive branch agencies, and others in sub-government
networks will cooperate with him. A President may also give guid-
ance in very general, even intentionally vague, terms in order to
avoid conflict, leaving others to give specific meaning to government
policy.78 A President may even employ "hidden hand" leadership as
7 8 ..See the extended discussion in Rose, Managing Presidential Objectives, pp. 155ff.
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Eisenhower has been shown to have done, using others to promote
controversial policies in order to remain out of the firing line himself.'

The President is exceptionally well placed for giving guidance
on broad questions of public policy. Because his office is at the inter-
section of many conflicting sub-government demands, the President
is well aware of how different domestic, economic, and international
issues relate to each other. Because he ordinarily has no commitment
to any departmental perspective, a President can view relationships
among policies with a detachment denied departmental officials.
Because the President has a unique political status, he can also com-
mand great publicity for any proposals he puts forward.

Important as the President is, he can only come to terms with
the responsibilities of his office by trusting others. The government
of the United States is not a single man, but a cooperative network
of individuals and institutions. The 1960s and 1970s saw Presidents
who rejected this belief, pursuing "efforts to govern without the
government-a circumvention of the cabinet departments and the
Congress that has deepened the isolation of the President, demoralized
able bureaucracies and embittered executive-congressional relations."
In the judgment of national security analysts Graham Allison and
Peter Szanton, the consequence of this for major collective policies
"is not simply inefficient, it is dangerous." 80

To increase trust within the federal government requires reducing
existing friction induced by distrust. Positive action requires the
identification of people whom the President will trust to get on with
their jobs as best they can. By doing this, the President can gain
greater detachment from government and the practical political advan-
tages that come from "not going to firefight every problem that comes
along." It is often forgotten that strategies of inaction are important
means of realizing the President's second priority: "keeping out of
trouble."8"

An immediate step that any President can take to reduce second-
guessing of responsible agencies is to reduce the size of the White
House staff. Because a President regards White House staff as per-
sonally loyal, his initial instinct is to trust them more than any other
officials in government. But doing this has major disadvantages.

79 See Fred I. Greenstein, "Eisenhower as an Activist President: a Look at New
Evidence," Political Science Quarterly, vol. 94, no. 4 (Winter 1979-1980), pp.
584ff. Cf. Allen Yarrell, "Eisenhower and McCarthy: an Appraisal of Presidential
Strategy," Presidential Studies Quarterly, vol. 10, no. 1 (Winter 1980), pp. 90-98.
8i Allison and Szanton, Remaking Foreign Policy, pp. x-xi.
81 See Rose, "President: Chief but not an Executive," pp. l1ff.
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There is a constitutional obstacle: a President cannot formally delegate
his powers to staff subordinates. The Constitution does not make
provision for multiple Presidents, nor does it authorize a building to
make demands on executive agencies.82 (Compare, for instance, the
staffer's use of the phrase: "The White House wants . . .") Nor can
White House staff normally claim to have knowledge of federal pro-
grams matching that of operating agencies. In such circumstances,
a staff may simply broker deals with no knowledge of the content of
policies or design policies with insufficient understanding.

Political prudence offers the most compelling argument against
a large White House staff. The swelling of the Presidency increases
the number of individuals purporting to speak in the name of the
President, while reducing the proportion who can be in frequent
enough contact to know which issues the President wishes to pursue
or avoid. A President then finds that staffers give directions contrary
to his wishes or involve the White House in needless controversy.
Agencies find, in the words of a former Bureau of the Budget official,
"There are too many people trying to bite you with the President's
teeth."8 3

A second step that a President could take to strengthen govern-
ment would be to make fewer Presidential appointments. This would
reduce a burden that is now well beyond the powers of an incoming
President. As John F. Kennedy said, when faced with the task of
naming Cabinet and sub-Cabinet officers: "I don't know any people
(for Cabinet jobs). I only know voters! How am I going to fill these
1,200 jobs?" 8 4 With fewer jobs to fill, the President could give more
attention to selecting small and complementary teams of people to
give direction to major agencies or programs. It would also reduce the
errors that campaign staff make in arranging the appointment of
people they do not know to jobs that they are unfamiliar with.8 5

Cutting down the layers of untried Presidential appointees would
reduce the amount of inexperience and unfamiliarity at the top of
government. To overload agencies with novices is to weaken rather
than strengthen the direction of government.

82 See the rules of President Ford's adviser, Donald Rumsfeld, quoted in Cronin,
The State of the Presidency, p. 247.
83 Roger Jones, quoted by Joel Havemann, "OMB's Legislative Role is Growing
More Powerful and More Political," National 7ournal, vol. 5, no. 43 (October 27,
1973), p. 1592.
84 Quoted in Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., A Thousand Days (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1966), p. 127.
85 For an extreme example, see the account of the Carter administration's first-
term efforts, in Adams and Kavanagh-Baran, Prbmise and Performance.
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One positive measure that a President could take would be to
give more appointments to people already experienced in the ways
of government. Fortunately, the sources of experienced appointees
are multiple. For more than a generation there has been a pool of
"In-and-Outers," that is, individuals who are ready to accept short-
term appointments in government, while at other times holding jobs
outside government, and often outside Washington as well. In-and-
Outers can be found in both Democratic and Republican ranks, and
the frequent rotation of the parties in office increases the number of
available personnel, that is, appointees turned out of office by the
electorate.

In-and-Outers can also be complemented by the appointment
of Super Grade civil servants (GS levels 16 to 18) to noncareer as
well as career posts. Because they have served up to twenty years
or more in government, there are few tricks of the political trade that
Super Grades do not know. A President could show more trust in
the impersonal loyalty of Super Grades, returning them to positions
of authority and responsibility commensurate with those held prior
to adding more layers of Presidential appointees in the past two
decades. Alternatively, a President might offer more Presidential
appointments in the noncareer service to Super Grades. A person
accepting such a post becomes doubly qualified, having already demon-
strated impersonal loyalty before accepting a public loyalty to the
President of the day. Ironically, a President might find that placing
greater reliance upon Super Grades would also ease his problems vith
Congress, for the views of American upper-level civil servants cor-
relate very highly with those of congressmen.86

A President might also consider the advantages of appointing a
few Cabinet secretaries with a "passion for visibility." Such secre-
taries could be used as buffers by the President to deflect political
controversy from the White House. President Eisenhower was well
aware of the advantages of trusting subordinates to make decisions.
In phrases that almost exactly reverse President Truman's motto
("The buck stops here"), Ike believed that aides should be "free to
solve their own problems wherever possible and not to get in the
habit of passing the buck up."8 7 Allowing select Cabinet secretaries
to play a more public role in directing government would only recog-

865See Bert A. Rockman, "The Roles of Bureaucrats and Politicians: Styles and
Prescriptions," typescript (University of Pittsburgh, 1979), figure 2.
87 See Greenstein, "Eisenhower as an Activist President," p. 581. The memo-
randum quoted was written in wartime, but Eisenhower was consistent in trusting
delegation thereafter as well.
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nize what is an accomplished fact. There is no need to imitate
European-style Cabinet meetings when this has failed before. A
newly elected President might instead encourage a few sophisticated
secretaries to try out ideas-always with the warning that he retained
the right to repudiate them or ask for their resignation, if they went
beyond acceptable limits.

Today, a President must accept the need for partnership in policy
making. If major collective policies are to be made, they cannot be
made by the President alone. The Vietnam war showed that there
are even limits to the President's role as commander-in-chief.

The most important partner for the President is outside the
executive branch-Congress. Congress has always shown a major
interest in initiating policies. The motto of congressmen is: "If you
want to get along, you have got to go along." This motto applies to
a President as well as to a freshman member of the House of Repre-
sentatives. Only by voluntary cooperation between major parts can
the American system produce collective authority sufficient to counter-
act sub-governments. To see the improvement of the nation's policy
making simply in terms of strengthening the President is to mistake
cause and effect. A President can be strengthened by measures that
strengthen other institutions as well. To think otherwise is to mistake
the part-the important but hardly exclusive prerogatives of the
President-for the whole. In the face of major collective challenges
and entrenched sub-governments, what is needed in America is not
simply a stronger President. What America needs most of all is a
stronger government.

Cooperation and Competition

By comparison with the United States, European nations are better
organized to make collective decisions, because there is a government
there. The collegial system of government permits 'complex decisions
to be sorted into constituent political parts, yet it also provides the
authority needed for collective choice. Interestingly, European govern-
ments most nearly resemble Washington when they meet in the institu-
tions of the European Community. The explanation is simple: the
nine member nations of the European Community meet as sovereign
states-even more sovereign than the committees of Congress or well-
entrenched Washington bureau chiefs. 8

88 See Helen Wallace, William Wallace, and Carole Webb, Policy-Making in theEuropean Communities (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1977).
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The United States is at a competitive disadvantage in its relations
with European countries because the strength of American sub-
governments makes it difficult for a President to commit the nation's
resources to the achievement of any policy. In addition to the diffi-
culties presented by other nations, a President simultaneously faces
the problem of dealing with Washington's sub-governments. When
the United States had world political hegemony, it could be argued
that it was an advantage for the nation not to be able to commit
itself readily in foreign affairs. The threat of congressional inter-
vention could be a strategic bargaining counter for extracting con-
cessions from other nations-and the fact of congressional recalci-
trance could lead to further concessions before approval of a treaty.
But when America does not exercise world political hegemony, its
inability to make policy commitments quickly and confidently makes
the United States more vulnerable. European leaders are well aware
of this. In the opinion of a veteran Washington columnist, James
Reston, "It's hard to remember a time since the last World War when
the ambassadors of the major nations in Washington were more
anxious about the American economy or the handling of its foreign
policy.",

The tempting thing for an American to do when confronted with
evidence of national weakness and the possible advantages of other
systems of government is to dismiss the whole question as "interesting

but academic." America is as it is for reasons rooted in its national
history, and European governments owe their present forms to past
(and not -always happy) political histories.

But no nation, not even one of the dimensions of the United

States, can today act like an island unto itself. Whereas European
countries have been doomed to live with the fact of interdependence
for centuries, the shift from continental isolation to world involvement
has occurred in America in a little more than a generation. Dollar
devaluation in 1971 can be taken as the symbolic turning point, when
decisions made by the large number of foreigners who held American
dollars began to exert abrupt and unwanted influence upon Wash-
ington's direction of America's domestic economy. Decades of world
dominance is not the best preparation for America facing interdepen-
dence in the 1980s. As the former British Prime Minister James
Callaghan commented sympathetically after a visit to Washington
early in 1980, "Americans don't know how to live with problems

89 "This Funny Capital," New York Times, March 19, 1980.
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because they are always assuming that they can lick them."9 0 In
frustration, Americans may wish to retreat to isolationism, but this
is hardly practicable in an era of nuclear missiles and global economic
interdependence. An aggressive response to frustration is also of no
avail. It is one thing to express a desire to "nuke" enemies. But it
is impossible to use force against allies and friends.

As the leader of a major political alliance, the United States today
is continuously involved in cooperative actions with many nations
affecting diplomatic and military affairs, the economy, and energy
resources..While each country involved shares some common interests,
each also has national interests to protect. In consequence, these
relationships are also competitive. Today, the United States finds
itself competing against as well as cooperating with other major
Western nations.

In matters of military security, Western nations want to co-
operate for mutual defense against potential aggressors. But the
same allies also compete in trying to find ways to minimize their
share of the collective defense burden. European politicians are no
more anxious than American politicians to spend more on defense
if this also requires a cut in spending on major social programs or a
significant increase in taxation to meet increased bills for defense.

In the international economy, the United States cooperates with
many nations by being an active trading partner. Insofar as the United
States exports goods in large quantities to other countries, its economy
becomes interdependent with that of its major trading partners. When
the United States imports large quantities of goods from other coun-
tries, the skeins of interdependence tighten. The President's special
representative for trade negotiations can define the major goals of
United States trade policy, but he can achieve these goals only in
cooperation with nearly one hundred other nations in complex multi-
lateral trade negotiations.

In energy, Western nations have a common interest in not having
abrupt changes in world oil prices that disturb standards of living
and national security. But they are very differently endowed with
energy resources. Of the eight nations studied in this volume, four
have substantial oil resources of their own and four are almost
entirely dependent upon imported oil. Differences in national re-
sources lead nations to adopt competitive policies when each perceives

90 Henry Brandon, "Carter learns the power game," Sunday Times (London),
January 13, 1980. For a fuller discussion of the varieties of North Atlantic
relationships, see, for example, Christopher W. Makins, "The Atlantic Alliance,"
in Setting National Priorities: Agenda for the 1980s, ed. Pechman, pp. 459-96.
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its national interest to be more immediate and compelling than a
general Western interest vis-a-vis the Middle East.

The major collective problems facing America today involve
international as well as national interdependence among security, eco-
nomic, and energy policies. Making policy now requires more than
the creation of sufficient authority in government to resolve disputes
between sub-governments within the United States. It also requires
the marshalling of well-defined collective policies to assert vis-a-vis
other nations. Insofar as national security matters are defined as the
overriding policy concern in Washington, the President is likely to
spend more time thinking about enemies than allies, a pattern of
behavior that intensifies stress in Washington, as well as risking
friction with friends elsewhere.

For nearly two decades after World War II, European countries
were relatively weak vis-a-vis the United States. Decisions made in
Washington could be "coordinated" with other nations after the
event. But Washington today cannot devote all its attention to resolv-
ing domestic political disputes and worrying about unfriendly nations.
To take the support of allies for granted is risky when international
relations are increasingly competitive as well as interdependent.

To suggest that the President pay more attention to the opinions
of friendly governments is not to suggest that the United States should
refrain from thinking in terms of its own self-interest. Instead, it is
to argue that the self-interest of the United States now requires it to
pay more attention to what other nations do. This is because the
policies of other European nations (and Japan should here be counted
as a "European country) now have a clear and significant impact
upon the success or failure of American politics.

In the 1980s America's interdependence is likely to increase, in
spite of the growth of neo-isolationist sentiments. After all, wishing
that international problems would disappear cannot reduce inter-
dependencies based upon established economic, political, and security
policies. The obstacles that sub-governments create in making col-
lective. policies in Washington affect America's capacity for inter-
national policy making. If nothing is done to alter this state of
affairs, then the President may find that the government of the
United States is a liability rather than an asset in efforts to advance
America's national interests in an increasingly interdependent world.
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Proposed Constitutional amendment relative to
Executive-Legislative Cooperation

JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES RELATIVE TO ExEcuTIVE-LEGISLATIVE COOPERATION

Resolved by the Senate and House of Rcpretentatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each House concurring therein),
That the following article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of theUnited States, to be valid only if ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths ofthe several States within seven years after the date of final passage of this joint
resolution:

ARTICLE

SEC. 1. Congress shall have the power by law to designate offices in the Ex-ecutive Branch, not to exceed 50 in number, to which Members of the Senate andthe House of Representatives would be eligible for nomination and appointment.
regardless of the time when the office was created or the emoluments whereof
were increased, without being required to vacate their offices in the Senate or the
House of Representatives.

SEC. 2. Immediately after the commencement of a Congress in a year during
which the term of a President begins, and in the year commencing every twoyears thereafter, the President shall submit en bloc a list of the names of prospec-
tive nominees, whether Members or not, to the offices designated pursuant to Sec-
tion 1 hereof, to the Senate and the House of Representatives. If each Houseseparately by a majority of its respective Members present and voting, a quorumbeing present, concurs in such list en bloc, the President shall nominate and, byand with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint those on such list to thedesignated offices. In the event of a failure of either House to give its concurrence,
the President shall submit a revised list of names of prospective nominees until
concurred in by the Senate and the House of Representatives.

SEC. 3. During the time that a Member of the Senate or the House or Repre-sentatives serves in the designated office, his compensation shall be at the rate
provided by law for the said office. In the event such Senator or Representative
ceases for any reason to serve in the designated office before the expiration of theterm for which he was elected, his compensation shall be at the rate then pro-vided by law for Senators and Representatives.

SEC. 4. The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation or rules of procedure, as relevant and proper.
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from The International Review, August 1879

CABINET GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED

STATES.

OUR patriotism seems of late to have been exchanging its wonted

0 tone of confident hope for one of desponding solicitude. Anxiety

about the future of our institutions seems to be daily becoming

stronger in the minds of thoughtful Americans. A feeling of un-

easiness is undoubtedly prevalent, sometimes taking the shape of a

fear that grave, perhaps radical, defects in our mode of government

are militating against our liberty and prosperity. A marked and

alarming decline in statesmanship, a rule of levity and folly instead

of wisdom and sober forethought in legislation, threaten to shake

our trust not only in the men by whom our national policy is con-

trolled, but also in the very principles upon which our Government

rests. Both State and National legislatures are looked upon with

nervous suspicion, and we hail an adjournment of Congress as a

temporary immunity from danger. In casting about for the chief

cause of the admitted evil, many persons have convinced themselves

that it is to be found in the principle of universal suffrage. When

Dr. Woolsey, in his admirable work on Political Science, speaks with

despondency of the influence of this principle upon our political life,

he simply gives clear expression to misgivings which he shares with

a growing minority of his countrymen. We must, it is said, purge

the constituencies of their ignorant elements, if we would have high-

minded, able, worthy representatives. We see adventurers, who in

times of revolution and confusion were suffered to climb to high and

responsible places, still holding positions of trust; we perceive that

our institutions, when once thrown out of gear, seem to possess no

power of self-readjustment, -and we hasten to cast discredit upon

that principle the establishment of which has been regarded as

America's greatest claim to political honor, -the right of every man

to a voice in-the Government under which he lives. The existence

of such sentiments is in itself an instructive fact. But while it is
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indisputably true that universal suffrage is a constant element of
weakness, and exposes us to many dangers which we might other-
wise escape, its operation does not suffice alone to explain existing
evils. Those who make this the scapegoat of all our national griev-
ances have made too superficial an analysis of the abuses about
which they so loudly complain.

What is the real cause of this solicitude and doubt? It is, in our
opinion, to be found in the absorption of all power by a legislature
which is practically irresponsible for its acts. But even this would
not necessarily be harmful, were it not for the addition of a despotic
principle which it is my present purpose to consider.-

At its highest development, representative government is that form
Which best enables a free people to govern themselves. The main
.object of a representative a sembly, therefore, should be the dis-
cussion of public business. They should legislate as if in the pres-
ence of the whole country, be ause they come under the closest
scrutiny and fullest criticism of all the representatives of the country
speaking in open and free debate. Only in such an assembly, only
in such an atmosphere of publicity, only by means of such a vast
investigating machine, can the different lections of a great country
learn each other's feelings and interests.$It is not enough that the
general course of legislation is known tA all. Unless during its
progress it is subjected to a thorough, even a tediously prolonged,
process of public sifting, to the free comment of friend and foe alike,
to the ordeal of battle among those upon whose vote its fate depends,
an act of open legislation may have its real intent and scope com-
pletely concealed by its friends and undiscovered by its enemies, and
it may be as fatally mischievous as the darkest measures of an oligar-
chy or a despot. Nothing can be more obvious than the fact that the
very life of free, popular institutions is dependent upon their breathing
the bracing air of thorough, exhaustive, and open discussions, or that
select Congressional committees, whose proceedings must from their
very nature be secret; are, as means of legislation, dangerous and
unwholesome. Parliaments are forces for freedom; for "talk is per-
suasion, persuasion is force, the one force which can sway freemen
to deeds such as those which have made England what she is," or
our English stock what it is.

Congress is a deliberative body in which there is little real delibera-
tion; a legislature which legislates with no real discussion of its busi-
ness. Our Government is practically carried on by irresponsible
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committees. Too few Americans take the trouble to inform them-
* selves as to the methods of Congressional management; and, as a

consequence, not many have perceived that almost absolute power
has fallen into the hands of men whose irresponsibility prevents the
regulation of their conduct by the people from whom they derive
their authority.) The most important, most powerful man in the
government of the United States in time of peace is the Speaker of
the House of Representatives. Instead of being merely an executive
officer, whose principal duties are those immediately connected with
the administration of the rules of order, he is a potent party chief,
the only chief of any real potency, -and must of necessity be so.
He must be the strongest and shrewdest member of his party in the
lower House; for almost all the real business of that House is trans-
acted by committees whose members are his nominees. Unless the
rules of the House be suspended by a special two-thirds vote, every
bill introduced must be referred, without debate, to the proper Stand-
ing Committee, with whom rests the privilege of embodying it. or
any part of it, in their reports, or 'of rejecting it altogether. The
House very seldom takes any direct action upon any measures intro-
duced by individual members; its votes and discussions are almost
entirely confined to committee reports and committee dictation. The
whole attitude of business depends upon forty-seven Standing.Com.
mittees. Even the discussions upon their directive reports are merely

nominal, -liberal forms, at most. Take, as an example of the work-

ings of the system, the functions and privileges of the Committee

of Ways and Means. To it is intrusted the financial policy of the

country; its chairman is, in reality, our Chancellor of the Exchequer.

With the aid of his colleagues he determines the course of legislation

upon finance; in English political phrase, he draws up the budget.

All the momentous questions connected with our finance are debated

in the private sessions of this committee, and there.only. For, when

the budget is submitted to the House for its consideration, only a very

limited time is allowed for its discussion ; and, besides the member

of the committee to whom its introduction is intrusted, no one is

permitted to speak save those to whom he through courtesy yields

the floor, and who must have made arrangements beforehand with

the Speaker to be recognized. Where, then, is there room for

thorough discussion, -for discussion of any kind? If carried, the

provisions of the budget must be put into operation by the Secretary

of the Treasury, who may be directly opposed to the principles which
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it embodies. If lost, no one save Congress itself is responsible for
the consequent embarrassment into which the nation is brought,-
and Congress as a body is not readily punishable.

It must at once be evident to every thinking man that a policy
thus regulated cannot be other than vacillating, uncertain, devoid
of plan or consistency. This is certainly a phase of representative
government peculiar to ourselves. And yet its development was
most natural and apparently necessary. It is hardly possible for a
body of several hundred men, without official or authoritative leaders,
to determine upon any line of action without interminable wrangling
and delays injurious to the interests under their care. Left to their
own resources, they would be as helpless as any other mass meeting.
Without leaders having authority to guide their deliberations and
give a definite direction to the movement of legislation; and, more-
over, with none of that sense of responsibility which constantly rests
upon those whose duty it is to work out to a successful issue the
policies which they themselves originate, yet with full power to dic-
tate policies which others must carry into execution,-a recognition
of the need of some sort of leadership, and of a division of labor,
led to the formation of these Standing Committees, to which are
intrusted the shaping of the national policy in the several depart-
ments of administration, as well as the prerogatives of the initia-
tive in legislation and leadership in debate. When theoretically
viewed, this is an ingenious and apparently harmless device, but one
which, in practice, subverts that most fundamental of all the princi-
ples of a free State,-the right of the people to a potential voice in
their own government. Great measures of legislation are discussed
and determined, not conspicuously in public session of the people's
representatives, ibut in the unapproachable privacy of committee
rooms.

But what less imperfect means of representative government can
we find without stepping beyond the bounds of a true republicanism?
Certainly none other than those which were rejected by the Con-
stitutional Convention. When the Convention of 1787, upon the
submission of the report of the Committee of Detail, came to con-
sider the respective duties and privileges of the legislative and execu-
tive departments, and the relations which these two branches of the
Government should sustain towards each other, many serious ques-
tions presented themselves for solution. One of the gravest of these
was, whether or not the interests of the public service would be fur-
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thered by allowing somne of the higher officers of 5tate to occupy seats

in the legislature. The propriety and practical advantage of such a

course were obviously suggested by a similar arrangement under the

British Constitution, to which our political fathers often and wisely

looked for useful hints. But since the spheres of the several depart-

ments were in the end defined with all the clearness, strictness, and

care possible to a written instrument, the opinion prevailed among

the members of the Convention that it would be unadvisable to estab-

lish any such connection between the Executive and Congress. They

thought, in their own fervor of patriotism and intensity of respect for

written law, that paper barriers would prove sufficient to prevent the

encroachments of any one department upon the prerogatives of any

other; that these vaguely broad laws -or principles of law -would

be capable of securing and maintaining the harmonious and mutually

helpful co-operation of the several branches; that the exhibition of

these general views of government would be adequate to the stupen-

dous task of preventing the legislature from rising to the predomi-

nance of influence, which, nevertheless, constantly lay within its

reach. But, in spite of constitutional barriers, the legislature has

become the imperial power of the State, as it must of necessity

become under every representative system; and experience of the

consequences of a complete separation of the legislative and executive

branches long since led that able and sagacious commentator upon

the Constitution, Chief-Justice Story, to remark that, At if it would not

have been safe to trust the heads of departments, as representatives,

to the choice of the people, as their constituents, it would have been

at least some gain to have allowed them seats, like territorial dele-

gates, in the House of Representatives, where they might freely

debate without a title to vote." In short, the framers of the Con-

stitution, in endeavoring to act in accordance with the principle of

Montesquieu's celebrated and unquestionably just political maxim,-

that the legislative, executive, and judicial departments of a free State

should be separate, - made their separation so complete as to amount

to isolation. To the methods of representative government which have

sprung from these provisions of the Constitution, by which the Con-

vention thought so carefully to guard and limit the powers of the

legislature, we must look for an explanation, in a large measure, of

the evils over which we now find ourselves lamenting.

What, then, is Cabinet government? What is the change pro-

posed? Simply to give to the heads of the Executive departments-
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the members of the Cabinet -seats in Congress, with the privilege
of the initiative in legislation and some part of the unbounded privi-

leges now commanded by the Standing Committees. But the advo-
cates of such a change -and they are now not a few-deceive them-
selves when they maintain that it would not necessarily involve the

principle of ministerial responsibility, - that is, the resignation of the

Cabinet upon the defeat of any important part of their plans. For,
if Cabinet officers sit in Congress as official representatives of the

Executive, this principle of responsibility must of necessity come

sooner or later to be recognized. Experience would soon demonstrate
the practical impossibility of their holding their seats, and continuing
to represent the Administration, after they had found themselves
unable to gain the consent of a majority to their policy. Their func-
tions would be peculiar. They would constitute a link between the

legislative and executive branches of the general Government, and,
as representatives of the Executive, must hold the right of the initia-

tive in legislation. Otherwise their position would be an anomalous

one, indeed. There would be little danger and evident propriety in
extending to them the first right of introducing measures relative to
the administration of the several departments; and they could possess

such a right without denying the fullest privileges to other members.
But, whether granted this initiative or not, the head of each depart-
ment would undoubtedly find it necessary to take a decided and open
stand for or against every measure bearing upon the affairs of his

department, by whomsoever introduced. No high-spirited man would

long remain in an office in the business of which he was not permitted
to pursue a policy which tallied with his own principles and con-
victions. If defeated by both Houses, he would naturally resign;
and not many years would pass before resignation upon defeat would
have become an established precedent, -and resignation upon defeat
is the essence of responsible government. In arguing, therefore, for

the admission of Cabinet officers into the legislature, we are logi-
cally brought to favor responsible Cabinet government in the United
States.

But, to give to the President the right to choose whomsoever he

pleases as his constitutional advisers, after having constituted Cabinet
officers er officio members of Congress, would be to empower him to
appoint a limited number of representatives, and would thus be plainly

at variance with republican principles. The highest order of respon-
sible government could, then, be established in the United States
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only by laying upon the President the necessity of selecting his Cab-
inet from among the number of representatives already chosen by
the people, or by the legislatures of the States.

Such a change in our legislative system would not be so radical as
it might at first appear: it would certainly be very far from revo-
lutionary. Under our present system we suffer all the inconveniences,
are hampered by all that is defective in the machinery, of responsible
government, without securing any of the many benefits which would

follow upon its complete establishment. Cabinet officers are now
appointed only with the consent of the Senate. Such powers as a

Cabinet with responsible leadership must possess are now divided
among the forty-seven Standing Committees, whose prerogatives of
irresponsible leadership savor of despotism, because exercised for the
most part within the secret precincts of a committee room, and not
under the eyes of the whole House, and thus of the whole country.
These committees, too, as has been said, rule without any of that
freedom of public debate which is essential to the liberties of the
people. Their measures are too often mere partisan measures, and
are hurried through the forms of voting by a party majority whose
interest it is that all serious opposition, all debate that might develop
obstructive antagonism, should be suppressed. Under the conditions
of Cabinet government, however, full and free debates are sure to
take place. For what are these conditions ? According as their
policy stands or falls, the ministers themselves stand or fall; to the
party which supports them each discussion involves a trial of strength
with their opponents; upon it depends the amount of their success as
a party: while to the opposition the triumph of ministerial plans
means still further exclusion from office; their overthrow, accession
to power. To each member of the assembly every debate offers an
opportunity for placing himself, by able argument, in a position to
command a place in any future Cabinet that may be formed from the
ranks of his own party; each speech goes to the building up (or
the tearing dbwn) of his political fortunes. There is, therefore, an
absolute certainty that every phase of every subject will be drawn
carefully and vigorously, will be dwelt upon with minuteness, will be
viewed from every possible standpoint. The legislative, holding
full power of final decisiop, would find itself in immediate contact
with the executive and its policy. Nor would there be room for
factious government or factious opposition. Plainly, ministers must
found their policies, an opposition must found its attacks, upon well-con-
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sidered principles; for in this open sifting of debate, when every feature
of every measure, even to the motives which prompted it, is the subject
of out-spoken discussion and keen scrutiny, no chicanery, no party
craft, no questionable principles can long hide themselves. Party
trickery, legislative jobbery, are deprived of the very air they breathe,
-the air of secrecy, of concealment The public is still surprised
whenever they find that dishonest legislation has been allowed to
pass unchallenged. Why surprised? As things are, measures are
determined in the interests of corporations, and .the suffering people
know almost nothing of them until their evil tendencies crop out in
actual execution. Under lobby pressure fromi interested parties, they
have been cunningly concocted in the closet sessions of partisan
committees, and, by the all-powerful aid of party machinery, have been
hurried through the stages of legislation without debate; so that even
Press correspondents are often as ignorant of the real nature of such
special measures as the outside public. Any searching debate of such
questions would at once have brought the public eye upon them, and
how could they then have stood? Lifting the lid of concealment
must have been the discovery to all concerned of their unsavory
character. Light would have killed them.

We are thus again brought into the presence of the cardinal fact of
this discussion, -that debate is the essential function of a popular
representative body. In the severe, distinct, and sharp enunciation of
underlying principles, the unsparing examination and telling criticism
of opposite positions, the careful, painstaking unravelling of all the
issues involved, which are incident to the free discussion of questions
of public policy, we see the best, the only effective, means of educating
public opinion. Can any one suppose for one moment that, in the
late heated and confused discussions of the Bland silver bill, the
Western papers would have had any color of justification in claiming
that the Resumption Act of 1875 was passed secretly and without
the knowledge of the people, if we had then had responsible govern-
ment? Although this all-important matter was before the country
for more than a year; was considered by two Congresses, recom-
mended by more than one Congressional committee; was printed and
circulated for the perusal of the people; was much spoken of, though
little understood by the Press at the time, -the general mass of our
population knew little or nothing about it, for it elicited almost no
statesmanlike comment upon the floor of Congress, was exposed to
none of the analysis of earnest debate. What, however, would have

19-549 0-83-20
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been its history under a well-ordered Cabinet government? It would
have been introduced - if introduced at all - to the House by the
Secretary of the Treasury as a part of the financial policy of the
Administration, supported by the authority and sanction of the entire
Cabinet. At once it would have been critically scanned by the lead-
ers of the opposition; at each reading of the bill, and especially in
Committee of the Whole, its weak points would have been mercilessly
assailed, and its strong features urged in defence; attacks upon its
principle by the opposition would have been met by an unequivocal
avowal of "soft money" principles from the majority; and, defended
by men anxious to win honors in support of the ministry, it would have
been dissected by all those who were at issue with the financial doc-
trines of the majority, discussed and re-discussed until all its essential,
all its accidental features, and all its remotest tendencies, had been
dinned into the public ear, so that no man in the nation could have pre-
tended ignorance of its meaning and object. The educational influ-
ence of such discussions is two-fold, and operates in two directions,-
upon the members of the legislature themselves, and upon the people
whom they represent. Thus do the merits of the two systems-Com-
mittee government and government by a responsible Cabinet -binge

upon this matter of a full and free discussion of all subjects of leg-
islation; upon the principle stated by Mr. Bagehot, that "free gov-
ernment is self-government, -a government of the people by the
people." It is perhaps safe to say, that the Government which se-
cures the most thorough discussions of public interests, -whose ad-
ministration most nearly conforms to the opinions of the governed, -
is the freest and the best. And certainly, when judged by this prin-
ciple, government by irresponsible Standing Committees can bear no
comparison with government by means of a responsible ministry;
for, as we have seen,-and as others besides Senator Hoar have
shown, - its essential feature is a vicious suppression of debate.

Only a single glance is necessary to discover how utterly Committee
government must fail to give effect to public opinion. In the first
place, the exclusion of debate prevents the intelligent formation of
opinion on the part of the nation at large; in the second place, public
opinion, when once formed, finds it impossible to exercise any imme-
diate control over the action of its representatives. There is no one
in Congress to speak for the nation. Congress is a conglomeration
of inharmonious elements; a collection of men representing each his
neighborhood, each his local interest; an alarmingly large proportion of
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its legislation is " special; " all of it is at best only a limping compromise
between the conflicting interests of the innumerable localities repre-
sented. There is no guiding or harmonizing power. Are the people
in favor of a particular policy, - what means have they of forcing it
upon the sovereign legislature at Washington ? None but the most
imperfect. If they return representatives who favor it (and this is
the most they can do), these representatives being under no directing
power will find a mutual agreement impracticable among so many,
and will finally settle upon some policy which satisfies nobody, re-
moves no difficulty, and makes little definite or valuable provision
for the future. They must, indeed, be content with whatever measure
the appropriate committee chances to introduce. Responsible minis-
tries, on the other hand, form the policy of their parties; the strength
of their party is at their command; the course of legislation turns

,upon the acceptance or rejection by the Houses of definite and con-
sistent plans upon which they determine. In forming its judgment
of their policy, the nation knows whereof it is judging; and, with
biennial Congresses, it may soon decide whether any given policy
shall stand or fall. The question would then no longer be, What
representatives shall we choose to represent our chances in this
haphazard game of legislation ? but, What plans of national admin-
istration shall we sanction? Would not party programmes mean
something then? Eould they be constructed only to deceive and
bewilder ?

But, above and beyond all this, a responsible Cabinet constitutes
a link between the executive and legislative departments of the Gov-
ernment which experience declares in the clearest tones to be abso-
lutely necessary in a well-regulated, well-proportioned body politic.
None can so well judge of the perfections or imperfections of a law
as those who have to administer it. Look, for example, at the im-
portant matter of taxation. The only legitimate object of taxation
is the support of Government; and who can so wvell determine the
requisite revenue as those who conduct the Government? Who can
so well choose feasible means of taxation, available sources of revenue,
as those who have to meet the practical difficulties of tax-collection ?
And what surer guarantee against exorbitant estimates and unwise
taxation, than the necessity of full explanation and defence before the
whole House? The same principles, of course, apply to all legislation
upon matters connected with any of the Executive departments.

Thus, then, not only can Cabinet ministers meet the needs of their
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departments more adequately and understandingly, and conduct their

administration better than can irresponsible committees, but they are
also less liable to misuse their powers. Responsible ministers must

secure from the House and Senate an intelligent, thorough, and

practical treatment of their affairs; must vindicate their principles
in open battle on the floor of Congress. The public is thus enabled
to exercise a direct scrutiny over the workings of the Executive
departments, to keep all their operations under a constant stream of

daylight. Ministers could do nothing under the shadow of darkness;
committees do all in the dark. It can easily be seen how constantly
ministers would be plied with questions about the conduct of public
affairs, and how necessary it would be for them to satisfy their ques-

tioners if they did not wish to fall under suspicion, distrust, and
obloquy.

But, while the people would thus be able to defend themselves
through their representatives against malfeasance or inefficiency in
the management of their business, the heads of the departments
would also have every opportunity to defend their administration of

the people's affairs against unjust censure or crippling legislation.
Corruption in office would court concealment in vain; vicious trifling

with the administration of public business by irresponsible persons
would meet with a steady and effective check. The ground would

be clear for a manly and candid defence of ministerial methods; wild

schemes of legislation would meet with a cold repulse from ministerial
authority. The salutary effect of such a change would most con-
spicuously appear in the increased effectiveness of our now crumbling

civil, military, and naval services; for we should no longer be cursed
with tardy, insufficient, and misapplied appropriations. The ministers

of War, of the Navy, of the Interior, would be able to submit their
estimates in person, and to procure speedy and regular appropriations;
and half the abuses at present connected with appropriative legisla-
tion would necessarily disappear with the present committee system.
Appropriations now, though often inadequate, are much oftener waste-

ful and fraudulent. Under responsible government, every appro-
priation asked by an Executive chief, as well as the reasons by which
he backed his request, would be subjected to the same merciless
sifting processes of debate as would characterize the consideration
of other questions. Always having their responsible agents thus

before them, the people would at once know how much they were

spending, and for what it was spent.
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When we come to speak of the probable influence of responsible
Cabinet government upon the development of statesmanship and the
renewal of the now perishing growth of statesmanlike qualities, we
come upon a vital interest of the whole question. Will it bring with
it worthy successors of Hamilton .and Webster? Will it replace a
leadership of trickery and cunning device by one of ability and moral
strength ? If it will not, why advocate it? If it will, how gladly and
eagerly and imperatively ought we to demand it! The most despotic
of Governments under the control of wise statesmen is preferable to
the freest ruled by demagogues. Now, there are few more common,
and perhaps few more reasonable, beliefs than that, at all times,
among the millions of population who constitute the body of this
great nation, there is here and there to be found a man with all the
genius, all the deep and strong patriotism, all the moral vigor, and all
the ripeness of knowledge and variety of acquisition which gave
power and lasting fame to the greater statesmen of our past history.
We bewail and even wonder at the fact that these men do not find
their way into public life, to claim power and leadership in the service
of their country. We naturally ascribe their absence to the repug-
nance which superior minds must feel for the intrigues, the glaring
publicity, and the air of unscrupulousness and even dishonesty which
are the characteristics, or at least the environments, of political life.
In our disappointment and vexation that they do not, even at the
most distressing sacrifice of their personal convenience and peace,
devote themselves to the study and practice of state-craft, we turn
for comfort to re-read history's lesson, -that many countries find their
greatest statesmen in times of extraordinary crisis or rapid transition
and progress; the intervals of slow growth and uninteresting every-
day administration of the government being noted only for the eleva-
tion of mediocrity, or at most of shrewd cunning, to high admin-
istrative places. We take cold consolation from the hope that times
of peril - which sometimes seem close enough at hand - will not
find us without strong leaders worthy of the most implicit confidence.
Thus we are enabled to arrive at the comfortable and fear-quieting
conclusion that it is from no fault of ours, certainly from no defects
in our forms of government, that we are ruled by scheming, incom-
petent, political tradesmen, whose aims and ambitions are merely
personal, instead of by broad-minded, masterful statesmen, whose
sympathies and purposes are patriotic and national.

To supply the conditions of statesmanship is, we conclude, beyond
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our power; .for the causes of its decline and the means necessary to its
development are beyond our ken. Let us take a new departure. Let us,
drawing light from every source within the range of our knowledge,
make a little independent analysis of the conditions of statesmanship,
with a view to ascertaining whether or not it is in reality true that
we cannot contribute to its development, or even perchance give it a
perennial growth among us. We learn from a critical survey of the
past, that, so far as political affairs are concerned, great critical epochs
are the man-making epochs of history, that revolutionary influences
are man-making influences. And why? If this be the law, it must
have some adequate reason underlying it; and we seem to find the
reason a very plain and conspicuous one. Crises give birth and a
new growth to statesmanship because they are peculiarly periods of
action, in which talents find the widest and the freest scope. They
are periods not only of action, but also of uhusual opportunity for
gaining leadership and a controlling and guiding influence. It is
opportunity for transcendent influence, therefore, which calls into
active public life a nation's greater minds, -minds which might
otherwise remain absorbed in the smaller affairs of private life. And
we thus come upon the principle, -a principle which will appear the
more incontrovertible the more it is looked into and tested, - that
governmental forms will call to the work of administration able minds
and strong hearts constantly or infrequently, according as they do or
do not afford them at all times an opportunity of gaining and retain-
ing a commanding authority and an undisputed leadership in the
nation's councils. Now it certainly needs no argument to prove that
government by supreme committees, whose members are appointed
at the caprice of an irresponsible party chief, by seniority, because of
reputation gained in entirely different fields, or because of partisan
shrewdness, is not favorable to a full and strong development of
statesmanship. Certain it is that statesmanship has been steadily
dying out in the United States since that stupendous crisis during
which its government felt the first throbs of life. In the govern-
ment of the United States there is no place found for the leadership
of men of real ability. Why, then, complain that we have no leaders?
The President can seldom make himself recognized as a leader; he is
merely the executor of the sovereign legislative will; his Cabinet
officers are little more than chief clerks, or superintendents, in the
Executive departments, who. advise the President as to matters in
most of which he has no power of action independently of the con-
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currence of the Senate. The most ambitious representative can rise
no higher than the chairmanship of the Committee of Ways and.
Means, or the Speakership of the House. The cardinal feature of
Cabinet government, on the other hand, is responsible leadership,-
the leadership and authority of a small body of men who have won
the foremost places in their party by a display of administrative
talents, by evidence of high ability upon the floor of Congress in the
stormy play of debate. None but the ablest can become leaders and
masters in this keen tournament in which arguments are the weapons,
and the people the judges. Clearly defined, definitely directed poli-
cies arouse bold and concerted opposition; and leaders of oppositions
become in time leaders of Cabinets. Such a recognized leadership
it is that is necessary to the development of statesmanship under
popular, republican institutions; for only. such leadership can make
politics seem worthy of cultivation to men of high mind and aim.

And if party success in Congress-the ruling body of the nation -
depends upon power in debate, skill and prescience in policy, success-
ful defence of or attacks upon ruling.ministries, how ill can contend-
ing parties spare their men of ability from Congress! To keep men
of the strongest mental and moral fibre in Congress would become a
party necessity. Party triumph would then be a matter of might in
debate, not of supremacy in subterfuge. The two great national
parties -and upon the existence of two great parties, with clashings
and mutual jealousies and watchings, depends the health of free
political institutions -are dying for want of unifying and vitalizing
principles. Without leaders, they are also without policies, without
aims. With leaders there must be followers, there must be parties.
And with leaders whose leadership was earned in an open war of
principle against principle, by the triumph of one opinion over all
opposing opinions, parties must from the necessities of the case have
definite policies. Platforms, then, must mean something. Broken
promises will then end in broken power. A Cabinet without a policy
that is finding effect in progressive legislation is, in a country of fre-
quent elections, inviting its own defeat. Or is there, on the other
hand, a determined, aggressive opposition ? Then the ministry have
a right to ask them what they would do under similar circumstances,
were the reins of government to fall to them. And if the opposition
are then silent, they cannot reasonably expect the country to intrust
the government to them. Witness the situation of the Liberal party in
England during the late serious crisis in Eastern affairs. Not daring
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to propose any policy, -having indeed, because of the disintegration
of the party, no policy to propose, - their numerical weakness became
a moral weakness, and the nation's ear was turned away from them.
Eight words contain the sum of the present degradation of our politi-
cal parties: No leaders, noprinciples; no principles, no parties. Con-
gressional leadership is divided infinitesimally; and with divided

leadership there can be no great party units. Drill in debate, by
giving scope to talents, invites talents; raises up a race of men habit-

uated to the methods of public business, skilled parliamentary chiefs.

And, more than this, it creates a much-to-be-desired class who early

make attendance upon public affairs the business of their lives, devot-

ing to the service of their country all their better years. Surely the

management of a nation's business will, in a well-ordered society, be

as properly a matter of life-long training as the conduct of private

affairs.

These are but meagre and insufficient outlines of some of the

results which would follow upon the establishment of responsible

Cabinet government in the United States. Its establishment has not
wanted more or less outspoken advocacy from others; nor, of course,

have there been lacking those who are ready to urge real or imagi-
nary objections against it, and proclaim it an exotic unfit to thrive in
American soil. It has certainly, in common with all other political

systems, grave difficulties and real evils connected with it. Difficul-

ties and evils are inseparable from every human scheme of govern-

ment; and, in making their choice, a people can do no more than

adopt that form which affords the largest measure of real liberty,

whose machinery is least imperfect, and which is most susceptible to

the control of their sovereign will.
Few, however, have discovered the real defects of such a responsible

government as that which I now advocate. It is said, for instance,
that it would render the President a mere figure-head, with none of

that stability of official tenure, or that traditional dignity, which are
necessary to such figure-heads. Would the President's power be

curtailed, then, if his Cabinet ministers simply took the place of the

Standing Committees? Would it not rather be enlarged? He

would then be in fact, and not merely in name, the head of the Gov-

ernment. Without the consent of the Senate, he now exercises no

sovereign functions that would be taken from him by a responsible
Cabinet.
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The apparently necessary existence of a partisan Executive presents
itself to many as a fatal objection to the establishment of the forts
of responsible Cabinet government in this country. The President
must continue to represent a political party, and must continue to be
anxious to surround himself with Cabinet officers who shall always
substantially agree with him on all political questions. It must be
admitted that the introduction of the principle of ministerial responsi-
bility might, on this account, become at times productive of mischief,
unless the tenure of the presidential office were made more permanent
than it now is. Whether or not the presidential term should, under
such a change of conditions, be lengthened would be one of several
practical questions which would attend the adoption of a system of
this sort. But it must be remembered that such a state of things as
now exists, when we find the Executive to be of one party and the ma-
jority in Congress to be of the opposite party, is the exception, by no
means the rule. Moreover we must constantly keep before our minds
the fact that the choice now lies between this responsible Cabinet gov-
ernment and the rule of irresponsible committees which actually exists.
It is not hard to believe that most presidents would find no greater
inconvenience, experience no greater unpleasantness, in being at the
head of a Cabinet composed of political opponents than in presiding,
as they must now occasionally do, over a Cabinet of political friends
who are compelled to act in all matters of importance according to
the dictation of Standing Committees which are ruled by the opposite
party. In the former case, the President may, by the exercise of what-
ever personal influence he possesses, affect the action of the Cabinet,
and, through them, the action of the Houses; in the latter he is abso-
lutely helpless. Even now it might prove practically impossible for a
President to gain from a hostile majority in the Senate a confirmation
of his appointment of a strongly partisan Cabinet drawn from his own
party. The President must now, moreover, acting through his Cabi-
net, simply do the bidding of the committees in directing the business
of the departments. With a responsible Cabinet -even though that
Cabinet.were of the opposite party -he might, if a man of ability,
exercise great power over the conduct of public affairs; if not a man
of ability, but a mere partisan, he would in any case be impotent.
From these considerations it would appear that government by Cabinet
ministers who represent the majority in Congress is no more incom-
patible with a partisan Executive than is government by committees
representing such a majority. Indeed, a partisan President might
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well prefer legislation through a hostile body at whose deliberations
he might himself be present, and whose course he might influence, to
legislation through hostile committees over whom he could have no
manner of control, direct or indirect. And such conditions would be
exceptional.

But the encroachment of the legislative upon the executive is
deemed the capital evil of our Government in its later phases; and it
is asked, Would not the power of Congress be still more dangerously
enlarged, and these encroachments made easier and surer, by thus
making its relations with the Executive closer? By no means. The
several parts of a perfect mechanism must actually interlace and be
in strong union in order mutually to support and .check each other.
Here again permanent, dictating committees are the only alternative.
On the one hand, we have committees directing policies for whose
miscarriage they are not responsible; on the other, we have a ministry
asking for legislation for whose results they are responsible. In both
cases there is full power and authority on the part of the legislature
to determine all the main lines of administration: there is no more
real control of Executive acts in the one case than in the other; but
there is an all-important difference in the character of the agents
employed. When carrying out measures thrust upon them by com-
mittees, administrative officers can throw off all sense of responsi-
bility; and the committees are safe from punishment, safe even from
censure, whatever the issue. But in administering laws which have
passed under the influence of their own open advocacy, ministers
must shoulder the responsibilities and face the consequences. We
should not, then, be giving Congress powers or opportunities of
encroachment which it does not now possess, but should, on the con-
trary, be holding its powers in constant and effective check by putting
over it responsible leaders. A complete separation of the executive
and legislative is not in accord with the true spirit of those essen-
tially English institutions of which our Government is a characteristic
offshoot The Executive is in constant need of legislative co-opera-
tion; the legislative must be aided by an Executive who is in a
position intelligently and vigorously to execute its acts. There must
needs be, therefore, as a binding link between them, some body which
has no power to coerce the one and is interested in maintaining the
independent effectiveness of the other. Such a link is the responsible
Cabinet.

Again, it is objected that we should be cursed with that instability
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of government which results from a rapid succession of ministries, a
frequent shifting of power from the hands of one party to the hands of
another. This is not necessarily more likely to occur under the sys-
tem of responsibility than now. We should be less exposed to such
fluctuations of power than is the English government. The elective
system which regulates the choice of United States Senators prevents
more than one third of the seats becoming vacant at once, and this
third only once every two years. The political complexion of the
Senate can be changed only by a succession of elections.

But against such a responsible system the alarm-bell of centraliza-
tion is again sounded, and all those who dread seeing too much
authority, too complete control, placed within the reach of the central
Government sternly set their faces against any such change. They
deceive themselves. There could be no more despotic authority
wielded under the forms of free government than our national Con-
gress now exercises. It is a despotism which uses its power with
all the caprice, all the scorn for settled policy, all the wild unrestraint
which mark the methods of other tyrants as hateful to freedom.

Few of us are ready to suggest a remedy for the evils all deplore.
We hope that our system is self-adjusting, and will not need our
corrective interference. This is a vain hope ! It is no small part of
wisdom to know how long an evil ought to be tolerated, to see when
the time has come for the people, from whom springs all authority,
to speak its doom or prescribe its remedy. If that time be allowed
to slip unrecognized, our dangers may overwhelm us, our political
maladies may prove incurable.

THOMAS W. WILSON.
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from Can Representative Government Do the Job,
by Thomas K. Finletter

CHAPTER II

THE MEANS MUST BE STRENGTHENED

fHE Constitution has shown considerable flexibility in
|adapting itself to changing conditions. The original

plan for a weak central government has yielded often when
strong policies-were needed. In the nineteenth century we
developed enough power to consolidate the nation, buy
Louisiana, acquire Florida, win the Mexican War, push
the frontier to the Pacific, and defend the Union in the
Civil War. In this century we were strong enough to
build the Panama Canal, to create the New Freedom and
to fight a world war under Woodrow Wilson, and shortly
thereafter to make the reforms of the New Deal and to
fight a second world war under Franklin Roosevelt. It
seems on first impression that whenever we need a military
or expansionist effort or a period of reform, a Jefferson,
Jackson, Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Wilson or Frank-
lin Roosevelt appears to head the government in a rush of,
centralized power.

But if we look at the record we find that the flow of
power in peacetime is extremely irregular. The usual pat-
tern has been long periods of negative government inter-
larded with short periods of strong action. Wartime is an
exception, for then all the authority which is required to
prosecute the war is turned over to the Executive. But in
times of peace the normal condition has been the negative
one which the authors of the Constitution intended. The
periods of strong leadership in peacetime have been the

7
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exception. They hrave been more frequent in the twentieth
century than before, but even so they have taken up only
about half the time. The present day pattern of the Ameri-
can government in time of peace is an alternating system
of strong and weak administrations which makes for very
irregular governing.

This irregular flow of power endangers representative
government in the United States. No government can
survive unless it is able to get the results which the people
want. And the alternating system is not capable of produc-
ing the steady flow of power which our national policies
must have.

*

There is nothing in our past record in foreign relations
which gives us any reason to think that our government is
ready in its present form to carry out the very difficult
foreign policy which we have adopted. There is an im-
mense gap between what we have shown we can do in
foreign affairs and what we have said we are going to do.
We have never before had a foreign policy which in peace-
time needed the strong, consistent, and imaginative leader-
ship which this attempt to enforce peace will, demand. The
experience of the past gives strong evidence that our
means of governing in their present form are not up to
the task.

In domestic affairs the record of the past is no more
encouraging. The problem of maintaining full employ-
ment within a system which keeps the individual liberties
is troubling everyone who feels deeply about our political
freedoms and our way of self-rule. All that the comparable
past offers us is the record of the violent fluctuations of
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the economic cycle between the two wars with its depres-
sions, unemployment, and breadlines.

Experience teaches us that unless we make radical im-
provements in the procedures of the federal government,
we will face the times after the war with a governing ma-
chinery which will be unable to carry out the vast com-
mitments in foreign and domestic policy on which our
hopes for a decent future are based.

The ends to which we have committed ourselves and
our means of governing are out of balance.

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The reason for this is that the American system is so
constituted that it produces a conflict between the Execu-
tive and Congress every time the Executive tries to be
positive and strong. You cannot have a government ca-
pable of handling the most difficult problems that peace-
time democracy has ever faced with the two main parts of
it at each other's throats.

The cause of this conflict between Congress and the
Executive is not human; it is institutional. The American
people are as politically mature as any. Some nations can-
not govern themselves under a regime of individual liberty,
no matter what form of government is written into their
basic laws. But the people of this country have the flair,
the educational standards, and the traditions to make rep-
resentative self-rule a success even under present condi-
tions. The trouble is that we are working under-that is,
within the limits of--a structure which makes the task of
governing unnecessarily difficult. By failing to bring our
techniques up to the needs of the present, we are giving
a considerable and perhaps an unbeatable handicap to the
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powerful forces in the world which are everywhere trying
to break down self-rule and individual liberty.

To understand the cause of this conflict between the
Executive and Congress we must know what the authors
of the Constitution tried to accomplish at Philadelphia.
For what they did then still controls us in large measure
today.

Political freedom was their first concern. The State was
to be negative. The individual was to be subject to the
control of government only to the minimum necessary to
keep internal order and to protect the country from at-
tack. It was a revolutionary time here and in France, when
liberty and the dignity of the individual were flaming
ideals. Tyranny, either from legislatures or executives, was
a bugbear to the men of the Constitutional Convention of
1787. They had just finished a war to be rid of executive
abuse in the persons of the English king and the colonial
governors. And during that war the Continental Congress
and the legislatures of the new states had so mishandled
their newly won independence of executives that they
were in a disrepute equal to that of the king and the gov-
ernors. The Philadelphia Convention wanted a govern-
ment with very little power over the individual.

Being, extremely able men, they accomplished what
they set out to do. They arranged the executive and legis-
lative branches in separate compartments, each checking
and balancing the other so that neither could oppress
the citizens. They made the relation between the two
branches such that antagonism and counteraction would
necessarily come if either of them ventured on an aggres-
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sive policy. They made it necessary for Congress, in. its

own self-interest, to hold down the Executive if it started

to show too much activity; and vice versa. They did this
so ingeniously that their scheme is still effective today.

Every attempt at strong leadership even now runs squarely
against this fundamental purpose of the Constitution.

*

Now of course the system set up in I787 did not stay in
exactly its original form. The amending clause of the Con-

stitution-dangerously rigid though it is-accounted for
changes such as the direct election of senators and wom-
an's suffrage. But these amendments did not touch the

fundamentals of the structure. The important growth of

the Constitution was customary.
The great customary changes were the growth of

parties and the creation of the popular-leader presidency
-both, it will be noted, having the effect of putting more

power in the government and thus of getting away from
the fundamental purpose of the Constitution.

There was reason for this evolution toward greater
power in the government. The political demands and eco-
nomic needs of the people of the United States in 1787

could be handled with a minimum of interference by the
State. But as the nineteenth century wore on, conditions
here and all over the world changed so that more and
more the citizens had to call in government to help them
with their problems. The great increase of population
which followed the Industrial Revolution, both in Europe
and the United States, and rising levels of education and
therefore increased social standards, created new problems
which laissez faire in economics and the rule of law in
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politics were not able to handle. In the twentieth century
two world wars came along to give the final impetus. The
tendency has been steadily toward greater reliance on the
State. This in turn has of course 'called for stronger and
more effective government.

This growth of the power of the State put a difficult
problem to all nations, but especially to the politically
mature countries who were determined to live under a
regime of rule by the people and under principles of in-
dividual liberty. How could they make their governments
strong enough to do the new positive work which was
required of them and at the same time not give up their
personal freedoms? Could they make the State powerful
and still keep the great political liberties of the French and
American revolutions? Or would the greater activity of
the State necessarily mean the loss of the rights of the
individual?

The less politically mature nations gave up the attempt
at reconciling strong government with freedom. The
problem was too much for them. They let the rights of
the individual go, and glorified the State. Fuehrers, Duces,
men on horseback or in bullet-proof automobiles but al-
ways in uniform, marching youths, racism, and the leader
principle obliterated and dispersed what they called the
decadent ideas of the Revolutions. Legislatures were ana-
thema. The first act of the authoritarians when they came
to power was to destroy their legislatures and the multiple
party systems. It was direct democracy, circuses and
bread, that is to say no democracy at all.

Others, the politically mature nations, adapted their
democratic ways to the new conditions. The parliamen-
tarians, the British, the Scandinavians, Dutch and Bel-

19-549 0-83-21
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gians, revolutionized their early-nineteenth-century gov-
ernments. They put power into them. The device
they used was, briefly, to have the Legislature take over
the Cabinet-that is, the heads of the executive depart-
ments-from the kings, to make the Cabinet an offshoot
of the Legislature by having the members of the former
chosen from the latter, and to give the necessary power, to
the Cabinet to run the government as long as it was in
office. They created techniques, such as the right of the
Cabinet to dissolve the Legislature, to strengthen the
power of the Cabinet. But simultaneously they set up
counter-techniques, such as the right of the Legislature to
dismiss the Cabinet from office. This kept the final author-
ity of government in the Legislature and made it possible
for it to permit the Cabinet to exercise a kind of dictatorial
power as long as it did so to the general satisfaction of the
Legislature and the people. The significant difference be-
tween the authoritarians and the parliamentarians is that
in the course of making their governments strong the
parliamentarians did not weaken their Legislatures. They
gave power to their Executives, but they recognized fully
the fundamental fact that only with a strong and inde-
pendent representative legislature can freedom survive in
the large modem state.

Let me emphasize this point. The difference between an
authoritarian and a democratic state centers on the posi-
tion of the representative body. If the Legislature is free
and strong, authoritarian rule cannot exist. Without it,
there can be no democratic government. Subject only to
the sovereign people, the Legislature must have the ulti-
mate power in a democracy.

.~~~~
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There was no doubt about the United States' having the
political maturity not to go the way of the authoritarians.
Moreover, we had the Atlantic and Pacific oceans to give
us a relative security which made our work easier. Under
the pressure of events we worked out a modification of
our original structure of government which increased its
power and therefore its ability to handle the greater de-
mands which were being put on it.

The. keystone of our constitutional evolution-the
popular-leader presidency-was an accident. The Con-
stitution had intended that the Electoral College would be
a body of elder statesmen who, would use their inde-
pendent judgment to choose the man best qualified to be
the Chief Executive. The Electoral College lasted in its
original form for just three elections and then broke
down. Parties grew up between 1788 and i8oo, and from
the first election of Jefferson on, the Electoral College
became a mere registering machine which used no inde-
pendent judgment. By the i82o's a second change com-
pleted the transition. The laws of the states were modified
in the interval between 1788 and i828 so that the people,
and no longer the state legislatures, chose the electors.
From that point on the President was chosen by direct
popular vote, quite contrary to what the authors of the
Constitution had intended.

The forces that were demanding stronger government
seized on this unofficial amendment of the Constitution.
Here was a way in which the checks and balances and the
plan for negative rule could be changed. The popular elec-
tion of the President made it possible for him to be the
agent through whom strong government could be devel-
oped. The President was the head of the Executive, and
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positive policy can come only from the executive branch.

The popular election gave the President the great author-

ity that came from a mandate issuing directly from the

source of all power. The President was elected by the

whole people; congressmen and senators by local constit-

uencies. The President came more and more to be recog-

nized as the main representative of the people as a whole.

He was the head of his party and thus controlled this new

and powerful factor of government. Patronage was at his

disposal, especially in the early part of his administration.

He could and did appeal directly to the people over the

heads of Congress when the Legislature was inert, or did

not act to his liking. The kings had become powerless

because they got their power from the inferior source of

heredity; the presidents of other republics who were

elected by the legislatures were nonentities; but the popu-

lar election gave the President of the United States the

opportunity, if he chose to take it, to be one of the most

powerful executive leaders of the world.
Popular-leader presidents who led Congress with the

aid of their party and made great policies by purely execu-

tive acts without consulting Congress accordingly ap-

peared whenever the demand of events became insistent.

In the beginnings of the Republic when John Marshall

was laying down the great constitutional rules which con-

solidated the power of the federal government against the

parochial force of local thinking, when war with England

threatened the new government, and South Carolina sec-

tionalism was raising an issue which finally proved to be

insoluble, popular-leader presidents came to office to reject

the checks and balances and to give strong rule to the

growing country. Jefferson and Jackson showed the ex-
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ample to their twentieth-century successors. After them,
when the issue of secession could no longer be avoided
and the Union was threatened, events called out the great-
est of the popular leaders. The Union safe, we relapsed
into the orthodox type of presidency-either unassertive
men or strong executives like Cleveland who held them-
selves in check because of their philosophical belief in the
separation of powers. But the twentieth century would
not put up with this negative kind of government. Two
world wars, closing frontiers and increasingly difficult
domestic problems demanded more positive rule. They
got it. Nearly half the peacetime and all the wartime years
of the present century have seen strong popular leaders in
the White House.

Now this sounds like a perfect kind of government.
Power when you need it, government minding its business
when things are going well. Unfortunately that is not the
way it works. For it is not the cessation of need which
produces the reaction from strong rule to inactive gov-
ernment. It is another fundamental force which has no
relation to the interests of the country. It is the basic
conflict between the popular-leader solution and the his-
torical purpose of the Constitution-a conflict which in
turn. creates the need of Congress to defeat the President
in order to survive as an institution of the United States
government. These resurgences of Congress do not take
place only when the government has nothing to do. On
the contrary they often take place when the need for
positive and effective action is at its highest.

The pattern of government in this country is an alterna-
tion of power both between administrations and within
administrations which is dictated not by the needs of the
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country but by the time cycle of the executive-legislative
relationship. A strong presidency is usually followed by
an orthodox administration in which the balance of
powers is respected and a generally negative government
results. Within each popular-leader administration the
pattern is similar. At first the honeymoon period, when
the need for action, the undistributed patronage, the force
of novelty, and the enthusiasm which strong leadership
always arouses, combine to create a period of great execu-
tive power when Congress is temporarily overwhelmed.
The reaction soon comes. The patronage is disbursed, the
novelty wears off, and the dead hand of the Constitutional
Convention of 1787 makes itself felt. Congress reasserts
itself, and strikes back violently to prove its place in the
American system. The barometer of presidential power
drops to a low level and stays there until a new popular
leader comes to office to use a new honeymoon period for
the hasty making of great policies.

This conflict between the Executive and Congress is
the most significant fact about the American government
today. Unless something is done to cure it, it may prove
to be a tragic fact. The difficulty is that the conflict is
fundamentally imbedded in our-system. The power of the
popular leader is snatched from institutions which were
intended to deny power. The President can put over his
policies only by subordinating Congress. It is not like the
parliamentary system where the Legislature, secure in its
ultimate right to dismiss the Executive from office, can
safely allow the Cabinet to run the country and even to
dominate the Legislature itself. Congress cannot dismiss
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the Piesident. It therefore cannot allow him to dominate it
for long. For if, under the pressure of events and the need
for strong government, we had a steady procession of
popular-leader presidents exercising the kind of power
that Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt had in the beginnings
of their administrations, Congress would become a rubber
stamp, and if it remained so for long, representative gov-
ernment and liberty would fall with it.

The alternating system is simply not good enough for
the needs of the American State in the post-war period.
Our new policies cannot be carried out by any such irreg-
ular apparatus. We cannot play with international peace
and unemployment for a year or so and then drop them
while we use up all our energy in a quarrel between the
Executive and Congress. Aggressor countries will not take
time out in their plans to break the peace while we play
with the checks and balances. Unemployment will not
cure itself while our government, torn with struggle be-
tween its two main branches, muddles incompetently.

*

Clearly something must be done about this, for the con-
sequences of not doing something are unbearable. If we
fail to reorganize our government so that it will be strong
enough to carry out the policies the American people
want. we will be faced with the choice between two very
disagreeable alternatives. Either we will give up our new
policies because our representative system is incapable of
handling them, or we will turn to some other kind of gov-
ernment-which may not have the weaknesses or the
liberties of the representative form-which will do what
thIe people demand.
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I do not think that the American people will be willing
to see their new great foreign and domestic policies de-
feated by a system of conflict between the two branches
of their government. It may be that we will let our new
foreign policy go by the boards. In times of peace, foreign
policy-specifically a program of taking preventive steps
to stop future wars-is intellectual and remote. It does not
touch our immediate life or interests. The memories of
past horrors fade and it requires high intellectual convic-
tion and imagination to feel the importance of stopping
a hypothetical blood bath of the future. In the coming
struggle between inadequate government and the policy
of intervention in world affairs to stop wars, inadequate
government may well win.

But not so with our domestic policy. That will be
immediate and tangible. Unemployment is no intel-
lectual concept. The American people have recently gone
through a decade of depression and misery and they do
not intend to repeat the experience. Substantially full em-
ployment and social security are not mere campaign
catchwords. They are living demands which the Ameri-
can people intend to see achieved-or else. Any govern-
ment which does not substantially solve these problems
will be repudiated. If the people think that the trouble
comes from internal conflict between Congress and the
Executive, they will not hesitate to demand more power
and effective executive rule, even though that may mean a
weakening or-even a destruction of the authority of Con-
gress. The concept that a free legislature is the keystone of
individual liberty-profoundly true though it may be-will
not stand up against the reality that the people do not
intend to starve.
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We have long been accustomed to our political free-
doms and to the representative system which guarantees
them. This familiarity has made us careless of their values;
and unless we pay the price of eternal vigilance civil
liberties will always be in danger. It is the reality of this
threat which has led serious men to say that "if our gov-
ernment in its present form fails to meet their demands,
the people will almost certainly destroy it and set up a
totalitarian government in its stead"1 and that "if it
[Congress] fails to be constructive, there is no telling how
long an impatient people will support representative gov-
ernment in America." a

If there is to be a move from the representative 'system
in this country, it may be sudden or it may be gradual. If
we run into extremely difficult conditions in our domestic
economy and the people get the conviction that the quar-
reling between the Executive' and Congress is incurable,
they may throw over the whole attempt at self-rule with
one stroke and authorize government by executive decree.

The gradual destruction of Congress is also possible. It
could take the form of an increased use of executive orders
instead of legislation in domestic affairs and of executive
agreements instead of treaties in foreign matters, and of
other devices to by-pass Congress. The condition might
become so bad that public opinion would sanction the use
of executive orders to the exclusion of congressional
legislation. If that became the settled practice, whether all
at once or by gradual steps, it would mark the death of

"'Our Form of Government," Editors of Time, Life and Fortune, inFortme, November, 1943.
-Senator Robert M. LaFollette, Jr, "A Senator Lools at Congress,"

Atlantic Monthly, July, 1943.
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representative government and the end of the attempt of
the American people to govern themselves.

*

There is, of course, another alternative which will keep
our individual liberties and at the same time let us achieve'
the great foreign and domestic policies to which we are
committed. It is to set up new procedures within our
present structure of government which will make it
normal for the Executive and Congress to work together
instead of at cross purposes.

This is an entirely practical course. The American
system of government is as capable as any of solving the
problem which faces all democratic countries today-how
to have a powerful Executive and at the same time a strong
Legislature. Steps are already being taken in Washington
which lead in this direction. The question is whether we
will have the determination and wisdom to press these
first steps to their goal; or whether, failing to do so, we
will risk the destruction of our representative system and
our individual liberties.
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A JOINT EXECUTIVE-LEGISLATIVE
CABINET

THE idea of a joint executive-legislative cabinet goes
Tmuch further than the Kefauver plan. The appearance

of cabinet members on the floor of the House and Senate
OIt also provided for executive origination of the budget and the right

of the executive to veto individual items in appropriation bills.
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as Mr. Kefauver has suggested would mean that Congress
would know what the Executive was doing. But a joint
cabinet of the two branches would have Congress actually
collaborate with the Executive in the making of policy. It
would be a common meeting ground where all phases of
national policy would be worked out by agreement.

A joint cabinet of this kind is not just a remote possibil-
ity. Proposals for it are coming from many sides, in and
out of Congress. Something like a joint cabinet is now
working most effectively in the form of the combined
groups of the State Department and the congressional For-
eign Relations and Foreign Affairs Committees which I
have mentioned. It would not be a great step from these
joint bodies which Mr. Hull has set up to a group which
would cover the whole field of policy, domestic as well as
foreign.
(VA joint executive-legislative cabinet is in the direct line
of evolution of our government. Practically all the many
current proposals for simplification and reform of Con-
gress and the executive branch call for the concentration
of power in a small group or cabinet in Congress and a like
concentration of authority on the executive side. If this
were done, the next step to a combined executive-legisla-
tive cabinet would be almost inevitable. Clearly the pur-
pose of making Congress and the Executive more effective
working units is not to strengthen them to make war on
each other. No seriously thought-out plan to improve the
United States government can fail to arrive at the conclu-
sion that the essential reform to which all others are sub-
sidiary is to invent some technique which will bring the
two branches together to work in harmony..

*
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The centrilization of power in the Executive is already
well advanced. The executive cabinet exists, and all that is
necessary, once the wartime agencies disappear, is further
to concentrate power in a small number of departments,
each headed as now by a secretary.'

Congress, however, is in a state of decentralization and
confusion-a fact which is becoming increasingly apparent
to the American people. There is accordingly a great deal
of criticism not only of individual members but also of
Congress as an institution. Much of this criticism is de-
structive and some of it dangerous. Attacks which have
the effect of creating public contempt for Congress play
into the hands of the wrong forces. And unfortunately the
battles between Congress and the President-the Supreme
Court Bill was an exception-have the effect of making
Congress look like a negative and querulous body which
blocks irresponsibly the efforts of a president to carry out
policies for the national good. This in turn drives a presi-
dent to make direct appeals to the people against Congress,
and that does no good to the standing of the Legislature
before the people.

It is not only the conflict with the Executive which
weakens the respect of the people for Congress. The lack
of organization presents a sorry picture to the people. For-
tunately this weakness is recognized by the members of
C6ngress as well as by outsiders. Congress is being bom-
barded with suggestions, from within and without, calling

1The most detailed suggestion for reorganization of the executive branch
is in "Our Form of Government" by the Editors of Time-Life-Fortune pub-
lished in Fortune, November, 1943. This plan would center responsibility
by making the Secretary of State and the Secretary of the Treasury the
Presidenes chief assistants on foreign and domestic affairs respectively. Mr.
Joseph M. Jones in A Modern Foreign Policy for the United States (X944)
makes a similar suggestion for the centralization of authority over foreign
affairs in the Department of State.
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for reform. At least twenty resolutions calling for im-
provement in congressional procedures were introduced
in the 78th Congress. The Maloney-Monroney resolution,
unanimously passed by the Senate, has made the most
progress and is the most important. It calls for "a full and
complete study of the organization and operation of the
Congress of the United States" and for recommendations
with the object of "strengthening the Congress, simplify-
ing its operations, improving its relationships with other
branches of the United States Government and enabling
it better to meet its responsibilities under the Constitu-
tion."

Comment from outside Congress has struck the same
note. The American Political Association Committee on
Congress in a recent report concluded that there are three
possible courses to be followed. First, to carry on un-
changed, which would mean that the Legislature will
"continue to decline ... and that leadership (will) steadily
shift to the Executive," Second, that procedural changes
looking to more speed, better co-ordination, more efficient
use of personnel and to a unified leadership might be made.
"This course would be helpful but would be unlikely to
do more than delay the relative decline of Congress in
comparison with the President." Third, Congress may re-
appraise the whole problem of its relations with the Ex-
ecutive and with the public, and of its proper and possible
functions in an era of wide and expanding federal powers.
The Committee believes that although Congress has given
thought to the second alternative, it has hardly touched on
the third. "The time is propitious for Congress to recon-
sider not only its internal organization and procedures, but
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also its appropriate functions and place in our scheme of
government."

The obvious weaknesses, always attacked in any study
of Congress, are the seniority rule and the complexity of
the committee system. The seniority rule, whereby the
chairmen of the committees are selected not on the basis of
their qualifications but on the length of their service on
the committees, obviously makes it largely an accident if
the best men get into the positions of power. Congress will
never be a properly working body as long as this rule per-
sists. If it is continued we may expect the Legislature in-
evitably to decline as a living force in the United States
government. The times will no longer tolerate such an-
achronisms.

Resolutions to reduce the number of committees have
been introduced in Congress and have been strongly urged
by outside commentators. A resolution of Senator LaFol-
lette calls for a reduction of the present number of Senate
committees to thirteen. The usual suggestion however calls
for a greater reduction-usually to nine or ten committees
in each House-from the present extraordinary total of
one hundred and five committees and twenty commis-
sions. In supporting his resolution in Congress Senator La-
Follette commented that "no person familiar with the sit-
uation in the Senate today can deny .that there is a pressing
need for committee reorganization and for the streamlin-
ing of the legislative branch of the government if it is to
survive in the struggle for power which is bound to con-
tinue.... It is a matter of vital importance in the survival
of representative government in our democracy."

Having reduced'the number of committees to, say, nine
in each House, the next development would be to combine
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-the committees of the two Houses dealing with the same
subject, and to have the nine chairmen of the combined
committees form a joint legislative cabinet. The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and the House Foreign Af-
fairs Committee, for example, would together form a
Joint Legislative Committee on Foreign Relations with X

chairman who in that case would probably be the head df
the Senate committee. This chairman and the chairmen of
the eight other joint committees would constitute the com-
plete Joint Cabinet of Congress.

With this simplified organization of Congress, the way
would be open and in all likelihood would be taken sooner
or later for a combination of the Legislative Cabinet with
the corresponding body on the executive side into a Joint
Executive-Legislative Cabinet which would be the meet-
ing ground for the two branches of government. Here
would be the forum where policies could be worked out.
by discussion and compromise instead of at arm's length
and by antagonism. The Joint Executive-Legislative Cabi-
net would be the bridge which could link the two
branches together into harmonious action in the national
interest.

*

In the meantime another development is leading in the
same direction. This other development has gone beyond
the planning and thinking stage. It is now an actuality.

The Senate for some time has been demanding, with in-
creasing insistence, a joint position with the Executive in
the creation of foreign policy. Fortunately this demand by
the Senate has coincided with a recognition by the Execu-
tive of the need for a closer relationship with the Senate.
and House on matters affecting foreign relations. As the
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need for harmohy with Congress has become more ap-
parent to the men in the Executive who have the responsi-
bility for formulating the plans for the peace, we have had
the good fortune to have in Congress a number of men
who are as anxious as the Executive to avoid repeating the
disastrous experience of 1919. Representatives Bloom,
Hale, Herter, and others in the House, Senators Connally,
Austin, Hatch, Vandenberg, Hill, Burton, Brewster, Ful-
bright, Ball, and others in the Senate-and this list is by no
means exclusive-are among the congressional leaders who
are ready to meet the Executive halfway or more in the
interests of making the United States government work.

But these men are not willing to have Congress sit back
and wait until the President and Secretary of State hand
them a signed treaty to approve or reject. They want
Congress to be in on the making of foreign policy. In ef-
fect, they want to go back to the literal provision of the
Constitution which calls for the "advice" as well as the
"consent" of the Senate to treaties-a provision which has
been unobserved since the days of George Washington.2

This collaboration of Congress, according to the Sena-
tors, is not to be confined to the treaties of peace. It is to
apply to all international agreements and conferences. Sen-
ator Ball has written that he wants members of Congress
to be appointed to all the United States delegations who
negotiate the constellation of international agreements
which will surround the peace treaties-shipping, oil,
aviation, monetary affairs, communications, commodity
agreements. The Senate surely, and probably the House,
must, he says, take part in all international negotiations at

'Constitution of the United Stater, Article U, Section 2: [The President]
shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to
nuke Treaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators.present concur.

19-549 0-83-22
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all stages. He regards it as a serious error that we did not
have members of Congress in the United States delegation
to the Moscow Conference, and in the delegations to the
Food Conference at Hot Springs and the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Conference at Atlantic City in
1943. If we keep Congress out of the negotiation stage of

international affairs it will, the Senator says, "endanger our
participation in collective security... Members of Con-

gress know better than any outsiders what Congress is
likely to approve and what it might reject.... The legis-
lative partner in shaping our foreign policy should be a
partner in the negotiating as well as the ratifying and im-
plementing."'

Senator Ball's views are not peculiar to him. Senator
Wiley had already gone much further when he introduced
his resolution calling for a permanent body which would
put the two Foreign Relations Committees of Congress on
an equal basis with the Department of State in the formu-
lation of foreign policy. The Wiley resolution called for
a permanent foreign relations advisory council composed
of the Secretary of State, the Under Secretary, the Chair-
men and ranking minority members of the Senate and
House Foreign Affairs Committees, and other members of
the State Department and the Senate.

*

Fortunately these two forces-the demand of Congress
that it be allowed to take part in creating our foreign pol-
icy and the determination of the President and his Secre-
taries of State to win the peace as well as the war-have

I Senator Joseph H. Ball, "Your Move. Mr. President," Saturday Evening
Post, February 19, 1944.
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come together in most satisfactory form. In April, 1944,
State Department-Congressional Committees on foreign
policy were established at the suggestion of Mr. Hull. One
group consists of majority and minority members-Repub-
licans and Democrats-of the Senate Committee on For-
eign Relations and the Secretary of State. A correspond-
ing House of Representatives group also has been
consulted by the Secretaries of State, in recognition of the
fact that the House will play a large part in the implemen-
tation of foreign policy in the future.

The results of this joint venture have already been great.
The whole atmosphere of handling the peace has changed.
Senator Connally, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee, is as ardent a supporter of our policy of
joint international action to stop wars as are his former
colleague, Mr. Hull, and Mr. Stettinius. Senator Austin,
Republican, is a powerful supporter of the government's
international policy. We now have an institutional meet-
ing place where the Executive can consult the leaders of
Congress on the difficult problems which are constantly
arising in conferences like that at Dumbarton Oaks and in
our other. negotiations with foreign governments, as these
problems arise. Congress on the other hand is fully in-
formed of the step-by-step development of these negotia-
tions. The likelihood of our having a foreign policy which
will be accept-able to the Senate has been enormously in-
creased by this procedure. This embryo joint cabinet has
already shown that it is an indispensable part of our
government.

*

This joint action of the Executive and Congress is not
a temporary alliance which will be dissolved when the
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treaties of peace are signed. The nonpartisan character
will and should disappear, once the basic international
structure is established. But since the problems of the
peace are of a continuing nature we may expect that the
habit of collaboration which the present crisis has com-
pelled will continue after the war. There is no doubt that
it will be needed if we are not to undo all we have
achieved.

A permanent joint council of the Executive and Con-
gress on foreign affairs will tend to expand its scope to
include domestic affairs as well. What has produced this
joint action of Congress and the Executive in foreign af-
fairs? Clearly, a recognition of the fact that the issues are
so serious that the traditional separation and antagonism
of the two branches of government had to be discarded
for the national good. Will anyone say that our domestic
problems after the war will be any less difficult or press-
ing than our foreign affairs? Is not the matter of finding
jobs for over 20,000,000 people, of keeping the economic
cycle level, and of holding unemployment to a very low
minimum as difficult as the keeping of the peace? Will
not necessity drive us to stop the jurisdictional conflicts
within the government when they affect the economic
well-being, health, and security of our own citizens?
Surely the depressions and unemployment of the time be-
tween the two wars are as horrid an example of what we
must forever eliminate as is the destruction of Wilson's
treaty.

The pressure of events thus will be toward the creation
of a Joint Executive-Legislative Cabinet with jurisdiction
on domestic matters as well as foreign. For the Executive
such a common meeting ground with Congress is a. neces-
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sity. If same device is not created within the government
to do away with the present- resistance by Congress to
Executive-originated legislation, all plans of the Executive
for domestic prosperity and international peace will fail.
For Congress such a common meeting ground is a matter
of self-preservation. Unless some technique is devised
which will make Congress a constructive force and enable
it to make a helpful contribution toward solving our prob-
lems of the future, the fears of those members of the Leg-
islature who believe that the existence of Congress as an
institution is threatened may well be realized.

*

A Joint Executive-Legislative Cabinet, could be set up
by a joint resolution of the House and Senate and by an
executive order of the President. It would require no con-
gressional legislation and no constitutional amendment.

Composed of, say, nine congressional leaders and nine
members of the Executive Cabinet, with the President at
its head, meeting regularly and serviced by a competent
secretariat, the Joint Cabinet would soon take to itself the
origination of the major policies of the government. Con-
grcss would continue to have its regular and special com-
mittees which would initiate plans for legislation, but
their ideas would be funneled to the Joint Cabinet where
they would be harmonized with the parallel plans of
the executive side. Instead of there being an "administra-
tion bill" which Congress would fight and a counter-
congressional bill which the President would veto if he
felt politically strong enough, a more carefully thought-
out proposal would be produced by the Joint Cabinet in
the first place.
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Clashes like that between the Congress-sponsored i944

tax bill (prepared by the Joint Congressional Committee
on Taxation) and the administration-'sponsored counter-
part (prepared by the Treasury) would be ironed out in
conference instead of being fought out by battle, as they
were, in the customary manner-speeches in the House
and Senate about congressional independence, talk of Con-
gress reasserting its manhood, a presidential veto, the tri-
umphant overriding of the veto, an open split between
the President and his Senate Majority Leader, the resigna-
tion of the Treasury's General Counsel and tax expert,
and an unsatisfactory tax bill as the final product-all car-
ried on with great heat in the tradition of the separation
of powers.

Instead of this disorderly way of deciding on national
policy, the Joint Cabinet would use the method which has
proved so successful in settling differences between the
House and Senate when they enact differing bills on the
same subject. The conference method of settling differ-
ences of opinion between the two Houses has proved so
workable that we do not realize the difficulties inherent
in getting two great bodies like the House and Senate to
agree to the same text of a complicated enactment of na-
tional policy. The Joint Cabinet would provide a similar
meeting ground for temperate discussions of differences
of opinion between the Executive and Congress.

The American policies of the post-war period will need
very carefully prepared programs of legislation, taxation
and international policy. The whole must be a pattern
which holds together, into which each of the parts is prop-
erly integrated. The origination of taxation and legislation,
therefore, cannot be scattered as it is now among House,
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Senate, Executive, and organized groups. At present even
matters like veterans' readjustment (the G.I. Bill of
Rights), subsidies, industrial reconversion, and war sur-
plus disposal, where there is general agreement on the pol-
icy to be followed, are usually covered by two or more
bills circulating in Congress, with no adequate top, unified
direction to make them parts of a coherent whole. A Joint
Cabinet would provide this top direction and would co-
ordinate the whole program of legislation, taxation, and*
executive policy-making.

*

The existence of a Joint Cabinet also would do away
with much of the resistance that now meets an Executive-
originated bill. The members of Congress of the majority
party would normally accept the judgment of their lead-
ers in the Joint Cabinet who would have recommended
the bill to them. The main cause of the suspicion which
today meets a bill coming from the Executive is the fact
that no member of Congress has had anything to do with
preparing it. If the majority in Congress knew that its own
leaders, chosen on their merits and not because of longev-
ity of service, had helped frame the bill and favored its
enactment, the traditional attitude of hostility to a new
measure coming into Congress would largely disappear.
Only powerful pressure from an organized group or some
similar source would make the individual member of Con-
gress reject the leadership of the members of his party
representing him in the Joint Cabinet. The area of con-
flict between the Executive and Congress w6uld be greatly
reduced. A solidarity between the Joint Cabinet and its
majority of the same party in the House and Senate would
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grow up. They would tend to become a team working
together to create constructive national policies.

A Joint Cabinet would thus be able, first, to create
coherent policies and, secondly, to lessen the resistance
from Congress to the programs so created. It would not
interfere with the deliberative function of Congress, for
the proposals of the Cabinet could always be rejected by
the full Houses if they so chose. Debate in Congress would
be greatly improved, for the proponents of a bill would
know all about it, having taken part in preparing it, and
the opposition could demand and get a full discussion of
the proposal from their colleagues of the opposing party.
But, most important of all, a forum would be provided
where the Executive and leaders of Congress could act
together to work out permanent bases for collaborative
action and for the elimination of jurisdictional quarrels.

The Joint Cabinet would necessarily be partisan-that
is, chosen from the majority party. Just as the party in
control organizes and dominates the committees of the
House and Senate now, so would they under this plan.
Nonpartisan action might be necessary in time of war or
other serious emergency; but the normal condition would
be that which the two-party system demands.

The existing congressional-State Department commit-
tees are bipartisan, and Governor Dewey's support in the
i 944 campaign of the Roosevelt administration's plans for
an international organization to enforce peace was on the
same basis. But these are special cases. In the first place
American public opinion was aroused by the grim facts
of existing war and would have resented.any Attempt by
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the party leaders to make political capital out of the issue.
Secondly, a treaty is needed to authorize our joining an
international security organization, and the constitutional
requirement of a two-thirds vote of the Senate for the
ratification of treaties is so difficult to satisfy that for prac-
tical purposes treaties have to be handled, if they are to
become law, on a nonpartisan basis. Mr. Dulles' conversa-
tions with Mr. Hull in August, I944, brought out clearly
this difference between treaties (where the two-thirds vote
requirement compels nonpartisanship) and the rest of for-
eign affairs (where the two-party system can operate nor-
mally). The joint statement of Mr. Hull and Mr. Dulles
agreed to the nonpartisan approach to the treaty which
would set up the security organization, but the conferees
expressly reserved to the Republican party the right of
opposition and debate on all other phases of foreign policy.

This nonpartisanship is not an unmixed good. It has a
star-chamber aspect in that it involves an agreement of
both parties to suppress public debate on an issue. It may
be accepted that when the people of the country are in
agreement on some broad principle-such as joining an in-
ternational organization to enforce peace-there should be
no opposition to this policy for purely partisan reasons.
But that is not to say that the details of such a policy-
which often are as important as the general principle itself
-shovId not be subjected to full scrutiny and debate. And
that is exactly what happens when a treaty is made non-
partisan by agreement of the national parties.

Nevertheless with the two-thirds provision as it now
stands, there is nothing else to be done, for if a policy
which is cast in the form of a treaty is allowed to become
a partisan issue, it will rarely become law. It has been sug-
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gested that one way of avoiding this difficulty is to extend
the practice of calling international arrangements by the
name of executive agreements instead of treaties, thus
avoiding the two-thirds requirement and, in some cases,
by-passing Congress entirely. This was done in the case
of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration, which was set up in the form of an executive
agreement and was approved by a joint resolution of the
House and Senate by majority votes. It has even been sug-
gested that the basic treaties relating to the peace should
be handled in this fashion. But there is little evidence that
the Senate is willing to concur in this gradual reduction
of its authority. On the contrary the Senate only recently
insisted that the oil agreement between the United States
and Great Britain-a matter not of the very first impor-
tance-be submitted to it in treaty form.
- The conclusion seems inevitable that the two-thirds pro-

vision should be changed to allow the ratification of trea-
ties by majority vote of both Houses. The two-thirds
provision will always be a major stumbling block in the
path of our foreign policy, for we cannot always count
on agreement between the parties as to treaties. And with-
out the ability to make binding engagements with other
governments we can have no complete foreign policy.

The most solid argument against this change is that a
treaty is the law of the land and unlike acts of Congress
cannot be changed without violating a commitment to an-
other government. A treaty, therefore, it is said, should
require a more solemn vote than an act of Congress.
Against this is an array of arguments which seems conclu-
sive. The two-thirds provision was put in the Constitution
when parties did not exist. It is contrary to the premises of
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the two-party system and to the democratic principle of
majority rule. It makes for the suppression of debate on
important issues of the day, it causes the Executive to
evade its provisions by the use of executive agreements and
thus takes away from Congress a lot of matters (the de-
stroyer deal with Great Britain, for example) which other-
wise would and should be subject to its jurisdiction, and
finally, it is an almost impassable barrier to a foreign pol-
icy of the kind to which we are now committed. The
argument for no change is persuasive only if premised on
a dislike of our foreign policy of aggressive intervention
in world affairs to stop wars.

* .

6I)oth the Executive and Congress, as well as the people,
would gain by a Joint Executive-Legislative Cabinet com-
posed of members of the majority party. The President's
position would not be weaker if such a Cabinet were a
part of our government; indeed he would have a greater
ability to get his policies accepted by Congress than at
present. He would dominate the executive side of the
Cabinet, for he would have the power of asking for the
resignation of any member from the executive branch who
failed to follow his leadership. He would still have the
enormous prestige and power which come from the popu-
lar election.

Congress would gain because its leaders would know
what was being done and what was being planned. It
would have a part in policy at the important time-when it
was being made. Congress would become a great factor
in the constructive side of government, a role which its
present special committees on post-war planning, taxation
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and other matters will never give it under the present
system.

But the big gainers would be the American people. For
a Joint Cabinet would be a major step toward converting
the American system of antagonistic powers into one in
which the two major branches of government worked to-
gether for the common interest. I
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AN AMERICAN SOLUTION

A POSTSCRIPT is needed to make it clear that it would be
Aa natural development of the American form of gov-
ernment-not an imitation of any foreign system-to set up
a Joint Executive-Legislative Cabinet and to give its lead-
ers the right of dissolution. It would be an American solu-
tion; we would not borrow the forms of any other
country, but would evolve our own. None of the basic
institutions of the American presidential system would be
touched.

The fundamentals of our form of government are the
popularly elected President; the bi-cameral system, wherc-
in the House is apportioned equally and therefore demo-
cratically among the people, but wherein each state has
two senators regardless of population; the federal principle,
which does not give complete sovereignty to Congress but
only certain enumerated and limited powers; the principle
of judicial supremacy, by which the courts have the right
to judge of the validity of acts of the other branches of the

Dr. W. Y. Elliott, in The Need for Conntiutional Reform (1935), pro-
posed a right of dissolution in the President; but only the House and Senate
would be dissolved-not the Presidency. Mr. Henry Hazlitt hn A New Con-
stittion Now (1941), also called for the right to dissolve the House and

* Senate. William Macdonald made a similar proposal in A New Comsitution
for New America (z191).
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government; and, finally, substantially complete adult suf-
frage in the elections to all offices, federal, state, or local.
The fixed terms of office of the House, Senate and Prcsi-
dency are not to be put in this category. The fixed terms
of office represent no principle at alL They are merely a
mechanical part of the processes of government and should
be judged only by the test whether their effect on the final
product of governing is good or bad.

If any of these fundamentals of our govermcnt were
touched by the plan for a Joint Cabinet and the right of
dissolution, we might have to regard the plan as doing
violence to the American system. But no one of them is in
any way affected.

The President would still be chosen by direct vote of
the people. He would still be the head of his party and
would control the executive side of the Joint Cabinet.
The proposal obviously does not concern the jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court or the principle of universal suffrage
-except indirectly in that the power of dissolution would
give the people more effective control over their govern-
ment than they now have.

The right of the states regardless of size to equal repre-
sentation in the Senate would be untouched. This may be
undemocratic and undesirable, but it. is one of the most
deeply rooted of our institutions-for by express provision
of the Constitution no state may be deprived of its equal
suffrage in the Senate without its consent. It has been sug-
gested that this survival of the Great Compromise of 1787
should be repealed in effect by reducing the powers of the
Senate and thus making valueless the right of equal repre-
sentation of every state in that body; but this study is not
concerned with that question.
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The federalist structure of enumerated and limited
powers is not touched. Recent decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States haire so extended the authority
of the federal government over agriculture, production in
industry, and wages, hours and conditions of labor, that
the notion of limited, enumerated powers in the federal
government has been largely destroyed. But this subject
also is not within the scope of this study. A proposal to
make the workings of the federal government better with-
in the limits of its authority does not touch the issue of
what that authority should be.

It has been suggested that instead of trying to evolve
our own method of government we should adopt the par-
liamentary system by constitutional amendment.'

There is no question but that the parliamentary form in
England, the Scandinavian countries, Belgium and Hol-
land, and the similar system of legislative supremacy of
Switzerland, are excellent forms of government for those
countries. In each, however, it is different; for no form of
government can be universally applicable. The system in
each country varies according to the needs and character
of the peoples. Its main characteristics are the result of
custom. Rarely is the system as such incorporated in writ-
ing in the statute books; only in Eire and to a limited ex-
tent in Finland is an attempt made to spell it out in the
laws.

* When it is proposed that the United States adopt the
parliamentary system the suggestion in effect is that we

'See, for example, Henry Hazlim, A New Constitution Now (1942);
William Macdonald, A New Constitution for a New America (1922).
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give up the popular election of the President. The basic
difference between the parliamentary and the presidential
systems is that in the parliamentary form the chief of gov-
ermnent and his principal lieutenants (the Prime Minister
and the Cabinet) are chosen from the membership of the
Legislature and are responsible to it; whereas in our presi-
dential system the chief of the government is chosen by
the people by direct popular vote and has an authority
parallel with that of the Legislature.

It is remarkable, in view of its history, that the popular
election of the President has come to be the outstanding
characteristic of the American system. For the popular
election crept into our form of government by accident,
and quite contrary to the intention of the authors of the
Constitution. Proposals for the popular election were re-
jected by the Constitutional Convention every time they
were made. It was even said that it would be "radically
vicious" to have the Executive chosen by the people and
that "it would be as unnatural to refer the choice of a
proper character for Chief Magistrate to the people, as it
would, to refer a trial of colors to a blind man." The Con-
vention also foresaw, hazily, where the choice of candi-
dates would lie if the President were popularly elected.
They feared that "one set of men dispersed through the
Union & acting in concert" such as the "Order of the Gin-
cinnati ... will in fact elect the Chief Magistrate in every,
instance, if the election be referred to the people."

The Convention voted on four occasions in favor of the
election of the Chief Executive by Congress. But as the
final draft was being made they were persuaded to aban-
don this plan by the argument that it violated the principle
of the separation of powers and by their -memory of the
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recent ibuses by the state legislatures. The Convention
thereupon adopted another method of indirect election,
the electoral system. And an important reason for adopt-
ing this complicated way of electing the President was that
it avoided a direct choice of the Chief Executive by the
people.

The way the party system, aided by state legislation, re-
pealed this provision of the Constitution is well known. In
the first two elections the electoral system, although not
put to a test, worked as had been planned. Everyone, the
political leaders as well as the people, was in favor of
Washington. There was no party system to affect the free
discretion of the electors. The electors accordingly chose
the man whom they, and the people as well, considered
the best qualified for the office.

But with the election of John Adams in 1796 the party
system, acting through the congressional caucus, began its
inroads on the system of free decision by the electors. In
the next election in x8oo (Jefferson-Burr) the first of the
two great changes which were to revolutionize the method
of choosing the President took place. Between the election
of Adams and that of Jefferson two national parties had
developed and freedom of decision by the electors ceased
to exist. Party discipline made the electors registering ma-
chines who voted automatically for the candidate named
by the' party. Only rarely since that time have electoral
votes been cast contrary to the popular vote.

The second change soon followed. State election laws
were revised so that by 1828 the electors, originally chosen
by the state legislatures, were elected by direct popular
vote. The electoral system now achieved the result the
authors of the Constitution had decided to avoid. The

19-549 0-83--23
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people elected the President direcdy, or rather they made
their choice between the two candidates offered to them
by the partywconventions. The plan of the Philadelphia
Convention that the elected leaders of the country should
freely choose the best available man to be the President
was now dead.

*

Out of this informal amendment of the Constitution has
come the American presidential system. It has been said
that if the original plan of the Philadelphia Convention
had been accepted "parliamentary government would
have developed in America and modem publicists would
have displayed their enthusiasm and talents in demonstrat-
ing the merits of that particular system." I Whether or not
this is correct, the fact is that the popular election of the
President is now the keystone of the American system and
has been such for nearly a century and a half. The people
will not agree to give it up. Nor will they adopt any for-
._ign form of government, or indeed, in the visible future,
consent to a change in any of the fundamentals of the
American presidential system. Indeed, to talk of adopting
the parliamentary system has a positively harmful effect in
that, being an impractical proposal, it tends to build up re-
sistance to any change at all.

*

Our institutions of government, if they are to grow
peacefully, will necessarily do so in a gradual, evolution-
ary way. The American presidential system, like the par-
liamentary, is a historical not a logical fact.

'Charles A. and Mary R. Beard, The Rise of American Ciilization
(x935), cited in W. E. Binkley, The Powers of the President (X937).
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Now there is very little difference in the fundamentals
of the parliamentary and presidential systems-much less,
certainly, than is commonly supposed-for the reason that
the fundamentals of all representative democracies must be
substantially the same. The people, acting through their
legislative body, must 'have the final power of the State-
else the government is neither democratic nor representa-
tive. There must be an executive which will do the posi-
tive business of government-else the government will be
weak and will be repudiated. The variations of technical
arrangements which are available to accomplish these two
fundamentals are many; but in their essentials they can di-
verge but little because of their common acceptance of
these two controlling principles.

The superficial differences between the presidential and
parliamentary systems are the result of the historical facts
out of which the two systems emerged. The British gov-
ernment, which we usually think of as the prototype of
the parliamentary system, started on its present course
with ihe Revolution of x688, which dethroned the Stuarts
and their high conception of the royal prerogative and
established the principle of the supremacy of the Legisla-
ture. Up to that time the British Parliament had been car-
rying on the battle with the Executive-the Crown-which
is the normal condition of all developing representative
governments-for it is the struggle between absolutism and
liberty. Inevitably in a politically mature country like
Great Britain the Legislature won. For gradually the suf-
frage-and therefore the source of power of Parliament-
was extended so that it finally became almost as wide as the
adult part of the population. The British Executive of
i688, the Crown, had no such moral base, for its authority
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came from force and heredity. It had tried to create a
moral foundation for its power through the doctrine of
the divine right of .kings, but that did not last long in the
face of the broad human representation of Parliament;

The Revolution of I688 was a struggle between the
royal prerogative and the rule of law-that is, between the
Executive and the Legislature. On the one side was the
Crown, the Church, and sometimes the French king. On
the other side were the representatives of that part of the
people which voted, led by the Whig faction in Parlia-
ment. The issues were the right of the Crown to maintain
a standing army, to control the judiciary through the right
to appoint and remove judges, and to tax without the ap-
proval of Parliament. The dispute was settled in favor of
Parliament by the force of arms of William of Orange.
The principle of the supremacy of the Legislature was
firmly established. James II, the last of the Stuarts, fled,
and the Bill of Rights and the Act of Settlement resolved
all the points which had been in dispute in favor of Parlia-
ment. The power of the Crown was not entirely destroyed
by this one blow, for it took two centuries to remove the
last vestige of kingly authority; but after i688 it was only
a question of how long it would be before the power of
the Crown was completely eliminated.

The important point for our purpose is that having de-
stroyed one executive-the Crown-Parliament had to in-
vent another. This it did by taking over control of the
ministers-the heads of the executive departments-by in-
sisting that they be members of Parliament and by estab-
lishing certain principles and procedures the effect of
which was to create an entirely new, independent execu-
tive-a cabinet headed by a prime minister. Interlocking
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techniquei were set up to achieve or maintain the two ob-
jectives of which I have spoken. To make the Cabinet
strong the principle of collective responsibility of the
Cabinet and the right to dissolve the House of Commons
grew up, and the discipline of the parties became tighter.
To preserve the supremacy of the Legislature, Parliament
had the right to put the Cabinet out of office.

*

Similar systems grew up in the Scandinavian countries
and in Holland and Belgium-each based on the principle
of legislative supremacy and the need for a sufficiently
strong executive, but each'with considerable variations
from the British model because of the. differing needs of
each country. The Swiss adopted a different form, in that
they made their Cabinet truly an agent of the Legislature.
For if a Swiss cabinet is defeated by the Legislature it does
not resign but, recognizing that it is a creature of the rep-
resentative body, modifies its policies to accord with the
Legislature's decision.

The French Third Republic followed the British model.
They set up a cabinet chosen from the Parlement. The
Cabinet was subject to dismissal by the Legislature. But
unfortunately, by a historical mischance the balancing,
compensating right to dissolve the Parlement was denied
to the Cabinet. The French thus failed to reach the double
objective they were seeking; for the Executive was not
strong enough and they were doomed to a regime of weak
and instable cabinets.

The British model also was followed by many of the
new republics set up in Central Europe following the
Treaty of Versailles, but this form of government was not
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appropriate for them, and with the exception of Czecho-
slovakia the representative system failed in Central Europe.

*

The circumstances surrounding the American evolution
were entirely different. We had no hereditary king, or any

other form of absolute executive to deal with. We took up
the problem at the point where the British were when
-they had substantially destroyed the royal prerogative and
were seeking to create a new executive to take the place
of the kings.

Our evolution took the course, as we have seen, of an
executive elected directly by the people, and therefore
having very great potential power. What would have hap-
pened if we had followed the original plan of the authors
of the Constitution for the election of the Chief Executive
by Congress, or even the plan for an Electoral College as
set out in the Constitution, is not clcar. We might have

developed a parliamentary form, as Professor Beard has
suggested, although it is hard to see how that could have

been done with our practice of fixed elections. Or we
might have followed the Swiss evolution where the Execu-
tive is the agent of the Legislature. But whatever course
we would have followed, it is clear that we would have

had a system where the Executive was powerful enough
*for the needs of the country and where Congress would
have had the ultimate authority.

History decided that we should have an independent,
powerful executive, as do the parliamentary governments.
And it is remarkable how closely the presidential system
parallels the parliamentary form despite their differing his-
torical evolution. In both the Legislature is supreme in that
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it has the final right to say no to the Executive. In both, the
Executive is independent and strong. Indeed Bagehot has
gone so far as to say that the method of electing the Chief
Executive is the same in both systems. "We have in Eng-
land an elective first magistrate as truly as the Americans."

The only difference between the two systems lies in
their secondary techniques-in the devices which have
grown up for developing the strength of the Executive.
The experience of the parliamentary governments has
shown that the conflict between executives and legislatures
can be largely done away with by these secondary de-
vices. Bridges can be built to bring the two branches to-
gether. The secondary methods differ in the two systems
because of the differing needs which have created them,
for up to the present Great Britain especially has needed
strong rule more than the United States. But now we also
need a strong government. Our task now is, not to talk
about adopting the forms of government of other coun-
tries but to develop those procedures which will give us a
stronger executive and will at the same time preserve the
ultimate and supreme power of Congress.

The American people are, I believe, ready to approve
any change which is designed to bring our government up
to date with the new demands being put upon it, and is
gradualist-not revolutionary-in form. A Joint Cabinet to
bridge the present gap between the Executive and Con-
gress, fortified with the power of dissolution to make it
easier for the two branches to work together, is the most
immediate advance to be made. It would be only one more
step in the long evolution of a form of government which
has been in constant process of growth since the day it was
established.
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CABINET MEMBERS ON THE FLOOR

OF CONGRESS

Justice Story' thought the appearance of cabinet mem-

bers on the floor of Congress desirable for several reasons.

First, unless the heads of departments have the right to

speak in person before Congress they have no way of

proposing or vindicating their own measures in the course

of debate. The greatest security and strength of republican

government, open and public responsibility for measures,

is thus lacking. "If corruption ever eats its way silently

into the vitals of this republic it will be because the people

are unable to bring responsibility home to the Executive

through his chosen ministers." Moreover, without this

right to debate its proposals before Congress "the Execu-

tive is compelled to resort to secret and unseen influences,

to private interviews, and private arrangements . . . in-

stead of. proposing and sustaining its own duties and

measures by a bold and manly appeal to the nation in the

face of its representatives." Also, unless members of the

Executive are allowed to debate on the floor, "measures

will be adopted or defeated by private intrigues, political

combinations, irresponsible recommendations, and all the

blandishments of office, and all the deadening weight of

silent patronage." Finally, if the cabinet members were

obliged to appear on the floor of Congress "it would

'Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States, (1833).
170
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compel the Executive to make appointments for the high
departments of government, not from personal or party
favorites, but from statesmen of high public character,
talent, experience, and elevated services; from statesmen
who had earned public favor and could command public
confidence. At present gross incapacity may be concealed
under official forms, and ignorance silently escape."9

The proposal was renewed in i88i. In that year the
Senate (Pendleton) Report2 supported a bill to admit
cabinet members to the floor for debate. The arguments
of Justice Story were used. The Report met squarely the
objection that the powers of government must be kept
separate and that the appearance of members of the Execu-
tive on the floor of the Legislature might be said to violate
this principle.

Your committee is not unmindful of the maxim
that in a constitutional government the great powers
are divided into legislative, executive, and judicial,
and that they should be conferred upon distinct de-
partments. These departments should be defined and
maintained, and it is a sufficiently accurate expression
to say that they should be independent of each other.
But this independence in no just or practical sense
means an entire separation, either in their organiza-
tion or their functions-isolation, either in the scope
or the exercise of their powers. Such independence
or isolation would produce either conflict or paraly-
sis, either inevitable collision and inaction, and either

ISenate Report No. sn3, 46th Congress, 3rd Session, February 4, 1881.
The Committee consisted of Geo. H. Pendleton, W. B. Allison, D. W.
Voorhees, J. G. Blaine, M. C Butler, John J. Ingalls, 0. H. Platt, and J. T.
Farley.
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the one or the other would be in derogation of the
efficiency of the government. Such independence of
co-equal and coordinate departments has never ex-
isted in any civilized government, and never can exist
... If there is anything perfectly plain in the Con-
stitution and organization of the Government of the
United States it is that the great departments were
not intended to be independent and isolated in the
strict meaning of these terms; but, that although hav-
ing a separate existence, they were to cooperate each
with the other, as the different members of the hu-
man body must cooperate with each other in order
to form the figure and perform the duties of a per-
fect man.

The Pendleton Report also discussed the objections to
the proposal which were then current. These objections
were the same as those wvhich the pending Kefauver reso-
lution is meeting-that the appearance of cabinet members
on the floor would increase the influence of the Executive
on legislation, or contrariwise that it would weaken the
influence of the Executive by making the department
heads independent of the President, and that it would take
up too much of the time of the Secretaries. The Pendleton
Report met this latter point with the suggestion that Un-
der Secretaries be appointed to relieve the Secretaries of
most-of the burden of administration, a suggestion which
has been adopted and is now in practice.

*

Any proposal to create an ordcrly procedure for giving
Congress full information of executive operations will
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meet a deep resistance from both branches of the govern-
ment. Tradition will form a large part of this resistance.
And the opposition will be the stronger for the fact that
it is not entirely unreasonable. It is not self-evident
that a full interchange of information between the two
branches will necessarily make for better government.

Looking at the question jurisdictionally-that is, from
the limited point of view of its effect on the authority of
the two branches in relation to each other-the improve-
ment of the channels of information would strengthen
Congress. The Kefauver plan should receive a favorable
reception there. Isolation from what the Executive is do-
ing does not make for greater power in Congress. On the
contrary it is because of this isolation that Congress has
little part in the creation and indeed is inadequately in-
formed of the great policies which are made under the
executive policy-making power.

The argument that the members of the Executive would
be able to bring overriding pressure to bear on Congress
by the force of their speeches delivered in person on the
floor of the Houses is not convincing. This objection was
successful in one precedent-making case when Alexander
Hamilton was denied the right to present his views on the
floor of the House; but the fears of the Firqt Congress do
not commend themselves today. The modern President al-
ready has and uses many ways of appealing directly to the
people over the head of Congress when the two branches
are deadlocked on policy. The arguments of cabinet mem-
bers and agency heads at the question hour would add
little to the power of the President to bring contested
points before the people.

On the contrary, the question hour would have the
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merit from the point of view of Congress that the opinions
of the congressmen and senators would be published along
with those of the Executive, thus presenting both sides of

any contested point. And, since one effect of the question
hour would be to provide a central point for airing differ-
ences of opinion between the executive and legislative
branches it would be expected that the number of uni-
lateral appeals by the Executive to the people over the

heads of Congress would be lessened.

*

From the point of view of the Executive, the case for

the question hour is less clear. The standard argument
against the proposal from the executive side is that it
would weaken the position of the President by building
up the stature of the members of the Cabinet; but it is dif-

ficult to give much weight to this argument. The President
has the power to dismiss any member of the Cabinet at his

discretion. No cabinet member, an appointed official,
could stand up against a strong President chosen by the
vote of the people.

There is however an important consideration which
weighs heavily against the question hour from the point
of view of the executive branch. Any procedure for keep-
ing Congress currently informed of executive plans and

operations might well interfere with the already difficult
task of the Executive in the creation of positive policy.
The executive branch is the body which has to get things
done. When legislation is needed to implement a policy,

Congress of course has to be consulted. But there is the
large field of pure executive action where policy can be

made without the Legislature. And the doctrine of the
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separation of powers justifies the Executive in making pol-
icy by executive act without consulting Congress in ad-
vance. The classic fallacy that the Executive merely ad-
ministers the laws in a mechanical way and that major
policies are made only by legislative action conveniently
supports this important power of the Executive.

If however we put classic dogma aside and face the fact
that executive acts often create policies at least as impor-
tant as those embodied in congressional legislation, espe-
cially in foreign affairs, we necessarily reach the conclu-
sion that the deliberative power of Congress should extend
to these executive policies as well as to policies created by
legislation or treaty.

There is, though, an objection of great weight to such
a course. Under 9ur form of government Congress is not
responsible in the exercise of the deliberative function
since it cannot be held immediately accountable for its ac-
tions. With the fixed terms of office of the House and
Senate, if Congress rejects a proposal of the Executive
there is no way in which the Executive can challenge the
decision before the judgment of public opinion. The result
is freedom on the part of Congress to be irresponsible, that
is to yield to pressures or parochial considerations which
might not control it if' its members had to stand for an
immediate election on the issue in question. And if the
Kefauver plan were adopted, every important policy of
the executive branch would be known to Congress as it
developed. Differences of opinion, or even obstructive
tactics if the majority in a House were hostile to the Presi-
dent, would thus be injected into the one area of action
where now the Executive has a relatively free hand. It is
understandable that opposition to the Kefauver resolution
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is found most strong in those members of the executive
branch who have had experience as members of Congress.

But if we look at the Kefauver proposal not from the
limited point of view of its effect on Congress or the Ex-
ecutive but rather as to its possible influence for good on
the government as a whole, the proposal has great merit. It
would democratize executive policy-making by subjecting
it to the jurisdiction of Congress' deliberative function. It
would give the public greater knowledge of what its gov-
ernment is doing. It would make for more co-operation
between Congress and the Executive on legislation and
treaties. For it may be assumed that if Congress were no
longer excluded from information about executive policy-
making it would be more co-operative on those matters
which do require the approval of the Legislature. The
only troublesome point is that the Kefauver plan might
subject executive policy-making to the same uncertainty
and cyclic disturbances which now prevail in the case of
bills and treaties.

This latter objection should not prevail. For if we ex-
amine it, it is an argument that our system of government
will not work if Congress has the power which any legis-
lature must have in a regime of self-rule. The argument
for keeping things as they are rests on the proposition that'
positive government cannot exist if Congress is to be con-
sulted about policy. It asks us in effect to carve out the
great field of executive policy-making and to exempt it
from the processes of representative government. For by
so doing we would have one area at least in which posi-
tive and consistent policies could be had.

The need for a free hand is especially strong in those
matters which are the subject of executive policy-making.
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It may therefore be argued that foreign negotiations,
which are the subject of a large part of this kind of execu-
tive action, cannot be carried on within the limitations of
full debate in Congress and with the delays and obstruc-
tions that inevitably will come if the Legislature is con-
sulted on foreign policy during its formative stage.

There is great doubt whether in fact our foreign policy
would be hampered if Congress were brought into it in
this way. But even if it would be, there is little to be' said
for keeping Congress out of it. The price for the additional
effectiveness is too high. The royal prerogative whereby
the king had the sole right of making war and peace has
never been accepted in this country. It is expressly denied
by the Constitution through the grant to Congress of the
war-declaring power and the right to deliberate on treat-
ies. All that remains of the royal prerogative is the practi-
cal consideration that in foreign relations the right of
initiation and of negotiation must of necessity lie in the
Executive. The power of final decision on the great poli-
cies of foreign affairs should be in the Legislature.

The people of a modern democracy want to have their
say about the decisions which affect their relations with
foreign countries and have as their stake the issue of war
or peace. Especially is this the case in the United States
which is about to enter a period in which our participation
in world affairs will be greater than ever before.

It therefore follows that the unique power of the execu-
tive branch in foreign relations should not go beyond the
practical necessities of the situation. Even in time of peace
a certain latitude in secrecy has to be allowed to the execu-
tive branch in the handling of negotiations with foreign
governments. But the general principle should Be to dis-
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close all important steps to Congress before they have ir-
revocably bound the government, in order that the great
policies in foreign affairs may be subjected to the same
processes of democratic deliberation as our domestic poli-
cies. To provide for this disclosure some regular and or-
derly procedure such as the question hour is necessary.

I have emphasized executive policy-making in foreign
relations because the most important policies which are
made by the Executive without consultation with Con-
gress are those which have to do with foreign matters.
There is of course much policy-making by purely execu-
tive act in domestic matters as well, and there is. the same
need for orderly deliberation on these issues as in the case
of foreign policy. Executive action in foreign affairs is
however the more important, for it carries with it the
great issue of the national security.

It may be that the fears of those who oppose the ques-
tion hour are well founded and that the result of keeping
Congress fully informed of executive acts would be to
weaken our foreign policy by injecting the conflict be-
tween the two branches of government into it. The lack
of any method of making Congress immediately responsi-
ble to the judgment of public opinion might create that
result. But the remedy would seem to be to face that prob-
lem if it arises and to change our procedures to correct it,
by constitutional amendment if necessary. The alternative
of avoiding the issue by excluding Congress from one of
the most important areas of policy-making is to revert to

the ways of the past and to follow the methods of the
peoples who have been unable to maintain a regime of
self-rule.
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The solution which must be reached is to subject the
whole field of executive action to the deliberative power
of Congress and at the same time prevent that power from
being used in an irresponsible manner.

19-549 0-83-24
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from The Twilight of the Presidency,
by George E. Reedy

VI I CABINET AND CONGRESS

The cabinet is one of those institutions in which the
Twhole is less than the sum of the parts. As individual

officers, the members bear heavy responsibilities in adminis-
tering the affairs of the government. As a collective body, /
they are about as useful as the vermiform appendix-.
though far more honored.

'rhe late President Kennedy was almost openly scorn-
ful of the institution. He did not express his feelings in
public statements but numerous "background" stories
in the press-obviously based on direct contacts with him
-made his position clear. He held very few cabinet ses-
sionis and sought instead to improvise top-level groups
which would have some meaning.

In the Cuban missile crisis, for example, he not only
ignored the cabinet but even broadened the National
Security Council-the president, the vice-president, the
se(retary of state, and the secretary of defense. National
policy was directed by an ad hoc "executive" committee
composed of officials in whose judgment he had an unusu-'
ally high degree of confidence. According to the accounts of
itiany who were present during the deliberations, the most
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important was probably his brother, Attorney General
Robert Kennedy.

The Kennedy thesis that the cabinet was not a useful
instrument was proved to the hilt by his successor, Lyndon
B. Johnson. It is doubtful whether any president in our
history made more of an effort to elevate the status of
the institution, and the result was totally negative. Cabinet
meetings were held with considerable regularity, with fully
predetermined agendas and fully prewritten statements.
In general, they consisted of briefings by cabinet members
followed by a later release of the statements to the press.
It was regarded by all participants except the president
as a painful experience, somewhat akin to sitting with
the preacher in the front parlor on Sunday, and the press
was quite successful in concealing its enthusiasm for the
news releases that followed. It should be noted that a
special assistant had the full-time job of thinking up topics
for the cabinet. No governmental group in.the mainstream
of public life ever needs a special effort to devise reasons
for meeting.

Individual members of the cabinet had great influ-
ence on the president at various times-notably Robert S.
McNamara, Dean Rusk, and Stewart L. Udall. But this had
nothing to do with their position in the cabinet and only
slightly more to do with their status as secretaries. Essen-
tially, it was the personal desires of the president that
determined the favorite and, as Mr. McNamara learned,
favor that is granted is favor that can be withdrawn.

The issue of the cabinet is of interest to this book
only in the sense that it could be one instrumentality for
keeping a president in contact with reality. There need be
no waiting for the answer. It is not such an instrumen-
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tality and cannot be. At best, it constitutes a group of oddly
assorted advisers with only a few working interests in corm-
mon. The usefulness of. an adviser under any circum-
stances depends upon the willingness of his audience to
listen.

In many respects, it is unfortunate that the cabinet
cannot play this role. Cabinet members tend to be men of
distinction, a status which does not assure the possession
of capacity and breadth of vision but which lengtheds
the odds that such qualities will be present. The natural
desire of any political figure to broaden the base of his sup-
port leads to appointments which are always well balanced
geographically and sometimes well balanced politically.
Finally, the secretaries tend to have that serenity that
comes from -discharging specific responsibilities and that
tends to make men more objective in their evaluation of a
situation. By every criterion, cabinet advice should be good
advice-at least, well tempered, informed, and prudent.

There is one missing ingredient. Even thbugh a presi-
dent may make political use of the members, individually
and collectively, it is not a political body. A cabinet meet-
ing may be called to cloak an important political move with
an aura of respectability. Cabinet members may be sent
around the country to defend a presidential policy at pub-
lic opinion forums. Individual secretaries may even hit the
hustings and plug for candidates during an election cam-
paign (but never, by tradition, the secretaries of state or
defense). Patronage problems may be centered officially
in a cabinet member (usually the postmaster general).
But these are all moves directed by the president. They
do not lie in the realm of individual choice. The secre-
taries do not have a political status and it is considered
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bad form for any one of them to deviate in the slightest
from the line laid down by their chief-so bad that devia-
tion usually spells an end to a public career.

An outstanding example of such deviation in the past
few decades was presented by the Iowa mystic Henry A.
Wallace, a man who had remarkable appeal but who con-
fused the American cabinet system, along with many other
things, with the system of a parliamentary government.
As secretary of commerce, he took strong (the word
"sharp" was inappropriate for Mr. Wallace) issue with
Harry S Truman. Mr. Truman was unusually tolerant
about such things, but he could not have a member of his
official family challenging the whole basis of -his foreign
policy. A parting of the ways was negotiated within hours
after one of Mr. Wallace's speeches. The latter's subse.
quent political career was notable only for some very brief,
very odd, and very dreamlike alliances that culminated in
a humiliatingly unsuccessful attempt to damage Mr. Tru-
man's prospects in the 1948 election. After that, there was
only obscurity.

The interesting feature was the reaction to the Wallace
speech that led to the rupture. There were a good many
people who agreed with what he had to say (primarily
that stronger initiatives should be taken to break the dead-
lock of the Cold War) but who were incensed over what
they believed was disloyalty to the chief. They felt that he
should have resigned from the cabinet first and established
an independent political position before criticizing the
president. It is difficult to judge how deeply such opinu
ions were held among the public, as the conduct of the
Progressive party, which adopted Mr. Wallace as its can-
didate, was hardly calculated to win widespread popular
support. It was an organization more interested in gaining
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converts than in picking up votes and the electorate re-
acted accordingly. Nevertheless, Mr. Wallace's vote was re-
markably small. Many of the newsmen who covered him
thought that it did not coincide either with his personal
popularity or the acceptance of many of his concepts. It is
quite possible that the picture of apostasy he presented
was catastrophic.

The tradition of cabinet loyalty to the chief is so
strong that when members do leave, their departure is ac-
companied by a barrage of statements refuting even the
suggestion of a break with the president. These assurances
come not only from the White House but from the depart-
oig cabinet -member himself. Regardless of the motiva-
tions, the final scene must be one of intense-almost
anxious-cordiality, with broad grins and handshakes care-
fully exaggerated so they will by missed by no camera.

This, of course, does not mean that a cabinet mem-
her will deliberately alter his views or lie to a president
about his feelings. When a president polls the group, which
happens frequently, he will receive brief, concise, care-
fully worded statements that will establish for the record
thie secretaries' positions. This is a very useful method for
gathering advice on issues where nobody feels very
strongly and the only problem is the refinement of methods
for reaching predetermined goals. But the issues that
really matter-the issues of survival-do stir men's emo-
tions and cannot be disctksed meaningfully in an atmos-
phere reminiscent of classroom recitation.

There is no such thing as adversary discussion in a
cabinet meeting. Men do not pound the table, contradict
each other, challenge contrary opinions. Whatever fire may
have been in their bellies when they entered the White
I house gate has been carefully quenched by the time
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they reach the Cabinet Room doorsill. What follows is a
gentlemanly discourse conducted on an extremely "high"
level, and enveloped in the maximum dullness conceivable.
And every word is addressed to one man and one man
only. A cabinet meeting is not a marketplace of thought
where ideas undergo crucial tests. It is, at best, a forum
for the presentation of ideas which could just as easily-
and perhaps more usefully-be gathered over the telephone
or by mail.

In reality, there is nothing else that it can be. The
cabinet members have no firm political base. They repre-
sent no partisan constituency, in the commonly accepted
sense of that term. Their personal politics are totally ir-
relevant to their official position, except for the rare cases
in which they are asked to do some political chores for the
head man. They are servants of the president and their
loyalties are legitimately to him and to his policies rather
than to a set of principles which bind together a group of
people in the population.

If they owed their public position to another political
party or even to an opposition faction within the presi-
dent's own party, the situation would be quite different.
Then they would have a base for challenge, for expressing
the kind of dissent that a president should hear on a direct,
personal basis if he is to remain in touch with reality. A
president may, of course, seek on occasion to placate an
opposition by appointing one of its representatives to his
cabinet. But this is something that he does according to the
dictates of his own judgment and something he can undo
by his own choosing. The opposition cannot have such an
appointment by right, no matter how significant the size
of its popular following.

No president would ever want a cabinet which was
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anything other than harmonious. Chief executives are
human and prefer "discussions" which are never
sharper than suggestions on how to improve the tactics of

an already determined course of action. By the time an
issue reaches a level where it should be considered by men

of cabinet status, this is the kind of discussion he needs
the least. There should be some body of men with whom

lie has a working relationship who can be severe and even
unpleasant in their criticisms before he takes the final

plulge.
Perhaps I am unduly influenced by the many years

that I spent working for the Senate. But I do not believe

that a cabinet which had a built-in device for adversary re-
lationships would be chaotic. I doubt whether it would
bring the country to a standstill except possibly on issues
wshere our people are so divided that action is impossible

.inyway. Of course, there would have to be some device for
dissolving the cabinet when it hit a stalemate, and assem-

bling another group of men to give it the old college try.
lutt other countries have found such devices and they have

worked reasonably well.
Perhaps I should revert to the reference to the Senate

in the paragraph above. The hierarchs of that body are ex-

tremiely strong-minded men who do not hesitate to express

their opinions of each other in basic English, as long as the
(:oiigressional Record clerk is not around. Sometimes even
the presence of the clerk affords little restraint. Yet they are

.able to find ways of coalescing rapidly when any real crisis

presents itself, and these ways reach not only through all
factions but across the center aisle. And for men so well

enow(led with the qualities of self-esteem, they are usually

quite realistic about their problems.
This is not intended to present senators as ideal candi-
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dates for the presidency or to assert that the Senate way of
doing business is a model for the executive branch. But it is
to say that the Senate rarely strays any great distance from
political reality and that its members have no real difficulty
working together. This is a proposition that will be disputed
in Washington, where the all-pervasive nature of the exec-
utive branichl dominates the lives of most of the inhabi-
tants. But I invite those who have had experience at both
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue to ponder my conclusions.

Even more interesting, however, is the fact that sena-
tors do not play the role of adversary in the presence of
the chief executive. This is not because entry into the
portals of the White House taps previously unrealized re-
serves of diffidence. It is simply that they have found it
inadvisable to be anything other than respectful. The aura
of reverence that surrounds the president when he is in
the Mansion is so universal that the slightest hint of criti-
cism autiomiatically labels a man as a colossal lout.

The wise senator, therefore, enters cautiously, dressed
in his Sunday best and with a respectful, almost pious, look
on his face. fie waits to speak until the president has spoken
to hint and his responses are couched in the same careful
language employed by cabinet members. He emerges in
the same manner and if, for any reason, he must express
a dissent, it is most deferential, almost apologetic. There
have been exceptions, of course, but they often end dis-
astrously for the senator. A good example was provided by
the late William E. Borah of Idaho, who emerged from a
conference with President Roosevelt snorting that his
sources of information were superior to those of the White
House and that he was quite confident there would be no
war in Europe that year. That was just a few months before
the Germans marched into Poland.
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When a president's influence with the public begins
to wane, the situation does change to the extent that the
voices on the Senate floor become quite raucous. During
an election campaign they will become abusive. But this is
still something a president reads in a newspaper or views
oni TV. This is not of the same order as face-to-face con-
linsation. When the latter occurs, even the most boorish
iJf ecis;utors becomes quite civilized. There is no such thing
aa *halleisge to a president on his home ground.

II truth, there is no such challenge anywhere within
the goverinment. Members of the judiciary deal with a
plc iesiit at arm's length-a wise rule whose occasional
%iolationi invariably results in unpleasant, and sometimes
di.stiolls, c(ssequences. Some of the regulatory agencies
iiiliudle members who, by law, must be members of an op-
psition party, but they move in circles as remote from the
White House as the judiciary-pretty much for the same
ec.osin. T'he heads of the independent agencies-such as
NASA-are in even less of a position to issue a challenge
thmii their more pr.:stigious colleagues in the cabinet. The'
'mideigsouind opposition" within administrative circles,
Shat 1i inevitably exists as a holdover from the past, can do
sety little other than to circulate scandalous stories, a prac-
titc quite rightly frowned u pon but which will persist.

I ami well aware that the concept of including opposi-
nll uwitllils the government itself will not be welcomed by
lily president or by many administrative officials. It seems
nsiiy anid inefficienit, and there is a tendency to assume that
al picsident should not be burdened with an official family
14 -iic of whose members may make him uncomfortable.

The answer to the second problem-the extra burdens
that a president would have to bear-is that he must bear
those burdens anyway. The success of any presidential pro-
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gram depends upon public support. Whatever divisions a
president might have to face within the Cabinet Room are
divisions he will face when his designs become public. He
would be in far better shape if he were compelled to take
the opposition into account at the time his proposals were
being developed. It would be preferable to abandon a
program when quiet discussion disclosed its inability to
attain goals (unless there was an educational aspect in-
volved) than to throw it out to the wolves and be surprised
when it met defeat. The reality is, of course, that very few
programs would be abandoned, but many would be modi-
fied into a far more sensible form.

It is amazing how few presidential programs reach
Congress in a palatable form. The history of the past thirty-
three years has been a rarely broken record of presi-
dential swimming in hot congressional water. President
Roosevelt, after the first few years when the country re-
garded him as a savior, was virtually unable to get the
House and Senate to move on a domestic proposal. His
place in history was probably saved by World War II.
President Truman made a magnificent start in securing pas-
sage of vital foreign-policy legislation but spent most of his
ternis it a kicking, snarling match with Capitol Hill. Presi-
dent Eisenhower left Congress alone as much as possible
but even lie was saved from endless wrangling only be-
cause a subtle l)emocratic opposition conceived and car-
ried out the tactic of converting his few proposals into ve-
hicles for Democratic legislation. President Kennedy's
legislative program was stalled on dead center at the time
of his assassination and the only important items that ever
reached the White House were a few salvaged by his suc-
cessor. President Johnson, widely regarded as the genius
of the Senate in the twentieth century, shoved a fantastic
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imlLber of bills down congressional throats. But this was
due chiefly to the fact that he, also, looked like a savior
after the traumatic shock of the assassination. He ended
his term in an atmosphere of rebuff after rebuff, scarcely
speaking to his old friends. President Nixon in his early
mtonths in office should still have been in the glowing phase

of the traditional "honeymoon." Yet he encountered seri-
oIus trouble on two major proposals-extension of the in-
comlle-tax surcharge and authority to construct a modified
.aotibalhistics missile system. The fact that the struggle
lbegant so early is significant.

It is not enough to blame President Truman's and
P'iesident Johnson's problems on the Korean and Vietnam
w.ars and President Eisenhower's difficulties on lack of
exap ie nce. There are, in my judgment, far deeper roots to
the warfare between two of our major branches of govern-
nment-warfare that goes beyond the antagonisms foreseen
by the founding fathers when they set up a system of di-
%ided powers. The answer is that a president does not have
js.tilable to him methods of gauging the intensity of the
*1pposition-something that any politician must have in
ottler to be successful. He lives in an environment where
H is not possible to miake valid, intuitive judgments about
plit how angry people will become and albouit what must
Ise dolle to hblilit their opposition without losing sight of
his obje tive.

(f course, he finds out soon enough once his proposal
becomes public. The legislative liaison staff is quite efficient
alt determining such things once a message has hit the floor
of Longress. By that time, it is too late. The president's posi-
Uions are solidified. Even slight modifications then appear as
-ai embarrassing retreat and, rather than be humiliated, the
paroject is often dropped.
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The master practitioners of the Senate seldom fall into
this trap. They live in an atmosphere which will instill some
degree of humility into even the most arrogant of men.
IThey walk every day through an adversary atmosphere.
They have before them constant reminders of the swift pen-
alties for failure to take into account the strong feelings
(If other mcin. Ihcy iot only receive letters and telephone
calls from their constituents but run into them in the cor-
ridor daily. Reality is never very far away.

The executive branch of the government cannot, of
course, operate at the leisurely pace of the Senate. A leg-
islative body, except in highly unusual circumstances, does
not have to hurry. But there should be some way that pol-
icy decisions could le made at a top level of government
through adversary processes. Time would be lost in making
anry decisions, but when we look at the immediate past,

it is difficult to avoid the thought that more time should be
lost and perhaps many of the decisions never made. And a
great deal of the time would be made up by moving more
quickly to action.

We have become too fearful of the results of disputa-
tious personalities and clashing ideologies. We assume that
the political process is a type of warfare in which the
leaders are justified in concealing their plans from friend
and foe alike and awaiting the psychological moment to
strip off the protective covering and open fire. We assume
that such tactics lessen the damage from partisan strife.
Politics is a form of warfare but it is designed to
achieve different goals and therefore should be played

unler different rules. The earlier the differences are
brought into the open, the better. Perhaps if we forgot some
of our vaunted efliciency, we would score somewhat bet-
ter in the realinn of alchievement.



C. CONCERNING PROPOSALS To STRENGTHEN POLITICAL PARTIES AND To ADOPT
PROCEDURES FOR A VOTE OF No CONFIDENCE

Proposed Constitutional amendment relative to a Congressional
vote of no confidence in the President

H.J. RE. 1111
Joint resolution proposing an amendment to

the Constitution of the United States rela,-
tive to a congressional vote of no conn-
dence In the President
Resolved by the House ,of Representatives

and the Senate of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress assembled (two-thirds of
each House concurring therein), That, the
following article Is proposed as an amend-
ment to the Constitution of the United
States, which shall be valid to all Intents and
purposes as part of the Constitution when
ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths
of the several States within seven years from
the date of Its submission by the Congress:

"SEcTios 1. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Constitution, Congress may
adopt a Resolution of No Confidence In the
President. A three-fifths vote of the mem-
bers of each House present and voting shall
be necessary to adopt such a Resolution as
a concurrent resolution A Resolution of No
Confidence shall be privileged in the House
of Representatives and shall have precedence
over all other bills, resolutions and motions
In the Senate.

"SEc. 2. In the Resolution of No Conni-
dence, Congress shall fix a date falling not
less than ninety days and not more than
one hundred and ten days from the date of
adoption of the Resolution for the calling
of a special election for the choosing of elec-
tors for President and Vice President, and
or Representatives and Senators: Provided,
That If the date or adoption occurs on or
after June 1 of the second year of the Presi-
dent's term, and at least ninety days prior
to the date of the choosing of Representa-
tives In Congress that year, the special elec-
tion shall coincide with the regular election
for the choosing of Representatives. The
Clerk of the House of Representatives shall
notify the chief executive of each State and
of the District of Columbia of the date of
the special election, and each State and the
District of Columbia shall provide for the
choosing of electors, and of Representatives
and Senators, on that day. The convening
and balloting of electors at a date specified
byCongress. and the transmittal of the bal-
lots to Congress which shall count them,
shall be In the manner -specified In the
twelfth and twentieth articles of amendment.

"SZC. S. If the special election occurs at
the regular election for the choosing of Rep~.
resentatives in Congress. the President and
Vice President. and the Representatlves and
Senators, chosen pursuant to the special elec-
tion shall enter upon their terms of office
on January 20 of the year Immediately ola-
lowing. In such case,- the term of office for
the President and Vice President shall be t*o
years; for Representatives, two years; for
Senators, six years, or Thatever remains of
the term of their respective predecessor. If
the special election occurs at any other time,
Congress-in the Resolution of No Confidence
shall specify a commencement date not less
than sixty and not more than -seventy-ive
days following the date of the election. In
such case, the term of office for officeholders
shall be whatever remains of the term of
their respectlivepredeceso6r.

'83V. 4. Notwithstanding the twenty-sec-
ond article of amendment, the Incumbent of

the Office of President at the time of adoption
of the Resolution of No Confidence shall be
eUgible to stand for election at the election
herein provided for and to serve the term
commencing thereafter.

"Sac. 5. The times, places, and manner of
holding elections for Presidential electon.
and for Representatives and Senators, shall
be prescribed In each State by the leglda-
ture thereof; but the Cbgnress may at Any
time make or alter such regulations. -

"Sac. 6. Congress shall have power to en-
force this article by appropriate legislatlon."

(765)
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from Can Representative Government Do the Job,
by Thomas K. Finletter

CHAPTER XII.

TO COMPLETE THE EVOLUTION

JOINT EXECUITIVE-LEGISLATIVE CABINET would growA in power with use. Since the two branches are be-
ing driven by necessity to work together, any institution
or practice whose purpose was to encourage such collabo-
ration would inevitably prosper. The men in the Executive
and Congress are constantly seeking ways of working to-
gether. If they had an established body expressly set up
for the purpose they would use it and earnestly try to
make it work. And institutions of government which grow
in this customary way have always been the most satis-
factory.

On the other hand it is not enough just to set up a
common meeting ground. The surroundings in which the
experiment would operate-the other institutions and pro-
cedures of government which surround it-must be favor-
able to its growth, or at least not be hostile to it. And
there are some parts of the American system today which
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are so antagonistic to collaboration between Congress and
the Executive that they would jeopardize the success of
a Joint Cabinet. These forces could not prevent the Cabi-
net from being a very constructive force, but they could
and unless changed would prevent it from fully accom-
plishing its object. The most important barrier to the suc-
cess of a Joint Cabinet is the system of fixed dates for
elections-the rigid terms of two and six years for Con-
gress and four years for the President.

In the first place there is the possibility that under the
system of fixed terms of office one of the Houses of Con-
gress may be of a different party than the President. This
happens often enough to be a menace to our form of gov-
ernment. It has occurred in twenty-seven out of seventy-
nine Congresses. In seven, both Houses were opposed to
the President; in fourteen the House of Representatives
alone was opposed; and in six the Senate. This split in
party solidarity usually takes places at the congressional
elections in the middle of a presidential term. It has oc-
curred on at least three occasions within recent political
history-the mid-term elections of Taft, Wilson, and
Hoover.

Whenever a majority of House or Senate is of a differ-
ent party than the President, the government of the United
States cannot function. Of course, under such circum-
stances, the Joint Executive-Legislative Cabinet would be
of practically no value at all. The Cabinet must be com-
posed of members of the same party to be effective. A
common meeting-ground for a group composed of mem-
bers of opposing parties would be of no value except on

19-549 0-83--25
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nonpartisan issues-and there would be very few of these.
I have tried to show earlier in this study the chaos that

results whenever the President and one of the Houses are
of different parties. The last two years of the Taft admin-
istration bogged down in conflict because of such a split
in party control. The defeat of Wilson's treaty was caused
by a similar break in party solidarity; for he lost control of
both Houses of Congress in the 1918 election. Wilson was
in an even worse predicament than his predecessor, for he
needed not a mere majority but a two-thirds vote in the
Senate to get his treaty approved. More recently the im-
potence of the Hoover administration from the 1930 elec-
tions on, and the resultant misery which came from the
inability of the government to act during those distressing
years, was caused in large part by the split in party control
and the consequent inability of the President to command
any support in Congress.

Rarely has this break in party solidarity happened in a
presidential election year. The campaign orators on both
sides in the x944 election were, however, quite right when
they pointed with alarm to what would happen if Mr.
Roosevelt had gone into his fourth term with a Republican
House or if Mr. Dewey as president had had a Democratic
Senate. The Democrats had less than one-half of the mem-
bership of the 7 8th Congress as it ended its term on Jan-
uary, 3, 1945. The administration would have been in a
serious position if the November elections had not sub-
stantially increased the Democratic holdings in the House
of the 79th Congress.. Even as it is there is always the pos-
sibility that in x946, when the war presumably will be
over, the trend will be reversed and the Republicans will
make gains in the House which will cut away the Demo-
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cratic majority and even give control to the Republicans.
If that happens, the government will again be in a dead-
lock-and at what a time! Where will be the smoothly
effective power of the United States government to handle
international peace and domestic economic security? Must
the will of the American people be defeated by a technical
defect in their government? Must we wait, under our sys-
tem of fixed elections, until the next Presidential election
comes along before we can have a government which is
capable of functioning? Should there not be some method
of giving the people a chance to decide whether the pres-
ent administration is to continue-with the support of a
Congress of its own party and backed by a fresh endorse-
ment of the people-or whether the Republican party is to
be given a chance to take over the direction of the gov-
ernment?

*

But even with the majority of both Houses of the same
party as the President, the fixed terms of office would be
a great barrier to the proper working of the Joint Cabinet,
just as now they make collaboration between the Execu-
tive and Congress extremely difficult. The fact that the
members of Congress are secure in office until the end of
their fixed terms makes them independent of national party
control, and therefore to some extent hostile to the Presi-
dent. The fact that both Congressmen and Senators are de-
pendent for re-election more on local machines and local
influences than on the national parties increases this sense
of independence. Moreover, the fixed elections have made
for weak national parties and thus have interfered with
the growth of that party discipline which alone in repre-
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sentative government can constitute an effective bridge
between the Executive and Congress and alone can bring
them to work together harmoniously.

The deadlock between the President and Congress
which takes place even when the majority of the House
and Senate are of the same party as the President is fre-
quently as serious as that which* occurs when there is a
break in party control among the Presidency and the two
Houses. When the majority in the House or Senate is
small, the present relatively slack discipline in Congress
encourages the formation of blocs of progressives, insur-
gents or just independents, who even if they are of the
same party as the President do not follow his leadand cre-
ate a situation equivalent to that which arises when there
is an absolute majority against him.

And even in the best of times, when the President has
a great majority of both Houses and an apparent mandate
from the people to carry out his policies, there is inevitably
a time of deadlock as a President's term wears on. The
1936 election was the greatest landslide in American his-
tory. The President had enormous majorities in both
House' and Senate, and yet one of the most crushing de-
feats Mr. Roosevelt suffered at the hands of Congress-
on the Supreme Court proposal-followed soon after this
election. The power of even the strongest popular leader,
as I have tried to show earlier in the study, wanes rapidly
as his administration goes on. The resistance from Con-
gress which the President has to face, once the patronage
is expended and the novelty in his leadership has worn
off, creates a stoppage in government which is nearly as
serious as when the opposing party blocks him by its nu-
merical control of one of the Houses.
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Clearly there should be some way of putting an end
to such conditions. But there can be none as long as the
President, the House and the Senate have fixed terms of
service which perpetuate these deadlocks and make it im-
possible, when Congress and the President get to a point
where government cannot function, to refer the issues and
disputes to the people for a decision as to how and by
whom the country is to be run.

*

The remedy is, I believe, to amend the Constitution so
as, first, to give to the President the right to dissolve Con-
gress and the Presidency and to call a general election of
all three whenever a deadlock arises between Congress and
the Joint Cabinet, and, second, to make the terms of the
Senate, House, and Presidency of the same length-say six
years from the date of each election (whether the election
takes place as the result of a dissolution or on the expira-
tion of the full six-year period of service). The second
part of this proposal is made necessary by the first. For
the main objective of the right of dissolution is to have a
homogeneous Congress and Presidency and, for this pur-
pose, to have both Houses and the President elected at the
same time. This can be done only by having the fixed
terms of all three of the same length.

Usually the President, the House, and the Senate would
serve out the six-year term to which they were elected.
But if it became clear that relations between the Execu-
tive and Congress had reached an impasse which was seri-
ously affecting the interests of the nation, the President
could issue an executive order calling for a new election
of the entire House, Senate, and Presidency. The results
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of such an election would be to return to the House, Sen-
ate and Presidency men of the same party, committed to
the same principles. If, say, a Democratic President called
a disssolution, and the policies of the President were sup-
ported in the election, the Executive would have a House
and Senate committed by a fresh mandate of the people
to follow its leadership. If the administration in offic' were
defeated in the election, a Republican President, House,
and Senate would come in, -committed by the will of the
people to carry out different policies. The result in either
case would be a unified government, armed with a fresh
authority from the people, knowing what the people
wanted it to do, and capable of carrying out their wishes.

If such a remedy had been available, many of the dis-
tressing periods of our history which were caused by the
conflict between Congress and the Executive would have
been avoided. Why, for example should the country not
have been given the chance to decide in 1919 whether or
not it wanted to join the League of Nations instead of
having the issue decided with such tragic consequences by
bitter fighting between an ill President and a Senate de-
termined to reassert its authority? Why should we not
have avoided the confusion of the last two years of the
Taft administration by having the people decide the issue
between Congress and the President instead of letting the
government bog down in conflict? Why did we have to
go through the unnecessary misery at the end of the
Hoover. administration when the government failed ut-
terly in its duty to the people? Why is it necessary to sit
down impotently when these deadlocks occur which ren-
der "the great Government of the United States helpless
and contemptible?" And, looking to the fiture,-if Con-
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gress reasserts itself violently when the present war is over
and blocks the President in a burst of negation, as it
always has in the past after a war, must the people be conm-
pelled to sit quietly while their government quarrels
within itself, or will some way be given to the people to
decide who is to run their government and how? There
surely is no reason in political theory or in the practical
workings of the United States government which justifies
maintaining our fixed elections at such a cost.

* . ~*

The mere existence of the right of dissolution would
break these deadlocks immediately. Whenever the Joint
Cabinet could not agree, or whenever Congress refused
to follow its leaders in the Joint Cabinet, the possibility
of a call for a general election would be there to compel
either an immediate agreement between Congress and the
Executive or a solution of the dilemma by a reference of
the issue to the people.

In practice dissolutions would take place rarely. We
need not fear an instability of government like that of the
Third French Republic if the President of the United
States had the right to dissolve. Comparisons with other
forms of government are always unsatisfactory, but the
French example is used so often to prove the superior
merit -of our presidential system that it must be consid-
ered. The great weakness of the French system was pre-
cisely that of our own, namely, that there was no right
of the President of the Third Republic or the Premier, the
head of the government, to dissolve the Parliament. The
right to dissolve existed de jure in the French constitu-
tional laws, but since 1877 when Marshal MacMahon
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dissolved the Chambre, dissolution was regarded as tanta-
mount to an attempted coup d'etat and therefore as un-
constitutional. As a result the members of the French
Parlement could safely oust the government (the Premier
and the members of his cabinet) because there was no pen-
alty attached to doing so. The Premier could not threaten
Parlement with a general election where its members
would have to justify their defeat of the government to
the people. The individualistic tendencies of the members
of Parlement were therefore free to run riot, to form
splinter parties-analogous to our own, congressional blocs
-of numerous shades of opinion, and to create an insta-
bility of ministries which became notorious. American in-
dividualism is not able to do the same thing, for our Con-
gress cannot put the President out of office. Congress takes
its individualism out in another way-by. blocking the
policies which the President proposes. The right of disso-
lution is as necessary to stop this practice as it was needed
to cure the instability of French governments under the
Third Republic.

If the President of the United States had the right to
dissolve, special elections would be called only if there
were a real difference of conviction on matters of major
importance between Congress and the Executive, and
then only when all attempts to reconcile the difference
had failed and the goverment accordingly could no longer
function. Surely this would not occur often. The fear that
instability would result from the right to dissolve is really
a fear that the American people are incapable of govern-
ing themselves.

*

Agreement in the Joint Cabinet would soon become the'
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custom. Strong forces of self-interest would drive both
branches of government in the Joint Cabinet and in Con-
gress to work out an agreed course of action. Acceptance
by Congress of the leadership of the Joint Cabinet would
become the normal course of action.

In the first place, the members of Congress would not
be anxious to risk their seats at a general election. Nor
would the President want to give up a fixed term of office
by risking a new verdict by the people. There would
therefore be a self-interest in Congress and the President
driving them to reach agreement. There would also be a
greatly increased party discipline within Congress which
would make the party ranks in the two Houses responsive
to their leaders in the Joint Cabinet and to the Presi-
dent as the head of the party.

Secondly, one of the main reasons why congressional
party lines now so often break down and why the mem-
bers of Congress might not follow the leadership of their
representatives in the Joint Cabinet would be removed if
*the power of dissolution existed. This reason is the exces-
sive power of the organized groups.

The importance of the organized groups can be made
clear by taking the course of a bill originated by the Joint
Cabinet. If such a bill were broadly national in its char-
acter (such as neutrality legislation or most other matters
of foreign policy) and therefore did not touch the inter-
ests of one of the powerful combinations-such as the
farmers, labor, various business groups, Negroes, youth,
and the like-the members of Congress would probably
follow the recommendation of their leaders in the Joint
Cabinet. The congressional members of the Cabinet would
know what the prevailing temper of Congress was, and the
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proposal would have been shaped with this in mind. But
if a proposed bill touched seriously the interests of one of
the organized groups (say, legislation affecting the parity
price of crops or a proposal to modify the National Labor
Relations Act or to revise holding company legislation, or
any veterans legislation) the situation would be different.

Such a bill would produce a struggle between party dis-
cipline in Congress and the power of the groups. If the
President did not have the right to dissolve Congress and if
one of the groups decided to make an issue of the bill,
party discipline would almost certainly break down and
the decision go against the recommendation of the Joint
Cabinet. Even if there were, say, a Democratic President in
office and a Democratic majority in the House and Senate,
a powerful organized group would probably, under the
present system, take away enough Democratic votes to
join with the Republicans to defeat the measure.

On the other hand, if the President had the power of
dissolution, the organized groups would be in a much
weaker position, and both parties in Congress would be in
a better position to resist them. In the first place there
would be the greater party discipline to which I have re-
ferred which would come from the unwillingness of the
members of the two Houses to precipitate a general elec-
tion-and this they might well do if they yielded to the
pressure of the group. In the second place the mere exist-
ence of the right of dissolution would make the national
parties stronger throughout the country, and thus would
give the party leaders in the Joint Cabinet a new and im-
portant influence over their members in Congress.

I think it is clear that the possibility of having to handle
a general election whenever the President called a disso-
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lution would necessarily make the national parties increase
the strength of their organization in the states. The na-
tional parties would have to keep themselves ready at all
times for an election at an uncertain date and would have
to be constantly strong enough to make an all-out effort
to win the Presidency and a majority in the House 'and
Senate in order to keep or put their party in control of,
the federal government. The present relatively greater
organization and power of the state machines and of local
individuals and groups would diminish. Party control
would more and more be exercised by the national organi-
zations. And this strength of the national parties would
have its effect on the members of Congress. They would
be much more ready to follow their leaders in the Joint
Cabinet if they knew that the national party organizations
would be stronger at an election than the organized groups
and other local interests.

*

The strength of the national parties would be greatly
increased if the states would modify their residence re-
quirements for congressmen. We will probably never
adopt the practice (which would require a constitutional
amendment) of allowing the party leaders to assign a con-
gressional candidacy anywhere in the country to a man
they want to have in the House. It is to be hoped, how-
ever, -that the laws of the states will be changed so as to
allow a candidate for Congress to run from a district other
than that of his residence-but within his state. The only
requirement of the Constitution in this regard is that a
representative must reside in the state, but state laws or
custom usually provide that a candidate for the House
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shall be a resident of the congressional district from which
he runs for office. This necessarily encourages the local
loyalties of congressmen against the national viewpoint. It
also prevents the party leaders from finding safe seats for
those m embers whom they want to keep in public life.
President Roosevelt may lose Hyde Park in the national.
elections, but on four occasions a wider constituency-has
kept him in office. A Congressman, however, who has
voted consistently to support his party leaders in the Joint
Cabinet may be retired to private life under the present
system because of purely local considerations (the organ-
ized groups again), despite the efforts of the national party
leaders to keep him in office. This is less true in the Senate
because of its wider constituency. If state laws were
changed so as to give' the party leaders the power to keep
their strong men in the House, the power of the national
parties and the discipline of their membership would be
greatly helped, and the Joint Cabinet would thereby be
made more effective.

*

The national parties should be the force in this country
which holds down the organized groups to their proper
functions. They should be the link between the Executive
and Congress which enables the government to work in
the national interest and against the pressures of local in-
terests, organized or not.

It will not be denied that at present our national parties
are weak both in party discipline in Congress and in sup-
porting their candidates for the Senate and House when
they come up for election. The national parties now have
served their purpose when they have directed every four
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years the campaign for the Presidency. At these times the
national parties act as the co-ordinators of the state ma-
chines for this one election. They then go into suspended
animation until the next presidential campaign, and during
the interval they have little influence in maintaining party
discipline in Congress and slight power in the mid-term
elections for the House and Senate.

The organized groups take full advantage of this weak-
ness of the parties. The lack of support from the national
organizations drives the members of Congress to look not
to the national parties but to the local machines and the
politically powerful individuals and groups in their states.
Obviously under these conditions the parties are not in a
strong position to command support in Congress for a na-
tional point of view against the pressures of the local
groups.

Of course there are exceptions, where a member of
Congress achieves a national reputation which enables him
to be free, in a greater or less degree, of local pressures.
The constituencies become proud of these men, and will
not stand for some local group attempting to oust them
from office. Senators Henry Cabot Lodge, Sr., Borah, and
George Norris were such men. There are many like them
in the present Congress. Senators Connally, George, Aus-
tin, Fulbrighr, Vandenberg, LaFollette, Barkley, Brewster,
Wagner, Taft, Glass, and Byrd, and Representatives Mar-
tin, Bloom and Wadsworth-to mention only a few-have
achieved reputations that go far beyond their constituen-
cies. The late Huey Long was reaching a power when he
was killed which definitely transcended Louisiana; and
former Representatives Hamilton Fish and Dies stood for
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principles which, whether they were admirable or not,
were not parochial.

But these are the exceptions. The influences which de-
cide the political fate of the members of Congress are usu-
ally local. Woodrow Wilson's appeal for a Democratic
Congress in the 1918 elections and Mr. Roosevelt's at-
tempted purge of the Democratic party in i938 show how
low the influence of the national organizations is. on the
futures of the members of Congress.

However, if the right of dissolution existed, this empha-
sis on local issues would largely disappear. The power of
the groups lies mainly in their long memories. At present
when a congressman or a senator comes up for re-election
his record of voting on national issues is a stale matter. It
will have little influence on the election, compared to the
tenacious memory of an organized group whom he may
have offended by his voting record. But if there were the
right of dissolution, the voting would be on live issues in
which the people would be immediately interested and on
which they would make their voice heard. No longer
would the undue influence of minorities decide the issue.

If, for example, the Joint Cabinet had decided on a
measure which was opposed by the railroads and on an-
other which offended organized labor, the dissolution
would be called with specific reference to those two issues.
There would be debate all over the country on the merits
or demerits of the policies which the Joint Cabinet had
recommended. The organized groups would of course give
their views, but the President and the Joint Cabinet would
also be heard. There would be a full debate, and the de-
cision of the people would be made with knowledge of
both sides of the question, the national point of view as
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well as the special one of the groups. Obviously the power
of the groups would suffer under such a procedure. And
equally clearly, their influence on the votes of members
of Congress would diminish correspondingly. We would
more nearly approach that supremacy of the rational in-
terest which Burke proclaimed to the electors of Bristol:

My worthy colleague says, his will ought to be
subservient to yours. If that be all, the thing is inno-
cent. If government were a matter of will upon any
side, yours, without question, ought to be superior.
But government and legislation are matters of reason
and judgment, and not of inclination; and what sort
of reason is that in which the determination precedes
the discussion; in which one set of men deliberate,
and another decide; and where those who form the
conclusion are perhaps three hundred miles distant
from those who hear the arguments? -. .1 Parliament
is not a congress of ambassadors from different and
hostile interests; which interests each must maintain,
as an agent and advocate, against other agents and
advocates; but Parliament is a deliberative assembly
of one nation, with one interest, that of the whole;
where, not local purposes, not local prejudices, ought
to guide, but the general good, resulting from the
general reason of the whole. You choose a member
indeed; but when you have chosen him, he is not a
member of Bristol, but he is a member of parliament.
If the local constituent should have an interest, or
should form an hasty opinion, evidently opposite to
the real good of the rest of the community, the mem-
ber for that place ought to be as. far, as any other,
from any endeavor to give it effect.
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This is not to say that the power of the organized groups
would disappear entirely if the right of dissolution existed.
But it is to say that their power would be greatly cut, and
that they would be held much more closely to their proper
functions than they are now. Many organized groups have
an entirely proper place in a democracy; for the rights of
assembly and petition have an honorable place amindg'ghe
natural rights-provided that they do not go beyond the
open use of persuasion, do not use improper methods, and
do not destroy some other right, such as that of the peo-
ple to a deliberative representative body acting in the in-
terests of the people as a whole. It is only when these
groups use wrongful means or get a power out of relation
to the social interests they represent that they are evil;
and unquestionably many of them are in that category.
Strong national parties are an antidote for these over-
powerful organizations. In countries where the national
parties are strong, organized groups have never obtained
an undue power. For the excessive power of organized
minorities arises only when there is an inadequate repre-
sentation of the national interest.

: ~~~~~*

It has been suggested that this weakness of the national
parties is about to change, not because of any new tech-
nique of government but because national parties, it is
said, are about to grow up which will have definite and
divergent social beliefs and accordingly a solidarity in dis-
cipline which will be strong enough to overcome the
power of the organized groups.' Presumably, according to
this view, the two great American parties, or possibly

'Harold J. LasKd The American Presidency (i14o).
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some other parties taking their place, will diverge-one
becoming much more conservative than at present, the
other more advanced. Having thus definite characters and
much more clear ideologies than now, they will develop
discipline (parties with creeds develop solidarity more
than those without them) and, acting in teamwork with
the man they have elected to the Presidency, will control
Congress and drive the organized groups from power.

This is a misconception of the American political scene.
We will not have parties with divergent social creeds as
long as we have our present form of government.

With our system of choosing the President as well as
Congress by a direct popular vote, the two national parties
will always tend toward identical social beliefs. There is
at the time of every election a prevailing public opinion
around which 51 per cent of the votes are clustered. Any
party which strays far from this public opinion will lose
the election. A third party with a new philosophy-Barn-
burners, Locofocos, Socialist, American Labor, Liberal,
or any other-cannot survive unless it displaces one of the
existing majority parties. The issue of survival is decided
in the nation-wide elections when a party needs 51 per
cent in order to live. There may be different guesses by
the party managers as to the prevailing public opinion,
but they will be agreed on one thing and that is to get as
close to it as possible. Mr. Sidney Hillman recognized this
truism when he stated recently that the CIO Political Ac-
tion Committee was not a political party, had no intention
of becoming one and proposed to restrict itself to nonpar-
tisan action-that is, throwing the weight of the CIO com-
mittee for the Republicans or the Democrats as best suited

19-549 0-83-26
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the interests of the CIO, but never attempting to compete
with them on equal terms as a party.

It has been suggested that there is a difference between
the Republican and Democratic parties in that the Demo-
crats have been the party of reform and of strong popular-
leader presidents, while the Republicans have leaned to-
ward congressional supremacy and more orthodox social
views. It is a fact that the great peacetime popular leaders
-Jefferson, Jackson, Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt-
have been Democrats. And an unsuccessful leader of the
Democratic party, William Jennings Bryan, could appro-
priately be added to this list even though he never achieved
the Presidency. There have been surprisingly few excep-
tions to this pattern. Cleveland's regard for the separation
of powers was one instance which does not fit exactly, but
Lincoln cannot be regarded as an example to the contrary
since he was a wartime president who was driven to the
use of executive power contrary to the traditions of his
party at the time. Theodore Roosevelt might appear not to
fit the theory; but he is explained on the ground that he
was not the choice of his party for the Presidency but was
given the nomination as Vice President in order to elimi-
nate him from the New York political scene.2

Any tendency of the two parties towards these diver-
gent social views, however, if it exists, is held well in check
by the party managers. There can be no pronounced ide-
ological difference between the two parties without a sec-
tionalism or class solidarity much greater than exists at
present in the United States. Such sectionalism as exists in
the Solid South and in some of the northern states does not
decide the national election; it merely drives the contend-

W. E. Binkley, The Powers of the Preuident (1935).
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ing parties into the deciding battleground of the other
states. And any tendency toward class solidarity is con-
stantly frustrated by the moves of the party managers,
who keep their policies so close to those of the other party
that class voting cannot develop. Both parties have to bid
for a majority of the votes in a large number of states and
therefore cannot do otherwise than direct their party
planks at the point which they believe will please the ma-
jority in those areas. As long as that necessity obtains-and
it will do so as long as the President is elected by direct
popular vote-there will be no substantial difference in so-
cial theory of the two dominant national parties.

*

It is sometimes said that a country like the United States
which has no sharply marked class distinctions cannot sup-
port a system of government which allows general elec-
tions to be called at any time. This is another way of
stating Professor Laski's thesis that economic or class soli-
darity is needed to make the national parties strong in
order that they, through their discipline, may make the
government orderly. But in fact there is no such class con-
trol of the parties in England. Lord Balfour has said that
the British "political machinery pre-supposes a people so
fundamentally at one that they can safely afford to bicker,
and so sure of their own moderation that they are not dan-
gerously disturbed by the never-ending din of political
conflict." Thus, during the heyday of the British system
the parties had no clear-cut class distinctions, and even
though today the Labour Party has a trade union base, it
and the Conservatve Party have to and do keep very close
together in their policies for the same reason that our
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parties do. Party discipline grows when there is a need for
it, and when the technical structure of the government is
favorable to it. In the United States we now need strong
parties, and the right of dissolution would be the technique
which would enable us to have them.

. . *

Another reason given for the lack of strong national
parties in this country is its geographical size and large
population. This explanation is unsatisfactory. Measured
by the ability to get from one place to another, to com-
municate in writing or by voice, and by rapidity in the
distribution of news, the United States is smaller today
than it was in the early nineteenth century. The radio is
now making the country even smaller. No longer can the
politicians tell the people one thing in one place and an-
other in another. The radio reports to the whole people.
The size of the country and its population is not the reason
for the weakness of the national parties.

What in fact makes for. the lack of strong national
parties in the United States is that there is no need for
them under our present system of government.

The power of dissolution would remove another funda-
mental cause of the deadlocks between Congress and the
Executive. This cause is the compelling necessity, to which
I have referred, for Congress to defeat the President in or-
der to maintain its place in the American system. When
Congress is confronted by a strong President, secure in his
four-year term of office, it has no alternative, if it is not to
become permanently subservient, except to show by re-
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peated defeats of the President's proposals that it. has not
become a rubber stamp but is an independent, equal branch
of government.

Congress cannot, however, block the President com-
pletely (except during the last year of an administration
when relief may be in sight in the form of a new Presi-
dency) by refusing to enact any of his proposals or by
using its huge appropriating power to cripple the execu-
tive branch. The people would not stand for a stoppage in
their government. Congress therefore blocks the President
partially-but effectively enough to make proper policy-
making impossible-by a series of nagging checks.

The history of our presidents who have tried to domi-
nate Congress shows that these congressional defeats of
administration policies increase as the President's term
wears on. The experience of Presidents Theodore Roose-
velt, Woodrow Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt was
that the blocking process began in the middle of the first
term. In the case of Theodore Roosevelt, it reached a
climax at the end of his administration, when in the elec-
tion year of i908 there was no presidential leadership at
all. In Wilson's case congressional resurgence was inter-
rupted by the war phase, but was taken up again-very
effectively-when the war was over. In the Presidency of
Franklin Roosevelt the peacetime leadership has declined
steadily under the persistent reassertion of congressional
supremacy, except when the conflict was called off for
the purposes of the war.

No private enterprise could survive under such a system.
In a private business the principal (Congress) would allow
the agent (the Executive) full freedom within the scope
of his authority. The principal would keep himself in-
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formed of the acts of the agent, would require him to
report from time to time and would insist that large com-
mitments be approved by the principal. If the agent acted
contrary to the wishes of the principal, or made proposals
which seemed unwise, or if the principal lost confidence in
the agent, the relationship would stop. The agent would
be dismissed and a new one retained or the business would
be given up. The principal would not annoy the agent
with detailed instructions at every turn, he would not re-
ject the proposals of his agent repeatedly and still keep him
in his employ, and above all he would not quarrel with
him. The principal has one big check-the right to hire
and fire. Until he uses that power the agent is left alone to
do the work he has been hired to do.

These repeated nagging checks of the Executive by
Congress would not be necessary if the President had the
power of dissolution. For in that case Congress would
have one big check which would give it a sense of security
and would make it feel free to accept the leadership of its
representatives in the Joint Cabinet as long as it had con-
fidence in its leaders and the measures they proposed.

The big check that Congress would have would be the
right-to force the President to call a dissolution. For if the
President had this right, Congress could block the Execu-
tive completely by refusing to enact any of the proposals
of the Joint Cabinet. It could give a vote of lack of confi-
dence, and the people would sanction this drastic step be-
cause the President would have the remedy immediately
available of calling a general election which would put the
whole matter under dispute up to the people for decision.

The right to call a dissolution would thus in practice
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belong to Congress as well as the President. No President
could refuse to order a general election if Congress made
up its majority mind that it disapproved of the Executive's
leadership and wished the matter referred to the people for
a decision. It would of course be possible to provide by
constitutional amendment that a dissolution could be called
only on a vote of the Joint Cabinet, or on the demand of
the President and the vote of both Houses. But this would
only incorporate formally in the Constitution what would
necessarily be the unwritten practice.

With the self-assurance which would come from this
great latent power of forcing a dissclution, Congress
would feel compelled to reject the leadership of the Joint
Cabinet only when it believed that the decisions of the
Cabinet were not in the national interest or were contrary
to the wishes of the people. No longer would Congress be
compelled to defeat the Executive just to maintain its right
of existence in the American system.

. ~~~~*

Strong. national parties able to support their candidates
at the elections to the House, Senate, and Presidency
would constitute the link between the Executive and Con-,
gress which would fuse them into a team working in the
national interest and powerful enough through their unioa
to defend that interest against the forces of sectional and
functional localism. Only through the force of party soli-
darity can the competition between Executive and Legis-
lature, which is the basic condition in all representative
governments, be converted into a system where each
branch has its proper and well defined duties and where
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these duties are pulled together into a common construc-
tive effort. With the party solidarity that would come
from the right of. dissolution, the majority party-those
whom the people had chosen to run their government for
the time being-would have a cohesive organization in the
White House and in Congress capable of carrying out the
policies for which the party stood. They would govern in
the full light of day, with the duty of debating their plans
and deeds before a legislature fully informed of what they
were doing and itself organized on the one side to support
and on the other to scrutinize and attack their work.

The members of the majority in the House and Senate
would respond to the discipline of their party, but only as
long as the party itself responded to the wishes of the peo-
ple. The opposition party also would be organized. And
above all it would be responsible. If it defeated the ma-
jority by making converts, it would have to defend its
action before the people. And it might have to assume
power and put its critical theories into practice. Its opposi-
tion would therefore no longer be indiscriminate, as it now
so often is.

Responsibility-blame or credit-could be fixed. Now
the people do not know whom to hold liable for a failure
of national policy-Congress, the President, the majority,
the minority, the blocs, or the organized groups. With the
majority party taking clear responsibility for its action,
and an organized opposition responsible for its criticism,
the people could determine intelligently whom to censure
and whom to support. Government thus would not only
be more orderly and positive; it would be more responsive
to the will of the people.

The power of dissolution is the crucial technique with-
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out which we will never have a powerful Executive work-
ing in harmony with a powerful Congress.'
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from Presidential Power & Accountability: Toward A
New Constitution, by Charles M. Hardin

Introduction
The Crisis and Its Cure
When a nation has cause for political philosophy, nothing can
stop it from producing it, and the cue to its absence from America
lies in the absence of a cause.-Louis Hartz

In 1973 America was gripped by its gravest political crisis since the
Civil War. The president all too often was out of control. Unbridled
bureaucracies acted with the arrogance befitting their autonomy. Many
pressure groups exercised appalling political leverage. Increasingly
disorganized, the public felt deceived and disillusioned. The threat of
an inquisitorial government's espicnage-and even of armed attacks
by its minions, regardless of constitutional guarantees-was in the
air. A former high official of the Nixon White House, asked by a
Senate Watergate Committee member what advice he would give
young people inquiring about careers in government, replied-"Stay
away!" The audience rocked with cynical laughter. The heritage of
Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln-so long miraculously intact-
was crumbling to dust.

A sense of the need for fundamental changes was abroad. Recent
presidents-Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Lyndon B. Johnson-had
considered and some had urged basic constitutional reforms. In 1973
Richard M. Nixon endorsed a single six-year term for presidents
coupled with a four-year term for congressmen. Ironically, his sugges-
tion coincided with the most serious discussion of presidential im-
peachment since Andrew Johnson. The thought of impeachment made
many persons shudder. And yet there was the haunting nightmare of a
discredited president continuing in office for forty months. Senator
Edward M. Kennedy and ABC commentator Howard K. Smith
pointed out that the parliamentary system would enable the displace-
ment of a politically disabled president by political means and for
political reasons-a great improvement over impeachment. Clark
Clifford, formerly special counsel to President Truman and Secretary
of Defense under President Johnson, called for the president and vice-
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president to resign pursuant to the Twenty-fifth Amendment. Among
those who denounced Clifford was Arthur H. Dean, formerly negotia-
tor at Panmunjom for the United States and sixteen other nations,
American ambassador to South Korea, and holder of many other
distinguished assignments. But all that was in the summer; by Novem-
ber 1973 Vice-President Spiro T. Agnew had resigned, the House of
Representatives was inquiring through its Committee on the Judi-
ciary into the evidence for impeaching the president, and the chorus
of voices calling for the president to resign had swelled while those
opposing resignation had fallen virtually silent.

In this period a number of people, including CBS commentator Eric
Sevareid, urged Congress to reassert itself, forgetting that Congress
had repeatedly proven unable to provide the concerted leadership
required by the times. Former Senator Eugene McCarthy advocated
"depersonalizing" the presidency in order to free the energies, "intel-
lectual, spiritual, and moral," of the people. In reality what emerged
from the people was a collective sense of the inevitable and virtually
ubiquitous crookedness of politicians.

In this situation, two facts were of first importance. First, the crisis
of 1973 had been foreshadowed. Presidential abuse of power, though
seriously worsened, had been visible for decades; the inadequacy of
Congress to provide an alternative to presidential government had
been shown from the close of the Civil War to the end of the nine-
teenth century and fitfully demonstrated again thereafter; and the
malaise of public opinion had appeared in the late 1960s. In other
words, the problems were long-standing and were rooted in structural
faults; they were not associated with one administration and one series
of events. Second, there was-there is-a way out, painful, difficult,
and dangerous as it may be. It will require constitutional surgery at
least as severe as that of 1787. The end result can be briefly stated as
"Presidential Power and Accountability" or, to put it another way, as
presidential leadership and party government.

It will be useful to set forth the diagnosis and the prescription in
an outline:

1. A foremost requirement of a great power is strong executive
leadership. The political demand for it, manifest world-wide, arises
from the present condition of international relationships, given the
state of the military arts; from the inexorable need to develop and use
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science to maintain national security; and from the nature of modern
economic and social organization especially when coupled with
emergent ecological considerations.

2. America met the first requirement by its presidency; but in
recent decades the presidency has escaped the political controls
essential to constitutional, i.e., limited, government. New controls
must be found.

3. The search for controls is complicated by the danger that curbs
may diminish the effectiveness of the presidency. The executive needs
energy today at least as much as in the critical years immediately fol-
lowing 1787 when the Framers concluded that it should be wielded by
a single pair of hands to achieve the "Decision, activity, secrecy [yes,
secrecy!], and despatch" essential in safeguarding the Republic. How
to maintain the full force and effect of the presidency and yet to
restrain those presidential excesses so generously demonstrated in this
century?

4. The beginning of the answer lies in the relationship between the
president and the people. The controlling principle has been vox
populi, vox dei. The voice of the people is the voice of God. This has
been the major premise of our theory of representation; for the people
cannot govern, and the president has become their surrogate. Accord-
ingly, he personifies their political authority. When he speaks ex
cathedra from atop his pyramid of forty million votes, with the bulk
of the populace reportedly behind him, he is awe-inspiring. His
infallibility especially impresses those closest to him whose approval
if not their adulation convinces him that he is larger than life. And
yet all this authority may dissolve if the public turns against him. The
people's choice becomes the people's curse. We have seen it happen
four times in this century. The results of an abrupt decline in presi-
dential power are often unfortunate and may be disastrous.

5. It follows (although the logic may be clear only after further
reading and reflection) that a measure of control over the president
can be provided by subjecting him to the' criticism of an organized,
focused opposition with leadership centered in one person who will be
continuously visible and vocal as the alternative to the president. As
the presidency is unified, so should the opposition be unified. As the
president speaks with a single voice, so should he be answered by a
single voice instead of a clamor of discordant and little-known voices
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in a legislative body whose present genius is tle dispersion of power.
If a focused opposition can be achieved, the crucial relationship be-
tween the public and its government will begin to change.

6. To establish an opposition we must turn to Congress, and the
first step is to contradict the myth that the end of providing greater
controls over the president without unduly undermining his power
may be accomplished merely by increasing the weight of Congress.
When powers are separated they are ordinarily less shared than dis-
placed. Either power resides in the presidency with some congressional
criticism and subject to some bargaining or it shifts to the bureaucracy,
defined as comprising a conglomerate of power among agencies.
strategic congressmen, and interest groups. It must be understood that
the genius of Congress is opposite to that of the presidency. Where the
presidency comes to life in the unification of power, Congress dis-
perses power among a hundred leaders each with his own base in
seniority and in sectional jurisdiction (over taxation, finance, trans-
portation, military, labor, and judiciary or whatever). It appears to be
impossible to organize in Congress a concentration of power sufficient
to provide an orchestrated and programmatic opposition-let alone a
centralized executive government.

7. The nature of Congress is strongly influenced by the manner of
its selection-staggered terms for senators, two-year terms for repre-
sentatives. As with the president, this situation induces a particular
relationship between Congress and the public. Where the president is
elected as the nonpareil, the father, the leader, the magic helper, the
incarnation of the infallible goodness and wisdom of the people, con-
gressmen and senators tend to be chosen as a means of assuring their
constituents' shares of the national largesse. Henry Adams cynically
wrote, "A Congressman is like a hog. You have to kick him in the
snout." The grain of truth in his statement exists by virtue of the
congressman's expression of the sacred demands of the public. The
voter's political obligation in electing congressmen is held to be ex-
hausted when he communicates his wants to government. The voter
has no share in the responsibility of government. Indeed, the "respon-
sible electorate" has been authoritatively defined as one that knows on
which side its bread is buttered.' The logical outcome for public opin-
ion is that Congress "as a whole" is despised because congressmen are
generally seen as serving the interests of others-but individual con-
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gressmen are typically admired and appreciated by the active and
knowledgeable among their constituents.

8. The first reform then must strike at the relationships not only
between president and Congress but also between both and the public.
The president and Congress should be elected for simultaneous four-
year terms. In addition, the defeated candidate for the presidency
should have a seat in the House of Representatives, priority in comn-
mittees and on the floor, and a staff, offices, and other prerequisites
suitable to his position as the leader of the opposition.

9. Candidates for Congress of both parties, including a generous
slate of candidates running at large on a national ticket, should
constitute the nominating conventions for presidential candidares so
that when people vote or otherwise share in nominations of congress-
men they know that they are also naming those who will nominate for
the presidency. The office of vice-president should be abolished. Other
reforms will be explained in the last chapter-especially the steps to
reduce the political leverage of the Senate; the introduction of national
at-large candidates in a manner that will ensure the winning presiden-
tial candidate a working majority in the House of Representatives; and
the provision that the minority party in Congress may remove the
defeated presidential candidate as leader of the opposition but that it
must replace him with another leader.

10. These changes should give the voters a new sense of their func-
tion and of their relationship to government. They will be able to
realize a political responsibility that the present constitution denies
them, namely, that they share in the selection of a government-or,
equally important, of an opposition. This action is rich in significance.
First, it will cause a salutary change in a basic premise of American
political thought. Implicit in the new electoral system is the realization
that government-far from being "the greatest of all reflections on
human nature"-is a necessity if people are to dwell, as they must as
human beings, in communities. Second, these changes will give voters
the experience that will vindicate an improved theory of representa-
tion. Instead of perpetuating the myth that people in general are in
position and sufficiently informed to make all political decisions-the
idea of the General Will and of the initiative and referendum dear to
the Progressives-the new assumption will be in accordance with a
sensible division of political labor: the people will elect a government
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-and an opposition-and hold them accountable, the one for govern-
ing, the other for systematically criticizing government during its term
in office. A workable theory of representative democracy should
emerge. Third, an extremely significant step will be taken to restore
political controls over the president without diminishing his essential
power. He would be seen as the necessary and legitimate leader for a
given period rather than as the personification of the deity domiciled
in the collective breast of the populace. Instead of governmental deci-
sions resting on the ultimate sanction of the popular will, they would
rest on a majority, a sufficiently legitimizing concept, but one that takes
into account the fact that nearly half the people will consider the presi-
dent to be politically fallible-and one that will prevail merely for the
good and democratic reason that in a civilized community there must
be some way other than violence to settle disputes. Control over the
president derived from these propositions will be enhanced by the
presence of the leader of the opposition and the alternative govern-
ment that he heads. The tendency for the instincts, the whims, the
idiosyncrasies, or the mind-sets of presidents to become manifest in
dangerous initiatives should be greatly reduced. Fourth, the sovereign
right of the majority to choose a government that, on balance, it
considers more favorable to its interests would not be denied; but the
emphasis would be placed, where it should be if the public is to have a
practicable and active share in the awful responsibility of modern
government, on the choice of who shall rule. Fifth, the divisions in
the campaign should persist during the period of governance, subject,
of course, to accretion and erosion of political parties "like a ball of
sticky popcorn;"2 and this quality of persistence, along with previous
characteristics of the new public, will further rationalize the relation-
ship of the people to their government.

11. The new framework of government will increase the ability of
politicians to bring bureaucracy as it has crystallized in America under
control. And the balance of power between public government and
private groups, which is unfortunately tipped toward private groups
in the traditional polity of America, will be redressed.

12. Beyond these considerations looms the inability of the Ameri-
can system to replace a president who has become politically dis-
credited. Impeachment is inadequate. The fault of impeachment for
removing presidents lies essentially in its juridical character, its legal
procedures, its indictments and its trial according to the rules of evi-
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dence, to ascertain the individual's criminal guilt or innoccnce. But
emphasis on the legal criminality of individuals hides and even denies
the political responsibility that must be collective. In the modern age
the intricate and complex problems of government require a collegial
approach (as the current political argot recognizes-the White louse
team, the task forces, the national security council, the domestic
council, the presidential game plan). Political adequacy is judged not
by weighing individual guilt or innocence according to the rules of
evidence but rather by political procedures for testing confidence in
the prudence and judgment of government. Legal guilt by association
is anathema; political liability by association is essential. The political
process should be capable of registering the collective judgment of
responsible politicians-who, in turn, are informed by their sense of
public opinion-on the prudence and wisdom of governments. The
legality of a president's acts may figure in such judgments, but more
important are decisions on presidential pruderice, grasp of events, will,
wisdom, and self-control.

The reforms proposed will not in themselves provide a vote of con-
fidence, but they will create the setting in which such votes should
naturally evolve. For an essential assumption would be that a president
needs a majority in the House of Representatives to govern. If he loses
the majority he will be incapacitated and it would be logical for him to
resign. It will be argued that the experience of parliamentary regimes
shows governments to be extremely durable: prime ministers no
longer get ousted because they lose majorities. And yet prime ministers
do resign because they have to retain the leadership at least of their
own party; and there are ways short of defection in which party mem-
bers can convey to the prime minister their loss of confidence.

13. Replacement of the president by an adverse vote of confidence
-or by so obvious a disintegration in the loyalty of his supporters that
he feels compelled to resign-should make way for another evolution-
ary step, namely, dissolving government and holding new elections.
Once this step is taken, it is hoped, it will become the normal way that
one government ends and another is chosen. When this happens, the
endless nominating and electoral campaigns will be compressed into a
few weeks. One benefit will be the reduction of the cost of campaigns
and of the leverage of money in politics. Stringent laws on campaign
financing will become enforceable.

14. Finally, there is the promise of more honest politics and less
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corniptible politicians. This result will come from the collegial respon-
sibility of party government toward which all the reforms suggested
above will work. The inherited American system puts all stress on the
individual. He can keep himself clean, untainted by the sordid acts of
the grafters who surround him, each of whom may profit individually
from his crimes-but also may be apprehended, convicted, and sen-
tenced. In the new system members of a government will understand
that, just as they govern collectively, so they will be judged collectively
for the shortcomings of their colleagues. Party government will pro-
vide strong incentives for obedience to a code of political ethics.

19-549 0-83-27
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1 The Constitutional Potential
of Party Government

. . . we must never forget .. . that it is a constitution we are
expounding.-John Marshall

A dangerous initiative has been vested in the president of the United

States. Sweeping powers given him by the Constitution and by

Supreme Court decisions and enlarged by his predecessors enable him
to take the first crucial steps in foreign affairs. He can recognize
foreign governments or withdraw recognition. He can make agree-
ments with the force of treaties that pledge the honor, blood, and
treasure of this country to protect any or all nations from foreign
aggression or domestic subversion, however conveniently defined. The
country's military might is his to dispose, without limits, in fulfilling
his initiative.' His power to act domestically against the law and even
to disregard the guarantees of the Bill of Rights was asserted in 1973
to be plenary, so long as he claims to act against a foreign threat,
however remote, to the security of the United States.2 "Initiative" is
the right word because, once a course of action is undertaken and an
organization created to carry it out, presidential control may dis-
appear in bureaucratic independence or be lost in the labyrinth of
government.

The national blindness to the dangers of presidential initiative
stems from the narcissism that colors the appraisals of our own
political genius. Then, too, the fault looms starkly only with vast and
recent changes in the nature and distribution of world political power.
Recognition has td contend with the eloquent teaching that, with all
his fierce aspect, the president in domestic politics has often only the
power to persuade.3 Even more fundamentally, we have learned re-
peatedly that the safety of the Republic depends on a presidency
capable of "Decision, activity, secrecy, and despatch."4 Mainly this
lesson has been manifest in the deeds of incumbents-"men ... of the
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sort of action that makes for enlightenment";a but its wisdom has
often been underlined by commentators.

Nevertheless, the broad international commitments begun under
President Truman, greatly expanded by President Eisenhower, and
further increased by subsequent presidents have awakened the nation
to the astounding reach of presidential initiative in foreign and
military affairs.7 It was widely believed in the early 1970s that foreign
reverses, national budgetary and economic problems, the decline of
morale in the armed forces, and much domestic divisiveness were
rooted in an excess of armed intervention abroad.

Cry now that "The president is out of control!" and the response-
from many, at least-is "Yes!" But it is not enough to cry out. To
prescribe correctives requires an understanding of what is meant by
loss of control as well as a wariness of overreaction in light of the
demonstrated value to the nation of a unified and vigorous presidency.
The answer to both problems-maintenance of presidential leader-
ship and its control-lies in party government. Moreover, continua-
tion of a strong presidency in an evolving government organized by
centralized, disciplined, and competing parties will help to cope with
a series of other problems. These are bureaucracy-out-of-control, insuf-

'ficient coherence in public policy, excessive vulnerability to group
1pressures, and the travail of public opinion.

The Nature of Party Government

Party government? Party govecrnment! To some these are fighting
words, to some a rallying slogan, to some an invitation to exhume a
horse only too happily deceased; but to most people the words must be
simply perplexing. What do you mean? Isn't that what we have now?
A two-party system?

The answer is that party government would build on the two major
parties, but they would become more than (as they are now) aggre-
gations of voters and interests to win elections. They would be the
agencies of majority government-and of minority opposition. They
would concert policies for enactment; and they would unite the gov-
ernment to ensure that the policies would be accepted and carried
out by the bureaucracy.

In order to do these things, parties will have to change funda-
mentally. The first question to ask if one wants to understand where
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power lies in parties is: Who makes nominations? If they are going to
shape policies, national parties must have final control over the votes
of legislative members; therefore, they must have a veto over the
nominations of congressmen and senators in order to exclude those
who refuse to conform to the parties' stands on policies. This would
not mean the end of bargaining and compromise but rather thcir
transfer, at least in the conclusive stages of policy formation, to the
party caucuses. The present degree of influence of congressional com-
mittees, and of the interests associated with them, would be sharply
cut.

But party government means more than this. The aim of the pro-
posal is to create political conditions to enable the national community
that exists in the hearts of the people to emerge. We have been som-
berly told of a "massive erosion of the trust the American people have
in their Government." 8 Since ours is a government of, by, and for the
people, this may amount to a loss of confidence in ourselves as a na-
tion. America begins to unravel into its constituent groups. The
"mystic cords of memory" that have enabled the tribes, clans, and
interests to live together are replaced by envy, contempt, and hatred.
All this is encouraged by the nature of certain of our political institu-
tions as well as by the theories that explain and justify their operation.
Against these trends we must be prepared to assert that we live not
just in groups but in communities and above all in the national com-
munity, "the one club to which we all belong,"" which must be the
primary theater for achieving the noble purposes set forth in the
preamble of the Constitution of the United States.

But if there is the Scylla of group solipsism,* there is also the
Charybdis of consensus. Consensus holds that sweet reason will so
illuminate all issues that the wise and honest will invariably recognize
the true anwers. Anyone who refuses agreement is either a fool or a
knave. Consensus has a powerful hold on our thoughts: it is, for ex-
ample, the rationale of a bipartisanship that, despite its acclaim, has
often had mischievous effects. And the rationale carries over to create
an establishmentarian mentality, with the result that disastrous poli-

*Solipsism is the theory that the self can know nothing hut its own
modifications and that the self is the only existent thing. We have only
to substitute group for relf to understand one of the grevious ills of
American politics.
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cies may go unchallenged for a generation simply because the "wise
and the good" agree that they are right.'"

Just as it collects the forces that degenerate into group solipsism in
order to rebuild the community, so also party government breaks the
stranglehold of consensus. It does so by insisting that-except for the
nucleus of self-evident truths enshrined in the Declaration of Inde-
pendence and the guarantees set forth in the Bill of Rights-political
conclusions are provisional, contingent on conditions, and affected by
group and partisan interests. To bring this fact to life the Constitution
engraved on the hearts of men must recognize the function of the
opposition that contending parties will incorporate as an indispensable
part of government.

And finally party government will give the citizen his due share in
both political power and responsibility. It will do so by giving him
a recognizable, understandable role in the awesome task of creating
a government-or an opposition. It will end the present malaise of
public opinion that results from the fiction that each citizen is the
sovereign arbiter of all issues-and the fact that each is caught in a
political labyrinth that frustrates his efforts and stultifies his thought.

Thus the words "presidential leadership and party government"
raise the most important secular questions of our time. Discussion must
be thorough, detailed, and, at times, complex. Analysis must produce
enough evidence to engage the reader's most serious consideration.

And now to return to the bill of particulars, which will be elaborated
in following chapters.

The Lack of Presidential Debate

The president stands on an incomparable political pinnacle. Only he
is elected nationally. We, the people, choose him to run our more
perfect union. In our government of, by, and for the people, he alone
is elevated by the support of forty million. No one else can rival-him.
His opponent, the only other person in the country who can speak
from atop a comparable monument of votes, is in political discard. Nor
is there a forum, unless it is an academic "forum of history," in which
the president can be challenged effectively. There is no hall, no house,
no court, no consecrated room in which the president can be con-
fronted by a rival mounted on his own separate political base and with
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his own men rallied around to cheer his attack. No one can call the
president to account and force him to explain his actions.

In consequence-and to a degree that is both disquieting and
astounding-the president's whim controls, or his impulses and idio-
syncrasies may be decisive. Surrounded as he is by able men, they are
still his men. Blocked though he may be in domestic matters and con-;
trolled in foreign affairs by outside forces, including those he and
his predecessors have helped to set in motion, still he is served by men
who are conditioned and even constrained to agree, to acclaim, and to
applaud-but not to argue. They are creatures of his appointment and
dismissal. They compete for his favor and are subject to the relentless
appeal of loyalty. They are awed by the man and the institution.'1

The country needs to change some things about its government. It
needs a forum where the president must come to explain his actions
under the critical examination of political rivals intent on replacing
him. It needs an opposition capable of countering the major themes
of the administration-and net simply a number of congressional
obstacles each manned by an insider who can be bought off. It needs
an institutionalized opportunity for an alternate leader to exclaim,
"I beseeech you, in the bowels of Christ, think it possible that you may
be mistaken."12 No staff system, nor all the essence of ivied wisdom
multiplied by the craft of Wall Street, can satisfy the need for
political confrontation.

What-might-be is party government. It is a government of national
political parties whose leaders choose their leader-choose him and
can, in an extreme situation, depose him. A ruling party, legitimized
by a majority of votes, is needed; but the degree of excellence would be
insufficient unless a second party, capable of commanding a majority
itself someday, is incorporated in the same governmental institution
and empowered to counterpose its own leader in the ultimate debate.

The vaunted advisory system built around the president has been
congenitally unable to check government by whim and idiosyncrasy.
Lyndon B. Johnson is a tempting target for analysis.13 Adlai Steven-
son's memoir is especially illuminating. On 28 April 1965, President
Johnson announced that troops would land in Santo Domingo to save
American lives threatened by civil violence. A White House meeting
attended by Vice-President Hubert H. Humphrey, Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, Special Presidential Assistant McGeorge Bundy, Ambas-
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sador Stevenson, and others considered how to amplify the statement.
Johnson's draft went beyond rescuing Americans to include a sentence
suggesting the need for preventing a Communist coup. Stevenson
asked for clarification. Johnson frowned. Stevenson looked around for
support and urged Humphrey to "say something!" Humphrey "put his
finger to his lips and shook his head." Stevenson turned to Bundy:
"What do you think?" True to his motto, to keep the options open,
Bundy said "I am of twin minds." Johnson temporarily deleted the
sentence--but put it back in a much stronger form when he addressed
the nation on Sunday: the Communists had taken control of the Do-
minican rebellion, he proclaimed, and the United States would not tol-
erate another Cuba.

But if the initiative was the president's the action was soon in the
hands of the military, which apparently preempted controll4 -and this
leads us to a second problem.

Bu reaucracy-out-of-control

Despite his dangerously untrammeled initiative, the president's power
often disappears in bureaucratic independence. Since World War II,
great public agencies have broken out of effective political control.
Bureaucracy refers to a combination of agency leaders with strategi-
cally located congressmen and often with the heads of organized
groups directly affected by the policies in question.' When bureauc-
racy gets out of control, the definition and execution of public policy
shifts from the hands of elected politicians, either Congress (in the
sense of a collective body) or the president, and into the hands of
assistant secretaries and bureau chiefs, congressional committee chair-
men, and sometimes the heads of interest groups. Escape from control
comes out of the defeat that president and Congress inflict on each
other when each tries to control the bureaucracy by characteristically
different methods.

The president's nature is unity; that of Congress, diversity. The
president endeavors to control by trying to make sure that the bud-
getary demands of each agency are weighed against the demands of
other agencies and are appraised in terms of governmental fiscal
and monetary policy; by trying to ascertain that minor policy depar-
tures are not in conflict with major policies under which they are
subsumed; and by striving for a degree of coordination among
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policies. The president's chief instruments are his personal staff and

the Office of Management and Budget (a perennial villain in congres-

sional eyes).
In its turn, Congress strives for control by dividing up problems and

parceling them out among committees and subcommittees. With the

recent upthrust of bureaucracy, however, Congress finds insufficient

its usual control through chartering agencies, defining their statutory

powers, annually financing them, and investigating them.
Indeed, the great bureaucracies not only (in effect) defy the presi-

dent, but play the president off against Congress, pit the two houses

of Congress against each other, 16 and fatten on the rivalries of con-

gressional committees. In their frustration, Congress and the president

struggle against each other for the control of the bureaucracy-and
therefore of policy; but bureaucracy escapes.

Illustrations abound. Spending programs take on a life of their own,

often hindering a shift in priorities to cope with new problems.
Bureaucracy shapes substantive policies. For example, it has helped

the arms race get out of hand, has concentrated on building dams to

the derogation of other means of conserving and managing water

resources, and has maintained farm price supports at a level that re-

quires disproportionate budgetary outlays and brought on an unfortu-

nate inflation of farm real-estate values.
To cope with bureaucracy, politicians in the White House and Con-

gress have been urged to unite. The obvious road to union is through

political parties. But it will not be enough for both ends of Pennsyl-

vania Avenue to join hands. Bureaucracy permeates the land. The

counter-organization must not only emerge in Washington. It has to

flourish at the grass roots as well-a fact that reinforces the need for

union through political parties that are effectively organized not only

at the center of government but in communities spread over the

country.

Undue Influence of Private Groups

Bureaucracy could be discussed under the heading of group politics,

a term that tends to swallow up all political phenomena. Nevertheless,

there is enough difference in the response of government to organized

group interests to call for separate analysis. In bureaucracy-out-of-con-

trol the locus of power moves significantly from a central direction but
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remains lodged in its own bastions in government. Meanwhile there
is another face of power that shows itself in the ability of private
interests to twist governmental policies to their own ends, or to stunt
their effects, or to fence them out of certain private preserves, or even
to kill them off entirely.

The role of pressure groups has long been subject to lively debate.
A probe of pressure politics in the United States produces illustrations
of the apparent effects of pressure on policy. Among many possible
examples are these: the ability of the oil interests to maintain scan-
dalously favorable tax treatment; the influence of the National Rifle
Association in combating gun-control legislation; and the share of the
Farm Bureau in inhibiting historical governmental efforts to reach the
rural poor with the kind of public assistance that has become virtually
the heritage of the well-to-do.

All this provokes comparison with Great Britain to see whether
their version of party government provides a superior defense against
pressure politics. The apparent answer is that it does; but the analysis
presses out to embrace the role of producing and consuming groups in
the collectivist age of modern government. The inference is that the
great industrial communities require systematic policies in welfare and
the management of the economy. Collectivist economic and social
problems require a collectivist politics. Policies must be coherent, a
fact that calls for an integrated government; but they must also be held
to be conditional and contingent, a fact that calls for a concerted
opposition. Once more the interpretation favors government by
parties; but the parties themselves must have broad and fairly depend-
able bases in the electorate-and this leads us to examine the state of
the public.

The Travail of Public Opinion

In the United States, public opinion is nothing and everything. It is
nothing because government in the sense of the power to make bind-
ing decisions is handed over to individuals, especially the president
but also a number of others-congressmen, bureaucrats, and politicians
in strategic positions-to say what government shall and shall not do.
But the myth is that public opinion rules. The people are the one and
only authoritative voice.

One result is to increase the tensions of citizens. Despite years of
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lament for the overburdened voters, elections and referendums con-
tinue to proliferate. Public indifference is often manifest. Public
ignorance of issues is legendary and has been repeatedly demonstrated.
And yet government summons individual voters to answer the most
abstruse kinds of questions about policy.17 And when elections end,
pollsters enter with their unremitting questions.

The tension of citizens is the product of ambivalence. On the one
hand they are told that their highest duty is to pursue their selfish
interests-politically as well as economically, in groups as well as
individuals. They are urged to organize and to look after their own.
No group is enjoined to look to the common good just as no congress-
man is compelled to have a national point of view."' The single-
minded pursuit of group selfishness has been justified by theories that
a "hidden hand" is at work to ensure that the best of all possible worlds
emerges from the interplay of selfish interests.

But this brave new world gets lost in the smog or the traffic snarl or
the deterioration of communities, and people become conscious of a
contradictory injunction: to look to the general welfare or the public
interest. The people share this duty with the president. If the joint
product of group pressures fails to cure public ills, America has been
said to have a providential corrective. When the "scuffle of local inter-
ests" dissolves in economic depression or verges into warfare, we turn
to the president."' Along with the people-and alone with them-
the president is responsible for the general welfare or the public in-
terest. People and president share an obligation from which the inter-
ests are excused: a responsibility to the political community as a whole.

Whereas the people cannot act tie president can, if he has the
power. Whether he has depends on his public prcstige... Ovcrvhellincd
by their own helplessness, in the face of their impossible rcsponsibili-
ties to achieve the general welfare, people may transfer their guilt and
their expectations to him. If he brings peace, prosperity, safety, and
tranquillity, he may enjoy their rapturous support. And yet the link
between president and people is more complicated than this implies.
Frustrated and anxious though they may be, the people are also indif-
ferent and inattentive to the specifics of government until public
actions press on private lives. In times of trouble over rising prices,
precarious jobs, and unemployment,. fear of violence, or sons at war,
the president can get the public's ear. His temptation is to manipulate
the gut issues or to smother them in patriotism. But his policies may
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fail. Pressures on citizens rise. Presidential prestige falters. The vibrant
national leader whose strength was almost palpable in the living rooms
over the nation and whose voice could clutch the spine is now a ghost.
We have experienced it three times since 1950.

The travail of public opinion will yield to party government. In
democracies the people are entitled to a decisive voice in deciding
who shall rule. This birthright can best be had through an election that
will provide them with a sense of sharing the powers-and the respon-
sibilities-of governance. Centralized and disciplined parties to which
not only governors but citizens belong can provide the link. They can
also reduce the public tensions arising from the ambivalence between
the group's drives for privilege and the citizen's obligation to seek the
common good. For political parties can enable and require the citizens
to subordinate their legitimate push to satisfy their interests to an over-
riding sense of responsibility to the public welfare. At the same time,
party government can conserve the values of a vigorous and unified
presidency while providing a safe and appropriate connection between
president and people to replace the dangerous and improper one that
now exists.

This list of problems is not exhaustive-the concluding chapter will
briefly raise two others, the inability to replace presidents who are
politically disabled and the disadvantages that have recently become
apparent in calendar elections. These difficulties also appear amenable
to party government. But now the overriding question of feasibility
can no longer be postponed.

Will Party Government Work?

One of the most rewarding things about the research for this study
has been to find that many political scientists, from the most magis-
terial to those precisely oriented toward salient aspects of the polity,
lend support to the plea for party government. When one turns to the
question of feasibility, however, the weight of professional opinion
seems to hold that the American public is too divided-too distributed
among shifting, conflicting, and overlapping groups-to provide the
social bases for durable political parties capable of reasonably stable
majority government.

To deal with that question one must first ask what the prospects are
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that both major parties will be able to build majority support in Con-

gress. The answer turns on Republican chances in the South. A con-

fident affirmative cannot be given. And yet the outlook of the GOP

is not entirely hopeless. Some secular trends may work to its advantage.

The Democratic party appears to command an impressive southern

congressional majority, present and prospective; but the tides may

shift. Meanwhile, a provision can be made that will ensure that a

newly elected president will enjoy a congressional majority.
On the second and more fundamental question, whether social divi-

sions are deep enough to condemn party government as impracticable,

an examination of the studies of American political attitudes and

partisan behavior leads to an optimistic conclusion. Given institutional

changes that would enable the test to be made, there is much evidence

to suggest that the American electorate would provide a stable ma-

jority and, equally essential, an organized opposition effectively
monopolized by a single alternative party.

Conclusion: The Need for Reform

John Marshall wrote: ". . . we must never forget . . . that it is a

constitution we are expounding."2 1 The essence of constitutional de-

mocracy is limited government. Both words are critical. Without

government there is anarchy. Order disappears except for Spinoza's
law of nature in which the big fish swallow the little fish. No common

defense prevails against foreign enemies; there is nothing common to

defend. Government without limits, on the other hand, is tyranny and

torture, fawning and favoritism, repression and humiliation. No com-

monwealth exists to establish justice and to define and try to achieve

the general welfare.
The linchpin of limited government is the lively understanding

shared by citizens of its needs and nature.22 A government must

govern, but a limited government will act subject to open and orga-

nized criticism. "To find out whether a people is free it is necessary

only to ask if there is an Opposition and, if there is, to ask where it

is."23 Government and opposition both flourish in the establishment

of due procedures that become known, accepted, and matters of habit.

Fundamental changes are recommended to provide America with

appropriate procedures. To maintain and control a vigorous president;

to reestablish the writ of the general government over the bureaucracy;
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to invest public policy with greater internal coherence and more pre-
eminence over the importunities of pressures groups-all these justify
major constitutional adjustments. So does the need to resolve the social
and psychological tensions that arise when a limited and divided-
indeed, a splintered-government confronts the problems of a collec-
tivist age. None of these statements will dissipate the danger inherent
in sweeping reforms; but they should obviate any attempt to kill them
off with the pejorative tag that they are merely "tinkering with the
machinery."

So far as the specifics go, the proposals are highly debatable. The
intention of this book is to contribute to public acceptance of the
need for serious consideration of fundamental constitutional change.
Indeed, one dares to hope to inform the spirit in which change is ap-
proached in the belief that the self-fulfilling prophecy contained in
the search will be in proportion to the inspiration, integrity, and
soundness of the analysis on which it is based. Above all, any proposals
for reforms must be constrained by the first premises of constitutional
democracy as a marriage of the popular will to limited government.
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For there are two main obstacles to the knowledge of things,
Modesty that casts a mist before the understanding, and
Fear that, having fanci'd a danger, disswades us from the
attempt. But Folly sufficiently frees us, and few there are that
rightly understand of what great advantage it is to blush at
nothing and attempt everything.-Erasmus, In Praise of Folly

The Intention

I am less sure of the proposals for reform than I am of the previous
analysis. To make basic criticisms of present institutions implies a con-
ception of a better alternative, one that I have called presidential
leadership and party government. The change will require major
surgery. One cannot stop short of bold and decisive departures. And
yet a guiding principle should be to write the new Constitution in a
way that permits considerable leeway. The ideal is to create conditions
so that the conduct of government itself will be ruled largely by con-
ventions rather than by fixed laws. It will be better to let the precise
means of replacing presidents or leaders of the opposition develop by
convention than to stipulate them in advance; the same is true for the
means of enforcing party discipline and even for the use, devoutly to be
wished, of dissolution as the sovereign means by which governments
end and new governments are created. The principle of constitutional
discretion is not altogether new with us; the present Constitution con-
tains nothing that establishes political parties, congressional com-
mittees, the rule of seniority in Congress, or senatorial courtesy.

The proposals lie within the premises of constitutional democracy.
"Constitutional" means "limited." With us the limits notably include
those protections to citizens incorporated in the Bill of Rights as inter-
preted by the Supreme Court. Far from disturbing these limits, the
proposed change should strengthen them, partly because the new Con-
stitution should create a political system with a greater capability of
providing political answers to political questions, thus diminishing
the tendency to pull the Supreme Court into the "political thicket."
Other limits include the way that governments are established, em-
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powered, ch'ecked, and changed. Provisions of the present Constitution
bearing on these matters would be amended but always in ways that
will retain and strengthen the principle of limited government.

"Democracy" means that the people at large have a strong voice in
their own governance, realized with us in the rights of petition and of
the ballot. Proposals should strengthen and improve the electoral
function by clarifying to voters their indispensable roles in the creation
of governments and oppositions. In addition, our constitutional de-
mocracy, I assume, contains a "constituent group" of persons who not
only revere the Constitution but who study it, know a good deal about
how it works, understand its fundamental values, and are determined
to preserve its principles.' The fact that one cannot denote the size
of this group or precisely identify its membership does not diminish
its importance. This book hopes to help convince members of the con-
stituent group that fundamental constitutional change is necessary, is
within the spirit of the Constitution, and will work.2 One must assume
that membership in the constituent group implies an enlightened dis-
tinction between the principles of constitutional democracy and any
particular set of rules designed to achieve it. The experience of the
other most populous constitutional democracies is in point. France
has radically changed her Constitution since 1958. Germany and Japan
became constitutional democracies after World War II. India was born
as a constitutional democracy. Even Great Britain executed a major
constitutional change between 1860 and 1890 and followed it up by
drastically reducing the powers of the House of Lords in 1911 and
1949.3 Only the United States persists with constitutional forms
essentially as they were devised nearly two hundred years ago.

Proposals for Reform

1. Presidents, senators, and congressmen should all be elected on the
same date for four-year terms. The date would be fixed at four years
from the inauguration of the last government but with the provision
that the government, by law, could change the date and call an election.

2. The House of Representatives (hereafter, the House) should be
elected from single-member districts as now but should be supple-
mented by approximately one hundred fifty members elected at
large. Each party should nominate one hundred candidates. The party
winning the presidency should elect the entire slate. The losing party
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should elect a maximum of fifty at-large candidates, diminished by
whatever number is required to give the winning party a majority of
five in the House. At-large candidates would be nominated by com-
mittees of forty-one in each party, composed, for the incumbent presi-
dent's party, of the president, the ten ranking members of his cabinet
(rank being determined by the party), and thirty congressmen nom-
inated by the House members of the president's party who are not in
the cabinet and who are elected from single-member districts. The
opposition party's nominating committee for at-large House members
should be composed in the same way, substituting the leader of the
opposition for the president and the ten ranking members of the
shadow cabinet for the cabinet members. Methods of nominating
single-district House candidates should not be stipulated except for the
proviso that the same committee that nominates at-large candidates
should have the right to reject local nominees on the ground that they
have refused to accept party discipline.

3. Presidential candidates should be nominated by committees of
the parties composed of all House members from single-member
districts as well as all candidates for election in such districts. In the
event of presidential disability, either physical or political, the nom-
inating committee of his party should be empowered to suspend him
temporarily or to discharge him, but in either event it should be re-
quired to replace him. The office of vice-president should be abolished.

4. The Senate should be deprived of its power to approve treaties
and presidential nominations. Bills would continue to be examined in
the Senate but if the Senate rejects a bill that has passed the House
twice in the.same form, sixty days having elapsed between the first
and second passage, the bill would go to the president.

5. The president's veto would be retained but could be overridden
by an adverse majority vote in the House; the Senate could force the
House to reconsider but could be overridden by the House after sixty
days.

6. That part of Article I, Section 6, Clause 2 of the Constitution
that prevents members of Congress from serving in other offices of
the United States should be repealed, but the proscription should be
retained on the federal judiciary.

7. The runner-up in the election of the president should be desig-
nated leader of the opposition and provided a seat in the House with
privileged membership on all committees and privileged access to the
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floor. The opposition leader should have an official residence, adequate
offices, and funds for staff, for travel and transportation, and for other
expenses essential to the vigorous operation of his office. Like the presi-
dent, the leader of the opposition would be removable by the presi-
dential nominating committee of his party, with the power of removal
matched by the obligation to replace.

8. Presidential elections should be by national ticket with the win-
ning party identified by securing a national plurality of voters.

9. All parts of the present Constitution in conflict with the fore-
going proposals should be repealed or modified to conform to them.
The Twenty-second Amendment should also be repealed.

Discussion of Proposals

Coterminous elections of president and Congress would go far to
strengthen the voters' feelings, now systematically diminished by the
separation of powers and the methods of nominating.and electing
federal officials, that they are sharing in the creation of the government
and the opposition. The voters should thereby have a sense of participa-
tion in the awesome and necessary task of governing the nation. Voters
would be linked to the government or to the opposition by bonds of
partisan feeling. 4 Enabling the national parties to veto the nominations
of persistent mavericks in Congress would both strengthen parties and
also educate the voters to the governing function of parties-that the
winning party is elected to govern and the individual congressman is
supposed to share in concerting policies necessary to govern rather
than to make a career of independence. 5

The electoral system should both empower the president and subject
him to new controls. He would be empowered by winning a national
election with an assured congressional majority whose members would
have strong incentives to support the administration's position. At one
stroke, this move would revolutionize the organization of Congress.
Seniority and senatorial courtesy would disappear. The "whirlpools"
in which bureaucrats and strategically located congressmen develop
virtual autonomy in various agencies would be overridden by the
steady flow of political power within the governing party. But if all
these developments increased presidential influence, there would also
be new controls. Control of the president should derive from the fact
that he would now be the choice of a majority rather than of "the

19-549 0-83-28
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people"; he and the country would be continually reminded of that fact

by the presence of an opposition headed by a leader who commands
resources second only to the president's to publicize his party's posi-
tion and to dramatize his leadership. Moreover, while the president

would continue to enjoy preeminence, he should now be viewed as the
leader of a team in which the necessarily collegial approach demanded

of governments by modern conditions is orchestrated. The team would

be largely composed of politicians like himself who retain their con-
gressional offices but are no longer prevented from sharing in the
government; many of them would exhibit their ambition to succeed
the president someday, and this should also teach the public that the
president is the first person in a government rather than a lone leader

of nearly imperial dimensions.
In addition to strengthening the government against the bureauc-

racy, the changes would increase its ability to resist private pressures
for the following reasons. First, House members would know that they
were elected for four-year terms coterminous with the president, that
their own electoral fate and that of their presidential candidate (who

j must win if their party is to control the government) will commonly
be closely tied to the electorate's appraisal of the performance of the
parties as wholes. Second, the electoral turnout will be uniformly high
-the midterm drop of 20 to 30 percent in the total vote for congress-
men would disappearO-and this fact will decrease the leverage orga-
nized interests have on candidates by threatening to punish them at the

polls when the vote is light; such interests would be submerged in the
tide of voters who, less specifically informed about candidates, are
more inclined to vote their approval or disapproval of the government.
Third, knowing that their use of the party label will be denied if they

persistently oppose the party's legislative policies, House candidates
will perceive their political survival and political future to be bound
up much more with the success of the national party than (as now)
with their own ability to build a local political organization and to
nurse local interests. Fourth, the new rules should diminish the expen-
ditures in campaigns by cancelling off-year elections and later on, it is
hoped, by leading to a substitution of elections following dissolutions
for fixed.calendar elections. In addition to strengthening the national
orientation of voters and putting more muscle in the national parties,
this last step would greatly shorten campaigns and thereby slash cam-
paign expenditures.
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Party government and short electoral campaigns will enable us to
smother the viper of corruption that threatens to poison this country.
In the United States it has well been said "elective offices can be pur-
chased; ... votes of Federal, state and local officials are bought and sold
every day; . . . access of the people to their government is blocked by
a Chinese Wall of money."7 There was a time when similar corrup-
tion flourished in Britain. But it came to an end. "Thus, Old Corrup-
tion was cleaned up by a combination of methods.... Above all, a
highly organized party which claims for its leading members the re-
sponsibility of Government has to proclaim all the political virtues and
dare not practice secret vices." 8

The addition of at-large House members has been suggested by
others in order to increase the national point of view of Congress." I
propose to manipulate the device to ensure that we will have party
government." In this way the party capturing the presidency will also
control Congress. Under the suggested formula, the Republicans would
have been allotted one hundred congressmen-at-large in 1968 and the
Democrats forty-three; the Republicans would then have had two
hundred ninety congressmen and the Democrats two hundred eighty-
five. In 1972, the Republicans would have been allotted one hundred
congressmen-at-large and the Democrats forty-five; the Republicans
would then have had two hundred ninety-two congressmen and the
Democrats two hundred eighty-seven.

Under this proposal, voters would know that they are electing a
government and an opposition. Let me admit at once that the election
would be rigged to produce a majority government even though some
voters seem to prefer, or at least to be indifferent to, divided govern-
ment. But let me also insist that elections are now rigged to produce
divided governments. It is true that ticket-splitting voters, measured by
the number of congressional seats with split electoral results, has dou-
bled since the 1930s.11 But it is also true that the overwhelming
majority of the electorate still vote for candidates for the presidency
and for Congress who bear the same party label. In 1956, an excep-
tionally high year for ticket splitting, 79 percent of the voters preferred
presidential and congressional candidates of the same party.'2 The
facts are that divided governments are foisted on the public by a
minority of not more than 20 to 25 percent of the voters.

More controversial will be the proposal to reduce the power of the
Senate that has many admirers among scholars and perhaps has in-
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creased its public support by the Watergate investigation of 1973.
The chief reason for the change is, once more, to create conditions
favorable to party government. In this way there will be one prime
forum for debating public policy, for seating the opposition, and for
registering the confidence reposed in government by the national leg-
islature (and, through the legislature, by the public). It is extremely
difficult to have two theaters for testing the viability of government as
the moves of both Britain and France to reduce the power of their
second chambers show. It compounds confusion if the government
has to fight for its program in two chambers with entirely different
power bases. More important, it disturbs and perhaps destroys that
perception of government that the voter must have in order to develop
a sense that he is sharing, through his party, in running the country.
It might also be pointed out in an age that places great emphasis on
the principle of one person, one vote, that the Senate becomes in-
creasingly anomalous. In 1790 half the states with the smallest popula-
tions (dividing South Carolina, the middle state) had 22 percent of
the total population of the United States; in 1970, the smallest half of
the states had only 15 percent of the total.I3

What would happen to the many able senators? They would move
into the reconstituted House. Political talent gravitates toward power.
In the House, under the new rules, they could aspire to be members of
the cabinet or of the shadow cabinet; their honorable ambitions to be
president would find a natural outlet in the House. There, too, they
would gain not only the legislative experience but also the adminis-
trative experience demanded by modern government 14

Election of the president-and of congressmen-at-large-in a na-
tional constituency would end the special leverage now enjoyed by
more populous states by virtue of the unit rule that gives the entire
electoral vote of each state to the party with a plurality of the presi-
dential vote. The past justification of this leverage as needed to coun-
tervail the rural-small town advantage vested in Congress is losing
credibility because of changes in the economy and would be demol-
ished by the new government with its congressmen-at-large and its
emphasis on disciplined parties. The extraordinary influence now
vested in racial, ethnic, economic, or regional blocs by their strength in
critical states would disappear or be transferred in a diminished form
to the national arena. In view of the vast electoral turnout that the new
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scheme would ensure, such leverage would be much more difficult to
organize into plausible threats. Moreover, efforts to identify a national
voting bloc and to use its powers to pressure candidates or parties
would have to be heavily advertised. Inevitably, this would court
counterattacks. At the same time, the new scheme would give every
voter everywhere a sense of equal significance in the vital act of
creating a governments

What chance would third parties have under the proposed Con-
stitution? Not much. But then they have had little chance under the
present Constitution as is indicated by the fact that the average total
vote for all minority candidates from 1828 through 1964 was only 5.2
percent of the total popular vote."' The present electoral college in-
vites a minority candidate with sectional strength but a small fraction
of the total vote to try to throw the election of the president into the
House of Representatives where he can blackmail the winner. This
situation, which is widely considered to be a flaw in the present Con-
stitution, would not occur under tihe proposed document. If a third
party candidate should poll a significant number of votes, only the
runner-up for the presidency would have the congressional seat, the
title of leader of the opposition, and the accouterments of office.
History has raised the question only once since the Civil War-in
1912 Theodore Roosevelt would have been declared the leader of the
opposition rather than William Howard Taft.

A Theory of Representation and the
Division of Political Labor

The proposals for reform arise from the seriousness of the great
political issues raised in earlier chapters. Their adoption should
strengthen the president's hand in important respects while signifi-
cantly controlling his initiative, the autonomy of the bureaucracy, the
forces inimical to coherent policy, and the thrust of private group
pressures. Moreover, the reforms should make for better theory and
practice respecting public opinion, representation, and the division of
political labor. The travail of public opinion would be reduced by
relieving the public of the impossible demands now placed upon it, by
providing an essential and practicable political role for the public, and
by greatly diminishing the frustration of the public produced by the
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studied confusion of the present governmental system. The pressures
to eliminate corruption stemming from party government should
reassure the public. At the same time, a theory of representation should
emerge that should provide a satisfactory answer to the question, How
is the community as a whole to be represented?' 7 Rather than fixing
responsibility on the president alone and then flagrantly fragmentiz-
ing it among the public at large, the new Constitution will charge
governing parties with finding conditional and contingent solutions
to the pressing social and economic problems of the modern polity.

Underlying the discussion of the role of public opinion and of the
theory of representation to which it leads is the question of the division
of political labor. Generalizing from English experience, Ernest
Barker wrote that "government by discussion proceeds through four
main stages-first of party, next of the electorate, then of parliament,
and finally of cabinet." On the relationship between electorate and
party, he noted the difficulties of reconciling the electorate's freedom of
choice of individuals with its selection of a governing party as well as
the inherent ambivalence in the exercise of free discretion by the
same act that also delegates discretion. But he was clear that delegation
was necessary.

Just as, in the act of selection, or, as it may also be termed, the moment
of "taking over" from the party, the electorate has at once to follow
the guidance of the party and to exercise its own judgment, so in
the act of instruction, or the moment of "handing over" to the
parliament, the electorate has both to guide parliament and to vest
it with its own deliberative discretion.... But, in a more particular
sense, the electorate does not give detailed instructions or specific
mandates. It creates a legislature; but it does not dictate legislation or
participate in legislation. It elects a body for the purpose of doing
something beyond what it does itself, and something different
from what it can do itself.18

Discussion of radical political reforms seems to be dictated by the
awesome shortcomings of present institutions. By the same token
efforts to find correctives force the argument into fundamental ques-
tions of political theory concerning the nature of man, of society, and
of government. Much debate should center on these questions-and it
should do so with considerable urgency not only for reasons already
delineated but for others as well, especially the growing vulnerability of
present institutions to crises.
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Crises

Until very recently much optimism was voiced about the ability of
the American system to cope with crises. Herbert Agar wrote that in a
country so large and heterogeneous as the United States, "most politics
will be parochial, most politicians will have small horizons.... For
the most part the members of the Senate and House must represent
their own states and districts." But when "good times" fail and "the
bombs fall or the banks close or the breadlines grow by the millions,"
the country "must recapture the distributed sovereignty and act like a
strong and centralized nation.""'

The government can meet crises, Agar insisted, because the presi-
dent, the one man elected at large by voters, becomes "the voice of the
people." And he quoted Pendleton Herring: "Our system can respond
quickly to emergency conditions once the public is convinced of the
need. Presidential leadership sustained by a united people has power
for any crisis."

As long as crises were occasional and episodic, the formula seemed
to work, although even then it was subject to the charge that it rested
on a reification of public opinion and a continuation of good luck on
which the country cannot safely rely.20

More recently, Richard E. Neustadt has given a contrary appraisal of
the ability of the system to cope with crises. In the great Depression of
the 1930s and World War II, crises united the country. But the
Korean war failed to bring consensus and in the late 1950s the cold
war became a way of life. However dangerous the events, the people
no longer felt them as crises. Indeed, our politics had fundamentally
changed.

The weakening of party ties, the emphasis on personality, the close
approach of world events, the changeability of public moods, and
above all the ticket-splitting, none of this was "usual" before the
Second World War.

In consequence, Neustadt thought that "crisis consensus" would prob-
ably be unattainable by future presidents.

We may have priced ourselves out of the market for [productive]
crises on the pattern Roosevelt knew-productive in the sense of
strengthening his chances for sustained support within the system.
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Judging from the fifties, neither limited war nor limited depression
is productive in these terms. Anything unlimited will probably
break the system.2 1

If crises threaten to break the system, all the more reason to consider
fundamental reform. In certain specific ways party government will
help the country cope with crises. For one thing it will organize
and orient public opinion so that a degree of unity can be obtained.
The same ability that enables the opposition to mount a concerted
criticism of government also empowers it to collect the political forces
of the country behind a unified leadership, if this is necessary. More-
over, party government will help the country to cope with crises by
permitting the replacement of a leader who has become politically
disabled and also by providing a means of escaping from the tyranny
of fixed calendar elections. Both points need some elaboration.

Presidential Disability and Presidential Removal

Concern about presidential disability flagged between Woodrow
Wilson's collapse in 1919 and Dwight D. Eisenhower's heart attack
of 1955 followed by an operation for ileitis in 1956 and a stroke in
1957. Ensued the Twenty-fifth Amendment ( 1967) that attempts to
provide for the removal of presidents unable to discharge their
duties. 22 Untested, the amendment might work if the president is
physically disabled. But what if a president becomes politically dis-
abled? When the nation is in great peril a healthy president might lose
his will to act, his grasp of events, or his nerve. He might panic in
times of grave civil disorders or external threats. Or he might become
obsessed with the use of force as an answer to problems or simply too
reckless in the use of force-or he might be too permissive, letting
events ride until they are beyond whatever control was initially pos-
sible.

The proposal that the president's congressional party should be able
to replace him would take care of this difficulty. Its wisdom is justified
by recent British history. In 1940 Winston Churchill replaced Neville
Chamberlain as prime minister and then summoned the British to an
effort of incalculable benefit to the western world. Similarly, Lloyd
George replaced Herbert Asqu'th as prime minister during World
War I. Admiration for Lloyd George was less unanimous than for
Churchill, yet British historians generally agree that the substitution
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was needed in 1917. In 1956 when the British-French-Israeli attack on
Egypt failed, Prime Minister Anthony Eden, who was somewhat dis-
credited politically by the event (and whose health also suffered),
could give way to Harold Macmillan.

Much flexibility exists in a government by political parties that,
in addition to their mass bases and their national organizations, have
corps of leaders so trained and tempered in the art of government that
they come to accept not only the duty to choose and follow a leader but
also the obligation to replace him if he fails. The risk that ambitious
men will readily conspire to replace their chief is nullified by the rarity
of the examples. A prime minister in Great Britain or a president in
America is the most valuable political property of his party. To re-
move him his associates have to risk their own careers. No one has
expressed the proposition more succinctly than Winston Churchill:

The loyalties which center on number one are enormous. If he trips
he must be sustained. If he makes mistakes they must be covered.
If he sleeps he must not be wantonly disturbed. If he is no good he
must be pole-axed.23

Calendar Elections

Party government would help the country cope with crises by enabling
not only the removal of politically inadequate leaders but also the sub-
stitution of flexible election dates for those fixed by the calendar. When
the country is fighting for its life the extra danger of a quadrennial
election may be extreme. Since 1812 we have held only two presi-
dential elections during major wars. Clearly, we can no longer count
on such good fortune. The new danger inherent in calendar elections is
compounded also by "the close approach of world events." The great
powers will henceforth be mutually capable of mounting devastating
strikes on a moment's notice. The same is true of smaller harassments.
The present determination of electoral dates by the inevitable wheel of
alternate Octobers, with months given over to campaigns and inter-
regnums, contains a threat to national survival. The risk is com-
pounded by the Twenty-second Amendment.

Party government permits an alternative. Elections within reason-
able intervals can be required by the Constitution with their timing
left to statute law that means, subject to certain safeguards, to the
discretion of the governing party. Potential enemies would then be
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deprived of much of their advantage, first, because they would no
longer be able to plan harassments according to the calendar and,
second, because the periods of vulnerability in campaigns would be
telescoped from interminable months to a few weeks.24

Conclusion

On behalf of what universal idea are the Italians in Rome? asked
Theodor Mommsen. 2 5 If a similarly malicious question were applied
to the United States, every American could answer that he inherits the
universal idea of constitutional democracy. As noted earlier, the words
are inseparable. Limited government came to us largely from England,
although we have shaped its content. According to C. H. McIlwain,
England became national while it was still feudal so that the limits of
the feudal contract were wrought into the frame of government. 26 We
escaped the feudal heritage, but happily we persisted in maintaining
the constitutional ideal. Democracy or rule by numbers is likewise
ancient, but America has given it a peculiar stamp with the emphasis
on equality. If some of the sources are also English-"the poorest he
that is in England hath a life to live as the richest he"27 -the equaliz-
ing spirit took charge in America as it never has in England. Con-
stitutionalism remains the most valuable secular development of
mankind. Egalitarianism is the most explosive idea in the world
today.2 8

Ilow Americans will bear their precious burden of ideas will depend
on how well they learn to live with the tensions between the limits
imposed especially in the Bill of Rights and the drives implicit in
popular government. Only part of the answer is provided by majority
rule.

The justification of majority rule in politics is not to be found in its
ethical superiority. It is to be found in the sheer necessity of finding a
place in civilized society for the force which resides in the weight
of numbers.29

With us, the force of numbers is not ultimate. Our nation cannot
wipe out the absolute proscription against using torture to extract
confessions and still remain a constitutional democracy. If torture is
used in our democratic constitutional government (as it has been and
may be again), it is illegitimate, an aberration; whereas in practice
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under authoritarian regimes of either wing-and in theory under
democracy defined as simply a means of making decisions of whatever
scope-torture is a perfectly proper way of obtaining information or
enforcing commands.

The force of numbers is also limited by recognizing that most ques-
tions decided by majorities are settled only conditionally. That thought
may be small comfort to the losers; but it is vital to the health of the
polity because it recognizes the contingent and tentative character of
policies that must, nevertheless, be formulated and applied to pressing
social and economic problems. This is part of the rationale underlying
the case for party government with its emphasis as mush on the op-
position as on the administration.

These points answer the argument that there is no alternative be-
tween absolute majority rule and minority rights,3 0 an example of the
fallacy of either/or. Our constitutional democracy requires both. The
marriage between popular government and the Bill of Rights recog-
nizes tmat the only way to prevent the human condition from degener-
ating into bestiality is to force men to live with many of their natural
divergencies and contradictions. Nevertheless, Austin Ranney has
written that

responsible and disciplined parties will appeal only to a people
committed to the desirability of unlimited majority-rule, and . . . the
American people, far from believing in majority-rule, are devoted
t- the preservation of minority rights against majority rule.:"

The first clause can be dismissed as an effort to stack the deck. But
what of the second, namely, that Americans have rejected majority rule
(which is equated with party government) in favor of minority
rights? This is a curious statement. Millions of Americans have lived
with equanimity in situations where local majorities oppressed local
racial or ethnic minorities. We accept without qualms the majority
principle in deciding state, national, and local elections as well as in
voting in our legislative bodies, in judicial panels, and in referenda.
But we have also preserved minority rights, even though they have
not always been equally accessible to all minorities; and we have done
so with institutions that make "due process of law" a meaningful
phase. It cannot be asserted too dogmatically that the union of the
majority principle and minority rights is the essence of our civil ex-
perience. A tango without both partners would, indeed, be the last.
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What kind of government will Americans want a generation from
now? In 1969 nearly 71 million Americans were less than eighteen
years old. By 1987-the two hundredth anniversary of the Constitu-
tion-those who survive will all have reached voting age, swelling the
potential electorate by perhaps 67 million or some 40 percent of the
total. Let us assume that Thoughtful Americans point now toward a
fundamental decision about the framework of their government
fifteen or twenty years hence. If so, the decision should then be founded
on reasoned analyses of the polity-not only as it is now but as it might
be. The most obvious place to make the analyses is in the colleges and
universities. In 1930 out of 22.5 million Americans between the ages
of fifteen and twenty-four only 1.1 million were enrolled in colleges
and universities. Of 24.5 million in the same age bracket in 1966,
those enrolled had risen to 5.5 million. By 1987 a sizable fraction of
the eighteen to thirty-six cohort will have had university experience.
It'is from sources such as these that great amounts of new blood should
be pumped into the constituent group.

But what will Americans have learned a generation from now about
their political system? Americans are said to have fully considered and
rejected the case for party government, for example, because Woodrow
Wilson's Congressional Government had gone through twenty-five
printings by 1925.32 On the contrary. Precious few have heard or
read Wilson's arguments. If they study political science beyond the
level of civics courses, they learn from "teaching books."

In 1964 the teaching books in American government fail in at
least three of the same ways the teaching books of thirty and more years
ago failed. They continue to fail as efforts to "make good citizens,"
because handbooks are not guides and guides are not inspiration.
They continue to fail as books of ideology or indoctrination or pure
and simple debate, because they go to such lengths to avoid a point of
view.... But most important, there is no trend away from the
failure to encourage political inquiry and understanding.as

This book does not pretend to be a text, but it has a point of view
and does aim to encourage political inquiry and understanding. Let
the debate proceed!

"Gentlemen," said the aging Edmund Burke, "what shadows we are,
what shadows we pursue." One remembers Tolstoy's characterization
of Czar Alexander's adviser, Speransky, who never considered that all
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he thought and all he believed might be meaningless nonsense. The
enormousness, perhaps the enormity, of this undertaking has never
been far from my mind. And yet there is a compelling need for archi-
tectonic analysis. All of us feel the thrust of powerful drives of indi-
vidualism, of group or tribal interest, of egalitarianism, of collectivism,
and even of racism. Excepting racism, each has its virtues; but, fol-
lowing Aristotle, each has its perversions. Individualism can become
solipsistic and verge into anarchy and violence; "that timid, staring
creature, man" may have a bomb in either hand. Group appetite can
become "an universal wolf." Equality can breed a deadening uni-
formity. Collectivism can degenerate into a totalitarian state. The
task of politics and government is to contain, moderate, and sublimate
these drives. Political theory must illuminate the art of government,
and political science must guide its application to particular polities,
each largely sui generir. Perhaps above all the need is for a revision of
ancient political myths to inspire the belief that a new world is pos-
sible and that it will come-something that goes beyond vox populi,
vox dei to express and ennoble the dilemmas of the human condition
and yet to reconcile them with a call to action. If a poet exists who is
not up to his eyeballs in self-pity, this may be his hour.
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from The New Republic, October 26, 1974

Where TRB and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Miss the Point

Parliamentary Govemment and Ours

by James L. Sundquist
One hesitates to intervene in a family feud between
two such worthies as Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. and The
New Republics cohimnist TRB, but their debate about
constitutional reform carried in the pages of this mag-
azine needs to be brought into sharper focus.

TIRB July 20, Sept. 281 looks at the parliamentary

systems of Canada and Great Britain and finds in them
answers to some of the. institutional problems that
perplex America. Prof. Schlesinger (Aug. 31) replies
with an authoritative acoiunt of the weaknesses of the
parliamentary system. Both miss the point

TIRB made a tactical error in even suggesting that
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the parliamentary system in its totality should be
transplanted here. No change that radical could ever
happen. Moreover such a proposal gives skeptics an
unnecessarily large target at which to shoot. They can
pick and choose those aspects of the British and Cana-
dian systems that can be made to compare unfavorably
with ours, and have for themselves, as did Schlesinger,
a rhetorical field day.

But TRB did some picking and choosing of his own
among the particular features of the parliamentary
system that might be transplanted to this country.
Here he is both constructive and realistic. Of the three
aspects of the parliamentary system that TRB com-
mends, two are minor and can be disposed of quickly.

First is "question-hour"-a requirement that the
President and other administration officials appear
before the Congress at a stated time, on television per-
haps, to answer whatever questions any member
might wish to throw at them. I share Schlesinger's
skepticism on this one. One of the first things learned
by a rising politician in any democracy is how to art-
fully avoid giving information he does not want to
give. A question period might elicit some marginal
information not now obtainable through congres-
sional hearings and official news conferences, but I
doubt that it would be worth the additional demands
of time and energy it would impose upon administra-
tion officials, particularly the President.

Second is the removal of residence requirements.
so that a Fulbright defeated in Arkansas, for instance,
could run in Tennessee or Oklahoma. It would be a
gain, no doubt, if other states had laws and traditions
on this matter as liberal as those of New York-where
a Massachusetts Kennedy and a Texas Clark have won
their party's nomination for high office-but this
shortcoming in our system is hardly a crucial one.

That leaves TRB's third and truly fundamental sug-
gestion. He would make it possible for Congress to
remove a President from office through a simple vote
of "no confidence." Schlesinger sets out to demolish
this idea-but only by attributing to it features that
it need nothave. He assumes that a power in Congress
to vote "no confidence" would carry with it, as in.
Britain, a power in the executive to dissolve the leg-
islature, and then argues that the latter power "would
play into the hands of the executive." Obviously it
would. But the leading proposal currently before Con-
gress for a "no-confidence" procedure in the United
States, introduced by Rep. Henry Reuss of Wisconsin,
does not include any presidential power to dissolve
the Congress. It provides only that Congress may, by
a "Resolution of No Confidence in the President"
adopted by 60 percent of each house, call a new presi-
dential election after not less than 90 days. Congress
would be dissolved and all seats filled at the same
election-so that the congressional action would be
submitted, in effect, to a referendum-but the initia-

tive would lie exclusively with Congress.
Let us begin by discarding the notion that, since a

President has just been forced out of office, the ques-
tion of presidential removal has become moot.

Nixon resigned only when it became unmistakably
clear to him that if he did not leave office voluntarily
he would do so involuntarily: impeached and found
guilty of "high crimes and misdemeanors." But as late
as three days before the resignation speech it was not
at all apparent that two-thirds of the Senate would
convict a President without irrefutable evidence that
he had personally committed, while in office, an in-
dictable felony. Then the evidence was discovered.

There had never been any doubt that the impeach-
ment clause of the Constitution covered this narrow
category of offenses. The question was whether the
clause was broader than that. In the end that would
have been decided by a minority of one-third phls
one of the Senate-the number necessary to sustain
the President in office and hence that number who
would have set the outer limits of the impeachment
power. We will never know what those limits would
have been.

In any event a no-confidence procedure would make
it possible to remove a President under four kinds of
circumstances, beyond the one where the President is
caught in personal criminal conduct. The first two of
these may or may not be included in the present im-
peachment power. The other two are unquestionably
outside it. They are!
1) Crimes not directly traceable to the President personally.
Before the discovery of the final tape that implicated
President Nixon personally and inextricably in the
crime of obstructing justice, the House Judiciary Com-
mittee had to build a circumstantial case that the
President must have been personally involved for so
dear and consistent a pattern of obstruction to have
been pursued by his closest associates and sub-
ordinates. Yet the White House and a majority of the
President's party on the committee did not agree that
a circumstantial case could meet the constitutional
test for impeachment, and the constitutional issue re-
mains unsettled.
2) Abuse of power. The Judiciary Committee concluded
that a President can be impeached for"abuse of power'
apart from the question of indictable crime, but again
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a substantial minority did not concur and again the
issue is unresolved.
3) Mental or emotional breakdown. The 25th Amend-
ment allows the Vice President and the cabinet, with
the assent of Congress, to declare a President incapable
of fulfilling his duties. This power may be easy to ex-
ercise in a dear case of physical incapacitation-a
stroke or heart attack for instance. But in case of a
mental or emotional disability, short of obvious in-
sanity, it is difficult to conceive of the Vice President
and a majority of the cabinet-all the President'smen,
selected by him (and the cabinet members removable
by him)-taking the unprecedentedly bold step of
initiating a President's removal.

The presidency is the country's symbol of solidity
and certitude, and so one shrinks from even admitting
the possibility that a President might So gradually
and quietly mad. But the contingency ought to be
realistically faced. Under immeasurably less severe
stress than that to which a President is daily subjected,
men have "nervous breakdowns" of one type or
another. A President can losesomeofhisgrip on reality,
suffer delusions of grandeur or persecution, become
impulsive or obsessive and erratic in his judgments,
and conduct himself in eccentric ways that are harm-
less enough in'the ordinary citizen but unacceptably
risky in his high office. It could happen. It has
happened to the prime ministers of other countries
and to governors, members of Congress.and cabinet
officers. The possibility has been a hazard since the
founding of the Republic, but today the need for as-
surance that the "finger on the button" is steady be-
comes more compelling.
4) Loss of public confidence. A President who is sound
in health and innocent of any crime or abuse of power
may still lose the public confidence to the point where
he can no longer lead and govem. He may simply lack
capacity to handle a domestic or a foreign crisis. He
may make policy decisions that visit disaster upon the
country, and then stick with those decisions after the
consequences have become clear. He may be egre-
giously bad in the selection of people in whom he
imposes trust, and retain advisers and subordinates
after their incapacity has been exposed. The list is
endless. Anyone who has studied the careers of some
recent Presidents who lost the public confidence-
Hoover, Truman, Johnson, Nixon-can easily add to it.

The "no-confidence" proposal rests upon the prem-
ise that the United States needs at all times an effec-
tive government, that it cannot afford to wait for as
long as three'years or more if its President loses his
ability to lead and inspire and unify the country-as
he must. The people need to be safeguarded not just
against the President who commits crime but against
the one who tolerates and excuses crime, the one who
is incompetent or negligent or rash, the one who loses
his capacity to make sound judgments. For all these
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kinds of circumstances, short of obvious incapadta-
tion, the Constitution provides no remedy.

Schlesingerargues that if a no-confidence procedure
had been in our Constitution, Presidents might have
been deposed for taking policy stands that were at the
time unpopular but, in the eyes of history, proved to
be right-John Adams for refusing to go to war with
France, for instance, and Harry Truman for firing Cen.
MacArthur. Perhaps so. But democratic systems are
predicated on the proposition that decisions made in
a considered fashion by popular majorities are more
likely to be right than wrong, and so the gains of
popular control outweigh the losses. A no-confidence
procedure, let us remind' ourselves, would have per-
mitted the removal not just of Truman but of Herbert
Hoover and Lyndon Johnson, both incapacitated as
leaders well before their terms expired, and of Richard
Nixon sooner and with far less national agony. If one
had to choose between losing any two or three of
those before their time, and losing none, I suggest the
national interest would commend the first alternative.
However right Truman was in the MacArthur matter
and however much later generations may admire him,
he did not possess much capacity to lead the nation
in his last two years. Vice President Alben Barkley
as a caretaker President for a few months pending an
election, would probably have done as well. More-
over if Truman had chosen to fight the congressional
decision and seek vindication in the new election,
he could have done so. And it is not at all unlikely that
the Congress, recalling vividly how he had campaigned
successfully against that body in 1948, would itself
have backed away from a showdown and let the Presi-
dent finish out his term.

The mere existence of a no-confidence procedure
would have a continuous-and, on the whole, bene-
ficial-restraining influence on what Schlesingerhim-
self has called "the imperial presidency." The effect
would be to bring the President into doser consulta-
tion with the Congress that held the ultimate power
over him. To keep its confidence he would have to take
its leaders into his. He could not hide from them es-
sential information, or abuse his powers and then
defy them to do anything about it. He would have to
make sure, through consultation in advance, that
major decisions met with their concurrence. This
would restrain his individual power to do great deeds
both good and ill. But those who reflect upon the head-
strong acts of recent Presidents taken without consulta-
tion outside their immediate, sycophantic circles of
ailvisers may well conclude that more bad deeds than
good ones would be forestalled by the kind of collec-
tive leadership that a degree of enforced collaboration
would bring about.

JAMEs L. SumaQursr is a senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution. His latest book is Dynamics of the Party
System.
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Lecture
By James L. Sundquist

Delivered at the Maxwell School of Citizenship
and Public Affairs, Syracuse University

May 6, 1974

One school of thought says nothing much
ha to be done (about the Presidency). The
Notion win have learned great lesons from
VIetnam and Watergate. No President for a
long time will dare to embark on ny such
headstrong foreign adventures as Lyndon
Johnson did. Na President will be so careless
In choosing subordInates as Richard Nison
was, or so 1DX In supervising them The
elements of the bureaucracy that stood up
wel against the presldency will stand up
even better nest time. Besides, any remedy
might make things a good deal wore, be-
cause-to put the shoe on the other foot-If
we restrain the PremldentV power to do bad

things We *alS restraIn his power to do good
things.

in other words, we Were right all the time
when we *ggrandized the power of the Pres-
ident. The nation does need a strong Pres-
dent. for all of the reasons given by public
administrators snd political scientists for
frmty yes. If we believe In liberal causes
let u not get ao e-cIted by the elamor of the
moment that we Impair the Instrument that
we rightly and wisely saw wms necessary for
our purposes. This wa basically the con-
euemin of the National Academy of Pub-
lis Admlnistratlone distinguished panel on
the implications of Watergate. Clean the sys-
tem up a bit around the edges, they sug-
gested, but don't attempt any fundamental
constltutional change. - .

Maybe ll we do at this point Is separate
the optimists from the pessimists. Some
look bank St the checkered hlstory of our
century and rcc the sunlit epoh-the two
Roosevelt.. Kennedy. Johnson In his early
years-and look head to more .Others look
back and see the shadowed perlods-Hoover.
Johnson after 2565. Nilon-and fear what
may come net. I conress that the lest nine
yea have made me reluctant to trust en-
turely to luck, There is ao much ritk--glven

aour rlertlon fystem-of putting the wrong
man in the White souse that I would like to
dld come means of forcing upon our chief-
secutive some of the restraint. of colectve -

deisldon-meking that In this country we rou-
tnely insdst upon in lesser erganUsation.

There Is something about the White House.
as George Reedy has suggested more clearly
than anyone cisc. that cen bring cut latent
tralt. of megalomanl- In any human being
who Ilds hImself tbe. love fees It: It Is
not b...Meihiele that-a President could
become menitaI 7 or .moUoally -unstahhe
while In ofios-es Las happened to the heed
at ethe govrnment-yet nt be removable
for dIsabIlity nor guilty Impeachable

Another school of thought lcoks at SU that
concentrated power, is scared like me, but
looks In the dection of teakng some Of in
away. Al kinds of proposals re beard: Giv

power back to the Congre elect the kiy
members of the Cabinet. take certain seem-
ties gencis such as the Department of Jus-
tUce out of the ecutve branch, limit by law
th ekse of the White House staff, and so on.
A few of these proposals-a permanent in-
dependent prosecutor. for Inntance-my
hve merit, but, generally peaking, most of
these proposals seem to me to move In the
wrong direction. You may not believe It, from
all I have sd, but I gree that all along we
of the-public administration fraternity have
been right in our arguments for a powerful.
presidency.

Oovernmental functlons do not need to he
directed and coordinated rom a single point
of leadershlp. Thete does need to be 'com-

rand and controlt' In Bill Careyr words, so
that within UmIt. set by law there con he.
worked out a coodinated economIc policy.
a comprehensive energy policy, a cohere

natics growth poicy a Mn ry polIcy a

a foreign policy and a food policy consbst-
ent with one snother. . coordInated system
of Integoverninent relations, and UI the
rest. If the functions of the executive brands
were to be mcattered among peroons of Inde-
pendent authorIty, we would give up any
chance of the government'a making sense
with whet It tried to do. and the cry would
immediately rise: Gite the President the
authority to make order out of thi shambles.

I would go so far as to endorse some eddl-
Lionel powers for the President-lIke giving
him clear control over the personnel Man-
agement functions of the CIvU Service Com-
mision (as distinct from Ite Inspection snd
policing functions) and over the activities
of the Federal Reserve Board, whlch now hafi
the authority to pursue a monetary policy
that can cancel the Presldent. fiscal policy
and thuw prevent the government from hav-
Ilg any effective economic policy at all, and
the power to ralee and lower tax rtes, within
limit., for fSal policy purposes In short
there Js no substitute for the powerful presi-
dency In this comple- modern world for all
the reasons public dministrators have given
from Gulick and Brownlow to the present
Uime.

-But-od this is all-importsnt-d power-
ful prealdency Under equally powerful con-
troL Th t leads me in a third direction. In-
sted4 of trying to reduce the presidentisl
power. I would try to find a way to embody
the folk wisdom of tho ages Into the esecu-
ties branch of the government by plural.lpI
that power in it. eercise. In other words
by establIshIng nsttutions that would h-ve.
the effect of forcing the President into some
kind of collective procerr in mking major
national declions

Where are the people of Independent stat-
ure with whom the President crn be forced
to consult? Not the Cabinet. obviouslyT a
President esnot be required to appoint
atong men to his Cabnet, or to let his Cabi-
net restrain hinm. -

The only poesible answer. I believe. Is to
bring the President into a closer relatidon-
ship with the ongres-whlch. Of course.
means the elepted leaders of the Coogfesy
They are the ouly people around, apart from
the President and Vics President. who a
elected, and hence who have any Independ-
ent power base at a11. But to force the presi-
dent into a closer relatlopshlp with Congress
would closely require some AddItIonal seoc-
Utoms to the hands of CongrO that he
could not isg just 4nre its leade0r or
defy them as hedoesnow. - : -

I thinkD i Saeoctiss has to take the form
of a simpler way of removing piesldents,
That object would serve a double purpose.
Flrst is a nocerY end In Itself Sor the
reaeons I Indiated earlier wben I talked
sbout the limitations of the court. and of
the Impeachment procres.

It does not take high crimes or mLade-
menor. to destroy the capacity of a Prese-
dent to lead and inspire and unlfy the coun-
try, as he must. Misfesance that is not
malfepsnce In the impeachable Sense cMn
fatally Impair the presidency. The people
need to be safeguarded not just against the
President who commIt. or tolerates crime
but against the one who is incompetent, or
negligent, or rash, against the Moe who loses
hIs stabUlity, his capacity to make sound
judgment-in the vernacular, loses his m r-
hlee-but who is not so obriously disabled
that he hcn be removed for dlasbillty under
the Twenty-filth Amendment.

IS you atari from the proposition that the
Unilted Btates needa at all limes an effective
government that It cannot affrd to welt
for as long as thre or three and a half years
if Ito president to wholly disaedlted and
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hence loses his ahbllty to lead end goern.
that It needs under such circumstances to
be bleb s J me. Reston put It the other
day, in another contet, to -"weep away the
poisonous atmosphere of the cnuntry end
start afresh, then you have to conclude that
the present removal process is too limited
That if the first meson for making the
procese Somewhat easier.

The second reason is the one I have been
discussing, to bring the President Into closer
consultation with the Congress, If the Con-
gress had a greater discretion In removing
Presidents, he would have to keep its con-
fdence. And to keep It confidence. he would
have to take Ita leaders Into his. He could
not bide from them essentlat InformatIon
He could not abuse his powers and then
defy them to do anything about It. He would
have to make sure, through consultation In
advance, that major decisions met with their
concurrence.

And an Incidental benefit would be that
the Congres would find It necessar to In-
yoke s higher degree of discipilne Internly.
The members would have to repose more
power in their leaders whose Job It would be
to conUtin and restrain the run-way presl-
dency ond In turn to hold those leaders efec-
tively aonuntable. AU this, I admit, is
onjectural, because one never knows how

any reform will actually work out in prac
tIce but It effect would surely be In these
directions.

The problem is to strike eotly the right
balance in making presldentil' removal
easier. We certainly do not want to destabtile
the Presidency too much Nobody wants a
System Ilke the Third Republic of Prance or
even the Italian republic today where prime
ministers are turned out of ce every year
or two, or even every few months-revolvIng
door governments, they're called. The British
system Comes Closest to the model; their
prime ministers normaly serve their full
fIve-year term, but when a prime minister
botches his job, when he 'goofs up" and
loses the con1fdence of the country-and
brnot of the House of Commons and Ito gov-
ernIng mSJority-the majority does have
means to force him out and get the country
off to a fresh start under a leader who can
leed and-a government that can govern. Thi
happened alter Narvik, when Nevitle Chem-
berl-n was forced to give way to Winston
ChurchIll, and again after Sues, when An-
thony Eden was persuaded by his colleagues
to step down. Under our system, a Neville
Chamberlain would etay ln his offce for his
lull term even If that meant losing a war
nd the very freedom of the nation.
Several types of consttutional amend-

ments to es the removal praoes ha been
iggestd. One Idea Is Jut to broaden the

tospesbment clause-by adding after the
phrese "high crImes and ml deriesnor" five
little words, "or for any other re . In
other words removal would besosi a pollU-
eal rather than a juridical type of acion,
taken through a "no confidence" vote, " In
the p-rliamentary countries. But inder this
asmendment two-thirds of the Senate would
etiU be required to remove the chief execu-
tive, and that Seems to me to embody the
wrong principle. To govern effectively, a pres-
ldent needs to Sustain the confidence of the
majority of the country and of the legie-la
Cure, not just a one-third plus one minority,

A proposal by Congresssan Blghem runs
Into the sae objection. He would empower
the Congress by law to cell A new prealdantia
election at any time. This is somewhat lIke
the recall provisions of Some state coptittu-

ones, eacept there the recall 1s Initisted by
peUtion of a specified number of voters. But
the Bingham proposa to act by statute would
require a two-thirds vote of both houses, In
order to override the Inevitable presential
veto.

Congressman Fceuss has tried to meet the
objection to the two-thirds requIrement by
providing for a "no conildence" removal by
asjty percent of both houses. But that steil
violates the majority principle While at the
same time probably making removal too easy'
Sometimes the opposition party In the Con-
gress by itself haa sixty percent majority.

My favorite approach, therefore, I thi:
Empower Congress to act by a simple mSjority
to emove the President and call a new elec-
tion. But to deter the Congress from acting
for trivdal or fractious reasons requies that
the Congress upon removing the President
Itself be dimolved and all Its members forced
to face a new election. They would have to
take thelr decision, in effect, to e refrendum
That would surely be A very great restraint
upon the esercise of the congresslonal prero-
gaUve. Perhaps it would be too great A
former senator hb, written me that the re-
form I propose would be quite useless; he
could not conceive of any circumstance in
which the members of the Senate would vol-
untarily subject themselves to an election
when they did not have to. Maybe he's right,
but I suspect he's too pessimistic.

I the public were roused-nd that is the
only circumstance in which the procedure
would eren be considered, Dr should be-a
-enator would have to thick twice about hto-
Ing his vote simply upon hs own personal
econvenience. But In any cuae I would pmrefr
to err on the side of making the proceduro

n unattractive one. The important thing Is
that the procedure be avalable to a na tional
majority as eipreesed through Its represent-
tives-aveable so a last resort, to be sure,

but nevertheless avallableo be used when It
IS absolutely, and Incontrovertibly necessary.

Perhaps better Ideas will be heard as this
whole problem is considered. The most Im-
portant thing, I think, is that the country
being talking seriously about the question of
what Should be done about the presidincy -

It posseose an awsome concentration of
power, and the events of the last nine years
have Shown that it is a power that, f the
President is so mindd. cmn be esercisedvIr- -

tually without restraint. I em afraid simply
to leave the presidency as It Is, and trust to
luck. But neither do I want to ses It die-
mantied. The profesicon and discipline of
public administration whose doctrines have
contributed so much to putting all that
power In the presidency has been basically
right Sal along in Its reasons for creating such
an ofice. But now, having done son It needs to
put its attention to how sal that power cn be
hedged in *tth the kind of restraints that we
try to m lsurs exist in every other human
organz nt* n.~, -':



D. CONCERNING PROPOSALS To REFORM FINANCING OF POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

Proposed Constitution5'nimendment relative to unbought I
elections

97TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION H. J. RES. 525

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relative to
unbought elections.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JuNE 23, 1982.
Mr. REUss introduced the following joint resolution; which was referred to the

Committee on the Judiciany

JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

States relative to unbought elections.

1 Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives

2 of the United States of America in Congress assembled

3 (two-thirds of each House concurring therein), That the fol-

4 lowing article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitu-

5 tion of the United States, to be valid only if ratified by the

6 legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within

7 seven years after the date of final passage of this joint

8 resolution:

(841)
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Proposed Constitutional Amendment relative to contributions and
expenditures intended to affect Congressional, I
Presidential and State elections

97TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION H. J. RES. 628

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relative to
contributions and expenditures intended to affect Congressional, Presidential,
and State elections.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

DECEMBER 8, 1982

Mr. BINGHAM (for himself, Mr. REUss, Mrs. FENWICK, Mr. BEVILL, Mr. DON-
NELLY, Mr. D'AMouRs, Mr. EDGAR, Mr. LAFALCE, MS. MIKULSKi, Mr.
RANGEL, Mr. VENTO, Mr. WEISS, and Mr. WOLPE) introduced the following
joint resolution; which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

JOINT RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United.

States relative to contributions and expenditures intended to
affect Congressional, Presidential, and State elections.

1 Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of

2 the United States of America in Congress assembled, (two-

3 thirds of each House concurring therein), That the following

4 article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of

5 the United States, to be valid only if ratified by the legisla-

6 tures of three-fourths of the several States within seven years

7 after the date of. final passage of this joint resolution:
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2

1 ."ARTICLE-

2 "SECTION 1. The Congress may enact laws regulating

3 the amounts of contributions and expenditures intended to

4 affect elections to Federal offices.

5 "SECTION 2. The several States may enact laws regu-

6 lating the amounts of contributions and expenditures intended

7 to affect elections to State and local offices.
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JK 1991

OASES ADJUDGED

IN THE

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
AT

OCTOBER TERM, 1975

BUCKLEY ET AL. v. VALEO, SECRETARY OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE, ET AL.

APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

No. 75-436. Argued November 10, 1975-
Decided January 30, 1976*

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (Act), as amended in
1974, (a) limits political contributions to candidates for federal
elective office by an individual or a group to $1,000 and by a
political committee to $5,000 to any single candidate per election,
with an overall annual limitation of $25,000 by an individual
contributor; (b) limits expenditures by individuals or groups
"relative to a clearly identified candidate" to $1,000 per candidate
per election, and by a candidate from his personal or family
funds to various specified annual amounts depending upon the
federal office sought, and restricts overall general election and
primary campaign expenditures by candidates to various specified
amounts, again depending upon the federal office sought; (c) re-
quires political committees to keep detailed records of contribu-
tions and expenditures, including the name and address of each
individual contributing in excess of $10, and his occupation and

Together with No. 75-437, Buckley et al. v. Valeo, &cretary of
the United States Senate, et al., on appeal from the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia.
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principal place of business if his contribution exceeds $100, and
to file quarterly reports with the Federal Election Commission
disclosing the source of every contribution exceeding $100 and
the recipient and purpose of every expenditure over $100, and
also requires every individual or group, other than a candidate
or political committee, making contributions or expenditures ex-
ceeding 8100 "other than by contribution to a political committee
or candidate" to file a statement with the Commission; and
(d) creates the eight-member Commission as the administering
agency with recordkeeping, disclosure, and investigatory functions
and extensive rulemaking, adjudicatory, and enforcement powers,
and consisting of two members appointed by the President pro
tempore of the Senate, two by the Speaker of the House, and
two by the President (all subject to confirmation by both Houses
of Congress), and the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of
the House as cx officio nonvoting members. Subtitle H of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (IRC), as amended in 1974,
provides for public financing of Presidential nominating conven-
tions and general election and primary campaigns from general
revenues and allocates such funding to conventions and general
election campaigns by establishing three categories: (1) "major"
parties (those whose candidate received 25% or more of the vote
in the most recent election), which receive full funding;
(2) "minor" parties (those whose candidate received at least 5%
but less than 25% of the votes at the last election), which receive
only a percentage of the funds to which the major parties are en-
titled; and (3) "new" parties (all other parties), which are limited
to receipt of post-election funds or are not entitled to any funds if
their candidate receives less than 5% of the vote. A primary can-
didate for the Presidential nomination by a political party who
receives more than $5,000 from private sources (counting only
the first $250 of each contribution) in each of at least 20 States
is eligible for matching public funds. Appellants (various federai
officeholders and candidates, supporting political, organizations,
and others) brought suit against appellees (the Secretary of the
Senate, Clerk of the House, Comptroller General, Attorney Gen-
eral, and the Commission) seeking declaratory and injunctive
relief against the above statutory provisions on various constitu-
tional grounds. The Court of Appeals, on certified questions
from the District Court, upheld all but one of the statutory
provisions. A three-judge District Court upheld the constitution-
ality of Subtitle H. Held:
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1. This litigation presents an Art. III "case or controversy,"
since the complaint discloses that at least some-of the appcllants
have a stiflicient "personal stake" in a determination of the con-
stitutional validity of each of the challenged provisions to present
"a real and substantial controversy admitting of specific relief
through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished from
an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical
state of facts." Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Ilawoorth, 300 U. S. '227,
241. Pp. 11-12.

2. The Act's contribution provisions are constitutional, but the
expenditure provisions violate the First Amendment. Pp. 12-59.

(a) Thoe contribution provisions, along with those covering
disclosure, are appropriate legislative weapons against the reality
or appearance of improper influence stemming from the depend-
ence of candidates on large campaign contributions, and the ceil-
ings imposed accordingly serve the basic governmental interest
in safeguarding the integrity of the electoral process without
directly impinging upon the rights of individual citizens and
candidates to engage in political debate and discussion. Pp.
23-38. 1

(b) The First Amendment requires the 'invalidation of the
Act's independent expenditure ceiling, its limitation on a candi-
date's expenditures from his own personal funds, and its ceilings
on overall campaign expenditu res, since those provisions pla ce
substantial and direct restrictions on the ability of candidates,
citizens, and associations to engage in I)rotectcd political expres-
sion, restrictions that the First Amendment cannot tolerate.
Pp. 39-59.

3. The Act's disclosure and recordkeeping provisions are con-
stitutional. Pp. 60-84.

(a) The general disclosure provisions, which serve substan-
tial governmental interests in informing the electorate and pre-
venting the corruption of the political process, are not ovcrbroad
insofar as they apply to contributions to minor parties and inde-
pendent candidates. No blanket exemption for minor parties is
warranted since such parties in order to prove injury as a result
of application to them of the disclosure provisions need show
only a reasonable probability that the compelled disclosure of
a party's contributors' names will subject them to thrents, harass-
ment, or reprisals in violation of their First Amendment associa-
tional rights. Pp. 64-74.

(b) 'The provision for disclosure by those who make inde-

19-549 0-83-30
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pendent contributions and expenditures, as narrowly constriced
to apply only (I) wilen they malke contributions earmarked for
political purposes or nutliorized or requested by a canlidate or
his agent to some person other tlian a eaimldale or political com-
mnittee and (2) whein they mnakc an expe-nditure for a conununi-
catiou that expressly advocates the election or defeat of a clearly
identified candidate is not unmeonstitutionally vague and does not
constitute a prior restraint but is a reasonable and minimnIly
restrictivo method of furthering First Ameniment values by pub-
lie exposure of tImr e federal election system. Pp. 74-82.

(c) The extension of the recordkeeping provisions to con-
tributions as small as those just above $10 and tlho disclosure
provisions lo contributiomis above $100 is not on this record
overbroad since it cannot be said to be unrelated to the informn-
tiommaml amid enforcement goals of tIme legislaitiomm. I'p. 82-St.

4. Subtitle It of the IliC is constitutional. Pp. 85-109.
* (a) Sublille 11 is not invalid under the General Welfare
Clause but, as a means to reform tlie electoral process, was clearly
a choice within tIme power granied to Congress by tIme Clause to
decide which expenditures will promote the general welfare. Pp.
90-92.

(b) Nor does Subtitle 11 violate the First Amendment.
Rlather than abridging, restricting, or censoring speech, it repre-
sents an effort to use public money to facilitate and enlarge
publia discussion and participation in the electoral process. IPp.
92-93.

(c) Subtitle 1, being less burdensome than ballot-access
regulations and having been enacted in furtherance of vitas
governimieintal interests in relieving major-party canlidates from
the rigors of soliciting private contributions, in not fuinding
candidates who lack sigimificant public support, and in eliminating
reliance on large private contributions for funding of conventions
amid campaigns, does not invidiously diseriminate--against minor
and new parlies in violation of the Due Process Clause of the
Fifth Amendmnemt. PIp. 93-108.

(d) Invalidation of the spending-limit provisions of the Act
does not render Sublitle i1 unconstitutional, but the Subtitle is
severable from such provisions and is not dependent upon the
existence of a generally applicable cxpendiitire limit. P'p. 108-10.

5. The Comnmissiomm's composition as to nil but its investigative
and informittive powers violates Art. If, § 2, cl. 2. With respect
to the Commissioi's powers, all of which are ripe for review,
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to enforce the Act, including prinintry responsibility for bringing
civil actions against violators, to nake rules for carrying out the
Act, to temporarily disqualify redernl caindidates for failing lo file
required tep rl;', and lo ultntorize convention expenditures in
excess of tile specified limits, tle provisions of thne Act vcsting
such plowers in the Commnissionn and tIhe prescribed method of
appoinimeint of nmembners of tilc Commission to Ihe cxtcnt-tlhat
a majority of tlne voting memnbners are appointed by the P'resident
pro lempore of the Senate and tIle Speaker of t Ie louse, violate
the Appointments Clause, wvlichl provides in pertinent. part that
tile President shall nominate, and witi tilhe Senata's advieo and
consent appoilit, nil "Ollietrs of tIe (liuited States," whos(! appoint-
nmenis are not othlerwise lrovided for, blt (hint Congress may
vest nlie oppoininient of such interior oflicers, as it deems proper,
in tine President tnlone, in tlic courts, or in tlie heads of depart-
incens. hIence (though tlie Commission's paist acts are accorded
de lacto validity and a utay is granted permitting it to function
under tIne Act for not more than 30 days), tlle Commission, ns
presenlly constituted, may not because of that Clause exercise such
powers, whichl eanl be exercised only by "Officers of thle United
States" appointed in contormnity with the Appoinitments Clause,
although it may exercisc such investigative and inforniative
powers ns are in tIle mine category as those polwers thal Congress
might. delegnte to one of its own comimittees. I'p. 109-143.

No. 75-430, - U. S. App. D. C.-, 519 F. 2d 821, affinned in
part and reversed in part; No. 75-437, 401 F. Supp. 1235, aflirmed.

Per curiam opinion, in the "case or controversy" part of which
(post, pp. 11-12) all particip:atintg A'lembers jointed; anal as to tine

- other ptortionts of which BR1ENNAN, SwrEWiT, and P'OWELL, .
joined in nil Parts; RIAanSIALI, .1., joinled in till but Part. J-C-2;
IBLACKMUN, J., jOinCed in till bitt P'art I-n; IIEIINQUIST, .1., jointed
in all but Part 111-B-1; BunuEr, C'. J., joined in Parts l-C atd IV
(except. insofar ins it ancords dle /aclo validity for thie ComlinniSSiOles
past nals); and WMITIT, .1., joined in Part Il. BIunoaEt, C. .1., post,
11- 235, VIIITE, J., post, 11. 257, MAIARMALL, J., post. It. 2SO, BILA(K-
11UH, J., post, 1. 290, and llE1INQUIST, .1., post, lo. 290, filed opintiotns

. comncunrring int part nili hisseni ittg in pt:rt. STEVENa, J., took tml part
in tine considerationn or decisioti of hlio cases.

R,
* Ralph1 K. Wrinter, Jr., pro /lac vice, Joel M. Gora, ftt(l
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I IPar (Cmrinnl

(C. 13xpiellx i .m re LimuiLalionis

'I'lio Acl's expeimuliLmnre eouilings-ilmpose direct AIMi su.b-
sainlitiil rl i niutls ol imc qiilaetity 4,1 rfoliLicanl sBi d T. h'e1o

miiost drgasLic of tile limilaiistiolls resriees ind1ividiualmIs
amid groups. imicludbiimg l)olitiei parLies -lint (nil lo pmlace

n candiidateo oil ote lalllot, to allt exim-lfliiLmre of SI, 000
orelaLive lo a clenrly idetitified candidnlo dieriig An

calenldar year." § (08 (e) ( I ). Otiler expemmlitloiire ceil-
iligs limit Spelnldfig -by candidates, § 6(08 (a1), their 4:1ill-
pnigis. § (1)08 (e), mid lpoliticil inirties ini cioImiectioii with
clectioli ctimiipiigiis, § OU(R (1). IL is clear dIal itt primnry

eCTecd of theso expellditmure liamiltaLiomls is to restrict
imto ( t 1ianLiLy of calimpligi slueoch bly illdiivisllIIIl. gilnips-,

nmid caudidilates. Thmo restrictiolns. wilo miclral As to

lne ideas expiressedo limiL poliLical expression "al thle

core of our electoral p)rocess andol of thle FirsL Amiacudmumil,

reeC4lOm)Is." 1illia ms v. RhmodCe, 31: 1: . : 23, 32 ( 1918).

J. The 310(0 LimnitaLion onl Ex1 cnsidiLures "Rtelativo to a

Clearly Identificd Camlididte"
Section n08 (c)(I) provi(es LlhaL "lno liersoa may

make anny expendiLuro . . . rclative to a clenaly ideinlified

ealididate during a calenidar year which, wiheu dd{ied( to
all other cxpemi|liLures luie by sce persoii (Iitmiimg lmo
year a(lvocnLiimg tilm electioim or (it-feat of such camididlaite,

ejxceels $1,000." "I Tlho plusil efteeL of (108 (e)( I) is to

418ep Ui. 10, aspra.
"TIhe tuime lirmad dlermiiioti of "persom" npplifanlple In (lme noiwli-

bimlitnio linitjaliois gnoerns lho menninog of "person" in 5111)S (el (1).
Thle mlnimlle provles aemnte liaimiInI exreplinns Iflrouglh varioms
exrIltm4jon frollm Ihe olllerwitn rompirellensive leflifinill nf "exspemm1li-
litre." ee 5 61)1 (M). lThe most inilmirlmnt exclmision nS re: (1) "nay
Ilelvwiilory, rommeiolary, or imliloril ehsluihimin1le Ilrontghm fIl fiwili-
IieIm of aily loriominmastimmg salimll, ummyvslj:oalr, nmgamziemm, (or ollSer iwri-
olirnil 1mlblicnlioml. niouless steln Inrililies nrtn omnml nr emmlrolledl 9b'
nmiy polifinl utarly, pohlilmrl Commiillee, nr vmallifinlr," §591 (f) (4)
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prohibit all individuals, who are neither candidates nor
owners of institutional press facilities, and all groups,
except political parties and campaign organizations, from
voicing their views "relative to a clearly identified candi-
date" through means that entail aggregate expenditures
of more than $1,000 during a calendar year. The pro-
vision, for example, would make it a federal criminal of-
fense for a person or association to place a single one-
quarter page advertisement "relative to a clearly identi-
filed candida(e" in a major rnetrol)olitan newspalper."

Before examining the interests advanced in support of
§ 608 (e)(1)'s expenditure ceiling, consideratiotl must be
given to appellants' contelitioll that the provisiofl is
unconstitutionally vague." Close examination of the

(A), and (2) "any communication by any membership organization
or corporation to its meImlnbers or stockholders, if such membership
organizaLtioII or corporation is not orgamnized primarily for tIle puir-
pose of influencing tile nomination for elecliomi, or election, of any
person to Federal office," §591 (f)(4)(C). In addition, the Act
sets substantially higher limits for personal expenditures by a candi-
date in connection with his own campaign, § 608 (a), expenditures
by natiomal and state conmittee3 of political parties that succeed in
placing a candidate on the balloti §§ 591 (i), 608 (f), amid total
campaign expen(litures by candidates, § 008 (c).

44 Seclion 008 (i) provides that any person convicted of exceeding
any of ihe contributioii or expeiditure limilations "shall be fined not
more timll $25,000 or imprisonecd not more than one year, or both."
* 4' Several of tIe parties have suggested that problems of ambi-
guity regardinig tIie application of § t08 (c)(1) to specific campaign
speech could be handlcd by requesting advisory opinions Iromn the
Comnnmission. Wlhile a comprehensive series of advisory opinions or
it rile delimmcimtfimg what expenditiures arc "relative to a clearly
identified candidate" might alleviate the provision's vagueness prob-
lenis, reliance ol Ilin Commission is unaecepiable because tlie vast
majority of individuals and groups subject to criminal sanctions for
violatitig § 008 (e) (1) do not have a right to obtainll an dvisory opin-
ion froiI time Commission. See 2 U. S. C. § 437f (1970 ed., Supp.
IV). Section 4137f (n) of litle 2 necords only candidates, federal
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specifieity of tile statutory' imitation is requircel where,
as here, the legislation imposes criminal penialties in an
area permeated by First Ameindiliment interests. See
Smith v. GaoguCt, 415 IU. S. 56., 57:1 .(1974I) ; Cramp v.
Board of P'ubllic. Instruction, :3os U. S. 278, 287-288
(1961); Smith v. Californin, 301 U. S. 147, 151 (1059)."
The test is whiethor the Ilagunge of § (08 (c) (1) afTords
tilc "I)prcecisioni of regulation [that] mniust be tile toucih-
stolle in all alren So closely touchilig outr most preciolus
frecdoms." NAACP v. Button, 371 U. S., at 438.

The key operative language of the provision limits "any
expenditure ... relative to a clearly identified cmt(li(late."
Although "expeln(liturre." "clearly identified," and "canldi-
date" arc (definled in- the Act, there is no definition clarify-
ing wihat expenditures are "relative to" a candidate. The
use of so indlefinite a phrase as "relative to" a candidate
fails io clearly mark thle boundary between permissiblc
and impermissible speech, unless other portions of § 608
(e)(1) make suilflciently explicit the range of explen(di-

orincelolders, anl political commillees tile right lo request ndlvisory
opinions fitd hireels IHull the Comuttinksion "OSlil renider all aIdvisory
OpilliOII, ill writing, wit hin a rea-soa:able limene' concermiig spericie
pihintied actlivilics or Irilsact iotis of nmy 8ine individiil: or ewninil -
tee. 'I'The powers d(leggatedI to thc Commission (litis do hnot wsliiure
tlhat tile vagutciess conicerns will be reme(died prior to Ilte chillilig of

T-iolifical discuissioni by imlividulns and groups ill this or future elee-
tionl ycars.

48 It suich circuinstances, vague laws inny not only "trap tile inno-
cent by not providing fair wanriniig" or fosler "arbitrary afnd dis-
criminntory application" but also operate to inhlibit protecte(d ex-
pression by inducing "citizens to 'steer far wider of tilc unlawful
zone' . . . than if lile boundarie of tIle forbidden areas were clearly
marked."' Grayipacd v. City ol todl/ord, 408 11. S. 10.1, IOS-0l()
(1972), quoting Blageit v. iterliL, 377 11. S. 300,372 (1964), illoting
Speiscr v. Itnnadall, 357 ll. 8. 5131, 5210 (1958). "Because First
Amenldmit.iet freedoms need breathing spuce to survive. governiment
uanty reguilate in tIhe nre:a only wiitl n:arrow specificily." NAAC Vc v.
huudton, 371 'U. S. 415,433 (1903).
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lures covered by Iho limnitation. The scction prohibits
"any Cxpenldituro .. . relativo to a clearly idenlified candiJ
dlato dumring a chionmdar year which, tvheia added to all
other cxpenditures . .. advocating lha election or dceeat
ol such canedidlate, exceeds 51,000." (Enipimasis aulded.)
'1mis context clearly ieernits, if in(decd it does nol. rcquiro,
the ipihraso "relative to" a Can(idIate lto I} read to menn
"advoeating t.li election or defeat of" a candidatc. 0

iBit& while such ai conslructioit of 1 08 (e)(I) refocses
time vagumiemess question, Lio Couart of Appeals wns mis-

takem inl thinkinig that this construction' eliminates the

probieim of miconstitmgtional vagueness altogether. -

11. S. App. 1). C., at - , 510 F. 2d, at 853. For the
distinction between discussion of issues anld candidates
mimd advocacy of Clectioni or defeat of enmnlididtes lnfty

often dissolve him practicuil appliention. Caiimdates. cs-
lecially incui emsits aru itimimteliy tied to public issues
ilivolvimig lcgisinlivo IW)r )osnls 11d goverlriientai actions.
Not onily do cilnmlidntes camupaign on tlie basis of dImici
lositions on variouts ptublin issues, b)l, campaigmas tImeii-
selves gemerate issucs of pullic. interest." In an analo-

1'Ilmn inferprelralion of "reltnlive to" a eiarly kiellilled candi-
(into is s34jmjuorted hy Ile imscussion of 5I(IS(e)(l)m in Ile Senmale
lleporl. B. llegl. No. 03-1189, I. 10 (1974), file llnuise ilelporl i. II.

Ilie-. No. 1D3-123I, it. 7 (1074), fle (Commferemmeo lReporl, 8. (onI. ilici.

Nev. M71-237, Ilt. 50-57 (11171), nAnd lilm! oimillimmm of ilie Comrt of
AliwaLs. - 11. S. App. I). (C., nl -. 510 V. 241. nt 852-S53.

"mim ronnmerliom widim anolber pmrovision conimmlimg lime Sonia ad-
vocacy iminmage alipemriig in 1 608 (e)(i, ilm Court of Appeals
tomclundemd:

"P'uilic disemmsion of immblic issumJ whiehs Alm ro cnhpamign LWmmes
readlily anmild offti-m nmumvimlidlply tinmrnw 1im mnmudiolooles mmmdl Ilmeir losi-
liasm, ltheir volimg renmrds amlnd oolmer allivini oamieluecl. *i)mmclsimmi of
lHimnu 6I ms, and ta well mora los iliv efforls lo inmlimence puminlic
mlminlfmll Oal l11me11m, elld mnlmanarmliy a1l immoxo4NOAly Ia Cwrt'someme Ill-

mmnero amm vllimmg al.t eltealiar." - II. 8. Atoll. 1). C., al -, 19
F. 2d., lt 875.
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gotta context, lhis C3ourt in lThIomnas v. Collins, 323 1i.. 8.
510 (1945), observed:

"IWiliethir words imiended and dlesigned to fall
sihr (of invitation would miss thatit mark is a qiluestiOmi

b)oth of itentol and(1 of eiTect. No speaker, in suche
circunmstanecs, safely couldi assumue that umiything

lie might say ipon time general subject wvomuld l ot 1)0
nuderstood by somc as nil invittitjon. Iii stort, time
BlspihoSedly clenr-cut distintcion between discussio,

litti(lditiOn, gcumernl advocacy, andI sohicitautiomu idl-s

tile speaker in thmeso ciremnistauces wholly at lthe

llercy of the varied umnderstandimig of Isis hearers annd
consequently of whatever infoeirece itmy be dralwn
as to his Intetit Andt meauinig.

"Such al distinction offers ito sceurity for free dis-
cussion. Ima these conditions it l)lankets with int-
certainly wvhatever many lie said. It conum)els tile
speaker to hcdlge anid trim.' Id.. at 535.

Sec also Unitetd 5latCJ v. Auto. Wlorkers, :152 U. S.
507, 505-590 (1057) (Douglas. J., dissentiuug); G7illow 'v.
Ncw York, 208 U. S. 052, 073 (1925) (Holmes, J.,
dissentling).

Tile constitutional deficiencies descrilbed in Thlonmus v.
Collinms can be avoided only by readilg § 6008 (e)(I) as
linlited to Conlinllncatiolls that includ(le explicit Worids Of
advocacy of clectioum or defeat of a candidate, nnmeil as

the definition of "clearly identified" in £ 008 (c) (2) re-
qimiles that an explicit and tinaunbigiouts refcrenec to tIhe
candtidlate Appear as part of tile conimunlluicaimtioi.' This

Acclloan 0 (e) (2) eIcfau1 "rClearly IiltIiCeul" lo reFeigir Ihnt
lime inmliiaiec' name, pIologralpI or drawing. or eiiler nallibhigsIrnms
rcference to hmis ieltility appear as loar ol tIle imimimicantion. Snch
other ma1mnmnbigI1omms rc(ercmmro wom0h1 incluflea tsse ol ilia en nzlitnte's
hiltinak- (C. g., FD)1, lihc ranelidlales nickriamc (c. g., Ike), his oflicn
(C. g., Ile Prcsidenit or ilia Govericmr of lown), or lis sim iln ns n
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is the reading of the provision suggested by the non-
governmental appellees in arguing that "[f~unds spent
to propagate one's views on issues without expressly call-
ing for a candidate's election or defeat are thus not
covered." We agree that in order to preserve the pro-
vision against invalidation on vagueness grounds, § 608
(e)(1) must be construed to apply only to expenditures
for communications that in express terms advocate the
election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate for
federal office."2

We turn then to the basic First Amendment ques-
tion-whether § 608 (e) (l), even as thus narrowly and
explicitly construed, impermissibly burdens the constitu-
tional right of free expression. The Court of Appeals
summarily held the provision constitutionally valid on
the ground that "section 608 (e) is a loophole-closing
provision only" that is necessary to prevent circumven-
tion of the contribution limitations. - 1. S. App.
I); C., at -, 519 F. 2(1, at 853. We cannot agree.

The discussion in Part I-A, supra,. explains why the
Act's expenditure limitations impose far greater restraints
on- the freedom of speech and association than do its con-
tribution limitations. The markedly greater burden on
basic freedoins caused by § 608 (e) (1) thus cannot be sus-
taine(l simply lby invoking the interest in maximizing the
effectiveness of the less intrusive contribution limitations.
Rather, tile constitutionality of §608(e)(1) turns on
whether the governmental interests advanced in its sup-
port satisfy the exacting scrutiny applicable to limita-

candidate (e. g., the Democratic Presidential nominee, the senatorial
can(lidnte of the Rlepub)licaln Party of aGorgia).

" This construction would restrict the application of 5 608 (e) (1)
to communications conainiring express wvords of advocacy of election
or defeat, such as "vole for," "elect," "support," "cast your ballot
for," "Smith for Congress," "vote against," "defeat," "reject."
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Lions on core First Aimendrment rights of political
exprcssion.

W'c find fliat the governimental interest in preventing
corruI)tion an(d the appearanhcc of corruption is inadc-
quate to justify § 608 (c)(1)'s ceiling on independent
expendituties. First, assuming, arguendo, that large jin(ue-
pen(ldent expen(litures pose the same dangers of actual
or apparent quid pro quo arrilngements as (lo large con-
tributions, § 608 (c)(1) does not provide an answer that
sufficiently relates to the elimination of those dangers.
Unlike the contribution limitations' total ban on the
giving of large amounts of mooncy to can(li(lates, § 608
(e)(l) prevenits only some lnrge expenditures. So long
as persons and groups eschew expenditures that in ex-
press terms advocate the election or defeat of a clearly
identified Can(lidate, they are free to spend as mich nas
they want to promote the can(li(late and his views. The
exacting interpretation of the statutory language neces-
sary to avoid unconstitutional vagueness thus under-
mines the limitation's effectiveness as a loophole-closing
provision by facilitating circumvention by those seeking
to exert improper influence upon a candidate or oflice-
holder. It would naively underestimate the ingenuity
an(l resourcefulness of persons and groups desiring to
buy influence to believe that they would have much dif-
ficulty devising expcnditures that skirted the restriction
on express advocacy of election or defeat but neverthe-
less beleifited the candidate's camnipaign. Yet no substan-
tial societal interest would be served by a loophole-closing
provision designed to check corruption that permitted
unscrul)ulous persons and organizations to expend un-
limited sums of money in order to obtain improper
influence over candidates for elective office. Cf. Mills v.
Alabama, 384 U. S., at 220.
, Second, quite apart from the shortcomings of § 608 (e)
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(I) in 3)reventing any abuses generated by large inufr-

pendcilt expenditures, thc independcnt advocacy rc-
strictegd by time llrovisioln does not lprcsently appear to pose
daigers of reil or apparent corrull)Lioln com alralelc to IOlmse
idi tleifie(I W\ithla)Irge coomp ign con trilmtioims. The parties

defendiliag § 608 (c)( 1) conteiid that it is necessary to pro-
Vent would-b)O contriluiutors fromn avoi(iing the contribu-

tion0 limitations ly tho Simple expedient of paying di-
rectly for inedia, advertisements or for other portions of
time ean(lid 's campini activitics. llTbcy arg e thal cx-
peelilures controlled by or coordinated with the candi-
late and his campaign imight well have virtually the same
valuie to the enandidate as a contribution and would p)ose
similar dangers of abuse. Yet such controlled or coordi-

nate(l expenditures are trcated as contributions rather
timan expen(liLmIrcs mmndor thme AcV.' Scction 608 (b)js

Z8crlion 108 (a)(i) dlocs not apply lo expenditures "on behaifof
I cnedidate wilvhin, ilia enemming of" §(18 (c)(2)(11). Tle Iniler
inbtesclioie isroviades aullt expendlitnires zaitilhoricl or reli ledl by
liam clmanlijdnha, Alm nealhicrizvol commaittee of ilih cnmalidmlo, or all onget
of lo he nddidale" nre to Ibn Irenlerd na eximnalitures of Ile eanmdidaltc
and eomlrilbilims by Ilim piersoim or groulsl minking hlio axpendlifure.

'Ihe tloamuse enud ienalk in nare s pirovide gililanee lie iifferenlinling
individunl exse.mniiluarve; limiuat nre conlribiulinms email cinmiiidftle exioemali-
turoi mmima!r 11918 (c)(2)(1i) frons ilimme tIr clvi as inmmlepbLende . ex-

HimUlilmlrCY Rnbjeidil to Ilimo 5 018 (e) (I) raeilifig. lh.c ilmIwsC Iflcmmmtt
-sm-aks of inhlelmaaieLet cxemunifilmmrWma nu clsts "iacuarred awvlhmtaltl Imo
r!quest or ormnsemi of a cindiiialnc or lis magmil." 11. It. Ilej. No. D9l-
12311, p. O (1074). Ille Sesmila imeR rl nor aidress fle issue inm grealer

dhlatmil. I It providias nl exisivild! iiimmislir g Ilie mi li jndionm lholgwveem
d"unilhmarlmil mar requaesteld exle loxmlfires exclmlmlml froem §I GM(e)(I)
naeml immi!iaelmmlndent exisemflinmmrei gmvernmdl by I 1118 (a.) (I)

"[AJ laerson miigimt purcahase lailibarld adiverlisemene s endcersing
a Cnandidtne. If lie loIes so compaictly on llsb own, anti lol at limo
reamest or senggesdion ao lime candidate or blbs agent's [sicI Ibmat woamld
constilale ass 'inmlepmlent exenditure on behalf of a candidlaes'
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conlriutLion1 ceilings ratller tlan 508 (c)(1)''aitidepemid-
ClA exlpclldtiltlre lililitaltiol prevent attempts t4o cireltum-
vent the Act through prearranged or.coordhinatedl expmendhi-
lires anoaititijig to disgiuised coflril)tljionis. By conltrast,
1 fl08(c)(1) limnits cxipenditurcs for express advocacy
of canmdida(cs made totally ilnldependeintly of thie candi-
dlae annl hlis campaign. Unlike contributions, suh inmde-
pe3ne3I imt oxpeoidittires )1ny cell 1provido little nssisanaio
to tiha candidate's eninlinigii ant indeed imay pIrovo
countcrp)rofluctive. 'T'he abisence of prearranugemiientl antd
coordination, of all expemudiLure with -ti cantiidumte or ihis
agent oit owily utndermimnes tme value or tIIe expeunlitmero
to tie canldidate, b)ut also alleviates the 4dtmu1ger that Cx-
p)ojidittires will lie given as n quid pro quo for iniproilxmr
commiutimuents from lie he didaliat ie. it hier Chlli m preveiat-
hig cireurnveuistioci of tlhe comltril~uutioii Iiiiii.latiomns, 11 608
(c)(I) severely restricts ill imdeiemlemim. vl'oency dlespito
its stibstautially diuniuiisimed potenlinl for Ab ,se.

While limo immelpemideumt expenditure ecilihig thus fails to
serve any sutbstantial goverumimental interest hij stemnniing

lnder section 014 (c) of Ihe hill. 'liae personr making Ilit expemmli-
tutre Would have to report it as suchl.

"lloever, if the ntdrerliseiment. warns placedl ii cooplcralion with
tlie cnndilIales Campmign organizalion, tlemi time anim moitu wouldi call-
stittile a gift. by lihe suplorler sntid an expedmilitrc by Ilte cnmmdidale-
just. as if there Imad been a dirlct eonlribulmionm enabling the candidlate
to place lme adivertisemmenmt. lmimlme. It would lle so relmrltld by
botilt." . Ilep. No. 93-089, p. 18 (1074).
Tito Comiferncmre smkslilmile aiaitleml tIhe prorvision of Ihn Semnle bill
deiling ritli expetmlititres Ilby nosy pirronm "niolltorized or refi.on,1irdl" to
Inakie nn erXimmndiltirc by lile cennldidale or ilr ageumts. S. (omnmf. liep.
No. 03-12.37 p. 55 (10174). lIm view of lbi legislalivn hislory mnmli Ilia
puriloscs of tIhe Act. we find that Ilio ammillsorizedl or remsiestl"
'standard of Imo Act operates lo treat ail Cximenaiitrcs lmlmcel in
cooperatlioam Wili or Writim the comsent of a candiuale. his Agemlma,
or an authorized committee of Itie cnndidale as conmtriibions surb-
ject to tme imiitatlions set forth In I 008 (b).
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the reality or appearance of corruption in the electoral
process, it heavily burdens core First Amendment ex-
pression. For the First Amendment right to "'speak
one's mind . . . on all public institutions"' includes the
right to engage in "'vigorous advocacy' no less titan
'abstract discussion."' New lYork Times Co. v. Sullivan,
376 U. S., at 269, quoting Bridges v. California, 314 U. S.
252,270 (1941), and NAACP v. Button, 371 U. S., at 429.
Advocacy of the election or defeat of candidates for fed-
eral office is no less entitled to protection under the First
Amendment than the discussion of political policy gen-
erally or advocacy of the passage or defeat of legislation."'

It is argued, howvever, that the ancillary governmental
intercst in equalizing the relative ability of individuals
and groups to influence the outcome of elections serves to
justify the limitation on express advocacy of the election
or defeat of candidates imposed by § 608 (e)(1)'s ex-
penliturc ceiling. But the concept that government may
restrict the sl)eeclh of some elements of our society in

Appellecs mnistakcmmly rely on this Court's decision in CSC v.
Letter Carricrs, ns sulpportimig § G08(c)(1)'s restriction on ilim spend-
ing of moniey to advocate IN1) election or defeat of a iarlircular can-
didlate. In upimobling the lianch Act's broad restrictions ou time
associatiolnal freedoms of federal employees, lie Court repeatedly em'-
phltlsized the statutory provisiomm aumd corresponding regulamtion per-
initlIlig anm employee to `[express his opinion as an in(livi(hmal plri-
vately nnd publicly on political subjects and candidates.' 413 U. S.,
at 579, qupo immg 5 CFt § 733.111 (a)(2). 8e 413 U. S., at 51.568,
575-576. Although time Court "uiliesitatingly" found tlht Wh statile
prohuilbitig federal employecs from eng:aginmg in a wide variety of

pirlistnim Iolilical conduct" iwould "mnquestionmably be valid," it enrec
full)y declimmed to endorse provisions threamLemming political expression.
See id., at 550. 579-581. The Court did not rule on Imi comslitmm-
tiomul queslioims presemmied by Ilme regulalions forbiddimmg partisan
canilmpign endorseinents tlmromigh thl ninediin nd sueechlmakimng to IV-
litical gumthlerimmgs because it fouuid that these restrictiomm( did not
"miakc the salatumte substanmtially overbroad and so invalid on its
face." Id., at 581.
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or(ler to clnance the relative voice of others is wholly
foreign to the First A etndnnenit, whIichi was (lesigned
"to securc 'the wi(dest possible dissemnination of informa-
tion from (dIversc and autingonistic sources,' " and "'to
assure ulnfetterc(d ihitercihannge of ideas for the bringing
abotit of l)olitical and social changes (IcsirC(d by the
pjeo)le.' " Ncw York 7'imes Co. v. Sullivan, supra, at
200, 269, quoting Associated Press v. United States, 320
U. S. 1, 20 (1945), attid Both v. United States, 354 U. S.,
at 484. The First Amendimient's protection against gov-
erunmten tal abridgimen t of frce expression can not l)rol)erly
be malf(lc to (Icd)cip(n on a lcrsoll's finianicial ability to en-
gage in p)ubxlic discussion. Cf. E'aslern, 1R. Coli. v. Nocrr
Motors, 305 U. S. 127, 139) (1H1) .l3

6 Ncitlier the voting rights eases nor the Court's decision ' uphold-
ing the Federal Conuminuicut ions Cominission's fairnies dorlrinc lends
support lo appehlees' position that tic First Amtendmenit perililts
Cotigress to ahriclge el rights of some persons to ciigage in political
exlression in order to enhrance tlie relative voice or other segmenis of
our socicty.

Cases invaliditing governmentally imposed wealih restrictions on
the right. to *ote or file ns n ealiidalC for public oflice rest on tlie
conclusion that wenltI "is not gerniumme lo onc's ability to parlicipate
intelligently in the clectoral process" and is therefore an insuflicient
basis on which to' restrict a citizen's Iundamemimal right to vote.
'"larper v. Virginia ld. of Elections, 383 U. S. 603, 608 (1960). See
Lubin v. Panish, 415 U. S. 709 (1974); Bullock v. Carter, 405 U. S.
134 (1972); Phoenix v. Kolodaicjski, 399 U. S. 204 (1970). These
voting cases and the reapportionment decisions serve to assure theat
citizens arc accorded an equal right to votc for their representatives
regardless of factors of weallh or geography. But the principles
thtit undlerlic invalidation of goverimcintally imposed restrictions on
the franduise do not justify governmcinally imposed restrictions on
political expression. Democracy depends pit a well-informied elec-
torate, n;t n citizenry legislatively limited in its ability to discuss
and deb:ate candidates anl issues.
r. In Rcd Lian Blroadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U. S. 367 (1969), the
Court up)hehl the political-editorial and personal-attack portioms of
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Thne Cort's (decisiomls ill Aialls v. talmblia, 384 U. S.
214 (Ilili), Rid Aliuuili lterald Publis8hitig Co. v. T'orniltr,
418 11. S. 241 (1974), lehim Menai legislistive rcarictiollB onI
aevocaey (if (Ime CeletiOin or dIefl't of pmolitical cnmmdidntes
arm wholly At odds wvith time giinrantees ol Use FirsL Ammcend-
lament. Is MlJills, the o <UrtI nsildresscl thbe qumlestiosm wlmether

"a Statec, comisistentlly wit timi e I lliledl Slimxes Comml~ill~iummol
meU make it a crime for the c(itor of a daily mmewspieper

to -nwrite nnud publish ann editorital on ccclion clay urgingl
,mldeulo to vote a certain way onl issues sulbmimitLed to
tiein.m .184 U. S., at 21f (casimlsisis ilm originmal). We
le4l Ilmat "no test of reasonablenmess canl save 1SllCI1I

a stute law fatcils ilivalidaiowm as a violationm of the
First Ammendmentcmst.'' Id., at 2211. Yet tile iprolilbilionm
of eletiosmll-iay elitoriumls ilsvildidalf l in Am ills is eleuarly
a lesser itsmrusios omml csummtitutiomanl fr-eiedomn thnis a
SItom) liimmitatiomm omm Use nsmosis.iet of molmey anly pem-i-soms
or association caml semandl during tiia enlire clecLion ycar
ini avivoeating time electiomm or defeat of a canididate for
public ollive. More recesstly in 'I'Torillo, the Court Iteld(
timat Florida eoild mmot constitustionally require a ntews-

Il c Feslednl Conm mimuinisims CAnnmmblon' falismes duel flme. 'llbt
doctrine retluires brontirms i instm la flevole parotrnming libmne in lima
4iscLsss.men of conlroversinl issurs of public imloortanmre anid lo presentI
lboth sitsm of suclh issnes. RIed Lion "maknes clear tlat Ilie abroadcast
twumin pise iinique and sluerial prouinlmm tolt p4resent bite lnrdi-
lional Iree speecil ense," by dntoemsiralinig Iliat "' it is ile lo Iosit
ait ammtnbridlgeaIile Firist Animeulnent right to broadcast coemparabil
to tile right of every ilditivmidul lo speak. wrilc, or p111miiIt."'
(Adu;mbin llroadea.soiuo r. IDemacratlic ('onuaw., 412 If. S. 01,
1l01 (1073), qsanlimg ltied Lion 11rirnpIrasling (Co., sUprta. at
388. Red Lion lherefore imnderemms ajowecs claimin timat I 0LS (a)

lW'. findiailmnls ntay prmrillissibiy restrict tllm First Amcnmdumemnl righis
et lmminielfnh it in mllis "traditional free simcemlt case." 1llnrmeser, hs

contrast to Ile timslentitollo effect ofI I 008 () (I), tilc prestoml effect.
of lim Fairnmss flortrille Im lome of "aulaloanimmg 1he voimme anti qnailly
o0 coveragit" Of polmlie issues. .105 U. 8.. at 303.
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papcr to m1iakc space availablo for at political canlidinto
to rceply to its criticism. Yet limledr the FlIorida stnItlito,

every niewspaper wvo free to criticizc any caniililate as
much as it pleased so long as it undertook the moldest
burden ol Iprin liltg his rcply. See 418 U. S., al 250-257.
Th' legislative restraint in volvef in Tnrnilbo thius also
paics in comparison to time limnitationis imposcel by I (108

(c)(l)-

For the reasons stated, we comielmimle that I 008 (e)(l)'o
independelnt expenidituire- lilmtation is u1n1couistititionial
uider the First Anmendmuent.

2. Limitation oni lxpendittircs by Candidates fromt Per-
solnal or Famnily Resourecs

The Act also sets.limiiits on expenidituries lby a candidate
"fromt his personal fImds, or lie persontal fnmtls of his
immaedinte family, ill Coniectionl willh his Caplalligi1s
dinhig ny calemidar yeaiu." § 608 (n)(1). These cmil-
ings vary from t50,0(1 for Presidlentioil or Vice IPresi-
denlinl cand(lidates to $350,(NM) for seninlrial camididintes,
andi $2.5,000 for mosL caldidates for the I IoIsC or
ltepresenLtalives."

"'lim Act cxemiplts most clemeoils of the inislilelonni prtsr's. limiil-
ing only cqWieiiillires by ilusliltilioluinl press Irilities I lint art! owned
or ronmtrolledl by cnndlidsles until pomliticil priulirs. Sc 5 fi91 (1) (i)
(A). hut, whmatevr dlilferences Iliert inny li belweenm dlie romistiji-
lional guinraiiltes of a free lress nill of free simecim. it is dliflirildt
lo cullmecive of ngly priucildeig)l 1)081 itiW hichili h Io iso ilmgilisla § 008
(o)(l) a limilal lois ullos tlhe puimlic at large anid similair limilIntions
imposedl uiliot the piress specilically.

1 35(NX (1 eiling oui exiienmilhiris lby entididnlgs for le Senatle
also allilgies lo enailitlates for lime lHouse of iteiiresllitlivrs from
Sltaes elmtilllAl In ni ly onu rrliritinlive. § 4108 (it) (I) (1).

TIho (Conrt of pljrm6 Irenlisl §I IW () nas relaxioig lin S1IAili.,wr-
rammlimlalc conlributioi limniltaion imoioseN by I 008 (b) (l) so as to
liermil orgy iemi)er of lise ennnfimlncd s imnitlinl¢ fInmuily-spolisse
chill grndiinriil. brother, sisler, or spouse of such persons-to
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The ceiling on personal expenditures by candidates on
their own behalf, like the limitations on independent
expenditures contained in § 608 (e) (1), imposes a sub-
stantial restraint on the ability of persons to engage in
protected First Amendment expression." The candi-
date, no less than any Qther person, has a First Amend-
mnent right to engage in the discussion of public issues
and vigorously and tirelessly to advocate his own elec-
tion and the election of other candidates. Indeed, it is
of particular importance that candidates have the un-

contribute up to the $25.000 overall annual contribution ceiling to
the candidate. See - U. S.:App. 1). C., at -, 519 F. 2d, at 854.
The Commission has recently adopted a similar interpretafion of the
provision. See Federal Election Commission, Advisory Opinion
1975-45 (Dec. 5. 1975), 40 Fed. Ileg. 58393. However, both the
Court or Appeals and the Commission apparently overlooked the
Confercnce Report accompanying (lie final version of the Act which
expressly provides for a contrary interpretation of § 608 (a):

"It is the intent of the conferees that members of the immediate
family of any candidate shall be subject to the contribution limita-
Lions established by this legislation. If a candidate for tile oflice of
Senator, for example, already is in a position to exercise control over
funds of a member of his immediate family before lie becomes a
candidate, then he could draw upon these funds up to the limit of
$35,000. If, however, the candidate did not have access to er
control over such funds at the time he became a candidate, the im-
mediate family member would not be permitted to grant access or
control to the candidate in amounts up to $35,000, if the immediate
family member intends that such amounts are to be used in the
campaign of the candidate. The immediate family member would
be permitted merely to make contributions to the candidate in
amounts not greater than 81,000 for cacd, election involved." S.
Conf. Itep. No. 93-1237, p. 58 (1974).

"The Court of Appeals evidently considered the personal funds
expended by the candidate on his own belmaf as a contribution rather
than an expenditure. See - U. S. App. D. C., at -, 519 F. 2d,
at 854. However, unlike a person's contribution to a candidate, a
candlidate'ms expenditure of his personal funds directly facilitates his
own political sieeci.

19-549 0-83-31
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fettered opportuiity to make their views known so that
the electorate may intelligently evaluate the candidates'
personal qualities and their positions on vital j)ublie
issues before choosing amoing theni on election day. MIr.
Justice Brandeis' observation that in our country "public
discussion is a political duty," Wl'hitncy v. California, 274
U. S. 357, 375 (1927) (concurring opinion), applies with
special force to canlid(lates for public office. Section 608
(a)'s ceiling on personal expen(litures by a candidate in
furtherane of his own caii(lidlacy thtus clearly and di-
rectly interferes with consti ttionally protected freedonms.

The primary govcrnmental interest served by the Act-
the prevention of actual and apparent corruption of the
political process-dlocs not supporL the limitation on the
candidate's expend(liture of his own personal funds. As
the Court of Appeals concluded: "Manifestly, the core
prol)lenm of avoiding undisclosel and iduI(le influence on
candidates froin outside interests lns lesser application
when- the moies involvcd come fromt the candidate hin-
self or fronm his inmnedinte family." - U. S. App.
D. C., at - , 519 F. 2d, at 855. Indeed, the use of
personal fummds reduces the candidate's dependence on.
outside contributions and thereby counteracts the coer-
cive lressures an(l attendant risks of abuse to which the
Act's contribution limitations are directed."

' The legislative history of the Act clearly indicates that § 608 (a)
was not intended to suspend the application of the Sl,000 contribu-
tion limitation of 1 608 (b)(1) for members of the candidates im-
mediate family. See n. 57, supra. Although the risk of improper
influence is somewhat diminished in the case of large contributions
Irom immedinto family members, we cannot say that the danger is
sufficiently reduced to bar Congress from subjecting family mem-
bers to the same limitations as nonafamilv contributors

^ The limitation on a candidate's exienuliture of his own funds
differs markedly from a limitation on fanmily contributions both in
tie absence of any threat of corruption and the presence of a legis-

BUCKLEW v. VALE'O
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Tleo ancillary intercst in ceqalizing tihe rclative finnn-
cili resources of candidrites comnpeting for elective oRii?,
therefore, pirovideti the mole relevamt ratiomnile for I 5118
(a)'s expenidituire ceiling. TI'hat initerest is clearly miol
sitlicient, to justify lme psrovision's infrieigeinent of fuil-
dainenitid Firsit A nilsieimilmt rights. First, thme liumuila-
Lion inny fail to p)ronitot fl6nancial jtuitility aniong cafldi-
dates. A cnindi(atc who spends less of Ilia persooal ro-
sources on 1is caninpnigii may nommetlieless oumtspemdl Ili8
rival as a resatlt of inore successful fumdidAising efforts.
Indeed, a candidinte's personnal vealth niny imnpede Ilia
cfforts lo l)ersunIem r others that lhe needs their financial
contriluLionms or voluniteer efforts to con(udelt ail effective
canmipaigm. Sccond anmni more fIundaniceitally, Lmo First
AmnendnmenL simnply cnaiaol, tolerate I 608 (a)'a restric-
lion u)pon the freedom 4) a can(iidato to spenak ivithoiit
legislative linit on beialf of his owvn candidacy. We
therefore h1old that § (I18 (n)'s rcstriction oin a cammdi-
daLe's p)ersonial exlpendlitiies is umniconstiLu tional. V

3. 1 imitnliomms on Caupaigni Expenditures
.Seetioii 008 (a) plnces liniitatiomis onl overall ciqn-

paigii exientditiires b)y caumdidate'b seeking nomiiinatio
for elCeoioi and electlion to federnl officc., I'resi-
delitIal candidates uimay spend 10.),(00 1) m ill seekimg
nonlination for oflice amid 111 additioinal $20,OUI),OI(I imn
lmgo geiieral election caui)aigen. II 608 (a)(l)(A), (13)."

latlie resiricllionmim the candiildite's ability to fIlitil hbi owam comi-
mmienialion wilh the voters.

I'll E mpdisdilureL rtnle hy ni niimorized ronunillee or Imo crandidate
or anny other agesmt ol Ilie ramlidlale as well no any expenditslre by
any otlmer personm hat is "nulhlorizted or reqmmesiedl" lpy limeam icinle
ori his agenl are chargeil against ilio cnmnidate'sa spemmelimmg cciimg.
§4 13 (c) (2) (1).

" Eixpenditulres Indloe hy or on brhinif ol a Vic Presitlemmlial call-
didnie ol a piolitical party are consileredl to hinve b rcrirmio my or
m labehail of ihe patrty'. l'rimiiemliil candlidloe. 1601 (c)(2)(A).
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Tile ceiliig (ol Secnate calilaigmills is lweggeil lo tile Mi7M

of time voting-age psolmliatiisw of Uite Slate wiilt milli-
mitin dollar niaomotnts appliiebleo lo campiaigiis ill Mtustes
willt suntll populHlaionms. 1f Sendato lprimlary elections,
lhe limilt is time greater of cight cends miumltipliedl Ily
tilo voting-ago polmusiations or Si(X),(KXI, amid in tIhe geieral
eloction dlis limil is inacrensed to 12 cents mullipimlied bty
limo volisig-ago lSollilfltiOiS or $linO,n(X. 114108 (n)( 1)(0),
(D). 'T'he Act imbloscs Islaiksel, $70.0(X) limiiaiiomis on
boilh jrilmary campaigns mid general elceLiosm campaigns
for Ilbo Ilouse of ltepresentaitives wilil Live excepitionm tlhat

oisa Sellato ceiig appmilics to calmipmigins ill Slates ell-
titled to onily o050 Rtepresemidative. JI (108 (c)( I )(C)-
(13). 'I'Ihese Ceilings are to me jnsIjimlsed mlmwiurdIs at. the
begiminhig of enel calensdar year by imhe aversgo iljrcerdl-
ago rise in Ise consiumicr price index for tIIe 12 p~reemlitig

11111sts18. I 608 (d).13

No governmsental interest thal lins bceWll siggestiL
is sufficicni. to jiissify L!mo rc8triction oil tlle quaiiity
of politinl expression imposoed bvy i 608 (c)'s calml-
paigis expeinditure limitationms. Thio minjor evil assoi-
ate(l wvii .ra)idily iucrensisg campmlaigns exiwmsditiures is
-ile dlgeor of candldatc dcele.smdene onl Isrge coimribim-
Ions. Time interest ill alleviating tile corruptming isslitm-

esce of large conirismmtionss is served by UIe Ad's consri-
bmilion lisnilations ammd dlisclosure provisions ratiher tIsas
Iby I (08 (c)'s caumpnigi cxisomsditmmre ceilings. Thme Cotirt
of Apelcals' nssertiol- Umat illli exive mlditiure restricliolls
aro smeceasary 1in reduce tle iscemidive to circuivivent* direet
eomilribmutioms lisimits is snol imersioasivc. Se -- 11. S.

"SThe anmlmaigmn Ceilings Coelmilmlft ill I O0 (Ci wnuill luuc re-
fOoiretd n redisrlon in lIve cope of a numimber of previnism Hloimse amd
Senate camnpaigns and mmictanlially findlicil the ovcrall expimdlilslres
of the Iwo mnajor-liarly Presidenlial candidates li i072. 8ee n. 21,
tupra.
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App. D. C., at -, 519 F. 2d, at 859. There is no
hidication that the substantinl criminal penalties for
violating the contribution ceilings combined wvith the
political repercussion of such violations will be insuffi-
cient to police the contribtition provisions. Extensive
reporting, auditing, and disclosure requiremetnts appli-
cable to both contributions. and expenditures by polit-
ical campaigns are designed to facilitate the detection
of illegal contril)utions. Moreover, as the Court of
Appeals noted, the Act permits in officeholder or sie-
cessful candidate to retain contributions in excess of the
expenditure ceiling and to use these funds for "any other
lawful purpose." 2 U. S. C. § 439a (1970 ed., Supp. IV).
'I'his provision undercuts whatever marginal role the ex-
penditure limitations might olherwise play in enforcing
the contribution ceilings.

The interest in equalizing the financial resources of
candidates competing for federal office is no more con-
vincing a justification for restricting the scope of federal
election campaigns. Given the limitation on the size of
outside contributions, the financial resources available to
a candidate's campaign, like the number of volunteers
recruited, will normally vary with the size and intensity'
of the candidate's support." There is nothing invidious,
improper, or unhealthy in permitting such funds to be
spent to carry the candidate's message to the electorate.'
Moreover, the equalization of permissible campaign ex-

"'This normal relationship may not apply where the candidate
devotes a large amount of his personal resources to his campaign.

64 As the dissenting opinion in the Court of Appeals noted: "If a
seinatorial candidilte can raise Sl front each volter, wiat evil is exacer-
bated by allowing that candidate to use nIl that money for political
comfluniCnlion? I know of none." - U. S. App. D. C., it -,
519 F. 2d, nt 917 (Tamrni, J., concurring in part and dissenting in
part).
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penditures might serve not to equalize the opportunities
of all candidates but to handicap a candidate who lacked
substantinl name recognition or exposuro of his views
before the start of the campaign.

The campaign expenlditllre ceilings appear to be de-
signed primarily to serve the governimental interests
in reducing time nalegcdly skyrocketing costs of politi-
cal campaigns. Appellees and the Court of Appeals
stressedi statistics indlicating that spending for federal
election campaigns increansd almost 300%/, between 1052
and 1972 in comparison with a 57.6% rise in the consumer
price index (luring time sanme period. Appellants re-
spond thnt during these years the rise in campaign spend-
ing logged behind the percentage increase in total ex-
penditures for commercinl advertising and the size of the
gross national pro(Iuct. In any event, the mere growth
in the cost of federal election campaigns in and of itself
provides no basis for governmental restrictions on the
quantity of campaign spending and tie resulting limita-
tion on the scope of federal campaigns. The First
Amendlment denies government the power to determine
that spending to promote one's political views is wvaste-
ful, excessive, or unwise. In time free society ordained
by our Constitution it is not the government but the
peki1e-indivi(dlually as citizens and candidates and col-
lectively as associations and political committees-who
must retain control over tho qunntity and range of de-
bate on plublic issuies in a political campaign."

"For the reasons discussed in Part III, in/ra, Congress may
engage in public financing of election campaigns and may condition
acceptance of publie funds on an agreement by the candidate to
abide by specified expendilure limitations. Just as a candidate may
voluntarily limit the size of the conlributions he chooses to accept,
he may dIecide to forgo private fundraising and accept public
funding.
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For these reasons wvo hold thaI £ 608 (c) is constitu-
lionally invalidl." .

III sulan (le provisions of lie Act lhat impose a $1,000(
lialilatioii on colitril)ifiiolis to a single candidnte, S 608
(b)(1), a S5,M) limitation on contributions by a political
coamnitteo to n single candlidale, j 608 (b)(2), and a 252f,-
0W0 limuitationi on total contributions by an individual
(luring any calenidar yenr, 1()08 (b)(3), are constittition-
ally valid. T'haese linaaitagioms* along with (lho disclosuaro
provisions, coasslitule tle Act's plrinary wreapons against
(Iho reiwlity or alopernraaue of inmproper inluenace stein-
inig froaiu lie d(plenl)deico of emididates on largo

campaign contribua tioais. ThI contributioga ecililags 1,11s8
serve tle basic govcrnaaentnil interest in safeguard-
ilmug lla integrity of (ile electoral process witlhout directly
imaupinging tipon (lle rights of imdividual citizens and
candidates to cngnige in Plolitical tl e Anid discutssion.
By conlrast, (Ian First Amiaendmlauaent requaircs. lio invali-
diatinua of ilie Act's inldepenadeonit cxpenditaire ceiling, t
f 0;18 (o)(l), its limitation on a candidatc's expenditures
fromI his own l)persooIl funds, 5 008 (a), and iits
ceilinags on overall campanign expendituares, I 608 (c).
These -provisions placO substantial and direct restrictions

'lihe Act also establishlel sep.urale limilalions for gormeral elce-
liol. elxim-elitres 1to laliv iat innul 41lne ronsoullalees (if ploliienl amr-
lieilUI 5 1H ( n),nd (ifr unitiomudil pumlifirnl pamrty rmuvemnliomms for Ilia
nminiolioig of P'resideinia:l anmdilalcm. 211 II. S. 0. 194M)I uI)d (1070
e., Snilp. IV). AppellaniN did not elinlenge theme eelling ,m om First
Aumndmmcnit grousuls Inslend, lMy comlend fliat tihe provisionsdiscrimniite ngainsl inidepenmdent candlidales anal regional polilical
parties wilitoutil mliomual rontminies because they pe-rnit additional
sipemiding by p olilical lparlics will nallional conmitnilee. Our decision
today Wiolling §08(c)(I)S indeplendent expendiulre limiltation
uncoumstilmgliogmal and IO (c)'a campaign expendlilure ceilings un-
constilimlionmal reminves ila pimrliegl e (or appellanmts' discrimmiinalon
*clamiam hy eliminatinsg any alleged adruamilage to political paillies with
natiommal Caouimmuillees. I
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on ltlo abilily ol candlidides, cilizens, nnd nssociations lo
engage il iprotected loolilicol cxpressiom, restriclioas hanl
limo FirsL Am ndimeutont Cannoil Lolernlo."

*' Accordlimgly, I le anmwersw 10 IIN. rertitlI roust ituimIal qsmsl ins
perlailling to Ilie Act's conmtritnlioknn amd expcimidliure lirnilalionms sre
a follows:

3. Iocs nosy sintulory Iisiltnlioln or d1 tlhe parliriltlr limitntionms
III lie thililelIgNI stalules, on lim aimmimumita that imlhlvIilmmnl5 or or1amli-
sations bla)y commlrihiole or exiendl in, remimcelitis wills elcelinns for
federal olflec violate (he rigims of One or imoro of Ilhe plaimliffs smlier
Ihe Firsit Filth, or Ninth Amemndment or the D)na Proress ClMusm of
Ilte Filth Amendmicml of ilhe (Conslitution of Ilte l'leiledI Slates?

(a) l)oes 18 U. 8. C. I tMI (a) (10701 el., Sumip. IV) violuite svmi
rights, him dhal if forbidts -a raitmliihmle or ilie smumb'iers of Iis himmili-
ate Innmilyr (roil cspemlnlimng persomnal Imois in crs-i of fle anumils
splecifiell 1lm 18 U. 8. C. I0118 (a)(l) (1070 il'., Sumpp. IV)?

Answer: Y IS.
(i1) I)oes IS U. 8. C. ION (11) (1970 eul., Belie. IV) vioihlc stimim

rights, hi Ihat it forlisb Imc soinlicituliummm, rereildt or minkimg of rom-
tribil ifimms omi Iehalf of iuiilral ramnlididmtes is) eress of tile aminllimimts
spccifid him 18 U. 8. C. 1 60 (lo) (1070 ed., Sumimp. IV)7

Answer: NO.
(e) Do 18 11. S. C. II 691 (c) anml IU0 (h) (107) eul.. Suii. IV)

vilatc skit-I righms. in llmlt Ihey limmuit ile immgcitICimlul CsIlm s.-Sr wihich
vohinelerm workimmg om Imelmumf of ilitii:mi cimmrtiimidies mmmmy inmrmmr 10
Ilme a mninammts tcicmllMi ill 18 U. S. C. §1 501 (c) lmmle WS (b) (1970
cmi., supim. IV)t

Answer: NO.
(ii) IDoe 18 IU. S. C. 5I (1i (C) (11170 'd.. Smmi1pp. IV) vininat smelm

righlt". it flmit iI limilm to Si INNf Ilae imlepmvnsh'mmtt^ (mi1t ll imhnlf of
a cmlitiatc) e.I ptfmilmrc ofl namy mcrsmmi relamtive Itl tim idleiilfied

Answer: YE1.
(c) lInes IS ll. 8. C. I (MIS If) (111) id., .pp. IV) i'inmle tmimi

righmts, In, hint if lijimits tle exlmtemmlilmi'lt (in mnmtitmaml or slmte nimmm-
ittemtt of nplilallm learliht- ini oommmrlhlm willt gemernl viadimn m nnim-
niogems fat leitirrml anlive?
Answer: NO. as lo the Filth Amentllitient chaillenga admvamceel mby

m*ppellants.
(I lDoes 10008 of the Inlerna lIevxntema Comie of 1951 violate
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such rights, in that it limits the expenditures of the national com-
mittee of a party with respect to presidential nominating conven-
tions?

Answer: NO, as to the Fifth Amendment challenge advanced by
appellants.

(-i) Does 18 U. S. C. §008 (h)(2) (1970 ed., Stipp. IV) violate
such rights, in thlat it excludes from the dcfinition of "polifical com-
mni(ltc" committees registered for less than tihe period of time pre-
seribedi in thc statuite?

Answer: NO.
4. Does any statutory limitation, or do the particular limitations

in the challenged statutes, on Ihc amounts that candidates for eleqtcd
federal oflice may expend in their campaigns violate the rights of
one or more of the plaintiffs under the First or Ninth Amendment
or the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment?

(a) Does 18 U. S. C. §6008 (c) (1970 ed., Supp. IV) violate such
rights, in that it forbisb expenditures by candidates for federal office
in excess of tIIe amounts specified in 18 U. S. C. 1 008 (c) (1970 ed.,
Supp. IV) ?

Answer: YES.



III. CRITICAL APPRAISALS OF PROPOSALS TO REFORM THE CONSTITUTION

from The Twilight of the Presidency,
by George E. Reedy

*

X I '10 TINKER wi rin rIE MACHINERY

Jt is very obvious at the time of this writing that the
1 American people sense the institution of the presidet y

to be in trouble. An office that was taken for granted a few
short years ago has now become the object of critical study
by political scientists, commentators, editorial writers, and
former presidents and their assistants. Some scholars-
such as Richard Neustadt and Clinton Rossiter-have de-
voted entire careers to analyses of the position. The presi-
dency has been placed under more microscopes than any
other similar office in history.

From the standpoint of the general public, of course.
the feeling of uneasiness can be traced directly to the iden-
tification of the presidency with the nation. The trobir)ICS
of our country are painfully apparent. The war in Vietina
still chews up our youth. Our college students are on rain
pages without precedent in our history. Inflation is bring
ing millions of Americans close to the edge of ecolonit'
hardship. Negro militants are challenging not only their
past iniferitity in a segregated society bit the validity Of
the liberal dream of a fully integrated society.

Should President Nixon succeed ils pulling out of

(873)
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Vietnam and re-establishing some degree of internal sta-
luhty, much of the uneasiness of the general public would
bc allaycd. Ihlit the causes which gave rise to the restless-
nesu would remain. They would incrcly be less ap)parenIt
with soAtiC of the stresses and strains removed.

%'ery little of the public discussion has focused on
Ih.tt I believe to be the major problem of the presidency,

the iii rasinIg ten(lency of the office to isolate its occu-
Iu huni reality. Instead, the assumption has been that

thile phutlemits of our government could be solved by tak-
utg the president even further out of the political arena,
Iefientiing some of the ability of the Congress to frustrate
ltst sill. and giving him more technical help. On this basis,
ter pnroxsnals which have received the most widespread
uriniiom in recent years would:

Restrict tile president to one six-year.term.

Extend the term of members of the -House of Repre-
srinatives to four years so they would always be running
Witlt a presidential candidate at the top of the ticket.

Appoint "assistant presidents" to take some of the
hiturdiei out of the hands of the chief executive.

'I he proposal for "assistant presidents" can be dismissed
ottt of hand. It is inconceivable that any president would
e'er permit another to have a piece of his power, even if

,r.i tial machinery could be devised to make it possible.
Itt the first two proposals deserve some extended con-
su'letation. Both were given a heavy impetus by the last

'hifutitstratiron and both are remedies in the classic style
*- tle 'hair of the (log."

I hbesc proposals are designed to lessen the political
.'rtsilcs that bear upon the presidency. The first assumes

( r37
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that if a president could not run for a second term, he
would concentrate all his efforts on running the country.
The second assumes that he would not have to face balky
Congresses if the members had to run on the same ticket
with him. In either case, he would not have to worry about
hostile people threatening him with reprisals at the polls.

There is a naivete about these proposals which would
be charming in its innocence if so much were not at stake.
They assume that wise and effective government flows
from careful study by responsible men who have access to
"all" the facts and who need only the authority and the
machinery to carry out intelligently designed programs.
In this concept, the bar to heaven on earth lies in the
capacity of lesser informed, and sometimes selfish, mortals
to frustrate the nation's administrators by political minipu-
lation.

It is not surprising that these proposals should come
from the "activists." Political advocates always work (and
must always work) on the assumption that truth is an abso-
lute rather than the product of shoving and hauling by
competing intellectual interests. They live in a world of
"right" and "wrong," categories which are entirely ade-
quate for the conduct of political affairs from any platform
except a throne or the White House. And for partisans,
there can be no explanation for being "wrong" except lack
of knowledge or venality.

The proposal for a six-year term is particularly inter-
esting because it is based on the belief that a president's
authority is somehow separable from his political leader-
ship. It regards the nation as a corporate enterprise which
can be managed without regard to the feelings of the em-
ployees or the stockholders (an obsolete view of corporate
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structure) and it assumes that a president does what he
wants to do merely by issuing orders.

The reality is quite different. A president whose po-
litical leadership is unchallenged can do just about any-
thing that he wishes. A president whose political leader-
ship has suffered from erosion is virtually helpless. And
one of the factors of political leadership is the assumption
by those with whom he deals that he will be in office for
a long time to come. In this respect, the six-year proposal
would not even accomplish the ends sought by its propo-
nents.

A six-year president would be a "lame duck" from
the moment he took the oath of office. One of the most
important of all of the bases of a president's power is his
political authority and his potential for extended political
authority in the future. A president whose term was limited
to one six-year stretch would be a president who could
command about two years of enthusiasm, two years of
acquiescence, and two years of obstruction.

There is already an eight-year limitation upon the ten-
ure of a president-the act of the vengeful, Republican
Eightieth Congress determined to punish the wraith of the
four-term winner, Franklin D. Roosevelt. But this amend-
ment to the Constitution has only had relevance to one
president since its adoption-ironically to the Republi-
can President Dwight D. Eisenhower. President Truman,
who was specifically exempted from its provisions, re-
fused to run in 1952. President Kennedy was assassinated
before he had completed his first term, and President John-
son declined to run for a second full term.

President Eisenhower, of course, finished his second
term with just about the same high degree of popular

Io
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esteem that had marked his inauguration in 1953. But
since he had been a% president who preferred to preside
rather than to rule, the degree of popular support he en-
joyed is not relevant to the problem. He was not a man
who sought to manipulate the instruments of political
power, and therefore there is no way of measuring the ef-
fect of the two-term limitation upon his authority.

The case of Lyndon Johnson, however, is very much
to the point. The erosion of his power became apparent
within weeks after his announcement that he was withdraw-
ing himself from contention in March of i968. The last ten
months of his administration were marked by frustra-
tion on every issue, with the sole exception of the conven-
ing of the Paris conference to discuss ways and means of
ending the Vietnam War. Even here, while he succeeded
in launching the conference it is impossible to avoid the
clear implication that the Vietnamese participants, both
North and South, stalled substantive discussions while they
awaited the outcome of the November elections. Obvi-
ously, they wanted to take the measure of the incoming
president before settling down to a genuine give and take
at the bargaining table.

On every other issue, President Johnson was unable
to command even a respectful hearing. One of the out-
standing examples was the nuclear nonproliferation treaty,
which enjoyed widespread support from leading members
of both political parties. It was difficult to find an argumenst
agailsst the agreement, but the Republican presidential
candidate, Richard M. Nixon, said that in his judgment
Senate consideration should be postponed. The ostensible
excuse was the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the Soviet
Union late in the summer of ig68-an action which had
serious implications in terms of world peace but very little
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relevance to the treaty. A more likely and obvious reason
was that Mr. Nixon preferred to have the document ratified
in his, rather than in Mr. Johnson's, administration. And
members of Congress are notoriously quicker to react to a
potential, as opposed to a lame-duck, president.

Far more humiliating, because it involved personal
relationships, was the Senate's refusal to confirm the presi-
dent's friend, Abe Fortas, as chief justice of the Supreme
I Court. Among grounds cited were a number of occasions
upon which Mr. Fortas, while a justice, had given the presi-
dent personal advice. Translated into political English, this
was merely another way of saying that he was a friend to a

! president who would not be in office much longer. It was
enough. The nomination was withdrawn to prevent defeat.

During the closing days of his administration, Mr.
Johnson might well have recalled an episode in 1956 when,
while still a senator, he challenged Governor Allen Shivers
for control of the Texas delegation to the Democratic na-
tional convention. Mr. Shivers was a'man of tremendous
power. He had succeeded in 1952 in swinging Texas to
Dwight D. Eisenhower and he had broken the two-term
gubernatorial tradition which up to that point had gov-
erned the political life of the Lone Star State. He had
encountered some bad troubles through scandals arising in
his adiniiigistrs.ation, butt the scanidals were not directly
traceable to him and his conservative political viewpoint
was unuqtuestionably the viewpoint of Texas. He was hand-
some, articulate, and forceful. He had only one real weak-
ness-he had declined to run for re-election in i956 and
was serving as a "lame-duck" governor.

John Connally managed the Lyndon Johnson cam-
paign to control the Democratic delegation. He called
every influential citizen of Texas, many of whom had a
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long record of supporting Allen Shivers and opposing Lyn-
don Johnson. Connally had one message which he re-
peated over and over again: "Do you want to be with a
dead governor or a live senator?"

Allen Shivers suffered one of the most complete
defeats of any prominent political character in all of Texas
history.

Far more serious, however, would be the impact of a
one-term limitation upon the president in terms of his life-
lines to reality. It would be clear to him from the first day
in office that there was nothing political to be gained by
placating pressure groups in society. He would, therefore,
feel a far greater degree of freedom in following his own
desires and ignoring those groups within the nation that
displeased him.

It is, of course, a well-established tenet of American
mythology that it is virtuous for a political leader to be
"above" pressure groups. Every reformer pays lip service
to this concept (as long as political leaders are not "above"
the reformer's pressures). The puerility of this idea is ap-
palling. Obviously, a president should act along those lines
he believes to be right. But he should also act with political
skills which enable him to convince all groups in a society
that they are getting a fair shake. To assume that he will
be a "better" president because he does not have to listen
to constituent groups is to assume that democracy would
be a better system if it weren't so democratic.

It is a very simple matter to become impatient with
large groups of people who refuse to accept the wisdom of
a course followed by a political leader. Most politicians
manage to temper their impatience because they are look-
ing forward to another test of their leadership at the polls.
No useful purpose can be served by establishing a system

19-649 0-83-32
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which encourages the development of impatience into ar-
rogance.

The concept that there are policies and programs
which are immutably correct has been one of the most
troublesome in the history of human government. It is
especially troublesome in the modern age, which is dom-
inated by "experts" who can bring to many problems
knowledge and skills which undoubtedly supply answers.
A businessman whose industry is sick has become accus-
tomed to calling in market analysts, production engineers,
cost surveyors, or management consultants. He sees with
his own eyes that these technicians obtain results that are
immediately demonstrable in terms of the profit-and-loss
statement. The citizen who is ill is sent by his family doc-
tor to a series of medical specialists who have divided up
the human body and made specific areas their exclusive
domains. Again the results are usually observable in terms
of better health or at least a prolonged existence. The
party organization which finds its treasury depleted is
accustomed to calling in fund-raising experts who bring a
wealth of knowledge to the gentle art of persuading citi-
zens to part with a portion of their bank account for a
worthy cause. Again, results are obtained which are imme-
diately apparent and which can be set forth in terms of
cold, hard figures that cannot be disputed.

It would be strange if this kind of atmosphere did not
encourage the belief that there are government "experts"
who can solve all the problems of the nation by combining
elementary principles of qualitative analyses with electronic
computers that bat out the correct answers in the twinkling
of an eye. Of course, there are government "experts" who
understand with considerable precision exactly how gov-
ernsent works. There are men who can predict the course
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of a bill through Congress; who can plot the vagaries of
the budget through a fiscal year; who can devise valid
manpower charts. The problem, however; is that the ex-
perts can only answer the question of how decisions can
be carried out. The basic problem of the decisions them-
selves remains and this is not a valid field for the bureau-
crat.

The process of political leadership is far more than
the mere charting of policies and programs. It is also the
proper weighing of the resources that are available to
meet those goals. Some of those resources can be judged
with relative ease-finances, manpower, production ca-
pacity, raw materials. Btt the most important can be
measured only through the intuition of the political leader
-and that is the willingness of the people to support the
actions that the political leader considers necessary. It
does not matter what a president wants to do if the people
are unwilling to do it. A political leader who ignores the
popular will is not a hero but merely a shoddy craftsman
who is not entitled to his job.

The type of political leader who rises to the heights of
a Jefferson or a Lincoln or a Franklin Roosevelt does not,
naturally, merely bow to the popular will and allow himself
to be swept along by the currents. This is not political
leadership in any sense of the ward. But if lie is unaware of
those c(:rrents, he will be unable to pilot the ship of state
to a safe harbor. He will not truly be leading.

No proposal which tends to separate a president from
the political pressures of his constituency can possibly
improve the operations of the presidency. All it will do is
tend to make him an ineffectual voice issuing orders and
decrees which serve as an irritant to inflame further the
forces of disintegration that are always present in a society
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no matter how well ordered or how well planned it may
be.

The proposal that House members serve a four-year
term and be elected concurrently with the president
would, at least, achieve the objective sought by its propo-
nents. There is little doubt that it would make Congress
more receptive to presidential desires. But this begs the
question. Do we really advance the national interest by
relieving the chief executive of this worry ?

The mere fact that dealing with Congress is a worri-
some proposition is probably the greatest value that body
offers to the nation. A president who is anxious to secure
enactment of his programs must walk carefully lest he tread
on the sensitive toes of the men at the other end of Penn-
sylvania Avenue. He must (at least after the first fine
flush of his inauguration has evaporated) listen to their
opinions with some respect. He must take into account their
problems if he is to secure the funds- that he needs to man-
age the government. He must make-strong efforts to build
up a following on Capitol Hill and this he can only do
through persuasiveness and compromise.

The Congress is one of the most sensitive barometers
of public opinion available to the chief executive. The ba-
rometer may tell him some unpleasant things-but this is
the fm,,ctimu ofra blaromcter. Wlhc.a storiui is approachilig.
a sea captain who refuses to consider the warning signs
is a man who is doomed to lose his ship. Of course, the
captain can go down with his ship, which may assure him
a place in history, but it is not very comforting to the crew
and their families, who are dependent upon his skill and
judgment to survive.

Truly philosophical presidents who understood the
nature of the problems of the office would welcome the
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midterm election regardless of its outcome. This is one of
the few opportunities they have during the course of their
administration of taking a sounding of the American peo-
ple that is far superior to any readings that may be ob-
tained by Dr. Gallup or Mr. Harris. The terms "philos-
opher" and "president" may be mutually exclusive, but
this is no reason for the American people to indulge in
the folly of depriving the president of one of his most
valuable assets.

The antagonism felt by presidents toward Congress is
entirely understandable. It arises out of the frustrations
that inevitably come to any man who must grapple with
the largely insoluble problems of a messy world and who
must deal with the stubborn unreason of people in the
mass. The legislative branch affords a convenient outlet
for blowing off steam, though it is not very prudent to
use it.

No president can admit, even to himself, that his prob-
lems stem from his inability to persuade the people of the
rightness of his programs. In the United States, every poli-
tician must make due obeisance to the collective wisdom
of the populace. Therefore, when a president's designs
are frustrated, he must demonstrate, at least to his own
satisfaction, that the popular will was with him but was
somehow diverted or distorted by the machinery of govern-
ment. The most satisfying method of achieving this ra-
tionalization psychologically is to zero in on the Congress.

Thus, Woodrow Wilson castigated the "little group of
willful men" in the Senate who, he believed, had wrecked
his grand design for world peace through American par-
ticipation in the league of Nations. In the light of subse-
quent events, Wilson may have been right in his predic-
tions of dire consequences should our country refuse to
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enter the League, although calamity and catastrophe are so
much a normal condition of humanity that I am very skep-
tical of any claim that disaster resulted from a failure to do
any particular thing. An objective student of the period,
though, must admit that the voters simply were not ready
for the step at the time. It was the American people-not
the Senate-who frustrated the president.

Harry S Truman managed a successful election cam-
paign by railing against the "do-nothing, good-for-noth-
ing" Eightieth Congress. It was an effective tactic. But the
Eighty-first Congress, which was elected with him, enacted
virtually none of the bills Mr. Truman desired. Again, it
was the American people, not the Congress, who frustrated
the president.

None of this is to be construed as reflecting a belief
that Congress is always right. Congress can be "wrong" just
as the people can be "wrong"-overwhelmingly. Democ-
racy does not seek to guarantee people wise and prudent
government. Its real objective is to give them a voice in the
management of their own affairs. Efforts to achieve that
goal of necessity create tensions that focus upon the Con-
gress more than any other governmental body. And those
tensions can be eased only to the extent that we are willing
to abandon our freedoms.

The proposal of a four-year term for House members
has received short shrift from Congress thus far. That is
what it deserves.

Neither this chapter nor this book will make any at-
tempt to summarize or analyze all the proposals that have
been advanced to "reform" or "strengthen" the presidency
in recent years. There is a large body of academic literature
on the subject, much of it excellent and with much of
which I agree. This chapter merely singles out the few
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proposals that have been the subject of public debate on-
a reasonably large scale.

It is interesting that the only proposal which would
seek to make the presidency more, rather than less, re-
sponsive to the people conies from outside the White
House. It is the recommendation for direct national pri-
niaries to replace conventions as the device for selecting
candidates. Generally, this idea is sponsored by those
whose candidates have lost in the past few Democratic
conventions.

This should not be confused with the drive for a di-
rect election of the president. The latter is designed to
eliminate the chance of a chief executive coming to office
with only a minority of the pxople behind him. The possi-
bility arises out of the existence of the Electoral College,
a constitutional device which had validity in the early
part of our history but which has little relevance to mod-
ern conditions. Abolition of the College, or at least of its
power to frustrate the popular will, would be greeted with
considerable relief but it would make little or no change
in the conduct of the office of the presidency.

Direct presidential primaries, however, would make
a difference because they would change the conditions
tinder which the candidates are selected. Therefore, it is
necessary to analyz.e this proposal, particularly since I do
not think it wise, although it does meet the test of greater
responsiveness.

In the first place nobody really can know what a na-
tional primary would do. The only experience so far with
primaries has consisted of the presidential contests that
are held in roughly a quarter of our states. It is folly to
assume that the results would be identical if these pri-
maries were extended to all fifty states. There is, however,
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a much deeper objection. Fundamentally, the workability
of democracy rests upoui a willingisess of people to accept
their second and third choices when they discover that they
cannot get their first. For this reason, almost every facet of
American government provides machinery for working
out a consensus. In terms of the selection of a candidate,
the national convention is the forum in which this is done.

The problem with the national primary -is that it
would deprive the voters of any mechanism through
which the second and third choices could come into play.
A vote is a "sudden-death" proposition that stops all further
negotiation or conciliation. It is the "end of the line" and
presents the choices in a simple "yes or no" form.

The problem here is easily illustrated. It is entirely
possible that nationwide primaries could be settled by
votes of 51 percent to 49 percent. The 49 percent would
either have to capitulate to the will of the majority or walk
out. In election years, however, theire are not very many
cases where people are willing to capitulate to the machin-
ery. If they cannot get what they want, they are willing to
bargain for a second choice on the thesis that they still
have a share in the process. But a 51-49 situation-with
no possibility of appeal-permits no second choices. The
result would sooner or later be a party split and a prolif-
eration of politkal sects that would bring the American
government under its present structure to a halt because
there is no machinery for forming a coalition government.

There is no guarantee that the bargaining process will
automatically produce a great man. It resulted, in 1920,

in the selection of Warren G. Harding as the Republican
presidential candidate over a number of men who, by all
contemporary accounts, were his superiors. But in the
realm of politics, one must deal with relative concepts
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rather than with absolutes. Harding at least had the virtue
of winning the election for the Republican party (Re-
publican professionals would regard it as a virtue), and it
turned out that for all of his inadequacies and for all the
scandals that broke during his regime, he was very much in
step with the national mood. His thinking pleased the pub-
lic so much that his successor, who was elected without
any difficulty, was merely a more careful and cautious
carbon copy.

The bargaining process, moreover, frequently brings
to the forefront men of stature who otherwise would have
been unnoticed. The outstanding example in recent politi-
cal history was that of Adlai Stevenson at the Democratic
convention in 1952.

For the Democrats, 1952 was a year of tremendous
difficulty. The combination of the Korean War, a series of
petty scandals in President Truman's administration, and
a heightening of tensions within the nation over the racial
issue threatened to tear the party to pieces. There was no
cohesive force in evidence other than a loosely defined
coalition of "old New Dealers" like James Farley and con-
gressional leaders like House Speaker Sam Rayburn. Im-
portant segments of the party in California and in the
large urban centers were openly discussing the possibility
of a split and obviously regarding the possibility with con-
siderable equanimity. Only two candidates came to the
convention with any real strength-Estes Kefauver of Ten-
nessee and Richard B. Russell of Georgia. There were
enough minor candidates (such as Senator Robert S. Kerr
of Oklahoma and New York Governor Averell Harriman)
to prevent either of the two leaders from securing the neces-
sary two-thirds majority.

The nomination of either Senator Kefauver or Sena-
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tor Russell would certainly have meant a party split of
serious proportions. Kefauver was seen as a "liberal"-but a
liberal with an abrasive personality who commanded a
fanatical following and evoked a fanatical opposition.
Russell was "the Dixie candidate" and, though highly
respected and esteemed throughout the nation for his un-
questioned intellectual capacity, totally unacceptable out-
side the South to a party which had dedicated itself to the
cause of civil rights and which was heavily dependent
upon the Negro vote in large Northern cities. It was in-
conceivable that any of the minor candidates could en-
large their support and capture the nomination.

Adlai Stevenson, the governor of Illinois, had taken
himself out of the running several months earlier, but a
small group of amateurs refused to accept his withdrawal
and had opened a suite in the basement of the Chicago
Hilton Hotel as a campaign headquarters. The profes-
sionals-Rayburn, Farley, and the then virtually unknown
Lyndon B. Johnson-camie to the conclusion that Ste-
venson would be the answer to the dilemma. lIe had un-
questioned credentials as a liberal but lacked the abrasive
personality that made Kefauver unacceptable. He had not
been involved in any of the state presidential preference
primaries and thus had not accumulated any enemies. He
was a man of great eloquence and would have little diffi-
culty in projecting his image to the public.

The Stevenson nomination, although a last-minute im-
provisation, was entirely due to the machinations of the
"professionals." But from the moment of his acceptance
speech, the Democratic party found itself involved in a
love affair with its candidate.

Both Kefauver and Russell (the former somewhat
glumly and the latter joyously) pledged their full sup-
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port. Intellectuals throbbed to a man who could speak in
an English uncluttered by clich6, and party professionals
found that they could campaign for him without apolo-
gizing to their constituents. Stevenson, of course, lost the
election but no one with a cool head thought that anyone
could beat the Republican candidate, Dwight D. Eisen-
hower, in 1952. lIe did succeed in holding the Democratic
party together, giving it a sense of purpose, and acting as a
source of inspiration to party leaders until his death many
years later.

It should be noted at this point that Adlai Stevenson
was not, strictly speaking, an ideologue. He was a prag-
matic man who refused to be bound by the formal struc-
ture of any political philosophy. In this, he was in perfect
step with the mainstream of American politics, thus of-
fering proof that a leader need not be sectarian or overly
ideological to capture the imagination of millions of
people.

The American system is simply not adapted to a mul-
tiplicity of ideological parties. It is possible in a parlia-
mentary government to sustain as many parties as there are
philosophies, but this possibility exists solely because the
people under such a system do not elect their administra-
tive leaders. Instead, they elect representatives of their
own particular philosophy to a parliamentary body and
these representatives work out the details of selecting the
men who will actually manage the affairs of a nation.

This, of course, often results in a coalition. There are
far too many different points of view among human beings
for any one point of view ever to command a true and
lasting majority. Somehow, representatives of those points
of view must get together and work out the minimum basis
upon which the administration is possible.
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As the American people elect their chief executive
directly, coalition at the government level is excluded. The
final choice of a president is a "sudden-death" proposition.
The Electoral College is not a body adapted to the type of
bargaining that can go on in a parliament. Therefore, the
coalescing forces in the American political system must
exist at the party level rather than at the governmental
level, and our two parties are actually coalitions rather than
ideological choices.

A national primary would remove from the public
scene the one part of our political process that permits
bargaining between the second and third choices. With
this bargaining point removed, it is impossible to imagine
the government of this nation retaining any degree of tran-
quillity or stability. Every president would enter office with
large parts of the population dead set against him and
unwilling to be reconciled.

In summing up all the proposals to"'reform" the presi-
dency,'they all fall on the same proposition. They fail to
recognize the fundamental facts of the power relationships
that have been created in our society. Some of them
might tend to make the operations of the presidency more
efficient, but nothing would be gained by increasing the
effectiveness of operations that might be moving a so-
ciety in the wrong direction. The art of politics remains
the art of reconciling power relationships to the needs of a
society. Any approach on any other premise is further
doomed to failure.

There is more-much more-to the presidency than
the kind of authority enjoyed by a production manager or
a battalion commander. A president must be able to lead
as well as to give orders. Proposals that seek to sustain
his authority after he has lost his popular following are
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doomed to failure unless the proponents are willing to
go to a police state. Rather than trying to cushion the
White House against popular storms, efforts should be bent
toward sharpening the president's political senses so that
he can offer the only kind of leadership that is tolerable in
a democracy.
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XIII THE LENGTHENING SHADOWS

W hile working on this book, I asked a professional
political scientist whose opinions I respect highly

to review some of the earlier chapters. I had planned to
use these sections as the basis for a lecture at an Eastern
university and wanted to test the concepts on someone
experienced in speaking to academic audiences.

After a few days, he returned the manuscript to me
with a number of suggestions (all of which I incorporated)
and after a brief discussion of specific points he said: "But
these are all minor. The big question you will face is what
you propose to do about it. You can't get away with present-
ing a problem without a solution before an American audi-
ence."

Naturally, I had planned to present a solution. It had
not seemed to me a matter of any great difficulty-and still
does not seem very difficult provided that I am not trou-
bled intellectually by a "solution" that will never go any
farther than the paper upon which it is written. But my
friend's words introduced a disturbing note. Obviously,
what he was saying is that American audiences are condi-
tioned to a political presentation formula in which a
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"proposal" must follow a "problem" just as a stage blackout
must follow the scene in which the burlesque comedian
squirts seltzer water on the chorine's panties. It is not that
the thought becomes invalid if it lacks a solution (as a play
becomes invalid if it lacks a denouement) but that it be-
comes unacceptable. It suddenly became apparent to me
that there was a converse to this proposition-that some
very flimsy thinking by both academic political scientists
and professional politicians has been "validated" over the
years simply because they presented a "proposal."

I thought back over the years to:

The Texas congressman with a large Latin constitu-
ency who was applauded in the press annually for a set
speech proposing that the United States double its appro-

-: \prsations for Latin America.

The senator with presidential ambitions who barked
at his speech writer: "God damn itl I want a proposal in
every speech I make even if it's only to build a shed i8
by ss by so in Rock Creek Park."

The group of academic political scientists centered on
the Library of Congress who resolved solemnly every year
that American political parties should become "respon-
sible" and be held to their platforms.

The "laundry list" of legislative proposals that Harry
S Truman sent to each incoming session of Congress-to
the delight of progressive columnists and the wry amuse-
ment of the Capitol Hill hierarchy.

Originally, I had planned to work out a system of
parliamentary government for America. It still looks good
to me-on paper. It would call for the conversion of the
House of Representatives into a parliamentary body em-
powered to select the managers of the nation's affairs, in-
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cluding a "chief of government." These managers would
serve as long as they enjoyed the confidence of the parlia-
ment or until the parliament had completed a four-year
term. Loss of confidence in those four years would present
the chief of government with two options-ask the presi-
dent (elected for a ten-year term) to dissolve the body
and hold newv elections, or resign and make room for the
appointment of new managers.

This system would answer most of the problems that
I have raised. It would enable the chief of government to
concentrate on the affairs of the nation and place the func-
tions of chief of state in the hands of a man who had no
power. The chief of government would be answerable on
a daily basis to the criticism of his colleagues, who would
approach him in no awe of majesty. The country would
not be stuck for a fixed term of years with a chief executive
in whom the people had lost confidence. The power to
remove the chief of government would not be exercised
too irresponsibly because he would have the option of
calling new elections, and no politician faces any more elec-
tions than are strictly necessary. Ideologically responsible
parties would be encouraged because if they elected even
a few members to the parliament, they would have some
ability to influence the selection of members of the gov-
ernment.

Of course, what I have outlined leaves many prob-
lems to be resolved. What would happen to the Senate?
What should be done to election districts? How should the
Constitution be amended to eliminate the separation of
legislative and executive but maintain the independence of
the judiciary? I am not tackling these problems even
though they would not be difficult to handle. I am leaving
them alone because none of this is going to happen anyway
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or has even a chance of happening without a revolution:
And I don't want to perpetrate another "blueprint" merely
to make an analysis acceptable to the audience.

The American people are not going to call a constitu-
tional convention to form a parliamentary government.
They are not going to separate the functions of chief of
government and chief of state. They are not going to under-
go the subtle intricacies of rewriting a document that has
served them since 1789. And if they do call a constitu-
tional convention, it will probably be for the purpose of
abolishing the Bill of Rights and restricting the authority
of the judiciary.

Governments do not arise out of the blueprints of po-
litical thinkers any more than religions arise out of the sys-
teis (cnIstructed by theologians. Both arc the nr(Ahicts of
ecstatic events-revolution in one case and revelation in
the other. The technicians are called in after the fact to ra-
tionalize the actions of the revolutionaries or the prophets
and to establish the institutions and liturgies that keep
them in power.

In terms of what the American people will do con-
sciously about the presidency in the next few years, the
answer is very little. It is possible that the Constitution will
be amended to eliminate the Electoral College-but this is
hardly a basic change. It merely eliminates the freakish
possibility of a minority president. And, while common
sense calls for this step, it would not alter the environment
in which the chief executive lives and works.

What will happen to the presidency, however, is
-something else. People do not have as much conscious con-
trol over their social destinies as they would like to believe.
But there are evolutionary processes in society which make
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fundamental political changes and these are worth analyz-
ing.

No view of the American scene at the present time af-
fords any comfort to an observer, unless he is a hardened
revolutionary. The dominant theme of our national life has
become violence-so much so that a presidential commis-
sion has been established to study its causes, the third
such commission bearing directly or indirectly on the sub-
ject in four years.

It is arrant nonsense to conclude that this condition is
inherent in the social fabric of the United States-to say
with H. Rap Brown that "violence is as American as cherry
pie." It would be equally valid (and equally meaningless)
to say that violence is as Mexican as frijoles, as German as
wcisswurst, as English as fish and chips, as Flrench as crois-
sants, or as Swedish as smorgasbord. Every society has
gone through periods of savagery and no amount of in-
genuity has succeeded in eliminating upheaval as a periodic
factor in human affairs.

Generally speaking, violence characterizes two stages
in national development. The first is during the formative
years when there are very few customs or rules to govern
social and economic conduct. The second is during a period
of disintegration when institutions have lost their capacity
to respond adequately to internal strains. The real ques-
tion is not whether violence is a part of American life but
which stage of violence is now upon us.

When Rap Brown compares tear gas, skull cracking,
and city burning to cherry pie, he is actually attempting
to be reassuring. In effect, he is saying that we have gone
through all of this before-even in the recent past-and
we have survived as a nation with our society and our
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government relatively intact and even in some respects
improved. A plausible case can be made for this argument.

The frontier, which was with us until the fourth quar-
ter of the last century, was a region of lawlessness where
a man's ability to survive depended upon his strength and
his ruthlessness. Yet today it serves as the source for a body
of mythology with which virtually all Americans can iden-
tify.

Labor strife, in many respects as ferocious as the blood-
letting of the Paris Commune, was still erupting less than
forty years ago. Yet, organized labor today has become
so respectable that it is difficult to distinguish a gathering
of union chiefs from a meeting of the board of directors of
a large corporation.

The New York draft riots of the 1860os which were
put down only by the threat of artillery in the streets,
were as destructive of the city as the ghetto eruptions of
the past few years. Yet, they were surmounted and the
North went on to win the Civil War.

Impressive as these examples may be, however, they
do not afford genuine parallels to what is happening to us
now. All these events took place under circumstances
where American institutions possessed flexibility, chiefly
because they had not been in existence long enough to
suffer hardening of the political arteries. It was possible to
improvise responses with little regard to the constrictions
that the past can impose upon the present-even in the
case of the labor strife.

Furthermore, the instigators of past American vio-
lence were all people who had.someplace to go. They
were men and women who could see light at the end
of the tunnel-who merely had to clear some obstacles
out of the way to gain their place in the sun. This was true

To
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of the frontiersman, the craftsman, and the immigrant.
They were able to approach the bloodletting with a sense
of mission and an air of exuberance.

A look at the current American scene raises grave
doubts that our present difficulties are similar in character.
Let us begin with a few observations on the sources of
American disarray.

Basically, there are two groups mounting a major chal-
lenge to our social structure and, interestingly enough,
they come from opposite poles of the economic spectrum
-the privileged elite and the poverty-stricken urban
masses. The first group, of course, consists of our college
students and the second of blacks living in slums.

At first glance, this appears to be an improbable com-
bination, for the two groups are not acting in concert
despite the best efforts of the more radicalized white youth
to forge an alliance. The black militants want nothing to
do with them. In addition, the professed goals differ widely
-the whites concentrating on the war in Vietnam and the
Negroes on political power for their own race.

There is, however, one common bond. Both groups are
reacting to frustration, and while they may not be engaged
in a common cause, they have, through their principal
spokesmen, expressed an identical determination to tear
the society apart if they do not get what they want. They
have demonstrated convincingly that the threat is not an
idle one.

It is of little avail to argue that the black militants and
the student radicals are only a minority of Negroes and
white youth. This is almost certainly true. But it does not
alter the fact that large areas of some of our greatest!
cities have been left in ruins reminiscent of the bombing i
destruction of World War II, and that some of our greatest

To
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universities-revered objects in our society-have been
disrupted and shut down for significant periods. There are
social dynamics at work which can give minorities the
power of a well-used battering ram.

The peril of the moment is heightened by the ab-
sence in our society of any consensus on methods of deal-
ing with dissent. The professed demands of the student
radicals and the black militants center on goals which are
impossible to achieve. The students are challenging the
concept of social organization itself and the blacks are de-
manding a status to which, in justice, they are entitled but
which could exist only if the nation could go back 300
years and start over again without slavery.

In such times, only the most sensitive and subtle po-
litical leadership can possibly lead the people! through tur-
moil without major bloodshed. The reaction from Washing-
ton thus far does not appear very reassuring.

In the Johnson administration, the major effort to pla-
cate youth was a public-relations effort to stress the youth-
ful quality of the.White House staff. Inspired stories ap-
peared in magazine after magazine listing the aides who
were under thirty, and the president himself in addressing
a college group dwelt heavily on the fact that when they
came to the White House they could deal with people
near their own age.

The effort could hardly be called a success. Most of
the "young" people in the White House were ambitious
"Establishment" types (as could easily be anticipated) and
impressed the student radicals as captives of the "power
structure"-white Uncle Toms. About the only result was
alienation of older people who received the impression
that the president was not concerned with their problems.

The approach to Negro problems had a sounder base
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and was more rationally conceived. Lyndon B. Johnson
has a deep, sincere sympathy with black Americans, whom
he felt were like himself in being born and reared in pov-
erty (or, at least, under severe economic handicaps). The
result was a stream of measures to train unskilled workers
for useful employment, improve educational opportunities,
open up jobs which previously had been labeled "white
only," and clean up the intolerable conditions of the ghet-
tos. Unfortunately, the efforts were too little and too poorly
financed. They were also too late. The black revolution
had passed the stage where progress would satisfy. The
militants were interested only in revenge-revenge for
the centuries in which they had had to accept humiliation
as a condition of their daily lives.. e

The record of the Nixon administration has been -
blurred. He, too, has made a conscious effort to impress the
public with the youthfulness of his staff. Otherwise, there
is no definite indication as to how he proposes to deal with
young people. Negro leaders are'tending to the belief that
they will be ignored completely.

In an extraordinarily large percentage of life's crises,
it is a good rule that if you just close your eyes, they will
go away. The difference between the "good" politician
and the "inspired" politician is that the latter knows when
his eyes must be open and when he must act. There is every
reason to believe that the present crisis will not evaporate.
If anything, it is reaching more deeply into key elements
of our population.

\Mr. Nixon undoubtedly gained considerable popular-
ity by temporizing with his problems during his first few
months in office. The great majority of Americans are tired
of "action" and are in a mood to blame their current diffi-
culties upon the hectic spurts of activity during the John-
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son administration. But the Nixon popularity has bean
gained at a tremendous tost. Each passing day pins the
crises more squarely upon him and diminishes his capacity
to use his predecessor as a scapegoat.

This process applies with heavy force (and, it should
be said, very unfairly) to his key problem-Vietnam.
WVhen Mr. Nixon took office, it was "Johnson's war," just

as it had been, for a while, "MeNamara's war." Now, as the
days drag by, it is becoming "Nixon's war," and the public
is not very likely to continue to accept the argument that
he inherited it. Unfortunately, there is little he can do
about the situation that he has not done already. In the
early days of his administration, he might have emulated
Charles de Gaulle and pulled ott. Now he is committed to
continue the negotiations, and the key to his future lies in
the hands of men in North Vietnam who are unlikely to
hand it to him except at a price which is now unacceptable.

A society confronted with insoluble problems usually
turns to its organs of repression. This process is now under
way. Its beginnings are apparent in municipal and state
elections and in the rising "law-and-order" movement.
The majority-which is neither black, young, nor poverty-
stricken-is gathering its forces to lash back. The liberal
movement is at an ebbtide and people just want some
peace.

It is at this point that a key question comes to the fore-
front. Are the organs of repression reliable as far as the
"power structure" is concerned? The honest answer is one
that is mixed and uncertain. The response must be-the
police yes; the army probably but not for sure.

The various police forces throughout the nation have
demonstrated already that they are willing to club down
revolt by either radicals or blacks. They are groups of
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career men whose primary loyalties are to their leaders.
Furthermore, where students are concerned they are con-
fronting people for whom they feel an almost gut antip-
athy-a privileged elite that sees themn as a lower order of
human being and that makes no secret about its feelings.

The army, however, is a different proposition. The
war in Vietnam has led to the drafting of enormous num-
bers of young men who do not regard the military life as
an adequate career and who are subject to the same emo-
tions and the same reactions that are moving young people
on the "outside." In addition, efforts to escape conscrip-
tion have brought into the ranks of the national guard and
the organized reserves thousands of young people who are
similarly inclined.

A conscript army is never a totally reliable force for
the suppression of dissent. The business of maintaining in-
ternal order must be left to the professionals if the leadexs

;of a nation are to feel secure. And the beginnings of dis-
'affection are already apparent within the armed forces of
the United States.

Thus far, the signs are meager and this country retains
the capacity to throw first-class troops into battle in Viet-
nam, but the mere fact that the signs can exist at all is
significant. Antiwar "coffee houses" near military posts,
"underground" newspapers printed and circulated on
army bases, lawsuits to enjoin the mobilization of or-
ganized reserve units may appear to be insignificant ac-
tivities. Contrast the situation, however, with what would
have happened had there been similar activity in the pre-
ceding two wars. There would have been a massive and
savage retaliation by the entire community.

For the first time since the Civil War, the United
States must give serious consideration to the possibility of
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military disaffection. This does not mean that revolt is
seething among the troops or that they are anywhere near
it. It does mean that seeds have been planted which can
sprout with remarkable rapidity in the climate of modern
civilization. There are now openly revolutionary forces

at work within our country-forces that are having far
more success than their Communist or anarchist predeces-
sors.

The genius of the American system has been that up

to this point, except for the Civil War, it has successfully
avoided large-scale "confrontations" within our society.
But present-day revolutionaries are deliberately develop-

ing confrontation techniques with a notable degree of
success. They are alienating the majority, but they are rad-
icaliizing the youthful elite and the youthful blacks who
occupy strategic positions in the center of our cities.

The question is raised: Can our political system cope
with these strains? The answer is probably not. We are
committed to a system which stresses stability simply be-
cause this was the most urgent need at the time it was de-
vised. Now we are in a period which requires the utmost
of flexibility-and that is a quality which is lacking.

It is possible, of course, that the Vietnam War will
come to an end within a few months and a relatively lengthy
period of peace will break out, but this eventuality is not
under our control. We have no reason to believe that a
cessation of slaughter in Southeast Asia will not be re-
placed by strains of a similar magnitude elsewhere. What
has been demonstrated is that our form of government,
which has stood virtually intact since s789, is unable to
withstand the stresses of the modern world.

It is a form which commits us to an administration for
a fixed period of four years regardless of the public sup-
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port accorded to the administration. It is a form of govern-
ment which basically centers on one man and therefore
does not allow adequate outlets for the aspirations of mi-
norities. It is a form which isolates the man who holds the
nation's highest office and shields him from reality.

. Under the circumstances, change is inevitable. But no
one can predict what forrm that change will take.

I am convinced it will not come through the cool type
of intellectual exercise in which I indulged at the begin-
ning of this chapter. Society does not work in that manner
and never has. Even if it did, the forces that are compelling
change would regard the structure of government as ir-
relevant to their demands. Many of their leaders regard
government itself as irrelevant.

It is futile to reassure ourselves by repeating the shib-
boleth that today's radicals will be tomorrow's conserva-
tives. This has been a truism in the past but it does not de-
scribe the process that is taking place today. The trend is
for the replacement of radicals by militant radicals and
then by more militant radicals. The "tired" radicals, who
were so common in the 940os and the '5os were basically
men and women who had returned to childhood values
against which they had rebelled. The revolutionaries of the
1960s-whether student or black militant-do not have
such values to which they ran return.

Again, we are faced with problems to which there is
no good solution. The tragedy of humanity is its inner
confidence that it can resolve all problems when the best
it can do is to survive-and even that is in question.

The more probable outcome of our current difficulties
will be a "man on horseback"-a George Wallace with a
broader appeal or a Ronald Reagan with greater depth.
It is certain that faced with a choice of chaos or suppres-
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sion of dissent, most people will accept suppression of dis-
sent. The human spirit cherishes freedom but the spirit is
within men and women in varying degrees-and for most,
stability has a higher priority.

The middle course between chaos and suppression of
dissent, of course, is subtle and sensitive political leader-
ship of the most pragmatic variety, leadership which bal-
ances delicately the factors of stability and freedom of
expression. This is what we have had for nearly two cen-
turies but it does not exist today. In this probably lies the
twilight of the presidency. As an institution, its only hope
for survival is to leave the museum where it operates and
plunge into the world of reality; to walk the streets that
real men and women walk; to breathe the air that real men
and women breathe. The prospects are dim.
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from The Decline and Resurgence of Congress,
by James L. Sundquist

CHAPTER XVI

The Unending
Conflict

BY THE TIME the Congress was ready to claim its first victories
in the drive to attain "coequal" status, as early as 1974, many of its more
thoughtful members were already warning against carrying their struggle to
excess. Representative Barbara Jordan of Texas, she who in 1973 had ad-
monished the Congress to regain the will to govern, was the next year
denouncing the extreme of "legislative dictatorship" as well as its opposite,
"an imperial president with a subservient congress." The "revitalization of
Congress need not result in a weak presidency," she declared. "The need
for a strong President in the years ahead is beyond challenge."' Lee Hamilton,
Democrat of Indiana, even denied the objective of coequality. "The effort of
the Congress to reassert itself should not be misunderstood to mean that the
Congress can truly become an equal branch of government," he told the
House in mid-1974. "It is simply too difficult for 535 strong-minded aggressive
persons 'to get it all together' on all the issues on the nations's agenda.
... No one advocates a weakened Presidency ... a shackled Presidency
would not be wise. Our system requires a strong Presidency, but a strong
President under the Constitution."2 A few years later, Representative Morris
K. Udall, Democrat of Arizona, reported, "I'm starting to hear talk in the
cloakrooms now that wouldn't it be nice if we had a stronger President who
could provide solid leadership." But he added, "The power of Congress is
a new sort of idea. Members haven't tired of it yet."3

i. Speech to the Democratic mid-term conference in Kansas City, Mo., inserted in Congressional
Record, December ii, 1974, p. 39244.

2. Congressional Record, June 24, 1974, p. 4174.
3. "The Great Congressional Power Grab," Business Week, September 11, s978, pp. 91, 99.

460
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Perhaps the wisest and most reflective view, as so often had been the
case, came from J. William Fulbright of Arkansas. The former Senate Foreign
Relations Committee chairman, observing events from the vantage of retire-
ment, wrote in 1979:

Our proper objective is neither a dominant presidency nor an aggressive Congress
but, within the strict limits of what the Constitution mandates, a shifting of the
emphasis according to the needs of the time and the requirements of public policy.
In times of presidential excess, such as in the 1960s, an assertive Congress is a
necessary corrective. In a time, such as the present, when Congress is asserting its
prerogatives aggressively, but without a commensurate demonstration of public
responsibility, there is much to be said for a revival of presidential leadership.'

Regardless of whether he or anyone else believed the emphasis should
shift back and forth between the branches, it almost surely would. The
balance between president and Congress had gone through nearly two cen-
turies of ups and downs; in the third century the seesaw would continue.
With each shift, the automatic stabilizer would be public opinion, as the
politicians responded to what the people wanted-or lost their jobs to those
who would. Thus, Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter were quick to reverse the
practices of Richard Nixon that had so deeply offended the Congress, and
by 1977 the Congress in its turn was ready to pull back from the extremes
of assertiveness-particularly in the field of foreign policy-to which its post-
Nixon enthusiasm had carried it. When crises erupted in Southwest Asia in
1979, President Carter seemed to be as much in charge of the national security
as his predecessors Johnson and Nixon had been when another corner of
Asia was the center of attention. He unilaterally proclaimed the "Carter
doctrine" for defense of the Persian Gulf, he moved naval forces to the Indian
Ocean, he announced sanctions against Iran and later the Soviet Union, and
organized the abortive mission to free the hostages held in Tehran-all
without any visible interference or influence from the Congress. If Carter
formally consulted with the leaders of that body, it was not considered
important enough for public mention; and if he did not, nobody complained.
The test would be in the results, as always; there had been little congressional
objection to presidential domination of decisions regarding Vietnam, either,
until things began to go sour there.

As the campaign of 198o developed, the public seemed to be in about the
same mood as Fulbright, ready for a revival of presidential leadership. Carter
had gained support-for a time had seemed to salvage a failing presidency-
by what was seen as resolute handling of the Iran and Afghanistan crises,
and there was no evidence that the country was reacting adversely to any

4. 'The Legislator as Educator," Foreign Affairs, vol- 57 (Spring i979), pp. 726-27.
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candidates when they promised, as all of them did, that they would be strong
leaders.

In any case, those who may have feared "legislative dictatorship" could
be reassured. The Congress had recognized that it lacked the capacity to lead,
to integrate policy, and, preoccupied as ever with the demands of constituents,
it lacked the will to dominate on any broad and continuing basis' Nevertheless,
it lacked neither the will nor the capacity to intervene whenever it chose,
to the degree and on whatever subject it wished, and to impose its own
notion of coequality. The compulsion to do so is always present; as Harold
J. Laski wrote, the Congress "is always looking for occasions to differ from"
the president, "and it never feels so really comfortable as when it has found
such an occasion for difference. In doing so, it has the sense that it is affirning
its own essence."'

Even if the self-righting tendency-monitored by public opinion-can be
relied on to check or correct excesses by either branch, the governmental
system can be damaged and public confidence severely shaken, as in 1973-74,
before the corrections take effect. Even more important, the national interest
can be gravely disserved by the stalemates that occur while the branches are
locked in contest. The issue, then, is both one of how power is divided-the
balance between the branches-and one of how it is shared. It concerns who
will have the last word on particular decisions, and also how decisions can
be reached jointly-for on a host of matters there can be no effective gov-
ernmental policy until the branches reach, if not an agreement, at least an
accommodation. So the question becomes one of how the partners of the
forced and sometimes loveless marriage of president and Congress can come
to live together with a reasonable degree of harmony and with enough unity
of purpose to make the government functional.

This has been the concern of statesmen and of scholars for decades. Almost
a century ago Woodrow Wilson worried that "the federal government lacks
strength because its powers are divided, lacks promptness because its au-
thorities are multiplied, lacks wieldiness because its processes are roundabout,
lacks efficiency because its responsibility is indistinct and its action without
competent direction."6 Walter Lippmann, reading the record of "unending
conflict" between president and Congress forty years ago, fretted that the
'lack of a working arrangement between them exposes our government to
continual trouble. We have not found a way to give the President his necessary

5. The American Presidency: An Interpretation (Harper, i14o), p. 123.
6. Congressional Government: A Study in American Politics (X885; World, 1956), p. 3X8.
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powers without impairing the control of Congress. And we have not found
a way to give Congress control without depriving the President of essential
power."7 "The American system is so constituted that it produces a conflict
between the Executive and Congress every time the Executive tries to be
positive and strong," Thomas K. Finletter, later to be secretary of the air
force, wrote at the end of World War II. "You cannot have a government
capable of handling the most difficult problems that peacetime democracy
has ever faced with the two main parts of it at each other's throats."@ And
the British scholar Herman Finer wrote in 1960: "The separate elections of
the President, the Senate, and the House of Representatives fractures the
nation's vision and will, destroys cogency of thought, and pits legislature
and executive branch against each other.", And, among today's troubled
observers, Douglas Dillon, former treasury secretary and under secretary of
state, doubts that, in a world of military confrontations and economic threats,
"we can long continue to afford the luxury of the division of power and
responsibility between our executive and legislative branches of govern-
ment."'0

To overcome the built-il separatism of the governmental structure, the
presidential leadership model was evolved. Yet, though the dominant
model-accepted by presidents, congressional majorities, the media, and the
public-it was less than universally approved. For it was largely a liberal
creation, supported most fervently by those who, idealizing Franklin Roose-
velt, wanted government to continue to strive for great and noble ends, both
at home and abroad, in the New Deal manner. So it was the liberal bloc in
the Congress who initiated the concerted attack on the institutional obstacles
to presidential leadership of the legislative branch-the seniority system, the
veto power of the House Rules Committee, the Senate filibuster-and con-
servatives of both parties who defended them.

The issue of strength and unity in government may by now, however,
have lost some of its ideological content. The experience of Presidents Nixon
and Ford demonstrated that governmental disunity could hamper conser-
vative as well as liberal objectives; Nixon was frustrated by the Democratic
Congress in many of his initiatives for retrenching the responsibilities of
government and reducing its cost. And ever since the end of the cold war

7. Newspaper column of February 8, 1941, quoted in Arthur N. Holcombe, Our More Perfect
Union (Harvard University Press, 1950), p. 270.

8. Can Representative Government Do the job? (New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1945), p. 9.
9. The Presidency: Crisis and Regeneration (University of Chicago Press, 196o), p. 302.
so. James Reston, New York Times, December 23, 1979.
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consensus, it has been the conservatives rather than the liberals who have
been the leading advocates of a stronger military posture and forceful foreign
policy that require national unity behind the president.

The Issue of Constitutional Reform

Many who have deplored the disunity of the U.S. goverrnent have
despaired of finding a remedy within the constitutional structure and have
looked longingly across the water to Great Britain or across the border to
Canada. There, as in most Western European and British Commonwealth
countries, the parliament is sovereign and the legislative and executive
branches are joined at the top, in a cabinet that dominates the former and
directs the latter. The nineteenth century produced a considerable volume
of scholarly and journalistic writings advocating that the U.S. Constitution
be revised in the direction of parliamentary government (the most trenchant
and influential contribution to the discussion being that of the young Wood-
row Wilson)." In this century, whenever internal dissension seemed to be
robbing the government of strength to meet its basic responsibilities, the
arguments were revived.

The conflicts over New Deal legislation provoked extended treatises on
constitutional reform. Writers of that period, upset by the recalcitrance of the
Congress toward the Rooseveltian leadership, urged adoption of the device
used in parliamentary governments to attain party discipline and, when
necessary, to break deadlocks-dissolution of the legislature, followed ty
elections. William Y. Elliott suggested that the terms of House members be
extended to four years, concurrent with the president's, and that the executive
then be given authority to dissolve the House of Representatives once during
his term. The people could then choose, in effect, between president and
representatives. They could elect candidates who promised to support the
president or, by voting for the opposition candidates, give the president a
mandate to resign. To avoid the cost and political jeopardy of a special
election, Elliott reasoned, the House would become "a much more disciplined
body." But when the president called an election, he would give up his veto
power for the rest of his term, enabling the Congress to set policy.12 Henry

ii. See James MacGregor Bums, Congress on Trial: The Legislative Process and the Administrative
State (i949; Gordian, 1966), pp. 146-48; Henry Hazlitt, A New Constitution Now (New York: Whittlesey
House, i942), pp. 15-45.

12. The Need for Constitutional Reform (New York Whittlesey House, 1935), pp. 200-01, 234-35.
Elliott suggested that the power of dissolution might extend to the Senate as well; to curtail the
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Hazlitt advocated a full-fledged parliamentary system, with the executive
chosen by the Congress. The legislature could at any time vote a lack of
confidence in the executive-as in the House of Commons-and the executive
(who might be designated premier rather than president) would have the
option of dissolving the House and calling new elections or simply resigning.
In the new election, the executive as well as all members of Congress would
be obliged to run, and if the executive lost, the Congress would choose his
successors Finletter, writing in 1945, proposed that the terms of senators,
representatives, and the president all be six years, with simultaneous election;
that dissolution power be vested in the president; and that upon dissolution
a new election be held for the presidency and the entire membership of the
Congress. Presumably, the same party would win control of both branches
and the government would be unified under presidential leadership.14 None
of these proposals gathered any support, either inside or outside the gov-
ernment, and the discussion of constitutional reform lapsed.

President Lyndon B. Johnson revived one aspect of the earlier plans when
he endorsed the idea of electing House members for four-year terms con-
current with that of the president. In a 1966 message to the Congress's he
based his case on the desirability of reducing the burden and cost of campaigns
every two years, and he justified putting the election in the presidential year
on the democratic principle that more voters turn out then than in the off
years. Congressional opinion on the president's proposal was splintered
among those members who preferred no change at all and those who sup-
ported variants of the plan-election of all members during the presidential
year, all members in the mid-term year, or half in each. Of these four positions,
a Brookings Institution survey showed that the Johnson proposal had the
least support, and presumably for the very reason that led its original ad-
vocates (and no doubt Johnson himself, no matter what he said in his message)
to support it-it would tie the House members' fortunes too dosely to the
president's. Republicans, who had just seen many of their party colleagues
swept away in the Johnson landslide of 1964, were unanimously opposed to
a four-year term coincident with the president's. The survey found "very

Seriate's powers, he would strip it of power over money bills and reduce the majority required for
approval of treaties from two-thirds to a simple majority. He argued that the dissolution power
would eliminate the need for presidents to use patronage as an instrument of discipline and hence
would make possible the extension of civil service to top administrative jobs, again on the British
mode.

13. Hazlitt, A New Constitution Now, pp. 9-2o, 102-06.
i4. Finletter, Can Representative Government Do the Job? chap. 12.
i5. "Special message to the Congress Proposing Constitutional Amendment Relating to Terms

for House Members and the Electoral College System, January 20, 1966," Public Papers of the
Presidents: Lyndon B. Johnson, 1966 (U.S. Government Printing Office, t967) pp. 36-41.
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little enthusiasm" for any change at all and no prospect that two-thirds of
the members could agree on the form a constitutional amendment should
take."6 In any case, Judiciary Committee Chairman Emanuel Celler, Democrat
of New York, was among those opposed to any change, and after hearings.
the measure died in his committee.

The Watergate scandal aroused another flurry of interest in constitutional
change, centered on the problem of removing presidents. Noting the limi-
tations of the impeachment process-which in practice permits removal only
for provable criminal misconduct"l-several members of Congress introduced
constitutional amendments either to broaden the impeachment power or to
make the president removable by the Congress by a simple vote of no
confidence. Their purpose was not to break policy deadlocks but to remove
a president who through incompetence, mental or emotional instability,
misfeasance, nonfeasance, or any other reason had lost the public confidence
a nation's leader must possess. The principal measure on the subject, offered
by Representative Henry S. Reuss, Democrat of Wisconsin, required that if
the Congress deposed the president (with a 6o percent majority required in
each House), all members of the Congress as well as the president would
have to submit to a special election-a provision designed to ensure that the
Congress not remove a president for trivial or partisan reasons."8 After the
resignation of President Nixon, however, the problem seemed to be solved,
and interest in a simpler process for removing presidents melted away.'9 The
problem remains unsolved, of course, insofar as presidents may lose lead-
ership capacity for reasons other than crime.

However grave the structural weaknesses of the American government,
those that are embedded in the Constitution are quite beyond the read' of
reformers-barring some governmental breakdown more catastrophic than
any so far experienced.20 The amendment process is so formidable that any

i6. Charles 0. Jones, Every Second Year: Congressional Behavior and the Two-Year Term (Brookings
Institution, 1967), pp. io4-i2. Of the House members, 318, or 73 percent, returned their question-
naires.

17. Whether the Constitution intended broader grounds in its language ("Treason, Bribery, or
other high Crimes and Misdemeanors") is a moot question because the requirement of a two-thirds
vote for removal of a president means that the views of thirty-four of the one hundred senators
determine what the grounds shall be, and the experience of the Nixon case makes dear that at least
that many will always insist on the narrower interpretation.

i8. H. J. Res. 1111 (introduced August 15, 1974).
19. George Washington Law Review, vol. 43 (January '975), contains a thirteen-article symposium

on the Reuss resolution, with some support-including an essay of mine-but many theoretical
and practical criticisms.

2o. Lloyd N. Cutler, "To Form a Government," Foreign Affairs, vol. 59 (Fall 1980), pp. 139-43,
discusses a series of alternative amendments to mitigate the difficulties arising from the separation
of powers; he proposes a bipartisan presidential commission to conduct a full-scale study. Charles
M. Hardin, Presidential Power and Accountability: Toward a New Constitution (University of Chicago
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basic structural change that arouses controversy and determined opposition
is doomed at the start. A proposal can be blocked by one-third plus one of

* the membership of either House or, if it hurdles that obstacle, by as few as
one-eighth of the nation's state legislative bodies-one house in each of
thirteen states. Far more than that small number would surely resist any
proposal to tamper with the country's fundamental institutions, given the
aura of reverence that surrounds the Constitution and the specter that adverse,
unintended consequences would attend a basic change. The overwhelming
public demand necessary to overcome both inertia and well-founded oppo-
sition arguments would hardly form around an issue as abstract -as the
structural reform of institutions. Accordingly, any practical remedies to the
problem of disunity among the elements of the governmental structure at
this time must be sought within the bounds of an unamended Constitution.

Reform without Constitutional Amendment

The Constitution clinches the separation of powers by prohibiting a mem-
ber of Congress from also holding executive office. Any step toward formal
unification of the branches on the parliamentary model is forbidden, then,
but over the years many proposals have been advanced to move toward that
end through devices that would institutionalize consultation between the
branches, joint consideration of policy issues, and even joint decisionmaking.
One set of proposals would introduce officials of the executive branch into
congressional proceedings; another would insert congressional leaders into
executive decision processes. Or, in the shorter phrases of Stephen Horn,
one would put the cabinet in Congress, the other construct a cabinet from
Congress.22

Proposals to put the cabinet in Congress have been advanced by two sets
of advocates, for opposing reasons. One group has sought to enhance ex-
ecutive influence over the legislature, by permitting the cabinet members to
participate in debates on measures concerning their departments (but not to
vote, for that would transgress the constitutional separation). The other has
pursued the objective of greater legislative influence over administration, by
bringing cabinet members to the floors of the House and the Senate at stated
times for questioning. A bill authorizing both of these was approved by a
Press, 1974), is an earlier, comprehensive presentation of the case for constitutional reform, with
proposals for amendments.

2s. The Cabinet and Congress (Columbia University Press, 16o), p. 1a; the summary of proposals
to put the cabinet in the Congress is largely derived from his study.
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special House committee and debated on the floor in 1865 but not passed.

A measure providing only for a question period was pressed by Representative

Estes Kefauver, Democrat of Tennessee, in the mid-194os and received con-

siderable support from outside the Congress.22 But Speaker Sam Rayburn and.

other House elders were adamantly opposed, and the measure did not emerge

from committee.
A survey by Horn in 1957 found that members of Congress who chose to

comment were opposed, by about three to one, to admitting cabinet members

to their respective floors even for a question period. The opponents feared

an enhancement of executive power and, with a few exceptions, saw no

benefit for the Congress. Information and advice from the executive branch,

they held, were gained more efficiently through committee hearings and

other existing communication processes, and many feared that the question

period would degenerate into harassment and badgering of the executive

officials.23 As for the executive view, two earlier presidents, Taft and Harding,

had endorsed the idea, with the support of some or all of their cabinets,

presumably for the same reason that legislators have found for opposing it-

enhancement of executive power (Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, a

strong advocate, contended that the proposed executive budget, which Taft

was supporting, would "carry very little distance" unless cabinet members

were present to explain and defend it in the floor debates).24 But when

Kefauver advanced his proposal in the 19405, Franklin Roosevelt gave it no

encouragement, and seventeen former cabinet members responding to Horn's

1957 survey were unanimous in seeing no potential gain in executive power

from a legislative question period even if it were broadened to provide for

participation of cabinet members in debate. Half of the former executives

thought the Congress would gain in power, and they expressed an "intense'

suspicion of potential legislative interference with administration.>

Perhaps the idea is bound to fail at any time because, quite apart from the

normal human resistance to institutional change, too many in each branch

will see the other as the gainer. When the executive is in the ascendancy and

aggressive, as it was during most of this century, the Congress will resist the

highly symbolic intrusion into its affairs that appearance of cabinet officers

22. See ibid, pp. 229-31; George B. Galloway, Congress at the Crossroads (Crowell, 1946), pp.
212-19.

23. Horn sent a questionnaire to all members of both houses; 182 representatives and 36
senators-42 percent and 38 percent, respectively-responded. Horn analyzed only the House
returns (Cabinet and Congress, pp. 193-210).

24. Letter from Stimson to Taft, November 1i, 1912, quoted in ibid., p. 117. After he left office,
Taft withdrew his support for the idea.

25. Ibid., pp. 176, 185.
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on the floors of the Congress would represents Conversely, when the
legislature is resurgent, as in the 1970s-or even when it is relatively docile,
as in 1957-the executive will be more aware of the potential harassment and
interference than of the opportunity to educate the Congress. It may be
significant that while, before their election, both President Carter and Vice
President Mondale endorsed the proposal for a question period,27 there is no
record of their having reiterated that view after their inauguration.

The alternative approach, to put Congress in the cabinet, has likewise
been advanced at intervals over the years, but it has attracted even less
support and has never found favor with any president. Several academic
proposals stimulated discussion in the 19405, particularly a scheme advanced
by Edward S. Corwin, the constitutional scholar, for a cabinet constructed
from a-joint legislative council created by the two houses and made up of its
leading members. The members would not be officers of the executive branch
with administrative responsibility, to avoid the constitutional prohibition, but
as an advisory group they would both control the president by bringing
"presidential whim under an independent scrutiny which today is lacking"
and support him by getting his legislative program, as agreed to by them in
cabinet, enacted.> In an amplification of the plan by Corwin and Louis W.
Koenig some years later, the notion of a compact between the branches was
introduced, whereby in exchange for seats in the cabinet the leaders would
pledge themselves to guarantee action on all of the president's legislative
proposals within a reasonable time?'

The nearest the Congress has come to considering any scheme for a;
legislative council was in i946, when the La Follette-Monroney committee on
congressional reorganization endorsed a less formal version of it. In recom-
mending creation of a majority policy committee in each house, the committee
also recommended that these meet regularly with the president and his

26. .In earlier years, cabinet officers were occasionally admitted to the House or Senate floor,
but now when members desire to assemble to hear an executive official (other than the president)-
usually the secretary of state-they use an auditorium at the Library of Congress.

27. Jimmy Carter, Why Not the Best? (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1975), p. 147; Walter F.
Mondale, The Accountability of Power (McKay, i975), pp. 148-51, 216. Both urged that the question
periods be televised. Mondale had sponsored legislation along the lines of the Kefauver bill.

28. The President: Ofice and Powers, 1787-1957, 4 th rev. ed. (New York University Press, i957),
pp. 297-98. Finletter gave the idea strong support in Can Representative Government Do the Job? chap.
11.

29. The Presidency Today (New York University Press, 1956), p. 95. The arrangement would be
effected without a constitutional amendment, simply by a "gentlemen's agreement. " Senator Joseph
S. Clark, Democrat of Pennsylvania, revived part of this proposal with a suggestion that the two
houses bind themselves by concurrent resolution to bring to the floor any measure designated by
the president as a priority matter within six months of the time he sent it to the Capitol; Congress:
The Sapless Branch (Harper and Row, 1964), pp. 205-06. But his colleagues were not attracted to the
idea.
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cabinet as a joint legislative-executive council, in order to facilitate reaching

a common policy and mitigate deadlocks. But when Speaker Rayburn rejected

the idea of having a policy committee in the House, the joint council proposal

died with it.30 Since then, the notion has been revived in a limited form for
application to the national security area alone, but without gaining significant

support either from inside or outside the government. Francis 0. Wilcox
proposed a joint executive-legislative committee on national security affairs

to be made up of the president, the vice president, and top executive officials
and congressional leaders dealing with foreign and military policy,31 and

Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, Democrat of Minnesota, picked up the idea

in a modified form in 1975, in a bill to create a congressional joint committee
on national security that would not only coordinate policy and action in the

legislative branch but also meet regularly with the president.32 But presidents

and other congressional leaders have been satisfied with the existing practice

of informal meetings at the White House. This arrangement has the advantage,

from their view, of providing opportunity for consultation while preserving
the freedom of action of all parries to go their separate ways when the

conversations end.
The weakness in all of the joint cabinet or council proposals is that when

the president and congressional leaders are in harmony, new formal mech-
anisms would add little to the existing opportunities for consultation and
communciation, and when they are not in harmony, the devices would fall
into disuse. One can visualize, for instance, the treatment that President
Nixon, or President Johnson before him, would have given a legislative-
executive council or committee when Senators Fulbright, Mansfield, and

others were leading the Senate rebellion against the Vietnam War. The
president would have simply ceased to call meetings. If the structure provided
that the congressional members could initiate meetings (it is hard to visualize
presidential assent to any such provision in the design of such a structure),
the president could find his schedule too crowded to permit him to attend.
If adverse public reaction to such stalling finally forced him to meet with the

group, he would be sure to find the legislative members of the committee
divided, so that he could accept the advice of those who agreed with him
and do as he wished anyhow. Britain's unwritten constitution makes the

3o. See pages 187-89 above.
31. Congress, the Executive, and Foreign Policy (Harper and Row, 1971), pp. 157-59.
32. Congressional Record, January 15, 1975, p. 213. In 1943 Senator Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin,

a senior Republican member of the Foreign Relations Committee, had introduced a resolution to
create a joint foreign relations advisory council, but the measure never received a hearing. Horn,
Cabinet and Congress, pp. 171-72. However, Secretary of State Cordell Hull created a temporary
executive-legislative advisory committee on postwar foreign policy.
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cabinet collectively responsible, which forces discussion and the attainment
of a sufficient consensus to ward off resignations and party splintering. But
the United States' written charter forbids collective responsibility through the
formal merger of separated powers, and any gentlemen's agreement to unify
the branches through informal practice would last only as long as the par-
ticipants agreed on the substance of the policies discussed-in which case it
might become a time-consuming nuisance bringing no particular benefit. A
president who wants to consult with the Congress will do so and select his
own consultees-as President Truman did with Senator Vandenberg. One
who does not want to can hardly be compelled by statute to do so, and to
avoid being under pressure that he might not welcome, no president, it is
safe to say, would ever approve the statute in the first place.

The Responsible Party Model

If reformers could not ameliorate the unending conflict between the
branches by constitutional amendment or by joining cabinet and Congress,
another avenue appeared open. That was to remodel a political institution
that is outside both the Constitution and the government itself-the political
party.

Here again, the reformers looked to Europe, but they also looked to
America's political past. At times in U.S. history the president and the
Congress had managed to work together in constructive and creative har-
mony. What was the explanation? And could that explanation, whatever it
was, be captured and institutionalized so that harmony would be not the
rare exception but the rule? Political scientists thought the secret of successful
collaboration in any period that might be chosen as the ideal-the adminis-
tration of Jefferson, say, or the early Wilson, or the early Franklin Roosevelt-
was not hard to identify. President and Congress were united, and impelled
to work together, by the bonds of party. "For government to function," wrote
V. 0. Key, Jr., "the obstructions of the constitutional mechanism must be
overcome, and it is the party that casts a web, at times weak, at times strong,
over the dispersed organs of government and gives them a semblance of
unity."33

Yet in the twentieth century the web of party has been, most of the time,
weak and getting weaker, and there lies the root of the trouble. Even before
this century, American political party organizations rarely attained the degree

33. PdNic, Pteks and PArSum Gwab 5th ed. (Crowed. i96, p. 656.
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of cohesion and discipline characteristic of the parties of Britain and conti-
nental Europe. Here the national parties have always been federations of
state parties, some of which in turn have been little more than federations
of county and city organizations. And most of these organizations have been
steadily losing strength, as observed in an earlier chapter; in states without
effective two-party comipetition, they might barely exist. The national parties
have had no control over nominations for the national legislature. Nor have
they usually had organs to pronounce party policy, except for the quadrennial
platform hastily put together by the presidential nominating convention. And
even then there has been no means for, or tradition of, requiring anyone
running as the party's nominee -even its presidential candidate-to adhere
to the platform's policy positions. So presidents, senators, and representatives
elected at the same time by the same party have been free to pursue their
independent courses once they took their seats in Washington. Governmental
cohesion in the capital has been undermined by the absence of cohesion in
the apparatus that nominated and elected presidents and congressmen-the
party structure.

The prevailing model of how the U.S. government could be made to work,
the presidential leadership model, thus came to be seen by the more analytical
of the reformers as simplistic. President and Congress had to be bound
together by a principle more reliable than congressional acquiescence to the
presidential will, for how could the Congress be made to acquiesce? And the
principle had to be a safer one, too. For running through the liberal dispar-
agement of the separation of powers structure over the years had not been
one theme but two: the president had not only to be supported but also to
be checked and controlled. So some who worried about the deadlocks of the
U.S. government went beyond the presidential leadership model and evolved
one that was more complex and more subtle, the responsible party model.N

The authoritative presentation of this concept is the 1950 report of the
Committee on Political Parties of the American Political Science Association,
headed by E. E. Schattschneider. Entitled Toward a More Responsible Two-Party
System, the report proposed a new party institution to provide the missing
elements of unity and cohesion. It would place at the top of the national
party a party council of fifty members, including the president and vice

34. John S. Saloma Hi, Congress and the New Politics (Little, Brown, 1969), pp. 37-47, presents
such a model as the "presidential responsible party model," with no reference to a distinct
presidential leadership model. I believe that the concept of attaining governmental unity through
presidential preeminence, without the development of the new party organs or party functions
that the responsible party model incorporates, has gained such widespread acceptance and support
that the distinction should be made.
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president (or in the case of the opposition party, its nominees for those
offices), senators, representatives, governors, and party officials chosen by
the national convention. The council would have broad responsibility not
only to link the executive and legislative branches of the national government
but to unify all elements of the party, state and local as well as national. It
would be responsible for party management and, most important, would
pronounce party policy in between conventions. It would draft a platform
for submission to the convention and interpret the platform afterward. It
would also make recommendations "in respect to congressional candidates,"
discuss presidential candidacies, and even perhaps screen the candidates.
Within the council might be a smaller group of advisers to the president-a
party cabinet.3

In this unified system the president would occupy "a central place"-an
understatement, surely, for a strong and popular president, with the executive
patronage at his disposal, could easily dominate the party council. Yet the
report in a prescient section warned of "overextending the presidency," of
relying exclusively on one man's program and leadership, of turning the
presidency into "personal government."3 ' Accordingly, the concept was one
of collective leadership, with the president subject to restraint by a group,
many of whose members-the congressional representatives, the governors,
officials of state party committees-would have independent bases of political
support.

The nearest thing to an American precedent for the committee's concept
of the "responsible" party would therefore not be Republican or Democratic
party organizations at all, for the strongest of them were autocratic "machines"
run by bosses; it would be the local nonpartisan reform organizations that
had risen in various localities since the Progressive Era to smash the old-style
machines. This was the kind of party organization the committee conceived
on a national scale-issue-oriented, programmatic, dominated by no single
person but led by a plural elite whose distinguishing characteristic was its
ability to design and articulate the goals of governmental policy. Neither the
president alone nor even the president and the Congress together would be
responsible for the record of legislative and executive action; the party would
'be.

Six years after the report appeared, it was one of the influences that led
the Democratic National Committee to organize a Democratic Advisory Coun-

33. Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System (Rinehart, 1950), pp. 39-*. The committee cited
as precedent a party council created by the Republican National Committee in 1929, which "evidently
ceased to function after a few years"; p. 42.

36. Ebid., pp. 99W5
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cil with an intended membership similar to that the political scientists pro-

jected. And nothing better illustrates the defects in the committee's model
that render it unworkable in the American setting than the experience of the

council. Its design failed in the first instance when the leaders of House and

Senate declined to join; once more the desire of responsible elected officials

for independence from the executive, or anybody else, was overriding. Or-
ganized with some legislative members but without the leaders, the council

issued policy pronouncements, but while they gained publicity for the party,

they did little more than that; no senator or representative felt any more

bound by its decisions than by analogous dedarations in the party platforms.37

Finally, the council was disbanded by the Democratic party's own president

after John F. Kennedy was elected in 1960; like the leaders of the Congress

earlier, he too cherished his independence and felt quite capable of inter-

preting the party platform and enunciating party policy by himself, without

the help of any formal party structure. The old presidential leadership model

was good enough for him.
Thus, while the Committee on Political Parties made an excellent academic

argument for its model, it made no practical case at all. It did not explain

how presidents wculd be persuaded to share their power with a group
outside their control and submit to its restraints, nor why congressional

leaders would wish to do so either. It did not explain what sanctions the

council would apply to enforce its policy positions. The sanctions, indeed,

ran all the other way; the council would be at the mercy of the president and

the other elected officials who would be its most powerful members, for they

could wreck it with their individual or collective resignations the first time

it sought to restrain them. If the council evaded tough issues, it would La

innocuous. If it tried to grapple with them, it would dissolve.
Nevertheless, Key was right. The party remains the web that gives the

dispersed organs of government their semblance of unity. When at times the

web is strong, it is not because the party imposes discipline directly but

simply because presidents, senators, and representatives who carry the same

party label exhibit a stronger interest than they do at other times in their
collective party record. Discipline is voluntary. Congressmen of the presi-

dent's party recognize that they have an interest in making him look good,

because either he or another nominee running on his record will head their
37. The expenence of the Democratic party in its attempts to adopt policies at mid-term

conferences in the 1970s confirms the lesson of the council. The party's mini-conventions in 1974
and 1978 had publicity value, but there is no record that President Carter or any member of
Congress altered a policy position because of their resolutions. Moreover, the conferences were
deliberately scheduled after the mid-term elections to avoid creating any policy conflicts for
Democratic candidates.
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common reelection ticket. Accordingly, they give him the benefit of the doubt
on policy issues and follow his lead whenever constituency pressures are not
too strong. And the president, for the same reasons, is respectful of the
views of his congressional party. Thus the bonds of party generate centripetal
forces to counter the centrifugal forces inherent in the relations between the
branches; they engender impulses toward harmony to offset the natural
tendencies toward dissension.

That is one of the reasons that the recent deterioration of parties in the
United States must be a cause of grave concern. The trend toward party
disintegration is measured by the increase in the proportion of voters who
do not identify with any party, who call themselves independents, and who
split their tickets with abandon. It is manifested in the 'decay and disap-
pearance of old-style party organizations and the failure in many places of
new-style structures to arise to fill the vacuum. It is reflected in the rise of
individualism within the Congress. In this respect, too, the Committee on
Political Parties was foresighted; it warned that unless parties became re-
sponsible, by adopting and carrying out party programs as a collective re-
sponsibility, public cynicism about parties would spread and the parties
themselves would disintegrate. That, it is clear, is happening. Millions of
young people, in particular, do not identify with any party, do not understand
the differences between the major parties, what they stand for, why they
matter, even why they exist. Meanwhile, the power and significance of single-
issue groups are enhanced by the lessening of competition from the multi-
issue, more broadly based, parties.

In the days when parties were stronger, the president and the main body
of his party in the Congress were usually bound in a close relationship long
before the inauguration, because no candidate for president could be nom-
inated without the assent of the congressional elders. That was before the
hegemony of the presidential primary, when the party elite, including leaders
of its congressional wing, performed a screening function in the nominating
process. To be eligible for nomination, a candidate usually began with some
established standing as a leader, and in any case he had to be acceptable to,
and accepted by, the elite. During the campaign, then, the party organization
was prepared to mobilize its adherents on the candidate's behalf, and after
the election, it was prepared to follow his lead.

But both as a cause and a consequence of the disintegration of parties has
come the explosion in the 1970s of the presidential primary. As the primary
method of selecting convention delegates has spread to most of the states,

38. Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System, pp. i4, 93.
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and as the others have adopted-under directives from the national parties-
widely participatory caucus systems, the party's screening function has all
but disappeared. Now a presidential candidate may be someone who is in
no sense the natural leader of his party, who has no ready and established
following among the party's senators and representatives. Indeed, he may
be someone who has campaigned against the party establishment, induding
its congressional leadership, and who arrives in Washington in an atmosphere
of suspicion and hostility. He may be someone without experience and skill
in dealing with the members of the Congress he is supposed to lead, perhaps
without even any extensive acquaintanceship with them. All of this was the
case with Jimmy Carter, and it goes far toward explaining the difficulties in
executive-legislative relations that developed at the outset of his administra-
tion and characterized-although with some improvement toward the end-
his entire term."

But, to lessen still further the prospect for united government, the president
may not even be a member of the party that controls the Congress, much
less its leader. With the disintegration of political parties in the United States
has come a decline in straight-ticket voting. In choosing among candidates
for president, Senate, and House, the voters are influenced by their party
preference but also by their estimates of the candidates' personal competence
and character, particularly in presidential voting, and by local and district
considerations, especially in electing representatives. As the result, while the
voters chose a Republican president in four of the last seven elections-from
1956 through 1g8o-they returned a Democratic House on all of those oc-
casions and a Democratic Senate in all except the last. Thus, more than half
the time, control of the government has been divided-something rarely
known before the past quarter-century.

At such times, the normal tendency of the American system toward
deadlock becomes irresistible. The president and the Congress always pledge
themselves to seek harmonious collaboration, but ultimately they are com-
pelled to quarrel. No presidential proposal can be accepted by the opposition
in the legislature without raising the stature of its partisan adversary. Simi-

39. A Washington Post poll taken in July i979 found that two-thirds of the people felt that
President Carter and the Congress had not worked weU together. Of those, 86 percent said that
lack of cooperation was harmful to the country. They absolved neither side, although they considered
the legislature somewhat more at fault. Washington Post, August 5, 1979. Early in the Watergate
period, in February 1973, a Louis Harris poll found that a majority of respondents with opinions
believed that it was good for the country to have a president of one party and a Congress controlled
by the other, because it kept both president and Congress in line. Fifty percent thought divided
government was better and 29 percent worse, with i6 percent saying it made no difference, and
5 percent with no opinion.
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larly, no initiative of a Congress controlled by his opponents can be approved
by the president without conceding wisdom to his political enemies. Some-
times, to be sure, the lack of cohesion within the Democratic party has enabled
Republican presidents to lead effectively on some matters with the support
of a bipartisan conservative coalition, especially when the Democratic majority
has been a narrow one. But such coalitions tend to be loosely organized and
unstable, for Democratic conservatives are subject to conflicting pressures;
and, in any case, the resources of the leadership and most committees and
subcommittees are in the hands of Democratic moderates and liberals anxious
to distinguish their party position from the president's. So in times of divided
government, the natural struggle between the parties for political advantage
inevitably spills over-sooner or later, depending to a great extent on how
well the president's public popularity holds up-into a struggle between
executive and legislative branches. The bickering and tension that are rarely
absent from relations between the branches are intensified, tending toward
open conflict and recrimination of the kind that marked the last years of
Eisenhower's term and virtually the whole of the Nixon-Ford period.

If the trend toward disintegration of political parties could be reversed,
their revival would strengthen the ties between president and Congress
without having to alter the Constitution, or establish joint executive-legislative
mechanisms, or even create new party structures. Unfortunately, the outlook
for party renewal is not much more favorable than the prospect for basic
constitutional or institutional reform.

For the revitalization of political parties cannot be willed. If it could be,
it already would have been; party leaders have not lacked the desire to preside
over stronger organizations. But the people who are not now identified with
either party-more than half the voters in the youngest age brackets consider
themselves independents--will not commit themselves to parties, support
them, and believe in them as an end in itself. They will join a party only
when they see it as a useful means toward achieving some other desired
end. Some attachments are formed in every election, while others are weak-
ened or broken. But a massive reversal of the trend toward political inde-
pendence must await the appearance of some great issue-like the slavery
question in the 1850s, or the plight of the farmers in the 198os, or relief of
hunger and unemployment in the 1930S-which arouses the country and
impels people to seek solutions through the political and governmental
system. At such times the voting public is polarized, and new parties spring
into being or old parties take on new meaning, because they become instru-
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ments for the achievement of goals about which the voters deeply care.- Yet
powerful issues come and go, and when they have gone the parties may lack
relevance to new issues that arise. The last period of polarization, when the
current alignment of the two-party system was shaped, is almost half a.
century old and the Democratic and Republican symbols have lost much of
the meaning and appeal they then possessed. But revival depends on some-
thing happening outside the partieq themselves-some kind of sustained
crisis that will arouse the people, polarize them, and impel them to organize
politically, through parties, to attain their ends. In short, the party system
is a dependent, not an independent, variable.

On the other hand, even as the parties have become weaker, the gradual
realignment of the party system that is taking place especially in the South,
which after decades of lag is slowly conforming to the national liberal-con-
servative alignment of Democrats and Republicans established in the 1930s-

makes both parties more homogeneous ideologically in the nation at large.
This is reflected in the Congress and is a force for cohesion there in an era
of individualism. Ideological kinship will also facilitate cooperation between
presidents and their congressional party colleagues.

Comity within the System

All the broad avenues toward fundamental reform to ameliorate the un-
ending conflict between the branches seem, therefore, to be closed. Grafting
some features of the parliamentary system to the American constitutional
structure might help, but the issue is academic; basic change in the Consti-
tution is impossible. Formal merger of legislative and executive powers in a
joint cabinet or council runs counter to the self-interest of the responsible
politicians in each branch in maintaining their freedom of decision and
independence of action within their respective spheres. The responsible party
solution runs afoul of the same objection. Restoration of strong political
parties as the tie that binds the branches is beyond anyone's control, de-
pendent on the emergence of new forces and events that will arouse a mass
public desire to form and utilize parties to attain political ends.

That leaves the question of how the system of relationships between the
branches, as they now exist, can be made to work better. The four Cs

4o. The processes of party realignment and renewal are analyzed in James L. Sundquist,
Dynamics of theParty System: Alignment and Realignment of Political Parties in the United States (Brookings
Institution, i973) and in works cited there; chap. 13 is a theoretical summary.
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enunciated by President Ford in his first address to the Congress-commu-
nication, conciliation, compromise, and cooperation4L define well the goal.
But there are no panaceas to secure them. No systematic improvements in
the tone and practices of interbranch relations can be adopted and fixed
permanently in place, as by a constitution or a statute. The only recourse left
for those who worry about the disunity of their government is exhortation,
the offering of gratuitous advice to presidents and congresses and to voters
who elect them. Exhortation will not satisfy the souls of systems designers,
but it is the only option that is practically available.

Presidential Behavior. Some of the more obvious lessons for presidents, or
those who would become presidents, can be drawn from well-publicized
mishaps of the Carter administration. At the outset, a would-be president
should not get off to a bad start by campaigning against the Congress and
the rest of the Washington establishment-even if that appears to be the
easiest road to the White House-because he is going to have to work with
them when he gets there. On taking office, a president should staff his office
of congressional relations with persons who know the Congress and can
interpret it to him, as well as him to it, and who will do the little things-like
returning congressional telephone calls-with care and dedication. Other
White House aides should be reminded that they are congressional relations
officers too and must behave accordingly (cabinet and subcabinet officers will
not need to be reminded).

The president's legislative program and schedule should be planned
through genuine collaboration with his party leaders in the Congress; the
weekly meetings instituted by Franklin Roosevelt are still as good a technique
as any. Unilateral commitments by the president as to what the Congress
will or must do, and when, must be avoided. The timing of messages
transmitting legislation should be worked out with the leaders, and the
priorities should be scaled down to what the Congress can be reasonably
expected to handle. The president should not let himself appear to be picking
fights with the Congress, as Carter did when he chose to make an issue of
local water projects at the very opening of his term.<

Yet it is not easy for a president to form a genuine partnership with the
Congress, no matter how earnest his intention. The problems of policy
formulation within the executive branch on any complex matter are so enor-

41. "Address to a Joint Session of the Congress, August 12, 1974." Public Papers of the Presidents:
G nMl R. Ford, 1974 (GPO, 1975), p. 7.

42. Thomas E. Cronin, "An Imperiled Presidency," Sockety, vol. i6 (November/December 1978),
Pp. 59-60.
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mous-the data that must be analyzed, the departments and agencies and
interests that must be reconciled, the outside views that must be taken into
account-that the responsible policymakers often have all they can do to
resolve their differences and arrive at an administration position without the
added complication of trying to incorporate the views of the congressional
majority, which to make matters worse is likely to be in serious disagreement
within itself (and which may be led by the administration's partisan oppo-
nents). So once the executive branch has reached its own conclusion, the
impulse is always strong to encase the policy in a presidential message so
that all the settlements and compromises will not have to be reopened.

Having taken his position, the president is then obliged to fight for it, if
he is to maintain the image every president seeks as a person of principle
and courage. But this, of course, is what offends the Congress; its members
don't like to be given their marching orders from downtown, handed their
policies on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, with the implication that if they leave
it they are doing so for narrow, parochial, benighted, or even corrupt reasons.

Yet the periods of fruitful executive-congressional collaboration, such as
those of the early years of the Wilson, FranklinRoosevelt, and Johnson
administrations, show that mutual goodwill and harmony can at times be
attained, even though not necessarily sustained for long. The explanation
probably lies less in the skill and tactics of a president in communicating with
and handling the Congress-which are generally overrated as the determinant
of presidential success with the legislature-than in a wholly external factor,
his standing in the country. A president who wins by a landslide, carries
both houses with him, and runs ahead of his congressional candidates, as
Lyndon Johnson did in 1964, will get off to a good start with the Congress
no matter how he deals with them-although Johnson's experience and skill
did stand him in good stead until he overplayed his hand and drove the
legislators too hard. Conversely, a president who slips into office narrowly,
running behind his ticket, like Kennedy in 196o or Carter in 1976, begins at
a disadvantage, even if he handles his congressional relations with finesse.
Later, however, if the president maintains a high rating in the public opinion
polls and seems to be headed for reelection, his party in the Congress will
be inclined to accept his leadership. To the extent he is in command of the
country, in other wordsi he is likely to be in command of his party in the
Congress, too. Among other things, a popular president can always go over
the heads of the Congress and appeal to the people; senators and represen-
tatives know that and try to avoid giving him the excuse to do so. Conversely,
when the president stands low in the polls and threatens to drag his party
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down with him in the next election, the legislators will dissociate themselves

from his policy positions and find reasons to oppose him.43
Congressional Behavior. As a generalization, the Congress should

strengthen its capacity to do the things that it does best, and that the executive
branch cannot do, and should stop trying to do what it can do only poorly
and the executive does better. The special strengths of the Congress, like its
weaknesses, arise from its representational role; the other side of parochialism
is responsiveness and sensitivity. Congrass as representative provides the
citizen access to the policymaking process, makes possible a personal rela-
tionship to government that can help to offset the impersonality of the
administrative agencies. The Congress can set localism against centralism,
the micro view of events against the macro view. It can improve national
policy by bringing to bear on the executive branch's proposals a sensitive
regard for the local and individual consequences of policies designed from
the national perspective.

Collaboration is therefore not only a practical imperative but a theoretically
desirable end. But Congress can make its own mistake if it permits parochially
minded members who occupy strategic committee posts to impose their own
policies on the country, or if it assumes that an amalgam of local interests
arrived at through logrolling is the equivalent of the national interest. The
party caucuses have recaptured the power to instruct and to discipline chair-
men and committee members who do not respond to the sentiment of the
caucus membership, and this power should not be allowed to lapse through
disuse if circumstances again arise that demand its exercise.

The representational role of the Congress gives it a special competence for
oversight of administration, but while the potential for constructive contri-
bution in the review of administrative processes and actions is immense, so
is the potential for abuse. The boundary between useful and damaging
oversight cannot be drawn with precision, and the Congress can only be
admonished to proceed vigorously with the former but abjure the latter, in
the hope that common sense will somehow define the difference, case by
case. With the multiplication of provisions for legislative veto, the potential
for inappropriate and burdensome intrusion into administration becomes
even greater, and the Congress should add new vetoes with great restraint,

43. Jon R. Bond and Richard Fleisher, "The Limits of Presidential Popularity as a Source of
Influence in the U.S. House," Legislative Studies Quarterly, vol. 5 (February 1980). pp. 69-78, found
that as a president's public popularity rises, he gains significantly in support from his own party
but loses support from opposition members at a lesser rate. Doe C. Shinn, "Toward a Model for
Presidential Influence in Congress," paper prepared for the j98o annual meeting of the American
Political Science Association, likewise found that the president's public popularity rating is an
important factor bearing on his level of congressional support.

19-549 0-83-35
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only in individual cases when the need is demonstrable beyond a reasonable
doubt.

Individual members need to recognize that the trend toward individualism
in the Congress can go too far. For the Congress to legislate efficiently and.
responsibly requires some reasonable degree of cohesion within the majority
party, and that in turn requires a subordination of personal and local self-
interest to the will of the party majority. The centralizing instruments of the
controlling party-that is, its leadership, policy and steering committees, and
caucus-need to be more assertive, and given stronger powers if necessary,
to balance the forces making for dispersion and fragmentation of power. The
need for cohesion within the majority party is especially great whenever the
legislative body is controlled by the party opposing the president, or when
it rejects his leadership for any other reason. Then the majority leadership
should take the initiative to use the caucus to help define and build a
consensus around party policy, based on preparatory work assigned to
existing policy committees or ad hoc bodies reporting to the caucus. Steps
in this direction go against the grain of the men and women who make up
the Congress these days, but that is the direction in which the institutional
structure should be moved. Special bipartisan committees to integrate policy
in each house, like those created by Speakers Albert and O'Neill, also show
promise for use on a more regular and expanded scale.

The Congress will never have the capacity to play its full potential role in
government until that last, anachronistic institutional barrier that prevents
the legislature from acting when a majority is ready to act-the Senate
filibuster-is modified to permit the majority to rule after an issue is fully
debated.

Voter Behavior. The individual citizen and voter should act to protect and
strengthen the web that gives to the government its semblance of unity-the
political party. If, as a corollary to that action, the voters curb their penchant
for splitting tickets, they can save the country from divided government.

The New Equilibrium

The conflict is unending. But its tone, and its terms, and the balance
between the combatants, change constantly. The ig7os were a period of
upheaval, of change so rapid and so radical as to transform the pattern of
relationships that had evolved and settled into place over the span of half a
century or more. But by the end of the decade the spirit of resurgence, at
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least, had waned. The Congress seemed for the most part satisfied with what

it had achieved in its quest for equality-except for the agitation for further

legislative vetoes. Members no longer complained of an overweening and

overreaching presidency, and presidents, since 1977 at least, seemed in

general to accept the new balance of power that had been reached. So the

1980s should be a period of relative stability, with a new cycle of slow decline

of the Congress in favor of the president probably beginning some time in
the decade.

Meanwhile, there are grounds both for foreboding and for optimism in

the institutional and behavioral changes that the period of congressional

resurgence has brought about. On the negative side, the new assertiveness

of the Congress has not been fully matched by new capability, by institutional

forms that would assure responsibility in the more aggressive exercise of

power. The weaknesses that arise from the fragmentation of the Congress

have not been wholly overcome; that would require the development of

strong centralizing institutions, and that runs counter to the temper of the

times.
On the positive side, however, of immense significance in the long run

will be the destruction during the 19705 of old barriers to effective and

responsive government. The obstacles to harmonious legislative-executive

relations and constructive legislative achievement so apparent in the 19305,

the 1950s, and even the 19605 have for the most part been overcome. The

enemies of governmental competence then were the absolutism of the se-

niority system in both houses, the obstructionist power of the Rules Com-

mittee in the House, and the filibuster in the Senate. Of these, the first two

have been destroyed and the third has been modified.

In a sense, no relationship between president and Congress is ever normal,

for the country passes from one special pattern of association to another,

each influenced by the unique personality of a president, a particular con-

figuration of congressional leaders, and the political setting of the time. Yet

the beginning years of the congressional resurgence were, by any standard,

more abnormal than most, with executive-legislative relations reduced to a

level of bitterness matched perhaps only during the time of President Andrew

Johnson. In 1977, when one period of divided government came to a dose,

a tone at least of cordiality reappeared, and it continued into at least the early

months of the new period of division that began in 1981. While the conflict

between the branches is unending, it has not always been so acrimonious
nor so destructive of the governmental process as it was during much of the

decade of the 197os. Nor, in all likelihood, will it be so soon again.
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from The Journal of Politics, November 1976

Britain and America:
The Institutionalization

of
Accountability

WILLIAM S. LIVINGSTON

T HE TOPIC OF THIS ESSAY is one that has challenged the concern of po-
litical scientists and other mortals for a number of years, namely the
similarities and differences between the political systems of Great Brit-
ain and the United States. My excuse for re-examining the subject at
this time is that we are especially concerned these days on both sides of
the Atlantic with the provisions of the two systems regarding the insti-
tutionalization of democratic accountability. It is that particular prob-
lem to which I wish to address myself. It is not an easy topic, except on
the most superficial level, and I have never felt that my own attempts
to deal with it have been quite satisfactory-perhaps because of the dif-
ficulty of defining terms and perhaps because of the uncertainty in de-
termining the level of generality at which the analysis is to be pitched.
It does seem singularly appropriate, however, in this bicentennial year,
to take account of some of the considerations that led our forebears to
contrive a system of government so different from that to which they
were accustomed-all the more so since in the past few years, there has
been a spate of proposals suggesting that various elements of the British
system should be grafted onto our own, as a means of preventing any
recurrence of that mixed bag of evils we lump together and call "Water-
gate."

* Presidential Address delivered at the annual meeting of the Southern Political Sci-
ence Association held in Nashville, Tenn., November 6-8, 1975.
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This paper was first delivered as a presidential address, and presiden-
tial addresses are very dangerous things. They invite pontification, and
they have a tendency to be both banal and didactic, testing the humility
of the speaker as well as the tolerance of the audience. Too, they often
focus on rather grandiose themes, since the speaker sees his opportunity
to bring his rich experience directly to bear on some of the society's-
or the profession's-greatest concerns. I plead guilty at the outset to a
belief that my topic is an important one, and I shall do my best to avoid
both banality and diffidence-even if I occasionally fall prey to grandeur.

It is not necessary here to dwell at length on the events of the 18th
century, but since those were the formative years of both political sys-
tems it will be useful to examine some of the purposes and consequences
of constitution-making in the two countries in that era. The American
constitution and the authors of it were strongly influenced-both posi-
tively and negatively-by the British model. In some cases, there was a
deliberate adaptation of British practice to American needs, and in other
cases, the British practice was simply incorporated into the American
scheme without anyone's thinking seriously about it. The content and
technique of the common law, the organization and procedure of legis-
latures, the fashions of local government, the structure of the judiciary-
all these things were adopted more or less faithfully from the British
model. On the othe~r hand, a number of quite fundamental institutions
in the American system marked a direct reaction against things British,
and were adopted by the Americans as a means of avoiding problems
which they perceived as prompted by British error. Republicanism, the
formal attempts to curb the executive, the whole array of institutions
that came to be called "limited government"-all these ran in a direc-
tion opposite to the institutions of Great Britain. Beyond this, the au-
thors of the American constitution embraced several principles (of vary-
ing degrees of novelty) which they derived from the 180 years of the
Americans' own experience of government and politics. The written
constitution itself may be said to have come from the colonial experi-
ence, and with it the principles of federalism, judicial review, and above
all, the separation of powers. All these taken together created a theme
that runs throughout the American constitution, namely, the fragmen-
Cation or diffusion of power, which stands in sharp contrast to the con-
stitutional system that was simultaneously evolving in Great Britain.

The corresponding-and equally distinguishing-principle of the
British political system has been the concentration or fusion of power.
This may be seen in two sharply different ways. First, there is an his-
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torico-legal explanation of the concentration, which manifests itself in
the sovereignty of Parliament, a fundamental principle, which, though
disputed by Americans in the 18th century, was nonetheless clearly es-
tablished by 1689 and clearly understood in Britain as the 18th century
wore on. The struggle for individual liberty in Britain had been a
struggle by Parliament to limit the king, for the king was seen as the
threat to freedom, and curbing the king was the means by which tyranny
was to be thwarted. Thus Parliamentary sovereignty was pursued, and
was understood, as a palladium of individual liberty. But when that
Parliamentary sovereignty, which had been gained at such cost of blood
and battle, was employed to impose regulatory legislation and taxes on
the Americans, the Americans saw the Parliament as threatening their
liberties in the same way and to the same extent as the English had seen
the king. as threatening theirs. It was no solace to the Americans to ex-
plain that the Parliament which they felt was improperly taxing them
was in effect their principal protection against the king, for the Ameri-
cans had their own legislatures fully equipped with authority to make
laws and impose taxes. There is a monumental irony, however, in the
contrary views of the Parliament held in Britain and in America, for the
colonies' argument, and eventually the colonies' struggle, was against
the imposition by that same Parliament of taxes and laws which they
considered to be improper and unlawful.

There is also in Britain a political-constitutional manifestation of the
fusion of power that is still more significant, namely, the concentration
of governing authority in the Cabinet, but a Cabinet rendered respon-
sible to the Parliament by techniques that were only gradually evolved
in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries. Responsible government
in Britain may well be traced back to the 17th century struggles with
the king, and perhaps to the execution of William Laud and the Earl of
Strafford. But the significant development took place in the middle
and late 18th century: it transformed the principle of accountability
from one that perceived the opposition as criminal into one that ac-
cepted it as legitimate but denounced it as politically inept. The ex-
perience of the 18th century-and particularly that of the two William
Pitts-yielded a principle by which kings governed through ministers
who were accountable not to the king, but to the Parliament, for the waj
in which they used the power to govern.

There emerged, therefore, two quite contrary principles in Britain
and the United States. Both were designed to give representation to the
people of the nation; both were designed to preserve liberty against a
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threat of tyranny; both were designed to afford equal justice under the
law. But the techniques by which these objectives were to be achieved
differed sharply.

The American constitution concentrates on the curbing of govern-
mental power-on dividing it among a variety of governmental agencies
and making sure that the total power of the state cannot be concen-
trated in one set of hands. The British system, on the other hand, is de-
signed to concentrate power in a single set of hands-legally the Parlia-
ment, politically the Cabinet-and then provide adequate means by
which the users of power are held accountable for the way it is used.
The American Constitution seeks to preserve liberty by preventing the
too effective use of governmental power. The British constitution pro-
tects it by providing means by which the users of power are rendered
accountable to the people whom they are intended to serve. The
methods by which the British government is held accountable are subtle
and many. They rest principally on convention rather than law, and
they are often difficult to discern and analyze. And it is these methods
that make it so very difficult to import and adapt British institutions
into other political settings-as is clearly illustrated by the experience
of France or Nigeria, or even Canada and Australia.

The British parliamentary system has always had a very strong attrac-
tion for political reformers in America, and particularly for academic
reformers. It appears to be a neat, coherent arrangement. With its
disciplined two-party system, the sovereignty of its Parliament, the
array of institutional devices by which the Cabinet is held accountable
to the Parliament, and through the Parliament, to the people, it seems
to provide a rational and workable scheme of government which is at
once both effective and responsible. And that combination of effective-
ness with responsibility has had an enormous appeal, both for political
theorists and for students of comparative politics. France, on the other
hand, lacking the disciplined two-party system of Great Britain, and
differing from her in many other respects, has rarely been able to com-
bine the two principles and consequently has alternated between irre-
sponsible power and ineffective accountability. The United States sys-
tem was never meant to be effective in the same sense, nor was it meant
to be responsible. The President is an independent-not a responsible
-executive, and effectiveness has always taken second place to the pres-
ervation of liberty. The American system is an institutionalization of
buck-passing, and the frictions inherent in it have often led to dis-
appointment and frustration on the part of both practitioners and aca-
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demic reformers, who yearn for a scheme that combines effectiveness
with accountability, democratic control with democratic liberty.

In the aftermath of Watergate, this admiration for the British system
seems to be intensified, and many who believe that the solution to the
problems posed by Watergate lies in institutional reform summon us
again to adopt various elements oi the British system. Watergate meant
many things-and different things to different people-but to many it has
stood for the unexampled hypertrophy and irresponsible abuse of pres-
idential power. The ultimate device of responsibility in the British
parliamentary system is that the Prime Minister and his Cabinet must
give way if confronted by an adverse vote, a vote of no-confidence, in
the House of Commons. Thus the people's representatives in the House
have an ultimate authority to drive an unacceptable executive from
office. To many Americans from Woodrow Wilson on, that device has
offered the ultimate solution to the problem of irresponsible govern-
ment in America. In the old days, we had the testimony of William
Y. Elliot and Thomas K. Finletter.' Nowadays similar proposals come
to us from Morley Ayearst, James L. Sundquist, and indeed from Sen.
Edward Kennedy.' If Americans would only give Congress the power
to expel a president by an adverse vote of various sizes, the problems
of the irresponsible executive would be solved. Britishers, too, occa-
sionally join in the chorus. Professor J. H. Plumb tells us that there is
"an embryonic dictatorship in the womb of the presidency" and that the
potential for executive dictatorship will always be with us until "the
president and his staff [are] made more directly accountable for the daily
actions of government. . .. The best check on any executive [he says)
is for it to be answerable day-by-day both to a party and to a legisla-
ture."3 Mr. Alex Comfort tells us that "Mr. Nixon could not have done
what he did if he were Prime Minister, because he would be continu-
ously having to face both the House and his colleagues." And Lord

William Y. Elliott, The Need for Constitutional Reform (New York: McCraw-Hill,
1935). Thomas K. Finletter, Can Representative Government Do the Job? (New York:
Reynal & Hitchcock, 1945).

' Morley Ayearst in The New York Times, August 5, 1973; James L Sundquist in The
Brookings Bulletin, vol. 10. no. 4, 7; for Senator Kennedy see an article by Linda Chariton
in The New York Times, November 17,1974.

'J. H. Plumb, "Inflation, Frustration and Tea," The New York Magazine, June 10, 1973,
20ff. at 24.
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Ritchie-Calder observes that Watergate "could have happened in Brit-
ain, but it could never have been covered up."'

When people talk of adopting elements of the British system, they
may mean any or all of several different things. In connection with the
post-Watergate lamentations, they usually mean some combination of
the power of dissolution with the principle of resignation when confi-
dence is lost. The looming threat of a vote of no-confidence is seen as
a continuous restraint upon the executive branch, compelling it to con-
duct itself in accord with the highest ethical principles and in accord
with the will of the people as expressed in the composition and voting
of the House of Commons. But the proposal to produce responsibility
in America by subjecting the president to votes of no-confidence in Con-
gress rather misses the point of the British system. The vote of no-
confidence is only an ancient, legalistic, and formal mechanism of ac-
countability; it is only rarely used and only rarely effective, even as a
threat. To assume that the Prime Minister is held accountable by the
continuing threat of a no-confidence vote is comparable to enforcing
traffic laws using capital punishment as the only sanction. The system
simply will not work that way.

The real accountability of the Prime Minister and Cabinet is exer-
cised through a variety of institutions, arrangements, and understand-
ings, and the curbing of the abuse of power in Great Britain does not
hinge merely (or eveh mainly) on the instruments of responsible parlia-
mentary government. It depends upon a variety of conventional agree-
ments, ancient manifestos, common-law precedents, and the ambiguous,
but pervasive idea that certain things "just aren't done." The real tech-
niques of accountability in Britain, and consequently the ultimate ra-
tionalization of British democracy, are found in a variety of other ar-
rangements: through the channels of the party, and especially the
parliamentary party; through the procedure and spirit of the House of
Commons with its elaborate provisions for the satisfactory performance
by the Opposition of duties that the constitution assigns to it; through
the pattern of debate and the conduct of affairs at Question Time;
through the Prime Minister's relations with the senior Cabinet mem-
bers and the senior civil servants; through the Prime Minister's constant
need to conciliate political factions within his own party; and above

I Alex Comfort and Lord Ritchie-Calder participated in a round table at the Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions. It is reported in The Center Magazine, Novem-
ber-December, 1974,18-24.
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all through the ultimate threat of the next election, which hangs over
government and Opposition alike.

Let me turn now to one or two of these elements of accountability
that would seem to be extraordinarily difficult to reproduce in America.
One of these is the rather special relation, often a real tension, between
the Prime Minister and the senior civil servants, a relation to which Mr.
Richard Neustadt called attention some years ago.; The senior officials
-not politicians, but permanent civil servants-are not beholden to the
Prime Minister, but are necessary to the satisfactory conduct of his pol-
icy. He can often enlist them as his allies, he can count on their con-
scientious and competent contribution to policy development and ex-
ecution, but he cannot command their allegiance or support. He must
solicit it by persuasion; by personal influence; by working through com-
mittee channels that are often controlled by them, not him; and by
working through his ministerial colleagues who preside over the de-
partments in which these senior officials are to be found. The point is,
of course, that the senior civil servants have an expertise and hence an
autonomy that make them more necessary to the Prime Minister than
he is to them.

A still more important limiting factor-and one that is definitely un-
American-is the extent to which the Prime Minister is still dependent
upon the co-operation and support of his senior colleagues in Ministry
and Cabinet. The fashion these days is to point to the extent to which
the Prime Minister has come to dominate the political process in Brit-
ain, a dominance that has led many Britishers to the conclusion that
theirs has now in effect become a "presidential" system of government,
masked only by some outworn ceremonial gestures to the ancient prin-
ciple of Cabinet solidarity. In my view, the obituaries for the Cabinet
system are premature, and if it is true to say that the functions of the
Cabinet are different today from what they once were, it is no less true
that a Prime Minister seeking to rule outside or in defiance of the Cabi-
net would quickly find himself in deep trouble. One of the difficulties
of attempting to meld the American presidency with a principle of ac-
countability is the very uniqueness of the presidency itself. The British
Prime Minister is not in the same position of autonomy and indepen-
dence; he is part of, and dependent upon, the collegiality, will, and co-
herence of the Cabinet as a corporate entity. The members of the Cab-

Richard E. Neustadt, "White House and Whitehall," 7he Publc Interet No. 2, WIn-
ter, 1986.55.89.
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inet are not merely his subordinates, they are his colleagues. All of
them assume responsibility for the acts of each. The Prime Minister
has reached his position of eminence-at the top of the greasy pole, in
Disraeli's phrase-only after many years of life in the party and in the
House, working with, competing with, and coming to terms with, the
other senior members of the party. It is impossible for a Prime Min-
ister or a senior Cabinet Minister to come into a position of power by
lateral movement from outside the House. Cabinet Ministers grow up
in the House, and demonstrate in the life of the House that they are
capable of holding Cabinet rank. This does not happen all at once. In-
deed the process is frequently protracted. Every Prime Minister in the
20th century has sat in the House of Commons for several terms and
has served as Minister in somebody else's Cabinet before himself be-
coming Prime Minister. Thus there is a close familiarity and interde-
pendence between the Prime Minister and his senior Cabinet colleagues
that has no counterpart in America. Of course it's true that Richard
Nixon came up through Congress as well-so there is no real guarantee
of probity in this principle-but Nixon still came in from the outside,
chosen in 1952 by Eisenhower, not because he was a leader of the Con-
gress, but because he caught Eisenhower's eye as someone he could use
and depend upon. The point is not, however, that all American presi-
dents come from the outside, but that all Prime Ministers come from
the inside; they reach the top office only after a long-developed political
intimacy with colleagues who are also party leaders and whose support
is essential to the Prime Minister's success. There is nothing compar-
able to that progress in the American system. The president is not
primus inter pares, he is primus-and he is not restrained by the need
to conciliate and work with fellow office-holders with whom he shares
a collegial responsibility. Those office-holders are not his colleagues,
but his subordinates. Thus, importing the confidence-vote principle
won't do the job. There are too many other things that make for re-
sponsible government in Great Britain, above all the Prime Minister's
relations with his colleagues in the Cabinet.

But the emphasis on the confidence vote continues to seduce and de-
lude us. No doubt there was a day when the British system afforded
a genuine balance between Cabinet and Commons in which the power
of the government to dissolve the House was balanced by the power of
the House to expel the Cabinet. That was the traditional explanation
of the capacity of the British system to combine responsibility with ef-
fectiveness. But as Don K. Price argued some 30 years ago, ". . . the
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British in effect did to the House of Commons what the Americans did
much earlier to their Electoral College: they made it an automatic ma-
chine for registering the vote of the people...."' What produced that
transformation, of course, was the emergence of the disciplined, two-
party system, which has made it virtually impossible for the House to
perform the function which the traditional constitution assigns to it.
The party machinery enables the Cabinet to control the House, not the
House to control the Cabinet. In the 19th century, when it might be
said that the House could dismiss governments in whom it had no con-
fidence, the House was able to do so not because parties were disci-
plined, but because they were not. In the days before the mass party
and before the Corrupt Practices Act, members of Parliament were
regularly "regarded essentially as local representatives, whose duty it
was to speak for their constituents only...."' In those days, too, elec-
tions, at least in marginal constituencies, could be and were bought and
sold. That kind of venality tied the MP to the local proprietors, local
interest groups, and local concerns, and accordingly it preserved his
independence of the whip and the party leader. That very indepen-
dence gave to the MPs of the governing party in the House "a possibil-
ity of action aside from or against their Prime Minister. One could
then speak of constituency interests and of assembly pressures upon the
executive in England as one now talks of them in America."' In these
days, when we hear so many suggestions that public ethics in America
might be improved by importing elements of the British system, there
is a gratifying irony in pointing out that it was only the corruption in
the constituencies that gave to the private members in the House the
capacity to expel leaders no longer acceptable to them.

But those days are now gone. A system of accountability that was
once rationalized by the balance between the Cabinet and the House
has been transformed into one rationalized by the competition and bal-
ance between two disciplined, centralized, political parties. The func-
tion of holding the government accountable, which was once said to be
performed by the House of Commons, is now performed, if at all, by the
Opposition party. It is in the competition between the two parties that

' Don K. Price, "The Parliamentary and Presidential Systems," Public Administration
Review, Vol. 111, (Autumn, 1943), 317-334 at 319.

7 Cecil S. Emden, The People and the Constitution (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1956),
5.

Kenneth N. Waltz, Foreign Policy and Democratic Politics. the Bnrtih and American
Experience (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1967), 38-39.
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government is held responsible-a competition manifested at Question
Time, in the character of debate in the House, and in the competition
on the hustings, in the press, and in the polling booth. The essential
fact about governmental responsibility in Britain is that the govern-
ment must always defend itself before a skeptical Opposition and a skep-
tical public. The power of the House to control and oversee the gov-
ernment does not depend upon its ability to register a formal vote of no
confidence. "It consists rather in [its] ability to compel [the Prime Min-
ister] and his colleagues to justify their conduct continuously before a
large, politically sophisticated, and critical audience." As Alexander
Groth has said, "It is not the loss of a vote of confidence which the Brit-
ish executive must dread, but the loss of face."9

The point I make here is a simple one. It is that the devices of ac-
countability in the British system do not depend upon the formal prac-
tices to which our textbooks continue to pay lip service, but to a set of
informal practices and conventional usages that center around the char-
acter of the British political party. There is little point in Americans'
efforts to produce British results in a setting to which British institutions
are alien. Above all, there is little point in our adopting the no-confi-
dence vote unless we find some way to change the nature of American
political parties.

Political scientists and other realists have understood this matter for
many years-indeed since long before the APSA-Schattschneider Report
of 1950-and many have felt that the only way America can combine
effectiveness with responsibility is to devise institutional reforms to re-
create in America a responsible party system like that in Great Britain."'
That was the thrust of the Schattschneider Report" and, more recently,
it is the argument of Professor Charles Hardin's Presidential Power and

' Alexander Groth, "Britain and America: Some Requisites of Executive Leadership
Compared," Political Science Quarterly, June, 1970, 223.

" The classic study of the responsible party system as the instrument of (or obstacle
to) democracy is that of Austin Ranney, The Doctrine of Responsible Party Government:
Its Origins and Present State. Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences, vol. 34, no. 3. (Ur-
bana: University of Illinois Press, 1954).

" Students and romantics who are nostalgic about the 1950 Report should not over-
look two retrospective pieces reappraising the report after twenty years. See E. M. Kirk-
patrick, " 'Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System': Political Science, Policy
Science, or Pseudo-Science?" American Political Science Review, December, 1971, and
Gerald M. Pomper, "After Twenty Years: The Report of the APSA Committee on Po-
litical Parties," Journal of Politics, November, 1971.
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Accountability.'2 Without arguing the point here, I shall just say that I
have little faith in the capacity of America to reform its system in that
direction. More interestingly, I find it ironic that just as American
voices for reform are rising again to a high pitch, there is rising simul-
taneously in Britain a demand for a reassessment of the character of her
political parties. In a recent paper, Professor Dennis Kavanagh has
summarized some of the current critiques. British government was
once characterized as effective and responsible, and British parties as
disciplined, centralized, and programmatic. There is now, however, he
says, "a different vocabulary, of stagnation, immobilism, and crisis in
place of incrementalism and stability. These terms were, ironically,
often used to describe the political process in Italy, France and the
United States in the 1950s as a contrast to the British.""3 People like
Richard Rose, Samuel Finer, and Samuel Brittan" are now suggesting
that British parties are poorly equipped to direct the government; that
they are pressure-ridden; that government programs are not coherent;
and that issues are as often decided within the parties as between them
-the same sort of critique that has been made of American parties, and
one that would be familiar to the "engineers" of more responsible par-
ties in America. The irony, as Kavanagh points out, is that twenty years
ago, the reformers were looking to Britain for their inspiration.'

The problem is confounded in contemporary Britain by the very close
balance between the two major parties in recent elections, which has
already deprived the government of a working majority in one election,
and is likely to do so again. In addition, the minor parties and particu-
larly the regional nationalist parties are winning some seats and earn-
ing many more. The basis for the disciplined, responsible two-party
system in Britain is challenged both by political scientists and by events.

If America is to adopt British institutions that work the way they do
because of the responsible party system, then American political sci-
entists-doctoral students take note-had better turn their attention to

" Charles M. Hardin, -Predential Power and Accountability: Toward a New Conkti-
tution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974).

" Dennis Kavanagh' "Research in British Politics: A Forward Look," paper delivered
at the 1975 meeting of the American Political Science Association, 1.

" Richard Rose, The Problem of Party Covernment (London: Macmillan. 1974); S. E.
Finer, "In Defence of Deadlock," New Society (5 September 1974); Samuel Brittan, Gibe
Economic Contradictions of Democracy," Brth Journal of Political Science, voL 5.
1975.

" Kavanagh, "Research in British Politics," 7-.
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the changing character of the British party system and ask some serious
questions about the extent to which it can still be characterized as re-
sponsible. Parenthetically, and perhaps surprisingly, I may call atten-
tion to the fact that I have carefully resisted the temptation to intro-
duce into this discussion any consideration of the extent to which the
United Kingdom is becoming a federal state. That too, however, is ger-
mane to this discussion.

Leslie Lipson once argued in The Democratic Civilization'6 that "all
democracies have to cope with a contradiction which is inherent in
power itself: if used, it may be abused. How does one provide for the
former and prevent the latter?" That is the consideration that lies at
the heart of the problem of responsibility. The institutionalization of
executive accountability in Great Britain was very chancy and very
difficult. It was produced by the evolution of a congeries of conven-
tions and by the emergence of a disciplined two-party system. The in-
stitutionalization of accountability in the United States is even more
difficult, in part because there is no comparable party system and in part
because the constitution itself runs counter to the principle that the
Executive should answer to the Legislature. To quote Lipson again,
"The Cabinet dominates Parliament because it dominates the dominant
party. Wherever this fundamental political condition is lacking, the
institutions of Cabinet government will not operate in the same way
because they cannot."'7

The Watergate revelations have provoked a rash of reform proposals,
many of which are drastic in character and extent. Some critics, like
Leland Baldwin and James L. Sundquist'" would subject the President
to a vote of no-confidence. Others like Rexford Tugwell or Charles
M. Hardin" would restructure the Congress and the parties to produce
a "responsible party system" without going so far as to institute the vote
of no-confidence. Most of these reform proposals rest on the belief that
Watergate was the product of a fatal flaw in the American system or that

" Leslie UIpson, The Democratic Civilization (New York: Oxford University Press,
1964), 478.

'Ibid., 501.
Leland D. Baldwin, Refraining the Constitution: An Imperative for Modern Amer-

ica (Santa Barbara: ABC Clio Press, 1972); James L. Sundquist, "Needed: A Workable
Check on the Presidency," 7he Brookings Bulletin, vol. 10, no. 4, 7-11.

" Rexford C. Tugwell, A Model Constitution for a United Republics of America
(Santa Barbara: Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1970); Charles M.
Hardin, cited supra, n. 12.
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a constitution designed for 18th century needs is inadequate to 20th
century problems-or both. A special panel of the National Academy of
Public Administration, headed by Frederick C. Mosher and created by
the Ervin Committee, examined most of the current proposals and con-
cluded unequivocally and persuasively that it was "unanimously op-
posed to basic changes in the American constitution in the direction of
Parliamentary government."2 " I strongly agree with that conclusion.
Such reforms fail to take account of the ineffable plurality of American
politics, of the inexorable decentralization of our parties, of the strength
of our commitment to federalism and the separation of powers. Of
course it is perfectly true that a parliamentary system has been several
times combined with weak parties or a multi-party system, but just to
the extent that that combination is attempted, so is the Executive
weakened and the lines of accountability obscured.

In a very important sense, the institutionalization of accountability in
America on the lines of a British model is hopeless. But in another
sense, the institutionalization of accountability in the United States has
already long been established, and indeed one can argue that it is more
complete here than in the United Kingdom. The American constitu-
tional and political system has always had as its central purpose the
thwarting of tyranny and the prevention of the abuse of power. As I
argued earlier, the fundamental principles of the American system-
separation of powers, checks and balances, federalism, judicial review,
limited government-are all addressed to this central concern. We curb
executives by checking and fragmenting their power, not only on a
formal constitutional basis, but by a series of informal and conventional
mechanisms that have evolved empirically over the two hundred years
of our national life. The decentralized parties, the pluralism of interest-
group politics, the diversity of our electoral laws, the different political
constituencies of President and Congress-all these operate to frag-
ment the powers of both Executive and Legislature. We have been
saying for years that the big difference between America and Britain
is fragmentation versus fusion of power. It is very curious that we seem
now to forget that fundamental distinction as we emerge from the ca-
tharsis of Watergate.

The truth is that the devices of responsible government are not de-
signed to solve problems of the sort represented by Watergate, that is

s Frederick C. Mosher and others, Watergate: Implications for Responsible Covern-
ment (New York: Basic Books, 1974), 18.
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to say, of executive malfeasance, venality, or illegality." They are de-
signed to provide a means of reconciling political differences between
Executive and Legislature-differences that the United States constitu-
tion is intended to encourage and protect. The British mechanisms
are designed to curb-and expel-a Prime Minister or Cabinet no longer
politically acceptable. It is conceivable that such mechanisms could
be used against a leadership accused of venality or criminality, but they
are not designed for that purpose. Indeed the intimate relation be-
tween Executive and Legislature in the parliamentary system-together
with the informal and unreproducible mechanisms that I have already
described-would surely make it impossible for executive corruption or
criminality to reach the stage where the formal mechanisms of the con-
fidence vote would be brought into play. They would be dealt with
at a much earlier stage.

In the United States, the mechanisms by which we deal with a presi-
dent no longer politically acceptable must operate within the frame-
work of a fixed term, the separation of powers,. and congressional in-
tractability; because of his fundamental independence, it is almost a
contradiction in terms (or at least an irrelevancy) to speak of a politically
unacceptable president. The question posed by the Nixon experience
was not how to curb a politically unacceptable president, but how to
expel one charged with malfeasance of office. On that narrower basis,
one can only conclude that the mechanisms in the present constitution
were adequate. As Senator Scott said the day after the resignation,
"The system worked." The same point is made in the title of a recent
book by Jimmy Breslin, How the Good Guys Finally Won.22 Or more
succinctly by my colleague, Emmette Redford, "We got him didn't
we?" What got him, of course, were the impeachment-provisions of the
constitution and the imminent threat of their use by House and Senate.
It took impeachment to make the system work, but that was exactly the
kind of behavior that impeachment was designed to remedy or punish.
In short, impeachment worked the way the founding fathers intended it
to work-a president should be impeached only for serious cause, the

"On the futility of solving problems of political ethics by tinkering with governmen-
tal structures, see some very wise remarks by Don K. Price, "Irresponsibility as an Article
of Faith," in a symposium entitled Ethics and Bigness, ed. Harlan Cleveland and Harold
D. LassweU (New York: Harper, 1962), 435.466.

" Now York: Viking Press, 1975.

19-549 0-83-36
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cause should not be precisely stated, and the process should be slow and
cumbersome to prevent rash action by Congress."

It does not follow, of course, that all is well with the system and that
no reforms are indicated. The chorus demanding reform, however, is
more cacophony than harmony. A leading theme is that the presi-
dency is too powerful and must be reduced. Mr. Sundquist says, "The
presidency puts too much power in one man.""' Harry MacPherson
said recently in The New York Times,2" "The first lesson of Watergate is
clear enough: it could happen again." I have already argued that sub-
jecting the President to a no-confidence vote would be both fatuous and
fruitless."' The same argument can be made about a general reduction
of presidential power. The recent crisis of the presidency was produced
by Vietnam and by Watergate, neither of which is really attributable
to defects in the institutions themselves; thus a change in the institutions
will certainly not prevent their happening again. In the conditions of
the 20th century, the presidency must be a strong and powerful office;
that is both inescapable and essential; indeed it is more than essential-
it is very important. If we demand great things of government, we must
have great governments to respond to those demands.

Vietnam and Watergate have already prompted a series of reforms,
most of them salutary and a few of them effective. The War Powers
Act of 1973, the public funding of presidential campaigns, the limits
imposed on campaign expenditures, congressional reforms of the
budgeting process, and the Freedom of Information Act-all these are
designed to place the President under a more searching scrutiny, so that
his use or abuse of power can be seen more quickly and remedied more
effectively. No doubt, other reforms will be advanced as well. Indeed,
some thoughtful political scientists, including James MacGregor Burns,2

have argued for an overarching reassessment of the entire American
political system. It is quite probable that such a reassessment would
prove illuminating and constructive, even if not ineluctibly ameliora-
tive. I do not counsel smugness-I caution against precipitous irrele-

" Erwin C. Hargrove and Roy Hoopes, The Presidency: A Question of Power (Boston:
Little, Brown & Co., 1975), 52.

"4 James L. Sundquist, op. cit. supra, n. 18.
"The New York Timres, August 25, 1974.
"To quote Don K. Price again: "It is odd.. . to find Americans who seek to increase

legislative control over the executive arguing for the system that in Britain has given
the executive control over the legislature." "The Parliamentary and Presidential Sys-
tems," Public Administration Review, Autumn, 1943,319.

27 In an address to the 1975 meeting of the Southern Political Science Association in
Nashville, Tennessee.
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vancies. Let us beware of needless innovations-especially when
guided by logic. One may hope that a sharp distinction will be main-
tained between reforms designed on the one hand the better to equip
Congress and the public to observe and understand presidential activ-
ity, and reforms designed, on the other hand, to deprive the presi-
dency of powers needed to conduct the nation's affairs. It may be worth
a reminder that when Woodrow Wilson argued that the United States
should adopt a parliamentary system, he was concerned to increase and
concentrate the power of the Executive, not to find better ways of curb-
ing it.

In conclusion, I suggest that the best way of insuring that presidents
will conduct themselves in accord with the law is to elect good men to
the presidency-not to fetter them with impossible constitutional re-
straints, but to surround them with what Richard Neustadt calls the "in-
formal constraints upon the President,"2 8 -principally to be found in the
presidential schedule, the presidential press conference, and the presi-
dential staff system. I suggest that the more elaborate and extensive
proposals to puncture a swollen presidency would not have prevented
the crises of recent years. The devices that might have limited Mr.
Nixon's ability to abuse his power would surely not have restricted his
arrogant mendacity, and under the circumstances they might have im-
peded a better man in the proper use of that same power.

My abiding confidence in the system rests upon a belief that it is de-
signed to suit the needs of a diverse and robustious American nation,
and that it has worked well in the past-even in the recent past. My
confidence rests also on the continued vigor and viability of an ob-
servant, aggressive press. It was, after all, the press that called atten-
tion to the problems of our time and the need for the nation to address
them. Ultimately, the institutionalization of accountability in America
either is unnecessary or has already long been accomplished. It lies
in the insistent demands of an aroused public that public men shall con-
duct themselves not only in ethically proper ways, but in ways that are
politically acceptable to the vast majority. It was an aroused public
that brought about a sharp change in the Vietnam policy; it was an
aroused public that led President Johnson to withdraw in 1968; it was an
aroused public that forced President Nixon to resign in 1974. It is the
aroused public, stimulated and supported by a vigilant press, that is the
major palladium of democracy in America today.

" Richard E. Neustadt '-Me Constraining of the President" The New York Tines
Magazine, October 14.1973,38 ff.
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Reflections after 29 years in Parliament a

'.ilT r IS NOW almost
-<'1 - __ - twelve months since
r- g~g;'iflC I left the House of

4'- ' - - Commons, having been
a rnember for 29 years-

75> Of 1;nearly all my adult life.
I do not suggest that

they were the most e lt-
ful three decades in
b j iritish iparlamentary
history. A member elec-
ted to Charles rs first

Parliament in 1625 who survived until Cromweli's
musketeers chased out the Rump Parliament in
1653 would have seen far more dramatic
changes than any seen between 1948 and 1977.
For thas matter, so would a member elected in
the general election of 1812, who sat through the
end of the Napoleonic Wars, the struggles about
Catholic Emancipa-ion in the 1820s. the passage
of the Great Refcrm Act of 1832, and the
alienation of the Peelites from the Conservative
Party in the 1840s. But I do suggest that the last
thirty years have been among the most remarkable
in the history, not just of the British Parliament,
but of British political institutions in general.

I want to take this opportunity, having been
distanced from the day-to-day preoccupations of
parliamentary life for the best part of a year, to
examine some of the, changes which took place in
British government and polidics during the period
I was in the House of Commons and to consider
some of the lessons which seem to me to emerge
from such an examination.

ONE cHANoz stands out above all others. It is that,
for some tiai now, our system c government has
been a matter of considerable public controversy
-occasionally between the parties on the floor of
the Houso. of Commons, more often within the

parties, and more often still among those con.
carned generally with public affairs, but free of
the constraints of party discipline ad party
interest-in a sense which was not remotely true
when I entered the House of Common; in 1948.

In the 1930s, many people on the Left took it
for granted that the social and economic changes
which they believed to be necessary could not be
made within the existing constitutional frame-
work. Sir Stafford Cripps was only one of those
who believed that an incoming Labour Govern-
ment would be faced by organised sabotage on
the part of high finance and big business, and that
such sabotage could be overcome only by sus-
pending the normal, time-consuming procedures
of the House of Commons. Nothing of the sort
happened. In striking contrast to the 1906
Liberal Government, which had to spend the best
part of two years in a debilitating struggle over
the veto power of the House of Lords, culminating
in the 1911 Parliament Act, the 1945 Labour
Government carried through a sweeping pro-
gramme of social and economic change without
making any significant constitutional changes,
and without even provoking any serious consti-
tutional arguments. There was plenty of political
debate, even a good deal of political bitterness,
but there was practically no constitutional
dispute.

Tna srruATON 4TODAY could scarcely be more
different.

The two most inmportant proposat. in the
Queen's Speech for the current session are
devolution for Scotland and Wales and direct
elections for the European Parliament-tbth
constitutional measures of the highest signifi-
cance, which raise issues that go much wider than
the proposals themselves. In the first of them the
nature of the United Kingdom is considerably

11
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changed. In the second the House of Commnons
was invited to enact a form of proportional
representation-something which is a great
innovation for Great Britain, although none the
worse for that. In addition, the constitutional
status of Northern Ireland, which for more than
a Operation appeared to have been settled in
1922, has been in dispute since the late 1960s,
and the dispute shows no sign of ending in the
near future. There is also the question of the use
of the referendum, certainly in relation to
devolution and also now raised, as we knew
would inevitably be the case, once the device had
been first used, for other issues, both wide and
nmrow.

Outside the House of Commons, much more is
in dispute. The need for a Bill of Rights-the
question of fixed terms for Parliaments; the
arguments for and against regional government,
the desirability of a form of primary election to
determinfl the choice of parliamentary candidates,
the advantages and disadvantages of propor-
tional representation in general and of particular
forms of proportional representation in particular,
the relationship between civil servants and
ministes, the question of official secrecy, even
the relationship between Parliament and the
courts-all of these are now seriously debated,
in acadenrr- circles, in the publications of P.E.P.
and similar bodies, by High Court judges and in
the columns of the serious press, ir a way which
has had no parallel in my political lifetime.

EFPER AND LESS TANGIBLE symptoms Of
D public dissatisfaction with our political
institutions can be detected as we'j.

One of the most striking is the fall in the turn-
out of voters in general elections-from 83% in
1951 to 73% in October 1974. Another is the fall
in the percentage of the popular vote won by the
two main parties put together. In 1951, 80% of
those eligible to vote-and 97% of those who
actually voted-voted for either the Labour or
Consrvative party. In October 1974, the figures
were 55% and 75%.

A quite different symtom, apparently unre-
lated but springing, I believe, from the same root
cause, is the remarkable growth of non- or
extra-party forms of political action. It weas one
of t!e reaco.vs why the referendum campaign
bcth arouse-d the enthusiastic participatian of
many who had been repelled by conventional
political activi v, an: produced a spontaneously

high turn-out which showed what a combination
of the ineffective and the unnecessary is a great
deal of the traditional paraphernalia of modern
electioneering. And that has not been a solitary
phenomenon. Political idealism of a kind which
would have been expressed within the party
system in the 1930s and '40s is now at least as
likely to find expression outside it, in organisa-
tions like Christian Aid o- Oxfam or the Child
Poverty Action Group. Aggrieved citizens who
might once have been content to complain to
their Member of Parliament or local councillor
now form protest movements of varying degrees
of stridency-to stop the building of a motorway;

%to insist on the provision of a bus shelter; to
demand better shopping facilities in their neigh-
bourhood or, negatively, to ensure that a probation
hotel is located in someone else's neighbourhood
and not their own. And in the background,
unmeasurable but unmistakable, is a- growing
wave of grumbling-sometimes high-pitched and
excitable, more often melancholy and resigned-
at the remoteness of government and the in-
flexibility of officialdom. national and local.

The extent of this dissatisfaction should not be
exaggerated. By world standards. Britain's
political institutions are still remarkably stable
and deeply-rooted. But I do not think it can be
denied that they enjoy less public support than
they did a generation ago. In the latc 1940s, the
"Westminster model" of parliamentary govern-
ment, the "Whitehall model" of public adminis-
tration and the conventions associated with both
seemedtomost people in this country, torepresenit
very nearly the acme of human achievement in
matters of government. Today, both models
inspire more scepticism and less enthusiasm than
at any time since the Reform movement of the
early 19th century.

Two questions therefore have to be answered.
Why has this change of mood taken place? Is it

justified?

o SOME EXTENT. OF COURSE, the situationTY have been trying to describe is merely a
local British ve!rsion of a phenomenon which is
comrtmon to the whole of the Western industrial-'
ised world.

Separatism is a problem in Quebec as well as in
Scotland; demands for regional autonomy are
heard all over Wcstern Europe; electoral volatility
has been some" hat on the increase from Israel to
Sweden. But few other countries hase seen the
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violent swings in party support-as measured
either by public opiniori polls or local elections,
whether for Parliament or local bodies-which
Britain has experienced over the past few years. It
Is in Denmark, not in Britain, that Mr Mogens
Glistrup's anti-tax party has become the second
largest in Parliament. In the Netherlands poti-
tiaans were unable to form a government for
seven months. Protest movements, often much
more strident than any we have experienced, are
at least as frequent on the other side of the
Channel or for that matter on the other side of
the Atlantic as on this. In Western Europ;
indeed, democracy is far more widely established
than it was forty years ago, in Germany, in Italy,
in Spain, in Portugal. But on the other hand the
art of democratic politics has undoubtedly
become more difficult and the demands of demo-
cratic electorates harder to accommodate than
they were twenty years ago.

This widespread phenomenon is the product, I
believe, of a complex mixture of fortas, none of
which-is confined to Britain and most of which
are, in themselves, signs of health rather than of
scness. Improved educational standards have
led, inevitably and properly, to a more question-
ing attitude to authority-not only in politics but
in other spheres as well. Rising living standards
have produced an even more rapid rise in
expectations; and although these expectations are
often hard to satisfy, the fact that they exist is a
sign of widening and not narrowing economic and
political horizons. Rapid technological change
and the growth in social and geographical
mobility associated with it have disrupted old
communities and old ways of living. But although
the pace of change has sometimes been psycho-
logically disturbing, sometimes encouraging
demands to put back the social or political dock,
few would exchange the increased prosoenty and
wider chance of persona] freedom which modern
technology has made possible for the deprivation
and oppression of the past.

IT is TRUs THAT one result of all these changes has
been to incrmse the demands made upon
governments, often to a point which is beyond
any government's capacity to meet them. But
even this is a paradoxical tribute to the social
inventiveness of the recent past. Few demands
were made of Sovernment in the days when
government was manifestly impotent in the face of
the dosed horizons and deadening squalor which
were the lot of most ordinary citizens. It is

at Could Be Sea Right 13
because modern governments have been able to
promote greater prosperity and ensure a more
equitable distribution of its results that the
demands made of government have gro%-and
that, as a result, governments (and, still more,
would-be govrnm ents) have been under in-
creasing pressure to promise more than they
could perform. All too often they have succumbed
to the pressure. Understandably, the resultant
gap between promise and performance has given
rise to a mood of disillusionment among those
whose expectations have been disappointed But
the gap would not have come into being in the
first place if the expectations had been totally
without foundation.

I therefore reject the view that democracy
itself has failed and the associated view that the
solution to our problems lies in trying to roll far
back the frontiers of the state, and returning to
the more passive view of government which
prevailed fifty or a hundred years ago. Se;-
government is a difficult, and even perilous
undewtaking: it always has been. In some ways,
it is more difficult now than it used to be. But the
fact that these difficulties exist is not an argument
for running away from them It is an argument
for sharpening our critical analysis, but not for
sinking ito destructive pessim

LL THIS APPLIES as much to Britain as to
Athe rest of the western world. Yet in certaiin
respects the situation in tbhs country has no
parallel elsewhere.

The British are not alone in critiising their
political institutions. They are alone, at any rate
among the major Western democracies, in the
extent to which the volume, frequency and depth
of their criticisms have increased over the last
thirty years. And this state of affairs deserves
more investigation than those engaged in the day-
to-day party struggle are willing or perhaps
Able, to give iL

It has two obvious causes. The first is that over
the 30-year period which I have been disusig,
Britain has suffered a uniquely rapid, steep sad
emotionally disturbing loss of power, relatively
and absolutely. It is true, of course, that Britain's
decline as a world power began long before the
beginning of that period-at the latest in the
aftermath of the First World War, and arguably
as long ago as the end of the 19th century. But her
decline was masked by her victory in the Second
World War, which seemed, to most of her
citizens, to vindicate, not just democracy in
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general, but Britain's special form of democracy
in particular. The "Westminster mnodel", indeed
in a literal sense the Westminster citadel, had been
tested under fire, and had survived the test. That
mood lasted until the early 1950s, fortified first
and more significantly by the achievement of the
post-War Labour Government in establishing a
welfare state which seemed to provide a model for
less fortunate peoples to copy, and then by the
achievetnent of its Conservative successor in
softening its austerities without attacking its
essential basis. At some point in the mid-1950s,
however, there began a painful twenty years of
increasingly obv'ous decline; and it would have.
been surprising if this had not unleashed a mood
of questioning and self-doubt.

During those twenty years, moreover, successive
British governments failed to compensate for the
loss of political power with economic success.
Goverr'ment after government proclaimed that,
unlike its predecessors, it knew the secret of
economic growth: that now, at last, Britain's
economic performance would start to catch up
with those of her neighbours and competitors:
that the problems of low productivity and
declining competitiveness which had been a
feature of British industry since the late-19th
century were at last on the point of being over-
come. Depressingly but not altogether sur-
prisingly, government after government failed to
do anything of the kind. It is conceivable that if
we had not tried so energetically to increase the
rate of growth in the short run, we might have
done more to increase our capacity to grow more
rapidly in the longer run. Perhaps if the promises
had been less alluring, the performance would
have been less disappointing. In any event the
widening gap between promise and performance-
the contrast between the increasingly strident
nature of the promises and the increasingly
meagre character of the results-has fortified the
mood of institutional self-doubt which the retreat
from Empire would almost certainly have caused
in any event.

Tts BRINGS ME to my second question: is the
change of mood which I have been trying to
describe justified?

It is not wholly so. There are considerable
strengths in the British system. To some exter.'
they are more apparent to me now than they were
when I lcft the House of Commons a year ago. It
was a singularly dismal period in British politics.
Partisanship seemed more important than

national recovery. Controversial and unwanted
measures were forced through a reluctant
Parliament. Other governments viewed from
Westminster seemed less politically motivated,
more courageous, and certainly more effective:
almost comparative paragons of political virtue.
Now, seen from the outside, I take a somewhat
more balanced view. British government has
become calmer, firmer and more relevmat. And
other governments, seen at closer quarters, seem
more vulnerable to the political pressures and
consequent weaknesses to which almost all
"human flesh is heir."

At a different level, it is important to remember
that the relative decline in British power was
inevitable, and-to the extent that it was due to
a loss of Empire-actually desirable. The military
and diplomatic role which Britain played in the
late 1940s was unsustainable, and the importance
it appeared to give her in world affairs was to a
large extent artificial. It owed less to her intrinsic
strength than to the devastation which the war
had brought to continental Europe, and it was
bound, sooner or later, to be eroded. It is at least
arguable, moreover, that Britain managed her
relative decline more gracefully and less disturb-
ingly than could reasonably have been expected,
and that part of the credit should go to the
political institutions and conventions which made
it possible for her leaders to do this.

Yet, when all possible qualifications have been
made, there can be no doubt that the British
political system has failed adequately to promote
the long-term interests of the British people-not
merely over the last 20 years, but over a much
longer period. In my view there can also be no
doubt that that failure has been due, not merely
to obdurate circumstance, but to some features
of our system of government and politics and to
the assumptions and conventions which underpin
it.

DEsrrm ouR NArtONAL PRIDE in our practicality
and adaptability, and a common assumption
among some foreign observers that we will
always be skilled enough to "muddle through",
one of the features of British history for the last
70 years and more is the incapacity of British
social, economic, and political institutions to
adapt to the need for domestic change. Of course,
ours is not the only society of which this could be
said. Some societies-France under the Third
Republic, post-Risorgimento Italy, pre-
Revolutionary Russia, the Austro-Hungarian
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Empire-have been much less adaptable than
ours. But the list hardly provides ground for
comfort.-

Compared with post-War Germany, post-War
Japan, the United States for virtually the whole

-- of its history-compared for that matter with
early-Victorian Britain-modern Britain has
been sluggish, uninventive, and unadaptable, not
merely economically but socially and politically
as well. It is true, of course, that this state of
affairs has been due, in part, to social and cultural
factors which may at first sight appear to have
little to do with politics and government. But
our political assumptions and institutions reflect
these social and cultural factors, and in turn
reinforce them.

I do not believe that we can make our way in
the rough world of the late twentieth century
unless we can make our society more adaptable,
and I do not believe that we can make our society
more adaptable unless we can change the political
habits which at present hinder adaptation.

TREE FEATURES of our political life seem
Tto me particularly unfortunate from this

point of view.
The first is that we have developed an un-

satisfactory set of relationships between Central
and Local government, Parliament, and the
Courts-as a result of which British Governments
have both too much and too little power. In
theory, Parliament is sovereign. As old-fashioned
exponents of its virtue never tire of reminding us,
it can do anything it likes except perhaps change
the climate. But in reality, of course, Parliament
is sovereignbnly in a highly technical sense which
has little in common with the normal connotation
of the word. Its capacity to scrutinise and control
the civil service, and to influence policy at the
formative stage, is inndequate-smaller, I think,
than the European Parliament's capacity to influ-
ence the policy of the European Commission. In
normal circumstances, when the government of
the day has a secure majority, its capacity even to
alter the details of legislation is not much greater.

What parliamentary sovereignty really means
is party sovereignty: and a party that wins a bare
majority of seats in the House of Commons
enjoys the full fruits of sovereignty, even if it has
won the votes of well under half the electorate. So
long as its members obey the whip, such a party
can force through whatever legislation it wishes,
even on matters which in most other democracies
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would require an amendment to the constitution.
Although the courts have begun to show more
willingness to challenge the executive than they
used to do, their ability to resist a determined
government with a parliamentary majority at its
back is severely limited. But in spite of(or perhaps
because of) the vast apparatus of power at the
command of the sovereign party, the great
bureaucracies of Whitehall are unadventurous,
inflexible and ilt-adapted to the task of managing
a society with little but its wits to live on, while
the lesser but more inflated bureaucracies of local
government are stil more so.

The net result is that British Governments find
it all too easy to carry through harmful changes,
and extraordinarily difficult to carry through
beneficial ones. They can take an industry in and
out of public ownership at the drop of a hat
Raising Britain's industrial productivity to the
leel of her competitors has proved beyond them.

AuL THA ts uS rtwRs by far from satisfactory
relationships between governments and the great
producer groups-organised labour on the one
hand, and the organised employers on the other.
AD advanced Westcrn democracies have had to

- -develop forms of consultation between the Trade
Unions, the Employers, and the State; the fact
that Britain has done so too should occasion
no surprise, stil less dismay. But although there
is nothing wrong with the fact of such tripartism,
there is a great deal wrong with the form which
it has taken in this country.

Almost by definition, the great producer groups
are highly conservative. They derive their power
from their weight in the economy as it Is, and
they therefore have a natural tendency to want
the economy to stay as it is. They want prosperity
and growth, of course; but they do not want the
disturbance without which growth is impossible.

The Trade Unions are all for higher investment;
,ithey are less enthusiastic about reducing the

manning levels which make new investment
unprofitable. Business leaders are all for the free
play of the market: that does not prevent them
from scurrying to the government for help when
market forces threaten them with bankruptcy.

A society in need of innovation therefore needs
an open form of tripartisn, so that the public
interest can be brought to bear on the bargaining
between the producer groups and the State
before the deals are made. What we have in fact
is secrecy, punctuated by leaks-a state of affairs
which enables each party to the bargain to shuffle
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off its responsibility on to the others, aud
ensures that the general public, which has no way
of arriving at the truth, becomes more cynical
about the system than it was before.

LASr, aUT BtY NO mEAmS LLsr, among the features
of our political life which most seriously inhibit
innovation and adaptability is a rigid, and at the
same time unusually backward-looking party
system. This undoubtedly exacerbates some of
the deficiencies I have described: the weakness, at
any rate when there is a clear-cut majority, of the
House of Commons in the face of the Executive,
the weakness of the general public in the face of..
the producer groups, the weakness of reforming
officials and ministers in the face of bureaucratic
inertuL

How should we look for structural political
improvement?

IRST, WE MUST SEEK a more flexible party
F system. I have been a party politician for all
my adult life, and I still believe that a properly
functioning party system provides the best form
of government for a society like ours. But the
main parties must be at once more modest and
more tolerant. They must recognise that they are
far from being the repositories of all wisdom.
Neither is always right and neither is always
wrong-although sometimes they are both
wrongl They must also recognise a sustained
duty, in good electoral times as well as in bad, to
represent the outlook and aspirations of the broad
segment of the nation from whom they get
support, and not merely that of party zealots-
and they must also respect the views of those who
do not support them. They must allow greater
independence of view and vote to individual
Members of Parliament within their own ranks.
Nor should they seek to snuff out minority
parties in Parliament; an electoral system,
however hallowed, certainly should not ie
defended on the grounds that it comes near to
doing that. I think that the public, suspicious of
political oligarchies, rather likes a more plural
Parliament.

There is also a further problem. Many voters
today would distinguish sharply between their
willingness to vote for a moderate Labour
Government and one which might become
extremist, or indeed between a moderate and a
doctrinaire Conservative Government. The ballot
box provides no means of enabling them to

express positively such important preferences.
Indeed paradoxically by helping to pile up an
unrestrained majority for either they may produce
exactly the result 'hat they do not want. At a time
when so many other constitutional issues, from
the future shape of the United Kingdom to a
unicameral legislature arm at issue, I do not believe
that we can possibly regard our traditional
electoral system as a subject which is taboo. We
need primaries, or some form of proportional
representation, or both.

SEcoND, we NEED (independently of changes of
government) more continuity and consistency of
policy. Only thus have we a chance of escaping
from the economic failures of the past. A good
test of whether a major piece of legislation is
worth passing is whether it has a reasonable
chance of not being repealed by the next govern-
ment of a different political persuasion. This is
not a recipe for inertia or even for lack of
political controversy. Some of the most bitterly
contested measures of the last hundred years-
from the electoral reform bills and major social
advance to the setting up of commercial tele-
vision, to take an example from the Right-have
been inviolate once on the Statute Book, for the
very good reason that they were sufficiently
relevant and popular that they quickly became
part of the social fabric, and could only have
been uneon- at the cost of considerable electoral
damage to the opposing party. But measures
which ate the shuttlecocks of party politics, and
often do a lot of damage to industry and society
in the course of the game, serve little purpose
other than that of discrediting the legislature.

THtRD. WE NEm to reconcile the demands for
more local autonomy with the fact, only super-
ficially contradictory, that international inter-
dependence has already snatched some major
issues away from any possibility of effective
control even by national governments and,
therefore, from national parliaments.

This has nothing to do with theoretical defences
of the sovereignty of Westminster. It is concerned
with (on the one hand; the extent to which the
power of decision on trading climate or monetary
questions, for example, has already fled from
these shores, whether to Washington, Brussels,
or even Tokyo; and (on the other) the local revolt
against remoteness in the administration of local
matters. With good sense and calm judgment
both can, in my view, be handled as well as we
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handled the retreat from Empire and far better
than we handled, say the Irish question in the late
19th and early 20th celturies. The Westminster
Parliament is notoriously overworked. It should
not be too worried about a little concentration of
its energies. But there are two provisos.

First, we simply cannot afford more layers of
government, or multiplications of bureaucracy. I
say that as someone who, contrary to a wide-
spread view, presides over one of the smallest in
the world for its task. The Brussels Commission
staff is smaller than that of the Wandsworth
Borough Council in London. When a new layer
is put in, an existing one should be taken out.

Second, as we introduce new and complicated
frontiers of competence, I do not think we can or
should avoid some measure of judicial review.
Most countries get along with it very well. It may
need a &reater degree of political and social
awareness than is at present the British judicial
tradition.

YET IT WOULD BE WRONG to end on tooY pessimistic a note, There are undoubtedly
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neglected ailments in British politics, but there is
no reason to fear that the illness is terminal. The
ferment of institutional argument and self-
questioning. to which I referred at the beginning.
may even, I believe, be a sign that we are
beginning to recover. It is true, that at present, the
questions are being asked more loudly and
insistently outside Westminster than inside. It is
also true that many party politicians-though not
the outside public-are still reluctant to admit that
the party system is itself a considerable cause of
the other institutional ills from which we suffer,
and that it is faintly ludicrous to hope to put
society to rights while preserving as the one
sacrosanct element every aspect of our now
somewhat ossified political system. Hardly the
most inspiring or convincing message for the
future, if I may paraphrase slightly, would be:

Let wealth and commerce laws and larniL die.
But ave us ntill our old poity

But I am not convinced that this need be the
stark choice. I have always believed in reform
rather than revolution. That is wholly applicable
to the political position today.
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THE FIRST HANSARD SOCIETY LECTURE*

THE CHANGING FACE OF PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY

By The Rt. Hon. George Thomas
Speaker of the House of Commons

I AM intrigued to know that the Hansard Society's next annual con-
ference is to discuss the question "Is Parliament Failing the Nation?" The
very fact that such a question could be posed should be enough to cause
alarm bells to clang loudly in the ears of parliamentarians. At the very
end of this discussion, I shall turn my own attention to that question, but
firstly I want to indicate the major changes that we have introduced into
the functioning of Parliament in an effort to meet the changing needs of
this generation.

Parliament, and in particular the elected House of Commons, though
the Upper House has its part to play, is the custodian of our liberties. It
remains essentially true in 1982, as it has been for centuries, that the
guardian of our liberties and our rights is the High Court of Parliament
itself. The post-war years in Britain have witnessed very significant
changes in the political, economic and social framework of our country.
Take one example, our membership since 1973 of the European
Community has meant that we have had to adapt our work in order to
keep in step with that development. It is adaptability to change and
progress which has done so much to ensure the continuity of Parliament.
The continuity. of our Parliament has lent stability to our country. My
own office is over 600 years old and through the centuries the House has
invested the Speakership with considerable authority. For the past two
centuries the Speaker has been expected to be out of the party battle and
to be completely impartial. The exercise of the Speaker's authority is
possible only when the House has the feeling that he is fair as between
one side and the other.

If I were asked to identify the most far reaching development in
parliamentary life since the war, I could with justification point to the
very substantial increase in Parliament's responsibilities and workload,
and it is in the context of that increase that we have decided upon changes
in the Select Committee system of the House of Commons. The
Commons has been growing increasingly restive about the inability of
Parliament to control the executive, that is, the government of the day.
Due to the growth in volume and complexity of government action, the

'This lecture was delivered at the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, on 14 May, before an audience
drawn mainly from sixth formers.
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development of the party system and the necessity to get legislation
passed, power has imperceptibly but inevitably been transferred from the
Commons to the governhient. Thus the House of Commons from time to
time has been obliged to vote enormous sums of money for public
expenditure without being satisfied that it had adequately debated the
sums required. Recent major changes in our Select Committee system
have been undertaken in order to restore the influence of individual
members, and therefore of the Commons itself, by enabling members to
exercise effectively their traditional rights and functions in the question-
ing of ministers and, equally important, of our bureaucracy. Through
these dynamic Select Committees we seek to ensure that both Parliament
and the government are responsive to the wishes of the electorate. The
fact that Select Committees are able to cross-examine in searching
fashion both ministers and their advisers and the chairmen of national-
ised industries has brought new tracts of public sector to be accountable
to the House of Commons.

We set up a procedure committee in 1977/78 and it recommended the
setting up of twelve new committees to cover the activities of all
departments of government and all nationalised industries and Quangos
within the responsibility of the departments concerned. The Leader of the
House at the time was Mr Norman St. John-Stevas, who in my judgment
will rank as one of the greatest parliamentary reformers in this century
because he fought to bring power back to the Commons through these
Select Committees. When he was moving the Resolution in the House to
set them up, he said that he saw them as enabling Parliament to fulfil its
function-not to govern, that is for the government, but to subject the
executive to limitations and controls to protect the liberties of the
individual citizen, to defend him against the arbitrary use of power by
people in authority, to focus the mind of the nation on the great issues of
the day by the maintenance of continuous dialogue and discussion and,
by remaining at the centre of the stage, to impose parliamentary conven-
tions or manners on the whole political system.

The setting up of the Select Committees has proved to be a giant step
forward in bringing back to the Commons a power and authority that it
had lost. If I were a minister still-I once had that privilege-or a chief
civil servant, I know that I would not be very fond of them, because
inevitably they lead to an increase of work in the departments and it
means that departments have to be able to defend decisions which they
have taken. These reforms were rightly hailed in the debate that initiated
them as a step that would alter the relations between the executive and the
House of Commons and would go a fair way towards redressing the
balance of power.

It is still early days of course, but on the whole reaction to the work of
the Select Committees has been favourable. It is significant that most of
their sittings are held in public and that they can travel from place to
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place to take evidence, all of which can be seen to be adding to the impact
and the immediacy of their proceedings. An excellent illustration is the
fact that when the riots took place in Bristol in April of 1980, the Race
Relations Sub-Committee of the Home5Office Committee was able to go
to Bristol the very next month to make its enquiries. In addition, there
are certain other spin-off results: most importantly, perhaps, the sheer
volume of evidence collected, both oral and written on all sorts of
subjects from ministers, civil servants and involved parties in general.
Quite apart from the reassurance offered by the idea of the executive
being questioned in public by elected representatives of the people, it is
also indisputable that the evidence of the Select Committees will provide
valuable historical records for posterity. As they grow in influence, the
chairmanship of these Committees will also take on new significance. In
the House of Commons there have always been very distinguished
members who have no desire to become ministers, but who will enjoy the
power and the responsibility of the chairmanship of Select Committees.

The civil service itself had to decide how it would respond to the setting
up of the Select Committees and the Memorandum of Guidance for
government officials produced by the former Civil Service Department
required departments to do their best to reply to the reports of Select
Committees within two months and to give reasons for not doing so
before two months have lapsed if a considered reply is not possible.
Edward Du Cann, the chairman of the Liaison Committee which consists
of every chairman of every Select Committee, summed up the achieve-
ments of the new system in a recent article by saying that apart from
simply opening the system up, in a little more than a year's work the
Select Committees have produced more than fifty reports. The quality
overall has been high. A few have had substantial results. For example,
the report from the Foreign Affairs Committee on the Canadian constitu-
tion has become a textbook on that subject. The Home Affairs Com-
mittee report on the so-called "sus" law-the right of the police to stop
and search-led to immediate reform. The Treasury Committee's report
on public expenditure had illuminated the debates in the House of
Commons on that subject and its criticisms about public sector pay
settlements were accepted by the government. Its study of monetary
policies is a notable reference work.

It could also be said that Members of Parliament are contributing
more significantly to the solution of the problems of our generation by
the committee work that they do in the House. People in the gallery may
often notice how few members there are at a given moment on the floor
of the chamber, but the House is teeming with committees and we trust
that that is where the Members are. These committees are able to probe
such questions as the sale of council houses, monetarism, racial dis-
advantage and the funding of the arts, rather than leaving such investiga-
tions as we have in the past to Royal Commissions or to ad hoc outside
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bodies with no continuity. Our Procedure Committee recommended in
1977/78 that the House of Commons should no longer rest content with
an incomplete and unsystematic scrutiny of the activities of the exeftutive
merely as a result of historical accident or sporadic pressures, and it is
equally desirable for the different branches of the public service to be
subject to an even and regular incidence of Select Committee investiga-
tion into their activities. Our generation has seen a monumental increase
in investigative journalism; the Commons has more than matched this by
an increase in investigative Select Committees. Of course, these com-
mittees add to the work of government departments-they must be the
bane of their life-but they help to give new power to the elected
representatives of the people.

I want to look now at the broadcasting of our parliamentary proceed-
ings which has been another substantial means of us acquainting the
people of Britain with the activities of Parliament. Many will have noticed
the noise factor. It has always been present in Parliament, but it came as a
shock to the public, which heard for the first time the baying of angry
voices. However, all of us with long experience in the Commons are
aware that with the exception, and it is an exception, of Prime Minister's
Question Time, our proceedings are much quieter than once they were. I
am convinced that the broadcasting of our parliamentary proceedings
has been justified by results. Although I acknowledge it has not done
much to enhance the dignity of our proceedings themselves, the public
are much more aware of what is being said in their name in Parliament
and they are also more aware of how it is being said.

Every day our public galleries in the Commons are crowded with
people who want to see as well as to hear the proceedings, and this leads
me to the fact that the televising of Parliament is a very lively issue in the
minds of many Members. I do not anticipate that it will come about in
the life of this Parliament, but television is such a powerful part of the
media that I have no doubt at all that the clamour for televising our
proceedings will continue. Television has become a natural part of our
everyday life. As Speaker I am precluded from giving my opinion, but I
can get very close to it for I can indicate what I know is in the mind of my
colleagues. I believe that this issue will not go away.

There is no doubt that both the BBC and the independent companies
have gained much experience in using recorded material" thus ensuring
that the nightly news bulletins on radio and on television are much more
exciting because the actual voice of the Members addressing the House is
heard. Quotations from the speeches of the Prime Minister, the Leader of
the Opposition and others adds to the liveliness of the news bulletins and
it certainly is an additional way in which Parliament is able to speak to the
people. Our recent debates on the Falkland Islands crisis have had an
enormous audience throughout the land. There are millions of our fellow
citizens who are better informed on that crisis because our proceedings
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have been broadcast than they would otherwise have been, while the
knowledge that our proceedings have been broadcast has a substantial
effect in the Commons itself. Every Member who is called to address the
House is aware that he is speaking not only to his parliamentary
colleagues but that his voice may ring in every home in the land.

There are other ways in which the House of Commons has taken
positive steps to expand and to improve our communications with the
general public. We seek to provide more information about our
organisation and business. We have established a separate Public
Information Office which is quite a recent development but is already
handling over 50,000 enquiries a year, mainly by telephone concerning
the business of the House, the stage that a Public Bill has reached,
whether a particular Select Committee has made its report and other such
issues. We have appointed a Parliamentary Education Officer who is in
touch with schools throughout the country. It is thus clear that so far as
we are concerned there is a conscious effort to reach out to the com-
munity and to ensure that there is nothing secret about our proceedings.

In my view all the changes that I have enumerated are proof of the
vitality of our parliamentary institutions. They are also solid evidence of
the underlying stability of our system of government. Never in the long
and proud history of the British people has there been a time when the
public has been better informed about what is happening at Westminster
and what changes are taking place in the form of our parliamentary
democracy. There have been odd times when the public has been more
interested in Parliament, but not many occasions. The lead up to the
Reform Bill of 1832 was a period when the whole country vibrated with
concern about decisions at Westminster. The period of the General Strike
was another time when the House hung with bated breath upon the
decisions taken in Parliament. In the everyday life of our people,
however, I think I can claim that our nation has rarely been more
interested in the proceedings of Parliament than it is today.

It is true that there is less oratory in the Commons than was the case a
few decades ago. There are not fewer orators, of course, for every day
there are far more Members who are anxious to speak than was hitherto
the case and almost every day when the Commons is sitting the tension
that faces me is the fact that far more of them want to catch my eye than
can possibly do so. Even after the numerous debates on the Falkland
Islands crisis, there are still a fair number of members of the House who
have sat through every one of those debates from beginning to the end,
jumping up every time another Member sat down, hoping to be called,
and they have not all been able to be called. So time is the enemy of
oratory in the House of Commons because Members do their best to
ensure that their speeches are not too long to allow other people to
participate. Oratory, on the other hand, as any Welsh person could tell
you requires time. We have only to go to Chapel to learn that.
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I now turn to the question which the Hansard Society will discuss at its
next conference. Is Parliament Failing the Nation? I ask myself, what
does the nation expect of Parliament? If you were elected to the House,
what do you think would be expected of you?

In many ways the House of Commons is a mirror of the nation. Every
school of thought in these Islands is represented in the House of
Commons and one of my most significant duties as Speaker is to guard
minority rights, especially when they are unpopular views, and to ensure
that even the most unpopular viewpoint is heard fairly. Our Members of
Parliament are sturdy, independent people. They would not be in politics
if they were not. It's no place for weaklings. No one who has stood as a
candidate at the general election, knowing what it's like being dragged
through a hedge, can fail to develop qualities that are indicative of
strength of character. I believe in the doctrine of Edmund Burke that
Members of Parliament are not delegates of a caucus; they are repre-
sentatives of constituencies. They are not answerable to a handful; they
are answerable to all the people whom they represent. I believe that our
parliamentary democracy would suffer grievous change if members were
simply mandated delegates on every issue which comes before the House.
Through past centuries in our history the Speaker of the House of
Commons has had the responsibility of guarding the rights of that House
and therefore the rights of the British people. For if Westminster be
undermined, Britain is undermined. If real democracy is challenged in
that place, then it is challenged throughout the land.

I would be unworthy of my predecessors if I did not say to the nation at
this time that I believe that our parliamentary democracy will be safe only
as long as Members of Parliament are, within the chamber of the
Commons responsible above all to their own consciences. The party
system which has developed through the past century means that
Members are elected on party tickets and undertake to give their loyalty
to their party on whose programme the electors sent them to West-
minster. Ever since I entered Parliament, however, and I believe long
before, it has been understood by each party that when a Member felt
that his conscience put him out of step with the decisions being taken by
the party his integrity is acknowledged and his position understood.
Mandated delegates in Westminster would change the historic parlia-
mentary democracy which we have enjoyed and for which our fathers
died. Many went to prison, many suffered that we could have the sort of
democracy that we enjoy today.

Our parliamentary democracy with Members of Parliament answer-
able to their constituents is the envy of the world. To bring such a system
to an end would mean the liberties that our fathers guarded so jealously
would be put in danger. There is abundant evidence that in our society at
large today there are people who do not believe in our parliamentary
democracy. They are like weevils in the woodwork: if ignored they can
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cause enormous damage to things that we value most of all. These are the
people who do not believe in free speech which is the essence of our
parliamentary system. These are the people, and there are plenty of
reports of them in the media each day, both at meetings and sometimes
even at colleges, who will seek to shout down those presenting a point of
view that is unacceptable to them. They claim liberties for themselves, but
they seek to exploit our traditional toleration of minority views and are
ruthless in their search for power. I am firmly convinced that our
parliamentary democracy will be safe only if we are aware of the danger
posed by the authoritarians in our midst. They are people who use the
language of democracy in order to destroy democracy. The greatest
heritage we have is the heritage of a parliamentary democracy with
freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom of movement, inde-
pendence of spirit. The price of our liberty is still eternal vigilance.

I can in all honesty say that although from time to time it might appear
in the Commons that there is a refusal to allow a point of view to be
advanced, everyone does in the end get a hearing. I would be ashamed to
be Speaker if I did not feel that I could guarantee a hearing for any
Member whose point of view might be upsetting the other side of the
House. With all our human frailty in Westminster, we are still the
country's ultimate bastion for freedom and if anything undermines the
authority of the elected House of Commons, then our parliamentary
democracy is indeed in peril. It is my turn now to carry the respon-
sibilities of that great and honourable Office of State called the Speaker. I
hope and pray that when the day comes for me to hand on the torch to
another Speaker I shall be able to say to him, or to her, that the toleration
and mutual respect which has strengthened Parliament in years past is
still its characteristic.

I hope that I shall be able to say that love of real liberty flows through
the veins of our people to whatever political party they may belong. Our
parliamentary democracy has a pattern that consists of many different
strands. It is not easily defined because it was not something carefully
planned but rather the product of centuries of evolution. Our fathers, to
whom we are all in debt, made this country great because they had a
strong belief in the right of every individual citizen, never mind what his
title, never mind what his resources. They believed that there are no
unimportant people and on that Christian interpretation of the value of
the individual we have built our parliamentary democracy as we know it
today. I believe that as long as we have a faith like this that keeps a careful
and critical eye upon our parliamentary institutions we shall be safe. I
believe in my heart that our democracy will be protected because
democracy is in the blood of people nurtured in these Islands. The basic
values of our society decide the quality of our Parliament and not vice
versa. Parliament has enormous influence, but Parliament reflects the
nation, it does not create the nation. It is the values that we hold that
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decide our conduct, what we believe makes us what we are, and I hope
and pray that in the years yet to be unfolded that the British people will
continue to have faith in respecting the rights of their neighbours,
respecting the law and thus respecting Parliament.

In this parliamentary democracy we believe in equality before the law,
indeed this is one of the foundations on which our society is built. It
follows from this that no one, even in pursuit of what he considers to be
his own right, has any authority to believe himself entitled to break the
law. We all have the right to demonstrate to change the law, that is our
essential heritage of freedom, but as long as it is the law, it must be
honoured. Equally it is true that no one and no organisation must ever be
able to feel that they can brush Parliament aside, as though its decisions
are less important than they themselves. Of course we are in a changing
world, and because Parliament is a living organism it also changes.
Everything that lives changes. If we are to remain a democracy, however,
the High Court of Parliament, Lords and Commons together, must
always be acknowledged as the highest Court in the land and it alone
must be entrusted with the power to control the executive and to speak
for our nation as a whole.
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The Changing Face of the
British House of Commons
In the 1970s

Until 1970. one patty normally had a poverning majority ha the House of
Commons. high voting cohesion existed in both maor partiamentsty paries, and Govn-
meats were rarely defeated in the House. In the deade of the 1970t. gorerni majorities
declined in size and then disappeared. intr-party dissent mose markedly.andGovernment
defeats in the division lobbies occurred frequently. These changes d into question
the previously held assumptions that party discipline in the House of Commons resulted
from the MPs' fears of precipitating a general election. from the powst of the whip.
from the expectation of party loyalty among the constituency parties, and frown the
Government's superior souces of information on matters of policy. A new self-reliance
among Uh is likely to sustain and reinforce the mom t for paliwmentary reform.

The period from 1945 to 1970 was one in which a number of
generalizations could be and were made about collective behaviour in the
British House of Commons. These generalizations, widely known and taught,
stated that Governments tended to have an overall majority, that parties were
cohesive in the division lobbies, and that Governments couid not be defeated.
Various hypotheses were used to explain these behavioural patterns. The decade
of the 1970s witnessed significant changes in parliamentary behavior, with the
generalizations applicable to the pre- 1970 period no longer being of use. The
purpose of this paper is to consider briefly the generalizations applicable to
the 1945-1970 Parliaments, detail the changes of the 1970s, and consider their
implications for the variables posited as being responsible for the behaviour of
pre.1970 Parliaments. The behaviour of the pre-1970 period was also a
contributory factor to pressure for parliamentary reform, and the author's
tentative analysis of the implications of the changed tWlaviour of the 1970s
for the reforn movement will be advanced by way of conclusion.

The developments of the 1970s are significant in themselves, and
thed- and their wider implications important for an understanding of the
contemporary House of Commons. This paper does not attempt to explore
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in depth any one of these developments, but seeks rather to provide an over-
view of and comment upon them. In short, it seeks to provide a sketch, and
no more than that, of the changing face of the House of Commons in the
1970s.

Padiientary Beliaisr 1945-1970

Until 1970, students of British politics could make three generali-
zations about the postwar House of Commons, generalizations that were
central to an understanding of parliamentary behaviour. All three-majority
government, party cohesion, and rarity of Governmmnt defeats-were well
known, though each was not as well documented as it might be. They may be
identified briefly as follows.

One party was normally returned to the House of Commons with
an overall majority (Table I). On two occasions the Government majorities
were small (five in 1950 and four in 1964, the latter reduced to one at the
time of dissolution), but they were nevertheless sufficient to enable the
Government on each occasion to survive for more than one session. Of the
remaining elections, four resulted in Governments being returned with two
figure overall majorities and two in Governments with three figure majorities.
The last occasion on which a Government had been formed without an
overall majority, moreover, was in 1929.

A very high degree of cohesion was a feature of both Labour and
Conservative parliamentary parties, especially so in the division lobbies of the

TABLE I
Parliamentary Majorities, 1945-1970

Parliamnt Party Returned to Office Ovenl Majoritya

194S-1950 Labour 146
19S-1951 Labour S

1951-1955 Conratme 17

1955-1959 Consevative 60
1959-1964 Conservathe 100

1964-1966 Labour 4
1966-1970 Labour 98

1970-1974 Conservative 30

Overal majority fonowin the Generad Election. The Speker is included in the party
of which he was previously a member in Tables I and 2.
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House. "1Division lists," as Samuel Patterson (1973, p.373) observed, -normal-
ly reflect(ed) complete intra-party solidarity." With the exception of the 1959-
1964 Parliament, the number of divisions in which one or more Members of
either main party cast dissenting votes constituted Icss than 10 percent,
sometimes considerably less than 1 0 percent, of all divisions in each Parliament,
and in the 1959-1964 Parliament the figure was only 135 percent of all
divisions (see Table 3, below). Indeed, in the two Parliaments of 1951-1955
and 1955-1959, there were a total of only 23 divisions in which one or more
Conservative Members entered the lobby against their own party (Norton,
1975, pp.89-136).

When dissenting votes were cast, they had little serious effect.
Conservative Members, on the whole, did not dissent in large numbers. Of the
213 divisions in which Conservative Members cast dissenting votes in the years
from 1945 to 1970, 88 involved one dissenting Member only. Throughout
the period of Conservative Government from 1951 to 1964, thee was only
one occasion when Conservative backbenchers entered the Opposition lobby
in sufficient numbers to embarrass seriously (though not remove) the Govem-
ment's majority.1 Labour Members on occasion diJ dissent in large numbers,
but when they did so their party was either in Opposition and/or the Con-
servatives abstained from voting or entered the lobby to support the Labour
Front Bench: the greater the number of dissenters, the less likelihood there
was of their entering a whipped Conservative lobby (see Table 4, below).
Twenty or more Labour Members dissented in a total of 66 divisions in the
1945-1970 period, but only one of these occasions entailed entering the Con-
servative lobby on an important issue and embarrassing the Government's
majority (see Norton, 1975, p. 296). "Despite occasional deviations," as
Ergun Ozbudun (1970, p. 305) noted, "party cohesion is a well-established
norm in British politics."2 The "occasional deviations" were few, and rarely
of a magnitude to worry the party whips or business managers.

The Government of the day was able to carry each division without
fear of defeat because of dissent by its own backbenchers or because of
opposition parties combining against it in a fully whipped division. Each
Governrtent had an overall majority, and that majority was prepared to sustain
the Government in the lobbies. A few quickly forgotten defeats did occur-a
total of ten. concentrated in though not confined to the 1950-1951 and 1964-
1966 Parliaments-but these were attributable to poor parliamentary manage-
ment by the Government whips (fbr exarr.ple, miscaculating the number of
Government supporters needed to carry a division) or, as in 1953 and 1965
(Wigg, 1972, pp. 165-167; The Times, 8 Julv 1965),3 deliberate Opposition
ploys, with Opposition Members leaving the House, hiding nearby and then
returning for a division. Due to the rarity of Government defeats, and the
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rare defeats themselves being generally overlooked, the view was expressed
that a defeat in the lobbies had to be reversed or else the Government had to
seek a vote of confidence from the House, request a dissolution, or resign (or
some variant on this theme, some sources not including the discretion to seek
to reverse a defeat; see Norton, 1978b, pp. 360-361). In 1964,Graeme Moodie
(p. 100) wrote that, except for free votes, 'it is now .ssumed as a matter of
course that any defeats in the House of Commons must be reversed or else
lead to the Government's resigning or dissolving Parliament."

To summarize, in the postwar period from 1945 to 1970 two large
parliamentary parties faced one another across the floor of the House of
Commons, both displaying a high degree of cohesion, one having an overall
majority and able to implement its wishes through that majority in the division
lobbies. In the 1970s, such observations could no longer be made, at least not
with such certainty: each required serious qualification.

he Chanesof the 1970s

The decade of the 1970s witnessed a considerable change in parlia-
mentary behaviour: factors external and internal to the House of Commons
combined to strip the above three generalizations of much of their usefulness.
Indeed, to a large extent their opposites may be stated as being, or having
been, applicable to the 1970s. These may bc identified as follows.

Minority Govemment

In 1970, a Conservative Government was returned with an overall
majority of thirty, reduced to fourteen by the end of the Parliament. In
February 1974, the Prime Minister, Edward Heath, went to the country:
from the time of that General Election to the end of the decade, minority
Government was as much a feature of British politics as was majority Govern-
ment. In the short Parliament of March to October 1974, the Labour Govern-
ment commenced with only 301 seats in a 635-Member House. In October
1974i, the Government was, returned with a small overall majority of three
(Table 2). Throagh bye-election losses (and later defections4 ) this was
gradually reduced, and in April 1976, with Mr. John Stonehouse's resignation
of the Labour whip, it lost it altogether. When the House was dissolved in
April 1979, there were 305 Labour Members out of a total of 627 voting
Members (vacancies and the Speaker and his three Deputies excluded); the
Government was in a nominal minority by seventeen votes. The short 1974
Parliament was the first one-session Parliament since 1924. rhe 1974-1979
Parliament was the only one of the century in which a Government slipped
from having a majority to a minority of Members and continued to govern for
a full five-session Parliament.
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TABLE 2
Parliamentary Majorities, 1970-1979

Majority ...
. .. follo Fig a t

Paurlament Party Returned to Office General Election Diolution

1970-1974 Consertive 30 14
1974 Labour -3- -37
1974-1979 Labour 3 -17
1979- Consecvative 43

High Incidence of Intm-Parry Dissent

By British parliamentary standards, the decade witnessed a high
incidence of intra-party dissent, with each of the Parliaments of 1970-1974,
1974, and 1974-1979 experiencing the public expression of significant dissent
in the division lobbies. Twenty percent or more of divisions in each Parliament
witnessed dissenting votes, and in some individual sessions the proportion was
well over 30 percent. The 1970-1974 Parliament saw a considerable increase
in dissent by Conservative backbenchers, producing Conservative Members
who were willing to vote against the Government not only in more divisions
than had previously been the case, but also (unusual for a party of tendencies
as opposed to factions5 ) more consistently and in greater numbers; the
Parliamentary Conservative Party came the closest it had been in postwar
history to experiencing something akin to factional dissent (Norton, 1978a,
ch. 8 and pp. 244-254; 1976b). A total of 204 divisions witnessed dissenting
votes by one or more Conservatives. 64 of them involving ten or more dis-
senters; in 50 of these 64 divisions, the dissenters entered the whipped lobby
of their opponents (Norton, 1978a. ch. 8).

A high incidence of dissent was maintained in the short 1974 Parlia-
ment. especially on the Conservative side of the kiouse (Norton, 1977a), and
continued in the 1974-1979 Parliament, though with Labour Members now
taking the lead in voting against their own Government. No less than 28 per-
cent of all divisions in the latter Parliament saw votes cast against their own
party by one or mnore (usually more) Labour or Conservative Members. Labour
Members proved increasingly willing to vote against their own party: one or
more Labour Members voted against their own side in 30 percent of whipped
divisions in the 1976-1977 session; in the following session, the proportion
was 36 percent of divisions, and in the last session of 1978-1979 the proportion
was an unprecedented 45 percent (Norton, 1980). This was coupled with a
greatcr willingness to enter the official Conservative lobby (see Table 4, below).
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Conservative backbenchers for their part, proved willing also to express their
disagreement with their leadership in even more divisions than in 1970-1974,
albeit of less significance now that they were in Opposition. The result of
this greater voting independence by Members on both sides of the House was
that there were more divisions experiencing dissenting votes in the 1974-1979
Parliament than there were in the whole of the period from 1945 to 1970
(see Table 3).

The root cause for this change in behaviour is to be found in the
1970-1974 Parliament. An analysis of that Parliament has identified the
variable responsible for the increase in and seriousness of Consertive back-
bench dissent as the Prime Ministerial leadership of Mr. Eaward Heath. The
policies which Mr. Heath was responsible for introducing (or was closely
identified with), the manner in which they were introduced and then pushed
through the Commons. his failure to communicate effectively with his own
backbenchers either at the personal level of friendship or at the intellectual
level of explaining his policies and actions (especially the so-called U-turns
of 1972), and his failure to use judiciously his powers of appointment and
patronage, all coalesced to produce a parliamentary party that was unsure of
itself hid divided intemally, with those Members who disagreed with Govern-
ment policy believing that they had no acceptable alternative but to vote

TABLE 3
Divisions With Dissenting Votes, 1945-1979

Parliament Number of Divisons
(Dates and no. With Dine'rm Votes Percent of Divisions
of sessions) Total LabourA Conwsvaive 8 With Disnting Votes

1945-SO (4) 87 79 27 7
1950-51 (2) 6 5 2 2.5
1951-55 (4) 25 17 11 3
195549(4) 19 10 12 2
1959-64 (5) 137 26 120 13.5
19646 (2) 2 1 1 0.5
1966-70(4) 124 109 41 9.5
1970-74 (4) 221 34 204 20
1974 (1) 25 8 21 23
1974-79 (5) 423 309 240 28

OAs one division may witnes dissenting votes by Labour and Conservative Members.
the Labour and Conservative flrues do not necessarily add up to the number in the
total column.
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against their own side (Norton, 1978a, ch. 9). Although Mr. Heath was to be
removed fiim the leadership of the Conservative Party in February 1975,
the foregoing factors contributing to his defeat (see Norton, 1976d), the
serious dissent by Government backbenchers during his premiership provided
precedents for later occasions of significant dissent by Labour Members, as
indicated in Table 4 (Norton, 1978a, p. 274; note also the comments of
Aitken, 1978; "Talking Politics," 1978; Braine, 1979). The importance of this
dissent, though, was not merely that it increased quantitatively, but, more
importantly, that it did so qualitatively, if one may so term it. For the first
time in postwar history, Government backbenchers proved willing to join with
their opponents to defeat their own Government in the division lobbies.

Multiple Goverment Defeats

The decade of the 1970i witnessed a significant number of Govem-
ment defeats in the lobbies, significant not only by comparison with preceding
postwar Parliaments bat also by comparison with Parliaments of this century
s a whole. Between July 1905 and March 1972, according to the researches

of this author, there were 34 Government defeats in the division lobbies (there
were no defeats in the period from 1966 to 1972), that is, 34 defeats in a
67-year period. Between April 1972 and April 1979-a period of only 7
years-there was a total of 65 Government defeats in the House of Commons'
division lobbies. Six of these took place in the 1970-1974 Parliament, 17 in
the short 1974 Parliament, and the remaining 42 in that of 1974-1979
(Norton, 1978a, p. 207; Norton, 1980, appendix).

Not only were there a considerable number of defeats, but many
were on issues of importance, indeed, increasingly so. They included defeats
on the Second Reading of a Bill (the Reduction of Redundancy Rebates Bill
in February 1977), only the second time this century that a Government has
lost the Second Reading of a measure, and on the Third Reading of a Bin (the
Local Authority Works (Scotland) Bill in July 1977). However, these two
defeats, given the circumstances in which they took place,are not as important
a on the face of it they may appear. Other defeats encompassed the following:
on the central provisions of a Bill (the Dock Work Regulation Bill, which,
combined with a later defeat, was effectively lost); on important financial
legislation (notably the 1978 Finance Bill); on a guillotine motion for the
Government's most important constitutional measure (the 1977 Scotland and
Wales Bill), as a result of which the Bill in its original form was lost; on
important provisions of the subsequent Scotland Bill and Wales Bill (including
the fateful amendments stipulating a 'Yes' vote by 40 percent of all eligible
voters in the I March 1979 referendums); on Expenditure White Papers in



TABLE 4
Size of Dissenting Labour Lobbies: 194S-1979

(Nunitcr of divisions Il which Labour dissenters entered
oMcial Conservative lobby given in parenthesis)

Number of
Dissenting [Number of Divisions
Labour MPs 1945-50 1950-S1 195145 1955-59 195944 196446 1966-70 1970-74 1974 1974-19

lonly 16(14) 1(0) I(1) 2(0) 12(7) 1(1) 18(13) 13(7) I(1) 53(32)
2-9 27 (15) 2 (1) 5 (0) 6 (1) 8 (0) 0 (0) 16 (4) 6 (2) 0 (0) 87 (41)
10-19 17 (4) 1(0) 3(0) 0(0) 1(0) 0(0) 44 (I)b 5(1) 1(0) 49(14)
20-29 5 (1) 0(0) 2(0) 0(0) 4(0) 0(0) 10 (I) 1(0) 1(0) 31 (4)
30-39 9 (I) 1(0) 2(0) 1(0) 0(0) 0(0) 10 (0) 3(0) 2(0) 20 (0)
40-49 4 (0) 0(0) I (O) 0(0) I (0) 0(0) S (0) 3(0) 2(0) 25 (I)
50 or more I (0) 0 (0) 3 (0) 1 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (0) 3(1 ) 1 (0) 44 (3)

Total 79(35) 5(1) 17(1) 10(1) 26(7) 1(1) 109519) 34111) 8(1) 309(95)

a'n addItion. In this Parliament Labour dissenters joined with a sufficient Luinber of unwhipped Convervtive Members to Impose
Government dereata on six occahion.

bLabour Members voting against Government during passage of Parliament (No. 2) Bil not Included as voting in official Conservative
lobby (Opposition whips not beln applied In the divisions).

Wote on the principic of entry Into the EEC whcn Labour dbienters entered unwhipped Conservative lobby.

z
0

0
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practice in 1976 and 1977 (both precipitating confidence votes); on the
central provision of the Government's economic policy (sanctions against
firms oreaking the 5 percent pay limit) in December 1978; and, of course,on
a motion of no confidence on 28 March 1979. Other defeats included those
on the issue of holding the inquiry into the Crown Agents' affair in public
and on the devaluation of the so-called Green Pound. AU of these examples
are taken from the 1974-1979 Parliament. The defeats in the division lobbies
were reinforced also by defeats in standing committees. In the 1970-1974
Parliament there were defeats on 24 issues, a total of 28 divisions being involved
(Norton,1976c); in the 1974-1979 Parliament, the number of defeats appears
to have been in the region of no less than 100 (estimate based on Schwartz,
1978).6

These defeats, of course, were defeats on measures that the Govern-
ment brought before the House. There are instances as well of the Government
v'thdrawing Bills apparently for fear of defeat as, for example, a measure to
regulate shotguns in the 1970-1974 Parliament (Lawson and Bruce-Gardyne,
1976, pp. 174-175), and the 1976 Weights & Measures Bill, withdrawn two
days before its scheduled Second Reading (Burton and Drewry, 1978, p.143).

The defeats taking place in the 1970s were the consequence of
minority Government and the increase in intra-party dissent. Those in the
short 1974 Parliament, and a minority (19) of those in the 1974-1979 Parlia-
ment, were attributable to opposition parties combning against a minority
Government. The 6 defeats in the 1970-1974 Parliament, and a majority (23)
of those in the 1974-1979 Parliament were attributable to dissent by Govern-
ment backbenchers. Of the 6 defeats under Mr. Heath's Government, the
most important was that on the immigration rules in 1972 (horton, 1976a).
which provided a precedent for later defeats. As one leading dissenter noted
to the author, once the Government had been defeated on one occasion it
was much easier to cin it a second time. Just as one defeat provided a precedent
for another, so the experience of one Parliament provided the precedent for
another. Conservative backbenchers demonstrated that it was possible to join
with the Opposition and impose a Government defeat without necessarily
endangering the Government's continuance in office. It was a precedent
recognized and used by a number of Labour Members opposed to various
Labour Government policies or proposals, and after several defeats in t.-
1974-1979 Parliament, as one Labour Member responsible for engineering
a number of them noted (in the author's presence), their occurrence came
to constitute something of a habit.

To summarize, the decade of the 1970s saw a period of minority
Government, a high incidence of Conservative and (later) Labour Members
voting against their own party, and, as a result, a significant number of
Government defeats in the division lobbies, some of them taking place on
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important issues, indeed, on occasion, on items central to the Govemment's
economic strategy. These changes are important in themselves. They also have
important implications for previously held assumptions as to why Members did
not engage in such a degree of voting independence and their reasons for
refraining from seeking consciously (when on Government backbenches) to
defeat the Government on issues on which there was disagreement with the
line taken by the Treasury Bench.

Wider Implications of Behavioural Changes

In order to explain the high level of cohesion and the rarity of
Government defeats in the postwar period from 1945 to 1970, a number of
hypotheses were advanced. Some of these have retained their usefulness: the
events of the 19th century and the consequent growth of organised, mass-
membership political parties (and party allegiances) help explain a continuing
high level of party c ohesion in the Commons (see Norton, forthcoming, ch. 2).
Even in the 1970s, Members voted against their own parties exceptionally
rather than usually. However, although a number of assumptions were prevalent
in the pre-1970 period as to why there was such a high level of cohesion in
the postwar period and no Government defeats (other than those wrought on
odd occasions by mismanagement or, in Govemitrent eyes, Opposition trick-
ery), these were Tlearly vulnerable as a result of the events of the 1970s. The
opposition of a number of Conservative backbenchers to a number of Govern-
ment proposals and their exasperation at Mr. Heath's manner of pushing them
through and unwillingness to heed their criticisms in the 1970-1974 Parlia-
ment, aided later to some e>tent by periods of minority Government, helped
to create the conditions which led to previous assumptions about influences
on parliamentary behaviour either ceasing to be relevant or to the realization
that possibly they had not been relevant before anyway.

Prior to the 1970s, it had been assumed that Members were unwilling
to engage in serious dissent because they believed that voting against one's own
party, if in Government, could lead to a defeat which could bring it down;
that the Government had a monopoly of or at least superior sources of infor-
mation which could not be matched by the official Opposition or by back-
benchers on both sides of the House; and that the whips, and constituency
parties, would take disciplinary action against dissenting Members. Let us
look at each of these in turn.

Fear of Defeat Peipitating a General Election

There was a popular belief among Members of Parliament that to
vote against one's own party in Government coule lead to its defeat and
precipitate a General Election. This belief had two consequences-
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Firstly, there was a rough correlation between a Government's overall
majority and the willingness of its backbenchers to vote against it. The larger
the majority, the more willing were they to allow their dissent to be carried to
to the lobbies-as in the Parliaments of 1945-1950, 1959-1964 and 1966.
1970-knowing that there was little likelihood of defeating the Government;
the bigger the majority, the greater the number of dissenting votes it could
sustain. The smaller the majority, as in the Parliaments of 1950-1951,1951-
1955 and 1964-1966, the less willing were Government backbenchers to dissent
(compare Tables I and 3). This correlation was recognised by Members and
whips alike.

However, in the 1970s it did not hold.Govemment supporters proved
willing to vote against their own party, regardless apparently of the size, or
lack, of its overall majority. The constraint uf being unwilling to defeat the
Government on oczasion no longer held: Members knew they could impose
a defeat without necessarily endangering its life. This point was brought home
by the defeats in the 1970-1974 Parliament,especially those on the immigration
rules in 1972, because of its importance (Norton, 1976a), and on an amend-
ment to the Local Government BiiI earlier in the same year, because of its
political insignificance. That defeat was on the issue of which local authorities
should have power to dispose of (as well as collect) garbage; this was hardly
an issue likely to motivate a Government resignation (see Norton, 1978a,
p. 106).

On this point, it is important to note also that some of the defeats in
the 1974-1979 Parliament were attributable to cross-voting by substantial
numbers of Labour backbenchers, the Government being defeated ogroccasion
by large majorities; it was not just the case of one or two Labour Members
making the difference between success and failure in a division in which the
parties were fairly evenly balanced. For example, the Government was outvoted
by 230 votes to 147 on an amendment to the 1975 Industry Bill when 50
Labour MPs cross-voted; on other occasions it went down to defeat against
majorities cf 86 (amendment to the Scotland Bill), 72 (amendment to the
Wales Bill), and 71 (another amendment to the Industry Bill). In short, there
we.. instances when the Government's small and then nonexistent overall
majority did not appear to have acted as a constraint upon Labour Members
who opposed Government policy, certainly not to the same extent as in previ-
ous periods of Labour Government.

Secondly, and concomitantly, there was the belief that a defeat in
the division lobbies had either to be reversed or else the Government must
request a dissolution or resign (or. as we have noted, some variant on this
theme). It was a belief which found expression in a number of works and
aniong MPs themselves. However, while influencing parliamentary behaviour.
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it was a belief which may be described as something of a constitutional myth.
It had no basis in any authoritative original source, nor was it a 'convention'
based on any consistent parliamentary practice. Indeed, it was belied by ex-
perience, including that of 1945 to 1970, during which time, as we have seen,
there were ten defeats in the lobbies, the most important of which (on the
Finance Bill in 1965) was accepted by the Govemment of the day. Neverthe-
less, these defeats were quickly forgotten, and most Members appear to have
continued in their belief.

The experience of the defeats in the 1970s helped lay this myth to
rest. As the decade progiessed, there was a much greater realization that a
Government was constitutionally required to resign or request a dissolution in
consequence only of a vote of no confidence.This point was made by a number
of Members when dissenting from Government policy in the 1974-1979 Parlia-
ment, as, for example, George Cunningham during debate on the guillotine
motion for the Scotland Bill (HC Deb. 939. c. 615). The defeats that took
place in the 1970s helped reinforce what in fact may be described as having
been the constitutional reality since the advent of party government h. Britain
in the 19th century, namely that there are essentially three types of G ern-
ment defeats in the Commons: those on votes of confidence, in consequence
of which the Government is required to resign or request a dissolution; those
on issues central to Government policy, in response to which the Government
may either seek a vote of confidence or request a dissolution or resign; and
those on issues which are not central to Government policy (as, for instance,
amendments to a Bill, as opposed to defeats on Second Readings of major
Bills), in response to which the Government need determine only whether to
accept them or to attempt their de facto reversal. 7

By their nature, most divisiohs in the Commons are on matters not
central to Government policy. The distinction between these types of defeats
has existed since the 1830s, and was identified explicitly in this century by
Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin in 1936 (HCDeb. 310, c. 2445), being de-
Uineated more recently by the author (Norton, 1978b). The distinction has
been recognised and adhered to by succeeding Governments, those in the
1970s responding in a manner that accorded with precedent. The Labour
Government of 1974-1979 survived various votes of confidence, as in March
1977, defeat being averted by an agreement between thc Government and the
Parliamentary Liberal Party, the so-called "Lib-Lab Pact" (see Michie and
Hoggart, 1978). Hence, it survived in office until losing by one vote the
decisive division on 28 March 1979, as a consequence of which the Prime
Minister, Mr. James Callaghan, had an audience with the Queen on the follow-
ing day to request a dissolution. The Goernmcnt suffered a small number of
defeats on issues central to Government policy-the 1976 Expenditure White
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Paper, the 1977 Expenditure White Paper in practice, and the policy of
employing sanctions against firms breaking the 5 percent pay limit. Each of
these defeats was followed by a confidence vote, though one Cabinet Minister
did apparently raise the possibility of a dissolution following the 1976 defeat
(see Norton, 1976e). The remaining defeats were on issues that the Govern-
ment deemed not central to its policy for the Parliament, and more often than
not accepted such defeats. The number of defeats, and the Government's
response to them, helped make Members and others aware of what for all
intents and purposes was the constitutional reality.

Party Whips

There was the assumption that party whips were powerful discipli-
narians, ready to pounce upon dissenters and mete out serious punishments.
This is. and to some extent, always has been, a misleading assumption. It is
important to stress that the main functions of the whips, as they have been
throughout this century and prior to it, are those of communication and
management (Norton, 1979). It is true that they help to ensure that parlia-
mentary parties are cohesive in their voting behaviour, but mostly what they
are doing is helping facilitate the cohesiveness of those who wish to be cohesive.
It is only when Members indicate their unwillingness to be cohesive on a
particular issue that the presumed "disciplinary" role of the whips comes into
play, and what their power in this respect amounts to is that of persuasion. If
Members express an intention to vote against their own side, the whips try to
dissuade them by appeals to party loyalty and by putting the Front Bench
case, if that fails they often arrange for the Members concerned to see the
relevant Front Benchers for further talks. Beyond that, there is little in
practice they can do.

The power to withdraw the writtvn whip (receipt of which signifies
membership of a parliamentary party) has fallen into disuse on the Conserva-
tive side of the House. It was last employed in 1942 (Cross, 1968) and ap-
parently last contemplated in the 1959 Pari.dment (Jackson, 1968, pp. 302-
303: Norton, 1978a. ch. 6). On the Labour side it has never resided with the
whips but rests with meetings of the Parliamentary Labour Party (see Norton,
1979, p. 25). Even if it were readily availablc to the whips, its use would likely
cause more problems than it would solve, alienating the Member concerned
and his vote for the rest of the Parliament, and possibly his constituency
party as well.8

Influence over promotion prospects, also associated with the whips
(especially the Chief Whips), may have some influence, but a Member's voting
behavionr is merely one of several factors likely to be taken into account. A
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Member may receive promotion on the basis of ability. popularity within the
parliamentary party or support among a section of the national party. regard-
less of dissenting behaviour, while a Member who votes loyally with his party
in the lobby may get passed over for promotion because of incompetence or
unpopularity with his colleagues or the Prime Minister. Of course, a dissenter
may be promoted anyway as a means of silencirg him. A number of Labour
Members with backgrounds of independent voting behaviour found their way
on to the Treasury Bench under the premierships of Harold Wilson and James
Callaghan 9 Indeed, by the end of the 1974-1979 Parliament, Mr. Callaghan
would have found it difficult to find a backbencher to promote who had not
cast at least one or two dissenting votes in the Parliament. Past dissenting
behaviour (with two possible exceptions) appears to have been no bar in
Mrs. Thatcher's selection of Ministers in 1979.10 If a Prime Minister was
consistently to exclude dissenting backbenchers from office, as Mr. Heath
was accused of doing, it would fuel resentment on the backbenches and affect
adversely the morale and effectiveness of the parliamentary party, as Mr.
Heath discovered (Norton, 1978a, ch. 9).

Other powers associated with the whips, such as selection for parlia-
mentary delegations and committees, and the distribution of honours, are
useful but rother limited tools at the whips' disposal, and unlikely to intflunce
Members determined upon dissent. As Uwe Kitzinger (1973, p. 173) observed,
they constitute "the small change of political life, with which habits of con-
fommity can be cemented, but with which no one wowd expect to buy great
votes of principle."

The events of the 1970s helped reveal more clearly that the whips
were not wielders of great disciplinary powers as popularly believed. There
was a significant increase in dissent which they were unable to prevent and to
which they could not respond with disciplinary weapons, II hence the reali-
zation that they were not a strong constraint upon Members' dissenting
behaviour if other supporting variables were not present, such as the belief
that dissent might lead to defeat and a change of Government. If they were
and are strongly motivc -d, Members could and can ignore the whips without
harbouring fears of serious retribution.

Constituency Parties

It was generally believed also, doubtless influenced by the experience
of the "Suez rebels" of the 1950s, that constituency parties would take action
against Members engaging in serious dissent (see Epstein, 1960). The experi-
ence of the 1970s, especially on the issue of entry into the European Com-
munities, and, in the latter half of the decade, on the issue of devolution of

19-549 0-83-38
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certain powers to elected assemblies in Scotland and Wales, revealed that
pressure from local parties was not quite as effective as was perhaps populady
believed.

Members who disagreed with their leaders on the issue of entry into
the EC were able to take their dissent further than many previously would
have believed possible. Despite Mr. Heath making the Second Reading of the
European Communities.Bill a vote of confidence, and the issue the central
item of Government policy in the Parliament, none of the Conservative
Members who opposed it consistently (including on Second Reading)I 2 was
denied re-nomination by his constituency association, though a number did
run into serious trouble (Norton, 1978a ch. 7). On the Labour side, the issue
appeared to have contributed to the troubles of Mr. Dick Taverne in his
Lincoln constituency, but it seemed to tip the balance in an already existing
constituency dispute rather than motivating the dispute itself.

Dissenters on the issue of dev'jlution appeared to encounter even
fewer piabems: they would seem to have suffered retribution neither from
their local associations nor ftom their national parties and a number now
occupy Front Bench positions. 1 3 An exception might be George Cunningham,
one of the leading anmi-devolutionists on the Labour side and author of the

40 percent" amendment, who did encounter some trouble with his local
party, but it was not on any serious scale.

Thus while constituency parties do remain a strong constraint upon
Members,14 especially through the-process of anticipated reaction. they are
not quite such strong constraints as was popularly believed. Indeed, the point
can be made that. on the Labour side especially. pressure from certain con-
stituency parties may encourage Members to disagree with the party line in
the Commons rather than adhere to it. 15

Govemrnmen 's Sources of Infomiarion

Members appeared willing to accept that the Government had sources
of information which they could not effectively challenge. Government back-
benchers seemed willing in consequence to acquiesce in Government policy or.
if opposed, to dissent half-heartedly. while the Opposition. though willing *o
enter the lobby often (albeit not always) against the Government, was conscious
of the limitation of not knowing all the pertinent facts and figures. This view
is still held by many Members, and there is much to be said for it: the Oppo-
sition and backbenchers on both sides of the House do not have the resources
of the Civil Service at their immediate disposal. 16 However. in the 1970s,
Members (or at least some of them) proved less willing to accept as a corollary
-of this that "the Government kluows best." They were prepared to rely more
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than before upon their own instincts in challenging their own Front Benches,
and on occasion to rely upon their own sources of information, as, for example,
the Conservative opponents of the Maplin Development Bill in 1973. There
was much less willingness to accept what the Gcvemment said at face value.
One may speculate that this was encouraged by the publication of Richard
Crossman's Dariaes of a Cabinct Minister which revealed clearly that decision
making in Government was not necessarily a rational process based on a
balanced evaluation of options and empirical data. As they showed, especially
Volume III (1977), decision making was based often upon the most partisan
or personal of reasons.

This increased unwillingness to accept that -the Government knows
best" was reflected in the defeats inflicted in the 1970s. Of special interest in
this context was the defeat on the Crown Agents' affair in December 1977.
The Government argued that the inquiry into the activities of the Crown
Agents should be held in private, The Opposition Front Bench (the alternative
Government) proved unwilling to jettison altogether the belief that on certain
matters the Government of the day does know best. and in the division ab-
stained from voting. It was left to backbenchers on both sides of the House,
who wanted a public inquiry under the provisions of the 1921 Tribunal of
Inquiry (Evidence) Act, to combine and impose a defeat upon the Govern-
ment. doing so by 158 votes to 126 (HCDeb. 940, c. 1093.1096). It was not
the only example of a Parliamentary defeat being imposed by a combination
of backbenclenrs on both sides of the House. 7 This, it could be contended
was a healthy development. as it could help force the Government to be more
open, not only with its own backbenchers but also with the House as a whole.

Thus. the changes of the 1 970s helped demonstrate that a number of
constraints presumed to operate upon Members contemplating dissent were
no longer as potent (or had never been as potent) as was previously believed.
However, the implications of the changes we have identified do not end
there. Although generally overlooked, they have had and continue to have
important implications for the movement for parliamentary reform.

The Movement or Parliamentary Reform

In the postwar period.pressure fora reform of the House of Commons,
,v0ich had been a notable feature of the late 1920s and the 1930s, returned
with some force in the late 1950s and more especially the early 1960s. Its
emergence at a time of economic and political difficulty for Britain, with some
questioning of the country's world role, was probably not a coincidence.
In seeking reasons for and ways out of the nation's problems, observers
cast critical eyes over national institutions: the pseudonymous Hill and
Whichelow's What's Wrong big Parliament? (1964) was one in a series,
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others in the series covering industry and even the Church. In looking at the
Commons the reformers found it wanting, in part because of the three factors
identified at the beginning of this paper: two large parliamentary parties
facing one another, one with an overall majority and able to have its way in
each division because of the voting cohesiveness of its Members, thus ensuring
the passage of measures decided upon elsewhere, in Cabinet and in Govern-
ment Departments. In the balance between the Commons and that element of
it that constituted the Government, the scales were perceived as being tipped
too far in favour of the latter. The House was fulfilling clearly the function of
legitimization, but the two-party adversary system that had developed was
viewed as affecting adversely the ability of the House to fulfil its function of
scrutiny and influence of Government (see Norton, forthcoming).

This perception fueled pressure for internal, largely procedural
reforms of the House as. for example, new select committees, morning sittings
of the House, better pay and facilities for Membersa modernizing of procedure
for debating financial matters, and the broadcasting of proceedings. The
pressure, led by Professor Bernard Crick in the 1960s.and aided by a reforming
Leader of the Iouse of Commons. Richard Crossman, resulted in a number of
reforms and procedural experiments in the 1966-1970 Parliament. These
included the reforms just mentioned, though the House failed to approve a
recommendation for the televising of proceedings. Others were to follow in
the 1970s. including the creation of the Expenditure Committee to rer'z:c
the Estimates Committee; the limited provision of public funds to opposition
parties to help them fulfill their parliamentary duties: and the radio broad-
casting of proceedings. initially on a trial basis and then made permanent (foi
details of the reforms in the period from 1966 to 1975. see Stacey, 1975).

On the whole, the reforms themselves achieved little. They ranged
from the occasional modest success (the odd select committee) to outright
failure (as with morning sittings, which were abandoned) and certainly did
not achieve as much as the reformers would have liked. Even the more recent
change of the broadcasting of proceedings did not have the success hoped for,
with the BBC deciding in mid-1979 not to continue the live broadcast of
Prime Minister's Question Time.

Changes failed to loosen the grip of the Government upon the
House of Commons, and as this became more apparent the reform movement
itself (in so far as it ever constituted a coherent 'movement' at all) divided
into two camps: those who continued to press for more internal, procedural
reforms, the "internal reformers"; and those who now advocated more radical
change through electoral reform, the -external refcrmers' (Norton, 1978c).
The latter took the view that the procedural reforms attempted constituted
no more than mere tinkering with existing structure. They charged that the
fault itself lay with the basic nature of parliamentary politics, with two parties
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facing one another In an adversary relationship, one implementing its policies
through an overafl parliamentary majority (facilitated by the -flrst-past the-
post' electoral sytem), the other party subsequently gaining office at an
election and reversing the policies of its predecessor through its newly acquired
overall majority.

The reformers argued that electoral reform-the introduction of a
system of proportional representation-would have a number of positive
benefits. On the basis of existing voting patterns, the reforms would result in
the creation of a more representative centre-coalition Government which
would be capable of ensuring policy continuity, with no fluctuation from one
opposing party to another at elections. In addition, Members would be much
freer of party ties. Voters would have The opportunity to choose between
car~idates of one party instead of being restricted to one party candidate.
and Members would thus be more responsive to constituency interests.
Pressure for electoral reform, based on this argument.18 gathered pace in the
mid-I 970s and was led by academics such as Professor S. E. Finer. with his
reader Adversary Politics and Electonsi Reform (1975). and, in various
writings, by S.A. Walkland (1976, 1977, 1979). Pressure for internal reform
also continued, though overshadowed somewhat by the extem'O 'fomnrI,
and found expreiwn in works such as Lisanne Radice's Fabian Pamphlet,
Refomring the flouse of Commons (1977). In pressing for external or internal
change, the reformers tended to ignore the developments taking place at that
time within the Houe itself.

The events of the 1970s, and primarily the increase In intra-party
dissent that produced Government defeats, demonstrated a new willingness
on the part of a sufficient number of Members to assert themselves in the
division lobbies and to delineate the broad limits within which Govemment
could operate. Had it not been for dissent by Labour backbenchers, Britain
would now almost certainly, as a result of the Labour Government's devolution
legislation, have a new constitutional structure. The power that was exerted
may be described as essentially negative (in the sense of defeating Govern-
ment proposals rather than being involved in the policy-fornulating process),
but the method has proved effective and thus may point the way to effective
reform, If Members wish for reform-and an essential prerequisite for effective
reform is a willingness for such reform to be effective by MPs themselves-it
suggests that they have the power to achieve it.

Electoral reform in Britain is an unlikely prospect at the moment.
Both Conservative and Labour Parties (the two beneficiaries of the existing
electoral system) are opposed to it. The Prime Minister, Mrs. Margaret Thatcher,
is a well-known opponent, as are Members who do not wish to vote themselves
out of their own seats, which would be the practical effect In some cases. The
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extent to which it is an unlikely prospect has been demonstrated by votes in
the Commons in reent years: in the 1974-1979 Parliament, an amendment
to the Scotland Bill to provide for election to the proposed Scottish Assembly
b, a system of proportional representation was defeated, on a free vote, with
a majoritv of 183 against it. It is not an issue whose time has come: indeed,
there would appear to be lesz parliamentary support for electoral reform now
than there was in the 1930s.

The reformers' arguments are also open to criticism. Policy disconti-
nuity is as likely to be the product of policy change by Government during
the life of a Parliament (as, for instance, the so-called U-tums on industry and
the economy in 1972) as it is the result of a change in Government following
a general Election. Further, policy continuity and greater freedom of voting
action for Members of Parliament do not appear to be necessarily compatible
aims. Even under the existing system of strong party ties, Members are
capable of interrupting policy continuity ... How much more so would it be
under the system envisaged by the reformers?" (Norton. 1977b, p. 169).

As for internal reform, that was ineffective in so far as it depended
upon the Government initiating and implementing the measures required,
measures that were supposed to provide a means of scrutiny, of possible
criticism, of Government. Governments in practice, and more especially their
permanent officials, are not too keen upon establishing bodies that may be in
a position to challenge. Hence the limitations of the Crossman reforms. The
reformers, such as Crick, also made the mistake of assuming that the House's
power could be strengthened without detracting from the powe of Govern-
ment (what would be fescribed in current parlance as a non-zero sum equation).
and failed to pay due attention to the necessary prerequisite of effecting a
change in attitude of Members themselves.

If reforms are to be introduced and made effective as a means of
scrutiny, then the developments of the 1970s suggest that the answer lies with
Members themselves- Support from Government or the official Opposition
obviously helps, but in itself is not a sufficient condition; conversely. oppo-
sition from Front Benchers may be insufficient to prevent pressure for change.
If a majority of Members wish for reforms, it is up to them to press the
Government of the day to ensure their enactment and then to sustain them
through their activities and, if necessary, their votes. As Edward du Cann
noted in a debate on the civil service in January 1979, change generally does
not come from the Government: 'What is needed is an exercise of political
will on the part of the House of Commons as a whole" (HC 1eb. 960, c. 1342).

Indeed. toward the end of the 1974-1979 Parliament. a number of
Members began to realise that the way to effective procedural reform lay
through them. In August 1978, the First Report from the Select Committee
on Procedure (11C 5S8, 1977-1978) was published, proposing a new structure
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of twelve select committees. based on Government Departments rather than
subject areas, with specialist staff and power to take evidence from interested
parties. Initially, it looked as if the Report would go the way of previous such
Reports, ignored by the Government and consequently undebated. However,
both the Opposition Front Bench and backbenchers on both sides of the
House began to take an interest in its recommendations and started pressing
the Government for action. As a result of this pressure, the anti-reform Leader
of the House, Michael Foot, agreed reluctantly to a debate on the Report. In
the debate, in February 1979, the Opposition Front Bench combined with
Conservative and Labour backbenchers to support the view that the House
should have the opportunity to vote upon the Procedure Committee's recom-
mendations. This view was put forward with sufficiept vigour for Mr. Foot to
reverse his previous position and concede the opportunity for such a vote.
The General Election of May 1979 then intervened. The Conservative Party
manifesto contained a pledge to "give the new House of Commons an early
chance of coming to a decision" on the recommendations, and the new Govern-
ment honoured that pledge on 25 June 1979. As one of the Party's publications
subsequently observed, "by tabling a motion authorising the establishment of
twelve departmental Select Committees the Government paid prompt attention
to recommendations originated by Parliament itself' (Politics Todayv. 1979).
By 248 votes to 12, the House approved the setting up of the new com-
mittee structure.

If the new committees are to be effective in scrutinizing and influ-
encing the activities of Government, then it is up to backbench Members on
both sides of the House to make them so. There is still some way to go. The
choice of Members to rerve on the committees rests with the Committee of
Selection instead of the whips (a useful development, though the independence
of the Selection Committee is open to some question), but the House failed
to approve amendments giving the committeespower to compel the attendance
of Ministers, to set aside a minimum of eight parliamentary days each year to
debate committee reports, and to give them power to appoint sub-committees
to consider matters of detail.19 The Leader of the House, Norman St. John-
Stevas, gave a pledge that Ministers would do all in their power to "cooperate"
with the committees. However, the most cooperative of Ministers are likely to
be those with least to hide, and attitudes toward the activities of such com-
mittees tend to vary from Minister to Minister, some doubtless influenced by
their permanent officials. Shortly after the votes on the amendments, one
Conservative MP was writing to his constituents that "my own faith in the
willingness of Ministers to cooperate is not that great!" (Brotherton, 1979).

If the committees are not to go the way of their predecessors.
Members on both sides of the House have to be prepared to sustain them, if
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necessary to strengthen them, and to ensure an effective linkage between
their activities and the Foor of the House where Members' effective power,
through the division lobbies, lies. The 1970s witnessed a new assertiveness on
the part of backbench Members, the 1980s will see whether they are prepared
to utilise that assertiveness to ensure that they may more effectively keep
under scrutiny the activities of Government.

Conchusions

The decade of the 1970s witnessed important changes in parlia.
mentary behaviour, changes which were important not only in themselves
but also for an understanding of future behaviour in the House of Commons.
Especially important were the changes in Members' voting behaviour and their
implications for the constraints presumed to operate on Members contem-
plating dissent. The return of a minority Government in the 1970s was the
best known of the changes we have identified, but for the purposes of this
paper arguably the least important. The uncoordinated voti.;g behaviour of
millions of electors resulting in no one party receiving an overall majority is
not something that voters can necessarily or will consciously repeat in future
elections, as the General Election of May 1979 has demonstrated already.

While millions of electors cannot coordinate their voting behaviour.
the limited population of Members of Parliament can. The greater independence
in voting behaviour in the Parliaments of the 1970s and the resulting Govem.
ment defeats have meant not only that important precedents have been set.
but their incidence has been such that many Members have acquired new
habits. The realization of the weakness of the constraints presumed previously
to operate has meant that Members may maintain their habits in the current
and future Parliaments. As a number of MPs conceded in a radio discussion
on the subject. there can be no going back to the rigid unity an: 'discipline'
of the 1945-1970 period (-Talking Politics:' 1978). The current Parliament
returned in May 1979 has borne witness already to the fact that it is different
from pre-I70 Parliaments. The first Government Bill of the Parliament.
the Kiribati Bill, was opposed in voice and vote by a number of backbenchers
on both sides of the House. When a large number of Conservative Members
made it abundantly, and publicly, clear that they were prepared to vote with
thte Opposition to defeat the Government if it persisted in its original proposals
on Members' pay,20 the Cabinet decided not to persist. As one political
correspondent (Mount, 1979) noted in a somewhat different context, "the
atmosphere in 1979 is different from 1970."

The events of the 1970s were such that it will be difficult for this
and future Governments to take for granted the passage of measures which do
not have the clear support of their own backbenchers and a majority of the
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House. If there is to be a continuing shift In the balance between the Houw
and that part of it which forms the Government in favour of the former, in
order that it may fulfli more effectively its function of scrutiny and influence"
(see Norton. forthcoming), then it is up to Members of the current and future
Padiaments to sustain the recent changes and, if necessary, assert their basic
power through the division lobbies. The realization that Members would be
prepared to contemplate such an assertion of power, as they have already on
the matter of Members' pay,is sufficient to demonstrate that the contemporany
House of Commons is a different animal from that which existed in the years
from 1945 to 1970.

This artice constitutes a revised wer of a paper of the mae tide given at a
seson orgaised by. the British Politics Group at the annual meeting of the American
Political Science Association, Washington, D.C, August~eptember 1979. Some of the
points made in it have been developed further in Norton (1930.

1. On an amendment to the Resale Plots BU In March 1964. when the
Govenment's majority was edueed to one (Norton. 1975. pp. 251-252).

2. For an explanation of the growth of party cohesion in the late 19th anl
the 20th centri, see Norton (forthcoming, ch. 2).

3. It appes also to have been the cane in the 19S-19S1 Parulanent (see
Thoraton-Keawdey, 1974. p. 234).

4. In addition to the resignation of the Labour whip by John Stoachouse in
Aptil 1976 (refen-4 to in the text), the two breaaway Scottish Lab-%Ur UIs, James
Sillars and John Robertson. reigned the whip finally in July 1976, and the former
Labour Cabinet Minister. Reginald Prentice, crossed the Floor of the House to join the
Conaervatives in October 1977.

S. The distinction between factions and tendencies is based on Rose (I 964)..
The diesnt by Conservative Members was not factional, but it extended beyond that of
tendende

6. The figure o, 100 or more was arrived at by asuming the mn level of
defeats in the remainder of the Partliment after publication of the Schwartr arce as
was identified for the period up to publication.

7. A motion, once defeated, cannot be reintroduced in the &am session. To
reverse a defeat, the language of the new motion must be 'msterially different- to that
defeated though, in pnctice. seeking tu achieve the sme ends. Hence, all reverals that
take place are de facto and never (in the as esion, unes standing orders are sus
pended) de jute.

B. Ifs Member is _l entrenched with his locl party he i ins strng position
to resist the wishes of his pautlamentay leadens tnd whips There would have been little
point, for instance, in withdrawing the whip from Mr. Enoch Powell. the Conservative
Member for Wolverhampton South-West, because of hit persistent opposition to Govern-
ment policy in the 1970-1974 Parliament (see Norton, 1978a, p. 172). Note also the
experiences of Captain Cunningham-Reid when the whip was withdrawn from hhn (see
Cross., 1968).
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9. For example, Robert Cryer, Mrs. Judith Hart, Lesie Huckfield, Joe
Ashton, John Ellis. Eric Heffer. James Wellbeloved. James Marshall and Mrs. Ann Taylor.
A number of these did later resign office (Cryer, Ashton, and Ellis) in order to pursue
disageement with Government policy from the backbencbehm and one was disnissed
(Heffer) for speaking against Goverinment policy in debate.

10. Among those with backgrounds of notable dissenting behaviour given
Government office were John Biffen, Angus Maude (both appointed to the Cabinet).
Nei Marten and Nicholas Ridley, as well as the pro-devolutionists identified below
(Note 13). Apother, lan Gow, was appointed as the Prime Minister's parliamentary
private seeretary The two excepdons wv-re Wi-non Churchl:' nmd Jolhn Biggs-Davison.
widely believed to have been denied office because of their votes against the Rhodesian
anctions order in 1978. for which both lost their then Opposition Front Bench posts.

II. This is not to my, though, that the persuasive powers of the whilp.
which can be consicerable. did not help prevent the dissent from being even greater than
it was (ee the comments of Norton. 197ka. ch. 6).

12. Fifteen Corservative rPs voted against the Second Reading of the Bill
(and a further fie abstained from voting). the first tine in postwar history that a number
of Conservative Member had voted agasinst a Conservative Government on a vote of
confidence.

13. The four leading Conservative supporters of devotution who offered
their resignations as Front Bench spokesmen in oider to support the Scotland and Wales
sm. Alick Buchanan-Smith. George Younger, Hector Monro, and Malcolm Rifind. are
now Government Ministers Mr. Younger being in the Cabinet- (Russell Fairgieve. who
offered his resignation as chairma- of the Scottish Conservatives. is also a Minister).
George Cunningham is an Opposition Front Bench spokeunan.

14. Indeed, it is posible to contend, on tise basis of the author's own ex-
perience and some of the comments made by Mi's ini King (1974), that more Members
run into some trouble with their local parties than is y-nerally realized. However, it is
only in exceptional circumstancea- more exceptional than is probably betieved-that a
Member is likely to be denied re-nomination.

15. In the 19th century. Liberal radicas who disented stood to beappluded
,by their local caucuses, not disciplined (Berrington. 1968, p. 363). The same would
appear to apply to a number of Labour Members, on the party's left wing, in the 1970s.

16. However, for an alternative comment, that too much infory ution is
availabie. to MPs and other see Grimond (1979).

17. The Government was defeated on a new clause to the Criminal Law Bill.
in a division in which the Opposition abstained officially from voting HC Deb. 935.
c. 531434). Four defeats on amendments to the Scotland BO took place in divisions
in which Opposition Members were not whipped (HC Db. 942, c. 1S41-1544. 1545-
1548;HCDeb. 944.c. 597-602.6014606).

18. Pressure for proportional representation itwif. on grounds of farness, is
not new, and has been a feature of Liberal Party policy for some tnre.

19. Only three of the committees (Home Affairs Foreign Affairs, and
Treasury & CivLt Service) have power to appoint a sub-committee.

20. The attitude of Conservtive Members was made clear (sometimes In
quite bitter language) both in the 1922 Committee and on the Floor of the House. 'If
the Government pushes forward its three-stWe proposal to the House of Commons it is
almost certain to be roundly defeated' (7he Economirt, 30 June 1979. p. IS).
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"What are the pros and cons of the parliamentary and the presiden-

tial systems of government? What are the difficulties which are inherent

in identifying the strengths and the weaknesses of both systemsr'

Parliamentary and Presidential
Government Compared

BY HOWARD A. ScARltow

Professor of Political Science, State University of New York at Stony Brook

I N AN ESSAY published in 1879, Woodrow Wilson
argued for the transformation of the American

system of presidential government into one re-

sembling a parliamentary system.' Almost a century

later, critics of the American presidential system were

again sounding this theme. The continued fascina-

tion of American observers with the parliamentary

system, especially as it is practiced in Britain, is thus

an established fact. Perhaps more impressive is the

fact that whereas Wilson advocated the parliamentary

system as a means of bringing about a concentration

of political power, critics in the 1970's were looking

to that system as a means of correcting what was seen

as an excessive concentration of power.
What are the pros and cons of the parliamentary

and the presidential systems of government? What

are the difficulties inherent in identifying the strengths

and the weaknesses of both systems?
The differences between a parliamentary and a

presidential system of government may be easily

stated. They relate mainly to the nature of the execu-

tive and to the executive's relationship with the legis-

lature. In a presidential system like that of the'

United States, there is a single executive who is elected

by the doters for a fixed term, and his office is sepa-

rated from the legislature. In contrast, the executive

of a British-type parliamentary system is a multi-

member Cabinet whose members are chosen by,

chosen from, remain members of, and are always re-

movable by the legislature. An additional feature of

the parliamentary system is that it separates the

offices of titular chief of state (King in a monarchy,

President in a republic) from the office of head of the

Cabinet, i.e., the Prime Minister (or Premier or Chan-

cellor). In a presidential system, in contrast, the two

offices are combined in a single person. Occasionally

I Cabinet Government in the United State," Interna-
tional Rt.iewt, vol. 7 (August, 1879), pp. 146-163.

discussions of the presidential system will introduce

the subjects of federalism and judicial review. As the

examples of the United States and Canada or Aus-

tralia demonstrate, however, these governmental
arrangements are peculiar to neither the presidential

nor the parliamentary systems; accordingly, they will
not be discussed here.

The arguments in favor of one or the other of the

two systems of government may be grouped under

two broad headings according to whether they relate

to (1) the realization of democratic values, or to (2)

the realization of the goal of effective government.

DEMOCRATIC VALUES

Control through Accountability. It is generally

agreed that a major dimension of democratic govern-

ment is the ability of the citizenry, and especially a

majority thereof, to make its wishes known and to

have those wishes reflected in government action (or

inaction). Since elections are the crucial mechanism

through which popular control is exercised, citizens

presumably should be in a position at election time to

reward or to punish the policy makers for their past

performance, or for their promise of future perfor-

mance. But such ability assumes that the policy

makers can be identified, that there is a "government"

in whose hands the governing authority is solely con-

centrated.
One of the most persistent criticisms which has been

leveled against the American presidential system is

that it makes such a concentration of authority virtu-

ally impossible. The separation of the presidency

from Congress insures fragmentation, as does the

existence within Congress of powerful committees
The result is said to be the absence of accountability.
and the absence of meaningful policy choice at elec-
tion time. This attack upon the American presiden.

tial system was first articulated by Woodrow Wilson.
and since his time this theme has run consistently

264
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through a great deal of political science literature.3

The British-type parliamentary system, in contrast,
is usually cited by critics as one which permits the
concentration of political authority in the hands of a
Cabinet, which is backed solidly by a majority party
in the House of Commons. The British voter, as a
result, is seen as being in a position to identify those
who are responsible for policy making and to register
approval or disapproval at election time.

It is readily apparent that what is being compared
in these discussions is not two abstract models of gov-
emment, but two specific examples of workings of
these models. More particularly, it is not so much the
parliamentary system which is being praised as it is
the British political party system, characterized by
quality and discipline; nor is it the American pres-
idential system per se which is being criticized as it
is the American party system, characterized by frag-
mentation and (by British standards) a lack of dis-
cipline. One need look only at the experience of
France under the Third and the Fourth Republics for
evidence that the parliamentary system need not
necessarily be accompanied by two disciplined politi-
cal parties; it does not always present voters with
choices of "governments" at election time. Even
Woodrow Wilson, who began by urging the adoption
of the parliamentary system in the United States, later
concentrated his argument on the reform of the
American party system. It should also be noted that
the British party system has been shown to work some-
what differently than was once supposed. Thus, most
British voters have been shown to cast their ballots
not so much in terms of policy choices presented to
them as according to their long-term identification
with one party or the other.

In summary, what can be said is that the parliamen-
tary system of government more easily permits the
eoncentration of political authority than does a pres-
idential system. Whether that concentration will
Occur will depend on the nature of the party system.
If concentration does occur, there is no guarantee that
the voter will behave according to the model of
rational democratic man. Finally, it can be argued
that the "all or nothing" choice which is presented to
the British voter at election time gives him less con-
trl over his government than does the American
system which allows the voter to elect a ,Representa-
five, Senators, and a President.

One important question which may be posed, how-
eer, is whether either the presidential or the parlia-

'An excellent review of this literature will be found in
AUa5 Ranscy, The Doctrine of Responsibe Party CGovern-

*tsl (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 196i2).
ttbl must be noted, however, that not long ago the British
Cnet was seen as being a committee Of the Hoe of Con-

sns, which esercised "a~bsoh~te control of the Eaeetive
see Jante Bryce, Modern Densocercies, vol. 2 (New York:
^tstnuilan, 1921). p. 464.

mentary system in some way encourages the formation
of a two-party, disciplined-party system. Despite the
exception presented by some (by no means all) of the
parties in France, a persuasive argument can be made
that the parliamentary system encourages party di-
cipline, since under this system a legislator's infidelity
to his party can result in the downfall of his party's
government and the possible coming into power of
political opponents. No such cataclysmic conse-
quences follow the breach of party ranks by a legis-
lator under a presidential system.

On the other hand, it can be argued that the pres-
idential system encourages a duality of parties. The
office of the presidency offers a prize which is both
attractive and indivisible; unlike a Cabinet, it cannot
be parceled out to coalition partners. The two
American parties have often been characterized as
loose coalitions held together because no part of the
coalition acting alone is strong enough to capture the
presidency. Anyone wishing to transform American
government into a parliamentary system, therefore,
would appear to face a dilemma; he may end up
trading duality for discipline; in terms of the goal of
government accountability he may be no better off
than before.

Controlling the Executive. Another dimension of
popular control of government relates to the restraints
which keep the executive attuned to popular senti-
ment, and keep it from abusing its power. Here it is
difficult to argue the case for either system. For one
thing, both the parliamentary and the presidential
systems are able to produce strong legislatures which
dominate the executive; yet they are also able to pro-
duce strong executives which dominate the legisla-
ture. Woodrow Wilson's major criticism of American
government was that Congress was too powerful;
contemporary critics view the executive as too power-
ful. France can again be cited to illustrate that a
parliamentary system can be characterized by a
dominant legislature. Contemporary parliamentary
government in Britain reflects the very opposite ten-
dency.' Furthermore, it is clear that during the
twentieth century executive strength has increased
relative to legislative strength in both parliamentary
democracies and in the American presidential system.

Executive dominance in foreign policy is especially
apparent. In the 1960's and early 1970's, American
military initiatives were undertaken without congres-
sional sanction; while in 1956 Britain's bold Suez
initiative was undertaken not only without the knowl-
edge or approval of the House of Commons, but with-
out the knowledge or approval of most of the Cabinet.
Finally, while it once might have been said that in
the British Cabinet the Prime Minister is simply
"first among equals," today the powers of the Prime
Minister have grown to the extent that they have
been interpreted by some as comparable to those of
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an American President (In Germany, indeed, the
primacy of the Chancellor is spelled out in the con-
stitution.)

Having stressed the increase in executive strength,
we can also cite examples of continued legislative
power on both sides of the Atlantic. Presidents are
forever complaining about congressional refusal to
accept their recommendations, and presidential vetoes
are overridden. On the British side, there are con-
spicuous examples of a majority-backed government
having to take heed of rebellious stirrings within the
ranks of its own parliamentary party-an example
was the Harold Wilson government's having to with-
draw labor union legislation in 1969-and there are
no doubt many other examples, more difficult to iden-
tify, where Cabinet action has been influenced by the
knowledge of what fate might await it if it followed
an unpopular course.

The argument, then, can be reduced to the question
of which system is inherently more effective for keep-
ing the executive attuned to popular sentiment-a
system under which there is a constitutionally autono-
mow Congress with independent powers such as those
over appropriations and war-making; or a system
under which a legislature can remove from office at
any time an executive which no longer holds its con-
fidence-a system which allows daily confrontation and
debate between the government and opposition critics.
The effectiveness of the presidential system can be re-
duced by a President who places broad interpretations
on his own constitutional powers-hence the constitu-
tional crisis broadly labeled "Watergate"; the effec-
tiveness of the parliamentary system can be reduced
by party discipline-hence the fact that not since
before 1900 has a government which began with a
Commons majority been overthrown by a vote of
nonconfidence. Given the more or less balanced pros
and cons for the respective systems' ability to keep the
executive under popular control, it is not surprising
that Americars and Britons have looked enviously at
one another's system and recommended appropriate
reforms

In Britain, the cry has been for a strengthening of
parliamentary committees, so that more influence in
the policy-making process is shared by the House of
Commons. In the United States, the call has been
for a system of congressional votes of nonconfidence.
Two constitutional amendments introduced into the
93d Congress would establish such a procedure. The
impeachment clause of the constitution is ambiguous
in its definition of cause. An impeachment involves
lengthy proceedings, and in 1974 is being viewed as
a traumatic experience for the nation. The proposed
amendments would allow Congress, with a two-thirds
vote, to remove a President (and call for new elec-

'7TA. FederiSt, no. tO.

tions) when the President is judged to have exceeded
his constitutional powers or permitted the executive
to trespass upon liberties protected by the constitution

The pros and cons of a parliamentary system can
be illustrated by reference to the Watergate crisis
which has confronted Americans in 1973 and 1974.
A number of observers have noted that, under a parlia-
mentary system, the Nixon "govemmenet would have
fallen at some point in the ascending crisis, most likely
in October, 1973, after the firing of Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox. Either there would have been a vote
of nonconfidence or, like Neville Chamberlain in
1939, President Nixon simply would have resigned
from office. Nor would the President have been able
to isolate himself from his critics, going for months at
a time without holding a press conference.

Yet a persuasive case can also be made that under
a patfiamentary system the crisis might never have
lasted until October, 1973. Would a special prosecu-
tor have been appointed had it not been for Senate
insistence? Would public opinion have turned against
Nixon, and would knowledge of the existence of
presidential tapes emerged, had it not been for the
Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign
Activities (North Carolina's Democratic Senator Sam
Ervin's Watergate committee). Watching the mem-
bers of that committee perform before the television
cameras, and later watching members of the House
Judiciary Committee (including even conservative
Republicans) insisting on the right of that committee
to obtain evidence from the White House, one would
perhaps be reminded of the Madisonian formula:
"Ambition must be made to counteract ambition.
The interest of the man must be connected with the
constitutional rights of the place."'

The Public Interest. A third version of the popular-
control-of-government argument is that the parlias
mentary system, more so than the presidential system,
helps prevent narrow interests from prevailing over
the interest of the wider community, the so-called
"public interest." Without going into the difficult
question of how one defines these terms, the pro,
parliamentary argument holds that when power i
concentrated in a single governing party and Cabinet.
no concessions to minority interests will be made hich
might jeopardize reelection of the party at the next
election, such as concessions which would cause in'
creased food prices, cause higher taxes, or which are
simply seen as being unfair. With the total package
of concessions and compromises being worked out by
a single body which can be held responsible. there is
said to be less chance that the package will result in
these consequences.

By contrast, in the American presidential system
a Congressman need look after only his own consti
tuency, and if he is well situated on a committre
having jurisdiction over the interest of his constitutnlv

: E
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(e.g., if he was elected from a farm district or a dis-
trict depending on defense contracts) he can see to
it that those interests are benefited regardless of con-
sequences for the larger community. Pork-barrel
legislation is also facilitated. Only the office of the
presidency is accountable to the entire electorate,
and his hands are often tied, especially without the
weapon of the item veto, against reckless congressional
actions.

At least one political scientist has argued that it is
the parliamentary system, not the presidential system,
which most effectively combats evil or narrow-based
or pork-barrel legislation.' The core of this argu-
ment is that a British-type parliamentary systems,
forces a party to gain total victory or to face total
defeat;. there is no equivalent of winning the pres-
idency but not Congress, or vice versa. Hence a
British party, in and out of office, is under greater
pressure than an American party to reach, or promise
to reach, into the public treasury in order to meet the
demands of any narrow group, like farmers, who are
geographically concentrated and hence in a position
to tip the balance of a general election by awarding
a parliamentary district to one party over the other.

Regardless of the merits of this analysis of the
pressures on the British Cabinet, the charges leveled
against the Nixon administration concerning the pres-

su of the milk producers suggest that an executive
who is accountable to the entire electorate is by no
means immune to the type of pressures which critics
of the presidential system have often seemed to assume
ase successful only at the congressional level.

Rights and Liberties. Another value which is basic
to discussions of the parliamentary and the presiden-
tial systems is that of individual rights and liberties,
especially the rights and liberties of minorities. It
ass a concern for minority rights that led to the adop-
tson of the presidential system in the first place.
James Madison's statement on the subject has become
a classic.' In order to prevent a tyrannical majority
from forming, with the subsequent power to run
"oughshod over a minority, concentration of power

'lust be avoided; each branch of government must
be able "to resist the encroachments of the others."

Has the presidential system realized the Madisonian
objective of protecting minorities? In one sense it
ha; as already indicated, the most persistent criticism
If that system has been that it has prevented a con-
t
'ltration of political authority which would permit

'J. Roland Pennocrk "Agricultural Subsidies in England
I'd the United States," Ametiean Political Scieneo Resiew,
'sL 56 (September, 1962), pp. 621-33i

'As enscelens analysis of she Madisooian argument is
d it James MacGregor Bunts, he Deadlock of Drnemr-

"9? (Esglcwoos Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-HatI, 1963), ch. 1.
'Poe a discussion of the two systems Iron, this perspective
' Kenneth N. Waltu, Foreign Policy and Democratic Pali.

"' (Boston, Little, Brown, 1967).-

political majorities from effectively expressing them-
selves. However, if one looks at the more general
question of the protection of individual righta and
liberties, it is doubtful that the presidential system has
achieved high marks.

First, it has been the amendments added to the
constitution, as interpreted and enforced by the Su-
preme Court, and not the system of checks and
balances between the legislature and executive, which
have been most responsible for the protection of
rights and liberties in the United States. That an
American-type bill of rights is not incompatible with
a parliamentary system is evidenced by the fact that
critics in both Britain and Canada have urged that
such a listing of rights, judicially enforceable, should
be incorporated into their respective constitutions.

Second, the Madisonian argument assumes that
government action constitutes a threat to minority
rights; Madison never conceded that government
action might be necessary to protect a minority, either
from a majority or from another minority. Yet the
history of civil rights in the United States demon.
strates that such is often the case. Thus to the extent
that the system of separation of powers has prevented
or delayed strong protection for minorities (e.g.,
blacks), it has allowed one minority (e.g., Southern
whites using the Senate filibuster) to deny the rights
of another minority.

Finally, as indicated in a previous section, no strong
case can be made for the proposition that a presiden-
tial system is more effective than a parliamentary Sys-
tem in protecting individual rights from a tyrannical
executive. Many would argue that the very opposite
is true.

It has been said that for most people the effective.
ness of government is more important than the pro-
cedures of government. From this perspective, the
arguments which have been presented thus far are
of only peripheral interest; more important is the
question of whether the parliamentary or the presi-
dential system is better able to provide effective poli-
cies and leadership.' As in the previous discussion,
the case pro and con is dependent on whether one is
considering the systems per se, or whether one is re-
ferring to the systems as they currently operate in
Britain and the United States. Also important is the

(Continued on page 272)
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at the State University of New York at Stony Brook
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exercised by the executives in these two systems, The
arguments concerning the power of narrowly based
pressure groups are also relevant to the question of
effective government.

Without repeating the previous discussion, the cae
for the presidential system can be stated as follows:
First, it can be argued that the presidential system
provides stable government; Cabinet overthrows and
unanticipated elections are unknown. Effective gov-
ernment is therefore more likely. Second, the execu-
tive, being secure in office, is able to exercise bold
and decisive leadership. Third, the argument can
be made that the presidential system recruits more
able elected officials. A President need not be r
cruited from the ranks of long-time legisators who
have worked their way through the party ranks.
Moreover, a President may reach out into the society
at large to recruit the heads of the various goversment
department Without the party discipline which a
parliamentary system encourages, legislators in a
presidential system are also likely to be of a caliber
which can contribute constructively to policy making.
A final argument is that in a modern industrial so.
ciety effective government requires strong and effec-
tive opposition of the kind a presidential systes
affords; a small group with concentrated power is
not likely to provide effective government policies!

In contrast to these arguments, a British-style O-
tern has been defended on the grounds that the execu-
tive can usually have its programs enacted with
minimum delay and with no chance of deadlock.
Second, and more often stressed, is the fact that under
this system government policy forms a coherent inte
grated whole. There is no likelihood that programs
will be enacted only to have the funds cut off, or that
funds will be appropriated but not spent, or that
complex planning goals win be frustrated because
only part of a program can be gotten through the
legislature. Finally, it can be argued that politically
experienced ministers, aided by an efficient civil t-r
vice, are best suited for the effective administration of
government policies.

Discussions of governing institutions are too often
accompanied by two misconceptions. One misconcep-
tion is that governing arrangements can easily be
transferred from one society to another in the expects-
tion that they will continue to work the same way
under new conditions. This misconception has often
been noted and it seldom appears in political sciene
literature today. Another misconception, however, i

PARLIAMENTARY AND equally serious and is more frequent. This is that
PRESIDENTIAL GOVERNMENT governing arrangements cannot be changed, sint

(Continued from page 267) existing institutions simply reflect the operative forces
within the society and are not subject to purposefl

concluion one has reached on the relative power redesign. It is hoped that neither of these asutliP-

IThis is the argumerot of Bernad Crick, rh, Rform of tions will be read into any of what has been said in
ParLiament (Garden City N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965). this essay.

19-549 0-83-39
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FOREIGN EXPERIENCE AND AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM

By Ferdinand A. Hermens

The great rival of our system of divided powers remains, as
in the days of Walter Bagehot, the parliamentary system. It is a
true system in the sense that, where applied in accordance with
its inner logic, its constituent parts are adjusted to each other
as well as to the whole.l/ Of that system, Lord Balfour could
say that it is a "cooperative system...a Prime Minister and his
cabinet must cooperate or there would be no government."2/

"Improper Channels of Government."

The dependence of the government on parliament has, however,
caused Charles A. Beard3/ to call the parliamentary system a
"hair-trigger government." In his words: "The hair-trigger
feature of the system lies in this: at any moment, the political
gun may go off. If, at any moment, the legislature breaks with
the executive, it may force the resignation of the cabinet or a
new election." In popular discussions of American constitutional
reform, such generalized charges are frequent. They are, more
often than not, allowed to carry the day against any positive
reference to the parliamentary system.

The facts are different. Where (a) the obvious prepolitical
conditions for any type of democratic constitutionalism existed4/
and (b) governments were organized in accordance with what John
Jay5/ called "the absolute necessity of system," parliaments have
not been "trigger-happy." Governments have enjoyed a good
chance of lasting for a period long enough to enact the
legislation which they deemed necessary. Where, on the other
hand, what Alexander Hamilton called "improper channels of
government"6/ were chosen, the results tended to proximate
Beard's description.

France's Third Republic

Until the establishment, in 1958, of the Fifth Republic, the
country first on the list of those with "hair-trigger
governments" was invariably, and deservedly, France. The Third
Republic witnessed, between 1870 and 1940, 106 cabinets; their
average duration was a little less than eight months. The record
of the Fourth Republic (1946-1958) was to be no better.

The Third (and the Fourth) Republi'c's deficiencies, however,
were not due to parliamentary government but to the failure to
bear in mind "the absolute necessity of system." "Improper
channels of government" found their way into a constitutional
arrangement which emerged from a confused situation. A

-1-
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monarchist majority, seeing its power slip, gave birth to what
was considered a temporary framework of government. By default,
it became the constitution of an ineffective republic. Walter
Bagehot,7/ writing in 1872, when the prestigious Adolphe Thiers
was the 'Chief of the Executive Power," clearly foresaw what the
future would bring:

...The present policy of France is not a copy
of the whole effective part of the British
Constitution, but only a part of it. By our
Constitution, nominally the Queen, but really
the Prime Minister, has the power of
dissolving the Assembly. But M. Thiers has no
such power; and therefore, under ordinary
circumstances, I believe, the policy would
soon become unmanageable. The result would
be, as I have tried to explain, that the
Assembly would be always changing its
Ministry, that having no reason to fear the
penalty which that change so often brings in
England, they would be ready to make it once a
month. Caprice is the characteristic vice of
miscellaneous Assemblies, and without some
check, their selection would be unceasingly
mutable.8/

Bagehot, then, not yet stymied by a type of behaviorism which
dominates so much of contemporary political science9/ was still
permitted to give his power of systematic analysis full play and
tell him that an essential element was missing from the French
version of parliamentarism: the government could be overthrown
by parliament at any time but could not defend itself by
threatening to dissolve parliament and let the people be the
final arbiter.

Bagehot also realized that the logic of the system could be
temporarily suspended, in this case by a powerful personality.
The methodological principle involved is one which has been
illustrated by a single example, to which reference may be made
once again: on an autumn day, a student sits by his window and
sees a tile fall from a neighbor's roof. It reaches the ground
speedily and in a straight line. Then a tree drops a leaf; it
falls slowly and sideways. Finally, a bird drops a feather, and
the wind carries it out of sight. Most of us remember, however,
an experiment in our high school physics class which demonstrated
that in a vacuum the feather falls just as fast and just as
straight as a piece of lead. After that, we were ready to accept
Newton's law of gravity: all objects have the tendency to fall
the same way. Compensating factors such as air pressure may
modify and for a time even overcompensate for the pull of
gravity, but that pull is always there.

Similarly, in the political field, the towering figure of
Adolphe Thiers could block the inherent tendency of a French
parliament not disciplined by the threat of dissolution to pull
down whatever government it faced. Soon the deputies managed to
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wear down Thiers and make him quit. With most of his successors,
the deputies could play like a cat with a mouse.

The Third Republic was further burdened with another
"improper channel of government." Elections did not take place
under the plurality system, which hands the palm of victory to
the candidate with the highest vote. If no on secured an
absolute majority in the first ballot, there was a second one in
which everyone could participate, even new candidates. Woodrow
WilsonlO/ had this to say about the effects:

The result is that multiplication of parties,
or rather the multiplication of groups and
factions within the larger party lines, from
which France naturally suffers overmuch, is
directly encouraged. Rival groups are tempted
to show their strength on the first ballot in
an election, for the purpose of winning a
place or exchanging favor for favor in the
second. They lose nothing by failing in the
first; they may gain concessions or be more
regarded another time by showing a little
strength, and rivalry is encouraged, instead
of consolidation. France cannot afford to
foster factions.

By the time Wilson wrote these lines, French political
splintering had been occurring for a couple of decades. Wilson
might have added that it operated within the framework of a
right-left division. One result was that it had its limits.
True extremists found the going hard. In a second ballot,
everything depended upon the marginal voter, the man in the
center who, in France as in other countries, rarely favors
extremism. If candidates are truly extreme, they have no
partners for the second ballot; they may, as happened to the
French Communists in the elections of 1928 and 1932, have to be
satisfied with a percentage of seats corresponding to only a
fifth of their percentage of the votes. This can change, as in
the Popular Front elections of 1936, when the Communists arranged
for mutual support with the moderate parties of the Left for the
second ballot and were willing, for the time being, to soften
their extremism. Even then they secured fewer seats than
corresponded to the percentage of their votes (72 instead of 93).
The moderate parties, on their part, secured a much higher
percentage of the seats than of the votesll/ and, as a result,
they commanded a parliamentary majority without the Communists.
On the other side of the political spectrum, the various
"Leagues" of the Right suffered a disastrous defeat.12/

Lastly, if France had a multiple rather than a two-party
system, it was a multiplicity in which the parties were related
to each other. As a rule, the several groups of the Right and of
the Left united behind one candidate for the second ballot.
Agreement on men meant, to some extent, also an agreement on
"measures." The result implied that, if a combination of parties
had won an election, it was expected to form a common cabinet.
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Had these cabinets disposed of an untrammeled right of
parliamentary dissolution they might, according to one major
observer,l3/ have lasted the entire term of a parliament, as is
the custom under a regular two-party system. Consequently,
expert opinion tended to the view that, of the two major
"improper channels" of government, the absence of a workable
right of dissolution was the more important one.

It might be mentioned in passing that some French writers
pointed to a third "improper channel" of government: the growing
power of the Senate which was always a coequal partner in
legislation and which, in the end, successfully asserted the
right to overthrow governments. Indirectly elected, it could,
however, hardly have attained such a status had it been
confronted by a government based on a Chamber with a clear cut
majority, disciplined by the right of dissolution.

French experience was also to demonstrate that, once a
country's political life has been directed into "improper
channels," the result is all but irreversible. Vested interests
cluster around faulty institutions; when a change is proposed,
they will rise to a man to oppose it. Their strength is enhanced
by intellectual confusion: while the Framers of the American
Constitution were firmly convinced that freedom cannot exist
without the proper degree of authority, such views will, in a
situation comparable to that of the Third Republic, be termed
"authoritarian" or, in a later day, "fascist." The combination
of vested interests and intellectual confusion proved too much
for the various attemptsl4/ to make the Third Republic equal to
its tasks.

One last chance seemed, however, to offer itself when, in
1934, general indignation about parliamentary paralysis, and the
scandals for which it provided a fertile ground, reached
explosive proportions. A former President of the Republic,
Gaston Doumergue, was recalled to become Prime Minister and bring
about effective change. He failed for a reason which has
frustrated more than one such attempt at reform: it seemed that
he must first concentrate on the most urgent task in hand,
putting the country's finances in order and constitutional reform
could wait. The time lost proved to be all the articulators of
the vested interests and of intellectual confusion needed to take
the stem out of the reform movement.15/ Soon the usual partisan
struggle between the Right and Left reasserted itself, and did
the rest. As a result, the Third Republic was too week to handle
the burdens thrust upon it by the rise of the Nazi dictatorship.

Europe from Bad to Worse: American Experience Ignored

The end of the First World War saw the collapse of the
empires of Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, and Turkey. New
republics arose east of what became the border of Soviet-Russian,
namely, the three Baltic States, Poland, the successor states to
Austria-Hungary: Czechoslovakia, rump Austria, an enlarged
Romania, and enlarged Serbia under the name of Jugoslavia (the
last two retaining their monarchs) and, after an interval, the
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new Turkey. All of them had a chance to establish their
democracies on time-tested foundations, and all of them missed
it. The type of constitution which they adopted was what
Professor Boris Mirkine-Guetzevich has termed "rationalized
parliamentarism. "16/

This type of government was wrong in its basic philosphy and
clumsy in the choice of means. It is interesting to note that,
while parliamentary government has requirements of its own, the
more basic mistakes to which we refer concern the general needs
of democracy, whatever its structure. What should have been done
and what should have been avoided could, in fact, have been
learned from the solid part of the American political systeml7/
both from the thought which inspired it and from the means
applied to implement it. It will, therefore, be useful to
consider, even if briefly, the principal problems involved. This
will help us to see to which factors our Constitution owes its
preservation over close to two centuries. It will also
illustrate the effectiveness of the structural devices which, if
chosen in the countries concerned, would have been of a
potentially decisive help to them in overcoming the troubles
which the divisiveness of their people and their parties were to
cause.

So far as the basic ingredients of sound political thought
are concerned, reference has already been made to the fact that,
when the institutions of the Third Republic began to operate to
the detriment of true political authority, an intellectual
current developed which elevated a deficiency into a virtue. A
similar current developed in postwar Europe where it seemed vital
to replace the excessive executive power characteristic of the
old autocracies with an executive so weak that it could not do
its job. It was overlooked that the Emperors, Kings, and Princes
of the past were gone, and that the people would, henceforth, be
confronted with leaders chosen for limited periods and exercising
their power under clearly defined conditions. Max Weber warned
in vain that there was a difference between "freedom within the
state and "freedom from the state." Generations earlier, we find
in The Federalist a repeated emphasis on what Alexander Hamilton
in the New York Ratifying Convention stated in these words:
"Power must be granted, or civil society cannot exist." The
Madison of those years was, in regard to such general problems, a
close ally of Hamilton, in thought as well as in practice.
Professor Lynton K. Caldwelll8/ has summarized Hamilton's views
in the simple sentence: "Power was best controlled, not by rigid
limitations, but by the provision of channels for its responsible
operation."

Equally important: the thought of America's Framers strongly
implies that a constitution is not a passive derivative of social
forces. In this respect, the younger Charles A. Beardl9/
completely misread the Framers, in particular The Federalist No.
10. In this essay, Madison was as keenly aware of social and
economic reality and all the social multiplicity and antagonisms
which it produces. Walter Lippmann has reminded us in one of his
most effective columns2O/ that the very first sentence of No. 10
puts Madison squarely on the side of those who, following a
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tradition of two thousand years, have cast the political
structure into an active role: "Among the numerous advantages
promised by a well-constructed Union, none deserves to be more
accurately developed than its tendency to break and control the
violence of faction." The most threatening dangers to democratic
government are, therefore, not passively accepted: it is the
task of properly devised institutions to shape that government in
such a way as to enable it "to break and control" its enemies.

The meaning of Madison's vital sentence has, to be sure, been
obscured by the fact that its author, like most others in his
day, was not yet aware of the positive tasks of political parties
and of interest groups. Clearly, however, the characteristic of
"faction" which Madison was most anxious to "break and control"
was "violence;" he uses that word repeatedly. Violence had,
indeed, been the mark of all of those groups which had destroyed
republican government in antiquity and during the Middle Ages, as
it was to be the mark of those who destroyed democracy in
generations to come.

Madison wanted to "break and control the violence of faction"
in a manner which did not interfere with liberty. Liberty "is to
faction what air is to fire," an "element without which it
instantly expires." Madison concludes "that the causes of
faction cannot be removed, and that relief is only to be sought
in the means of controlling its effects." This is to be done
with the instruments proper to "a well-constructed Union." The
full significance of this statement is rarely seen: it means no
less than that we should put all of the factors which threaten
democracy from within (be they of an economic, ideological, or
whatever other origin) on one side, and the instrumentalities of
the democratic poliical process on the other side. These
instruments are likely to control the former if given a chance.

What is the best way to "break and control the violence of
faction"? Madison's answer begins with these words:

If a faction consists of less than a majority,
relief is supplied by the republican
principle, which enables the majority to
defeat its sinister views by regular vote. It
may clog the administration, it may convulse
the society; but it will be unable to execute
and mask its violence under the forms of the
Constitution.

Madison then discussed the effect which the representative
principle in itself can have on giving reason and moderation a
chance to prevail; these specific issues cannot be discussed on
this occasion.21/ Madison then returned to majority rule and
added that, whTle in some local areas candidates presented by
"factions" may be elected, they faced the further safeguards
created by the large extent of the country as the particular
processes on which the cohesion of a faction depended could not
be easily extended over a,.large territory. It would then be
"less probable that a maj 'rity of the whole will have a common
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motive to invade the rights of other citizens. What Madison had
in mind resembles what, in our day, John Kenneth Galbraith termed
"countervailing powers."

Madison's reasoning came to be supplemented by Lincoln's
simple words: "You can fool some of the people all of the time,
you can fool all of the people some of the time, but you cannot
fool all of the people all of the time."

American experience has indeed proven that it is difficult to
elect true extremists in more than a limited number of
congressional districts and that, in the national Congress, they
could never become more than a handful. Similarly, when our
parties gather for their national conventions, they keep a
watchful eye on candidates with a "factional" bend. Thus the
Klan of the 1920's, powerful as it was, could never secure the
presidential nomination for one of its own, and by 1928 it could
not even prevent the selection of Alfred E. Smith, who was
anathema to its members. Our political divisions have never
reached such proportions in later years, but when, in 1974, Barry
Goldwater, and in 1972, George McGovern, both regarded by a
significant part of the electorate as "extremists," were
nominated, the swing against their parties was such that caution
became a primary ingredient of the choice made by national
conventions.

As American history was also to demonstrate, the majority
does not simply "block" the rise of factions. There is a carrot
as well as a stick: actual and potential leaders of "factional"
groups can try their luck within the large and more successful
parties. Not a few of them have eventually made their
contributions to moderation and responsibility in this way.

Lastly, as both Jefferson and Lincoln pointed out in their
first inaugural addresses (the most overlooked contributions to
the catalogue of American classics), majority rule is not only
vital but also contains a high potential for generating a
political consensus. Jefferson presided over the first great
political turnover in this country, and demonstrated that there
can be a peaceful alternation of parties in power. The undecided
voter in the country's political center decides who is to have a
majority, and he forces both of the major contestants to accept
tenets with which their fellow citizens can live.

To take a brief look at American political history: what
James Sundquist was to call "The Alignment and Realignment of
Parties"22/ began with the elections to the first Congress. The
Anti-Federalists had secured about half, and some say more than
half, of the votes cast for the Ratifying Conventions. The
brilliant exposures of the merits of the new Constitution,
highlighted by The Federalist papers, and the effective arguments
presented in the various Ratifying Conventions, won the day. But
the Anti-Federalists had not disarmed, and in the crucial state
of Virginia they were led by the then "omnipotent" Governor
Patrick Henry. The state legislature picked the two Senators of
his choice, but in the House districts the combination of popular
election and of decision by majority made it possible to turn
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tables on him: The Anti-Federalists took only three of the
state's 10 seats. James Madison, though forced into a hard
battle, was among the victors. He had, however, to pay tribute
to the fact that government by majority is indeed government by
persuasion.23/ In Philadelphia, he had opposed the demand for a
separate Bill of Rights, but his Virginia friends soon convinced
him that this was one Anti-Federalist demand which he had better
accept, and he did so gracefully. His opponent, incidentally,
was James Monroe who soon rallied to the major policies of the
Federalists, eventually becoming Madison's successor as
President.

The Anti-Federalists can, of course, not be regarded as a
"faction" in Madison's sense; they did not sponsor organized
violence.24/ This is different with the Anti-Masonic Party, the
Know Noth ngs, and the Klan of both the post-Civil War and post-
World War I period. They all, however, soon realized that the
road to power led through electoral participation. They might do
well enough in individual congressional districts and in state
elections, but on the overall national level they had to
compromise their principles.

The first major representative of these groups, the Anti-
Masons, after having spread fear over large areas, adopted most
of the tenets of the -- moderate -- National Republicans as soon
as they entered into electoral contests. In their National
Convention of 1832 (the first one ever held by any party), they
selected William Wirt as their standard-bearer. Wirt, nationally
known as a former Attorney General under Presidents James Monroe
and John Quincy Adams, was expected to unite the opposition to
Jackson. But the candidate was also a Mason, and it soon
developed that, in order to become strong enough for victory, the
party had destroyed its credibility. When the election turned
into a Waterloo, the party simply disintegrated. The rank and
file found it easy to take their places within the moderate
groups struggling for the political realignment which was then
occurring. Once again, the combination of stick and carrot had
done the job.

As mentioned above, the Klan of the 1920's did no better than
the Anti-Masons. Both had also demonstrated that it does a
defeated faction little good if, to quote again Madison's
analysis of The Federalist No. 10, it is able for a while to
"clog the administration," and to "convulse society," since "it
will be unable to execute and mask its violence under the forms
of the Constitution." That was to be different with the
Fascists, the Nazis, and similar groups of later generations.
They did not have to contend with majority rule in small (or
large) constituencies. As will be discussed below, proportional
representation opened the doors of their countries' parliament to
them on easy terms, allowing them to undermine their nations'
political institutions from within.

The difference was to be particularly visible during the
world economic crisis. In the United States, the decline of
production and prices, and the rise of unemployment closely
paralleled what happened in Weimar Germany; the respective
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percentage figures for the two countries can be substituted one
for the other without causing a significant divergence from the
facts. The people in Germany did suffer from the effects of the
lost war but then there was a comprehensive system of social
security which even in those difficult days provided a minimum of
protection which many an American needed and did not have. The
perceived and the real extremists in the United States might,
therefore, have had as much of a field day as did their German
counterparts. In the presidential elections of 1932, the
Socialists did manage to increase their votes from 268,000 (in
1928) to 882,000, and the Communists from 21,000 to 103,000. But
what did that matter by comparison with the Democratic increase
from 15 million to 22.8 million, corresponding to a Republican
decline from 21.4 to 15.8 million? Weimar's "improper channels"
of government, which enabled Nazis and Communists to grow by
leaps and bounds, had been avoided. The American voter was
simply asked whom he wanted for his President. Hoover and
Roosevelt were the only ones to have a chance, so he made his
choice between them; he did not act as if he was expressing
preferences in a ideological beauty contest as the German voters
had to do.

The chances for radicals to fatten up on the protest vote
caused by the Depression was not to end in 1932. For the reasons
mentioned in a different context, American recovery was sluggish
and unemployment remained high. New protest movements arose, led
by Huey Long, the Rev. Gerald K. Smith, and the Rev. Charles
Coughlin. After Long's death, Coughlin tried to unite the three
groups. By itself, Coughlin's National Union for Social Justice
claimed 5 million votes and it became the center of the one major
attempt made to gain power through the electoral process, namely,
the candidacy of Congressman William Lemke in the presidential
elections of 1936. During the campaign, Coughlin told an
audience assembled in the Cleveland stadium that he would end his
(phenomenally successful) radio talks if he did not "deliver 9
million votes for Lemke." Actually Lemke secured only 900,0000
of the 45 million votes cast. Americans just did not want to
"throw their votes away." These elections also provided a rare
quantitative comparison between the chances of a candidate with a
chance to win and one whose defeat could be taken for granted:
on the same day that the people gave Lemke, in his native state
of North Dakota, 36,708 votes in the contest for the presidency,
they accorded him 115,913 for reelection to Congress.

Thus, during the Depression, groups that might have deeply
disrupted the forming of a new national consensus never got to
first base. They could, and did, cause trouble, as did Father
Coughlin when he unleased a flood of telegrams on Washington
which, he claimed (and others believed) were decisive in
preventing the Senate from accepting American adhesion to the
World Court. But they could never disrupt the organs of the
national government from within; there never was that paralysis
of power which preceded the victory of both Mussolini and Hitler.

The events connected with the postwar racial crisis, with
Vietnam, and with Watergate must be treated even more briefly.
Only the racial crisis led to significant attempts to gain power
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through the electoral process. in 1948, the then South Carolina

Governor Strom Thurmond led a third party movement against the

Democratic Party's presidential candidate Harry Truman. His

defeat was almost as resounding as that of Congressman Lemke's in

1963. Thurmond, more of a national figure than Lemke, later

entered the Senate. He came to modify his views in the course of

time, and, when he ran for reelection in 1980, his old

segregationist beliefs had moderated to such an extent that he

could openly court black votes, of which he received a
significant number.

The example of Alabama's Governor George Wallace is even more

striking. In his first inaugural address, he had vowed

"segregation now and forever." When in 1982 he decided to run

once more for his old office, he declared that he had changed
with the times. He managed to secure enough black votes to win

the Democratic primary and was officially, if indirectly,

supported by black organizations in the final elections, when he
won. He appointed two blacks to his cabinet.

American history, then, demonstrates that violent dissent can

be overcome by democratic means: majorities are enabled to beat

it down where it is disruptive, but their ranks are open to those

who are willing to enter them and work together with others for

peaceful solutions. There is always a constructive interplay
between partisan dissent and the tendency toward national
consensus.

Madison's warnings meant little to those Europeans who

drafted the constitutions adopted after the two world wars. They

might have reflected that there was no lack of combustible
material in the world in which they lived; they could easily have

concluded that there was every need to "break and control the
violence of faction." The intellectual atmosphere of their days,

however, favored the reduction of all political events to social

divisions. Eventually, Leopold Schwarzschild,25/ one of the most

intelligent writers of the Left in Weimar Germany, was to

complain that the vast majority of his country's intellectuals

thought in the terms of Marx's "historic materialism," which, he
said, had been proven by events, in particular the rise of

Fascism and Nazism, to be "historical mysticism."

Actually, so far as the system of voting is concerned, there

had been a stringent warning two generations earlier. When
Thomas Hare developed the single-transferable vote of P.R.

Walter Bagehot analyzed its inherent tendencies26/ before it had

even been used, and concluded:

...the mass of a Parliament ought to be men of
moderate sentiments, or they will elect an
immoderate ministry, and enact violent laws.
But upon the plan suggested, the House would
be made up of party politicians selected by a
party committee, chained to that committee and
pledged to party violence, and of
characteristic, and therefore immoderate
representatives, for every "ism" in all
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England. Instead of a deliberate assembly of
moderate and judicious men, we should have a
various compound of all sorts of violence.27/

For Bagehot, then, parliamentary government and P.R. were
incompatible. That conclusion must be modified in the same way
in which Bagehot's prediction of the troubles of the Third
Republic had to be modified: the tendencies inherent in any part
of a constitutional structure can be weakened by countervailing
forces in the same way in the fall of the leaf or the feather can
be affected by air and wind. In the case of P.R., the possible
modifying factors are of two kinds: first, the system itself can
be used in a diluted form. Second, economic, ethnic, and other
social forces can either strengthen or weaken the effects of P.R.

Thomas Hare wanted proportionality in its "pure form." All
of England was to form one constituency. The voter would be
given a "freedom of choice, not only of the two or three
(candidates presenting themselves, under majority voting, in a
single-member constituency) but of the candidates for all the
other constituencies of the kingdom." They might number "two or
three thousand." Hare was frank about the consequences: "Many
more candidates will be everywhere put in nomination." He
concluded: "Minorities... (will, under the single-transferable
vote) far exceed any number of minorities now existing, by the
operation of numberless affinities and compulsions, which, in a
state of liberation, will dissolve the present majorities."28/

Hare's followers realized that so much consistency would not
do. Who could handle a ballot with two or three thousand
candidates? In 1937, the voters of Brooklyn, New York, had
serious trouble with a ballot four feet long, but it had to
accommodate only 99 candidates. Therefore, in most cases where
the single-transferable vote was applied, the size of the
contituencies was limited and with it the number of candidates.
The price, of course, was a dilution of the essence of P.R.,
which is to establish proportionality between votes casts and
seats obtained. When, for example, in Ireland, Eamon de Valera
could not abolish P.R., as he would have liked to do, he
instituted small constituencies. A number of them contained only
three seats, two of which would go to the party which scored more
than half of the total number of votes.29/ Such a system assumes
some of the characteristics of majority voting. Some, but not
all. Ireland witnessed, in 1981 and 1982, two successive
elections in which half a dozen independents turned the scales
between the major rivals. Every independent made his vote count
as much as he could, and two governments fell after less than a
year in office. A third election then made possible a coalition
of Fine Gael and Labour which, however, had to approach the
troubles of Ireland's particularly deep recessions with highly
divided counsels.

The opposite of the Hare system is the list system. In its
simplest form, the seats are divided in proportion to the votes
received by the party lists, with candidates elected in the order
of their listing. This arrangement has obvious disadvantages but
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it reflects a certain logic. The essence of P.R. lies in

impersonal numbers,'the desired identity of the percentages of

the votes and of the seat received. It is no accident that, as

two French jurists3O/ reported regretfully, the originators of

the leading P.R. systems were mathematicians. Lists can,

however, be loosened by permitting the voters either to modify

somewhat the order of the candidates, or by leaving it to them

entirely to indicate the victorious candidates with the help of

preferential votes.

Our discussion of the practical results of P.R. must be

brief, and it is complicated by the fact that, as this writer has

emphasized for decades,31/ social causation is multiple. To

trace it adequately would, in addition to the analysis of the

fundamental concepts, require a book length examination of the

concrete facts for every country.32/

Pre-Fascist Italy

The following remarks will concentrate on the cases in which

leading statesmen vigorously criticized P.R. before it was

adopted, and the results of its application confirmed their views

within short order. The first country is Italy, which is so

important because of the encouragement which Fascism had on the

development of right-wing extremism in several European

countries. Mussolini demonstrated rather quickly that

democracies could be overthrown and thus lent credibility to

others with similar plans. He had a particularly powerful

influence on Germany. Most of Germany's right of center leaders

(and millions of their followers) who helped Hitler get to power

expected no more than a new version of Mussolini's rule. Hitler

studied Mussolini's rise carefully. His title "Der Fuehrer" is a

literal translation of "Il Duce," and the "brown shirts" were a

copy-cat version of Italy's "black shirts." Furthermore, the way

in which Hitler got himself appointed Chancellor was a studied

imitation of the way in which Mussolini became Prime Minister:

the Nazis, like the Fascists before them, accepted a cabinet in

which they had only a small minority of the seats -- enough,

however, to initiate, in due course, that reign of terror which

permitted them to subdue their right-wing allies and suppress the

rest.

Before Italy adopted P.R. in 1919, there was a vigorous

debate in the Chamber of Deputies. Thus Sidney Sonnino33/

concluded:

With the tempestuous agitation that has arisen

during the last five years still troubling us,

and with a moral fever pervading the world and

bound to continue for at least several months

more -- now is surely not the time to adopt

new methods for the election of Parliament and

thus give fresh strength to those elements in

our social and political structure which make

for disintegration...
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Sonnino added: "Why base our every hope, our confidence in
the future, upon those things solely which divibde us, rather than
on those on which we agree?"34/

The deputy Alessio35/ was not less forceful:

What..,is the function of P.R.? It is to
create (I use the words of a pamphleteer) an
elected assembly in which the forces of the
various parties exist in the same proportion
in which they exist in the Nation. But that,
Gentlemen, is absurd. Parliament is confused
with the Nation. The Nation, Gentlemen, has
continuity of existence, permanency...

Parliament has a duration of five years. In
this short time, it must carry out a program,
strengthen a government, or replace it. Its
action and its purpose cannot be realized
without a majority.

...The application of this system under
present conditions would provoke a very bad
functioning of the Chamber, would make it
impossible to form a lasting cabinet, and
would in the long run bring about the
paralysis of public life.

Sonnino and Alessio both argued the extreme case: they
protested against a system of voting which established an almost
hundred percent proportionality. This was done in regard to a
people which (then more than now) represented a temperament
particularly averse to compromise, and they faced a situation
which the historian Gaetano Salvemini36/ characterized as one of
"postwar neurasthenia." Salvemini added, however, that by 1922
this neurasthenia had subsided, only to be followed by
"parliamentary paralysis."

Paralysis is, of course, exactly what Alessio and Sonnino had
predicted. Two P.R. elections, held in 1919 and in 1921,
sufficed to bring it about. It was still necessary for various
other factors to intervene before Mussolini's "March on Rome"
could cause King Victor Emmanuel (in some respects so similar to
dottering President von Hindenburg in Germany) to appoint him as
Prime Minister. But Italy had permitted "improper channels" of
government to shape the articulation of its political will, and
thereby given hostages to fortune. In such cases, pure accident
can combine with faulty judgment to produce irreversible results.

As to what happened,'all space permits us to do on this
occasion37/ is to quote what Lord Curzon38/ said, evidently just
before Mussolini's victory:

During the last three or four years, I have
been confronted with the phenomenon of a
series of unstable Italian governments, seldom
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lasting for more than a few months, and
depriving their representatives at Allied
Conferences of that power which derives from
stability of institutions. I think I have put
the same question to every succeeding Italian
Minister, be it Prime Minister or Foreign
Minister, with whom I happened to be
associated, and on every occasion I have had
the same reply: "The weakness of our
institutions and the instability of our
governments is due to Proportional
Representation and Proportional Representation
alone."

If challenged, Lord Curzon's informants would hardly have
denied that more factors than P.R. were involved in the fatal
weakness of Italy's parliamentary government. What they meant,
they could have expressed in Madisonian terms: a variety of
causes spawned Fascism and Italy's other "factions." The one
potent factor apt to "break and control the violence of faction,"
majority rule, had, however, been replaced by P.R. What could
still be done to save freedom was hampered by the rivalries
between the moderate parties, which were not tied together by the
need to present common candidates, and by the blunders of people
who, beginning with Prime Minister Facta, should never have held
the positions they did. Basically, the warnings of men like
Sonnino and Alessio were inspired by the feeling that what
actually did happen was somehow "programmed" when P.R. was
adopted.

The collapse of democracy in Italy was to be followed by its
weakening in all countries with P.R. and its eventual demise in
some. The most important case is, of course, that of Germany.
There P.R. had been introduced, in 1918 , through a decree of the
Council of People's Commissars which had assumed control when the
empire collapsed. Its members were Socialists and, since P.R.
had been demanded in their party's famed Erfurt program, its
adoption was automatic. A few months later, the National
Assembly made P.R. a part of the consitution. Friedrich Naumann,
the leader of the (Liberal) Democratic Party, was its principal
opponent. He emphasized the fundamental clash between the
requirements of the parliamentary system and of P.R. In a letter
to one of his followers, he raised the issue even more
sharply:39/

I do not believe that we shall get to a
satisfactory solution of the problem of
forming a majority, but I feel that we are
creating a condition, which can be remedied
only by a later coup d'etat. However, I know
well that I am alone in my far-reaching
pessimism on this question. Since one does
not want to endow the President with strong
governmental rights of his own, one ought to
take care that there is a natural majority in
Parliament. That is what is not being done

Ji.

I,\1
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and what, so far as I am able to see, is not
accomplished by the way chosen. Therefore,
the new Constitution lacks a state-forming
organ.

Naumann could not have been more outspoken. He disregarded
the complaints of his followers that his party would suffer from
majority voting; according to his disciple and biographer,
Theodor Heuss, those were for him of "second-rank"
considerations. Heuss adds:

It need not be demonstrated how clearly he
(Naumann) foresaw future developments; the
searching for a majority was bound to shift
the power of decision, and the responsibility,
to the small groups which, formed on an
economic, denominational, or geographic basis,
were still just "needed" and therewith, if one
wants to accept a political "marginal utility"
or "marginal cost" theory, determined the
parliamentary "price formation."40/

Naumann's warnings, seconded by Max Weber, had no effect, and
German political history was started on a course at the end of
which the Nazis were able to seize power. Other factors,
omissions as well as commissions, played their part in the rise
of Hitler; the author has discussed them repeatedly and in great
detail. Thus, as mentioned above, tendencies arising from the
constitutional structure can be offset, even if only for a time,
by other factors. There is first the possibility of mitigating
the effects of P.R. by watering down the system, as happened in
the electoral law governing the election of the Constituent
Assembly in 1919. There were regional constituencies and the
distribution of the seats took place according to the d'Hondt
system which, unless it is applied for a country as a whole,
favors large parties. Had it been continued, it could have
reduced Hitler's chances significantly. But the P.R.
doctrinaires wanted full proportionality. They got it in the
election law of 1920 which allocated a seat for every 60,000
votes, and used regional and national lists for the utilization
of remnants. There was one exception on which the then Minister
of the Interior, Erich Koch-Weser, insisted, after a delegation
of midwives had threatened him with the formation of a party of
their own: on the national list a party could obtain only as
many seats as it had received in the provincial and regional
units. The provision did not, however, block many others beside
the midwives. When splintering reached a high point in 1928,
some advocated more serious restrictions on the proportionality
of the election law, only to suffer defeat from the usual
combination of vested interests and intellectual confusion.

There was, however, a period of consolidation. The inflation
came to an end. The Dawes Plan seemed, for a time, to put the
payment of reparations on an acceptable level, and the treaties
of Locarno and Thoiry brought Germany back into the comity of
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nations. Nazi strength declined from a pre-Depression high of

6.5 percent in May 1924 to 2.6 percent in 1928.

The overall splintering was, however, such that, in order to

get any majority at all, a government of five parties had to be

formed which stumbled from one crisis to another. Under majority

voting, matters would have been different. Johannes Schauff4l/

found that, if the country were divided into 400 single member

constituencies, the board would have been swept clean of the more

troublesome of the smaller parties, including the Nazis.42/ The

Social Democrats might have had a clear majority of their own.

In any event, Germany's economic recovery, limited as it was,

did provide for a measure of political stabilization.
Compensation for the effects of P.R. was, however, limited.

Chancellor Hermann Mueller found it hard to keep his five-party

coalition together. He lost an irreplaceable helper when his

Foreign Minister, Gustav Stresemann, died -- he suffered a heart

attack on the evening of another day which he had spent trying to

keep his "People's Party" within the coalition. In the end,

Mueller's own party torpedoed the cabinet when it refused to

accept an increase of the social security tax by one-half of one

percent, made necessary by rising unemployment. *When, in our

day, proponents of P.R. place their hopes on the accommodation

which they feel can be reached by the partners of a P.R.

coalition, they overlook that, in times of economic stress,

differences between parties tend to become acrimonious, and the

breaking point is never far off.

Some of those who were aware of the fissiparous tendencies of

P.R., in particular Max Weber, had insisted on a strong

President, popularly elected, who could provide for a measure of

stability.43/ The 1930's were to reveal the questionable aspects

of such an-arrangement: certainly, when von Hindenburg appointed

Heinrich Bruening as Chancellor and promised him that, if

necessary, he would be authorized to govern by decree, many

accepted this as reasonable under the circumstances: if Max

Weber had been living he might have agreed with this evaluation.

But then there came the appointment of the adventurous von Papen

and of General von Schleicher who soon discovered that he could

not ban the demons which he had summoned, and finally of Hitler.

Meanwhile, everything depended on the elections called for

September 14, 1930. Until then, Bruening had been fighting his

major battles against the Social Democrats who had voted against

the measures through which he hoped to stem the crisis. Soon,

however, the Nazis, until then hardly known outside certain

areas, were waging a turbulent campaign all over the country,

blaming the government for the high interest which the farmers

had to pay and for unemployment and bankruptcies in the

cities.44/ The percentage of the votes cast for them increased

from the 2.6 percent in 1928 to 18.2 percent, and the number of

their deputies from 12 to 107. The Communists grew from 10.6

percent to 13.1 percent of the votes and from 54 to 77 seats.

In the United States, even such percentages of the votes

would have meant little. In 1924, the elder LaFollete, so very

19-549 0-83-40
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much more respectable than Hitler, won 16.2 percent of the vote
though, unlike the Nazis, he could not get his ticket on the
ballot in all of the states. He had to be satisfied with 2.4
percent of the electors and, on the day after the election, his
coalition was dead; there was not even a chance to consolidate it
into a regular party. Hitler's candidates were listed
everywhere, and they got a full percentage of the seats. The
party had acquired a momentum which was to carry it to power.

The Nazis did not secure an absolute majority of the votes,
however, in a single one of the 400 constituencies of equal size
into which the territory of the Reich had been divided.45/ For a
party with few friends, and few presentable candidates, that
would have been fatal. In Germany, majority voting would
presumably, as it did until 1918, have taken place under a run-
off system where the moderate had a chance to unite against both
the Nazis and the Communists. A detailed study of the possible
combination leaves no doubt that under any kind of majority
voting the republican parties would have had an ample majority,
capable of governing for the next four years, during which the
worst of the Depression would have been overcome.46/

Space does not permit the discussion of P.R. in other
countries. Thus, democratic government did survive in the
Scandinavian and in the Benelux nations. However, there had
everywhere been, in the words of the German jurist Rudolf Smend,
a "shift in the constitutional order through proportional
representation."47/ Coalitions of minority parties decided
instead of parliament as a whole. Furthermore, P.R. had, by
eliminating the kind of struggle which guarantees vitality,
devitalized the democratic process, making everything dependent
upon a multiplicity of parties and their bargaining; even then,
it might take months after an election to form a new government.
Still, democracy did survive after a fashion in some of these
countries48/ and in Sweden there even was definite improvement
after, in 1932, the Socialists began to be the leading party in
government. This improvement is relative in the sense that only
some of the more serious defects which P.R. had exhibited in the
1920's were overcome. There was reason to assume that majority
voting would have done better.

Thus, during the inter-war years, the story of P.R. was one
of only intermitently relieved gloom. Matters were to improve
somewhat after 1945. On the one hand, the reduction of political
splintering by the dilution of P.R. became more frequent; the
German 5 percent clause is the best known example. On the other
hand, there was an unprecedented boom, interrupted only by
comparatively brief and mild "recessions." In one generation,
the world's production more than doubled. Prosperity, as it
prevailed until 1973, did as much to nurture political moderation
as the severe Depression of the 1930's had added fuel to the
flames of disruption.
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France's Fourth Republic

Even so, the new P.R. experience was by no means uniform. To

begin with, there was France, forever inclined to go her own way,

adding to her other attractions that of a perpetually operating

laboratory of constitutional experimentation. French postwar

history began with the adoption of P.R. as well as of a

constitution embodying just about all of the possible devices of

"rationalized parliamentarism," apparently intending to

demonstrate that such a combination is capable of engendering

problems even in the best of times. There had been ample

warnings during the dying days of the Third Republic as to what

might be expected from P.R.49/ There was a full debate in the

Chamber, one of the best in the history of the world's

parliamentary discussions of the subject. During the war, the

Philospher Jacques Maritain, whom the Christian Democrats of

France (and other Latin countries) are, to this day, proud to

list as their intellectual mentor, had expressed himself in a

few, but pregnant sentences:50/

In order to eliminate, in addition, every

attempt to introduce the "Trojan horse" of

proportional representation into the

democratic structure, let us note that just as

the common good is not a simple sum of

individual goods, so the common will is not a

simple sum of individual wills. Universal

suffrage does not have the aim to represent
simply atomic wills and opinions, but to give

form and expression, accordinng to their
respective importance, to the common currents
of opinion and of will which exist in the
nation.

Lastly, there was the use of the old type of majority voting

in the municipal and provincial ("cantonal") elections of 1945

which by itself should have clinched the issue against P.R. In

the provincial elections, the Socialists led with a total of 811

seats, the Radicals (actually, centrist Liberals) followed with

607, the Communists had 328, and the Christian Democratic MRP

(Popular Republican Movement) 230, the rest going to independents

and smaller parties. L6on Blum could write without

contradiction: "We have the wind in the sails."51/ Blum and his

friends felt that, as soon as elections to the Constituent

Assembly had been held, they would lead their country just as the

Labour Party under Clement Attlee was then leading England.

The difference was that the English Labour leaders had

rejected P.R., fully aware of it simplications5
2 / when the

Liberals tried to force it on them. The French Socialists were

never quite free from the dogmatism of the Second International,

which had endorsed P.R., even when Leon Blum tried to break away

from it. In 1945, they just submerged themselves in the P.R.

wave which swept the country. That system's strongest proponents

were the Communists53/ but the Christian Democrats, always

opportunistic in constitutional matters, were not far behind.54/
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General de Gaulle hesitated, but in the end signed a law which he
hoped would avoid the worst: P.R. was to be applied in 102
constituencies, electing on an average six deputies, each with no
regional or national utilization of surpluses. This meant that a
party with less than one-seventh of the votes secured no seat.

The results soon dampened the hope that this diluted form of
P.R. would save France from the major effects of that system.
The three "mass parties," Communists, Socialists, and Christian
Democrats, with approximately equal strength, obtained a somewhat
higher percentage of seats than of votes. The smaller parties
suffered, and they included the "radicals," then a truly centrist
party. The leading trio lost no time demonstrating that keeping
the number of parties down does little good when none of them
has, or even expects, a majority, and no two of them can find the
way to a reasonable degree of cooperation. General de Gaulle,
who had been heading the provisional government and expected to
stay on, resigned as soon as he had digested the election
results. There were two cabinets in 1946, while the new
constitution was under discussion, and 17 more from January 1947
to April 1958, when the Fourth Republic expired.

The constitution of 1946 followed, in spite of minor
corrections brought about by the Christian Democrats, the pattern
of "rationalized parliamentarism" in the form in which it was
presented by the Communists.55/ All elections were to be held
under P.R., and the Executive was to be weak, deprived, in
particular, of an effective right of dissolution.

The French soon realized that, with this kind of political
structure, they could marshall their potential no more than they
had been able to do during so much of the Third Republic. The
realization came fast and vigorously and soon expressed itself in
the explosive success of General de Gaulle's "Rally of the French
People." By the time new elections to the National Assembly were
due (1951), there was no doubt that, between the Gaullists at the
Right and the Communists at the Left, the moderate parties to
which Leon 'Blum had tried to administer a shot in the arm by
calling them the "Third Force" could not have secured a majority
under the existing election law. So it was arranged that,
wherever a party or a group of allied parties (an apparentement)
secured an absolute majority in a constituency, it obtained all
of the seats; these were, in case of a coalition, divided between
the participants according to P.R.

This law discourged the voters from supporting either the
Gaullists or the Communists since neither had a chance to enter a
promising coalition. Still, the two of them together had enough
votes to have given them a parliamentary majority had the law not
been changed.56/ The apparentements provided the parties of the
"Third Force" with enough of a breathing spell to make possible
the governments of Antoine Pinay and of Pierre Mendes-France, the
former being able to slow down the inflation and the latter to
extricate France from the Indochinese war. Both premiers were
aware of the need to reform the election law and to strengthen
the right of dissolution. Once again, the vested interests gave
battle: changes in the election law proved impossible, and the
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reform which Mendes-France tried in order to obtain a workable

right of dissolution and to alter other parts of the constitution

became a reformette (December 7, 1954), limited to a few minor,

if beneficial, changes.

In the elections of 1956, the parties of the "Third Force"

found it impossible to conclude enough apparentements, and the

results were about what they would have been under the law of

1946. Incoherence and semiparalysis were, once again, the

characteristic of governments. When, in May of 1958, the
parachutists of General Massu stood ready to drop on Paris and

take the law into their own hands, the Republicans were glad to

hand the power over to General de Gaulle, trusting him to

establish a new republic.

The Fifth Republic

The General kept his promise, and a constitution was adopted

which was, in all decisive aspects, the opposite of its

predecessor. It was still comparatively long and detailed, but

its provisions aimed consistently at establishing and securing a

vigorous executive. The starting point was, as it had been for

Debre in 1944, the parliamentary system. The two decisive steps

to establish it in its "classic" shape were taken: majority

voting was adopted (though still with two ballots) and an

untrammeled right of dissolution was introduced -- so

untrammeled, in fact, that it was given to the President of the

Republic without the requirement of countersignature. Michel

Debre and his friends felt, however, that, given the bad habits

characteristic of France's parliamentary past, the parliament,

though provided with the right to legislate and to censure the

cabinet, had to be forced into a "corset," limiting the duration
of its sessions as well as the extent of its functions.

The powers of the President, greatly enhanced from the start,

reached unanticipated proportions when, in 1962, a referendum,

unilaterally ordered by President de Gaulle, provided for popular

elections. This measure was fought by most traditional
Republicans, including de Gaulle's old mentor, Paul Reynaud. It

proved so popular, however, that, after it was approved by the

people, opposition to it all but ceased, though the Socialists

were slow in being converted, and the Communists held their

ground since they could not hope ever to win an election held

nationwide by majority vote.

The final triumph of the new institutions came with the

victory of Francois Mitterrand in 1981. Mitterrand had always
been an opponent of de Gaulle, but his opinions evolved.57/ When

he became President, he declared immediately that he would claim

all the powers which the constitution vested in the chief of
state though he suggested that he would exercise them more

discreetly than his predecessors had done. Events were soon to

induce Mitterrand to shape the details of the government as much

as did Georges Pompidou and Valery Giscard d'Estaing.
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Changes of what might be called the constitutional
superstructure are, however, of limited effect, and may actually
backfire, unless the infrastructure of implementation and consent
is sound. This infrastructure is provided by political parties.
French experience since 1945 provides a striking illustration for
the changes which may follow something a simple as the adoption
of a different system of voting. We referred to the twin results
of the introduction of P.R. in 1945: the loose groupings of the
Third Republic which, at times, had the appearance of a no-party
system, were abruptly replaced by well organized major parties.
The individual deputy who had amounted to so much during the
Third Republic was replaced by what, for a time, operated like
soulless marionettes, with the party leaders pulling the strings.

The second change consisted in the inflation of extremist
strength. The Communists could, all of a sudden, translate votes
into seats in every part of the country and fully exploit the
reputation which they had earned during the Resistance (at any
rate after the Nazi invasion of Russia). In the municipal and
provincial elections of 1945, they had, as mentioned above,
polled about as many votes as the Socialists but been
outdistanced in terms of seats. Had that process continued for
some time, they might, as American experience with similarly
placed parties so clearly suggests, lost votes as well, though in
their case strong trade union support, providing them with great
clout in certain areas, prevented a collapse of a type which
Robert LaFollette's coalition suffered after its 1924 defeat.

P.R. then permitted the Communists to exploit their actual
and potential voting strength to the fullest. It also permitted
them to play the part of an opposition from within in the early
coalition governments, and to act as a powerful opposition from
the outside when they were removed from the cabinet in 1947. The
Socialists, on the other hand, were more than ever burdened with
full participation in coalition governments, all of which had to
rely on right-of-center support in order to survive. Actually,
the Socialists fell behind the Communists in the very first P.R.
elections, held in October 1945. The Communists became "France's
premier party" in November 1946, eventually outdistancing the
Socialists in the range of 60:40 for the rest of the Fourth
Republic.

The Fifth Republic abruptly reversed all of these trends when
it reintroduced majority voting with two ballots. The plurality
system, Anglo-Saxon style, would immediately have set in motion a
tendency to a two-party line-up.58/ Such a step seemed
hazardous, however, after a P.R. experience of a dozen years.
The Socialists would have had a hard time regaining their old
voting strength in a hurry, and the parties of the Right and
Center were not fond of uniting on common candidates as would
have been necessary in a one ballot system.

For the time being, the parties right of center were in the
ascendency. Many Socialists resented that they were, for better
than two decades, not the beneficiaries of the strengthening
effect inherent in majority voting. Still, from the outset, the
Socialists outgained the Communists in terms of seats, the first
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step to making them, once again, the leading party of the Left.
They were soon to benefit also from the "cure d'opposition," the
"cure of opposition:" they no longer had to participate in
coalitions with right of center parties which had done so much to
undermine their credibility during the Fourth Republic.

Thus, when Francois Mitterrand set out to revitalize the
Socialist party he disposed of assets not available to his
predecessors. He first wanted to regain the territory lost to
the Communists after 1945, then dominate them, and ultimately win
an absolute majority for his party.59/ In the parliamentary
elections of 1978, the Socialists finally out-distanced the
Communists although the latter did all they could to sabotage the
chances of a common victory which would have benefited the
Socialists more than themselves.

By the time the presidential elections of 1981 approached,
the Communists had been placed under so much pressure that they
had to endorse the Socialist candidate Mitterrand in the second
ballot. The strong current engendered for Mitterrand in the
first ballot grew even stronger in the second; it kept growing in
the first and second ballots of the ensuing parliamentary
elections. Thus, the Socialists and their left of center allies
won an absolute majority of the seats, whereas P.R. would have
given them considerably less and left them in an embarrassing
dependence on the Communists. Mitterrand did feel that he could
not govern without Communists in the cabinet. If left out, they
would have continued to dominate the country's leading trade
union and might have caused trouble in the factories and in the
streets. Still, the Socialists were clearly in the driver's
seat.

Under these circumstances, a younger political scientist6O/
suggested completing the job of replacing the "quadripolar
France"61/ which was the logical outcome of the second ballot,
with a "bipolar France," a France with a two-party system, which
was to result from introducing the plurality system. From the
point of view of relative party strength, the time was ripe for
such a suggestion, but the commitments, and the perceptions, of
various political groups and their leaders created a different
picture. The demand for a reintroduction of P.R. on all levels,
national, regional, and municipal, had been a part of all
agreements concluded between the Socialists and the Communists
during the 1970's. In 1981, there was no "unity pact" between
the two parties, but the Socialist party reaffirmed its support
for P.R. Confused counsels in their ranks played their part in
this commitment, but so did strong Communist reminders, repeated
on every conceivable occasion. The promise to reintroduce P.R.
was the price for their support of Socialist candidates in the
second ballot.

When the Socialist victory in the parliamentary elections of
1981 assumed unexpected dimensions, the party's leaders -- some
of whom had never shared the ideological commitment to P.R. dear
to most of their associates -- might yet have acted to reverse
old trends, but this could have been done only after a systematic
reexamination of past attitudes. Instead, there was an attempt
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to wait and delay, hoping that the party's bright young men would
come up with a system likely to give the Socialists what they
wanted while giving verbal satisfaction to the Communists. It
was overlooked that, once a party has reached the kind of
strength which the Communists retained even in the first ballot
of the 1981 parliamentary elections (16.17 percent), it is
difficult to devise a P.R. system which will not permit them to
benefit from provisions in favor of the-major parties. As
mentioned above, the Communists had profited from the Fourth
Republic's limiting the effects of P.R. to relatively small
contituencies. They might do likewise with any system according
a premium to larger parties. Furthermore, any such system tends
to free extremists from dependence upon both their moderate
allies, or upon the marginal voter in the Center.

In any event, France fully demonstrates the channeling
effects of electoral systems. During the Third Republic, even a
weak form of majority voting kept the extremists of the Right and
of the Left under strong pressure. The Fourth Republic witnessed
the full effects of P.R. despite its dilution through
comparatively small constituencies and the additional
modification by the apparentements 62/ which governed the
elections of 1951 and 1956.

The Fifth Republic's return to a progressively more
"sanitized" majority system with a second ballot,63/ once again
pushed the extremists into a tight corner. Eventually there
developed a "quadripolar" system of related parties which
generates relatively coherent majorities, backed up by an
undiluted right of parliamentary dissolution.

The Fifth Republic was to accomplish much, but problems
remain. The "quadripolar" party system had its effects at the
Right as well as at the Left, and set the stage for the conflict
between Jacques Chirac and Valery Giscard d'Estaing. Then, the
restrictions on the rights of Assembly and Senate appear
excessive to many. Nor does it make much sense that members of
parliament lose their seats when they enter a cabinet. The
reason for this provision was the tendency of Deputies and
Senators during the Third and Fourth Republics to overthrow
governments in the hope that they might become members of
succeeding cabinets. Nowadays, the right of dissolution appears,
in combination with majority voting, to be a strong enough
safeguard against irresponsibility.64/

Lastly, there is the dualism between parliamentary and
presidential power. So far, all Presidents have been spared
serious problems because they had a reliable parliamentary
majority. When, in 1962, General de Gaulle was opposed in his
wish to institute the direct election of the President, he could
secure a parliamentary majority by dissolving the Assembly, and
when, from 1967 to 1968, his majority was tenuous, a new
dissolution (induced by the student revolt) produced an even more
convincing support for the President. In both cases, majority
voting presented the voter with a clear answer -- something quite
different from conditions prevailing in Weimar Germany, where
dissolutions took place under a radical system of P.R., with the
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result that, in the crucial case of 1930, the voter, instead of
being invited to choose one or two major groups, only had the
option of plunging for one of five parties of some significance
and an additional dozen inconsequential ones, with no positive
result possible.

It remains conceivable that a French President might find
himself in conflict with the National Assembly under conditions
which would make it difficult for him to reassert his supremacy
by calling new elections. The solution of the Third Republic, as
Leon Gambetta told Marshal MacMahon, had been that the President
had "to submit or to resign." A conflict with the potential for
such a development could have developed in connection with the
parliamentary elections of 1978. A leftist majority in the
Assembly was prevented only by the failure of the Communists to
fully support their Socialist allies. President Giscard
d'Estaing might have either resigned or submitted to the new
majority which, however, could have been expected to make life
difficult fot him. He could have dissolved a newly elected
Assembly only with difficulty and would certainly have had to
resign had the parliamentary majority been victorious in a new
election.

In 1981, Francois Mitterrand was elected President under
conditions which permitted him to dissolve the Assembly in the
safe expectation of a favorable result. The situation might not
be the same if a new Assembly election, due in 1986, should
produce a right of center majority.66/

Lastly, the French political system tends in the direction of
that type of "one-man-power" which has created problems with more
than one American President. There have as yet been no serious
problems in France. The major presidential decisions, while
inevitably subject to political controversy, have not yet
contained anything as irrational as was, for example, Woodrow
Wilson's refusal to accept ratification of the Treaty of
Versailles with reservations or of Richard Nixon's decisions in
regard to Watergate and related matters. In the case of de
Gaulle and of Giscard d'Estaing, there have been, however,
vigorous charges of "government by personal whim." Francois
Mitterrand, like George Pompidou, has so far proved to be immune
to such tendencies, but expectations are always, to some extent,
based on hope; there are no institutional sanctions if something
goes wrong. As of now, French public opinion, while easily
aroused by occasional charges that "personal power" influenced
certain presidential actions, betrays no awareness of the point
of principle involved. The "republican monarchy" has, in fact,
hardly any serious opponents after Mitterrand's victory proved
that a man of the Left may be elected as well as one of the
Right. There remains, however, the old Achilles' heel of the
French Left: a tendency toward an economic policy unable to
fulfill the promises on which it was based, followed by enough
disappointment to erode the Left's electoral base. Mitterrand's
supporters found this out when, a year after their great victory,
they lost heavily in the provincial ("cantonal") elections.
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It is not possible, then, to say that the political system of
the Fifth Republic has proven itself. Taking French republican
experience as a whole, one conclusion emerges, however: Madison
was right in that some of the most vital aspects of political
life "result from the form of government itself." Nowadays, we
like to ascribe overmuch to a country's "political culture."
That concept is useful within its proper limits, but these limits
begin where "the form of government itself" takes its claims.
Thus, the Third, the Fourth, and the Fifth Republics had each its
own distinctive pattern of political action, which then changed
from one to the other abruptly rather than gradually. As
mentioned above, the Third Republic soon slid into the pattern of
parliamentary irresponsibility which Walter Bagehot had
anticipated, as a result of a lack of logic in the political
structure, before there had been any actual experience to bear
him out. The lack of discipline of the Deputies and Senators was
by many ascribed to the French "national character;" the term
"political culture" had not yet been coined. Concentrated
individualism, both charming and destructive, soon permeated all
areas of the country's political life. The writer who published
under the pseudonym of "Alain" was to provide for its most
appealing rationalizations, both in his "Elements of Radical
Doctrine" and in his "The Citizen against the Powers," the title
of which clearly lined him up with the proponents of a "freedom
from the state" as against those of "freedom within the state."

There came the Fouth Republic, and from one day to the next
the individualistic and irresponsible Deputies of the past had
been transformed into marionettes, with the strings pulled by
party leaders: P.R. elections had produced parties as rigid as
any country had seen but, in their unregulated multiplicity,
unable to provide for coherent action. Matters changed somewhat
after the introduction of the "apparentements" in 1951.
Alliances gave the smaller groups of the Center and Center-Right
a chance and, after the elan of the Gaullist "Rally of the French
People" had been broken, most of its Deputies began to cooperate
with coalition governments. The overall result still entailed a
great deal of confusion and caused two American observers,
Constantin Melnik and Nathan Leites, to describe the political
action patterns of France's parliament in a brilliant volume
entitled The House without Windows.67/ They did not use the term
"political culture," but meant something similar when they stated
their objective as one "to illustrate the operation of those
interwoven tendencies, beliefs, and feelings that determine
parliamentary life, and that taken together might be called the
rules of the game." The irresponsibility to which these rules
could lead culminated in the election of the second President of
the Fourth Republic which was after 13 ballots finally achieved
on December 23, 1953, and which did much to undermine what was
left of the Fourth Republic's reputation. The book appeared in
1958 just when the Fifth Republic established an entirely new
game with entirely new rules. The appraoch of the two authors
excluded the consideration of the political structure and, as a
result, their own edifice was, like the building in which the
National Assembly meets, "A House without Windows." Those who,
like Michel Debre, had been guided by an awareness of what
political form meant, did have a "window" from which they see the
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outlines of an alternative, to the realization of which they were
to contribute decisively.

France has been discussed in some detail because the change
from majority voting to P.R. and back to majority voting offers a
rare opportunity for comparison. The following discussion of
Germany and Italy will have to be a little less extensive and, so
far as other countries are concerned, a listing of a few major
points will have to suffice.

The Federal Republic of Germany

Post-1945 Germany is most frequently mentioned in positive
evaluations of P.R. The overall picture does conflict strongly
with the dismal experience of the Weimar Republic. Eventually, a
"two-and-a-half party sytem" developed: the Christian Democrats
(DCU) (in Bavaria, the Christian Social Union fCSUI) came to be
opposed by the Social Democrats, with the Free Democrats in the
Center. The Chancellor led one of the major parties; his name
came to be known before the elections. Furthermore, the Free
Democrats indicated, more clearly as time progressed, which party
they intended to join in a coalition. The result was almost the
same as that of a British type of government, in which the
plebiscitary element is added to the parliamentary, with an
increase in legitimacy, stability, and efficiency.

Almost is, however, not quite. The events of 1981 and 1982
were to demonstrate, not for the first time, that the system
tended to become unhinged when the overall condition of the
country became unsettled.

The electoral system was the weakest link in the chain
holding the political structure together. The original tendency
toward a two-party system was strong. At the Right, the
Protestant voters who, in the past, had voted for the German
Nationalists and some minor parties, joined with the surviving
leaders of the old, more or less Catholic, Center party to form
the CDU-CSU. At the Left, Russian occupation policy in what
later became the "German Democratic Republic" largely destroyed
the old Communist party, leaving the Social Democrats (SPD) an
almost clear field. Had the plurality system been used from the
outset, Germany would have had a stronger two-party system than
England. (It need not be repeated that the proper definition of
a two-party system is a system in which a major party can, as a
rule, expect to secure an overall parliamentary majority.) There
will always be minor parties, and all doors ought to be kept open
so one of them can replace either of the major parties when it
loses touch with the electorate.

The plurality system was not adopted, but English influence
was exerted to limit the effects of P.R. First, all but one of
the Laender,68/ and eventually what became the Federal Republic,
were divided into single-member districts in which the candidate
with the highest vote was elected. A part of the seats (at
present, one-half) was, however, allocated from lists presented
in each Land at large, and the seats which a party obtained in
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single-member constituencies were deducted from those allocated
to it from the list, the overall effect being one of almost
perfect proportionality between votes and seats. Typical
splinter parties were, however, excluded. A party could obtain
seats from the list only if it had either at least one (later for
Federal elections raised to three) direct seats or,
alternatively, five percent of the total vote.

German political development did, however, not immediately
conform to the "two-and-a-half party" pattern. Alfred Weber, the
brother of Max Weber,69/ emphasized in 1941 that the percentage
of the votes cast for smaller parties rose from 7.8 in the Diet
elections of 1946 to 30.2 for the first Bundestag. That body, in
fact, contained nine parties and groups, plus three Independents
and one representative of the Danish minority. According to the
Basic Law, as the Constitution of 1949 was called, an absolute
majority was needed to elect the Federal President's candidate
for the office of Chancellor. Konrad Adenauer obtained exactly
202 votes in a Bundestag with 402 members, and there has been no
end of speculation as to how the last vote or two were obtained.

All of this could have led to something close to Weimar
conditions. Of the two factors which were to change that
prospect, the first was Adenauer's leadership. Adenauer wanted
to lead. When confronted with data which pointed to the
unpopularity of certain of his measures, he did not bend but
replied that the people's views had to be changed. Adenauer
never flagged in his support for the social market policy (as
introduced by his Minister of Economics, Ludwig Erhard) nor in
his advocacy of cooperation with the West.

The second factor in the consolidation of the German party
system was the Wirtschaftswunder. It was the result of a
carefully devised policy, going back to a system of thought
developed by a group of academic economists whose work began in
the darkest days of the Third Reich. The effects were stunning.
German production was soon booming. Upwards of 10 million ethnic
Germans expelled from Eastern and Central Europe (into what then
was a country in which the rubble from wartime bombings still
filled major city streets) eventually were housed and provided
with jobs. The demand for labor was such that, in the Sixties,
several million foreign workers had to be hired.

The Wirtschaftswunder, assisted by the Marshall Plan, had
begun with the currency reform of June 1948, but it took several
years before its implications were fully perceived by the
electorate.70/ This explains why there was a serious political
crisis as late as in the Diet elections of 1951. The Refugee
Party (BHE) and the neo-Nazi'Socialist Reich Party (SRP) grew
phenomenally for a while. There was a strong decline in the
major party vote, in particular in that of the CDU-CSU. A Weimar
type party system seemed quite near.

The perception of the Wirtschaftswunder, combined with a
brilliant election campaign conducted by Adenauer and the CDU in
1953, changed the picture, as did a change in the election law:
when the attempt of the CDU to come closer to majority voting
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failed, the leader of this move, the Hamburg deputy Hugo
Scharnberg, succeeded in insisting on two improvements: a party
had henceforth, in order to secure seats from the list, to secure
five percent of the votes in the entire country rather than in a
Land, or alternatively, three direct seats rather than one.
Several minor parties could not meet the new requirements, and
the stage was set for the election miracle, the Wahlwunder of
1953: the Christian Democrats managed to obtain one more than a
majority of the seats, something unprecedented in German
political history. They could, with economic prosperity
continuing, increase their strength in 1953, but their majority
was never quite cohesive. The places on the lists, from which so
many of their deputies had been elected, had been apportioned
between a variety of groups which tended in different directions.
The results were aggravated by the fact that the head of the
state could not, after a simple request by the Chancellor,
dissove the Bundestag; the integration effects of that
institution as described by Bagehot were absent. The party lost
its absolute majority in 1961, never to regain it.

Meanwhile, there was a change left of center. The Social
Democrats could, under Kurt Schumacher and Erich Ollenhauer, not
broaden their support and never exceeded one-third of the vote.
Eventually, Herbert Wehner took a hand, and the result was the
party's Godesberg program of 1956, which took long strides toward
laying the foundation for a making of the SPD into a "People's
Party" on the model of the CDU-CSU. On this basis, the SPD could
become a serious rival for the CDU-CSU.

In 1963, Ludwig Erhard followed Konrad Adenauer as
Chancellor, and did well in the Bundestag elections of 1965.
Prosperity was still undiminished; the total number of unemployed
averaged 147,000 while there were 490,000 unfilled positions.
The economic picture changed, however, within a year. By the
fall of 1966, stagnation turned into recession.

The political atmosphere became charged and the FDP ministers
left the coalition. The result was the first serious challenge
to the assumption thAt political stability was guaranteed by the
"constructive vote of censure" according to which a Chancellor
could be ousted only if the Bundestag elected a successor with an
absolute majority of its member (Art. 67 of the Basic Law).
Erhard, then, tried to stay in office, but soon found it
impossible to govern and resigned. Thus, the centerpiece of the
edifice of Germany's "rationalized parliamentarism" which was to
have provided a reliable basis of political stability, was shown
to be of questionable value.71/

Erhard's cabinet was succeeded by a "Grand Coalition" of
Christian Deocrats and Social Democrats. Leading members of both
parties were tired of their dependence on the smaller Free
Democrats in Land as well as in the federal coalitions. The new
Minister of tFe Interior, Paul Luecke, had reached an
understanding with Herbert Wehner to the effect that the election
law should be changed. When the Chancellor, Kurt Georg
Kiesinger, presented his cabinet to the Bundestag he declared
that a reform of the electoral system was his first concern; the
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purpose was to entrust the decision as to which party was to form
a government to the people themselves, with the understanding
that, as a rule, one party would have an overall majority and no
more coalitions would be needed.

In their euphoria, Paul Luecke and Kurt George Kiesinger were
not aware of the many ways in which vested interests and
intellectual confusion would combine to frustrate their
efforts.72/ The new government concentrated on the economic
problems of the recession and made a brave effort to establish an
imaginative consensus on economic policy between Christian
Democrats and Social Democrats. However, as Gaston Doumergue had
done in France in 1934, they overlooked that, unless structural
reforms are adopted without delay, events will push them out of
people's minds, and the vested interests will carry the day.
This is what happened in Germany. Even more importantly, a
radical change in the intellectual atmosphere occurred when,
after the 1969 elections, a coalition of Social Democrats and
Free Democrats was formed. The Ministry of the Interior, charged
with all problems of the political structure, went to the small
coalition partner, the FDP, which henceforth had a controlling
influence over all pertinent discussions. Matters went so far
that neither Social nor Christian Democrats dared discuss
electoral reform even internally. The Free Democrats left no
doubt that, as soon as there was a hint of such discussions, they
would punish the party in question by abandoning it as a
coalition partner, be this on the federal or on the Land level.

The Free Democrats overlooked that the German version of P.R.
need not, as they assumed, always play in their favor, making
them, and them alone, the arbiters between the Christian and
Social Democrats. The neo-Nazi SRP and the Refugee Party of 1951
had demonstrated that others, too, could play that game. The
Wirtschaftswunder, more than any other factor, took care of them,
and by 1966 it seemed obvious that the election law was indeed a
"lex FDP," protecting them against minor competitors and leaving
them as arbiters among the "majors." Observers such as the
former Minister of the Interior, Gerhard Schroeder, and Professor
Goetz Briefs, warned that the result was a "fair weather
democracy," always exposed to serious risks when a tempest
struck.

The German recession of 1967/68 was not very deep, but its
political warnings should have been clear. The National
Democratic Party (NDP), widely regarded as neo-Nazi, obtained
seats in one Land Diet after the other. Its strength receded as
the country's economy improved in 1969 and, in the Bundestag
elections of 1969, it was down to 4.3 percent; an a ddion 0.7
percentage points would have put it into the Bundestag with close
to a couple of dozen deputies.

The FDP, with 5.8 percent, did make it, but a loss of less
than one percentage point would have eliminated it. The "lex
FDP," therefore, condemned it to "live dangerously," the
guillotine of the 5 percent clause constantly suspended over it.
Furthermore, the party had to look for its margin of safety more
among those favorable to its coalition partner than among those
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of the common opposition. The FDP under Adenauer and Erhard

presented itself as a safeguard against "rightist" tendencies,

and under Willy Brandt and Helmut Schmidt as a "brake on
socialism." Substantial, if suppressed, animosity toward it on

the part of its coalition partner was the inevitable result.

Also, a change of coalition partner was bound to be a

wrenching experience. Such changes are considered normal under

ordinary P.R. systems, but have come to be considered unnatural

under the German version; once the FDP has expressed itself in

favor of a particular partner before an election, it is expected

to stay with it. There is, however, the constant burden of the

"Profilneurose," the neurosis arising from the party's need to

etch out a profile of its own. This is particularly difficult at

a time when the mass media concentrate so much of their attention
on the head of the government, whose access to television, in

particular, is much greater than that of any of his cabinet

members, a fact which discriminates against the smaller coalition

partner. Furthermore, true independence has, occasionally, to be

demonstrated by changing the coalition partner. This is serious

even when it happens after a new election, as the minor party may

lose leaders as well as followers. The needed new voters will,

as a rule, have to be obtained from among those favorable to the

greater partner, a fact which sets up strains at the very
beginning of a coalition.

The FDP went through all of that after 1969. The defection

of several of its deputies (as well as some from the SPD)

seriously weakened the Brandt-Scheel government. The Christian

Democratic leader, Rainer Barzel, could hope that a "constructive
vote of censure" would make him Chancellor. When he failed by a

couple of votes, there were charges of vote buying. One deputy

even claimed that he had received cash for his defection, while
the name of the other remained hidden because the vote was

secret. A secret parliamentary vote is one more facet of

"rationalized parliamentarism," which is unthinkable under the

"true"73/ version of parliamentary government as practiced in

England and the Commonwealth countries. When it began to exert

that debilitatinginfluence on Italian politics which continues

to this day, the veteran Luigi Sturzo74/ reminded his countrymen

that its origin was the fear of what an autocratic king might do.

Sturzo asked the question whether the people in a democracy did

not have the right to know how their representatives had voted,

and whether the representatives ought not to stand up for their

convictions.

Willy Brandt solved his early problems by arranging for new

elections which gave him a triumphant majority. "Rationalized
parliamentarism" exacted its toll. Before a dissolution, the

Bundestag must have failed to give the Chancellor an absolute

majority when requested. Then the President can be asked to
dissolve the parliament, which can be done within the following

21 days. Brandt (as Kohl in 1982) had to ask his own supporters

not to vote for him.

Brandt experienced difficulties, however, and was eventually

replaced by Helmut Schmidt who had as firm a grasp on the
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government as did Konrad Adenauer. His opponent in the 1976
elections was Helmut Kohl, whose CDU/CSU had 48.6 percent of the
popular vote, followed by the SPD with 42.6 percent and the FDP
with 7.9 percent. It is difficult to see how the Christian
Democrats could have lost under plurality voting; no English
party has secured that high a percentage since the end of the
war. When, however, the introduction of P.R. was debated by the
Belgian Chamber in the 1890's a deputy said: "We shall be
governed by his Majesty the Status Quo." P.R. (unless watered
down by small constituencies) does not accord a premium to the
stronger party, and the result is to delay, and at times prevent,
an alternation in power even if it might exert a vitalizing
influence on the political system.

Under Schmidt's leadership, the SPD/FDP coalition increased
its strength in the Bundestag elections of 1980, but soon found
itself confronted with mounting economic and, in particular,
budgetary difficulties. Schmidt's position within the SPD was
increasingly challenged by the party's Left. Control of the
Federal Council (the Bundesrat) passed into the hands of the
Christian Democrats who had done well in Land elections and who,
in the Bundesrat, made the passage of a variety of laws dependent
on significant concessions. The restlessness among Free Democrats
reached a new peak. The Minister of Economics, Count Lambsdorf,
was a convinced believer in the market economy, and in late
summer of 1982 he drafted a detailed memorandum which implied a
vigorous challenge to Social Democratic policies. His colleague,
the Foreign Minister, Hans-Dietrich Genscher, published an
article in Foreign Affairs75/ which, while defending the line
taken by the government, contained certain redefinitions which
Schmidt (physically anything but well) took to mean concessions
to the CDU.

In the end, Schmidt jumped the gun. In a Bundestag speech,
he more or less told the Free Democrats to leave the cabinet,
which they did. He wanted the Bundestag dissolved after the
failure of a request for a vote of confidence, with himself
remaining in office and entering the ensuing campaign as
Chancellor. Meanwhile, Christian and Free Democ'rats had agreed
on a coalition. They insisted on a chance to take office,
electing Kohl Chancellor. This they were able to do although a
number of FDP deputies did not go along.

Schmidt made a forceful plea to the effect that the Free
Democrats had entered the 1980 campaign with the promise to stay
in the coalition for the Bundestag's full four-year term. Their
leaving the coalition was a "betrayal." The Free Democrats
referred to the mounting difficulties besetting their cooperation
with the Social Democrats which, they felt, meant that continued
presence in the coalition would have violated their principles.

Above all, both Christian Democrats and Free Democrats
declared that nothing in the Basic Law prevented a change of
coalitions during a parliamentary term. Actually, when the
"Parlamentarischer Rat" adopted the "Basic Law," its leaders felt
guided by the experience not only of Weimar, but of virtually all
P.R. countries in which, so far, neither law nor practice has
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prevented a change of coalition partners. Schmidt's pesonal
experience was that of Germany's postwar period during which, at
least on the federal level, there had developed a system closer
to the English than to the continental type of paliamentary
government. Schmidt may have been well aware that, if his views
were to finally prevail, they presupposed a change in the
election law designed to make it probable that, in elections, one
party could have a parliamentary majority. There is some reason
to assume that Schmidt was in favor of a "funktionsgerechtes
Wahlrecht" -- an electoral system which would serve the
integrating tasks of a serviceable electoral system.76/ In any
event, the unexpected echo which his charges of "betrayal" found
in the electorate suggests that the people were, by implication
at least, in favor of an electoral system which could be expected
to produce a government capable of serving a full parliamentary
term.

This conclusion was, however, not drawn, and the result was
aggravated by the rise of a new party, the "Green-Alternatives."
They constituted a lax grouping of ecologists and of people
willing to use violence in occupying vacant houses or trying to
block a nuclear plan or a new airport runway. The growing
protest movement against nuclear armaments provided additional
recruits. At first, the Social Democrats reacted vigorously
against the newcomers, but their attitude changed when the
"Greens" won seats in a number of Land parliaments, beginning
with Berlin. There, the FDP did manage to stay above 5 percent
and remained willing to form a coalition with the SPD, but the
two did not command a majority. The CDU had won 58 of the 75
single-member seats but, when these were deducted from the total
available to it under P.R., the party was two seats short of a
majority. Since the Free Democratic deputies had been instructed
by their party Congress not to enter into a coalition with the
CDU, the deadlock seemed to be complete. The national leaders of
the FDP, however, encouraged the Berlin deputies to support the
Christian Democrats; five of them did so on a case-by-case basis.
Thus, the immediate crisis was solved and the result appeared
tolerable in a city-state with no responsibility for foreign
affairs or for the handling of a serious recession. Several
months passed, however, before matters settled to the extent they
did.

Developments were more serious in the following elections to
the Hamburg and Hesse Diets. In both cases, the Free Democrats
stayed below 5 percent, while the "Greens" exceeded that limit
comfortably. Since neither of the major parties had a majority,
it looked like paralysis. In Hamburg, the city's Social
Democratic mayor, von Dohnanyi, negotiated patiently and at
length and, in the end, unsuccessfully with the "Greens." Then
came the dramatic change of the Bonn coalition and the mighty
echo which Helmut Schmidt found with his charge'of "betrayal."
Schmidt resigned his position as shadow chancellor
(Kanzlerkandidat) for reasons of health, but also because he had
"had enough" of the internal squabbles within his party. He was
succeeded by Hans Jochen Vogel, who had been a leading opponent
of the Socialist left as mayor of Munich and who, after a period
of Minister of Justice in the federal cabinet in Bonn, had been

19-549 0-83-41
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summoned to take over his party's leadership in Berlin, first as
mayor and then as the leader of the opposition. His patient
negotiations with the Berlin "Greens" failed just like those of
von Dohnanyi in Hamburg. But he had established a record as a
man willing to compromise where possible, and he carried that
record into the campaign for the Bundestag elections of March 6.

Under these conditions, the "Greens" came to influence German
politics in two respects. First, there was the prospect of a
deadlock. In Hamburg, it was broken in new elections held in
December, where the Social Democrats benefited greatly from the
reaction to the "Bonn betrayal," winning an absolute majority, as
they had in 1978. Hamburg, however, was Helmut Schmidt's town.
He had established a reputation for efficiency when "Senator."
As Chief of the Interior Department, he provided dramatic
leadership in a potentially disastrous flood. His achievements
as Chancellor in Bonn, extending over eight and a half years,
added as much to his local as to his national reputation, and he
took part vigorously in the Hamburg campaign.

The question was whether this remarkable achievement could be
duplicated nationally. The deadlock which followed Hamburg's
June elections had caused people to speak of the "Hamburg
conditions" (Hamburger Verehaeltnisse); that term expressed
apprehensions as to the possibility of similar results elsewhere,
including the country at large.' After the December elections,
Hans Reiser commented in the Sueddeutsche Zeitung:77/

It would be a political joke if "Hamburg
conditions" were to arise in the Bundestag
after they have been remedied in Hamburg
itself. Such a situation could not be easily
remedied by repeat elections for the Bundestag
as has been done in Hamburg.

There were several possibilities as to the outcome of the
Bundestag elections. First, thee FDP might recuperate enough
from the nadir reached in the Hesse elections (held in September
immediately after the change in Bonn) to scale again the 5
percent hurdle. In that case, Christian Democrats and Free
Democrats could continue their coalition. The second possibility
was an absolute majority for the Christian Democrats, which had
appeared likely before Helmut Schmidt had initiated the dramatic
propaganda which turned German politics upside down.78/

The third possibility was a national election result on the
model of the June elections in Hamburg and the September
elections in Hesse, with the "Greens" holding the scales between
Christian Democrats and the Social Democrats. There were two
ways to break the resulting deadlock. The Liberal weekly, Die
Zeit, suggesteed that, in such a case, the two leading parties
should "swallow the toad" of a new "grand coalition." Such a
government would, however, be more questionable than was the one
formed in 1969. It would have to start after a campaign in which
the partners attacked each other viciously (with the significant
exception of the two leading contenders, Helmut Kohl and Hans
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Jochen Vogel). The inevitable result was to aggravate the
differences between them in regard to both domestic (in
particular economic) and foreign policy. Their difficulties in
cooperating would be water in the mills of the fringe parties of
the left, sooner or later likely to be followed by similar groups
at the right, all claiming that the two major parties had
betrayed their principles.

There remained, however, the alternative which Horst Ehmke,
one of the younger leaders of the SPD, had suggested before the
elections of 1969: a government formed by the larger of the two
major parties was to be "tolerated" by the other (opposed but not
overthrown) with the understanding that the two would agree on an
electoral law likely to give one of them a majority in new
elections, to be held as soon as possible. In 1982, German
voting behavior still exhibited a larger concentration on the two
major parties than existed in England. The "Greens" could not
achieve a plurality in any district in the elections in which
they participated. They would, with any kind of majority voting,
hardly play a larger part than they did in the French elections
of 1981, there they did not conquer a single seat. That they had
only 1.08 percent of the votes results from the fact that, aware
of the implications of majority voting, they presented candidates
in only a third of the constituencies. In most of the others,
they supported the Socialists. While they had contributed to the
Socialist majority, Mitterrand and his party, once in power,
still pursued the policy which they deemed right. As to Germany,
it was in January 1983 still safe to say that, under any kind of
majority voting, the commotion caused by the "Greens" would soon
be under control.

Germans would, however, not be Germans had they paid serious
attention to simple solutions. The preference of their
intellectual leaders is characterized by the popular question:
"Warun denn einfach, wenns auch kompliziert geht ?" -- "Why do it
simply if there are complicated ways?" There soon began deep
("tiefgruendige") discussions as to far-reaching changes in the
country's system of values, in its social structure, and in the
worldwide atmosphere. There were, of course, changes, as there
are changes in any country at any time, in particular in a free
country. James Madison would have taken these into account as he
did the changes, and the cleavages, of his own day. But he
limited himself to the simple problem of how to channel old and
new social forces, being particularly concerned that what he
called "factions" should not benefit from the free political
processes of the country by subverting them from within. In
Germany, the "Greens" were given a chance to do just that. At
the time of this writing, it is not yet possible to say where it
will lead.

A last possibility has, however, still to be mentioned: even
if the more extreme forms of a political deadlock are avoided,
there is a significant influence of the "Greens" on German
politics. The direction of that influence had become clear by
the beginning of 1983. To some extent, this influence was quite
properly exerted. Environmental concerns were accorded a low
priority between 1948 and 1973 (when world production
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quadrupled), and the catching-up process might well be
accelerated. The mixture of romanticism and radicalism which the
"Greens" exploded over the German political scene was, however,
something else again.

So was the opposition to parliamentary government and the
radical negation of that degree of nuclear rearmament which alone
offered a chance to get the Russians (who had no such protest
movement to contend with) into the mood to strike a reasonable
bargain. In this regard as in others, a group which never polled
as much as 10 percent in any of the Laender in which P.R. gave
them parliamentary seats was able to see its effectiveness
escalated out of proportion to its numbers. Under a majority
system, these voters would, as in France, have had to combine
with others in order to have their views made effective, and
their influence would have been kept in proper proportions.
Under P.R., these groups could rise and expand without any
serious dialogue with others. In the end, they could try to
exert a power of veto over what 90 percent of their fellow
citizens wanted.

These remarks on Germany, as well as those on France, have
exceeded the space planned for them in this paper. The final
conclusion can only be that there exists no "German political
model" which satisfied the country's needs and which others could
imitate with profit. Men of exceptional ability, such as
Adenauer and Schmidt, have accomplished much with the means at
hand. Even they needed the help of an unusual prosperity which,
with minor interruptions, lasted well into the 1970's. The 5
percent clause and the "constructive vote of censure" did affect
the course of events, but not without dysfunctional side effects.
Germany would have done better with a parliamentary system of the
"classical" type than with the version of "rationalized
parliamentarism" which the Parlamentarischer Rat designed in 1949
when it was unwilling to adopt the plurality system, which would
have avoided so much of the trouble with the Federal Republic was
to experience and which may recur in aggravated versions during
the "zero-sum society" of the 1980's.

Republican Italy

Postwar Italy slid back into P.R. without the general public
being aware of it. The big issue was the choice between
(parliamentary) monarchy and republic, eventually decided by a
referendum in favor of the latter. P.R. was, as in France,
demanded by the mass parties, meaning the Communists who had good
reasons, and the Socialists and the Christian Democrats who did
not.

Prominent members of the old Liberal elite did warn in a
Manifesto79/ signed by the future President, Luigi Einaudi, by
the Independent leader, Arturo Labriola, the philospher Benedetto
Croce, and the former Prime Ministers, Ivanoe Bonomi, V. E.
Orlando, and Francesco Nitti, which concluded:
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The only system which under present conditions
creates a representation effectively designed
by the electors -- and which can reeducate the
Italians for the exercise of freedom -- is the
majority system in single-member
constituencies, as it existed before 1919,
with such modifications and adjustments as
might prove opportune in the course of time.

Luigi Einaudi expressed himself more fully in a speech
delivered before the Consultative Assembly on February 11,
1946.80/ Rational analysis had, however, scant chance against
the bTg battallions of the mass parties. Besides, according to a
widespread impression, the English and Americans favored P.R.81/

Italy's Republican Constitution did avoid some of the
drawbacks of "rationalized parliamentarism." The appointment of
a cabinet follows the simple and sensible patterns of the past.
The President appoints the Prime Minister, choosing the candidate
who, he feels, is best able to rally a majority in both the
Chamber and the Senate, and, on his recommendations, the other
ministers. The cabinet needs the confidence of both branchs of
parliament which requires, however, but a simple majority of the
votes cast. The President can dissolve one or both branches,
except during the final six months of his term, acting on the
advice of the Prime Minister.

Problems arise from the existence of "perfect bicameralism."
"Classical parliamentarism" limits the rights of the second
Chamber to a suspensive veto. The dependence of the government
on both the Chamber, and the Senate and the need of senatorial
approval for all legislation, creates extra work for an harassed
government. Lastly, the secret ballot which the Constitution
requires for the election of the President by a joint meeting of
Chamber and Senate was extended by rules of both houses to other
matters, and occasionally causes real trouble.

Italy has a double dose of P.R. as the voter can cast
"preferential votes" for candidates presented on the party list
of his choice. The sequence in which candidates are elected
depends entirely on how many preferential votes they have
received. While this appears to be democratic, it provides, in
reality, ideological and interest groups with a tendency to
undermine party cohesion. During an election campaign, the
various "currents" (correnti) concentrate so much on their own
candidates that some voters are hardly aware of the party which
they are supposed to support. Matters took a turn for the worse
when, beginning with the elections of 1953, it became possible to
mark preferences by writing down the numbers with which the
candidates were marked on their party's ballot rather than their
names. Many wrote down the numbers but forgot to make specific
mention of their party. In 1953, hundreds of thousands of votes
were declared invalid for this reason.82/

The preferential votes have had their share in shaping
Italy's political life. By the end of 1982, there had been 45
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postwar cabinets. Whenever a prospective prime minister tried to
form a new coalition, he had to balance not only the claims of up
to five parties but also those of the sub-parties, the correnti.
When the new government was in place, it could be defeated not
only by the defection of some of its partners, but also by the
"free shooters," members of some corrente or other who were
dissatisfied with the government itself or with one of its
measures. The secret ballot enabled them to bring it down
without assuming any responsibility.

It is a wonder that Italy's political leaders, in spite of
everything, always found a formula to put a new government in
place and to sustain it for a time. Still, since in 1953, when
the Christian Democrats lost the absolute majority which an
unusual concatenation of circumstances had given them, there has
never been a government which could have expected to live a
normal lifespan and do a normal amount of work.

Two major attempts have been made to develop a new approach.
In the early 1960's, the Socialists who, for a time, had been
allied with the Communists, were ready to cooperate with the
Christian Democrats and the minor centrist parties. There was to
be an "opening to the Left," permitting stable governments to
make up for the needed adjustment to a rapidly changing
situation. This the weak coalitions formed by Christian
Democrats and minor centrist parties had not been able to do.
Yet, six years later a detailed analysis by an Italian political
scientist concluded: "The balance sheet cannot be called
positive. The Italy of 1968 suffers from the same ills as the
Italy of 1962."83/

The 1970's saw the country's burdens aggravated by the oil
crisis and a psychological atmosphere which facilitated the rise
of large-scale terrorism. The Communists offered to help by
entering into an "historic compromise" with the Christian
Democrats. The Christian Democrats declined, however, fearing
the kind of Trojan horse tactics which extremists of the Right
and Left have repeatedly applied with success.

A change for the better seemed in the offing when, in 1978,
the respected Socialist, Alessandro Pertini, was elected
President and this was followed, in 1981, by the formation of a
government under the Republican, Giovanni Spadolini. For the
first time, both of the country's top positions were not in the
hands of the Christian Democrats -- the party which had to pay
its tribute to a generation of uninterrupted responsibility
which, since the electoral defeat of de Gasperi in 1953, had not
been coupled with commensurate power. Spadolini's party secured
but 3 percent of the popular vote but, for a while, he was able
to get things moving, achieving, in particular, significant
success in the fight against terrorism. The basic political
trouble of highly heterogeneous coalitions remained, however.
Spadolini's five-party cabinet included proponents of an anti-
inflationary policy based on the rules of the market as well as
old-line Socialists who believed in large-scale government
intervention. In the end, friction reached such a point that a
Christian Democrat and a Socialist Minister traded insults which
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exceeded the accepted level. Spadolini finally resigned in
November and was succeeded by the veteran Christian Democrat,
Amintore Fanfani, who faced the same difficulties.

There had been a preliminary crisis in August when a

government proposal was defeated, apparently by the defection of
Christian Democratic "franco-tiratori." This led to vigorous
protests by the Socialists,84/ whose energetic Secretary, Bettino
Craxi, had, for some time, emphasized that a good part of Italy's
troubles were institutional, and required substantial changes.
He summarized his views in a vigorous speech delivered in the
Chamber.85/ The country must, he repeated, improve its
"governaETlity," and institutional reforms were needed for this
purpose.

Craxi was, evidently, inspired by the renaissance of the

French Socialists under Francois Mitterrand. In France, however,
institutional reforms had come first. As mentioned above, the
Socialists, who had been about even with the Communists in terms
of votes and greatly superior to them in terms of seats with
majority elections in 1945, slipped with P.R. to about 60 percent
of Communist voting strength and correspondingly in seats. The
proportions changed dramatically when, in 1958, majority voting
was reinstituted, eventually causing the Communist percentage of
the votes to fall, in the first ballot of the parliamentary
elections of 1981, to 16.17 percent, whereas that of the
Socialists (including their left of center allies) rose to an
unprecedented 37.51 percent. The momentum developed in the first
ballot carried the Socialists to an absolute majority of the
seats in the second, leaving the Communists with 44 seats as
against 269 for the Socialists and their allies.

At the end of the war, the Italian Socialists had started off
as well as their French counterparts, receiving 20.7 percent of
the votes in June 1946 as against 19.0 for the Communists. Under
the system of run-off elections as it had existed until 1918 (and
was favored by the proponents of majority voting), the Socialists
could expect to be well ahead of the Communists in terms of
seats. The Socialists might also have done better in terms of
votes, and their superiority over the Communists could have
increased in subsequent elections.

It is also important that, since the majority system makes
victory dependent on the undecided voters in the center, control

over a party tends to gravitate toward those most likely to gain
the sympathies of these "marginal" voters. In the Italian
Socialist party, there was a moderate group, led by Giusepe
Saragat, and a more leftist group, led by Pietro Nenni. Under
the conditions created by P.R., Nenni could conclude a unity pact
with the Communists, causing Saragat to split off and found a
Social Democratic party of his own which, however, could never
secure parity with Nenni's group. Majority voting in single-
member constituencies might have increased Saragat's influence
sufficiently to have kept Nenni from concluding his pact with the
Communists.
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Nenni eventually saw the error of his ways but, when in the
1970's the pragmatic Craxi became the party's leader, he faced a
Communist party more than twice as strong as his own in terms of
both votes and seats, and growing. Sergio Ortino, writing in
1968,86/ could still suggest that, under plurality voting, the
CommuiTsts would have had to choose between finally becoming
social-democratic, or suffering a decisive defeat. Under P.R.,
they could, however, reach a high of 34.4 percent of the votes in
1976 without having to make too many changes. They lost a little
in the following elections, and Spadolini was, during his brief
tenure, able to demonstrate that laws could be passed without
paying as much attention to them as the precedipg cabinets had
done. Still, what can be accomplished to make Italy more e
"governable" by modifying the system of voting must now be based
upon a careful analysis of the concrete situation; what promises
success one year may not do so the next. As of 1983, the
Socialists were in no position to deal with the Communists, as
Mitterrand had been able to do.

One improvement could certainly be made: the abolition, or
the serious modification, of the "preference votes." It would
help to bring the correnti and their disruptive influence under
control. The correnti might, of course, be strong enough to
prevent such a step.

So far as the German 5 percent clause is concerned, it might
prove as dysfunctional as it did in those German elections when
it permitted the "Greens" to enter parliament and kept the Free
Democrats out. In Italy, Republicans, Liberals, and Social
Democrats would be in immediate danger, and the Communists would
be among those attributed the seats lost by these groups.

Various forms of majority voting could facilitate the
cooperation of the moderate parties. In England, the two-member
constituencies which were the rule until 1885 permitted related
groups to win one seat each. Then there is the possibility of
three-member constituencies with two seats going to the strongest
group and one to its leading opponent (preferably only if it is
at least half as strong as the leader). All of these plans --
and there are others -- depend for their success upon the
willingness of the moderate parties to cooperate -- the rank and
file as well as the leaders. It must be clear that a truly.
national, rather than a party goal, is to be reached.

The reform proposal most publicized in August 1982 was to
limit, if not abolish, the secret vote. Such a measure could
make a significant contribution toward "sanitizing" Italian
politics. It was hardly surprising when, after it was referred
to a parliamentary committee, the "vested interests" once again
felt confident of having their way.

There is finally the plan to augment the powers of the
President and have him elected by popular vote. That would, of
course, mean majority voting at the top. Experience with such an
arrangement is, however, not uniformly positive. Von Hindenburg
in Germany and Allende in Chile did not serve the purpose of
democratic integration. Where moderate men are elected, as was
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the case in Finland and in Austria, the hoped for stabilizing
infLu'ence did-occur. There is, however, always the possibility
iZ•rivalry at the top. A report on Portugal, where even a
limited system of P.R. has failed to live up to expectations,
states:

Presiding over all this political and economic
uncertainty is President Eanes, a 47-year old,
sphinx-like soldier whose power and influence
rival that of the Prime Minister. One expert
said this situation contributed to instability
because "no one is really sure who is boss.87/

Smaller Countries

Considerations of space rule out serious attention to the
Scandinavian and Benelux countries. It might be mentioned in
passing that recent developments give no evidence of a successful
pattern of "consociational democracy" as ascribed to them some
time ago. Professor Arend Lijphart, who did so with learned care
in an earlier volume,88/ expresses himself with notable
reservations in a later one.89/ Other considerations apart, we
cannot follow him when he concentrates on the conditions
prevailing around 1960 (Ibid., p. 2) because that means choosing
a period of unprecedented prosperity, whereas our problems are
those of a near "zero-sum society." That type of society has, in
the countries concerned, led to crises which were as severe as in
any others.

In regard to all of these countries, beginning with the
France of the Third Republic, there is, however, a tendency to
minimize the effects of political instability. The United States
is the last country in which this should be done. The Federalist
No. 62 contains a comprehensive and concise treatment of the
subject, beginning with the sentence: "To trace the mischievous
effects of mutable government would fill a volume." Damage is
done first in the field of foreign policy, because "mutable
government ... forfeits the respect and confidence of other
nations," a point which is pressed with vigor. The trouble,
however, is general for "the want of confidence in the public
councils damps every useful undertaking..." The concluding
paragraph deserves to be quoted in full:

But the most deplorable effect of all is that
diminution of attachment and reverence which
steals into the hearts of the people, towards
a political system which betrays so many marks
of infirmity, and disappoints so many of their
flattering hopes. No government, any more
than an individual, will long be respected
without being truly respectable; without
possessing a certain portion of order and
stability.
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Even a well trained bureaucracy, as it has existed in France
since the days of Napoleon, cannot fill all the gaps left by an
unstable government which emits too many of the sounds of an
"uncertain trumpet." Whqt the French call immobilisme invaded
the entire body politic. That the tpper echelons in the various
ministries, those above the grade of inspecteur. were expected to
cease working during a ministerial crisis, signified that one of
the major functions of government, the innovative adjustment to
new situations, was supposed to stop. The civil servants did not
cease, of course, to ponder alternatives of action, and their
influence on the, usually weak, governments formed after a crisis
was substantial.

The overall result, however, did not measure up to the vital
requirements of innovation. Years later, General de Gaulle was
to denounce the results, in particular the hidebound conservatism
which caused the French military bureaucracy to favor the Maginot
Line: "Such a conception of war suited the spirit of the regime.
Condemned by government weakness and political cleavages to
stagnation, it was bound to espouse a static system of this
kind.'90/ Lack of innovation equally characterized the foreign
policy-of French interwar governments. "Immobilisme" marked
economic policy as well, in particular during the world economic
crisis. It made little difference that a man as farsighted as
Paul Reynaud stigmatized both. The general atmosphere was such
that no one really expected forward-looking action anywhere.91/

When we turn to modern day Italy, Denmark, The Netherlands,
Belgium, and Ireland, it would suffice to list the cases in which
the functioning of the EEC was affected by the absence of
government which could speak authoritatively for these countries.

To be up to date, let us end with two other cases. First, in
regard to what happened in Portugal at the end of 1982 and the
beginning of 1983, a report quoted above 92/ contains these
sentences:

... with the old caretaker government still in
place, important business was going
unattended. The 1983 austerity budget, which
provided for hefty tax hikes, was withdrawn.
With no budget there was no borrowing
authority to float an annual loan of $650
million. Negotiations were stalled over other
critical matters -- a request for a major
International Monetary Fund loan, Portugal's
entry into the European Economic Community,
and the renewal of an agreement with the
United States over military bases in the
Azores.

The final case is that of the Federal Republic of Germany.
Its Minister of Economics, Count Lambsdorf, referred repeatedly
to the uncertainty caused by the events of 1982 and 1983 for the
German investment climate. Meanwhile, the Western world waited
with bated breath for the result of the March 6th elections,
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wondering whether the "Greens" would become the final arbiters of
their country's foreign policy.

Insofar as Third World Nations are concerned, suffice it to
mention that, in countries such as those of the British
Commonwealth, including India and the East Indian states, where
the parliamentary system was applied in its "classical" form,93/
democratic processes have survived to an extent which few
critical observers expected at the end of the war. On the other
hand, in some of the countries in which P.R. was applied, such as
Indonesia94/ and Zaire, the first elections were the last free
ones to be held. In Indonesia, at least, there is reason to
assume that, under majority voting, the outcome of the crucial
elections of 1955 might have been a good deal more
constructive.95/

Conclusions

The above considerations suggest three major conclusions.
First: the claim that the parliamentary system is a "hair-
trigger system" is based on the experience of countries with
"improper channels of government," and the nature of these
channels had been ascertained from the outset. Where they were
avoided, reasonable stability was the rule, even under difficult
circumstances.

Second: those who want constitutional reform in the United
States greatly weaken their case if they do not distinguish
between what made it possible for us to have a "Republic" which
we can "keep," and those effects of divided powers which so often
frustrate the best efforts of our nation and its leaders. We do
not want to tear down what is good and solid, but it is now more
imperative than ever to identify its parts and to explain its
full significance.

This is the case because the lines of attack on the
Madisonian interpretation of majority rule are reforming.
Proponents of P.R. have always known that a frontal attack would
not work. Therefore, they have tied up with other causes and, in
the twenties and the thirties, it was municipal reform. They
would not admit that boss- and machine-rule are aberrations
within the American system96/ calling for intelligent and
effective application rather than the abolition of majority
voting. The Council Manager Plan97/ provided a simplified
approach to the problems of rationality and efficiency, and
hundreds of cities have used it to good effect in the natural
combination with majority voting. For several decades, however,
the official reform movement in this country was wedded to the
view that reform could not be effective without P.R. The
experience of city after city refuted it, but, when New York City
was prevailed upon to adopt P.R., that system seemed to be riding
"the wave of the future." Actually, New York's experience, as
analyzed carefully in a series of editorials in The New York
Times,98/ was to provide the signal for the abolition of that
system, which now exists only in Cambridge, Massachusetts, where
the results, while not alarming, are hardly spectacular.99/
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In the 1970's and the 1980's, the renewed advocacy of P.R.
has been associated with reapportionment. The British Boundary
Commissions have demonstrated for decades that the problems of
reapportionment can be solved fairly, and the procedures of an
American equivalent could be streamlined. Let us recall, in any
event, that, when the first serious American movement for P.R.
began, its intellectual leaders expressed themselves frankly
about its probable consequences. It was clearly implied that the
conditions of the 1920's, when there were enough Progressives in
the House of Representatives to prevent normal party control,
might become the rule.100/ In that case, "the House of
Representatives would become representative in fact as in
name.'101/ This sentence implies an antithesis between the
concepts of representation and of integration.

Even a brief analysis of Madison's thought, and of the
highlights of American party "alignment and realignment," should
settle any doubts as to the importance which the traditional
American form of majority voting has had in creating, and
recreating, the degree of 'e pluribus unum," of unity out of
multiplicity, which we have enjoyed in spite of the fact that
divided powers do counteract a great part of the results.

The third point to be made arises from President Reagan's
eloquent call, made in his address to the British Parliament in
1982, for concerted efforts to make democracy a success wherever
it has a chance. An intelligent American contribution would, so
far as majority rule and its implementation are concerned, have
to do no more than to preach what we have practiced with
outstanding success for close to 200 years. Minor refinements in
electoral systemslO2/ are, of course, always possible, and so are
adjustments to local conditions, as long as these do not
interfere with the "absolute necessity of system."

The utilization of our great opportunity cannot, however, be
taken for granted. Too many trends in the contemporary social
sciences, political science not excluded, militate against
optimism. But why not implement now what Alexander Hamilton
contemplated in the early 1800's? As one of his biographerslO3/
reports, he:

planned a great work of thought and
scholarship. He unfolded this plan to his
friend (Chancellor James) Kent, a visitor at
the Grange, who described it as contemplating
a "full investigation of the history and
science of civil government, and the practical
results of the various modifications of it
upon the freedom and happiness of mankind."
Hamilton wished "to have the subject treated
in reference to past experience and upon the
principles of Lord Bacon's inductive
philosophy," and to engage the assistance of
others in the enterprise.
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A Hamiltonian approach to our problems would pay full

attention to what Madison, his faithful collaborator in writing

The Federalist, wrote on the means required to "break and control

the violence of faction." A Hamiltonian approach to the problems

of our day would also include a modern version of that

integration of politics and economics which Hamilton suggested in

his letter to James Duane (September 1780), the first statement

of the principles which were to guide the movement for a new

Constitution. A properly funded, and properly administered,
scholarly enterprise could take care of all significant points of

principle as well as of detail.
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44/ Werner Kaltefleiter, Wirtschaft und Politik in Deutschland,

2nd ed. (Koeln-Oplanden 1968) has traced the relationship between

the declining economy and the rise of both the Nazi and Communist

vote in surprising detail.

45/ They were those used by Dr. Schauff for the elections of

I§24 and 1928. For all details, see Democracy or Anarchy?, op.

cit., pp. 257-272.

46/ This is one reason why the claim that the high percentage

achieved by the Nazis in June 1932 (37.3 percent) would have

given them control under majority voting. There simply would
have been no such elections. Professor Helmut Unkelbach of the

University of Bonn has, however, taken a closer look at the

figures and reached the result that if, on a second ballot, those
who had previously supported the Social Democrats and turned

Communist at that time, had cast their votes for the Social

Democrats wherever this was necessary to prevent the victory of a

Nazi, the Republican parties would still have won. See his

essay: "Ursachen des Zusammenbruchs der Weimarer Republik und

ihre Lehren," in Ferdinand A. Hermens and Theodor Schieder
(eds.), Staat, Wirtschaft und Politik in der Weimarer Republic.
Festschrift fuer Heinrich Bruening (Berlin 1967), pp. 421-423.

Unkelbach also emphasized that, in the same year, there was one

election which demonstrated that the moderate voters were quick

to utilize the dynamics of majority voting: when von Hindenburg

ran for reelection as President, he beat his opponent Hitler
hands down; Hindenburg had, in the second ballot, 53 percent of

the votes, Hitler 36.8, and the Communist candidate Thaelmann
10.2 percent.

47/ Rudolf Smend, Die Verschiebung der konstitutionellen Ordnung

durch die Verhaeltniswahl, first published in 1918, here quoted

from Smend's Staatsrechtliche Abhandlungen und andere Aufsaetze
(Berlin 1955).

48/ For details see: Agnes Morley-Headlam, The New Democratic
Constitutions of Europe (London 1928); Arnold Zurcher,

"Democracy's Declining Capacity to Govern," Western Political

Quarterly, December 1955; R. J. Buell, Poland: Key to Europe

(New York 1939): R. Machray, Poland 1914-1932 (New York 1932);

George von Rauch, The Baltic States: The Years of Independence

1917-1940 (London 1974); J. Chmelar, Political Parties in
Czechoslovakia (Prague 1936). On Ireland see James Hogan,

Election and Representation (Cork 1945); Cornelius O'Leary, The
Irish Republic and its Experiment with Proportional

Representation (Notre Dame 1961); F. A. Hermens, Democracy or

19-549 0-83-42
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Anarchy?, op. cit., pp. 311 ff.; F. A. Hermens, Europe between
Democracy and Anarchy (Notre Dame 1951), pp. 99 ff.

49/ The former Minister of the Interior, Jean Mistler, had
presented an extensive report on the probable consequences of
P.R.: "Rapport Fait au Nom de la Commission du Suffrage
Universel," Chambre des Deputes, No. 6326, Session de 1936.

50/ "Le Pouvoir Executif et le Pouvoir Legislatif," La
Republique Franjaise (published in New York) December-T943.

51/ L'Annee Politique 1944-1945 (Paris 1946), p. 293. This
publication also contains details on election laws.

52/ This was largely due to Ramsay MacDonald's Socialism and
Government (London 1909).

53/ Palmiro Togliatti spoke for all of the parties of the Third
International when he gave the reasons for the Communist advocacy
of P.R., in his article "On the Possibility of Using the
Parliamentary Path for the Transition to Socialism," Pravda,
March 8, 1956. He was afraid of a virtual extinction of the
Communist party under majority voting, a result which in
countries like Italy and France could have been expected only in
the long run.

54/ The author would not characterize their attitude in such
terms had it not been explained to him that way by one of the
most respected leaders of the MRP.

55/ George Cogniot, in an article published early in 1944 in the
-- then clandestine -- Cahiers du Communisme (No. 20, pp. 42-51)
had, in the name of his party, torpedoed the plan for a new
constitution prepared by Michel Debra for the Council of
Resistance. This draft anticipated much of what Debr4 was
eventually able to get into the constitution of the Fifth
Republic. Cogniot was for a weak Republic in which, it was
assumed, a strong Communist party, made possible by P.R., would
dominate.

56/ Peter Campbell, "Remarques sur la loi electorate fran aise
du 9 May 1951," Revue Franjaise de Science Politique, Octo er-
December 1951.

57/ He traced his reasons in Ma part de verit4 (Paris 1969).
See, for example, pp. 36 ff.

58/ In accordance with our brief terminological discussion
(above, p. 4), the term "tendency" seems preferable to that of
"law." Maurice Duverger, Political Parties (London and New York
1954), p. 217, uses the term "true sociological law" but does so
with great caution which William H. Riker underlines: "The Two-
Party System and Duverger's Law: An Essay in the History of
Political Science," American Political Science Review, December
1982.
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59/ In his Ma Part de Verite (Paris 1969), he does not use the

term "dominate" but Le Monde does so quite properly in tracing

his strategy: "L'Election Presidentielle 26-avril - 10 mai 1981

(Paris 1981), pp. 148-149.

60/ Bernard Owen, "Remarques sur les Modes de Scrutin et

LEvolution Electorale du Parti Socialists sous la Cinquieme

Republique." (mimeo. 1981).

61/ Jean-Luc Parodi used this term in his article, "L'echec des

gauches," Revue Politique et Parlementaire, No. 873, commenting

on the parliamentary elections of 1978.

62/ The Representative Republic, op. cit., pp. 313 ff.

63/ Only those who run in the first ballot can run in the

second, and only if they have obtained 12.5 percent of the

registered voters. The result comes close to run-off elections

wic limit the second ballot to the two leading contenders.

64/ The effects of the present system are mitigated by the

institution of suppleants, alternates to the deputies who are

elected together with them and who succeed them when the former

become ministers. It is customary, though not legally required,

that, when a minister loses his job, the suppleant resigns,

giving the former minister a chance to run again for his old job

-- a cumbersome and not always successful arrangement.

65/ Werner Kaltefleiter, Die Funktionen des Staatsoberhauptens

in der parlamentarischen Demokratie (Cologne and Opladen 1970),
148 El.

66/ These and other aspects of the Fifth Republic are fully

treated in Maurice Duverger, La Republique des Citoyens (Paris

1982). The book was not yet available to the author, but its

contents were dealt with a review article by Rene Remond, "Le

Peuple et la Republique," Le Monde, December 10, 1982.

67/ Evanston and White Plains, N.Y., 1958.

68/ In the American zone of occupation, the Weimar type of P.R.

(with all deputies to be elected on party lists) was

reestablished, but eventually, after German influence became

stronger, all changed to the English pattern.

69/ Preface to F. A. Hermens, Demokratie oder Anarchie?

(Frankfurt 1951), p. vii.

70/ The lag between reality and perception is discussed in

Werner Kaltefleiter, Wirtschaft utd Politik in Deutschland.

Konjunktur als Bestimmungsfaktor des Parteiensystems, 2nd ed.

(Cologne and Opladen 1968), pp. 108 ff.

71/ Other less visible, but no less significant and hardly

rEonstructive" results of that institution have been dealt with

in: Juergen Domes, "Regierungskrisen in Bund und Laendern seit
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1949 und die Funktion des konstruktiven Mistrauensvotums" in
Peter Haungs (ed.) Res Publica (Munich 1977).

72/ The author, who was a member of the "Advisory Council on
Questions of Electoral Reform," established by the Ministry of
the Interior, dealt with details in his article, "Sicherung,
Ausbau und Verankerung des parlamentarischen Systems in der
Bundesrepublik," Verfassung und Verfassungswirklichkeit, 1972,
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und Demokratie - Eine Zwischenbilanz," in Rudolf Wildenmann (ed.)
Form und Erfahrung (Berlin 1976), pp. 223 ff., takes up some
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73/ Robert Redslob, Der Parlamentarismus in seiner wahren und
seiner unechten Form (Tuebingen 1918).

74/ "Significato del voto Secreto," II Giornale d'Italia, April
n3, 1954.

75/ "Toward an Overall Western Strategy," Fall 1982.

76/ One of his colleagues in the leadership of the SPD,
Professor Friedrich Schaefer, set forth the essentials of such a
system as against the conditions of the time, in his article "Ist
die Zeit reif fuer ein funktionsgerechtes Wahlrecht?," Verfassung
und Verfassungswirklichkeit (Cologne and Opladen 1968), Part II.

77/ Here quoted from the English version, published in The
German Tribune of January 2, 1983.

78/ When the Christian Democrats felt quite certain of an
absolute majority in the Hesse elections of September public
opinion polls supported them. So did the result of ,the postal
ballots which had been cast about a week before the elections.
In the end, the Christian Democrats won 52 seats, the Social
Democrats 49, and the Greens 9.

79/ Tempo, October 17, 1945.

80/ Published separately under the title, "Contro La
Proporzionale," (Rome 1946).

81/ F. A. Hermens, Europe between Democracy and Anarchy (Notre
D-ame 1951), pp. 160-161.

82/ Hermens, The Representative Republic, op. cit., pp. 413 ff.

83/ Sergio Ortino, "Proporz und Staatskrise in Italien,"
Verfassung und Verfassungswirklichkeit (Cologne-Opladen 1969), p.
84.

84/ Some observers did, however, point to the absence of a
number of Socialist deputies from the crucial vote.

85/ "La salutare campagna di agosto: il discorso di Craxi nel
dibattito sulla fiducia." Avanti!, issue of September 1, 1982.
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86/ Proporz und Staatskrise in Italien, op. cit., p. 103, Note
36.

87/ John Darnton, "Lisbon Lurches through 15th Government
Crisis," The New York Times, December 23, 1982.

88/ The Politics of Accommodation (Berkeley 1968).

89/ Democracy in Plural Societies (New Haven 1977).

90/ Charles de Gaulle, War Memoirs: The Call to Honour, 1940-42
(New York 1955), p. 5.

91/ For some details, see my The Representative Republic, op.
cit., pp. 270-273; F. A. Hermens, Der Staat und die
WeTtwirtschaftskrise (Vienna 1936), pp. 211 ff.

92/ John Darnton, "Lisbon Lurches through 15th Governmental
Crisis," o2. cit.

93/ For Trinidad and Tobago the then Prime Minister, Dr. Eric
Williams, stated the reasons succinctly when a Republican
Constitution was about to be adopted. See his article,
"Proportional Representation in Trinidad and Tobago," The Round
Table, April 1973. When, in 1976, the new Constitution was
adopted it explicitly called for the plurality system of voting.

94/ The Representative Republic, op. cit., pp. 478 ff.

95/ See Axel Ridder, "Wahlen und ausserparlamentarische
Machtbildung in Indonesien" in Verfassung und
Verfassungswirklichkeit, 1967.

96/ F. A. Hermens, "Exit the Boss," The Review of Politics,
October 1940.

97/ Henry Hazlitt, A New Constitution Now (New York 1941)
pointed to the fact that the Council Manager Plan represents an
adaptation of the principles of the parliamentary system to city
government.

98/ The editorials on "The Record on P.R." were published in the
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For text, see appendix.

99/ After the 1956 elections, the new Council needed more than a
thousand ballots to elect a mayor. With a city manager in place
that did not matter very much, but imagine what such an outcome
would mean if a national government had to be formed.

100/ As mentioned above, Thomas Hare, who wanted to make one
constituency of all of England, went farther in describing the
probable results of his system, which in his words "will dissolve
the present majorities."

101/ C. G. Hoag and G. H. Hallett, Jr., Proportional
Representation (New York 1926), p. 117.
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strength, see my "Electoral Systems and Political Systems.
Recent British Experience," Parliamentary Affairs, Winter 1976.

103/ Ralph Edward Bailey, An American Colossus. The Singular
Career of Alexander Hamilton (Boston 1933), pp. 287-288.
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Or. Hermens, Pol. Science. N.Y. Times, Mon. Oct. 27,
1947.

TE FECOPD ON PR-1

On Nov. 3, 1936, the people of New York City voted a new Charter replacing the65 member Board of Aldermen with a much smaller City Council and, on a separate
question, set up a-system of Proportional Reprseentation voting by boroughs to elect
the members of that Council. The vote on PP was 923,186 for to 555,217 against.
ThIs newspaper on the morning of the election in an editorial of "laest-minute re-minders" said: "If you wish to plump for a somewhat doubtful experiment with Propor-
tional Representation, In a limited field, vote 'yes' on Question 2 Local". In
November, 1937, the first now Council waes elected. The city has thus had a full ten-year test of PR. We believe, for a number of reasons which we shall set forth in
this and later editorials, that this somebhwat doubtful experiment' should be con-cluded as soon as possible. A proposal before the voters In referendum on November
4 will provide the opportunity to abolish PP.

In making known on this page in early April, 1947, our decision to support re-peal of PP we were, of course, awere that wv had In the earlier years of this experi-
ment endorsed the workings of Proportional Pepresentation and defended it againat
critics. PR seemed for a time to be accomplishing at least some of the hopes of its
advocates. But we began as early as 1941 to point out the evidence of ahort-comings
in PP, and have continued to do so steadily since, as it became constantly clearer
that the system, no matter how attractive as theory, was defective in practice.

We favor repeal of PR for these reasons, and others:

1. It has failed to produce a City Council that fairly represented the eenti-
ments of the people, notably so In the la Guardia regime when Fusion wes in controlof the city administration, but Tameany continued to dominate the Council.

2. It has fostered the growth of splinter parties, seating Communists and
other radicals who could not, by normal majority and district voting methods, have
hoped to become members and giving them an official sounding-board for viewe shared
by only a meager fraction in the electorate.

3. Early assumptions that the electorate would, with practice and education,
learn to use intelligently and effectively the complicated voting system of PR have
proved Ill-founded. After education campaigne and the experience of four previous
elections, one voter in every four in the fifth election using PR either left his
ballot blank, made it invalid through wrong marking or made his voice ineffective
through failure to indicate a sufficient number of alternative choices. Thus 24.2
per cent of all ballots were ineffective for one reason or another in 1945. TheDemocratic machine has learned to use the PR ballot adroitly, and the Communists and
otbera have become skilled in "bullet" voting, but the independent voters and, to aconsiderable exteot, the Republicans have not been able to make their voice felt toa degree cmensurate with their numbers.

4. Borough-vide election of Council members as provided under PP takes it im-
possible, in the great majority of cases, for the citizen to know the qualificator7-
of the candidate he is voting for. The great expense of a campaign that would enas
a candidate (for an office maying $5,000 a year) to make his views known to seve:j
million residents in a whole borough is in itself an insuperible cbstacle. To-:'
his ballot effective, as the PP ideal calls for, a vote:- 2W; mark a loUn list
preferences in their order. He can know well one or two o' chese canddsek.ee, pfi. .:and the balance of his choices is random, unintelligent voting, too often done ormerely racial, religious or indiscriminate party basis.
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The Record on PP.-I (Continued)

5. Recount on a challenged contest is so costly that expense alone stands in
the way of sincere challenge, since the candidate himself must bear the cost.

6. The neighborhood is no longor represented in our city legislature, and the
return to a district form of voting could encourage legitimate attention to local in-
tereste needed for fair play and balanced development of the city. Under PR all the
Council members from a borough could come from one block in that borough; it has, in
fact, happened at time under PR that whole large sections of the city have had no
spokesman in the Council. It io not here suggested that a return to an aldermanic
type of log-rolling for the benefit of home districts would be desirable. But dis-
trict representation does have an advantage in bringing to a legislature that spec-
ialized Inmoledge of local conditions that is one basis of good government.

7. The record of the Councils we have elected under PR, and the qualities of
scme of the sunbere moat in the public eye in recent years, are in themselves a maJor
disappointment, tend to shake confidence in the democratic process and are a valid
argument against keeping PR. The Council's over-all record as a lawmaker has been
undletinguished to say the least, even when allowance is made for the limits placed
on its powers. Its long and costly delay on county offices reform in its early
years, its displays of political horseplay, its silly excursions into national and
international affaire over which it had no Jurisdiction, its conspicuous failure to
take the lead, at leaet as a moral force, on euch maJor matters as fare reform on city
transit while occupying itself with such trivialities as the return of bingo and the
name of Sixth Avenue -- these are a few of the symptoma of a body whose delaya
antics and childishness have been criticized by the very civic elements that were the
most ardent supporters of PP.

We shall 4iecuse these and other points further In the days before election.
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72 FECORD ON PR - II

Five elections of the City Council have been held since adoption of Propor-tional Repreaentation, and the results of those elections constitute a convincing
reason for repealing the PP system. They demonstrate a failure of the City Councilby its ccnpoeition to reflect the will of the people, moot conspicuously while Fusionforces were electing a Mayor and a majority in the Board of Estimate; they show radi-cal representation in the Council entirely inconsistent with the real weight of radi-cal views in the electorete. Candidates were elected from 1937 to 1945 as followe:

1937: Regular Democrats, 14; Independent Democrat, 1; Republicans, 3;Aierican labor Party, 6; City Fusion, 2. Thus democrats had fifteen members of atwenty-aix member Council, elected on the sane day that the late Mayor La Guardia,running on the American Labor Party ticket and the candidate also of the Republicans,
Fusioniete and Progressives, was swept Into office again with a Tot of 1, 344, 630 to891, 235.

1939t Democrats, 14, Republicans, 2; American Labor Party, 2; Fusion, 2;Independent (Alfred E.Smith,Jr.), 1. This time the Democrats had won a two-thirds
majority, or enough to override a La Guardia veto, in a Council of twenty-one.

1941: Democrats, 17 (one short of two-thirds to override veto); Republicans, 2;American labor, 2; American Labor-Fusion, 1; Fusion, 2; right-wing Laborite, 1;Communist (Peter V.Cacchione), 1. Tere were twenty-six members of the Council.

1943: Democrats, 10; Republica (regular), 1; Republlcan independents, 2;.
Comunite (Benjamin J.Davia,Jr., end Mr.Cacchioos), 2; Independent (Michael J.Cutll),1; American Labor Party, 1, for a total of seventeen members.

1945: Democrats, 14; Republicans, 3; Liberals, 2; American labor, 2; Communista,2. This Council of Twenty-three members, elected for a four-year term for the firsttime contained ouch members as Mr. Cacohione, Mr. David, Suoene P. Connolly, and again
Mr. Quill. That men of their political complexion should actually outnumber the Re-publicana in the Council and win almost a third as many seats as the strongly en-trenched Democratic machine In New York City ti an absurdity that calls for correction.

Of the election in 1937 MYeor la Guardia said: 'Had there been no ProportionalRepresentation vote, I could have crried an oveswhelming majority in the City Coun-cil." PR rode in on the crest of a "refors" governat, following the Seabury die-closures, and represented for many voters something tangible -- even if they couldn'tfully underetand It -- that might deal a blow to Tawsny. This same desire for re-
form has provided most of the momentum In the few other cities In the United Stateswhere ER has been accepted and where it has usually been coupled with initiation of
city manager plan of go-ernoent. But, worthy as the purpose was, the resulting CityCouncil througb the years has not been representative and its members -- with a fewnotable exceptione -- have been undistinguished. Sose of them, whose views we re-gard as un-American, we stand a fair change to get rid of by repealing PR.
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THE FZCORD ON PR - i

One of the fallacious arguments used In defense of Proportional Representation
is to summn up the prospect that we shall be returning to the 'old Board of Alder-
men cnmposed of sixty-four Teamny Democrete and Joe Baldwin". That is not the ceae.
The now systemn of electing the City Council ignores the old districts, and bases the
election an the State Senate districte established by the legielature. There are
twenty-five of theee in the city, and twelve of these Senate seats ere nmw held by
Republicans or Republican-American laborites. It doee not neceesarily follow that
the same party division would exiet In a newly elected Council that exists In the
lew York City delegation to the Senate, but It seems a seafe eaeumption that Fepubli-
cane would be far better repreeented in the CoUncl1 then they now are.

The boroughs are represented in the state Senate, under the election of November
, 1946, as follows: Queens -- Republicans, 4; Kings County (Brooklyn) -- Republi-

can, 1; Republican-Amorican labor, 3; Democrats, 2; Democrat-Liberal, 1; Democrat-
American labor, 1; Democrat-American labor-Liberal, 1 (total, 9 eeats); Fiohumd --
Republican, 1; New York County (Vanhattan) -- Republican, 1; Democrat, 1; Democrat-
American labor, 3; Democr-t-American labor-Liberal, 1 (total seats, 6); Bronz --
Democrat, 3; Republican, 2 (total seats, 5).

In the State Senate delegation froa NEW York City the parties are represented
as follows: Republicans, 9; Republican-American labor, 3; Democrate, 6; Democrat-
American labor, 4; Democrat-Liberal, 1; Democrat-American labor-Liberal, 2.

The 1945 election prcdixced a City Council of twenty-three membere, divided as
follows: Democrats, 14; Republicans, 3; Liberals, 2; American labor, 2;
C-unists, 2.

Whatever the reason for It, It cannot be ocnvincingly argued that the Pepubli-
osns are fairly represented with three members In this2 Council of 23, or that Cm-
munists deserve two-thirds as many eeete as Republicans. In the election of Novem-
ber, 1946, for state officee the Cmmuniets were running their own candidates for
StatU Controller and Attorney General. The Cemunist vote for Benjamin J.Davis for
Attorney General wae 95,798, for Robert Thompson for State Controller, 85,098. The
Cennists estimeted that something core than 5,000 of these votes came from out-
side the city.

So Communists, able to muster only about 90,000 votes in 1946 within the city
at a major state election that brought out nearly 5,000,000 votes for Dewey and Mead,
the candidates for Governor, were eble In the 1941 City Council election here to
elect 8.7 per cent of the Council menbership. In the 194, election for Mayor of Rev
Yorkl GCty, 1,974,672 votes were cast by all parties. If the Coiuniet vote for
state offices In 1946 is set down beside this Mayoral total it makes 4.5 per cent cF
the vote me against a representation of 8.7 per eant of Cominnst membere in the
Council. The reaeons for this discrepancy are, of course, the well-drilled tech-
niques of the Commuists in PR voting, their deals with other radical elements for
second and later choices on the ballots, and the spatbh of so many votero of other
parties toward PR election of the Council.

All these facts ccntribvte to our conviction that PP. sivnld be repunled,
that an election of the uity C"uncil by State Senate c-lr. ; carries little
danger of a retur.2 to t's old Aldea-mnic abuses.
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THE RECOFD ON PP - IV

One of the most serious objections to the Proportional Representation system ofelecting our City Council is that it fragmentizes the electorate Into a number ofsplinter parties or independent candidacies based on ahades of political opinion,.racial loyalties, lea or religisce grounds. Thie is illustrated by the last Coun-cil election, in 1945, which seated fourteen Democrats, three Pepublicans, twoLiberals, two Liberals, two American laborite. and two Communists. It Is illus-trated even more forcibly by a study of the full list of candidates In the fiveborougha, which included -- in addition to the parties above -- Citizens Non-Parti-san, City Fusion, Socialiat, Trotakylet, American Veterans, Independent CitizensCommittee and, in addition to theese, no fewer than twenty-seven Individuals runnngunder no party designation.

In warning the voters against accepting PP in 1936 the late Alfred S.Smith said:"I believe that the whole theory of representing every minority on the city legsle-lative bodp IS wrong. I reelize that It hea great cherm for-thoce who vent to b c akdown the larger portiae, encourage minorities and substitute free-for-all oratory andwrangling for orderly goverrment.**54 Party goveroment as applied to municipalelections is a long way from perfect, but abolishing party soveramout In favor ofminority crackpot candidaciea l goinG to be infinitely more Irresponsible, especial-ly when it is coupled with destruction of local district representation. -

The extent to which fraementatlon of the electorate occurred In that frlstPP election bee been analyzed by Professor F.A.hermene of Notre Dame Vniveres, oneof the foremost students of PR. Using a table cempiled by a State ConstitutlonalConvention Committee appotnted by Governor Lehman, he notes that on first chooSevotes for Council there was the following division of ballots, Democratic, 31 percent; American Labor, 12 per cent; City Fusion, U per cent; Republican, 9 per cent;Inaurgent Democrats, 5 per cent; C aunists, 4 par cent; Socialists, 1 per cent, and"others" (independents), 27 per cent. This Is fragmentation indeed.

"It was the eese day,' says Professor Hermene, "that Mayor Ia Guardia (who hadbeen elected by a mere plurality in 1933) polled a2mcst 60 per cent of the total Ivote cast in the city, the same day that Thoeme S. Dewey was elected District Attor-nay of Tammany's own Borougb of Manhattan with a majority of landelide proportione,and that Fueion elected, In addition to all the other eambers of the Board ofEStimate, four of the five Borough Presidents of New York.r*s***** When the resultswere known, the voters came to realize that the PR Council was the one point atwhioh the Fusion landslide had base stopped."

The results in Council wexe, In members elected in a 26
-usmber body Democrats50 per cent; American Labor 19 per cent; City Fusion 11*; Pepublicans 11, ad In-surgent Democrats 8 per cent. The lesson Is that reform elements In the electorate,forgetting their differences and uniting their strength under the old-fashioned

plurality system of voting, were able to keep their Fusloniet Mayor In office by anincreasingly substantial margin. UIoder PP their strength was dispersed and frag-mentized into splinter parties and Independent candidacies, with a result that Dem-ocrats won half the Council seats and four other groups divided up the temainingthirteen. In four other elections held under PP while MrI.Ic^'uardie was Mayor t.iDemocrats never failed to win control of the Council, andoer.s had the t'o-th!.,'needed to override a Mayoral veto.
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11/5/47 PB IS B}D

We believe the cause of sound goverment has been served In the passage of
Proposition IV, by which New York City voters yesterday rejected the Proportional
Representation system of electing the City Council.

PB had a full ten-year teat. It did not live up to espectations. The CoUn-
oils so elected did not truly reflect the political sentiment of the people. Dem-
ocrate continued to dominate the Council at the saw time that Fuejon was electing
and re-electing )Myor Ia Guardia, foe of Taamny.1 Republican memberehip was con-
fined to a sattering entirely inconsistent with the party's known strength among
the electorate. Cem nist and other radicals won seate far beyond their just due
because they had learned how to uoe PB and make deals to serve their ends.

The early hope that the electorate as a *hole mould finally become skilled in
uee of the ballot proved unjustified. I The result finally was a Council splinter-

ized as to parties, a sounding board for strange beliefs, a debating society given
over to special pleaders and adoption of resolutione on national and internatial
mattere plainly outeide the provice of a local legislative body. With a few es-
ceptione the mebere have been undietingulihed. District repreeentation was gone,
under borough-wide election, and the electorate could not hope to Inow more than
one or two of the candidates for whom they were voting. PR as a theory sounded
good in some mays. The practical results in five elections so held were dis-
appointing.

Now an entirely new system has been voted in, not feturning to the olid 65-
member Board of Aldermen, but setting up a Council of twenty-five members elected
on a neighborhood representation basis from State Senate districts. Those who
supported repeal of PB in the interest of good local goveroent have the further
duty now to see to It that the new system actually brings good government. We in-
vite all those forces, including may respected civig leaders, who supported PB
in their sincere belief that it meant better government, to work with equal zeal
now In the new effort to produce a better City Council. The Democrats have had
sufficient warning in recent years to know that an aroured electorate, vigoronuly
led can turn them out of office in elections held on the old-fashioned majority
basis, and keep them out for years, for failing to behave in the people's interest.
That interest requires able men and women, and not party hacks, as nominees for
the Council.

For the Republicans the repel of PB means an opportunity and a challenge.
Twelve seats in the city's delegation to the State Senate are now held by Bepub-
licans or Psylublican-American laborites, as gainst six regular Democrats anl
others with bi-party endoreemsnt. If the Republicans will put up strong candi-
dates for the Council and then take the trouble to see that Republican votere go
to the polls they can insure a Council that at very least bee a healthy and effec-
tive Republican minority.
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THE NULTS ON PR

A study of the vote by which Neo York City repealed the Proportional Repre-
atntation system of electing its City Council reveals some interesting points,
especially when a comparison is made with the tests of other years on this same
issue.

The sweep against PR went through all five borough., and througb all but
fifteen of sixty-seven Assembly districts. In the city as a whole PR Von a little
over 38 per oent of the vote cast, a very alender showing when It l considered
that most Presidential elections are won on a swing of a few percentage points.
PR was voted into effect in 1936 with 62 per cent of the votes cast, sustaised
in 1938 with 68 per cent, and again In 1940 with 58 per cent. The extent of les-
illusion of the voters with the results of PR seen, to bave been emphatically
demonstrated.

An analysis of the registered electorate who went to the polls. on this Is-
sue through the yeare is aleo significant. In 1936, 2,900,184 were registered
to vote In New York City, in 1938, 2,423,976, in 1940 (a Presidential yeer)
3,390,460, and in 1947, 2,356,248, a huge registration for an off-year. In spite
of the bad weather, 64 per cent of the registered voter. took a position on PR
day before yesterday, as against only 50 per cent in 1936, 46 per cent In 1938
(when there were 1,184,259 blank and void votes) and 4

0 per cent In 1940. This
Impressively large percentage of registrants who not only took the trouble to
visit the polls on a rainy day but also cast their vote on the PR issue io evi-
dence of how deep the feeling was. Those voicing an opinion on PR passed eventhe number of total voter. in tbe city on the housing propositions, and came with-
In about 60,000 of equaling the total vote on the veterans' bonus.

Three other cities that have used PR also voted Tuesday On Its retention.
Boulder, Colorado, which had It for thirty year., discarded the system by a vote
of nearly three to one. Long Beach, N.Y., abandoned it, and the closeness of the
vote in Clnucnnati, wbere it Won out, shaoed the substantial distrust of the

sstem tbere.

We do not believe that the distrust so strongly registered in New York City
will be lessened if a new test On the question in proposed next year.
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